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Introduction

By His Academic Eminence, Professor Abubakar Adamu Rasheed
ES-NUC
Brief on the Nigerian University System

The development of university education in Nigeria started with the inauguration of Elliot Commission of 1943, the report of which led to the establishment of University College, Ibadan (UCI) as an affiliate of the University of London in 1948. In April 1959, the colonial Government set up the Ashby Commission to advise it on the higher education needs of the country for the first two decades. Before the submission of the report, the Eastern Region Government established its own university, University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 1960. The implementation of the Ashby Report led to the establishment of the regional universities in the Western and the Northern Regions: University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University), Ile-Ife and Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria in 1962 respectively as well as a Federal university, the University of Lagos also in 1962. This also led to the establishment of the National Universities Commission (NUC) as an administrative Unit in the Cabinet Office of the Federal Government. The University College, Ibadan became a full-fledged University in 1963. In 1970, the Midwestern Region (carved out of the Western Region) established the University of Benin. The six universities are referred to as First Generation Universities.

During the third National Development Plan (1975-1980) and owing to strident demands for more universities in the wake of the geopolitical restructuring of Nigeria into twelve States, the Federal Government took over all the Regional (“Ashby”) universities and established seven more universities located in Calabar, Ilorin, Jos, Sokoto, Maiduguri, Port-Harcourt and Kano - the Second Generation Universities. The Federal Government established specialized Universities of Technology between 1980 and early 1991 in Owerri, Makurdi, Yola, Akure and Bauchi while a University of Agriculture was in Abeokuta. During this period, some of the States also established universities. These were found Rivers, Anambra, Lagos, Osun, Imo, Cross-River and Ondo States. The Federal Government also took over some State universities as new States were carved out of existing ones and these included the Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka and University of Uyo while the defunct Open University in Abuja became the University of Abuja with a Centre for Distance Learning and another University of Agriculture established in Umudike. The universities established during this period are the third generation universities.

The inclusion of education on the Concurrent List in the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria means participation of the States governments while participation by the private sector and individuals in the delivery of education to the public was made possible by Decree No. 9 of 1993. The public was invited to participate in offering university education in 1983 but the in-orderly manner in which all the 31 universities were established led to their closure. However, the Federal Government suspended the closure order when Decree No. 9 of 1993 was promulgated. This has led to the orderly establishment of private universities in Nigeria, the first three having been licensed in 1999.
It should be noted that these universities were established to be citadels of learning and development. Section 8(59) of the National Policy on Education (2014) outlined the aims of higher education thus:

- Contribution to national development through high level manpower training.
- Development of the intellectual capabilities of the individual to understand and appreciate their local and external environment.
- Acquisition of both physical and intellectual skills which enables the individual to be self-reliant and useful member of the society.
- Promotion and encouragement of scholarship and community services.
- For national unity and the promotion of national cohesion, understanding and integration.

Section 8(60) of the document also states that higher education in Nigeria should vigorously pursue these goals through: teaching and learning; research and development as well as knowledge generation and dissemination and international cooperation; and dedicated service to the communities through extra-mural and consultancy service. In spite of the laudable goals of higher education, the Nigerian tertiary (higher) Education Sub-sector suffers from certain challenges that have undermined the quality. These include inadequate funding, paucity of academic staff, inadequate and deteriorating infrastructural and instructional facilities as well as inadequate admission slots in the universities on the one hand and low patronage of the polytechnics and colleges of education on the other hand. Proprietor Governments and private organisations require to address these problems with the seriousness they deserve.

By July 2017, there were over two thousand three hundred programmes across the entire universities with academic staff strength of about 51,000. By far, however, the greatest change has been in the explosion in student population and the number of aspirants seeking university admission. The total student enrolment in all Nigerian universities grew from just over 2000 in 1962 to about 1.9 million in July 2017. Over two million candidates have registered to take the Unified Tertiary Matriculation Examination (UTME) in March 2018.
Attaining the rank of full Professor in the Nigerian university system is metaphorically like a camel through the eye of the needle. The process is one of the most stringent in Africa and when global comparisons are made, the minimum standards are comparable to what obtains in older university systems in Europe and North America.

The first level qualification is to have a doctorate degree in the area of specialisation. For medical scientists, a recognised professional Fellowship is generally accepted although in a few years’ time, insistence on a doctorate degree in the special area of medicine will be the acceptable minimum. The second filter is to have put in at least three years of teaching (in a university or other tertiary-level institution), research and community service at each level of lectureship. There are four such levels—Lecturer Grade 2, Lecturer Grade 1, Senior Lecturer and Associate Professor. Hence, before being considered for promotion or appointment to the rank of full Professor, the academic/scholar would have put in a minimum of twelve years of university teaching and research.

The third and about the most important filter is the assessment of scholarship. This involves evaluation of the published works of the full Professorial candidate by seasoned (senior) full Professors in the field of the candidate. Typically, a minimum of 60 internationally-published works (about 80% being articles in high-impact international journals) will qualify a candidate to receive a positive assessment. At least one of the assessors is expected to be from a well-ranked university outside Nigeria, preferably from Europe or North America. At least two positive assessments will qualify the candidate for the final step which is screening via a rigorous oral interview. The interview is a composite assessment of the candidate on teaching (length and quality) research (scores returned by the external assessors) and community service (internal and external). With an overall score exceeding a set minimum by the university, the candidate is then processed to the University Council for appointment. The variations from one university to another in Nigeria are marginal although the older universities would appear to pitch higher than these minima.
Administration

ADESOLA, Funso is a Professor of International Relations, in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (2010). He was HOD of International Relations (2011-2013) and member, University Strategic Planning Committee (2016-2020). He was an Exchange Scholar in the Study of United States Institute on US Foreign Policy. His current research is on Borders in Boko Haram Insurgency. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is fadesola@oauife.edu.ng. His cellphone number is +2348034025067. Download CV: CV_ADESOLA-Emmanuel-Funso_prof.-funso-adesola-s-cv.docx

ADETAYO, Erlinda is a Professor of Entrepreneurship in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a Ph.D in Business Administration from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She was the Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Administration (2016-2018) and during her Sabbatical (2014-2015), she was the Head of Department (Business Administration), Bowen University, Iwo. She is a Fellow of National Institute of Marketing of Nigeria (NIMN), Chartered Institute of Commerce of Nigeria (CICN), and Institute of Personnel Administration of Nigeria (IPAN); and a Member of International Council for Small Business (ICSB). Her email is erlinda77adetayo@yahoo.com. Her telephone number 08067708453. Download CV: CV_Adetayo-Erlinda_adetayo_ed-cv.docx

ADETAYO, Joshua is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D. in Business Management from Manuel L. Quezon University, Manila. He has served as Dean and Head of Department during his sabbatical. He is a Fellow of National Institute of Marketing of Nigeria (NIMN), Chartered Institute of Commerce of Nigeria (CICN), and an Associate Member of National Institute of Management (NIM) in Nigeria. His email address isadetayosegun2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037175961. Download CV: CV_Adetayo-Joshua_adetayo_jo-cv.docx

ADEYEMO, Kabiru is a Professor of Management and Accounting in the Faculty of Environmental, Social and Management Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from Lead City University, (2010), He was Sub- Dean of Social and Management Sciences (2012-2014). He is a Fellow Chartered Institute of Management Accountant. His current research is on money laundering and terrorism financing. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is remadeyemo2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034069337. Download CV: CV_ADEYEMO-KABIRU-ADEREMI_curriculum-vitae.docx

AGBOOLA, Ayodeji is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2006) He was Deputy Dean (2010-2012), Head of Department of Management and Accounting (2014-2016) and he is the Dean Elect, Faculty of Administration (2017-2019). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Management. His current research is on the relationship between job burnout and intention to quit job. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is agboolaay@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are 08131123817 and 07054008111. Download CV: CV_Agboola-Ayodeji-Akinlolu_cv-agboola-current-2018-.doc
AIBIEYI, Stanley is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Public Administration, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2009). He is the Director of Institute of Public Administration (2016 to Date) and Visiting Professor to Western Delta University, Oghara, Delta State (2015 to Date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Registered Administrative Managers of Nigeria. His current research is on Managerial Skill. He is currently supervising two (2) Ph.Ds. His email address is stanleyaibieyi@gmail. His telephone number is +2348050283517, +2347067409537. Download CV: CV_AIBIEYI-STANLEY_prof-aibieyi-cv.docx

AKINLO, Olayinka is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2010). She is presently the Deputy Coordinator of the MBA Programme. She is a Member of the Nigerian Economic Society. Her current research is on Mandatory adoption of IFRS. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is yakinlo@oauife.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037193075. Download CV: CV_Akinlo-Olayinka-Olufisayo_cv-olayinkakinlo.doc

AKINOLA, Grace is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2008). She was the Dean of Student Affairs (2016-2017) in Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She is a member of the American Marketing Association. Her current research is on Marketing and Uptake of Management Research in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is goaakinola@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036055452 or 08076543710. Download CV: CV_AKINOLA-GRACE-OLUYEMISI_akinola.cv-updated-for-nuc.doc

ALUGBUO, Chukwubike Cosmas is a Professor of Business Management in the Faculty of Business Administration, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Owerri, (2002). He is currently the Dean of the Faculty of Business Administration (2018). He is a member of the Academy of Management (USA), The Academy of Management (Nigeria) and a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Administrators (Nigeria). His current research interest is on Strategies for continuous improvement. His email address is chybalu2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038852449. Download CV: CV_Alugbuo-Cosmas-Chukwubike_resume-c.v.-alugbuo-2017-updated.doc

AMA, Godwin Agwu Ndukwe is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from Abia State University (2007). He was the HOD, Accounting (2006 - 2013). He is a Fellow of the Association of National Accountants of Nigeria (ANAN), a fellow of FCPA (2013) Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Nigeria (ICPAN), and also a fellow of the Institute for Fraud Management and Control. His current research is on Human Resource Accounting. He has successfully supervised 30 Ph.Ds. His email address is gananig@yahoo.com/gananig77@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348038211289,+2348037987883. Download CV: CV_Ama-Godwin-Agwu_Ndukwe_prof.-ama-current-cv-curriculum-vitae-of-2017-1.doc

ANYEBE, Adam is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1995). His current research is on Development Administration. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is adamanyebe@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035924309. Download CV: CV_Anyebe-Adam-Adem.anyebe-cv-current-4.docx

ASAOLU, Taiwo is a Professor of Accounting in the Department of Management and Accounting, Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Coordinator, M.Phil/Ph.D. Programmes (2007–2008); Head of Department & Coordinator, Executive MBA Programme (2008–2010); Head of Department/Coordinator, Executive MBA Programme (2011–2014). Dean, Faculty of Administration
CHECHET, Ishaya Luka is a Professor of Accounting and Finance in the Faculty of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the AhmaduBello University, Zaria (2009). He was HOD Department of Accounting Federal University, Dutsin-Ma, (2012/2013), while on sabbatical. He is a Fellow of a Institute of Corporate Administrators, A Member of Association of National Accountants (ANAN). He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is ishayachechet@gmail.com His telephone number is +2348034526234. Download CV: CV_CHECHET-ISAYA-LUKA_prof.-chechet-cv.doc

ELUKA, Johnny is a Professor of Business Management in the Faculty of Business Administration, University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus. He holds a PhD from Alliant University, San Diego California USA. He was Acting Dean (1994) and Head of Department of Business and Public Administration (1986 - 1993), Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. His current research is on Small Business and Entrepreneurship: Building a Nation, One step at a time. He has successfully supervised more than 50 PhDs. His email address is johnny.eluka@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347060803201. Download CV: CV_ELUKA-JOHNNY-CHIBUEZE_prof.-jonny.docx

IDEMOBI, Ellis is a professor of Management and Entrepreneurship, at the Faculty of Management Sciences of the Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University Uli, Anambra state. He holds an MSc from University of Wales and a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Dean of Management Science, Director of the Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies, Director Academic Planning and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (academic) at various times in the University. His current research interest is on comparative strategies for job creation especially in rural areas. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His e-mail is ellisidemobi@gmail.com and His telephone number is+2348036664299. Download CV: CV_idemobi-ellis-ifeanyi_curriculum-vitae.doc

JUMARE, Bashir Mohammed is a Professor of Public Finance and Local Government Finance in the Faculty of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2008). He was a Deputy Dean Fac. of Adm (2010-2011), Dean Fac. of Social and Management Sciences, Bauchi State University (2012-2014), Deputy Dean Student Affairs A.B.U. Zaria (2015-2018) and HOD Local Government and Development Studies A.B.U. Zaria (2016-2018). His current research is on Public Spending and Local Finance and Development. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is idrbjumare@gmail.com. His Telephone number is 234034527537. Download CV: CV_JUMARE-BASHIR-MOHAMMED_dr-bashir-new-cv.doc

KARWAI, Sulaiman is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the same University (2006). He was Dean of the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Northwest University, Kano and Director of International Centre of Excellence for Rural Finance and Entrepreneurship (ICERFE) ABU,Zaria. He is a Member of Nigeria Institute of Management (NIM). His email address is karwaisa@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033298134. Download CV: CV_KARWAI-SULAIMAN-ABDULLAHI_cvlatest17ibsule.doc

LAWAL, Yekini Olawaiye is a Professor of Business Administration in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti (ABUAD). He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1998). He was the Pioneer Acting Provost of the College of Social and Management Sciences (2010-2014), Pioneer Director of Academic Planning (2010 till date) and Pioneer Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic (2015-2018) all of (ABUAD). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (FNSE) and a Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (FNIMechE). He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email is lawalyo@abuad.edu.ng. His telephone number is 2348033562682. Download CV: CV_Lawal-Yekini-Olawaiye_registration-of-professor-with-nuc.docx

MAINOMA, Muhammad is a Professor of Accounting & Finance at Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is currently the Vice-Chancellor, Nasarawa
Mainoma, Muhammad is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Administration, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Accounting Association, Association of National Accountants of Nigeria. His current research is on International Financial Reporting Standards quality; He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is mainoma@yahoo.com. His contact phone is 08037030098. Download CV: CV_Mainoma-Muhammad -Akaro_mainoma-cv-2018.doc

ODOH, Adejo is a Professor of Local Government and Development Studies, in the Faculty of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (1989). He was Head of Department (2001 - 2005). He is a member of the Chattered Institute of Administration. His current research is on The Image of Local Government in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is adejooo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034050169. Download CV: CV_ODOH-ADEJO_-cv-adejo-.doc

OKPARA, Gazie is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from the same University (2007). He was a Head of Department of Marketing (2001-2014), and is the Director of Academic Planning (2015 till date). He is a member of the Advertising Practitioners Council of Nigeria, National Institute of Marketing of Nigeria, and the International Academy of African Business and Development. His current research is on Consumer's Consumption Complex. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is gazieokpara@yahoo.com and gazie.okpara@abiastateuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038674565. Download CV: CV_Okpara-Gazie-Sunday_curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

OKPARA, Godwin is a Professor of Finance in the Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from Abia State University(2012). He was Dean, Faculty of Business Administration(2015-2019). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria, Institute of Policy Management Development and Institute of Global Resource Management. His current research is on Financial instability and sustainable economic growth in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is chigoziegodwino@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038175920. Download CV: CV_Okpara-Godwin -Chigozie_chigozie-curriculum-12.doc

OLOGUNDE, Olusola is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Administration, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2012). She is an Associate Member of the Nigerian Institute of Management. Her current research is on Effects of Proliferation of Universities. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is ologundeolusola@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036353170. Download CV: CV_OLOGUNDE-olusola-adedoyin_cv-june-2018.doc

OSUAGWU, Linus is a Professor of Marketing in the School of Business & Entrepreneurship at the American University of Nigeria, Yola. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1998). He was Dean of the School of Business & Entrepreneurship at the American University of Nigeria (2013-2015) and pioneer Vice-Chancellor of the Eastern Palm University Imo State (2017-2018). His current research is on Entrepreneurship Orientation of Nigerian students. He has successfully supervised and examined 22 PhDs. His email address is osuagwulinus@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033036440. Download CV: CV_Osuagwu-Linus-Chukwunenye_prof-osuagwu-cv-2018.docx

ROWLAND, Worlu is a Professor of Marketing/Organizational Behavior in the College of Business & Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2010). He was HOD, Business Managements (2014-2016), He was the director of Covenant University Centre for Lifelong Learning (2012-2014); He is a fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration. His current research is on Political Marketing & Consumer Behavior. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is rowland.worlu@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037048971. Download CV: CV_WORLU-ROWLAND-ENWUZURUIKE_cv-updated-2018.docx
SOMOYE, Russell is a Professor of Banking and Finance in the Faculty of Administration and Management Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from the University of the West of Scotland (2011). He was the HOD of Banking & Finance (2005-2009), Director, Center for Continuing Education (2009-2009), HOD of Accounting, Banking & Finance (2013-2016). He was Dean, Faculty of Social & Management Sciences (2016-2017) and presently, Dean, Faculty of Administration & Management Sciences (2017- till date). His current research is on multicratic finance and fiscal governance. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is olukayodesomye@hotmail.com. His telephone number is 08037578100. Download CV: CV_SOMOYE-Russell-Olukayode Christopher_prof.-somoye-roc-curriculum-vitae-30-june-2018.doc

UMAR, Muhammad Sani is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (UDUSOK). He holds a PhD from the UDUSok (1997). He was Deputy Dean of Management Sciences (2011-2016) and HOD, Business Administration, (2014-2018). He is a Fellow of Strategic Institute for National Resources and Human Development. His current research is on Strategic Human Resource Management. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is msaniumar2012@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348067143514 and +2348056771156. Download CV: CV_Umar-Muhammad-Sani_sani-curriculum-vitae-12-06-2018-3.doc
Agriculture

ABDULSALAM, Zakari is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Economics from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was the Head of Department (2012-2016). He is a member of several professional associations. He has successfully supervised more than 15 Ph.D candidates. His current research is on Poverty and Food Security. His email address is zakabd2009@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 7057870482. Download CV: CV_ABDULSALAMI-ZAKARI-zakari-ordinary-cv-summary-1.docx

ABOLAGBA, Okhumen Joel is a Professor of Fish Postharvest Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin, Benin City (2006). He was Head of Department (2013-2015). He is a member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria (MFS). His current research is on Screening of Water, Fish and Sediments for Pesticides in Nigeria. He is currently supervising three Ph.D candidates. His email address is abolagbaoj@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348037275396. Download CV: CV_Abolagba-Okhumen-Joel_curriculum-vitae-2018-edited.docx

ABU, Sunday is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Kuban State Agricultural University, Krasnodar, Russia (2007). He was Programme Leader (Head) Irrigation Research, Institute for Agricultural Research, Undergraduate Coordinator and Seminar Coordinator, Department of Soil Science, and Business Manager, Nigerian Journal of Soil and Environmental Research. His current research is on Soil Hydro-physical Properties. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds and is currently supervising 5. His email address is abufal2003@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +2347034761406 and +2348125930115. Download CV: CV_Abu-Sunday_prof.-s.t.-abu-cv.doc

ABUBAKAR, Bello Zaki is a Professor of Rural and Community Development in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2006). He is the Head, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development Department (since 2016) and current Dean of Agriculture as well as the Coordinator, Science, Agriculture and Engineering Complex of Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. His current research is on Rural and Participatory Appraisal. He has successfully supervised four Ph.D and has five Ph.D on-going. His email address is bzgwandu@yahoo.ca. His phone number is +2347036186460.

ABUBAKAR, Ibrahim Umar is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture and Institute for Agricultural Research, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University. He was the National President (2010-2014) and Fellow, Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His current research is on irrigated crop production and water use efficiency. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email is iuabubakar@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348034529942. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Ibrahim-Umar_prof.-i.-u.-abubakar-cv-abu.doc

ABUBAKAR, Lawali is a Professor of Plant Breeding in the Department of Crop Science, Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (UDUS). He holds a Ph.D from UDUS (2007). He was Head, Crop Science Department, Kebbi State University of Science and Technology, Aliero (2014). He is currently a member of the Governing Council of UDUS, representing Senate. He was Vice-Chairman, Genetics Society of Nigeria (2008-2012). His current research is breeding for drought and striga tolerance and biofortification of tropical grasses and legumes. He has supervised three Ph.Ds. His email is labubakar1979@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348039657021. Download CV: CV_ABUBAKAR-LAWALI-abubakar-cv-publications-udus-1-.doc
ACHIKE, Anthonia is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). She was Head of Department (2005-2007) and Director of Africa Climate Change Adaptation Initiative of UNN (2013-2016). She is a Fellow of the African Institute for Applied Economics. Her current research is on Agribusiness and Climate Change Adaptation. She has successfully supervised about 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ifyachike@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348034234147. Download CV: CV_Achike-Anthonya-IfeyinwaEpundu_curriculum-vitea-prof-mrs.-anthonia-ifeyinwa.doc

ACHINEWHU, Simeon Chituru is a Professor of Food and Nutritional Biochemistry. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. He was Director, Rivers Institute of Agricultural Research and Training, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Head, Department of Food Science and Technology, Dean, Post-Graduate School and Vice-Chancellor (2006-2007) of the Rivers State University of Science and Technology. He was an FAO Consultant in food quality control. His email address is achinewhu@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348064619108. Download CV: CV_ACHINEWHU-SIMEON-CHITURU_prof.-achienwhu-curriculum-vitae.doc

ADAMU, Usman Izge is Professor of Genetics and Plant Breeding in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola (2007). He was Head of Department from 2010-2015. He was also Director of Academic Planning (2015-2018). He is Deputy Vice-Chancellor Administration from 2016- till date. His current research is on Breeding for Drought Tolerance in Pearl Millet, Maize and other Crops. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is bamsyzige@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348030636782. Download CV: CV_ADAMU-Usman-izge-adamu-usman-izge-cv-2018.doc

ADEBAYO, Elizabeth Femi is a Professor of Agricultural Economics (Production Economics and Farm Management) in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). She is the Head of Department (2015-till date), Deputy Dean (2008-2009) and Hall Mistress Nana Asmau Hall (2008-till date). Her current research is on Fisheries Economics. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. Her email address is eadebayo86@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 08036097302. Download CV: CV_Adebayo-Elizabeth-Femi_prof-mrs-adebayo-cv-nuc.doc

ADEBAYO, Isaac is a Professor of Veterinary Virology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria (2008). He is currently the Head of the University’s Hatchery Unit and Farm Machineries. He is the current Chairman of the Nigerian Veterinary Medical Association, Ondo State and a member of the College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria. His current research is on Vaccine Development using Biotechnological Tools. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is aadebayo@futa.edu.ng. His phone number is +234803636040. Download CV: CV_ADEBAYO-Isaac-Adebayo_aadebayo_cv.doc

ADEBOOYE, Odunayo Clement is a Professor of Agronomy/Sustainable Crop Production/Physiology with over 60 publications and 25 years teaching and research experience. He holds BSc, MSc and Ph.D from University of Ibadan. He is a German DAAD alumnus, a Fellow, German Humboldt Foundation and the Ambassador Scientist in Nigeria for the German Humboldt Foundation. He was a United Nations University Senior Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Central Food Tech Research Institute in India. His email address is ocadebooye@daad-alumni.de. His number is 015212959688. Download CV: CV_Adebooye-Odunayo-Clement_adebooye-resume-2018-juelich.docx

ADEKPE, David Idoko is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2006). He was the Head of Unit, Seed Production (1998 - 2013). His current research is on weed management in horticultural crops. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds with 7 on-going. His email addresses are adekpedi@gmail.com
ADEKUNLE, Adefunke is a Professor of Plant Pathology, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. She has a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1998). She was Head of Department (2009-2011). He is a recipient of IITA research Fellowship, CAS/TWAS Visiting Scholarship and a Fellow of the Rockefeller Foundation Leadership for Environment and Development Programme. Her current research is on Microbial Ecology Related to Trichoderma Application. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is adefunke.adekunle@uniben.edu.ng; phone number +2348023444139. Download CV: CV_Adekunle_Adefunke-Temitayo_cv-a-t-adekunle.docx

ADEKUNLE, Ojo is a Professor of Plant Nematology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan. He was Acting Head of Department (2008-2010). He is an IFS grantee. His current research is on management of nematodes by non-chemical means. His email address is kolaade2002@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033897790.

ADEKUNLE, Victor Ajibola Jimoh is a Professor of Forest Ecology and Inventory in the Department of Forestry and Wood Technology, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He was the Sub-Dean of PG School (2008-2010). He is an Executive Member of the Forestry Association of Nigeria and the Forests and Forest Products Society. His current research is on the Conservation of Flora and Flora Diversity of Tropical Rainforest Ecosystem. His email address is vajadekunle@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034455805. Download CV: CV_Adekunle-Victor-Ajibola Jimoh_cv-adekunle-vaj-futa.docx

ADELOYE, Abiodun Adefunmilayo is a Professor of Animal Science in the University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1984). He was sub-Dean, Agriculture (1993-95), Head of Animal Production (2002-2005) and Dean of Agriculture (2012-2014). He was President of the Nigerian Meteorological Society (2010-2014). He is a Fellow and Trustee of the Nigerian Meteorological Society. His current research is on Silage and Alternative Feed Development and Evaluation. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is abiodunadelye@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 706 585 4535. Download CV: CV_ADELOYE-ABIODUN-ADEFUNMILAYO_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

ADENIJI, Adedayo is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1997). He was the Head, Department of Animal Science (2013-2014) and the Dean, Faculty of Agriculture. He is a Registered Animal Scientist (RAS). His current research is on waste, livestock feed. He is currently supervising two Ph.Ds. His email is feyidot@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062330006. Download CV: CV_Adeniji-Adedayo-Abiodun_cv-2017-latest.docx

ADENIJI, Oladimeji Bolaji is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2002). He was Chairman of the Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU), ABU Chapter (2010-2012), Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension. His current research is on Sustainable Development. He has successfully supervised is Ph.Ds. His email address is oladimekji.adeniji@fuoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065512696. Download CV: CV_ADENIJI-oladimeji-Bolaji_prof-adeniji-2016cv.doc

ADENIYI, Olawamiwa Reuben is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bowen University, Iwo. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University(1988). He was the Head of Department (1995-1997), Dean of Students (1997-2000), Dean, School of Vocational and Technical Education and Chairman Committee of Deans (2000-2003) in Adeyemi College, Ondo, while in Bowen University, Iwo, he was the Head of Department (2013-2015). He is currently the Dean of Postgraduate School (since 2015). His email address is adenyiwamiwa2008@yahoo.com; oradeniyi@gmail.com. His
phone number is +234(0)8035810932. Download CV: CV_Adeniyi-Olawamiwa-Reuben_curriculum-vitaefor-okebukola.docx

ADEPARUSI, Eunice is a Professor of Fish Nutrition in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (1999). She was Associate Director (2009-2010) and Head of Department (2010-2012). She is a Member, Fisheries Society of Nigeria. She is currently a member of UNESCO, COMEST. Her current research is on fish feed binders. She has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. Her email address is eoadeparusi@futa.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348067228308. Download CV: CV_Adeparusi-Eunice-Oluwayemisi__prof-adeparusi-curriculum-vita-2018.docx

ADESOPE, Olufemi Martins is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Port Harcourt, Port-Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2004). He was Associate Dean of Agriculture (2014-2016) and is, currently, Assistant Director, Centre for Research Management and Development (since 2014). His current research is on open Data Frameworks for Sustainable Agricultural development. His email address is olufemi.adesope@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347030958561. Download CV: CV_Adesope-Olufemi-Martins_adesope-cvJune2018.docx

ADEWUMI, Matthew is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2002). He was the Acting Head of Department (2008-2013). He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. He is the leading Agricultural Economist on the Society for Medicinal Plants. His email is matolade@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033769233. Download CV: CV_Adewumi-Matthew-Olanjiy_nuc-submission.docx

Adeyemi, Segun is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from the Benue State University (2010). He is the Head of Department (2015-till date) and the Deputy Dean. He is a Member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria and Nig. Society of Experimental Biology. His current research is on Fish Biology, Population Dynamics and Biological Modelling. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.D. His email address is sadeyemi2003@gmail.com and sadeyemi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062221968. Download CV: CV_Adeyemi-Segun-Samuel_dr.-adeyemi-c-v-updated-2015-fisheries-.doc

ADEYEMO, Abiodun Oluseye is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2001). She is the current Dean of Agriculture. She is a member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on massive production of Heterotis niloticus fingerling in captivity. She has successfully supervised 18 undergraduate students. Her email address is text2abiodun@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348037394321. Download CV: CV_Adeyemo-Abiodun-Oluseye_study-on-parasitic-incidence-of-fishes-in-river-nun-ekowe.docx

ADEYEMO, Adebisi Ilesanmi is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology and Nutrition, Ecotourism and Hospitality in the Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1992). He was Head, Department of Ecotourism and Wildlife Management (2011-2015). A Fellow of Nigeria Academy of Science, his current research is on Wildlife Ecology and Nutrition. He is also working on Tourism and Hospitality. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email is bisisanmi@gmail.com; telephone is +2348034746386. Download CV: CV_ADEYEMO-ADEBISI -ILESANMI_prof.-adeyemo-typical-futa-cv-format-printed.doc

AFOLAMI, Carolyn is A Professor of Agricultural Economics in the College of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. She holds A Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1997). She is a Programme Leader, Agricultural Economics and Environmental Policy, Centre of Excellence in Agricultural Development and Sustainable Environment. She is a Fellow of Nigerian Association of Agricultural Economists. Her Current Research is on Technology Adoption, Poverty
AFOLAMI, Stephen is a Professor of Nematology in the College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (FUNAAB). He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1987). He was Dean of Post-Graduate School, FUNAAB (2007-2012) and is, currently, on leave of absence to serve as Vice-Chancellor of Augustine University, Ilara-Epe (since 2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. His current research is on plant-nematode interactions and resistance. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His e-mail Address is steve.afolami@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234-806-806-0864. Download CV: CV_AFOAMI-STEPHEN (STEVE)-OLAOLUWA_curriculum-vitae-of-Professor-afolami-2018.docx

AGANGA, Ademiju Adeolu is a Professor of Animal Production and Nutritional Biochemistry in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1988). She graduated with a First Class in Animal Science from University of Ibadan (1977). She has published over 150 research articles, both locally and internationally. She has attended and presented papers at conferences all over the world. She has organised many conferences and workshops, locally and internationally. Her email addresses are omobalufon@yahoo.com and adeolu.aganga@fuoye.edu.ng. Her phone number is 08034899405. Download CV: CV_AGANGA-ADEMUJI-ADEOLUواجب-adeolu_adel-2018-for-web.doc

AGBEDE, Johnson is a Professor of Agricultural Biochemistry and Nutrition in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA). He holds Ph.D from FUTA (2000). He is currently the Director, Prof. Julius Okojie Central Research Lab (2015 to till date). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Animal Science. His current research is on the Alternative Feed Resources for Monogastrics and Rabbits. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is joagbede@futa.edu.ng. His Telephone numbers is +2348064840143. Download CV: CV_AGBED-JOHNSON-OLUWASOLA_agbede_cv-june-2018.docx

AGBELUSI, Emmanuel Abayomi is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (1992). He was the Head, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife (2000-2005) and Ecotourism and Wildlife Management (2010-2011). He is a Fellow of Wildlife Society of Nigeria. His current research is on estimation of population of buffalo. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email Address is eaaagbelusi@futa.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_AGBELUSI-Emmanuel-Abayomi_prof-agbelusi-recent-cv.doc

AGELE, Samuel Ohikhena is a Professor of Crop Physiology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds Ph.D from The Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He was Head of Department (2013-2016). His current research is on Crop Physiology and Eco-system research. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are soagele@futa.edu.ng and ohiagele@yahoo.com His telephone number is 08035784761. Download CV: CV_agele-samuel-ohikhena_agele-cv-february-2018-.doc

AGIANG, Emmanuel is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wild Life Resources, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan. He was a Head of
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Department (2000-2002) and Dean (2012-2014). His current research is on histomorphometric characteristics of internal organs of livestock animals. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is eagiang@ymail.com. His telephone number is +2348059249695. Download CV: CV_Agiang-Emmanuel-Abekam_prof.-agiang-cv.docx

AGU, Clifford Madubuko is a Professor of Crop Science in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1998). He was Head, Department of Crop Science and Technology (2006-2008), Director, Centre for Agricultural Research (2012-2015) and Associate Dean of Postgraduate School (2016-2018). He is a member of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria, Nigerian Society for Crop Protection. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds and 23 MScs. His email address is cmagu2001@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348069025116. Download CV: cv_agu-clifford-madubuko_curriculum-vita2-1-1-1-1-prof-agu.docx

AGUMAGU, Anthony is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was Director, Institute of Agricultural Research and Development (2002-2005) and Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension, University of Port Harcourt (2005-2010). He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Extension Service Delivery. His email address is aceetee@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037245421. Download CV: CV_Agumagu-Anthony-Chukwuemeka_prof-agumagu-s-cv-june2018.docx

AGWUNOXI, Leonard is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1986). He was Head, Department of Animal Science (2004-2007) and a Farm Coordinator (1997-2008). He is a Registered Animal Scientist. His current research is on novel feed stuffs (Nypa palm fruit and Acha grains) as energy sources in poultry and swine nutrition. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is leonardagwunobi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035804162. Download CV: CV_Agwunobi-Leonard-Nnabuenyi_cv-prof-agwunobi-correction.docx

AHMED, Benjamin is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria, from where he also obtained a Ph.D from ABU (1995). He was a Research Programme Leader of the Farming System Research at the Institute for Agricultural Research (IAR), Zaria (1999-2004); Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology (2004-2008) and Deputy Dean (2011-2014). His current research is Adoption and Impact of Improved Groundnut Varieties and Gender Differentials in Yield of Groundnut Farmers. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is benujah@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348034501176. Download CV: CV_AHMED-BENJAMIN-_ben-ahmed-cv-2016.docx

AHMED, Hamidu Gwandu is a Professor of Agronomy (Crop Production) in the Department of Crop Science, Faculty of Agriculture Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2006). His area of specialisation is Agronomy (Crop Production). He was Head of Department (2013-2017) and Post-Graduate Coordinator in the same Department (2007-2011). He has successfully supervised three Ph.D students. His email address is hamiduahmedgwandu@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +2349071334496 and +2349034989465. Download CV: CV_Ahmed-Hamidu-Gwandu_hamidu-cv-revised.docx

AIHONSU, John is a Professor of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management in the College of Agricultural Sciences, Obasish Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2002). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Cooperative Professionals of Nigeria (ICOPRON). His current research area is in Farm Management Practices along with Cooperative Practices in Financing Agricultural Production. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds and one ongoing. His email address is johnaihonsu@yahoo.co.uk and johnaihonsu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2349071334496 and +2349034989465. Download CV: CV_AiHONSU.prof-johnaihonsu.docx
numbers are +2348033540651 and +2348072723133. Download CV: CV_AIHONSU-JOHN-OLUSEGUN_curriculum-vitae-j.o.y-final.doc

Aiyedun, Ernest is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agricultural Science. He spent the first 15 years in Department of Economics, even to become Head Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension, Head Department of Agricultural Economics, Deputy Dean, College of Law, Management and Social Science 2 years, Deputy Dean, Postgraduate school 4 years, Deputy Dean, Faculty of Agriculture 8 years, Director of Centre for Entrepreneurship Studies 2 years, current Dean, Faculty of Agriculture University of Abuja. Download CV: CV_Aiyedun-Ernest-Adeniyi_aiyedunea-cv-updated.docx

AIYELOJA, Adedapo is a Professor of Forest Economics and Management in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Coordinator/Acting Head of Department (2006-2012) and Director, SIWES (since 2015). He is a Life member of the Forestry Association of Nigeria. He has over 100 scholarly articles to his credit. His email address is ajibefun@yahoo.com and phone number +2348033919033. Download CV: CV_AJIBEFUN-Amos_Ajibefun-cv.doc

AJAYI, Babatunde is a Professor of Wood Products and Bio Resources Technology in the School of Agriculture, FUTA, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He was Head, Department of Forestry and Wood Technology (2012-2015). He is a Fellow of Wood Technology Society, UK and Commonwealth Forestry Association, UK. His current research is on Value Addition to Bio Resources Wastes. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is babatunde@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034540627. Download CV: CV_AJAYI-Babatunde_Professor-babatunde-cv.doc

AJAYI, Sunday Adesola is a Professor of Seed Science and Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Dr. Sc. Agr. from Christian Albrechts University of Kiel (2003). He was Director Academic Planning and Partnership (2017-2018) and is, currently, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2018-date) of The Technical University, Ibadan. His current research is on seed biology of edible/useful plants. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds and 15 MSc/M.Phil. His email address is saajayi@daad-alumni.de. His telephone number is +2348035071997. Download CV: CV_Ajayi-Sunday-Adesola_sola-ajayi-cv.docx

AJIBEFUN, Igbekele Amos is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School of Agric. & Agric. Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He is currently the Vice-Chancellor of Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (1999). He was Head of Department of Agricultural Economics, FUTA (2008-2010) and Rector, Rufus Giwa Polytechnic, Owo (2010-2015). He is a Fellow of Farm Management Association of Nigeria (FFAMAN). His current research is on Climate Change and Agricultural Productivity. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is vc@aaua.edu.ng iajibefun@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234 803 482 5338. Download CV: CV_Ajibefun-Igbekele-Amos_ajibefun-igbekele-cv-2018a.docx

AJIEH, Patrick is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. His email is
AKANDE, John Adebayo is a Professor of Environmental Management and Forestry in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bowen University, Iwo. He holds a Ph.D from the State University of New York (1988). He was Dean of Agriculture (2005-2006), Dean of Students (2003-2006), Director, Information and Communications Technology (2013-2017) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Bowen University (2014-2017). His research focus is Optimisation of 'Natural Resource Utilisation in Adverse Environments.' He has successfully supervised five Ph.D. His email address is johnakande@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035029182. Download CV: CV_AKANDE-JOHN-ADEBAYO_nuccv.doc

Akanni, Kassim is a Professor of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management in the Faculty of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ileviren. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He is a Fellow of the Institute of International Education, in agreement with Ford Foundation, USA. His current research is on Trade Protectionism and Export Market Interface: Implications for Poverty Reduction and Growth in Developing Countries. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is akanni_kunle@ouoagoiwoye.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348056046858. Download CV: CV_AKANNI-KASSIM-ADEKUNLE_cv-akanni-3.doc

AKEGBEJO-SAMSONS, Yemi is a Professor of Aquaculture and Coastal Resources Management in the College of Environmental Resources Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (1995). He was Dean, Student Affairs (2013-2017) and Head, Department of Aquaculture (2007-2010). His current research is on Coastal Fisheries Management/Aquaculture. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email is samsons56@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035021748. Download CV: CV_Akegbajo-Samsons-Yemi_cv-2018-june.doc

AKINBOLA, Gabriel is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was Course and Examinations Coordinator (1993-1997) and Sub-Dean (1997-2000). His current research is on Soil and Land use Planning, Environmental Impact Assessment and Application of Geographical Information Science in Environmental studies. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is pgakinbola@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348033681048. Download CV: CV_AKINBOLA-GABRIEL-EMIOLA_curriculum-vitae-2016-prof-akinbola-g-e.doc

AKIKINDE, Shadrach Olufemi is a Professor of Forestry in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was the pioneer Director of FUTA's Centre for Space Research and Applications (2008-2010) and Dean of Agriculture (2014-2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Forestry Association and the Forests and Forest Products Society. His current research is on Forest Carbon Inventory. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is soakindele@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063@040384. Download CV: CV_AKINDELE-SHADRACH-OLUFEMI_akindele-cv2018-nuc.doc

AKINLADE, Jellili is a Professor of Animal Production and Health in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan in 1998. He was Head of Department (2005-2007) and Deputy Dean (2010-2012) including four months of Acting Dean. His current research is on Ruminant Nutrition and Integrated Farming Systems. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is akinslautech@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033722826. Download CV: CV_Akinlade-Jellili-Akinwole_cv-amended-upgraded-2.doc

AKINYELE, Benjamin Oluwolere is a Professor of Plant Genetics in the School of Agriculture and Agric. Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1999). He was Head of Department (2016-2017) and is Director of ITU (since 2017). His current research is on introgression of Opaque-2 gene into the genetic background of popcorn. He has

ajieh2002@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2347065575047. Download CV: CV_AJIEH-PATRICK-CHUKS_prof-ajieh-s-cv.docx
AKPA, Abubakar Dominic is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine London (1988). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Plant Protection (FNSPP) and of the African Scientific Institute (FASI). His current research is on recognition and Specialty in Plant-Bacterial Interactions. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds and 12 MScs. His email address is adakpa@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348037054994 and 08053665067. Download CV: CV_AKPA-Abubakar-Dominic_prof-ad-akpa-2018-cv.docx

AKPABIO, Iniobong is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Dean of Agriculture (2012-2016). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Leadership. His current research is on ways and means to engage our ICT-savvy youth in the agricultural development process. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is dr_akpabio2@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348023390969. Download CV: CV_Akpabio-Iniobong-Aniefiok_akpabio-cv-original-3.doc

AKPODIETE, Job is a Professor of Agricultural Biochemistry and Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Dean of Agriculture (2013-2017) and now Rector, Delta State Polytechnic, Ozoro (since 2017). He is a registered member of Nigerian Institute of Animal Scientists. His current research is on Phytogenic Plants as Additives in Poultry Feed. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email address is jobakpo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028921712. Download CV: CV_Akpodiete-Job-Orienru_curriculum-vitae-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ALABA, Ahmed Ladan is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, Faculty of Agriculture, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). His current area of research is Crop-Livestock economics. His email address is alasalah50@gmail.com and his phone number is +2348036056609. Download CV: CV_ALA-AHMED-LADAN_curriculum-2520vitae-5b1-5d-r-1.doc

ALABI, Olufunmilola is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1994). She is currently the Dean Faculty of Agriculture. She is a Fellow of the African Scientific Institute and the Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. She has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. Her e-mail is funlolalabi@yahoo.com and her telephone number +2347067725801. Download CV: CV_Alabi-Olufunmiola_-prof.-o.-alabi-curriculum-vitae.docx

ALADESANWA, Rex is a Professor of Chemical Plant Protection in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (SAAT), Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Moscow Agricultural Academy (1990). He was Sub-Dean of SAAT (2000-2002), Acting Farm Manager of FUTA (2002-2004) and Head of Department Crop, Soil and Pest Management (2010-2013). He is a member of Weed Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Weed Management. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is alarex2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08034404278. Download CV: CV_Aladesanwa -Rex-Dada_curriculum-vitae-prof.-rex-d.-aladesanwa-fully-revised.doc

ALAO, Johnson is a Professor of Forestry in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Gashua. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). He was Dean of Agriculture (2015-2016); Chairman, Committee of Deans and Directors (2015-2017) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic Services (2016 to date). He is a Fellow of the Forestry Association of Nigeria. His current research is on the Economic Use of Typha. His email address is alaojs@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062078098. Download CV: CV_ALAO-JOHNSON-SUNDAY_new-cv.docx
ALAWA, John Peter is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow, UK (1986). He was Dean of Agriculture (2006-2011), Dean of Student Affairs (2006) and Chairman, University Accommodation Committee, RSU. He is a Member of Nigerian Society for Animal Production, British Society of Animal Production and Institute of Biology. His research area is on Ruminant Nutrition and Management. He has successfully supervised over 25 Ph.Ds. His email address is alawajp@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348037013623. Download CV: CV_ALAWA-JOHN-PETER_alawa.docx

ALEMEDE, Iyabode is a Professor of Animal Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna. She holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Minna. She is the Head of Department (2014 – till date). She was the Deputy Dean (2008 -2012), Examination Officer (2001-2006) and Postgraduate Rep (2008-2012). Her current research is on Reproduction in Farm Animals. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are alemede.comfort@futminna.edu.ng and tee_baby2k6@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348051677331. Download CV: CV_ALEMEDE-IYABODE-COMFORT_new-curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

ALHASSAN, Abdullahi Bala is a Professor of Soil and Water Management in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D in Soil and Water Management from Cranfield University, United Kingdom (1996). He was Deputy Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2004-2008) and Hall Master (2008-2010). He is, currently, Director, Directorate of Affiliated Colleges (since 2015) and member, Governing Council, Aminu Saleh College of Education, Azare (since 2016). His current research is on micro-catchment rainwater harvesting. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is abalhassan@unimaid.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038334378. Download CV: CV_ALHASSAN-ABDULLAHI-BALA_alhassan-cv.docx

ALIMBA, Jonathan Okechukwu is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from the Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu (1999). He has been Head of Department for several years. He is a member of several local and international professional bodies. His current research is on Agribusiness Policy Development and Food Security Issues in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is okeyalimba@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037237852.

ALIYU, Olawale Mashood is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Molecular Genetics in the Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2004). He was Head, Department of Crop Production (2012-2016) and is, currently, Provost of the College of Agriculture (since 2016). He is a member of the German Society for Flow Cytometry and Genetic Society of Nigeria. His current research is on genetics of apomixis and molecular genetics of resistance in cowpea. His email addresses are olawale.aliyu@kwasu.edu.ng and olawalealiyu@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348039548344. Download CV: CV_ALIYU-MASHOOD-OLAWALE_olawale-mashood-aliyu-kwasu-2018.docx

ALIYU, Umar is Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto in 2007. He was the Pioneer Head of Crop Science Department of Kebbi State University of Science and Technology, Alero (2007- 2008). Currently he is the Head of Department of Crop Science Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He is a Fellow with Horticultural Society of Nigeria Teachers Registration Council of Nigeria and Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His email address is ombaare@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone numbers are 08026907779 and 07037574510. Download CV: CV_Aliyu-Umaru-_curriculum-vitae.doc

ALOKAN, Julius is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition and Management, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1989). He was Head of Department (2000-2002; 2006-2009) and Dean of Faculty (2009-2014). He is a Fellow of Chartered Institute of Public Management of Nigeria. His current research is on elucidation of the nutritional characteristics of tropical browse plants and agro-industrial by-products in ruminant feeding. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email addresses are
alufohai@uco.edu and adebayo.alokan@yahoo.co.uk. Telephone number: +2348037208290. **Download CV:** CV_ALUFOHAI-Julius-Adebayo_prof.-alufohai-curriculum-vitae.docx

**ALUFOHAI,** Grace is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2005). She was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, University of Benin. Her current research is on Cooperatives in Food Security and Poverty Alleviation. She has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds with six others currently on-going. Her email address is grace.alufohai@uniben.edu. Her phone number is +2347034623210. **Download CV:** CV_Alufohai-Grace-Oghenerobor_curriculum-vitae2.docx

**AMAKIRI,** Mildred is a Professor of Soil Microbiology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1974). She was Sub Dean, Forestry (1986-1988); Head of Department, Crop, Soil Science and Forestry (1989-1990); Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Rivers State University (1990-1994); Dean, Post-Graduate School, Rivers State University (2000-2004). Her current research is on anthropogenic activities and soil microbial activities. She has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. Her email address is mildred4u2002@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033123808. **Download CV:** CV_AMAKIRI-MILDRED-ALALLI_prof-2520mildred-2520alali-2520amakiri-2520cv-1-1-.doc

**AMALU,** Uche Cyprian is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1988). He was Head of Department (2000 -2003), Dean of Agriculture (2006-2008) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2017-2019) in the University of Calabar. He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Carbon Sequestration Soils of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is uamalu@unical.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348035458641. **Download CV:** CV_AMALU-UCHE -CYPRIAN_curriculum-vitae-for-nigerian-academy-of-science-Fellowship.docx

**AMAPU,** Ishaku Yo’ila is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1995). He was Assistant Dean (2002-2003), Provost, College of Agriculture, DAC/ABU, Kabbia (2003-2007) and Head, Department of Soil Science (2007-2012). He is a Fellow of the Australian Leadership Award Fellowship Round 9. His current research is on soil fertility management using computer simulation modelling. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is iyamapu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037000412. **Download CV:** CV_Amapu-Ishaku-Yo’ila_amapucv.doc

**AMAZA,** Paul Sambo is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Economics from University of Ibadan (2000). He is the current Dean of Agriculture, University of Jos (since 2016). He is a member of the International Association of Agricultural Economists (IAAE) and National Association of Agricultural Economists (NAAE). He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His current research areas are Agricultural Value Chains and Food Security. His email address is amazapaul@gmail.com. Telephone number is +2348034475430. **Download CV:** CV_AMAZA-Paul-Sambo_prof.-paul-amaza-s-cv-june-2018-.docx

**AMINU,** Abba is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria

**AMINU,** Abubakar is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, in Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). He was Head, Department of Animal Science (2009-2013) and Director, General Studies Division (2014-2015). He has supervised four Ph.Ds and is currently supervising four. His email address is aminububakar65@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348065672111.

**AMOS,** Taiwo is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was dean of Agriculture (2017- date). Head of Department of Agricultural Economics (2015-2017). He is a member of the Nigerian Association of Agricultural Economists. His current research is on
Agricultural Resource Productivity and Welfare Economics. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is ttamos@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348062484770.

**ANENE**, Afamdi is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt (1996). He was Head, Department of Agriculture (2004-2006). His current research is in fish nutrition with emphasis using vegetable protein in fish feeds. His e-mail address is afam.anene@abiastateuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037107726. Download CV: CV_Anene-Afamdi-Valentine_afam-cv-2.docx

**ANGBA**, Augustine Oko is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan and a PGDE from the University of Calabar (2005). He was the Deputy Director, Research (2015-2016) as well as Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria. His current research areas are Sustainable Agricultural Technology Transfer and Use. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds and accessed several Professors. His email address is drangba@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348035877809.

**ANI**, Anthony Okorie is a Professor of Agricultural Extension/Rural Sociology, who teaches in the Department of Agricultural Extension of the Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He joined the services of the University of Maiduguri in 1994 as an Assistant Lecturer and rose through the ranks to become a full-fledged Professor (2006). He is presently on the employment of Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2013). He was the Acting Pro-Chancellor and Chairman of Council of the Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki (2015-2016). Download CV: CV_ANI-ANTHONY-OKORIE_prof-ani-cv-latest.docx

**ANI**, Augustine is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). His current research is on enhancing feed utilisation by ruminant and non-ruminant animals through the use of probiotics. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is augustine.ani@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348060711436. Download CV: CV_ANI-Augustine-Ogbonna_prof.-dr.-a.o.-ani-cv-updated-2018.doc

**ANI**, Jane is a Professor of Food Chemistry in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). She was Head, Department of Food Science and Technology (2008-2011) in UNN and Dean, College of Food Science and Technology (2007-2008) in the University of Mkar. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology (2008-2012). She was Dean, College of Food Science and Technology (2007-2008) as well as Head, Department of Agricultural Extension of the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2013). He was the Acting Pro-Chancellor and Chairman of Council of the Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki (2015-2016). Download CV: CV_ANI-Augustine-Ogbonna_prof.-dr.-a.o.-ani-cv-updated-2018.doc

**ANI**, Augustine is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). His current research is on enhancing feed utilisation by ruminant and non-ruminant animals through the use of probiotics. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is augustine.ani@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348060711436. Download CV: CV_ANI-Augustine-Ogbonna_prof.-dr.-a.o.-ani-cv-updated-2018.doc

**ANI**, Augustine is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). His current research is on enhancing feed utilisation by ruminant and non-ruminant animals through the use of probiotics. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is augustine.ani@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348060711436. Download CV: CV_ANI-Augustine-Ogbonna_prof.-dr.-a.o.-ani-cv-updated-2018.doc

**ANIKWE**, Martin is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Enugu State University of Science and Technology Enugu Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). He was Dean of Faculty of Agriculture (2015-2019). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Soil Health/Quality Assessment and Management. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is anikwema@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033387354. Download CV: CV_Anikwe-Martin-AtuNgozika_anikwe-cv-current-3.docx

**ANYANWU**, Sixtus O. is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Vocational and Technical Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2010). He is the current Head of Agriculture Department (since 2014). His current research is on effect of inflation and interest rate on agricultural productivity in Nigeria. His email address is sixtusanyanwu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347037468320. Download CV: CV_Anyanwu-Sixtus-Onwukwe_current-cv-of-prof.doc
APATA, David is a Professor of Mono-gastric Nutrition and Feed Toxicology in the College of Agriculture, Kwara State University, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was Head of Animal Production Department, University of Ilorin (2005-2007). His current research is on the alternative feedstuffs, probiotics and feed enzymes. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is david.apata@kwasu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348038512153. Download CV: CV_Apata-David -Friday _prof-d.-f.-apata-cv-2018-updated.doc

APATA, Olasimbo Motunrayo is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). She was Acting Head of Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, Ekiti State University (2011-2013). Her current research is on Agricultural Extension and Indigenous knowledge. She is currently supervising three Ph.Ds. Her email address is simboapata@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034115433. Download CV: CV_APATA-Olasimbo-Motunrayo_curriculum-simbo-unad-2018.docx

ARDO, Mohammed Baba is a Professor of Veterinary Public Health and Epidemiology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He was the Head of Animal Science and Range Management (2002-2006, 2009-2011 and 2014-2016). His current research is on Bacterial and Parasitic Zoonoses. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email addresses are mbardo@mautech.edu.ng and ardogufy@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348034964952. Download CV: CV_Ardo-Mohammed-Baba_Professor-m-b-ardo-cv.docx

AREMU, Ayo is a Professor of Animal Production in the School of Agriculture And Agricultural Technology Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2007). He is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Animal Science. His research is in the area of monogasric nutrition. He has supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is aremuayo52@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055838231. Download CV: CV_Aremu-Ayo--_aremu-s2nd-cv-final.docx

AREMU, Okunlola is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology and Management in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2005). He was the Head of Department (2013 – 2015). He is a member of Wildlife Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Wildlife Ecology and Rehabilitation of their habitats. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.Ds. His email address is okunlola.aremu@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2347085732030. Download CV: CV_AREMU-OKUNLOLA-TIMOTHY_curriculum-general.docx

ARIFALO, Ebenezer Ibukun is a Professor of Forestry Economic and Policy in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of the Philippines at Los Banos (1988). He was two times Head of Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management (2002-2004, 2011-2013), and Dean School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (1993-1995) MAUTECH, Yola. His current research is on Forest Resources Management, Forestry Economic, Forest Policy, Forest Operations Research and Watershed and Timber Management. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is arifaloebz@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034643071. Download CV: CV_ARIFALO-EBENEZER-IBUKUN_Professor-ebenezer-ibukun-arifalo-lmf.doc

AROMOLARAN, Adebayo is a Professor of Agricultural and Development Economics, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko, Ondo State. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1993). He had a post-doctoral training in Development Economics at Yale University, USA (2001-2003). He was Head, Department of Economics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2008-2010) and is, currently, Dean of Agriculture, Adekunle Ajasin University (since 2016). His current research is on intrahousehold resource allocation and food security. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is adebayo.aromolaran@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348068802209. Download CV: CV_Aromolaran-Adebayo-Babatunde_aramolaran.aaua.cv.june.2018.docx
ARULEBA, Joseph Olusegun is a Professor of Soil Survey, Pedology and Land Evaluation, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan. He is currently the Head, Department of Soil Resources and Environmental Management from (since 2016). He is a Fellow of Marshav (University of Jerusalem, State of Israel. His current research is on soil survey, suitability evaluation of soils and environmental and climate change influence on production. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is joseph.aruleba@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348062224757. Download CV: CV_Aruleba-Joseph-Olusegun_joseph-olusegun-aruleba.cvdoc1.doc

ASADU, Charles is a Professor of Pedology and Soil Survey in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1989). He was a Research Fellow of the International Institute of Tropical Agricultural (IITA) Ibadan, Nigeria 1987 and a Fellow of Soil Science Society of Nigeria (FSSN, 2013). His current research is on Soil Genesis and Evaluation of Soils for Crop Production. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is charles.asadu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 07030617380. Download CV: CV_ASADU-CHARLES-LIVINUS_ANIJA_latest20118latestcv.docx

ASIABAKA, Chigozie Cyril is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (1992-2000) and Dean, School of Agricultural Technology (2007-2011). He was Vice-Chancellor (2001-2016). He has successfully supervised over 25 Ph.Ds. He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria and the Solar Energy Society of Nigeria. His scientific research areas are poverty reduction, food security and impact assessment of development programmes. His email address is c asiabaka@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 (0) 803 721 9323. Download CV: CV_ASIABAKA-CHIGOZIE-CYRIL_prof-asiabaka-publications.docx

ATUNGWU, Jonathan is a Professor of Plant Nematology in the College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2005). He was the Director of the Centre of Community-Based Farming Scheme, FUNAAB (2011-2013) and Director, Institute for Organic Agriculture and Green Economy, LASU (2016-2018). His current research is on Bio-Pesticide Development. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is jojerat1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037156261. Download CV: CV_Atungwu-Jonathan-Jeremiah_profjatungwu-cv-may-2018.doc

AWONIYI, Tunde Amos McJones is a Professor of Public Health and Farm Hygiene in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). His research focus is on Production and Processing of Disease-Free Food Animals and Standard Public Health. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. He is a Fellow of the Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development. His email address is kobolet2000@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234806670045. Download CV: CV_AWONIYI_Tunde_Amos McJones_profawoniyi-publications.docx

AYANJOLA, Samson Adenola is a Professor of Soil Science in the College of Agricultural Sciences, Obalobi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from University of Reading, England (1981). He was Provost, College of Agricultural Sciences (2008-2010) and Vice-Chancellor of Crawford University, Ibesa, Ogun State (2010-2015). He is a member of Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on fertiliser requirement for optimal lint index of cotton. He has successfully co-supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is ayanjola@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone numbers are +2348058871726, +2348035818620. Download CV: CV_AYANJOLA-SAMSON-ADENOLA_cv-of-prof-ayanjola.doc

AYANWALE, Bisi is a Professor of Animal Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1992). He was Head of Department, Chairman, University Seminar and Colloquium; Chairman, Anti-Corruption and Transparency Unit; University Desk Officer, Nigeria Sustainable Development Network Solution. He is a Fellow of the College of Animal Scientists of Nigeria. His current research is on degradation of poultry feathers using keratinase enzyme. He has
successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is profayanwale161@gmail.com. Telephone number is +234835974161. Download CV: CV_AYANWALE-BISI-ALEX_prof-ayan.-cv.-2018-may.doc

AYOTUNDE, Ezekiel Olatunjí, is a Professor of Fisheries Management, with research interest in Ecotoxicology and Water Chemistry. He became a full Professor in 2004. He obtained a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure, Ondo State. He is a member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria and West Africa Fisheries Society. He has held different administrative positions, such as Head of Department, Deputy Dean and Postgraduate Coordinator. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 1 is on-going. His email address is ayotundezeekiel@yahoo.com and ayotundezeekiel@gmail.com. His phone number is 08069708920 and 08059791815. Download CV: CV_Ayotunde-Ezekiel-Olatunjí_prof-ayotunde-cv.doc

BABAJI, Bashir Ahmad is a Professor of Agronomy with specialisation in Horticulture. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). He was Head, Department of Agromony (2010-2014) and Head, Data Processing Unit, IAR, ABU, Zaria (2008-2010). His current research interest is on Crop Nutrition of Horticultural crops. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.D candidates. His email address is bash866@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034087804. Download CV: CV_BABAJI-Bashir-Ahmad_prof-b.a.-babaji-cv.doc

BABATUNDE, Fikayo is a Professor of Agronomy/Horticulture in the College of Agriculture, Osun State University. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2002). His email address is fikayoeb@gmail.com. His phone number is +2202474702. Download CV: CV_Babatunde-Fikayo-Ezekiel_cv-asat-march2018.doc

BAYEIYI, Paul Kayode is a Professor of Crop Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1998). He was an Associate Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2008-2010) and Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2010 - 2012). His current research is on Nutritional and Post-Harvest Physiology of Tropical fruits. He has successfully supervised and graduated 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is paulbaiyeri@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08039281834. Download CV: CV_BAYEIYI-PAUL-KAYODE_cv-baiyeri-kp-2017-updated.doc

BALA, Abdullahi is a Professor of Soil Science, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of London (1999). He was Head, Department of Soil Science (2008-2009), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2012-2016) and, currently, Vice-Chancellor, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is on Biological Nitrogen Fixation and Microbial Ecology. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is abullahi_bala@futminna.edu.ng. His phone number is +234 803 587 1479. Download CV: CV_Bala-Abdullahi_-abullahi-bala-cv-botswana.doc

BALOGUN, Adebisi is a Professor of Aquaculture Fish Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1982). He was Vice-Chancellor of Federal University of Technology, Akure (2007-2012). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria and McNamara Fellow, World Bank, Washington DC. His current research is on fish feed resources analysis and utilisation in Aquaculture. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are ambalogun@futa.edu.ng, ballysho@yahoo.com and ballysho2@gmail.com. Phone number is +234703400960. Download CV: CV_Balogun-Adebisi-Mogeed_my-cv.docx
**BALOGUN**, Olusegun Samuel is a Professor of Plant Virology in the Department of Crop Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan (2000). He was Head, Department of Crop Protection (2010-2014). He is a member of the Nigeria Society for Plant Protection, among others. His areas of research interest include general crop protection, plant pathology and virology. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds with many more in progress. His email address is balogunsamuel50@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348035814131. **Download CV:** CV_Balogun-Olusegun_Samuel_prof_baloguncvJune2018aa.docx

**BAMIKOLE**, Musibau Adungbe is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition and Production in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1999). He is the current Dean of Agriculture (since 2016). He was a Senior Fulbright Research Scholar, University of Florida and Post-doctoral Research Fellow, Institute of Subtropical Agriculture, Changsha, China. His current research is on potential of Nigerian medicinal plant in the mitigation of enteric methane production in ruminants. He has supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is bankymao@uniben.edu and his telephone number is +2348033945093. **Download CV:** CV_BAMIKOLE-Musibau-Adungbe_prof-ma-bamikole-cv-x.docx

**BAMIRE**, Simeon is a Professor of Resource Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1999). He is a Fellow of the Leadership for Environment and Development (LEAD), International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and Laureate; Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA). His current research is on Gender, Technology Adoption and Sustainable Agricultural Systems. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is abamire@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033898900. **Download CV:** CV_Bamire-Simeon-Adebayo_cv-bamireas.docx

**BANWO**, Olalekan is a Professor of Plant Virology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Sokoine University of Agriculture, Morogoro, Tanzania (2002). He is the current Head, Crop Protection Department. His current research is on the Use of Gene Constructs to Confer Resistance against Plant Viruses. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is banleks@yahoo.co.uk and his telephone number is +2348027957808. **Download CV:** CV_BANWO-Olalekan-Oyeleke_olalekan-banwo-cv-2018.docx

**BASSEY**, Asuquo Ndon is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Wisconsin (1980). He was the Head, Department of Agriculture (1984 - 1987). He is a member of the Crop Science Society of Nigeria, Member of the American Society of Agronomy. He is also Member of the Nigerian Society for Agriculture. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds and is, currently, supervising two Ph.Ds. His email address is basseyndon2016@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348027957808. **Download CV:** CV_Ndon-Bassey-Asuquo_prof-ndon-cv.docx

**BDLIYA**, Bulus is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Gottingen (1995). He was Head, Department of Crop Protection (2004-2008). His current research is on Management of bacterial diseases of potatoes and diseases of groundnut. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is bsbdliya@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348027147547. **Download CV:** CV_Bdliya-Bulus-Shapshi_cv-bs-bdliya-nuc-2018.doc

**BELLO**, Abubakar Gwaram is a Professor of Forestry in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2003). He was Head of Department (2012-2016). His current research is on Watersheds Management. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email addresses are gwaram.abubakar@udusok.edu.ng and belloabubakar08@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347033179819. **Download CV:** CV_Bello-Abubakar-Gwaram_a.-g.-bello-curriculum-vitae.docx
BELLO-OLUSOJI, Oluayo is a Professor of Fisheries Management in the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, FUTA. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was the pioneer Head of Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology (2007 – 2010) and Acting Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies, FUTA. He is currently working on Laboratory Production of Ornamental Fish (Koi Carp, Gold Fish, Pearlgouramis and Indoor Production of Prawn Macro-brachiumvollenhovenii. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His emails address is oabello-olusoji@futa.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Bello- Olusoji-Oluayo-Anthony_bello-olusoji-cv.doc

BOLORUNDURO, Paul is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquaculture in NAERLS/Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Programme Leader, Livestock and Fisheries (2005-2014) and Head of Department, Livestock and Fisheries (2014-2016). He is a Fellow, Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Impact of Insurgency on Fish Value Chain in North East, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email address is pimo93@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037226220. Download CV: CV_Bolorunduro-Paul-Ibukun-Olu_academic-cv-2018.doc

BOLU, Stephen is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2001). He was Head of Department (2009-2011 and 2014-2016), Dean, Post-Graduate School (2017 to date) and he is a member of several scientific communities. His email address is biodunbolu@gmail.com. His phone number is 08060240049. Download CV: CV_Bolu-Stephen-Abiodun_cv.docx

BUTSWAT, Isaac Sammani is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, National Open University of Nigeria, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (1994). He was Head, Animal Science Department (2001-2005) and Director, National Open University of Nigeria (2008-2018). He is a Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Animal Science and Fellow, College of Animal Science. His current research is in Reproductive Physiology. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is ibutswat@noun.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348065992216. Download CV: CV_Butswat-Isaac-Sammani_curriculum-vitae-prof-butswat-1-.docx

CHIDEBELU, Sonny is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Georgia (1980). He was the Associate Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2006-2018) and Head of Department (1991-1994, 2014-2017). He has successfully supervised over 20 Ph.D. His email address is sonny.chidebelu@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +234803 772 0684. Download CV: CV_Chidebelu-Sonny_Angus_sand-6.doc

CHINEKE, Clifford is a Professor of Animal Breeding and Genetics in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2003). He was SIWES School Coordinator (2009-2015) and is, currently, Head of Department (since 2016). He is a registered Animal Scientist. His current research is on breeding and improvement of indigenous livestock, such as local chickens and small and large ruminants. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is cliffchineke@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035855410.

CHIROMA, Alhaji is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from University of Maiduguri (2004). He was Head of Department (2008-2012) and is Dean of Agriculture (since 2016). His current research is on the effects of land shaping practices for rainwater harvesting for crop production. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D and two MScs. His email address is amchiroma@unimaid.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348027080280. Download CV: CV_Chiroma-Alhaji-Maignana_cv-2018-updated-for-merge.docx

DADA, Ayokanmi is a Professor of Aquaculture in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He is member of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria and World Aquaculture
Society. His current research is on the use of medicinal plants/herbs in aquaculture. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is aadada@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348064364831. Download CV: CV_Dada-AYOKANMI- ADEKUNLE_dada-cv-2018.doc

DANEJI, Mahmoud is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University (ATBU), Bauchi (2006). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2009-2014). He is a member of Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria (AESON). He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is midaneji@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348036342323. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Mahmoud-Daneji_current-curriculum-vitae.doc

Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2008). He was the Head of Animal Science Department 2018-Date) His current research is on Psychophysics of Animal Products. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is mjibir@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348031837553. Download CV: CV_Jibir-Mu’awiya__cv-nilest.docx

DANIEL, Isaac Oludayo is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Seed Technology in the College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He is a Georg Forster Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany. His current research is on Trait Development and Integration. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is drdayodaniel@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +12048984207. Download CV: CV_Daniel-Isaac-Oludayo_daniel-2018-funaab-cv.doc

DANJUMA, Zahraddeen is a Professor of Animal Physiology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2006). He was Acting Dean and Deputy Dean of Agriculture (2013). He is a member of various professional bodies in his discipline. His current research is on small ruminant reproduction. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email is dzahraddeen@abu.edu.ng. His phone number +2348024078638. Download CV: CV_ZAHRADEEN-DANJUMA__prof.-dz-newcv.docx

DAUDU, Christogonus Kayode is a Professor of Soil Science in Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D in Soil Fertility Management from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is the Assistant Director, Research, Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation at the National Agricultural Extension Research and Liaison Services. He is engaged in extension research and teaching and holds a joint academic appointment with ABU’s Department of Soil Science. His email address is chrisdaudu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347063330321. Download CV: CV_Daudu-Christogonus-Kayode_curriculum-vitae-prof-c.-k.-daudu.docx

DAVID-ABRAHAM, Foluusho Morenike is a Professor of Food Science and Nutrition of the Faculty of Agriculture, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. She holds a Ph.D in Food Science and Technology from Enugu State University of Science and Technology Enugu (2008). She was Dean of Agriculture (2013-2018) and Chairman, Association of Deans of Agriculture in Nigerian Universities (2015-2018). She is a member of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. Her current area of research is on formulation of foods from orphan crops. She is currently supervising three Ph.D candidates. Her email address is foluwise6@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348035495256. Download CV: CV_David-Abraham-Foluusho-Morenike_curriculum-vitae-f.m-david-abraham-3-.docx

DAVIES, Onome is a Professor of Hydrobiology and Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2008). She is the current Chairman, Senate Curriculum and Instructions Committee (since 2016); Chairperson, Aquaculture Centre Management Committee (2012-2016) and Chairman, Departmental Postgraduate Board of Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Environment (2009-2012) of Rivers State University. Her current research is on organic buffers for organic aquaculture. She has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. Her email is davies.onome@ust.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348055065742. Download CV: CV_DAVIES-ONOME-AUGUSTINA_prof.-onome-a-.davies-curriculum-vitae-july-2018.docx
DEJI, Olanike is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology from Obafemi Awolowo University (2002). She is currently the Head, Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development. Her current research is on the use of "artificial intelligence" for gender responsive extension service delivery to men and women farmers. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds, three MPhil and four MScs. Her email address is dejolanike@gmail.com. Her phone number is +234 8033 716695. Download CV: CV_Deji-Olanike-F._-2018-detalled-academic-cv-olanike-f-deji.docx

DIKKO, Abubakar Umar is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Aberdeen (1997). He was Head, Department of Soil Science (2009-2013) and Dean of Agriculture (2014-2018). His current research interest is in soil Recycling and Micro- Nutrient Evaluation. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds and 3 are on-going. His email address is abubakardikko91@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348100953938. Download CV: CV_DIKKO-ABUBAKAR-UMAR_prof-a-u-dikko-cv-2018-final.docx

ECHEZONA, Bonaventure Chukwujindu is a Professor of Crop Protection (Economic Entomology) of University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, (2004). He is currently the Dean Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka and a Professor of Economic Entomology and a lecturer in the Department of Crop Science of the University. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email is bonaventure.echezona@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 07061111573, Download CV: CV_ECHEZONA-BONAVENTURE-CHUKWUJINDU_new-curriculum-vitae2.docx

EDOSOMWAN, Lawrence Nosa is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2012). He was Head of Department (1995-1996 and 1996-1997) and Sub-Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, (1997-1999). He is a Member, Soil Science Society of America. His current research is on land use suitability assessment. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is nosaedosomwan@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348033454150, +2348055125220. Download CV: CV_EDOSOMWAN-LAWRENCE-NOSA_new-curriculum-vitae.docx

EKENYEM, Benjamin is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Imo State University, Owerri (2004). He is a Dean (since 2016). His current research is on Monogastric nutrition. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is buekenyem@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035605040. Download CV: CV_Ekenyem-Benjamin-Ugochukwu_prof.-benjamin-u.-ekenyem.docx

EMEROLE, Christopher is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture Umudike, Nigeria (2004). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2010 – 2014). He is the Dean Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University and Uturu Nigeria (2015 – till date). His current research is on Trade-off in Consumption of Imported and Traditional Own Foods Amongst Ignoring Farm Households in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is emerolechriso@gmail.com and emerolechrisi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone numbers are +2348053289183; +2348163401197. Download CV: CV_Emerole-Christopher-Ogbonna_my-cv.docx

EMOKARO, Christopher is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2006). He was Assistant Dean of Agriculture (2011-2014) and Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension Services (2013-2015). He is a Commonwealth Professional Fellow. His current research is on Resource Productivity and Utilisation. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is christopher.emokaro@uniben.edu. His phone number is +234 8055 9642 35.
ENEJI, Anthony Egrinya is a Professor of Agronomy, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1997) and a Dr. Agr. from Tottori University, Japan (2001). He is a Senior Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and Senior International Fellow of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. He is Commissioner for Agriculture, Cross River State. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds, 3 Post-doctoral theses and several M.Sc. His email address is aeneji@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348060747554. Download CV: CV_Eneji-Anthony-Egrinya_curriculum-vitae-egrina-eneji-updated.doc

ENEJI, Christopher Adams is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Horticulture, Budapest, Hungary (1985). He was Sub Dean of Faculty of Agriculture (1998 - 2000), Head of Department, Animal Science (2002 - 2004) and currently the Head of Department of Food Science and Technology. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is caeneji@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08036567727. Download CV: CV_Eneji-Christopher-Adams_christopher-adams-eneji-cv.doc

ENUJIUGHA, Victor is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2008). He is currently the Chairman of Ethics Committee and a member of Honorory Degree Committee. He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. His current research is on molecular characterisation of organisms and protein/starch chemistry. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is venujiugha@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034261870. Download CV: CV_Enujiugha-Victor-Ndigwe_enujiugha-cv-2018.doc

ETIM, Lawrence is a Professor of Quantitative Fish Population Dynamics and Fisheries Management in the University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1992). He was a Head of Department (1999-2002), Dean of Agriculture (2004-2005), Director, Centre for Research and Development Studies (2010-2015), Chairman, Akwa Ibom State College of Agriculture (2008/2009), AKS College of Education (2012-2015). He is, currently, Dean, Postgraduate School (since 2017). His email address is lawrenceetim@uniuyo.edu.ng or lawetim@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348023792543. Download CV: CV_ETIM-Lawrence__my-cv-yes.doc

ETUK, Edeheudim is a Professor of Animal Science in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D in Animal Nutrition from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2008). He was Associate Dean (2011-2013), Head of Department (2015-2017) and is, currently, a Deputy Director (since 2017). He is an Australia Awards-Africa Fellowship recipient and on the Roll of Honour of the Nigerian Society of Animal Production. His current research is on non-conventional feeds and feeding systems for mono-gastric animals. His email address is edeheetuk@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348036698132. Download CV: CV_ETUK-EDEHEUDIM-BASSEY_cv.e.-b.-etuk.full.doc

EWULO, Babatunde Sunday is a Professor of Soil Fertility and Classification in the Department of Crop Soil and Pest Management, College of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology of the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2004). He is currently an Associate Director at the Centre for Research and Development (CERAD) of the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He is a member of the Soil Science Association of Nigeria and International Soil Science Association. His email addresses arebsewulo@futa.edu.ng, bstewulo@gmail.com, and bsewulo@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234- 803-567-4245. Download CV: CV_EWULO-BABATUNDE-SUNDAY_ewulo-cv-date-off.doc

EYO, Emmanuel is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from RSUST, Port Harcourt. He was Head of Department (2008 – 2010). His research area is in Agricultural Finance. His telephone numbers are 08023319057 and 08032935487. His email address is emaeyo@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Eyo-Emmanuel Okon_emancvappraisal.doc
EZEH, Chima Innocent is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension, Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University, Uturu. He was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2010-2015) and Head, Department of Animal Science and Fisheries (2010). His current research interest is Project Analysis. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.D students. His email address is chimaezeh@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348064217385. Download CV: CV_Ezeh-Chima-Innocent_Professor-c.i.-ezeh-cv.doc

EZIKE, Kieran N.N. is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agricultural and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology in 1999. He was HOD in 1998 and Director, Consultancy Unit 1999-2005. He became Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2005-2008) and the Chairman, Staff Schools Management Board from (2004-2016). His current research is on Agricultural Credit Recovery Strategies. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds and 2 are ongoing. His email address is drknezike@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348034259488 and +2348186489780. Download CV: CV_EzikeKieranNwedegouNwamini_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-knn-ezike.docx

FAGBEMI, Tayo is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2007). He was Head of Department (2001-2010) Director, Academic Planning (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. He is a Member of the Institute of Public Analysts. His current research is Development of Functional Foods and Nutraceuticals. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email address is tnfagbemi@futa.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348036669711. Download CV: CV_FAGBEMI-TAYO-NATHANIEL_fagbemi-cv-final.docx

FAGBENRO, Oyedapo is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquaculture in the School of Agriculture, Federal University, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Stirling (1994). He was Dean of Students (2001-2006), Ag. Dean, School of Agriculture (2009) and Director of Academic Planning (2015-2017). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Tropical Aquaculture Fish Nutrition. He has successfully supervised 25 Ph.Ds. His email address is oafagbenro@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348077788688. Download CV: CV_FAGBENRO-Oyedapo-Adewale_my-cee-vee.2018.doc

FAPOHUNDA, Olawumi Oluwafunmilola is a Professor of Aquaculture in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2005). She was Acting Head of Department (2011-2012) and is currently the Head of Department (2016-till date). She is a Fellow of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel. Her current research is on Artificial Breeding of Heterotisniloticus. She is supervising 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is olawumi.fapohunda@eksu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035531515. Download CV: CV_Fapohunda-Olawumi-Oluwafunmilola_fapohunda-curriculum-vitae.doc

FARINDE, Akinloye Jimoh is a Professor of Agricultural Extension & Rural Sociology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University (1995). He was Vice-Dean of Agriculture (2004-2006), and Head of Department (2004-2006; 2011-2014). He is a member of Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria and Rural Sociological Association of Nigeria. His current research is on improving linkages among stakeholders in cassava value chain in Oyo State. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are akinloyefarinde@yahoo.com and afarinde@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348033618883, +2347052275968, and +26876980375. Download CV: CV_FARINDE-AKINLOYE-JIMOH_Professor-farinde-cv-latest-2018.doc

FASINA, Abayomi is a Professor of Pedology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1978). He was Dean, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University (2004-2006; 2009-2014), Chairman, Association of Deans of Agriculture of all Nigerian Universities (2012-2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti (2017-to date). He
is a Fellow, Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Soil Carbon Management and Sequestration and Pedometrics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and 3 MSc students. His email address is sundayfash2012@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348060369936. Download CV: CV_FASINA-ABAYOMI-SUNDAY_curriculum-vitae-prof.-fasina-new.docx

FASUYI, Ayodeji is a Professor of Animal Biochemistry & Nutrition in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He is a member of National Institute of Animal Science (NIAS), Animal Science Association of Nigeria (ASAN), Nigerian Society of Animal Production (NSAP), American Society of Animal Science (ASAS), among many others. His current research is on Processing of Plant Leaves as Protein Concentrates for Monogastric Diets. He has supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is ayodeji.fasuyi@eksu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348034747329. Download CV: CV_Fasuyi-Ayodeji-Oludare_prof.-fasuyi-current-cv.doc

FAYOMI, Adeleke is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Animal Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2001). He was Provost, CAAS/DAC (2007-2011). He is a Fellow, Farmers' Institute of Nigeria. His current research is on Dynamics of Ruminant Nutrition. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is adelekefoundation@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035873843. Download CV: CV_FAYOMI-ADELEKE-NONE_prof.-adeleke-fayomi-s-current-cv-corrected-version-1.doc

GBADAMOSI, Alaba is a Professor of Silviculture and Biotechnology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was acting Dean of Science (2011-2012 and 2014-2014) and Dean of Agriculture (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the International Foundation for Science. His current research is on domestication of trees; and mutation breeding of some crops. His email address is gbadamosialabae@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348063567002. Download CV: CV_GBADAMOSI-Alaba-Emmanuel_gbadamosi-cv.doc

GBORE, Francis is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Acting Director of the Industrial Training Unit (2011-2015), Head of Department of Animal Science (2014-2017) and currently the Dean of Student Affairs, Adekunle Ajasin University (2017-date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on Animal Physiology and Mycotoxin. His email address is fgbore@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348060087911. Download CV: CV_Gbore-Francis-Ayodeji_prof-gbore-cv.doc

GEORGE, Francisca is a Professor of Aquaculture and Fisheries Management in the College of Environmental Resources Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. She holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2006). She was the Head, Department of Aquaculture and Fisheries Management (2011-2013). She was on sabbatical at Federal University, Oye-Ekiti and served as HOD while on sabbatical (2013-2015). Her current research is on Bio-Preservation and Processing of Aquatic Products and production of Sustainable and Cost Effective Aquafeed. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is georgefoa@funaab.edu.ng and her telephone is +2348034830659. Download CV: CV_George-Francisca-ObunbmiAdebukola_prof.-francisca-o-a.-george-cv.docx

GUNGULA, Daniel Terrumun is a Professor of Crop Physiology and Post-harvest Technology, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1999). He was Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2014-2016); member, University Governing Council (2005; 2009 to 2012), Head of Department (2003-2005) and is Director, University Advancement Centre (since 2016). His current research is on crop physiology, crop nutrition, striga in maize, post-harvest and technology storage. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds and 29 M.Tech students. His email address is dgungula@mautech.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_GUNGULA-DANIEL-Terrumun_curriculum-vitae-of-dt-gungula.doc
GWARY, Daniel is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University College of North Wales, Bangor (1989). He was Acting Director of CAZS (1993) and Head of Department of Crop Science and Crop Protection ((2000-2004). He is a Fulbright Fellow and a member of IPCC the Nobel Peace Prize Winner of 2007. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is dangwary@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348036905775. Download CV: CV_Gwary-Daniel-Musa_daniel-musa-gwary.docx

GWORGWOR, Nuhu is a Professor of Agronomy (Weed Science) in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from Philipps University, Marburg, Germany (1993). He was Acting Dean of Agriculture (1996), Head of Department (1996-1999; 2005-2008; 2016-date). He is a Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and Fulbright Scholar. His current research is on Control of Striga spp. in Cereals - Sorghum, Millet, Maize and Legumes - Cowpea. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is gworgwor@unijos.edu.ng, ngworgwor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8134080732.

HARUNA, Ali Benjamin is a Professor of Fish Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (1998). He is a member of Fisheries Science Association of Nigeria, Aquatic Science Association of Nigeria and Association of Deans of Agriculture in Nigeria. His current research is on production of artificial diet for fish seed production. He has successfully supervised five Ph.D candidates. His email address is alibenha205@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348058570440. Download CV: CV_Haruna-Ali_Benjamin_curriculum-vitae-haruna.docx

HARUNA, Usman is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2002). He was the Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2013-2014); Dean, Faculty of General Studies (2014-2018) and Director of Development and Public, Private Partnership Unit (since 2016). He is a Member and Vice-President of Farm Management Association of Nigeria. His current research is on agricultural production and farm management. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is haruna.u@fud.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348068452020. Download CV: CV_Haruna-Usman---_usman-haruna-s-cv-1-2018.doc

HUSSAINI, Muhammad Auwal is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2000). His current research is on Management of Field Crops and System Agronomy. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is mahussaini.agr@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347036941536. Download CV: CV_HUSSAINI-MUHAMMAD-AUWAL_mahussaini-cv-2018.doc

IBEKWE, Uwanu Christopher is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Imo State. He is the Head, Department of Agricultural Economics (since 2017). His research interest is in Farmers and Farm Household Income. He has more than 70 publications, both internationally and locally. He has been an external examiner to many universities. He has supervised 10 Ph.D students and 12 MSc students. His email is dribekwe12@yahoo.co.uk. His Phone number is 08035519853. Download CV: CV_Ibekwe-Christopher-Uwanu_ibekwe-cv.doc

IBITOYE, Stephen J. is a Professor of Farm Management and Production Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension in Kogi State University, Anyigba. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration (FCAI). His current research is on Agricultural Insurance and Ill-Health among Farm Households. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is drsjibitoye@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038822144. Download CV: CV_Ibitoye-Stephen-Jimoh_cv-for-prof.-stephen-jimoh-ibitoye.doc
IBRAHIM, Nasiru is a Professor of Agricultural Entomology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (2005). He was Head of Department. He is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Sokoto State University (2017 – till date). He is a Council Member, Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is Storage Pests and Pests of Vegetables. He has supervised 4 Ph.D candidates. His email addresses are dolegoronyo@yahoo.com and sabongarindole@gmail.com. His phone number is 08036030932. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Nasiru-Dole_nd-curriculum-vitae-1-.doc

IDIONG, Christopher Idiong is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (2006). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension, Akwa Ibom State University (2013-2014). His current research is on Efficiency, Poverty and Food Security of Rural Farming Households in Cross River State. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are chrisdiong@unical.edu.ng and chrisdiong@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234 80 3596 0629. Download CV: CV_Idiong-Idiong-Christopher_latecv-cv.doc

Idrisa Yusuf L. is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Department of Agricultural Extension Services, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Extension from the University of Maiduguri (2009). He was a Sub Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri (2013-2015). His email addresses are yusufidrisa@unimaid.edu.ng and yuzaat696@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +2347057480578; and +2348030605207. Download CV: CV_IDRISA-Yusuf-Lawan_prof-y.l.-idrsa-s-cv.doc

IGENE, Frederick is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University (1999) and a Certificate in General Agriculture of Israel (2017). He is the Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (since 2014). He is a member of Nigerian Society for Animal Production (NSAP) and Animal Science Association of Nigeria (ASAN). His current research is on Animal Nutrition and Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is fredogene@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348055078093. Download CV: CV_IGENE-FREDERICK-UGBESIA_curriculum-vitae-for-Professor-f.u.-igene.docx

IGENE, John Oamen is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from Michigan State University. He was Head, Department of Food Science and Technology. He was also the Dean of Post Graduate Studies, Dean of Faculty of Agriculture and Director of Research Administration. He has held several administrative positions and created several food products. He holds several Fellowships. He is an authority on Lipid Auto-oxidation in food systems. He has supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is john.igene@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348055701003. Download CV: CV_Igene-John-Oamen_prof.docx

IGWE, Charles Arizechukwu is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). He was Head of Department (2005-2008), Associate Dean of Faculty (2006-2008), Dean of Faculty of Agriculture (2008-2010) and is, currently, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (since 2016). His current research is on Soil Organic Carbon Sequestration. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email is charles.igwe@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234-8035408495. Download CV: CV_Igwe-Charles-Arizechukwu__igwe-cv-leadership.doc

IGWEBUIKE, Joseph is a Professor of Animal Science (Monogastric Nutrition) in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Agriculture, Makurdi (2001). He was Head, Department of Animal Science (2005-2010) of the University of Maiduguri. He is a Registered Animal Scientist (RAS). His current research focus is on alternative feeds for monogastric animals and elimination of antinutritional factors in feed. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is igwebuike8@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028911386. Download CV: CV_IGWEBUIKE-JOSEPH-UCHECHI_prof-joe-cv-december-2017.doc
IHEJIRIKA, Gabriel Onyenegecha is a Professor of Crop Science (Crop Protection/Plant Pathology) in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2005). He was Head of Department (2015-2017). He is a Fellow, Institute of Resources and Scientific Management. His current research is on the use of botanicals and other cultures in the control of diseases of tropical crops. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His e-mail addresses are gabielihejirika@futo.edu.ng and gabrielihejirika@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348032611431. Download CV: CV_IHEJIRIKA-GABRIEL-ONYENEGECHA_prof.-ihejirika-curriculum-vitae.doc

IJIOMA, John Chinasa is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (2007). He is the Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension. He is a member of the Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is ijiomajohn2017@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037816804. Download CV: CV_IJIOMA-JOHN-CHINASA_prof-curriculum-vitae.docx

IKHATUA, Uamai Julius is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1978). He was Dean of Agriculture (1995-1999; 2007-2011), Dean of Students (1999-2003) and Dean of Post Graduate Studies (2003-2005). He is a Fellow, Nigerian Society for Animal Production (FNSAP), Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Animal Science (FNIAS) and Registered Animal Scientist (RAS015). His current research is on Feed Resources Evaluation. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is Julius.ikhatua@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348062946177. Download CV: CV_IKHATUA-UAMAI-JULIUS_prof-u-j-ikhatua-curriculum-vitae-edited-2-september-2016.doc

IKHIMIOYA, Imonu is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University (2005). He is presently the Head of Animal Science Department (since 2016). He is a Registered Animal Scientist. His current research is on evaluating intake, fermentative digestion and utilisation of forage and crop by-products by small ruminants. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His e-mail addresses are imonu_ikhimioya@yahoo.com and imo.ikhimioya@aauekpoma.edu.ng. His phone numbers are +2348033588878 and +2348058815380. Download CV: CV_Ikhimioya -Imonu -_cv-for-nuc.doc

ILEGIMOKUMA, Godwin-Egein Monday is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1999). He was Acting Head, Department of Crop and Soil Science (2005-2010) and the current Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture (2018). He is a member Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. His current research is on Biological control of fungal plant Pathogens. His e-mail address is monday.godwin-egein@uniport.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348033702096. Download CV: CV_Godwin-Egein-Monday-legimokumka_curriculum-vitae-2018-update.docx

INAH, Emmanuel Idoko is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology, Management and Biodiversity Conservation in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Acting Head of Department (2006-2008) and is, currently, Head of Department (since 2016). His current research is on snail farming and wildlife utilisation in alleviating poverty in Cross River State Nigeria. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email addresses are eiinah@unical.edu.ng and eiinah@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_INAH-EMMANUEL-IDOKO_prof.-inaiv-cv-2018.docx

IWU, Godfrey is a Professor of Plant Breeding in Faculty of Agriculture, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Jos (1997). He was Head, Department of Crop Science (2006 -2008). His current research is on Improvement of Ginger and Sweet Sorghum as Biofuel Crop. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is ga_iwu@unical.edu.ng. Telephone number is 08032118218. Download CV: CV_Iwu-Godfrey-Akpan_recent-iwo-curriculum-vitae-iii.docx
JIBIR, Mu‘awiya is a Professor of Animal Products in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usman JIBRIL, Salawu Ayemi is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the Russian Peoples Friendship University, Moscow (2003). He was PG Coordinator (2011-2013). He is a Member the Nigeria Association of Agricultural Economists. His current research is on agricultural marketing. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is ayemi_123@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033609022. Download CV: CV_JIBRIL-SALAWU-AYEMI_curriculum-vitae.docx

JIBRIN, Mohammed Jibrin is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1999). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. He was Head, Department of Soil Science and is, currently, Director, Africa Centre of Excellence in Dryland Agriculture (since 2012) at Bayero University, Kano. His current research is on site-specific nutrient management, using decision support tools. His email is jibrin@buk.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348037034363. Download CV: CV_Jibrin-Mohammed_abridged-cv-jibrin-june18.docx

JOSEPH, Sunday Ogeh is a Professor of Soil Fertility/Management in the Department of Soil Science and Land Management, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D in Agronomy (Soil Fertility/Management) from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria (2006). He is a member of Soil Science Society of America (SSSA). He is currently looking at Soil Organic Carbon in Plantation Crops and Forest ecosystem. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. He was also a co-supervisor of 1 Ph.D. His e-mail address is joseph.ogeh@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +234 8023569846 Download CV: CV_Ogeh-Joseph-Sunday_cv-for-nuc-database.doc

JOSHUA, Shall David is a Professor of Agronomy/Weed Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri (2007). He is a Member of the Weed Science Society of Nigeria (since 1999). His current research is on Weed Control in the Farming Systems of Sustainable Agriculture. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is jdshall293@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +2348034282991 and +2348028785050. Download CV: CV_JOSHUA-SHALL-DAVID_cv-of-Professor.-shall-david-joshua-1-.docx

KABURA, Bukar Hamidu is a Professor of horticulture. He holds a Ph.D from University of Wales. He was Deputy Dean of Maiduguri (2003-2006); and Head, Department of Crop Production (2008-2010). He is a Fellow of the Horticultural Society of Nigeria and a member of the Sholom Club, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. His current research is on development of agronomic practices for production of sorell (Hibiscus sabdariffa var. Sabdariffa) calyx in the sudano-shalian zone of Nigeria. He has supervised one Ph.D candidate and has two, on-going. His email address is bukarkabura@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348023856863. Download CV: CV_KABURA-BUKAR-HAMIDU_cv2018.docx

KARIM, Olayinka is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture (2005). She was Head of Department of Home Economics and Food Science (2009-2015). She is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. Her current research is on Traditional Plant Food Processing and Value Addition for Sustainable Food and Nutrition Security System. She was external examiner to 4 Ph.Ds defense. Her email addresses are Karim.org@unilorun.edu.ng and olayinkakarim@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08036159882. Download CV: CV_Karim - Olayinka-Ramota_prof-karim-cv-2018.docx

KARIM, Olayinka is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2005). She was Head of Department (2009-2015) and is, currently, Chairman, Unilorin Guest Houses (since 2017). She is a member of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. Her current research is on plant food
processing (using traditional methods) and value addition for national good and nutrition security. Her email address is olayinkakarim@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348036159882. Download CV: CV_Karim-Olayinka-Ramota_prof-karim-cv-2018.docx

KASHINA, Boniface David is a Professor of Plant Virology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Sokoine University of Agriculture, Morogoro, Tanzania (2003). He is an Assistant Director, Research (since 2016). He is a Fellow of the African Science Institute. His current research is on diagnosis and management of plant viruses. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is bkashina@gmail.com. His phone number is +234 8023728918. Download CV: CV_Kashina-Boniface-David_kashina-cv-nuc.docx

KEHINDE, Adetunji is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the College of Agriculture, Osun State University, Osogbo. He is Director, Quality Assurance (since 2015), Acting Director, Centre for Pedigree Studies (2013-2015), Acting Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2010-2012 & 2014-2015). He has supervised over 40 undergraduate research projects and examined a Master of Science thesis. His present research is on Cost of Climate Adaptation by Arable Crop Farmers in Nigeria. His email is kehinideal@uniosun.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037860000. Download CV: CV_Kehinde-Adetunji-Lawrence_adetunji-lawrence-kehinde-curriculum-vitae-nuc-.doc

KEHINDE, Babatunde is a Professor of Plant Genetics and Breeding in the School of Agriculture, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). He was Head, Department of Plant Breeding and Seed Technology (2004-2008), Dean, College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2009-2011) and, currently, Acting Dean, School of Agriculture, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. His current research is on Genetic Variability and Stability Studies in Tea. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is tundekehindeo04@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035169778. Download CV: CV_Kehinde-Babatunde-Olusola_Professor-kehinde-ob.docx

KEREMAH, Reginald Inodu is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University of Science and Technology (2008). He was Head of Department (2014-2017) and the current Head of Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Studies (since 2018). He is a Member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Prawn Nutrition. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is kreginald6@gmail.com. His phone number is +2347067707293. Download CV: CV_KEREMAH-REGINALD-INODU_prof.-r.i.-keremah-curriculum-vitae-1.docx

KOLO, Reuben J. is a Professor of hydrobiology and fisheries. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Minna (1996). He is, currently, Dean, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna (since April 2015). He was Head of Department (2006-2008; 2008-2009 and 2009-2012). He is a member of the University Senate. He has successfully supervised four Ph.D candidates and co-supervised six. His current research focuses on water quality as its affects fish and public health and the use of algae in production of biofuel and pharmaceutical products. His email address is reubenjiyakolo@yahoo.com; phone number is +2348036585931. Download CV: CV_KOLO-Reuben-Jiya_cv-latest-.doc

KUNDIRI, Abubakar Musa is a Professor of Soil and Water Management in the Faculty of Agriculture and Life Science and Vice-Chancellor, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State. He holds a Ph.D from Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (1995). He was Vice-Chancellor, Federal University, Dutse (since 2016); Dean of Agriculture and Dean of Students, Federal University, Dutse (2011-2016) as well as Dean of Students, University of Maiduguri (2004-2009). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research interests include land use and management. He has successfully supervised over nine Ph.Ds. His email address is amkundiri@yahoo.com while his telephone number is +2348031326547. Download CV: CV_Kundiri-Abubakar-Musa_Professor-abubakar-m.-kundiri-curriculum-vitae.doc
KWARI, Joshua is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Aberdeen (1987). He was Head, Department of Soil Science (1999-2005) and Dean of Agriculture (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on fertility of soils of northeast Nigeria. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is jdkwari@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348059727113. Download CV: CV_Kwari-Joshua -Dankasa _Professor-joshua-dankasa-kwari-cv.doc

KYIOWGOM, Usman Bauta is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He has served as Acting Dean and Head of Department, several times. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is ukyiogwom@yahoo.com. His phone number is +23480363117667. Download CV: CV_Kyiogwom-Usman-Bauta_usman-cv.doc

LAKPINI Clarence A. is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (1994). He was Assistant Director, Research (2009-2012) and Executive Director of the National Animal Production Research Institute (NAPRI) (since 2015). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Administrators and his current research is on transforming agro-industrial by-products to supplementary feeds. He successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is camlakpini@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034516437. Download CV: CV_LAKPINI-CLARENCE-AYODELE MAWO_prof-lakpini-cv.doc

MADUBUIKE, Felix is a Professor of Animal Science (Nutrition) in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA (1980). He was Dean of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine (1994-2000, 2005-2010 and 2014-2016), Dean of Post-Graduate Studies (2000-2005) and Dean, Student Affairs (2010-2012). He is a member, Nigeria Institute of Animal Science. He has supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is fnndukamadubuike@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348033273802. Download CV: CV_Madubuike-Felix-Nduka_curriculum-vitae-Professor-f.n.-madubuike.docx

MADUKWE, Michael is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1989). He was Dean of Agriculture (2006-2008). He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Agricultural Innovation Systems. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is michael.madukwe@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037006968. Download CV:

MAFIMISEBI, Taiwo is a Professor of Agricultural & Resource Economics in the School of Agriculture & Agricultural Technology, The Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He was Sub-Dean and Associate Director Consulting (2008-2010). He was acting Head of Department of EcWonomics (2016-2017). His current research is on Intergenerational Labour Mobility in Agriculture. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds while 6 are on-going. His e-mail address is temafis@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234-8034712086. Download CV: CV_Mafimisebi-Taiwo-Ejiola_prof._mafimisebi-nuc-cv.docx

MAGASHI, Auwal Ibrahim is a Professor of Genetics and Plant Breeding, Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology in Kano University of Science and Technology, Wudil. He holds a Ph.D from Peoples Friendship University of Russia, Moscow (2003). He is a Fellow, Russian Academy of Non-traditional and Rare Plants. His current research is on Study of Wheat and Cowpea Varieties Tolerance to Stress Conditions. He successfully assessed and examined 1 Ph.D. His email address is magashi2@mail.ru and magasha@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023627191 and +2348037173580. Download CV: CV_Magashi-Auwal -Ibrahim_my-upto-date-cv.doc

MAGAWATA, Ibrahim is a Professor of Fish Post Harvest Technology in the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Faculty of Agriculture, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2008). He was the Head of Department (2008) and later was appointed Deputy Dean of Students (2009) and Substantive Dean of Students (2010 -2014). He is currently the Director, Registration and Examination as well as the Head of Department of Fisheries. His email address is...
ibrahim.magawata@udusok.edu.ng and ibrahimmagawata@gmail.com. His Phone Numbers are +2348051328157, 08094671044. Download CV: CV_Magawata-Ibrahim-Nil_magawata-curriculum-vitae-improved-ii-recent.doc

MAKINDE, Eyiayo Adekunle is a Professor of Olericulture in the College of Plant Science, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1999). He was the Head, Department of Horticulture (2013-2015). He is a member of the Horticulture Society of Nigeria. His current research is on nutritional contents of Vegetables with common organic sources. He is currently supervising two Ph.D students. His email address is eamakinde@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348023470310. Download CV: CV_MAkinDE-EYITAYO-ADEKUNLE61_makind-cv.docx

MALGWI, Anna Mohammed is a Professor of Agricultural Entomology in Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. She holds a Ph.D in Crop Protection from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2007). She was an Assistant Research Fellow, ABU/IAR, Zaria (1992-1998). She is a Member of the internal University Governing Council (2013-2017). She has supervised three Ph.D candidates and is, currently, supervising six. Her email addresses are annamalgwi@yahoo.co.uk and annamalgwi1@gmail.com. Her numbers are +2347036420355 and +2348053459823. Download CV: CV_MALGWI-ANNA-MOHAMMED_a-m-mal-gwi-curriculum-vitae-june-2018-updated.docx

MANGA, Abdu Ahmed is Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2002). He is a Council Member Kano University of Science and Tech, Wudil (2012 - till date). He is a member of HortSoc of Nig, AgricSoc of Nig and Intern Soc of Hort Science. His Current research is in Management and Physiology of Horticultural Crops. He successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is amanga.agr@buk.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348082106535. Download CV: CV_Manga-Abdu-Ahmed_cv-manga.doc

MANI, Hamza is a Professor of Irrigation Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). He was the officer-in-charge of irrigation research station, Kadawa, Kano State and General Manager, IAR Integrated Links. He is, currently, Deputy Dean, Faculty of Agriculture. He is a member of Agriculture Society of Nigeria (ASN). His current research is in the area of irrigation agronomy of cereal crops, farming systems and crop nutrition. He has successfully supervised five Ph.D candidates and has six on-going. His email address is manikurmiyal@gmail.com, phone number, +2348032845029. Download CV: cv_maniamaza_-_cv-mani.doc

MATILDA, Iyayi Ikatuwa is a Professor of Plant Pathology/Mycology in the Department of Forest Resources and Wildlife Management, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D in Plant Pathogenic Microbiology from the University of Benin (1997). She was Lecturer-in-charge of the Department (2002-2003) and Acting Head (2003-2004 and 2006-2008). Her current research interest is in Bio-control studies of diseases in Forest species. She has successfully supervised five MScs. Her email addresses are matilda.ikatua@uniben.edu and iyayi.ikatua@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348030717515. Download CV: CV_Ikatua-matilda-iyayi_prof-matilda-ikatua-cv.doc

MAZI, Emmanuel is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1998). He was Head of Department of Food and Technology (2006 - 2017). His current research is on detection, characterisation and elimination of food-borne pathogens, involving the use of phenotypic, chemo-taxonomic, genetic and epidemiological methods. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is profemmanuelmazi@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348037447130. Download CV: CV_Mazi-Emmanuel-Alfred_prof.-emman-mazi.docx

MBAH, Charles Ndubuisi is a Professor of Soil Physics and Environmental Management in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management in Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a
Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Head of Department (2005-2007 and 2012-2018). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration. His current research interest is on soil science. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is cnmbah10@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348054893478. Download CV: CV_Mbah-Charles-Ndubuisi_cv-nuc.docx

MBAH, Matthew Chukwuma is a Professor of Plant Pathology (Mycology/Plant Pathology) in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). He was the Head of Crop Production and Landscape Management (1997-2000; 2002-2004; 2011-2013). His current research is on Diseases Associated with Soyabean. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is bahmat@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2348051023201.

MBAH, Patricia Etuna is a Professor of Home Economics, College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (2003). She was Head, Department of Home Economics (2014-2017) and Chairman, University Examination Timetable Committee (2014-2016). She is Vice-President and Fellow, Africa Region, International Federation of Home Economics (IFHE), as well as President and Fellow, Home Economics Professional Association of Nigeria (HEPAN). She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds, has 5 on-going and is co-supervising 5. Her email addresses are pat_mbah@yahoo.com and patmbah13@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348033081711. Download CV: CV_MBAH-PATRICIA-ETUNA_cv-2018.docx

MBANASOR, Jude is a Professor of Agribusiness in the College of Agricultural Economics, Rural Sociology and Extension, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1997). He served as a College Dean (2007- 2011) and Member, Governing Council (2005-2008) and (2017- till date). He is a Fellow, Institute of Strategic Management of Nigeria, Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria and a Life Member Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Agribusiness Development. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is judembanasor@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348062327145. Download CV: CV_MBANASOR-JUDE-ANAYOCHUKWU_prof.-j.-a-mbanasor-curriculum-vitae-.doc

MELUDU, Nkiru Theresa is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development with bias in Food and Nutrition Security in Faculty of Agriculture, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D and Professorship from the University of Ibadan. Her current research is on food and nutrition security/hospitality and tourism development. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is nkiru_m@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348023250457. Download CV: CV_Meludu-Nkiru-Theresa_meludu-cv-june-2018.docx

MIKO, Sani is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1999). He was Dean of Agriculture (2007-2009) and Head of Agronomy Department (2005-2007). He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His research focus is cereal agronomy and farming systems. He has supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is sanimiko@yahoo.co.uk and his telephone number is +2348034018763. Download CV: CV_MIKO-SANI-N.A._cv-mine.doc

MOHAMMED, Ahmed Bakori is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2007). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (2016-2018) and is Dean Faculty of Agriculture (since 2018). His current research is on Agricultural Products Processing and Utilisation. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is ambakori71@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348066149100. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Ahmed-Bakori_cv-a-m-bakori-new.doc

MOHAMMED, Ibrahim is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (1999). He was Head of TR Livestock Farm (1984-1998), Member, Commercial Ventures Committee (1992-1994); Student Affairs Committee (2000-2003); Junior Senate Member (since 2001), Head of Department (2001-2005),
Coordinator, Remedial Science Programme (2010-2014); and Senate Member (since 2001). He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email address is idmohd@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348022746735. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Ibrahim-Dukku_copy-of-curriculum-prof-i.d-mohammed.doc

MOHAMMED, Sanusi Gaya is a Professor of Plant Breeding in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2010). He was Head, Department of Agronomy (2011-2015) and is, currently, Deputy Director, Centre for Dryland Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano (since 2014). His current research is on groundnut improvement for high yield, adaptation and stress tolerance. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D and is supervising six others. His email address is sanusi.gaya@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348080338042. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Sanusi-Gaya_sgmohammed-cv.doc

MOLINDO, Williams Adapoe is a Professor of Agronomy, (Soil Science with sub-specialisation in Soil Chemistry) from the University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1996). He is a Fellow (Educational Administration) Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria (ICAN), and a Member of learned societies. He is currently researching in Soil Health. He has successfully supervised Ph.Ds, MSc, PGD and numerous undergraduate students. His Email addresses are wmolindo@biu.edu.ng and wmolindo@yahoo.com. His phone numbers are +2348062499582 and +2347031152363. Download CV: CV_Molindo-Williams-Adapoe_prof.w.a.-molindo-cv-corrected-version.doc

MUHAMMAD, Bashir Fagge is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi, Nigeria. He was Dean of Agriculture, Federal University, Kachere (2013-2014) and Provost, Federal College of Education (Technical) Bichi, Kano. He is a Fellow of the College of Animal Scientists in Nigeria. His current research is on nutritional evaluation of fortified yoghurt. He has successfully supervised three Ph.D candidates. His email is bmfagge2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030514052. Download CV: CV_MUHAMMAD-BASHIR-FAGGE_muhammad-bashir-fagge.docx

MUSA, Audu is a Professor of Soil Chemistry and Fertility in the Department of Soil Science and Agricultural Engineering, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Moscow Agricultural Academy, Russia (2002). He served as the Head, Department of Soil Science and Agric. Engineering, Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2014-2018). His current area of research is soil fertility, fertiliser management and environment. He has successfully supervised two Ph.D students and many MSc. His email address is audu.musa@udasok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036156151. Download CV: CV_Musa-Audu_-_current-cv-2018-.docx

NDA, Mundi is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria (2007). He was the Head of Department, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Kogi State University (2000-2003). He is the Dean Faculty of Agricultural Sciences (since 2016). He is a Member, Agricultural Society of Nigeria and Nigerian Association of Agricultural Economists. His email address is ndamundi@yahoo.com. His phone numbers are +2348079957144, +2347061285544. Download CV: CV_MUNDI-NDA-EJIFU_prof-mundi-latest-cv.docx

NDAEYO, Nyaudoh is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head, Department of Crop Science (2006-2009). He is, currently, the Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. He is a Member, Board of Trustees, Crop Science Society of Nigeria. His research interest is in the areas of development of appropriate farming systems for the tropics and sustainable soil tillage management systems for the tropics. His email address is nyaudohnndaeyo@uniuyo.ed.ng and telephone number is +2348023285242. Download CV: CV_Ndaevo-Nyaudoh-Ukpabio_prof.-ndaeyo-cv-4-nuc-18.docx
NDIFON, Henry is a Professor of Agric. Extension/Community Development in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from Oklahoma State University (1984). He was Head of Department (2006-2008) and Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2014-2016). He is a member of many professional bodies. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is henryndifon@unical.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348068888627. Download CV: CV_NDIFON-HENRY-MBEH_prof-ndifon.docx

NDUBUISI, Ekezie Christopher is a Professor of Animal Physiology in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1995). He was Head, Department of Animal Science (1999-2003), Acting Dean at Abia State University (2004-2005) and Sandwich Co-ordinator (2005-2006). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Administration. His current research is on Alternative Feed Resources on Growth and Reproductive Performance of farm animals. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is chrisndubisi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08032663871 or 09077203431. Download CV: CV_NDUBUISI-EKEZIE-CHRISTOPHER_prof-ndubuisi-ekezie-cv.docx

NDUBUISI, Ekezie is a Professor of Animal Science and Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is ndubuisiekezie@imsu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348032663871.

NGWU, Oliver Echezona is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2005). He is the Head of Department of Agronomy and Ecological Management (2006-2018). His current interests are Soil Science, Agronomy and Ecological Management, Climate Change and Biodiversity, Soil Pedoturbation and Pyto remediation. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ngwuoe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-8036764402. Download CV: cv_ngwu-oliver-echezona_prof.-oliver-cv-spdc-cv.doc

NGWUTA, Abraham is a Professor of Crop Science in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He was Head of Department (2012-2014). His current research is on Introduction of Mungbean into the cropping system of south-eastern Nigeria. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is angwuta@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348062390097. Download CV: CV_Ngwuta-Abraham-Agwu_ngwuta-s-cv.doc

NMADU, Job is a Professor of Agricultural Economics (Econometrics) in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Reading (1986). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension Technology (2008-2012). He is the President as well as a Fellow of the Nigerian Association of Agricultural Economists. His current research is on Membrane Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is job.nmadu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035861170. Download CV: CV_Nmadu-Job-N_nuc-nmadu-2018.docx

NNAM, Ngozi is a Professor of Human Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). She was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2014-2016). She is a Fellow of the Nutrition Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on Nutrition of infants, children and women. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ngnnam@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037573076. Download CV: CV_Nnam-Ngozi-Mercy_curriculum-vitae.doc

NOMA, Samaila Sani is a Professor of Soil Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). He was Acting Head, Department of Soil Science (2004-2007). Departmental PG Coordinator (2014-2015). He is, currently, Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Agriculture and Environment (since 2014). He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His
email address is ss_noma@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347037777273. Download CV: CV_Noma-Samaila-Sani_noma-cv-2017.docx

NWAIGBO, Leonard is a Professor of Agroforestry and Land Use System, Department of Crop Production/Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK (1996). He was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, (1999 - 2001). He is the HOD, Crop Production. He is a life member of Forestry Association of Nigeria. His current research is on sustainability of cropping systems. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is nwaigbo77@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348060027167. Download CV: CV_Nwaigbo-Leonard-Chinedum_pr0f.-nwaigbo-cv.docx

NWAJIUBA, Chinedum Uzoma is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Hohenheim, Germany (1994). He is Vice-Chancellor of Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndifu-Alike (2018 - till date) and was Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2012-2016). He is a Fellow of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria and the Nigeria Association of Agricultural Economics. His current research is on economics of climate change. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is chinedum.nwajiuba@funai.edu.ng and chnwajiuba@yahoo.de. His phone number is +2348033273871. Download CV: CV_NWAJIUBA-CHINEDUM-UCHOBA_cv-chinedum-nwajiuba-fournuc-data-bank.doc

NWAKA, Geoffrey is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D in Pedology (Soil Genesis and Classification, Soil Survey and Land Evaluation, Land Use Planning Management) from Kuban University of Agriculture, Kransnodar, Russia (1981). He is a Fellow of Soil Science Society of Nigeria (FSSSN). He has supervised five Ph.Ds successfully. His email addresses are ginwaka@gmail.com and geomasystem@yahoo.co.uk. His phone numbers are +2348067642038, +2348179419898.

NWAKPU, Petrus Emeka is a Professor of Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from the Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2003). He is currently the Director of Academic Planning, Ebonyi State University. His current research interest is on the use of hormones in the crossbreeding of native pigs, West African Dwarf Goats and Muturu cattle with the semen of their exotic counterparts. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D and five Master’s. His email address is penwakpu.380@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348032363380. Download CV: CV_NWAKPU-PETRUS-EMEKA_nwakpu-current-cv.doc

NWANNA, Lawrence Chukwunweike is a Professor of Aquaculture (Fish nutrition and aquatic toxicology), in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology of the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was the Head, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology between 2012 and 2015. He has many international Fellowships. He also organised a Humboldt International Kolleg in 2014. He has supervised 4 Ph.D candidates and is currently supervising 3. His email address is drlel@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033582428. Download CV: CV_Nwanna-Lawrence-Chukwunweike_nwanna-cv-latest.doc

NWOKORO, Smart is a Professor of Nutritional Biochemistry and Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Head of Animal Science (2001-2003; 2005-2007; 2011-2014). He is a Fellow of National Institute of Marketing of Nigeria. His current research is on anthropometry, leaf protein concentrates, food and feed resources developments and mini livestock studies. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is smartnwo@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2348055258441.

OBAI, Polycarp Chinedum is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2000). He is the current Dean, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (since 2017). His current research is in Value Chain in Agriculture. He has successfully
supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is polycarp.obasi@futo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033832754. Download CV: CV_Obasoh-Chinedum_prof.-p.-obasi-updated-cv.doc

OBASOHAN, Emmanuel is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2003). He was HOD (2015-2017) and is, currently, Dean (since 2017). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is in Fisheries Biology and Water Pollution. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D and two MSc candidates. His email address is eeobasohan@biu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037714974. Download CV: CV_Obasohan-Emmanuel-Ewanshiia_curriculum-vitae-prof-obasohan-2018.doc

ODEYINKA, Simisola is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1990). She was Head of Department (2004-2006), Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2011-2013) and Director of the Centre for Gender and Social Policy Studies (2014-2016) of Obafemi Awolowo University. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Animal Production. Her current research is on the use of non-conventional feedstuffs for small ruminants. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is smodeyinka@yahoo.co.uk. Her phone number is +2348037252130.

ODOFIN, Ayodele Joshua is a Professor of Soil Physics in the Department of Soil Science and Land Management, Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2005). He was Head of Department (2006-2008 and 2015-2018) and Editor/Member of the Editorial Board, Nigerian Journal of Soil Science (2011-2018). He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds and is currently supervising four Ph.D candidates. His major research interests are conservation agriculture and soil hydrology. His email address is oodofin.ayodele@futminna.edu.ng and his phone number is +2348033795657. Download CV: CV_ODOFIN-AYODELE-JOSHUA_prof.-a.j.-odofin-s-cv.docx

OFFEM, Benedict is a Professor of Fish Ecology and Management in the Faculty of Agriculture, Cross River University of Technology, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2006). He was Dean of Agriculture (2009-2013) as well as Head of Campus Management Science. His current research is on fish ecology. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is benbiff06@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055930219. Download CV: CV_Offem-Benedict -Obeten_curriculum-vitae-b.-offem.docx

OFFOR, Stephen U. is a Professor of Environmental Plant Physiology in the Department of Agriculture, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (2005). He is the Dean, Faculty of Votech (since 2016) and Head of Campus (since 2017). His research interest is on Phytoremediation. He has successfully supervised two post-graduate students. His emails addresses are sosap2011@gmail.com and sos2212003@email.com. His phone number is +2348037766427. Download CV: CV_OFFOR-UMUNAGBU-STEPHEN_offor-u.-stephen.docx

OFOH, Magnus is a Professor of Crop Science in the School of Agriculture, Federal University of Technology Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was the Dean, School of Agriculture (2011-2013) and Dean, Student Affairs (2013-2016). His current research is on sustainable agriculture (farming systems). He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is mcofoh@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348037074785. Download CV: cv_ofoh-magnus-chima_prof-ofoh-s-detailed-cv.doc

OFUYA, Thomas is a Professor of Crop Entomology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ife, Ile-Ife (1984). He was the Dean (2005-2009), the Director (2012-2014) in Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was also the Vice-Chancellor of Wellspring University, Benin City (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of Entomological Society of Nigeria. His current research is Formulation of Botanical Insecticides. He
has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is tiofuyaa@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034750107.

OGAR, David is a Professor of Forest Economics and Management in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was a Sub-Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2004-2006) and Head, Department of Forestry, University of Calabar (2006-2008). He is a Fulbright Scholar and Grantee of African Academy of Science. His current research is on carbon stores in tropical rain forest and management. He has successfully supervised one Ph.Ds, nine MScs and over 30 undergraduates. His email address is daveogar@.com. His phone number is +2348036534914. Download CV: CV_Ogar-David-Abua_curriculum-vitae.docx

OGBE, Friday is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquaculture in the Faculty of Agriculture, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2002). He was Dean of Forestry and Fisheries (2005-2006) and is a Member, Governing Council, Kogi State University, Anyigba (since 2015). He is a Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Fisheries and Aquaculture Governance. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is fri57gb@.mail.com. His telephone number is +2348065381133. Download CV: CV_Ogbe-Friday - Garba _curriculum-vitae-latest-cv.docx

OGBODO, Emmanuel is a Professor of Agronomy and Ecology in the College of Crop and Soil Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2014). He was Head, Department of Soil and Environmental Management, Ebonyi State University (2003-2005). He is, currently, Dean, College of Crop and Soil Sciences of Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (since 2015). His current research is on site specific crop management using geospatial technology. His email address is emmnwaogbodo@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348037465495 Download CV: CV_Ogboro-Emmanuel-Nwabunwanne_prof.-e-n-ogboro-s-cv.docx

OGBOGHODO, Ikponmwosa is a Professor of Soil Microbiology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). He was Dean of Agriculture (2011-2016). He is a member of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on bio-remediation of polluted soils. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email addresses are iaogbogodo@yahoo.com and ikponmwosa.ogboghodo@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2348037886698. Download CV: CV_Ogboghodo-Ikponmwosa-Abraham_current-cv.docx

OGBONNA, Augustine is a Professor of Brewing Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). He was the Head, Department of Food Science and Technology (2012-2014). He is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology (NIFST). His current research is on: "Extraction, purification and characterisation of beta-glucanases from sorghum malt varieties." He is currently supervising one Ph.D and has successfully supervised four MScs. His email address is accogbonna@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033606233. Download CV: CV_OGBONNA-AUGUSTINE-CHIMA_prof-a-c-ogbonna-curriculum-vitae-updated-june-2018.docx

OGBONNA, Peter is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Genetics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2005). His current research is on genetics and breeding of some vegetable and oil seed crops. He is currently supervising six Ph.Ds. His email address is peter.ogbonna@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037396307. Download CV: CV_Ogbonna-Peter-Ejimofor_ogbonna-p.e.-curriculum-vitae.docx

OGOGO, Augustine is a Professor of Forest and Wildlife Ecology, Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2002). He was Head, Department of Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management (2004-2006 and 2008-2010) and is Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management,
University of Calabar. He is a member of Forestry Association of Nigeria. His current research is on climate change awareness and mitigation measures in Cross River and Akwa Ibom States. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is auogogo@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347039463361. Download CV: CV_Ogogo-Augustine-Ugar_cv-general-2.docx

OGUNJEMITE, Babafemi George is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure and was the Head of Department (2015-2018). He is an IUCN Primate Specialist Group Member for Africa. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is bgogunjemite@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033893257. Download CV: CV_Ogunjemite-Babafemi-George_curriculum-vitae-ogunjemite-2018.doc

OGUNJI, Johnny is a Professor of Fish Nutrition/Aquaculture in the Faculty of Agriculture, Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndifu-Alike (AE-FUNAI), Ebonyi State. He was Dean, Post-Graduate School (2012-2014), Director of Research (2012-2013) and Head of Department, Fisheries and Aquaculture (2008-2011), all in Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. From 2016-2017 he was Dean of Agriculture in AE-FUNAI and since 2018 he is, currently, the Director of Academic Planning. He has supervised 2 Ph.D and many MSc candidates. His research area is Fish Nutrition/Aquaculture, Biotechnology and Climate Change. His email address is ogunjiijo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348067558863. Download CV: CV_Ogunji-Johnny-Onyema_ogunji-johnny-cv-for-nuc.doc

OGUNLADE, Israel is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was Acting Head, Department of Agricultural Development and Rural Development and is, currently, Chair, Faculty of Agriculture Research Ethical Review Committee (since 2014). He is a member of Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria. His current research is on effects of commercial poultry farming on the environment. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is iogunlade@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035617692. Download CV: CV_Ogunlade-Israel__selected-publication-ogunlade.doc

OGUNNIYI, Laudia is a Professor of Agricultural Production Economics in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. She holds a Ph.D from Ladoke Akintola University of Technology (2009). She is a Fellow of Nuffic Fellowship programme, member of Africa Growth and Development Policy Modelling Consortium and member of Partnership for African Social and Governance Research. Her current research is on impact evaluation and multidimensional measurement of poverty. She is currently supervising two Ph.D students. Her email address is ltoogunnyi@lautech.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035688873. Download CV: CV_OGUNNIYI-LAUDIA-TITILOLA_ogunnyi-cv-prof.doc

OJIEFO, Isijokelu Moses is a Professor of Horticultural Crop Production in the Faculty Agriculture, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). He was Associate Dean of Agriculture (2003-2006), Head of Department (2013-2016) and Coordinator, General Studies (2007-2009). He is a Fellow of Commonwealth Academic Staff Postdoctoral Fellowship in Plant Biotechnology (Tissue Culture). His current research is on Plant Propagation, Conservation of Lesser-known Plants and Farming Systems. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is isimojefo@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348136115400. Download CV: CV_Ojeifo - Isijokelu-Moses_c-v-ojeifo-2017-for-nuc.docx

OJO, Sylvester Oluwadare is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He is the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti (2018 – till date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Economists. His current research is on efficiency analysis of agricultural enterprises. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is soojo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035027301. Download CV: CV_OJO-SYLVESTER-OLUWADARE_prof-s-o-ojo-cv-.doc
OKAFOR, Gabriel is a Professor of Food Processing and Engineering in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from Odessa National Academy of Food Technologies, Ukraine (1994). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. He is the 1st African to win Seligman Fellowship Award in Food Engineering, tenable at University of Reading. His current research is on Food Extrusion and Packaging. He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is gabriel.okafor@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08023423908 Download CV: CV_Okafor-Gabriel-Ifenary-okafors-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

OKAKA, Victor is a Professor of Crop Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the Ambrose Alli University (2003). He was Acting Head, Department of Crop Science (2004-2006 and 2007-2010). His current research is on the evaluation of some non-indigenous vegetable crops for growth and yield in the forest/derived Savannah zone of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is vbokaka@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348063299449.

OKE, David is a Professor of Agro-forestry in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2002). He was Head of Department of Forestry and Wood Technology, FUTA (2010-2012). His current research is on Tree-Soil-Crop Interactions in Agro-Forestry Systems. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is davidoke04@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034277138. Download CV: CV_Oke-David-Olanrewaju_curriculum-vitae-david-oke.doc

OKEUDO, Ndukwe James is a Professor of Animal Science in the School of Agriculture and Agriculatural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Queen's University, Belfast (1994). He was Acting Head of Department (2001-2003) and presently Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic (since March, 2018). His current research is on meat, milk and egg production, quality, processing and preservation. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is nokeudo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234(0)8036753146. Download CV: CV_Okeudo-Ndukwe-James_cv-june2018.docCV_Adebayo-Olabode-Thomas_prof.-adebayo-cv-nuc.docHis telephone number is +2348035373556. Download CV: CV_Gana-Andrew-Saba_cv-prof.-andrew-s.-gana-2016-latest.docx

OKEZIE, Chukwukere is a Professor of Agricultural Economics (Agricultural Policy and Development), Department of Agricultural Economics, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Economics from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture (2006). He was member, Governing Council, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture (2009-2016). He is the Director, University Consultancy Services (since 2010). He has served in several University Committees and is a three-time member of the University Ceremonials Committee. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is okezie.chukwukere@mouau.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348039159045. Download CV: CV_OKEZIE-CHUKWUKERE-AUSTIN_cv-mouau-27062018.docx

OKOLI, Charles is a Professor of Animal Management and Health in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2004). He was Coordinator of the Departmental Weekend Programme (2003-2015). His current research is on the beneficial uses of plant ash in animal production. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is drokolicharles@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348053127006. Download CV: CV_Okoli-Ifenary-Charles_okoli-c.v-5.-.doc

OKOLI, Eric Chigoezie is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife (1998). He was Head of Department (1985-1991), Dean of Faculty (1998-2003), Dean of Post-Graduate School (2003-2005), Director of Pre-degree School (2005-2009). He is, currently, Director of Results Database (since 2010). His current research interest is in the biochemistry of germinated pulses. He has supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is okolieric@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348038846586.
OKOLIE, Uchenna is a Professor of Human Nutrition and Dietetics in the College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). She is the Dean, Student Affairs, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (since 2016). She is a Fellow of the West African College of Nursing. Her current research is on Diabetes Management and Prevention. She has successfully supervised one Ph.D. Her email address is ucheokolie2003@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348030929009. Download CV: CV_Okolie-Uchenna-Virginia_mouau-curriculum-vitae-prof.-v-u-okolie.doc

OKONJI, Victor is a Professor of Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin. He is the Chairman, Farm Project Management Committee (2016 – till date) and Taskforce on Production of University of Benin Fish (2015- till date). His current research is Improvement of Fish Seed through Selection. He has fully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is vicokonji@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +234 8056072837. Download CV: CV_OKONJI-VICTOR- AZUBUIKE_prof-okonji-victor-cv-2017-updated-12-sept.doc

OKONKWO, Thomas Mmuoemene, is a Professor of Livestock products Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. I hold a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2001). I was Head of Department of Food Science and Technology (2004-2005) and (2015-2018). He is the Chairman of Senate Entrance Board (2014 till date). He is a Fellow of NIFST. His current research is on Processing and Preservation of Nigeria Traditional Meat Products. He has supervised and still supervising Ph.D and MSc students. His email is thomas.okonkwo@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348066567609. Download CV: CV_Okonkwo-Thomas-Mmuoemene_cv.doc

OKORIE, Kennedy is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2006). He is currently the Head of Department Animal Science and Fisheries (2012- till date). He is a member of Curriculum Development Committee and member, Faculty Appraisal Committee. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is profkcokorie17@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08030929009. Download CV: CV_OKORIE-KENNEDY-CHIDIEBERE_prof.-okorie-curriculum-vitae.docx

OKORIE, Kennedy is a Professor of Animal Science and Fisheries in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2006). He is, currently, Head, Department of Animal Science and Fisheries (since 2016). He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is profkcokorie17@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030929009. Download CV: CV_Okorie-Kennedy-Chidiebere_prof.-okorie-curriculum-vitae-and-publications.docx

OKPARA, Dominic Aja is a Professor of Crop Production/Agronomy in the College of Crop and Soil Science, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Chairman, Convocation Ceremonials Committee; Acting Dean, College of Crop and Soil Sciences and Deputy Dean of the same College. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds and is currently supervising eight. His email addresses are okpara.dominic@mouau.edu.ng and daokpara@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234(0)7062503986. Download CV: CV_Okpara-Dominic-Aja_cv-of-prof-okpara-07012017-2.doc

OKUSAMI, Temitope A. is a Professor of Soil Science (Pedology and Land Evaluation) in the Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences of the Federal University, Wukari, Tabara State. He holds a Ph.D from University of Minnesota (1981). He was Head, Department of Soil Science and Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife. He has supervised postgraduate students including three Ph.Ds. He has interest in sustainable land use evaluation and management. His email is...
OLADOJA, Afolabi is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development in the Faculty of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head of Department (2012-2016). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants and Chartered Institute of Taxation. His current research is on Effect of Birth Control Measures on Agricultural Production. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds and is currently supervising four. His email address is moladoja4u@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348035663859. Download CV: CV OLADOJA-MOHAMMED-AFOLABI_prof-oladoja-cv-nuc-2018-for-prof-okebukonla.doc

OLAKOJO, Samuel is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Applied Genetics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (2002) and is the Editor-in-Chief, Moor Journal of Agricultural Research. He is the Vice-President, Genetics Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Breeding for Hybrid popcorn for popping Expansion and Adaptation to Nigerian Ecologies. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is saolakojo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034671714. Download CV: CV OLAKOJO-Samuel-Adelowo_cv-s.a.olakojo-general-use-1.docx

OLALEYE, Rotimi Saka is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Federal University of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan, Nigeria (2000). He is a member of Agricultural Extension Society of Nigeria and Rural Sociological Association of Nigeria, among others. He has been Head of Department, twice. His research interest is in agricultural extension. He has supervised eight Ph.D candidates and is, currently, supervising 12. His email address is olaleyerotimidavid@yahoo.com. Telephone numbers are +234803583386 and +2348059356815. Download CV: CV_OLALEYE-ROTIMI-SAKA_cv-olaleyeye-2018-current.doc

OLOREDE, Bayonle is a Professor of Animal Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1998). He was Dean and Provost of Faculty and College of Agriculture (2011-2015) as well as Provost, Postgraduate College (2017-date). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is bayonle.olarede@uniosun.edu.ng and bolorede@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035950592. Download CV: CV OLOREDE-BAYONLE-EMMANUEL_nuc-prof-curriculum-vitae-latest.doc

OLORUNSANYA, Ayotunde Oluwatunbo is a Professor of Meat Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan(1989). He was Head Department in University of Ilorin (1998-2001), IBB University, Lapai (2012-2014) and Pioneer Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies IBBU, Lapai. He is a member of the Nigeria Society of Animal Production. He is currently researching on Animal Products (Antioxidant of meat). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is tundeolorunsanya@gmail.com and his telephone numbers are +2348033791014; +2348155646865; +2348188232418. Download CV: CVOLORUNSANYA-AYOTUNDE-OLUWATUNBO_curriculum-vitae-tunde-new-2.docx

OLORUNSANYA, Eniola Oluwatoyin is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2009). She was the Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, IBB University (2011-2016). She is a member of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on Value Chain of Agricultural Commodities. Her email address is eniolaolorunsanya@gmail.com. Her telephone numbers are +2348088365716; +23480338459; and +2348090910207. Download CV: CVolorunsanya-ENIOLA-OLUWATOYIN_toyin-c.-v.-nuc.doc

OLUFEMI, Babatola is a Professor of Wood Products Engineering in the Department of Forestry and Wood Technology of Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1995). He is currently the Head of Department. His current research is on Wood Processing
and Modification. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds and currently supervising 3 others. His email address is bolufemi@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034734870. Download CV: CV_Olufemi-Babatola_-_prof-olufemi-futa-cv.doc

OLUKOSI, James is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, College of Agricultural Sciences, Landmark University, Omu-Aran. He holds a Ph.D from Michigan State University, USA (1979). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension (1995-1996); National Coordinator, Farming Systems Research Network (1988-1992); Coordinator, African Association of Farming Systems Research Extension and Training (1991-1994); Coordinator, Nigerian Resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge (1994-1996); and Coordinator, Nigerian Participatory Rural Appraisal Network (1993-1996). He has successfully supervised 24 Ph.Ds, 46 MSc and over 50 undergraduate students. His email address is olukosij@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037051253. Download CV: cv_olukosi-james-otunola_olukosi-cv-for-lautech.doc

OLUMUREWA, John is a Professor of Food and Bio-Resource Engineering in the Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (SAAT), Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). He was the Head, FST Department of Wesley University, as an adjunct lecturer (2014-2017). Professor Olumurewa is a member of a number of professional bodies, including the Nigeria Society of Engineers. His current research is on Processing and Preservation of Food Materials. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds and is, currently, supervising three. His email address is jav_murewa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062966602. Download CV: CV_Olumurewa-John-A. Victor_revised-cv.docx

OLUWAFEMI, Sunday is a Professor of Crop Protection in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bowen University, Iwo, Osun State. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2001). He is the Director of Academic Planning (2013 - till date). His current research is on Chemical Ecology of Virus-Infected Plants and Vectors. His email address is soluwafemi2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035784749. Download CV: CV_Oluwafemi-Sunday_-_curriculum-vitae-latest-july-2017.docx

OLUWALANA, Isaac Babatunde is a Professor of Post-harvest Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (SAAT), Federal University of Technology Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University Ile Ife (1997). He was the Sub-Dean of SAAT (2006-2008). He is the current Head of Department, Food Science and Technology (2016-2019). His research is on Storage and Preservation of Agricultural produce. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is iboluwalana@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033976209. Download CV: CV_OLUWALANA-ISAAC-BABATUNDE_cv-oluwalana-2018.docx

OLUWAMUKOMI, Matthew is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2008). He is a Member, University Publication Committee as well as the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. His current research is on food processing and new product development with emphasis on nutritional enhancement, storage and marketing potentials of local and traditional food materials. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds, with six on-going. His email address is moluwamukomi@futa.edu.ng and telephone number +2348060137692. Download CV: CV_OLUWAMUKOMI-MATTHEW-OLUSOLA_oluwamukomi-cv.doc

OLUYEGE, Amos is a Professor of Wood Science and Wood Products Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University College of North Wales, Bangor, (1985). He was Acting Head, Department of Forestry and Wood Technology (1998-2001) and Head, Department of Forestry and Wood Technology (1999-2001). His current research is on wood plastic composites from municipal wood and plastic wastes. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is amosoluyege@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033908574. Download CV: CV_Oluyege-Amos-Olajide_oluyege-a.-o._curriculum-vitae.docx
OMOBA, Olufunmilayo is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. She was a Member, Postgraduate Monitoring Committee on Utilization of Bench Fees (2015 – 2017) and currently the Associate Director of Centre for Gender Issues in Science and Technology. She is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. Her current research is on Functional Foods. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is osomoba@futa.edu.ng. Her telephone number is 07064880493 Download CV: CV_Omoba-Olufunmilayo-Sade_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

OMOIKHOJE, Stanley is a Professor of Animal Nutrition and Biochemistry in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma (2004), Sub-Dean of Agriculture (2005-2007) and Acting Head of Animal Science (2010-2012). He has supervised one Ph.D. His current research is on the Use of Herbs as Phytobiotic Additives in Poultry Production. His email is soomoikhojeaau@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348055338903.

OMOKHUA, Godwin is a Professor of Silviculture and Forest Biology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University of Science and Technology (2008). He was Head of Department (2012-2014) and is, currently, Director, Institute of Agricultural Research and Development, University of Port Harcourt (since 2015). He is a Fellow of the Forestry Association of Nigeria. His current research is on Silviculture and Forest Biology. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email addresses are profomokhua@yahoo.com and godwinomokhua@uniport.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348033373792. Download CV: CV_PROF. OMOKHUA-GODWIN-EJAKHE_prof.-omokhua-s-cv.docx

OMOLEHIN, Raphael is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from Justus Liebig University, Giessen, Germany (2005). He was Head of Department (2014) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2015-2017). He is a Member, Agricultural Economics and African Association of Agricultural Economics. His current research area is Determinant of Preference between Local and imported rice among urban civil servants in Ekiti and the consequence for local rice production. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email address is raphael.omolehin@fuoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036554983. Download CV: CV_OMOLEHIN-RAPHAEL-AJAYI_prof.-omolehin-raphael-ajayi-cv-2016.doc

OMOREGBE, Friday is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City. He was Head of Department of Agricultural Extension and Extension Services (2009-2011) and Assistant Dean of Faculty of Agriculture (2012-2013). His current research is on post-harvest Management Advisory Services. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is fridayomoregbee@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348027448793. Download CV: CV_OMOREGBEEFRIDAYEBENAYABUWA_curriculum-vitae2018.docx

OMOREGIE, Anthony is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Dean of Agriculture (2006-2008) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Administration. His current research is on fertilisation of millet. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is uhunsregie@gmail.com. His phone number is 08053262862. Download CV: CV_Omoregie-Anthony-Uhumunman_uhunsregie.docx

OMOTAYO, Akinwumi started his academic career at the National Agricultural Extension and Research Liaison Services (NAERLS), Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1990). He moved to Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (1997). He was Head, Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development and, later, Director in the Extension Research and Consultancy arms of the University. His current research interests are in Eco-friendly and Climate-Smart Farming System. He currently serves as External Examiner, Agricultural Education and Extension, Postgraduate Studies at the University of Swaziland, Swaziland in Southern Africa. His email address is akinjuly@yahoo.co.uk;
ONIBI, Gbenga Emmanuel is a Professor of Animal Nutrition and Products Enhancement in the School of Agricultural and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from University of Aberdeen (1997). He is the Dean of Students. He was the Head, Department of Animal Production and Health (2013-2016) and Associate Director (2007-2009). His core research area is on enhancement of the quality of animal products using natural antioxidants. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is geonibi@futa.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348033503320. Download CV: CV_Oniibi-Gbenga-Emmanuel_onibi-cv-2018.doc

ONIFADE, Comfort is a Professor of Social Studies in the College of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2002). She is a member, National Steering Committee of the Civil Society Coalition on Sustainable Development. Her current research is on the effect of violence against women on women and children's welfare in Ogun and Kwara States. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. Her email address is drcaonifade@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348035995405. Download CV: CV_Onifade-Comfort-Adenike_curriculum-vitae-for-c.a.-onifade-june-2018.doc

ONIFADE, Olufemi is a Professor of Animal Science in the College of Animal Science and Livestock Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (1993). He was Dean, Student Affairs (2012-2013) and Director, CENTS (2013-2015). He is a Fellow of the College of Animal Science and Council member of the Nigeria Institute of Animal Science. His current research is on Utilisation of Forage Species. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is femipasture@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348037163500. Download CV: CV_Onifade-Olufemi-Sunday_c.v.prof-o.s.-onifade-june2018.doc

ONU, Donatus is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development Administration in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). He was Director, Ebonyi State University Consultancy Services (2010-2014). He is a member of Nigerian Association of Agricultural Extension (NAAE). His current research is on Climate Change and Agricultural Production in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 21 Ph.Ds. His email address is drdonatusonu@yahoo.com. His Phone number is 08033536701. Download CV: CV_Onu-Donatus-Orji_prof.-onu-s-cv.doc

ONU, Patience is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. She holds a Ph.D from Imo State University (2009). She was Head, Department of Animal Science (2009-2011). She is a member of Nigerian Society of Animal Production. Her current research is on Monogastric Nutrition. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. Her email address is nnenwamazi@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08068056494.

ONUEKWUSI, Gideon Chinedum is a Professor of Rural Sociology and Extension, College of Agricultural Economics, Rural Sociology and Extension in Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (2007). He was Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Studies (2012-2016). He is, currently, Director, Directorate of Information and Communications Technology, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (since 2016). His current research is on youth and women in ICT and Entrepreneurship/Agripreneurship. His email address is onuekwusi.gideon@mouau.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037753165. Download CV: CV_Onuekwusi-Gideon-Chineum_goc-cv-2018a.docx

ONUH, Martin Onuh is a Professor of Plant Protection and Improvement in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Imo State University, Owerri (2006). He was Special Assistant to Vice chancellor from 2011-2012. He was Head of Department (2006-2011) and (2013- till date). He is current research is on Pests and Diseases Control in plants. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is onuhmartin@gmail.com. His email address is onuhmartin@gmail.com.
teleph

ONWUBUYA, Elizabeth Amechi is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (1996). She was Acting Head of Department (2009 -2011) and is, currently, a substantive Head of Department (since 2017). She is a Fellow of the Agricultural Extension of Nigeria. Her current research is on extension education, evaluation and rural development. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds and is, currently, supervising four. Her email address is elizabeth.onwubuya@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348050338606. Download CV: CV_Onwubuya-Elizabeth-Amechi_c.v.-and-resume-new-.doc

ONWUDIKE, Ogbonnaya is a Professor of Animal Nutrition and Biochemistry. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1978). He was Dean, Animal Science (1994-1996); Deputy Vice-Chancellor (1996-1999) and Vice-Chancellor of Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, (2001-2006). Professor Onwudike is, currently, the Vice-Chancellor, Rhema University, Nigeria, Aba. He was Chairman, Committee of Vice-Chancellors (2005-2006), He is a Fellow of the Matsumae International Foundation-Japan and his research interest is on novel feed resources for poultry and non-ruminant animals. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is oconwudike@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035043029. Download CV: CV_ONWUDIKE- OGBONNAYA-CHIKWE_cv-1-.doc

ONWUKA, Christopher is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Biochemistry and Nutrition, University of Ibadan (1983). He was Dean, Agriculture, Igbinedion University, Okada (2006-2007), member, Governing Council, Igbinedion University (2006-2007). He is a Fellow, Nigerian Society for Animal Production and Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His current research is on rumen manipulation, methane mitigation and probiotics use. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is chysonka@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234803337684. Download CV: CV_onyechi-christopher (chryss)-friday ijeoma_onwuka-cfi-s-c.v.-june-06-2018.docx

ONYECHI, Uchenna is a Professor of Nutrition and Dietetics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the Kings College, University of London (1995). She is a member of Nutrition Society of Nigeria, and Association of Nigerian Dietitians. Her current research is in the Management and Treatment of Non-Communicable Diseases Using Locally Available Food Crops. She is currently supervising 3 Ph.D students. Her e-mail address is uche.onyechi@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 08066794814. Download CV: CV_Onyechi-Uchenna-Agatha Professor-u.-a.-onyechi-s-curriculum-vitae.doc

ONYEKWELU, Jonathan C. is a Professor of Silviculture and Forest Management in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Technical University of Munich, Germany (2001). He is the Director of FUTA Business Development Company (since 2017). He is an Alexander von Humboldt Fellow. His current research is on the contribution of traditional forest management systems to biodiversity conservation. He has supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is jonyekwelu@futa.edu.ng, his phone number is +2348034721633. Download CV: CV_Onyekwelu-Jonathan-Chukwujekwu_curriculum-vitae-jonathan-c.-onyekwelu-2014.doc

ONYENWEAKU, Christian Eijke is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the College of Agricultural Economics, Rural Sociology and Extension, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1980). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria and Nigerian Association of Agricultural Economists. His current research is on Time Series Econometrics. He has successfully supervised 35 Ph.D. His email address is onyenweaku.christian@mouau.edu.ng or onyenweakuchris@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348063995257. Download CV: CV_Onyenweaku-Chtistian -Eijke_curriculum-vitae-4.doc
ONYEWUCHI, Oyibo is a Professor of Crop Science and Technology, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2008). She was Associate Dean, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (2013-2015), Acting Dean, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology (April-May, 2015) and is, currently, Head, Department of Crop Science and Technology (since 2017). Her current research is on the Use of Plant Extracts and Cultural Control Methods to Control Plant Diseases of Field Crops. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 3 MSc. Her email address is patobilo@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08035854742. Download CV:

ONYIBE, Johnson Ehima is a Professor of Agronomy, Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2000). He is a Cochran Fellow as well as a Fellow of the African Academy of Sciences. His current research is on refining the Use of Innovation Platforms to Raise Agricultural Productivity and Competitiveness. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is jeonyibe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037020997. Download CV: CV_Onyibe-Johnson-Ehima_johnson-onyibe-cv-nuc-2018.docx

OPARAEEK, Alphonsus Mbonu is a Professor of Agricultural Entomology in the Faculty Of Agriculture, Forestry, Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). He was Acting Programme Leader (2012). He is, currently, the Head of Department of Crop Science (since 2017). He is a Fellow of the Entomological Society of Nigeria. His current research is on biopesticides. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email addresses are opareke2009@unical.edu.ng and opareke2009@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348075849134. Download CV: CV_Oparaek-Alphonsus-Mbonu_cv-for-2018.doc

OREBIYI, Julius Sunday is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School Of Agriculture, Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Imo State, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2000). He was Dean, School of Agriculture (2013-2015), Head, Department of Agric-Economics (2005-2006 and 2001-2003). He is, currently, Director, Centre for Agric. Research and Extension. His current research is on financing small-scale farmers in Nigerian rural farming communities. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds, 14 MScs and published over 100 journal articles, worldwide. His e-mail address is jsorebiyi2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037170352. Download CV: CV_OREBIYI-JULIUS-SUNDAY_current-cv-of-prof.-j.s.-orebiyi-2018-2.docx

ORHERUATA, Michael Arierhire is a Professor of Animal Breeding and Genetics in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Acting Head, Department of Animal Science (2003-2005 and 2007-2009). He is an Associate Animal Scientist. His current research is on livestock improvement through manipulation of growth phase and also in the use of molecular genetics. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is micorhe@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023438773. Download CV: CV_ORHERUATA-Arierhire-Michael_mkcv1-updated-1.docx

OSAKWE, Isaac is a Professor of Ruminant Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo. He holds a Ph.D from University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany (1999). He was Head, Department of Animal Science (2003-2004), Dean, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management (2008-2010). He was again HOD, ANS (2011-2018). He is a Fellow of the World Ecumenical Scholarship Programme. His current research is on Climate Smart Agriculture: Multiplication and early weaning of rabbits using artificial colostrums. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is osakwe_i@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034910687. Download CV: CV_OSAKWE-ISAAC-IKECHUKWU_resume-of-prof.-isaac-ikechukwu-osakwe.-funai-application.doc

OSELEBE, Happiness Ogb is a Professor of Genetics and Plant Breeding in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. She holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2003). She is the Dean of the Faculty (2018). She is a Norman E. Borlaug
Fellow. Her current research is on Breeding Crops for Increased Yield/Quality and Stress Tolerance; Biodiversity Conservation and Utilisation and Climate Change Adaptation. She is presently supervising 5 Ph.D students. Her email address is h.oselebe@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348030899897. Download CV: CV_Oselebe-Happiness-Ogba_cv-happiness-ogba-oselebe-updated.docx

OSEMWOTA, Osadebamwen is a Professor of Soil Fertility in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2009). He was Dean of Agriculture (2011-2013). He is a member of Soil Science Society of Nigeria and International Union of Soil Science. His current research is on Soil Fertility. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email is debamwota@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348066354719. Download CV: CV_OSEMWOOTA-OSADEBAMWEN-IKPORTOKIN_curriculum-vitae-dr-.osemwota-updated.docx

OSENI, Tajudeen is a Professor of Horticulture in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Swaziland, Swaziland. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1985). He was Head, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (1998-2002) and Director, Industrial Training Coordinating Unit (2002-2007) of ATBU, Bauchi. He is a Member, Nigeria Institute of Management. His current research is on Hydroponics and Biotechnology. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is toseni@uniswa.sz . His telephone number is +26876600146. Download CV: CV_OSENI-TAJUDEEN-OLUSEGUN_curriculum-vitae-tooseni.docx

OSUIGWE, Donald is a Professor of Aquaculture in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture Umudike (2003). He was Head, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (2010-2013). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria as well as a member of the American Fisheries Society. His current research is on the development of least cost fish feed from locally available feed ingredients. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is diosuk@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2348033393539. Download CV: CV_Osuiwe-Donald-lhenacho_osuigwe-current-cv-2016.docx

OSUNDE, Akim is a Professor of Soil Science in the Department of Soil Science and Land Management, School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Agriculture and Forestry, Vienna, Austria (1987). He was Head, Department of Soil Science (1998-2002); Dean of Student Affairs (2005-2008) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic (2009-2013). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on biological nitrogen fixation studies in grains and tree legume crops. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is akimosunde@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348035902755 and +2348052509990. Download CV: CV_OSUNDE-AKIM-OSARHIEMEN_osunde-cv-2018.docx

OTI, Nnenna is a Professor of Soil Science and Environmental Conservation in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2003). He was twice the Head, Department of Animal Science and Fisheries (2004-2007) and is, presently, the Head, Department of Animal Science (since 2017). He has successfully supervised 17 undergraduates and three postgraduates. He is currently working on the Cross Breeding of White Fulani and Muturu and other small ruminants. His email address is
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OYEDEJI, Johnson is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the Faculty of Agriculture, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1997). He was Dean of Agriculture (2012-2013) and Acting Vice-Chancellor of Benson Idahosa University (2011). He is a Registered Animal Scientist (RAS). His current research is on nutritional evaluations of farm and industrial wastes. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is joyedeji@biu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348034736865. Download CV: CV_Oyedemi-Johnson-Olajide_curriculum-vitae-prof-oyedemi-acu-current.doc

OYERO, Olusegun Johnson is a Professor of Water Resources, Aquaculture and Fisheries Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2006). He has publications in peer reviewed academic journals and proceedings. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is segun oyero@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037036583. Download CV: CV_OYERO-OLUSEGUN-JOHNSON_curriculum-vitae-prof.docx

OYINLOLA, Eunice is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1997). Her current research is on Environmental Soil Science. She is a member of Soil Science Society of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is drmseoyinlola@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348037033205. Download CV: CV_OYINLOLA-EUNICE-YETUNDE_yetty-cv-2018-june.doc

RAJI, Bashiru is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1995). He was the Director, Academic Planning Unit and Dean of Student Affairs at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006-2010) and Vice-Chancellor of Fountain University, Osogbo(2012-2016). He is a Fellow of the Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Carbon Sequestration Potentials of Land-use. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is rajibash2009@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2348037033205. Download CV: CV_Raji-Bashiru-Ademola_profraji-unilorin.doc

REMISON, Samson Uduzei is a Professor of Crop Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Reading (1976). He was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (1992-1996 and 1998-1999), Dean of School of Post Graduate Studies (2007-2010), Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration (1999-2001) and Acting Vice-Chancellor (2000-2001) of Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is samsonremison@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348085338905.

SADIKU, Suleiman Omeiza Eku is a Professor of Aquaculture and Fisheries in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Stirling (1995). He was Director of Academic Planning (2007-2012) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration), Federal University of Technology, Minna (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria (2013). His current research is on Nutrition of Aquaculture Species. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email address is soesadiku@futminna.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2347036799350. Download CV: CV_SADIKU-SULEIMAN-OMEIZA EKU_2018cv.doc

SALAKO, Ezekiel is a Professor of Plant Pathology, in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, USA (1978). He was Pioneer Dean, Federal University of Technology, Minna (1988-1995 and 2003-2005) and University of Abuja (2006-2014). He is a Fellow, Nigeria Society of Plant Protection (FNSSPP). His current research is on biostecdides. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is salako_ea@yahoo.com. His phone numbers are +2348180271271 and +2348065820404. Download CV: CV_SALAKO-EZEKIEM-ADEBAYO_cv-
Salako, Felix is a Professor of Soil Physics in the College of Plant and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2011-2016) and is, currently, Vice-Chancellor, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (since 2017). He is a Fellow of Soil Science Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Soil Physics. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is salakof@funaab.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +23408060810337, +23408026506984.

Salami, Abiodun Olusola is a Professor of Mycology and Soil Microbiology (Plant Pathology) in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1999). She is first female Head of Department of Crop Production and Protection (2010-2013) and other administrative offices within the University. She is a Fellow of LEAD and IWF (USA). Her current research is on Potentials of Microbial Interactions on Food Security. She has successfully supervised one Ph.D and is, currently, supervising six Ph.Ds. Her email address is sola1salami@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348032348318. Download CV: CV_SALAMI-ABIODUN-OLUSOLA_curriculum-vitae-nuc-2018.doc

Samndi, Musa Ayuba is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006). He was Sub Dean (2009-2011), Head of Department (2012-2017) and a member of Soil Science Society of Nigeria. He is an external examiner to University of Agriculture, Makurdi, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and an assessor to Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. His current area of specialisation is pedology and soil survey. His email address is samndiayuba@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348035836773. Download CV: CV_Samndi-Ayuba-Musa_samndi-cv-current.doc

Shittu, Olubunmi is a Professor of Soil Fertility and Mineralogy in the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2008). He was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences (2008-2010) and Head of Department, Soil Resources and Environmental Management (2013-2015). His current research is on Soil Fertility and Environmental Sciences. His email address is olubumnishittu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032428629. Download CV: CV_SHITTU-OLUBUNMI-SAMEUL_new-eksu-cv-prof.-shittu.doc

Smith, Muphtha is a Professor of Weed Science in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1996). He was Acting Head of Department (2002-2003), Dean of SPGS (2010-2014), Chairman, CODs (2014) and Member, Principal Officers’ Meeting (2014). He is a member of the Weed Science Society of Nigeria, and Chairman, UI Alumni Association, FUTA Chapter. His current research is on Weed Biology and Ecology. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is mupthasmith@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348034006729. Download CV: CV_SMITH-MUPHTHA-ADEKUNLE_KENZIE_smith-curriculum-vitae-new-academic..docx

Suleiman, Aminu is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Head of Department (2014-2015). His current research is on Price Transmission, Volatility and Discovery of Gram in Some Selected Markets. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds, and six M.Sc. His email address is...
TAIWO, Babatunde is a Professor of Small Ruminant Breeding in the College of Agricultural Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ayetoro. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1980). He was Provost, College of Agricultural Sciences (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Data Processing Management of Nigeria (FIDPM) and Association of Cost and Executive Accountant of Nigeria (FACEAN). His current research is on Small Ruminant Production. He has successfully supervised three Masters. His email address is babstunstai@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +2348100172251 and +2348052360618. Download CV: CV_Taiwo-Babatunde-Badiu Ayinde _bbaresume-format-b-new.doc

TANKO, Likita is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (2004). He was Head of Department (2014-2018) and Deputy Director, Directorate of Collaboration, Affiliation and Linkages, Federal University of Technology, Minna (2008-2011). His current research is on optimisation of farm enterprises under risk and uncertainty. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is unekmelikita@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035701766. Download CV: CV_Tanko-Likita-_tanko-nuc-cv.docx

TUJANI, Akeem is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University (1999). He was Vice-Dean (2010-2012) and is, currently, the Head of Department (since 2016). His current research is on impact of pesticide regulation on cocoa economy. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is tijaniakem012@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034076709.

TOLOGBONSE, Emmanuel Bamidele is a Professor of Agricultural Extension & Rural Development at National Agricultural Extension and Research Liaison Services/Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2004). He was the officer-in-charge, North Central zone (1990-2008) and Deputy Director of the National Agricultural Extension and Research Liaison Services (2012-2016). He is an Executive Member of Nigerian Forum for Agricultural Advisory Services (NIFAAS). He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is profdeletol@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036426505. Download CV: CV_TOLOGBONSE-EMMANUEL-BAMIDELE_prof-tologbonse-cv-nuc-site.docx

TORIMIRO, Dixon Olutade is a Professor of Agricultural Extension & Rural Sociology with more than 23 years academic experience in Nigeria and Botswana. He bagged his Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria in 1999. He is currently Co-editing a book entitled Global Agricultural Extension Practices Country by Country Approaches to be published by Nova Publishers, USA. He has published more than 100 articles and successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is torimiro@gmail.com. His mobile phone number is +2348033953651. Download CV: CV_Torimiro-Dixon-OLUTADE_torimiro-cv-2018-.docx

UDE, Emmanuel is a Professor in the Faculty of Agriculture and Natural resources Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki (2010). He was the Head of Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (2013-2018) and Sub-Dean, Faculty of Agriculture (2018-date). He is a Fellow, Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on evaluation of the stocking protocol and economic analysis of sustainable integrated homestead culture of Clarias gariepinus, using plastic pots. His email address is emm_ude@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2348035409733. Download CV: CV_Ude-Emmanuel Fame_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

UDO, Paul Jimmy is a Professor of Aquaculture in the Institute of Oceanography, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1990). He has successfully supervised 27 PGDs, 10 MSc and 3 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are jimmy@unical.edu.ng and udo.paul2001@gmail.com. His
telephone number is +2348033936396. Download CV: CV_Udo-Paul-Jimmy_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

UDOAH, Edet Joshua is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head of Department, Vice-Dean and Director, School of Continuing Education, University of Uyo. His research interest is the farming household economy. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is ej_udoh@hotmail.com. His phone numbers are +2347037383531 and +2348028260108. Download CV: CV_UdoEdet-Joshua_ej.udoh-cv-08-06-2018-.docx

UDOIODIONG, Okon is a Professor of Hydrobiology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (2006). He was Acting Head (2006-2007), Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo. His current research is on the Hydrobiology of Enyong River, a tributary of lower Cross River, South-Eastern Nigeria. He is currently supervising two Ph.D students. His email address is omudoidiong@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030996603. Download CV: CV_UDOIODIONG-OKON-MICHAEL_cv-prof-udoiodiong-2018-.doc

UDOM, Godwin is a Professor of Agronomy in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom State. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (1996). He was Deputy Dean of Agriculture (2000-2005); Head, Department of Crop Science (2009-2012) and Faculty of Agriculture PG representative (2018). His current research is on agriculture of unexploited orphan crops, such as cocoyam and three-leaf yam. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds and 13 M.Scs. His email address is gnudom1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023572946. Download CV: CV_Udom-Godwin-Nnanah_cv-sent.docx

UGURU, Michael is a Professor of Crop Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Nsukka (1990). He was the Head, Department of Crop Science (2003-2005 and 2010 to 2013). His current research is on crop improvement. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is michael.uguru@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037723307. Download CV: CV_UGURU-MICHAEL-IFEANYI_prof-uguru-s-cv-1.doc

UKOIMA, Hudson is a Professor in the Faculty of Agriculture, Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port-Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt, Nigeria (1996). He became a Professor (2010). Presently he is the Dean, Faculty of Agriculture. His Areas of research interest include, Mushroom Production, Remediation and use of Biocides. He has supervised several Postgraduate and Undergraduate students. He is also the President Rivers State Chapter, Forestry Association of Nigeria. His Email addresses are ukoima.hudson@ust.edu.ng. His Phone number is +2348037082778. Download CV: CV_UKOIMA-NKALO-HUDDSON_Professor-n.h.ukoima-current-cv.doc

UMEBALI, Emmanuel is a Professor of Agric. Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (1995). He was Dean of Management Sciences (2006-2008). He has supervised over 10 Ph.D candidates. His email address is profumebali@yahoo.com. His telephone no is +2348033165816. Download CV: CV_UMEBALI-EMMANUEL-EJIKEME_prof-curriculum-vitae-corrected-2014-december.doc

UMOETOK, Sylvia is a Professor of Entomology in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from University of Calabar (2000). She was Head of Department (2000-2002). She is currently researching on biopesticides. She has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. Her email address is sylviabassey@unical.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2347034966700. Download CV: CV_UMOETOBASSEYK-SYLVIA-BASSEY_curriculum-vitae-syl.docx

UNANAOWO, Essiet is a Professor of Soil Science, Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Aberdeen, Scotland U.K (1979). He was the Sub-Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (1984); Deputy Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (1986);
Acting Head, Department of Geography (1988); Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences
(1996); Founding Dean/Coordinator, Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano (2002); Head,
Department of Agronomy, Faculty of Agriculture, (2005). He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds.
His email address is essiet79@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234803400937. Download
CV: CV_Undaianeye-Essiet-Essiet_prof-essiet-cv.docx

UNDIANDEYE, Ukwapu is a Professor of Agricultural Extension in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry
and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the
University of Ibadan (1988). He was Head, Department of Agric. Extension and Rural Sociology,
University of Calabar (2014-2017). He is currently the Manager of the University of Calabar Agro Allied
Industries Ltd. He has supervised five Ph.Ds and is currently supervising three. His email address is
ucjndianeye@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347039381433. Download
CV: CV_Undiandeye-Ukwapu-Chrysanthus_curriculum-vitae-latest.doc

UVERE, Peter Orji is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN). She holds a Ph.D from UNN (2001). She was Head of Food Science
and Technology (2013-2015). She is a member of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology.
Her current research is on Malting/Fermentation and Edible Insects in the Production of Complementary
Foods, Beverages, Gluten-Free Bread, Cassava and Yam Products. She has successfully supervised two
Ph.Ds. Her email is peter.uvere@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone numbers are +2348129178785 and
+2348064714235. Download CV: CV_Uvere-Peter-Orji_ucv-extended-1-and-2-international-for-
use-1.doc

UWAH, Donatus Felix is a Professor of Agricultural Science, Department of Agricultural Science,
University of Calabar. He holds Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2001). His current research
is on Vegetative Propagation of Gnetiem Africanum. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His
email address is dfu55@yahoo.ca. His telephone no. is +2348037444068. Download CV: CV_uwah-
donatus-felix_uwah-curriculum-vitae-update.docx

UYOVBISERE, Edward is a Professor of Soil Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D
from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). In addition to some administrative positions held in
the University, he was Editor-in-Chief of the Nigerian Journal of Soil and Environmental Research
(2010-2017). His current research is on root exudates. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His
email is ouza13@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035930518. Download
CV: CV_Uyovbisere-Edward-Oniovosa_uyovbisere-cv-abrgd.docx

YAKUBU, Abdullahi Abbas is a Professor of Agricultural Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture,
Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto
(2008). He was Faculty Examination officer (2011-2015). He is the Head of Department (since 2015).
He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is aayakubu13@gmail.com. His phone
number is +2348035435632. Download CV: CV_YAKUBU-Abdullahi-Abbas_aa-yakubu-cv-.doc

YAKUBU, Bila is a Professor of Agricultural Economics. He holds a Ph.D in Agricultural Economics from
Oxford University. Professor Bila was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Head, Department of Agricultural
Economics and Extension as well as the Department Coordinator, Post-Graduate Programmes. He was
Coordinator, Remedial Science Programme and Provost, College of Agriculture, Jalingo. He is,
currently, a member of the Governing Council, Husaini Adamu Federal Polytechnic, Kazaure and
Peacock College of Education, Jalingo. His research interest is in the areas of, macroeconomic policies,
aricultural and rural development policies. His email address is yakububila@unimaid.edu.ng. His
phone number is +2348023849010. Download CV: CV_BILA-YAKUBU_curriculum-vitae-2-new-.doc

YAKUBU, Haliru is a Professor of Soil Science in the Faculty of Agriculture, University Of Maiduguri. He
holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri (2008). He was a Student Affairs Officer, Namibia (1997-
2001) and Team Leader, Soil Fertility Research (2011-2013). He is a member of the International and
Nigerian Soil Science Society. His current research is on Biological Nitrogen Fixation. His email address
YEYE, Mary is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Genetics in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2000). Her research is focused on Sorghum Improvement. She has released sorghum varieties along with co-breeders. She is engaged in many collaborative activities with international partners in Sorghum improvement programmes. She is currently working on Developing Stem Borer and Striga Resistant Lines of Sorghum as well Developing Adapted, Suitable and Indigenous A/B pairs for hybrid development. Download CV: CV_YEYE-MARY-YINKA_prof.-mary-yeye-curriculum-vitae.-most-recent1.docx

YUSUF, Abdulhameed Umar is a Professor in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2011). He was Dean of Agriculture (2016-2018) and Head, Department of Crop Protection (2013-2016). He is a Member, Entomological Society of Nigeria (ESN), Agricultural Society of Nigeria (ASN) and Nigerian Society for Plant Protection (NSPP). His current research is on Use of Botanicals as Grain Protectants against Storage Insect Pests. His email address is auyusuf.cpp@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348029172888. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Abdulhameed-Umar_curriculum-vitae-prof-a-u-yusuf-2018.docx

YUSUF, Ado Adamu is a Professor of Soil Fertility and Microbiology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds an MSc (Soil and Water) from Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands (2001) and a Ph.D (Soil Science) from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2007). He was Officer-in-Charge of Agricultural Research Station, Kano (2011-2015) and is, currently, Head of Soil Science Department (since 2014). His current research is on maximising biological nitrogen fixation in tropical cropping systems within a changing global climate. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is adamu_99@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035787291. Download CV: CV_YUSUF-ADO-ADAMU_ado-yusuf-cv-1.doc

YUSUF, Sani Ringim is a Professor of Agricultural Entomology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Bayero University, Kano, Kano State. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi, Bauchi State, Nigeria. He is the pioneer head of the newly-established Department of Crop Protection (2009-2013) and his current research interest is in the area of Insect Pest Management in the legumes-cereals systems and other emerging crop pests in the dry savannah. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D, with another currently on-going. His e-mail address is sryusuf.cpp@buk.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348036512257. Download CV: CV_YUSUF-SANI-RINGIM_sryusufcv-2018.docx

ZARAFI, Afiniki is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. (2004). She was FPT Chairman (2010-2016), TRM & OFAR Coordinator (2005-2017) and Head of Department (2012-2016). She is the current Treasurer of the Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. Her current research is on Bio-control and Biodegradable Pesticides against Plant Pathogens. She has supervised seven Ph.Ds. Her email address is azarbaw@gmail.com. Her telephone numbers are +2348029018250, +2347039317676, +2348095847896. Download CV: CV_ZARAFI-Afiniki-Bawa_cv-to-nuc.docx

ZELIBE, Samuel is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquaculture in the Faculty of Agriculture, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1986). He was Head of Department (2014-2017). He is a Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Tilapia genetics. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is frenayo@gmail.com. His phone numbers are +234803 3232 061 and +234808 399 3583.
ABDULMUMIN, Muhammad Sani is a Professor of Poetics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (2004). He was Dean of Arts (2017-2018) and He is an African Fellow of the American University in Cairo. His current research is on biases of understanding texts. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is mmsani@unimaid.edu.ng or abdulmumin.ms@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348065558952. Download CV: CV_Abdulmumin-Muhammas Sani-Isa_abdulmumin-cv-1062018.docx

ABDULRAHMON, Muftau is a Professor of Arabic Literature in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the aforementioned University (1990). He is the Chief Imam of the University (2006 till date). His current research is on Political Under-current in the Arabic poetry of Yoruba Ulama 1960-1966. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is moabdulrahmon@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 2348023387628.

ABDUSSALAM, Ahmad Shehu is a Professor of Arabic and Applied Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D. from University of Khartoum (1990). He was Dean of Faculty of Arts (2015-2017), Head of Department of Linguistics and Nigerien Languages, University of Ilorin (2009-2015) and Head of Department of Arabic Language and Literature, International Islamic University Malaysia (1996-1998). His current research is on socio-cultural linguistics of texts. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds and 37 M.As. His email address is abdussalam.as@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347069465166. Download CV: CV_ABDUSSALAM-AHMAD-SHEHU_cv-18-2-as-abdussalam.docx

ABIA, Offiong Timothy is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2000) and has serves as Head of Department (1999-2003), Sub-Dean (1990-1993), Chairman, Departmental Graduate Committee (2005-2010). He is the Editor, Calabar Historical Journal. He has served as External Examiner in Uniport, N.D.U., Imo State University, Delta State University and Renaissance University. His current research is on Dependency and Underdevelopment in Africa. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is kpanabia@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037134915. Download CV: CV_ABIA-OFFIONG-TIMOTHY_prof.-abia-cv.docx

ABUBAKAR, A, N Tanimu is a Professor of Literature in the Faculty of Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University. He was a Head, Department of English (1996-1999), Dean, Faculty of Art (1997-1999) and Dean, Students Affairs (1999-2004). He is a member, Nigerian academy of Letters and his current research is on Post structural Poetics of African and Diaspora Literatures. He has successfully supervised 28 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: abubakartanimu18@yahoo.com, abubakartanimu18@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08036272854. Download CV: CV_ABUBAKAR-Tanimu-Adamu_Namamu_cv-february-2015.docx

ABUBAKAR, Abubakar Yagawal is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D from Usman Danfodio University (2000), he was Head of Department of Arabic Danfodio University (2004-2009). His current research is on Arabic Morphology. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is profaayagawal1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035879408. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Abubakar-Yagawal_Professor-abubabakar-abubabakar-yagawal-cv.docx
ABUBAKAR, Muhammad Mai is a Professor of Arabic Literature and Stylistics at the Faculty of Arts University of Maiduugi. He had his Ph.D at Bayero University Kano (2007). He was the Head of Department Arabic and Islamic Studies (2012-2014). Currently a Member of the Nigeria Association of Teachers of Arabic and Islamic Studies (NATAIS) He Successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds His email address is: mmabubakar66@yahoo.com and his GSM Numbers are: 08028813194. 08039294911. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Muhammad-Mai_curriculum-vitae.docx

ABUBAKAR, Sadiq Idris Wakawa is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts, Nasarawa state university, keffi. He holds a Ph.D from the same University. He was Sub-Dean Faculty of Arts (2006-2011), also HOD Department of Arabic Studies (2013-2015). He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is wakawaabubakar@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348035971411. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-wakawa-sadiq_idris_prof.-abubakar-sadiq-idris-wakawa.docx

ACHIKEH, Cordis Mariae is a Professor of Music in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from Pontifical University of Sacred Music, Rome Italy, 2006. She is the Head of Department of music (2014 till date). Her current research is on "Analysis of Ulor/Ofor Instrumental Music and its role in Odekpe Festival" and Analytical Studies of the Technical Suitability of the Instrument of the Orchestra at Odekpe Funerals. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is cmachikeh@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035601770. Download CV: CV_Achikeh-Cordis_Mariae-Florence_Uchenna_curriculum-vita-cordis-mariae.docx

ADAGBONYIN, Asomwan Sonnie is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2000). He was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Arts (2001-2002), Ag. Head, Department of English (2002-2004), Director, General Studies (2005-2007); (2016 till date) and Director, Academic Planning (2008). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration. His current research is Cognitive Stylistics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is asomwan@aauekpoma.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035601770. Download CV: CV_Adagbonyin-Asomwan-Sonnie_cv-adagbonyin-nuc-2018.docx

ADEBILEJE, Adebola is a Professor of Applied English Linguistics in the College of Humanities, Redeemer’s University, Ede. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2002). She was Ag. Director, Directorate of General Studies (2014-2016) and currently Dean, College of Humanities (2016-date). Her current research is on Diachronic Evolution of English in Nigeria: A Corpus-based Study. Her email address is adeliejea@run.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348034904203. Download CV: CV_ADEBILEJE-ADEBOLA-OMOLARA_adebileje-s-cv-updated.docx

ADEBOWALE, Oluyemisi is a Professor of Yoruba Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). She was Dean of Students (2012-2014), Dean of Arts (2014-2015) and Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic (2014-2016). She is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. Her current research is on Yoruba Female Novelists and the issue of Gender Oppression. She has successfully supervised one Ph.D. Her email address is oluyemisi.adebowale@aaaua.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +23408033518424. Download CV: CV_ADEBOWALE-Oluyemisi-_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-oluyemisi-adebowale.docx

ADEBOYE, Olufunke is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Lagos, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). She was Head of Department of History & Strategic Studies, University of Lagos (2013-2016). Her current research is on religion and development in West Africa. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is oadeboye@unilag.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +234 8023039229. Download CV: CV_ADEBOYE-OLUFUNKE-ASAKE_biodata adeboye-2017.docx

ADEJIR, Tar is a Professor of Francophone African Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. He was Head, Dept of Languages & Linguistics, University of Jos (2002 - 2004) and
ADENIJI, Abolade is a Professor of History and International Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1998). He was Dean of Arts (2014-2016). He is a Fulbright Fellow. His current research is on migration and the international economic order. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is abolade.adeniiji@lasu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030685460. Download CV: CV_ADENIJI-ABOLADE-OLUSEGUN_google-scholar-cv-2018.docx

ADEOYE, AbdulRasheed is a Professor of Performing Arts in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Ag. Head (2012-2014) and Current Head, Department of the Performing Arts, University of Ilorin. His current research is on Play Directing which he expands to the Poetics of Deconstruction, Neo-alienation Style and Theatre, the Aesthetics of Culture and Performance, Verbal and Non-verbal Theatricalities. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is rasheedmus2001@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033606540. Download CV: CV_ADEOYE-AbdulRasheed-Abiodun_special-cv-2018.docx

ADEWOLE, Lawrence is a Professor of Linguistics with specialization in Yoruba Language in the Faculty of Arts, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds Ph.D University of Edinburgh (1988). He was Dean of Arts (2013-2015). He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His current research is on lexicography. His email address is loadewole@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034714476. Download CV: CV_ADEWOLE-Lawrence-Olufemi_cv-2016-paged.docx

ADEYEMI, Olalere is a Professor of Yoruba Literature and Culture in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2003). He was Ag. Head of Department (2005-2006, 2008-2009). His current research is on Nigerian Indigenous Literature and National Cohesion. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds and another 3 Ph.Ds in Progress. His email address is adeyemiolalere@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08075403795.

AGABA, John Ebute is a Professor of African Economic and Social History, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from University of Jos (2010). He was a Faculty of Arts Examinations Officer (2001-2008), Departmental Sandwich Programme Examination Officer (2008-2012), Departmental PG Coordinator (2012-2014), Head of History Department (2014-Date). He is a SEPHIS CODESRIA Laureate (2000).

AGAKA, Abdulbaqi Shu’aib is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts, Usman Dan Fodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the above University in (1996). He was Head of Department (1999-2000) in the Islamic University Republic of Niger. He is the Seminar Coordinator, Department of Arabic, UDUS 1983-till date, Coordinator of Postgraduate Board, Dept of Arabic UDUS 1992-1996 and Coordinator, Islamic Literary Conference, College of Arabic, H.O.D. Arabic Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2002) and Islamic Legal Studies, Ilorin (2004-2005).His current research on Quranic rhetoric. He has successfully supervised 48 Ph.Ds. His email address is profasagaka@gmail.com His telephone numbers are +2348036464680/+2347033263296. Download CV: CV_ABDULBAQY-SHU'AIB-AGAKA_prof.-abdulbaqy-s.-agaka-c.v..doc

AGBERIA, John is Professor of fine Arts & Design in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1998). He was Head of Department 3 consecutive times and was pioneer of Yemisi Shyllon’s Professorial Chair of fine Arts and Design (2012-2014). He is a Fellow of the Society of Nigerian Artists and other distinguished Fellowships in the United Kingdom and the United States. He is current researches dwell extensively in the domain of Ceramics, Art History, Museum and Curatorial Studies. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.D students. His contact email is jtagberia@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037236213. Download CV: CV_AGERBIA-John-Tokpabere_curriculum-vitae-current-2017..doc
AGHO, Jude is a Professor in English in the Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was Dean of Arts (2008-2011), Dean of Students (2011-2012) and Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration) (2016-2020). He is a Member, Nigerian Academy of Letters and Fellow of 3 other Management Institutes. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is aigbe2010@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037946910. Download CV: CV_Agho-Jude-Aigbe_ago-01-cv-01.doc

AGOBA, Ernest is a Professor of Theatre and Performance Design in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos, Nigeria. His current research is on Theatre Set Design. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is agoldennest@yahoo.com. His contact phone number is +234-9099999109. Download CV: CV_Agoba-Ernest-Obukokhwo_curriculum-vitae-new.doc


AJETUNMOBI, Rasheed is a Professor of History in the college of Humanities (Arts), Tai Solarin University of Education Ijagun, Ijebu Ode, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife Osun State (1998). He was Ag. Dean and Substantive Dean College of Humanities (2016-2018). His current research is Traditional Political Institutions in Yorubaland. His email address is ajetunmobiro@tasued.edu.ng. His phone number is 08034067811, 08066917881. Download CV: CV_Ajetunmobi-Rasheed-Owoyele_dr-ajetunmobi-cv.doc

AJIBOLA, Abiodun Michael is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts in Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2002). He was Dean of Arts (2011-2015). His current research is on Yoruba Dialectology. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is majibolaabiodun@gmail.com. His phone number is +23408033887739. Download CV: CV_Abiodun-Michael-Ajibola_aebridged-cv.doc

AJIBOYE, Tunde is Professor of French, University of Ilorin, he holds a Ph. D. Linguistique appliquée from University of Nancy II, Nancy, France. He was appointed Professor by the same university in 1990. He is Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Translators and Interpreters (NITI) and a recipient of the prestigious award of the French title of Chevalier dans l'orde des palmes academiques (1996). His area of research spans French morpho-syntax and Linguistics applied to French Language Teaching. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.D. theses in his field. His email address is tajiboye2005@gmail.com. His phone number is +234 8034071823. Download CV: CV_AJIBOYE-TUNDE-MICHAEL_c.-vitae-prof-tunde-ajiboye-2017.doc

AKINJOBI, Adenike is a Professor of Phonetics and Phonology in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). She was the Supervisor of General English Studies of University of Ibadan (2006-2009) and at present the Chairperson of University of Ibadan English Language Clinic Programmes. Her literary work 'Family Secrets' was shortlisted for ANA/NDDC award in 2005. Her current research is on social networking interactive learning in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her e-mail address is nikjob@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 07039170001. Download CV: CV_Akinjobi-Adenike-Akinjobi_curriculum-vitae-prof-adenike-akinjobi.doc

AKINNAWONU, Benson Monehin is a Professor of Philosophy, in the Faculty of Arts, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba - Akoko, Ondo State. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife
AKINRINADE, Olusola (Sola) is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the University of London, LSE (1988). He was Dean of Arts at OAU (2003 - 2007) and Vice-Chancellor of Osun State University (2007 - 2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research interests are on State, Politics and Higher Education in Nigeria and History of Corruption in Nigeria. He has supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is solakin@msn.com. His phone number is +2348037117057. Download CV: CV_AKRININADE-OLUSOLA "SOLA"-_cv-of-prof-olusola-akinrinade-nuc-list-june-2018.docx

AKINWUMI, Olayemi is a Professor of History with a specialization in inter-group relations in the Faculty of Arts, Nasarawa State University, Keffi, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1997). He was Dean of Arts (2006-2010). He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on the Security Challenges in Central Nigeria. He is an external examiner to many universities in Nigeria. He has also published widely in both local and international journals. His email is yemiakinwumi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347036915955. Download CV: CV_Akinwumi-Olayemi-Durotimi_abridged-cv-for-acad.doc

AKODA, Winifred Eyoanwan is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar (UNICAL) where she obtained her Ph.D in 2002. She was the Head, Department of History/International Studies, UNICAL (April 2012-September 2014) and is a member of the University’s Academic Fraud Investigation Committee (since 2016). She is also a Member, Historical Society of Nigeria, where she served as Council Member (2006). Her current book on project writing fills a major gap in research writing/referencing and she has successfully supervised 5 Ph.D and 4 M.A. theses. Her email address is winiakoda68@gmail.com. Her mobile number is (+234)8055876620. Download CV: CV_Akoda-Winifred-Eyoanwan_prof-winifred-akoda-cv-latest.docx

AKOH, Ameh is a Professor of Drama and Critical Theory in the Faculty of Humanities, Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He was Director of General Studies (2015-2016), Dean of Humanities and Head of Campus (2014-2015), Acting Dean of Culture (2012-2013), Head of Department (2010-2012) at Osun State University; and Sub-Dean of Arts and Humanities, Kogi State University (2006-2009). He is a 2014 AHP/ACLS post-doctoral Fellow. His current research is on theatre anthropology. His email address is ameh.akoh@funai.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035992490. Download CV: CV_AKOH-AMEH- DENNIS_akoh-s-cv.doc

AKPA, Michael Onyedikachi is a Professor of New Testament Studies and Youth Ministry in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a Ph.D from Adventist International Institute of Advanced Studies, Philippines (2007). He was Head of Department (2011-2013) and Deputy Provost, College of Postgraduate Studies, Babcock University (2015). He is a Member of NABIS and Biblical Research Committee of Seventh Day Adventist Church in West Africa. His current research is on the Apocalypse of John. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is moakpa@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347039657145. Download CV: CV_AKPA-Michael-Onyedikachi_akpa-m.-o.-cv-nuc-2018-.docx

AKPAN, Otoabasi is a Professor of History of Ideas and International Security Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Akwa Ibom State University, Ikot Akpaden. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt (2004). He was Head of Department (2007-2010), Dean of Arts (2013-2017), Acting Deputy Vice Chancellor (2013) and He is currently the Director of International Collaborations and
Linkages in Akwa Ibom State University. His e-mail address is otoabasiakpan@aksu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348023332364. Download CV: CV_Akpan-Otoabasi-Etim_cv-nuc.docx

AKWANYA, Amechi Nicholas is a Professor of English and Literary Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from National University of Ireland at St Patrick’s College, Maynooth (1989). He served as Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2009-2011), Coordinator, Sub-Department of Dramatic Arts (1998-2000), Head, Department of English and Literary Studies (2002-2005, 2011-2013), and Head, History and International Studies (2017-). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Letters, and is currently researching the philosophy of literature. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is amechi.akwanya@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035641732. Download CV: CV_Akwanya-Amechi-Nicholas_prof-a.n._akwanya-s-resume-june-2018.docx

ALAGBE, Adewole Adigun is a Professor of English Grammar in the Faculty of Arts, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was the Deputy Dean of Arts (2013-2017) and currently the Dean of Arts (2017-Date). He is a member of both English Scholars Association of Nigeria (ESAN) and Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN). His current research is on Systemic Functional Grammar. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds and 6 Ph.Ds are on-going. His email address is aadewolealagbe@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036073575. Download CV: CV_ALAGBE-Adewole-Adigun_prof-a.a.-alagbe-updated-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ALALADE, Adekunle is a Professor of Ethics and Christian Philosophy at Afe Babalola University, (ABUAD). He holds a DMIN Degree from Vanderbilt University Divinity School. He was the Pioneer Vice Chancellor of Babcock University (1999-2006). Also, the Pioneer Vice-Chancellor, Oduduwa University, Ipetumodu. He is the Dean, Student Affairs (2011-2012) and Director, General Studies at ABUAD (2010-till date). He belongs to several Academic and Professional Associations. He has supervised Masters Degree dissertations. His email address is alaladeaa@abaud.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234-07032464422. Download CV: CV_ALALADE-ADEKUNLE-ALAGBE_current-prof-adekunle-alalade-s-cv-13th-feb.-2018.docx

ALI, Samuel Ade is a Prof of Philosophy and Aesthetics in the Faculty of Arts, Olabisi Onabanjo University. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan, (1999). He was Dean of Arts, (2012 - 2014), and Head of Department of Philosophy, (1997-1999, 2007-2009). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Natural Resources and Human Development, Nigeria (2012). He is current research is in African Philosophy and Aesthetics. He had successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is ali.ade@ouagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone is +2347060539952. Download CV: CV_ALI-SAMUEL-ADEBOYE_alii-cv-enlarged.doc

ALIYU, Kamal is a Professor of Applied Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts of Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D in English Language (2004) from that university. He was Head of English (2007-8 and 2008-9) and Dean of Faculty (2007-8). He won the ANA/Chevron Award (2005) for his novel on environmentalism. His current research is on student written book reviews as well as writing his fourteenth novel. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is aliyukamal@gmail.com and his cell-phone number 08065438300. Download CV: CV_Aliyu-Kamal-Muhammad_c.-v.2.docx

ALIYU, Musa is a Professor of Linguistics in the Linguistics Department Faculty of Arts and Islamic studies, Bayero University Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University in the year 1998. He has published a number of articles in sociolinguistics and Hausa dialects. He is currently working on Hausa dialects methodology. He is Supervising six Ph.Ds. His email address is draliyumusa@yahoo.com, phone number is 08034003614. Download CV: CV_Musa -Aliyu_-_musa-aliyu-cv.docx

ALJANNARE, Salihu Bala, Professor of Arabic Language and Linguistics in the Department of Arabic Studies, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D. degree from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2000). He was the former H.O.D of Arabic. UDUS from October, 1995-September, 1999, he successfully supervised thirteen (13) Ph.Ds. research works. His email address is:
ALUDE, Charles Onomudo is a Professor of Music at the Department of Theatre and Media Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2008). He has co-supervised three Ph.Ds and his current research interest is on Music Therapy. He is an active member of the Association of Nigerian Musicologists (ANIM), International Trombone Association (ITA), and Teachers without Boarders International (TWBI). His email address is coaluede@yahoo.com and his telephone number is 08055178183. Download CV: CV_Aluede-Charles-Onomudo_prof.-s-cv.docx

AMAKU, Ethelbert Ejigu is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium. He was HOD (2005-2008) and currently HOD (since 20014). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Philosophical Association. He is currently research on the common good and human dignity in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is eteamaku@gmail.com. His phone number is: 08034029897. Download CV: CV_AMAKU-ETHELBERT-EJIGOU_ejigou-amaku-biodata.docx

AMFANI, Ahmed Halliru is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1996). He was Dean of Arts (1997-1998) and Head of Department of Nigerian Languages (2006-2010). He is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Letter and a Fellow of the Linguistic Association of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is ahmedamfani@yahoo.com. His telephone number is (+234)8035881796. Download CV: CV_AMFANI-AHMED-HALLIRU_curriculum-vitae.doc

ANDREW, Attah Illah Professor of French Linguistics Department of French Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. aaillah093@gmail.com 08036534573. Download CV: CV_Illah-Andrew -Attah_curriculum-vitae-forms-corrige-reader.doc

ANDREW-ESSIEN, Esekong is a Professor of Theatre Scenography in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2006). He was Head, Department of Theatre and Media Studies (2014 - 2016) and Chairman of Faculty of Arts Graduate Studies Committee (2012 - 2015). He is a Member of the Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists. His current research is on Alternative Material for the Construction of Weight-Bearing Scenery and Props for Theatre Productions. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. (and currently supervising 7 more). His e-mail addresses are esekongh@yahoo.com and esekongh@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033807741. Download CV: CV_Andrew-Essien-Esekong-Hutton_curriculum-vitae-full.doc

ANGYA, Charity is a Professor of Theatre and drama in the Faculty of Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. She holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1988). She was the Dean of Arts (2000-2004) Director Centre for Gender Studies (2004-2009) and Vice- Chancellor of Benue State University (2010-2015). She is a Fellow of Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists (SONTA). Her current research is on images of women in Nigerian drama. She has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. Her email is angyacharity@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348069113115. Download CV: CV_Angya-Charity-Ashimem_ca-angya-cv-revised-1.docx

ANIEKE, Christian is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Innsbruck, Austria (2004). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Academy of Letters (FNAL) and Literary Society of Nigeria (FLSN). He has carried out extensive research on postcolonial literature. He is the founder and current Vice Chancellor of Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. He is an honorary citizen of Mitterkirchen/Austria. His email address is christiananieke2@gmail.com. His phone number is 08056948248. Download CV: CV_Anieke-Christian-Chikelu_cv-rev-prof-c-anieke.docx

ANYANWU, Uchenna is a Fulbright Scholar and a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the same University. He was the Dean of Arts, University of
Nigeria from 2012-2014. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is agucas2000@yahoo.com and uchenna.anyanwu@unn.edu.ng His telephone number is +234-8063465111. Download CV: CV_ANYANWU-UCHENNA-CASMIR_prof.-anyanwu-cv-updated-june18.docx

ANYEBE, Ted is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2011). He was Deputy Director, Center for Peace and Development and Deputy Director, Benue State University Consultancy Services. Presently he is Head, Department of Theatre Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. His current research is in Performance Aesthetics. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is anyebeted@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 620 1288. Download CV: CV_Anyebe-Anyebe-Ted_cv-for-nuc.docx

As a scholar and a Professor of Philosophy, I sustain constancy of research and publications of current issues in Philosophy and Nigerian Contemporary Society. Download CV: CV_Ogundare-Zacchaeus-Bayo_prof.-ogundare-biodata.docx

ASIGBO, is a Professor of Theatre and Performance Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2008). He was Dean of Arts (2012 - 2014); Director, Centre for Arts, Culture and Humanities (2014 - date); Head, Department of Theatre and Film Studies (2017 - date) and Chairman, TETFUND Implementation Committee (2016 - date). He has supervised 10 Ph.Ds to completion. He is a Fellow of the Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists, Postdoctoral Fellow, American Council for Learned Societies and Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administration. He is the national President of the Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists. His email address is ac.asigbo@unizik.edu.ng. Phone no is +2348033601193. Download CV: CV_Asigbo-Alex-Chinwuba_asigbo-alex-chinwuba-ph.d-facls-fcai.-curriculum-vitae.doc

ASOUZU, Izuchukwu Innocent is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Innsbruck, Austria. He was Dean of Arts (2007-2009). He is a major proponent of Complementary Philosophy (Ibuanyidanda) in contemporary African Philosophy. His email address is frasouzu@gmx.net. His telephone number is 08064358001. Download CV: CV_Asozuu -Innocent -izuchukwu _asouzu-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ATAKPO, UWEMEDIMO is a Professor of Theatre and Film Studies, Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Uyo (2000). He was pioneer Head, Theatre Arts (1991 - 1993) and Coordinator, Centre for Cultural Studies (1987 - 1991). His current research is on two film productions "Melting" and Run Damon Run". He is supervising 1 Ph.D. His email address is profatakpo@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08137598605, 08023043900. Download CV: CV_ATAKPO-UWEMEDIMO-EDET_c-v-prof.-atakpo.docx

Atiku, Garba Yahaya started his career at the Department of Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria where he grow from Graduate assistant to a Professor of Islamic History. He has served as Chairman of several administrative committees such as Examination Officer, Project Coordinator, Academic Adviser, Ag. Head of Department, Head of Department, Deputy Dean, Dean and currently Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic), Usmanu Danfodiyo University, 2015 to date. Download CV: CV_Yahaya-Atiku -Garba _cv-unupdated-nuc-Professors.doc

AUDU, Mohammed Suleiman is a Professor of History and International Studies, Federal University Lokoja. He holds Ph.D from Benue State University, Makurdi 2009. He was Head of Department and Dean of Students. He has successfully graduated 4 MAs. His email is msaudu2@yahoo.com His telephone number is 08036080140. Download CV: CV_Audu-Mohammed-Suleiman_m.s.-audu-comprehensive-resume.docx

AYELERU, Babatunde is a Professor of French and African Literatures in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was a Departmental Coordinator (2005-2007), Ag. Head of Department (2007-2009) and currently a Substantive Head of Department (2014-date). He is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Letters and an Alumnus of DAAD (The
AYODABO, Joel Olatunde is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Humanities, Ajayi Crowther University, Oyo. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin, Nigeria (2003). He was two time Head of Department of English, and Dean Post-Graduate School (2015-2016). He is currently Dean of Humanities (2016-till date) He is a member of English Studies Association of Nigeria as well as Association of Nigerian Authors. His email address is ayodabolatunde@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033604983. Download CV: CV_Ayodabo-Joel-Olatunde_nuc-cv-latest.docx

AZARE, Yakubu is a Professor of Hausa Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano. He was Head of Department, Deputy Director and Deputy Dean at BUK and currently Postgraduate coordinator Bauchi State University. His Current research is on Cultural Distance in Linguistic Evidence under UNESCO. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email is ymazare@yahoo.com. His telephone Number is +2348033752285. Download CV: CV_Azare-Yakubu-Magaji_azare-cv-vitae-2018.doc

AZUIKE, Macpherson Nkem is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Exeter (1984). He was Head of English (University of Jos 2007-2010); (University of Abuja 2014-2016). He is a Member of the Nigeria Academy of Letters. His current research interest is on Feminist Stylistics. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is macnkem@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037031037. Download CV: CV_Azuike-Macpherson-Nkemakolam_nkem-s-cv.doc

AZUIKE, Maureen is a Professor of African Literature and Women's Studies, Faculty of Arts, University of Jos. She holds a Ph.D from University of Jos (2004). She is the current HOD of English Department and a Senate Member of the University. She has interests in Gender and Creative Writing and has numerous publications in local and international journals of high repute. Her Email is: amakaazuike@gmail.com. Her phone number is: +2348037032322.

BABALOLA, Emmanuel Taiwo is a Professor of English in the Department of English, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a doctorate degree in English from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ille-Ife and has been teaching English linguistics for about 20 years now in the same institution. His email addresses are etobaba@oauife.edu.ng, dipojoke@yahoo.com. His Phone number is 08033513931. Download CV: CV_Babalola-Emmanuel-Taiwo_prof-babalola-s-curriculum-vitae-new.doc

BABIKIR, Kamal is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Art and Islamic Studies, Usman Danfodio University Sokoto(UDUS). He holds Ph.D from the UDUS (2006).He was HOD (2013 - 2017) Arabic and Chairman Examination Monitoring Committee (2015 to date) he has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His e-mail Address kamalbabikirbk@yahoo.com. His tell Phone No. +2348097437719. Download CV: CV_Babikir-Kamal-Babikir_prof.-kamal-c-v..doc

BADA, Bello is a Professor of African Oral Literature in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was Head English unit, Head Department of Modern European Languages and Director Division of General Studies. He attended British Council International Summer School, Aberdeen. He is a Leventis Fellow Center for African Studies, University of London. He is also Commonwealth Post-Doctoral Fellow, SOAS London. His current research is on Hausa in Hausa Proverbs. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is bellobada@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348069260373. Download CV: CV_Bada-Bello-Daudun_curriculum-vitae.docx

BADEJO, Bamidele Rotimi is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Montreal, Canada. He was Head of Department (1992-1995),
Dean of Arts (2000-2004) and a Member of the Governing Council (1997-2004). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research is on Forensic Linguistics. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is badejobr2015@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348038239705. Download CV: CV_Badejo-bamidele-rotimi_nuc-cv-2018.doc

BALOGUN, Oladele Abiodun is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ogun State. He obtained his Ph.D degree in Philosophy from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was the Head of Department, Philosophy (2009-2011). He was Dean of Arts (2014-2016) and acting Director of Research and linkages of the University (2012). He is a recipient of Thabo Mbeki Award of Leadership at the University of Texas, 2017. He has published two books on African philosophy, his research interests are in Yoruba African Metaphysics and Conceptual Decolonisation. His email address is balogundele@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035060215. Download CV: CV_BALOGUN-OLADELE-ABIODUN_corrected-cv-balogun.docx

BASSEY, Andian Okon is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2001). She was appointed Head of Department (2004-2006) and Departmental Graduate Chairperson (2015 till date). She has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are baokon@unical.edu.ng and basseyokon2005@yahoo.co.uk. Download CV: CV_OKON-BASSEY-ANDIAN_prof-bassey-cv.docx

BODUNDE, Charles is a Professor of Literature in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1996). He was Head of English (2001-2006) and Dean of Arts, University of Ilorin (2011-2013). He is a Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany. His current research is on Exile and Migration in Contemporary African Poetry. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is bodundecharles8@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033743805. Download CV: CV_Bodunde-Charles-Agboola_bodunde-cv-with-signature.doc

BONCHUK, Michael Omang is Professor of History, Boundaries and Borderlands in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the premier University of Calabar (1997). He was the Sub-Dean of the Faculty of Arts (2006-2010) and Head of Department (2014-2016). He is a member of several scholarly association including the Historical Society of Nigeria (HSN); International Association of Border Scholars (I.A.B.S.) and Political Science Association of Nigeria (P.S.A.N.). His current research is Cross-Boundary Resource Conflict and Economic Integration astride the Nigeria-Cameroon International Boundary. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is michaelbonchuk@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08037183397. Download CV: CV_Bonchuk-Michael-Omang_bonchuk-cv.doc

BUNZA, Aliyu Muhammad is a Professor of African Culture (Hausa) in the Faculty of Humanities and Education Federal University, Gusau. He holds a Ph.D from the Bayero University Kano (1995). He is Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Education, Federal University, Gusau 2016-date. Head of Department Languages and Cultures, Federal University, Gusau 2016 to date. Fellow, Leventis Research SOAS University London, 1997, Fellow Nigerian Academy of Letters 2008. Visiting Research Professor University College London 2006-2009 and University of Cairo, Egypt, 2013. He Supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His Email address is mabunza@yahoo.com. Phone No: 0803 431 6508. Download CV: CV_Bunza-Aliyu-Muhammadu_bunza-cv-2017.doc

BUNZA, Mukhtar Umar is a Professor of Social History. He holds a Ph.D in History from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria(2001),He was Head of Department of History(2012-2014), Deputy Dean Postgraduate School(2002-2006), Dean, Faculty of Arts(2015-2018), Member of the University Governing Council, (Senate Rep)(2017-2018),Fellow Leventis Postdoctoral Program, SOAS, 2001, SISTA Fellow, Northwestern University, Evanston, USA, 2002, SACRI Fellow, Babesbolyai University , Romania, 2005. Contacts: +2348036202201, m bunza@hotmail.com. Download CV: CV_BUNZA-MUKHTAR-UMAR_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx
CHILUWA, Innocent is a Professor of English (language-discourse analysis) & Media/Digital Communications in the Department of Languages & Gen. Studies, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). He is the immediate past HOD (2016-2017). He is a Research Fellow and Digital expert of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (Bonn). His current research is on discourse analysis of conflict discourses in the media and digital communications (e.g. by Boko Haram). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds (and 2 ongoing). His email address is innocent.chiluwa@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 8033536952. Download CV: CV_CHILUWA-Innocent-Eberechi_chiluwa-cv.docx

CHRISTIAN, Onyeji is a Professor of composition and African Music in the Faculty of Arts of University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Doctor of Music from the University of Pretoria (2002). He was the Associate Dean of SPGS, UNN (2014-2016) and Dean of Arts (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the School of Music, North West University in South Africa. His current research is on the Research-Composition and the Algebraic Compositional Process (ACP). He has successfully supervised a Ph.D due to late establishment of the programme which he spear-headed. He is currently supervising eight registered Ph.D students. His email address is Christian.onyeji@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2347038314235. Download CV: CV_ONYEJI-CHRISTIAN-UZOMA_curriculum-vita.docx

CHRISTOPHER, Nkechi is a Professor of Communication and Language Arts in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). She was Deputy Coordinator, DLC (2007-2008) and member Faculty Postgraduate Committee (2010-2013). She was southwest coordinator of the Reading Association of Nigeria (RAN) (2006-2008). Three of her Ph.D candidates are rounding off their studies. She is currently researching Reading at tertiary level and Communication for change. Her email address is nmxtopher@gmail.com. Phone number: +2348033708262. Download CV: CV_Christopher-Nkechi-Mercy_christopher-cv-17-.docx

CHUKWU, Dan Okey is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1998). He was Head of Department, History and International Studies (2006-2018). He was re-appointed Head of Department (2014-date). His current area of research includes banks and the development of the emerging society. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is danchukwu2005@yahoo.com. His telephone No is; 08063305781. Download CV: CV_Chukwu-Dan-Okey_dr.-chukwu-s-c.v.-corrected-2-1-.docx

CHUMA-UDEH, Ngozi is a Professor of Comparative/African Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu. She holds a Double Ph.D in Ed, Admin (2002) and English (2010), from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She is the Dean of Arts since 2016 and the University Orator, 2012-2017. She is a Fellow of African Women Writers Association, Pan- African Writers and World Literature Association. Her current research is on Women in War/ Chaotic Socio-Political situations in the African Literacy Context. She has successfully supervises 5 Ph.Ds. Her email is: ngozichumaudeh@yahoo.com. Her 'Phone number is +2348037502192. Download CV: CV_Chuma-Udeh-Ngozi-Therese_prof.-ngozi-chuma-udeh.docx

DADA, Adekunle is a Professor of Biblical Studies and African Christianity in the faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). He is a research Fellow in the University of South Africa, Pretoria. His current research is on the Bible and social concerns in Africa. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is kledada@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056148883. Download CV: CV_Dada-Adekunle-Oyinloye_cv-dada-adekunle-oynloye-17-2-2016.docx

DADA, Joel Patrick is a Professor of Military History in the Faculty of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Federal University Wukari. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (1998). He is the Dean, Faculty of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences (2014-Date). His core area of specialization is Military History and Defense Studies. He has supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is jpatrickdata@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08134733057. Download CV: CV_Dada-Joel-Patrick_prof.-dada-cv.docx
DAIRO, Afolorunso Olalekan is a Professor of Christian Religious Studies in the College of Humanities, Redeemers University. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2005). He was Ag. Head of Department at Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye (2011- 2013); He was the immediate past Chairman of Nigerian Association for Biblical Studies (NABIS West). His current Research is on Postmodernism and African Biblical Hermeneutics. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.D and well over 80 M.A. students. He joined Redeemers University in 2015 as the pioneer head of Christian Religious Studies Department. His email address is dairoa@run.edu.ng His phone number is +2348034001020. Download CV: CV_DAIRO-Afolorunso-Olalekan_curriculum-vitae-prof-dairo.docx

DAIRO, Anthony Lekan is a Professor of English Language and Applied Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Head of English Department (1998-2001); Mass Communication (2012-2013) and Deputy Provost Postgraduate School of Olabisi Onabanjo University (2005-2009). He is a Member of the following Bodies: English Teacher Association of Nigeria; Reading Association of Nigeria; Linguistics Association of Nigeria. His current research is on Applied English Linguistics for Tertiary Institutions. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is dairolekan346@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033458488. Download CV: CV_Dairo-Anthony-Lekan_olabisi-onabanjo-universit1-cv-dairo-without-references.docx

DALUKO, Taiye is a Professor of New Testament Studies in the Faculty of Humanities, Ajayi Crowther University, Oyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1998). He is currently the Head, Department of Religious Studies (2017-date). He is currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is alukotaiye2013@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033841662. Download CV: CV_ALUKO-TAIYE-ADEYEMI_nuc.docx

DANGANA, Muhammad Mahmud is a Professor of Moral Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Bayero University kano (1996). He was Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Islamic studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University; His current research is on Ethics and Moral rearmament. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is mdangana2@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035074486. Download CV: CV_DANLADI-Lawan-Yalwa_cv-of-Idy-main.doc

DAWOOD, Attahir Muhammad is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University (2000). He was the Level Coordinator, Examination Officer, Faculty Admission Officer, Head of Department, and Deputy Dean. Current research is on Phonology and two Dictionaries Hausa / Arabic and Arabic /Hausa. He has successfully supervised 12Ph.Ds. Email address is amdawood11@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062185348. Download CV: CV_Dawood -Attahir -Muhammad_curriculum-vitae2.docx

DOKI, Gowon is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2005). He was Head of Department and Deputy Dean of Arts (2010 - 2015) and Dean of Student Affairs (2015 - 2016). He is the Vice-president, Society of
Nigeria Theatre Artists (SONTA). His main research interest is Traditional Theatre Aesthetics. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is: sirdoks@yahoo.com. His phone no is: 08036366634. Download CV: CV_Doki-Gowan -Ama_prof.-doki-cv-updated-1.doc Download CV: CV_AZUIKE-MAUREEN-NWAMAKA_curriculum-vitae.docx Download CV: CV_Dangana-Muhammad-Mahmud_prof.-m.m.-dangana-cv..docx

EBEIGBE, Sweet Ufumwen is a Professor of CERAMICS AND ART HISTORY in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D. from Delta State University, Abraka (2006). She was Head of Department, Fine/Applied Arts (2010 -2012). She is a member of Ceramic Researchers Association of Nigeria. She researched on Stylistic and Iconographic Analysis of Benin art objects for spirit veneration. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is sweet.ebeigbe@uniben.edu and sweet.ebeigbe@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348023315566. Download CV: CV_EBEIGBE-SWEET-UFUMWEN_nuc-curriculum-vitae-2.docx

EFFAH-ATTOE, Stella is a Professor of History and International Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1985). She was Head of Department of History (2002-2003), and a member of the Faculty of Arts Investment Committee (2017 – present), Member of the Intellectual Property Policy Committee (IPPC) of the University of Calabar, (2017 – present). She is a 21st Century Trust Fellow, London. Her current research is on African History and Gender Studies. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email address is stellaeffahattoe@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037871752. Download CV: CV_EFFAH-ATTOE-STELLA-AJAH_prof.-stella-s-cv-academic-amended-april-2018.docx

EGEDE, Benjamin is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Head of Department of English between 1998 - 2000 and 2006 - 2008. He is a member of Nigerian Academy of Letters (MNAL) and Fellow, Literary Society of Nigeria (FLSN). He has successfully supervised and is currently supervising a good number of Master’s and Ph.D candidates. His e-mail address and phone number are benegede2013@gmail.com and 08037585967, respectively. Download CV: CV_Egede-Benjamin-Nkoyen_prof.-egede-cv.docx

EGUDU Romanus Nnagbo is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Godfrey Okoye University. He holds a Ph.D from Michigan State University, East Lansing Michigan U.S.A., (1966). He is currently the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Godfrey Okoye University. His current research is Nigerian New Poetry in English. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is eguduromanus@yahoo.com. His telephone Number is +2348035649384. Download CV: CV_Egudu-Romanus-Nnagbo_romanus-nnagbo-egudu.docx

EGWUOGU, Chinyere is a Professor of English Language and Socio-Linguistics in the College of Humanities, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun, Ogun State. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2008). She was Sub-Dean (2005-2007), Head of Department (2011-2013), Chairman of Timetable and Calendar Committee (2014-2016), she is currently the Director of Distance Learning at the University. Her current research is on the use of indigenous language for effective education in rural areas. Her email address is chibegwu@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348034638842. Download CV: CV_Egwuogu-Chinyere-Beatrice_latest-curriculum-vitae.docx

EJELE, Philomena is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port-Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University College London (1986). She was HOD in University of port-Harcourt (1997-1999) and Dean of Humanities & Social Sciences in Federal University, Otuoke (2012-2016) while on Sabbatical and Secondment. Her current area of research is language, style and the media with focus on meaning and interface relations. She has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds, currently supervising four. Her e-mail is ejele2014@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 08033380829. Download CV: CV_EJELE-Philomena-Ekeikomen_updated-corrected-copy-of-cv.docx
EKPE, Stella is a Professor of English Language Studies in the Department of English and Literary Studies, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2002). She has served as Deputy Dean of Graduate School. She is the Vice President of the Reading Association of Nigeria and a member of the International Reading Association. She is involved in the promotion of grassroots literacy in Cross River, Akwa Ibom and Anambra States. She has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. Her email address is stellaekpe@unical.edu.ng, Her telephone number is +2348035515172. Download CV: CV_Ekpe-Stella -khesor_resume.docx

EKPO, Denis is a Professor of French and Comparative Literature at the University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph d from the University of Bordeaux in France. He is the Director of the Comparative Literature Programme, an interdisciplinary programme of the humanities. He is a Fellow of the Stellenbosch Institute of advanced study, Stias, University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. His current research is on Post African Aesthetics. He has supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is denis.ekpo@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348025314325. Download CV: CV_Ekpo-Denis-Paul_curriculum-vitae.doc

EMEJULU, Ifeyinwa is a Professor of Archaeology and Tourism Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2003). She was the Head of Department for the Department of History and International Studies (2010 - 2014). She is a member of the African Studies Association. Her current research is on Archaeology, Tourism and Gender Studies in Africa. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email is drifymejulu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033420322. Download CV: CV_EMEJULU-IFEYINWA-HENRIETTA_curriculum-vitae-emejulu.docx

EMMY, Ikanaba Unuja IDEGU is a Professor of Theatre, Film and Carnival Studies, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D Drama (2004) both from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is a Professor of Playwriting and African Theatre. He has successfully Supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email is emmyidegu@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_IDEGU-EMMY-UNUJA_prof.-emmy-idegu-s-unical-cv.docx

EMORDI, Emorc is a Professor of History, Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. His research interest is in African history, with particular focus on political/military history. He has held several administrative positions in Ambrose Alli University, Kogi State University, Anyigba, and Federal University Otuoke, Bayelsa State, Nigeria. Emordi was a recipient of the prestigious Michaelmas Fellowship, University of Cambridge, 2003-2004 and he is a Fellow, Wolfson College, Cambridge. He has several articles in local and international journals. He has co-authored two books one of which is War and Peace in the 20th Century, (2007). Download CV: CV_EMORDI-EMORC-CYRIL_prof-emordi-curriculum-vitae-edited-june-2018.docx

ENOCH, Ajunwa is a Professor of French Language and Translation in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2008). He was Head, Department of Modern European Languages, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2009-2014), Dean of Humanities (2015/2016) and Acting Vice-Chancellor of Hezekiah University, Umudi (2016-date). His current research is on translation and lexicography. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is enockajunwa@yahoo.co.uk or e.ajunwa.unizik.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348036713623. Download CV: CV_Ajunwa-Enoch-_cv-in-respect-of-prof-enoch-ajunwa.doc

ERHAGBE, Edward is a Professor of History and International Studies, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from Boston University USA (1991). He is Dean of the Faculty of Arts and the Orator of the University. He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria his current research is on African Americans Relations with Africa. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is eerhagbe@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023304531. Download CV: CV_ERHAGBE-EDWARD-OREGBHEME_curriculum-vitae-2015.doc
ERIM, Patience is a Professor of African History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1992). She was Acting Head of Department (2005-2007). She is a Member, Historical Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on The Lingering Gender Stereotypes in Cross River State of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is erimpatience@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034037846. **Download CV:** CV_Erim-Patience-Okwuchi_erm-curriculum-vitae.docx

ESSIEN, Anthonia Maurice is a Professor of Sociology of Religion in the Department of Religious and Cultural Studies, Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. She holds a Ph. D from the University of Ibadan (1997). She was Head of Department from 2009-2015, Director of the Centre for Cultural Studies (2015-2016). She is currently Dean of Arts, her research interest is in religion and female reproductive health. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph. D. Her email address is eteyesma@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234 8033596961. **Download CV:** CV_Essien-Anthonia-Maurice_curriculum-vitae-on-going-today.docx

ESSIEN-EYO, Ako is Professor of Stylistics (English Language) in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). She is the Head of Department of English and Literary Studies (2016 Till Date). She was Exams Officer, English and Literary Studies (2006-2008). Faculty Chair PG Committee (2004-2007). Her current research is on Interpersonal Discourse in Different Cultural Settings. She has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Her email address is akodiamond16@unical.edu.ng. Her telephone no is +2348037626117. **Download CV:** CV_Essien-Eyo-Ako-Oku_essien-eyo.docx

EVWIERHOMA, Mabel is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1996). She was Dean, Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja (2014-2016), Member Governing Council, University of Abuja (2009-2013), Director, Development Office, (2007-2011), Deputy Director, Centre for Gender Security Studies and Advancement, (2005-2006), Deputy Director, Consultancy Services Unit, (2000-2003) and Head of Department, Theatre Arts, (1998-2000). She is a Fellow of the Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists and Centre for African American Research Studies. She has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Her Email address is mabtobrhoma2002@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037879362 or +2348185788837. **Download CV:** CV_EVWIERHOMA-Mabel-Itohanosa_Erioyunvwen_curriculum-vitae-nuc-directory-okebukola.doc

FAKUADE, Gbenga is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Dean of Management and Information Technology (1999-2000), Dean of Post Graduate School (2003-2005) and Deputy Vice- Chancellor (Academic), Federal University of Technology, Yola (2005-2009). His current research is on Language Endangerment and Onomastics. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is gbengusfakus@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035381005. **Download CV:** CV_Fakuade-Abel-Gbenga_curriculum-vitae.doc

FRANK-AKALE, Folashade is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2004). Her current research is Language use in the media. She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.D’s. Her email address is folatutuade@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037043692. **Download CV:** CV_Frank-Akale-Folashade-Adetutu_registration-directory-of-full-Professors-in-the-nigerian-university-system-2017.docx FROM MY INSTITUTION. THIS IS A GOOD IDEA. **Download CV:** CV_UHUNMWANGHO-VIDCTOR-AMEN_updated-cv-new.docx

GANAGANA, Wnikado is a Professor of Sculpture in the Faculty of Arts, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a Ph.D. from the Delta State University, Abraka in ART HISTORY (2010) and another Ph.D. from the University of Benin, GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING in (2006). He was Dean of ARTS (2014-2015). His current research is on the OZIDI AVENGES. His email...
GANI-IKILAMA, Taiwo is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from the same University (1993), having obtained a Master’s degree from the University of London, Institute of Education in 1977. In ABU, she coordinated the Language Section of the Department of English and Literary Studies (1993-1999), and also coordinated Postgraduate Studies in the same Language Section (2004-2010). She had worked in the Secondary School system and risen to the rank of Principal in 1978 before joining the University System in 1985. Download CV: CV_Gani-Ikilama-Taiwo-olufunto_Professor.docx

GARBA, Kawu Daudu, is a Professor of Linguistics at the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Maiduguri (2005). He was HOD, Nigerian Languages and Linguistics and Dean Faulty of Arts and Education, Bauchi State University, Gadau (2012-2014). His current area of research is Language Use in Kano State with emphasis on Fulfulde. He is currently supervising 5 Ph.D candidates. His e-mail address is njobbo63@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023089705. Download CV: CV_Daudu-Garba-Kawu_myccv.docx

GBILEKAA, Saint Tsavnav is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1988). He was Head of Department of Theatre Arts (1990-1996), Dean Post Graduate School (2003-2005) and Dean Faculty of Arts (2005-2007). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists. His current research is on Fourth Generation Nigerian Playwrights. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds, and is at the moment supervising 4 others. His email address is stgbileka@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 9034420944. Download CV: CV_Gbilekaa-Saint-Tsavnav_prof-saint-e.t-gbilekaa-cv.docx

GIMBA Alhaji is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of California, Los Angeles (2000). He was Head of Department of English (2002-2007; 2012-2016). He is a Fellow of DAAD & NSF. His current research is on Phonology and Psycholinguistics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is gimbaa2002@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348031194556. Download CV: CV_Gimba-Alhaji-Maina_curriculum-vitae.doc

GODFREY, Ozumba Okechukwu is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He is presently the Dean of Faculty of Arts. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is goddyozumba@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08056658996. Download CV: CV_OZUMBA-GODFREY-OKECHUKWU_prof.-ozumba-gosfrey-s-cv.docx

GODWIN, Yina is a Professor of English Language and Linguistics, Faculty of Arts, Department of Languages and Linguistics, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from Benue State University. He was Head of Department of Languages and Linguistics (2010-2015). He successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is tersenyina@gmail.com. His telephone number is 0806-837-6054. Download CV: CV_Yina-Godwin-0806-837-6054_prof-yina-cv.doc

GSM: 08056414798. Download CV: CV_OJEBODE-AYOBAMI_Ayobami-ojebode-s-cv.doc

GUSAU, Saidu Muhammad is a Professor of Hausa Literary Studies, Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D degree from Bayero University Kano in 1989. He is Senate member of Bayero University Kano and he was Head of Nigerian Languages Department (2000-2003). His current research area is on transcription and literal studies of the Hausa Oral songs. The historical background and cultural assimilation of Hausa people in their Oral songs. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds in various disciplines of Hausa Studies. His e-mail address is smgusau.hau@buk.edu.ng and his telephone number is 08037042041. Download CV: CV_Gusau-Saidu-Muhammed_prof.-s.-m.-gusau-cv-2017.docx
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GWADABE, Muhammadu Mustapha is Professor of Political History in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PH.D from same University (2008). He was the Deputy Director, Arewa House Center for Documentation and Historical Research (2003-2007). He is Fellow of the Leventis/Nigeria Research project based at SOAS, University of London, he was part of the Hashim Mbita History Project (Dar-es-Salam 2009) on the contributions of the Non-Front line countries and Organisations in the liberation struggle in Southern Africa. He was also part of the IFRA/Nigeria Medical History Project 2011, and the IFRA/Nigeria Trans-Islam project, based in Niamey, Niger Republic (2015-2017). His current research is on Globalization, Islamic insurgency and Rural Banditry. His email address is mmgkano@gmail.com, gwapha2002@yahoo.co.uk. Download CV: CV_Gwadabe-Muhammadu-Mustapha_updated-academic-cv.doc

HAMMAN Mahmoud is a Professor of History in A B U Zaria. He holds a Ph.D degree in History from ABU ZARIA. He was a Director of Institute for Development Research ABU ZARIA and Director Arewa House A B U Kaduna. Download CV: CV_Hamman-Mahmoud_-mahmoud-hamman-cv.doc

HAMMAWA, Ahmed Song is a Professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri, Borno state. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri (2004). He was acting Head of Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies (2008). He is the current Head of Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies. His current research is on Importance of Generosity and Kindness in Islam. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is ahammawa2005@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08037686211. Download CV: CV_Hammawa-Ahmed-Song_cv-yola-modified2014recently.doc

He is a Fellow of the African Studies Association. His current research is about Leopold Sedar Senghor. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.Ds. His email address is jelimim@calstatela.edu. His telephone number is 07039534660. Download CV: CV_Elimimian-Isaac-Irabor_curriculum-vita.docx

He is currently supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His research area is Hausa and Linguistics. His email address is isahmukhtar@gmail.com, garba1427@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036414165/08065504632. Download CV: CV_Mukhtar-Isa_garba-curriculum-vita1-for-abuja.docx

Hussain, Mustapha Isma’il is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2000). His email address is mhismail.ara@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037036172. Download CV: CV_Hussain-Mustapha-Isma’il_cv-prof-mustapha-hussain-ismail.docx

IBRAHIM, Shehu Sidi is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2005). He was Acting Head of English Unit (2002-2010) and Head of the Department of Modern European Languages & Linguistics (2006-2010). He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ccd379@yahoo.com. His telephone number is: 08035074483. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Shehu-Sidi_new-curriculum-vitae.doc

IGBOANUSI, Herbert is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He is a member of Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research is on the sociolinguistics of communicable diseases in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D students. His email address is herbertigboanusi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 8052236639 or +234 9035171878. Download CV: CV_Igboanusi-Herbert-Sunday_cv.doc
IGWE, Augustine is a Professor of History and International Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (2003). He was formerly Coordinator, Postgraduate programs of his Department (2008-2014). He is a member of the Historical Society of Nigeria [HSN] and African Economic History Network [AEHN]. His current research is on Effects of Out-migration of the Igbo on the Economy of the Southeast Nigeria, 1999-2015. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds; his email address is au.igwe@unizik.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347039411555. Download CV: CV IGWE-Augustine-Uche_cv-prof-igwe-2018.doc

IHEJIRIKA, Walter Chikwendu is a Professor of Development Communication and Media Studies in the Faculty of Humanities (Arts), University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Gregorian University Rome (2003). He was Acting Head of the Department of Linguistics and Communication Studies (2011-2013) He is Associate Fellow Centre for World Catholicism and Intercultural Theology, DePaul University, Chicago, USA. His current research is on the interface between media, religion, culture and development. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is walter.ihejirika@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08034903041. Download CV: CV_IHEJIRIKA-WALTER -CHIKWENDU_walter-chikwendu-ihejirika-cv-2018.doc

IMAM, Yahya is a Professor of Islamic Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2004). He was Postgraduate Coordinator, Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies, University of Maiduguri. His current research is on Islam in the Modern Age. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is obadaraalamu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 802 358 7359. Download CV: CV_Imam-Yahya-Oyewole_prof-imam-s.c.v-updated-copy-.doc

IMONIKEBE, Manasseh is a Professor of Painting and Art Education in Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin Nigeria in 2012. He was Assistant Dean of Arts (2015-2016).His current research is the identification of suitable themes and executing paintings for art exhibitions as part of his Lasting Peace Project in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria. He is currently supervising 12 Ph.D students with 3 awaiting external defence. His email address is manassehe@yaho.com. His telephone number is 08023412932. Download CV: CV_Imonikebe -Manasseh -Emamoke _imoni-cv-new.docx

ISA, Mustapha Ahmad is a Professor of English Language and Linguistics, in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Indiana University, Bloomington, USA (1994). He was Director of Academic Planning (2014-2015) and presently is the Vice-Chancellor, Northwest University Kano (2015-present). He is a member, Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN) and West African Linguistic Society (WALS). His email addresses are miahmad.eng@buk.edu.ng and ahmedmustap@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348035860600. Download CV: CV_Isa-Mustapha-Ahmad_current-cv-latest.doc

ISIRAMEN, Celestina is a Professor of Philosophy of Religion in the Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. She holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is cesiramen@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034079733. Download CV: CV_ISIRAMEN -CELESTINA -OMOSO_curriculum-vitae.doc

IWUCHUKWU, Matthew is a Professor of French in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Sherbrook (1989). He is the current Head of Department of Foreign Languages (2014-till date) and was Associate Dean of Arts (2010-2011). He was a Commonwealth Scholar and Fellow. His current research is in French (Francophone African Literature). He has successfully supervised 03 Ph.Ds and 13 MAs. His email address is matthew.iwuchukwu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030944360. Download CV: CV_Iwuchukwu-Matthew-Obeme_iwuchukwu-cv-2018.docx

JIBRIL, Adam Muhammad Professor of Arabic Language in the Faculty of Arts, University Of Maiduguri, Borno State Nigeria. He Obtained Ph.D from Bayero University Kano (2001), he was H.O.D 2014-2015.
Successfully Supervised 20 Ph.Ds, email adders is amjibril@unimaid.edu.ng, phone No: +2348027482727, +2347035662525. Download CV: CV_Jibril-Adam-Muhammad_n.uc-cv-1-.docx

JOHNSON, EFFIONG is a Professor of Theatre, Communication and Film Studies, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). Head of Department (2001 - 2006), Vice Dean (2002 - 2005), Dean, Student Affairs (2006 - 2011) Management Staff, Member, University of Uyo Governing Council (2002 - 2006; 2015 - 2017), University of Uyo Public Orator (2003 To Present), Visiting Scholar, Department of Theatre and Film Studies, University of Cape Coast, Ghana (2011 - 2012) and Tshwane University of Technology, Pretoria, South Africa (2013). He was also a Vice-chancellorship Candidate, University of Uyo (2015). His current research is on Theatre and Film Principles. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email is drjohnsonpee@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348028988402. Download CV: CV_JOHNSON-EFFIONG-ETIM_prof.-j-curriculum-vitae.docx

JOSHUA, Adebayo is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1991). He was Head, Department of English, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004-2008), he was Dean, Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006-2010), he was Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2010-2014). He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is adebayoaj@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036005762. Download CV: CV_Joshua-Adebayo-Abiodun_Professor-joshua-adebayo-cv-updated-20-oct-2017.docx

KABIR, Asabe is a Professor of Oral and African Literatures in the Department of Modern European Languages and Linguistics, Faculty of Arts and Islamic studies, UDU Sokoto. She holds a Ph.D from the Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2003). She was Head of English Unit (2010-2014) and head Department of Modern European Languages and Linguistics (2010-2014). She is a Fellow of the Literary Society of Nigeria. Her current research revolves round Popular Culture especially Hausa popular fictional writings with interest on women’s’ literature. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email address is; asabekabir@yahoo.com. Her Phone number is 08034044562. Download CV: 

KHAMISU, Muhammad is a Professor of Arabic, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (1997). He was Head of Department, Arabic (2009-2011). His current research is on Arabic Grammar and Morphology. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email is mskhamisu.arabuk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348062243757. Download CV: CV_Khamisu-Muhammad-Sani_Professor-sani-khamisu-cv.docx

KILANI, Abdulrazaq is a Professor of Islamic Studies in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1999). He was Ag. Head, Department of Religious and Cultural Studies (2003-2006), Associate Dean, faculty of Humanities (2012-2014) and currently the Chairman, Governing Board of the University College of Continuing Education. His current research is the application of Islamic Principles for good governance. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. his email address is abdulrazaq.kilani@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037029180. Download CV: CV_Kilani-Abdulrazaq-Olubusuyi_prof-kilani-cv-revised-2015.docx

KOLAWOLE, Adeboyega is a Professor of English, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was promoted Professor in 2001. He was Head of Department (2004-2009); Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic) (2015-2017); Dean, Postgraduate School (2017-Date). His Current Research Is On: A Cavalcade of Nigerian Folklore. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds while 4 are in progress. His email address is anthonykolawole@uniabuja.edu.ng/gboyegakolawole@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030765882. Download CV: CV_KOLAWOLE-ADEBOYEGA-ANTHONY_c.v.-as-at-march-23rd-2018.docx

KONTEIN, Trinya is a Professor of Poetry in the Department of English and Communication Arts, Faculty of Humanities, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. He was Head of the Department of English (2006-2009), Associate Dean of the Faculty of Humanities (2009-2014) and
Director of the General Studies Unit (2014-2016). He is a member of the English Language Teachers Association of Nigeria (ELTAN), the Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN), the American Studies Association of Nigeria, the African Literature Association (USA), and the Teachers Registration Council of Nigeria (TRCN). He has supervised several local and international graduate researches. His contact details are: +2348033388489; kontein@hotmail.com. **Download CV:** CV_Trinya-Kontein-_cv-kt-dsk-top.docx

**KWAGHKONDO, Agber** is currently a Professor of Film and Media Arts, Department of Theatre Arts, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2008). He was Head of Department, Theatre Arts (2002 -2005 & 2011 - 2016) Deputy Dean (2002 - 2005). His current research interests are Communication Policy, Impact of New Communication on Third World Societies; Production of the Nigerian video film technologies and The Impact of Social Media on Third World Societies. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is kwagber@gmail.com. His telephone No. is +2348088812986. **Download CV:** CV_Agber-Kwaghkondo__agber-s-cv-5.docx

**LAMIDI, Mufutau Temitayo** is a Professor of English Language and Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Staff Adviser to Students of English (200-2008); Postgraduate Coordinator (English Dept) (2003-2009); Member, Business Committee of Senate (2005-2007); Member, Senate Committee on General Studies Programme (2010-2012). He is Member, Faculty Appointments & Promotion Committee (2015-date); Examinations Officer (English Department) (2017-date) His current research is on Multimodality in Contact Linguistics. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is tayolamidi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033637962. **Download CV:** CV_Lamidi-Mufutau-Temitayo_comprehensive-cv.docx

**LENDZEMO, Constantine Yuka** is a Professor of Linguistics, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He was Head of Department (2006-2008), Assistant Dean of Arts (2008-2012). He is Secretary-Treasurer of the West African Linguistic Society (WALS) and Member of the Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is lcyuka@uniben.edu. He telephone number is +2348023489747. **Download CV:** CV_LENZEMO-CONSTANTINE-YUKA_curriculum-vitae.docx

**MAMMAN, Musa Adamu** is a Professor of Economic History in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). He was Head of Department from (2009- 2013). He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is on inter- group relations. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph. D's. His email address is mammanmusa2003@yahoo.co.uk or mammanmusa@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +23408069330316, +23407056275560. **Download CV:** CV_MAMMAN-MUSA-ADAMU_curriculum-vitae-mamman-copy-4.docx

**MBAEGBU, Celestine** is a Professor of Metaphysics in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1997). He was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Arts (2016-2018). His current research is on African Metaphysics. He has successfully supervised 45 Ph.Ds. His Email address is ezeakilebuchi@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348033198321. **Download CV:** CV_Mbaegbu-Celestine-Chukwuemeka_cv.docx

**MELE, Mohammed Laminu** is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri (2009). He was Head of Department, English (2015-2018), Member, Governing Board, JAMB (2013 – 2015); an active member and participant in the International Public Health Partnership between University of Maiduguri, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India, Çukurova University, Turkey and Bielefeld University, Germany (2010 – 2012) and member, Linguistic Association of Nigeria. His current research is popular and cultural discourses as well as health literacy. His email address is mele@unimaid.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348026309862. **Download CV:** CV_Mele-Mohammed-Laminu_mohammed-mele-cv.docx
MENEGBE, David Awam is a Professor of Theatre Arts, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D. from University of Ibadan in Theatre Arts. He has served several times as Head of Department of Theatre Arts and Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Director, Consultancy Services, Member, University Top Management Committee, Member, Governing Council, Dean, Students' Affairs. His current research interest is in Theatre Management, Theatre for Development, Theatre in Education, Writing and Directing plays. Download CV:

MODE, Muhammad Aminu is a Professor of African Oral and Written Literature in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria (2005). He was Deputy Dean, Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies (2007 - 2011), Head of Department of Modern European Languages and Linguistics (2014 - 2018) and currently, the Dean, Student Affairs Division. His current research is on Universality of Oral Literature. He has successfully supervised 1 and is supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is mamodealele@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035951638. Download CV: CV_Mode-Muhammad-Aminu_muhammad-mode-june-2018.doc

MOHAMMED, Ahmed Rufai is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano, He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (1986). He was Head of Department (1993-1998), Dean of Postgraduate School (2000-2005), Director, General Studies Unit (2006-2010). His current research is on Youth Activism in the promotion of Islam in Ebiraland 1970- 2015. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is arufaimohd@gmail.com His telephone number is +2348037050301. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Ahmet-Rufai_prof-cv-new.docx

MOKWUNYEI, Josephine is a Professor of Theatre Music in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ghana, Legon (2000). She is currently HOD 2016 to date. She is a Fellow of the Association of Nigeria Musicologists (ANIM), Fellow International Centre for African Music and Dance (ICAMD), Life-Time Awardee, Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists (SONTA), Paul Harris Fellow (PHF) & Jerusalem Pilgrim (JP). Her research is on Music as a tool of the Theatre. She is currently supervising 2 Ph.D Theses. Her email address is profjosephinemokwuniye@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023381067. Download CV: CV_Mokwunyei-Josephine-Ngozi_prof.-mokwunyei-cv-2015.doc

MOTAZE, Dorothy Ekaette is a Professor of General and Applied Linguistics, French, in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Rene Descartes, Paris S, Sorbonne (1987). She was Head of Department (1991-2003) and Assistant to the Dean of Arts (1987-1990), University of Uyo. She is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Letters (NAL) and has successfully supervised 4 masters’ degrees at the University of Uyo, and examined others, including 3 Ph.Ds at the University of Calabar. Her email address is drmotaze@yahoo.co.uk and her mobile number is +2348023037413. Download CV: CV_MOTAZE-DOROTHY-EKAETTE_prof-dorothy-motaze-s-cv.doc

MUHAMMAD, Abubakar is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2010). He was the Head of Linguistics Unit (2011-2016) and University Congregation Senate Representative (2013 - 2015). He is currently the Head of Department, Modern European Languages and Linguistics. His currently research is in Clinical Linguistics. His e-mail address is gagare61@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348069678625. Download CV: CV_Muhammad-Abubakar-Alhaji_my-curriculum-vitae-final-2018.doc

MUKHTAR, Isa is a Professor of Hausa, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the Bayero University Kano. He was HOD 1997, Deputy Dean, 2005, Deputy Director 2017. His Current Research is on Stylistics, He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds, his E-mail address is isahmukhtar@gmail.com. His telephone is 08036414165. Download CV: CV_Mukhtar-Isa-_isa-mukhtar-c.v.-2.docx
MUKHTAR, Isa, is a Professor of Hausa and Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University Kano (1990). He was a H.O.D. (1997) a Deputy Dean (2006) Deputy Director (2017 to date) He supervised 8 Ph.Ds and

MURTALA, Ahmad is a Professor of Islamic Studies in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University (2009). He was a Faculty Exams officer (2005-2006), Sub-Dean, Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies (2008-2010), Deputy Dean (2010-2012 and 2012-2014), Deputy Director Academic Planning (Academic Support and Services)(2016-to date), Chairman, Academic Facilities Maintenance Committee (2016- to date), His current research is on the History and Biographies of Hausa land Indigenous Scholars. He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is murtalamansur@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032906184. Download CV: CV_Murtala-Ahmad_updated-vc.docx

MUSTAPHA, Muhammad is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University Kano. He holds a Ph.D from same University [1990]. A member of Teachers Registration Council of Nigeria. His research interest is Novel. He successfully supervised 5 Ph.D's. His e-mail address is MMMUHD15@GMAIL.COM. His Phone number is 08065570597. Download CV:

NA’ALLAH, Abdul-Rasheed is Professor of English, Cultural Poetics, and Performance Studies at Kwara State University, and for nine years now, the Vice-Chancellor and Chief Executive of the University. He is a Fellow of the Literary Society of Nigeria. His research interest includes cultural poetics, Islam and African Identity, postcoloniality, and performance poetics. His personal email address is anaallah@hotmail.com. Download CV: CV_Na’Allah-AbdulRasheed_cv-naallah.doc

NDIMELE, Ozo-mekuri is a Professor of Comparative Grammar & Communications in the Department of Linguistics & Communication Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1991). He was Ag. HOD Ling & Com. Studies (1999 - 2005), Dean of Humanities (2010-2014). He is currently the Vice Chancellor of Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port-Harcourt. He has successfully supervised over 30 Ph.Ds. His personal email address is mekuri01@yahoo.com. His mobile telephone number +234-8033410255. Download CV: CV_NDIMELE-OZO-MEKURI_a._ndimele-cv-update.docx

NDIMELE, Roseline is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a Ph.D from University of Calabar (2004). She was Director Centre for Igbo Studies (2015-2017) and H.O.D Linguistics (2007-2009, 2011-2015). She is a member of Linguistics Association of Nigeria. She has supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Contacts are ihumele@gmail.com, +2348033402966. Download CV: CV_Ndimele-Roseline_ihuma_curriculum-vitae-of-roseline-ihuoma-department-of-linguistics-and-comm-studies.docx

NGONEBU, Chinyere is a Professor of English and Literary Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was coordinator of the Use of English Unit, School of General Studies (2009-2010/2014-2015). She is a member of ESAN. Her current research interest is in Corpus Linguistics. She is currently supervising Ph.D students. Her email is chinyere.ngonebu@unn.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348036186242. Download CV: CV_Ngonebu-Chinyere-Loretta_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

NGUMOHA, Emmanuel is a Professor of English and former Dean Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and current Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies at Abia State University Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from University of Port Harcourt (1992). He is a member of West African Association For Commonwealth Literature And Language Studies. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His current research is on Literature and The Hunger for the Classics. His email address is emmabonaski@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08035432363. Download CV: CV_Ngumoha_Emmanuel-Chigozie_curriculum-vitae-prof-ngumoha.docx

NNADI, Isidore is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Jos (2011). He was H.O.D., English (2009 - 2010) and
Director, Institute for Legislative Studies, University of Abuja (2014 - 2016). His current research interest is on English Stylistics & Phonology. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D works. His email address is izzynnadi@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033204336. Download CV: CV_Nnadi-Isidore-Chukwuma_curriculum-vitae-for-n.u.c-copy.docx

NOAH, Echa Attah is currently a Professor of African Economic History and Development in the Department of History, Federal University of Kashere, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D in History from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is also a 2012 African Humanities Programme (AHP) of the American Council of Learned Society (ACLS) Postdoctoral Fellow among other Fellowships. He is the current Dean, Faculty of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Federal University of Kashere, Nigeria. His research focus is on agrarian studies, environmental studies, and conflicts over land. His email address is neattah@fukashere.edu.ng and his phone number is +2348162719865. Download CV: CV_Attah-Noah-Echa_noah-echa-attah-nuc-directory-cv.docx

NOAH, Imeyen is a Professor of French, specialist in Oral literature, in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ottawa (1986). He was twice Acting Dean (2006 and 2015) of the Faculty of Arts. He is a Knight of the Order of Academic Palms. His current research is on Francophone Literature. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is noahimeyen@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037135787. Download CV: CV_NOAH-IMEYEN-AKPN_prof.-imeyen-noah.doc

NWANKPA, Onyee is a Professor of Music Composition, Theory and Conducting/Performance, Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calgary, Canada (1994). He was Head, Department of Music, for three terms (2011-2017); Professorial Chair Occupant, Cardinal Rex Jim Lawson Chair of Music, Uniport; Visiting Scholar, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt, and recipient of national and international awards. His research interests are in composition, fusion of African indigenous and Western classical musical idioms, and sonic effects in Music Therapy. Email address: onyee.nwankpa@uniport.edu.ng. Phone number: +2347033968140. Download CV: CV_Nwankpa-Onyee-Nnanna_cv2onyee-nnanna-nwankpa.docx

NWANZE, Bridget is a Professor of Fine Art in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt, Rivers State. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). She was the head of Department (2000-2003), Senate Member, Curator and orator of the University, SIWESS Supervisor and Graduate Board Member (2010-Till Date). She is a Fellow of the Society of Nigerian Artist, Pioneer President, Female Artist Association of Nigeria, Feaan, Pioneer President Society of Nigerian Artist Rivers/Bayelsa. She Has Had Several Art Workshops and Curated Many Art Exhibition for Children and Adults. She Has Successfully Supervised 10 Graduate Students. Her Email Address Is bonwanze@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033037258. Download CV: CV_NWANZE-BRIDGET-OFUNNE_cv.doc

NWOKOYE, Nkechinyere Anthonia is a Professor of Igbo Language and Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). She was Head of the Department of Igbo Language (2011-2014). She is a member of Igbo Studies Association and a member of Nigerian Academy of Letters. Her current research is on Igbo Language Documentation, Chinese Studies and Gender Studies. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her Email address is nkymes6@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348033833639. Download CV: CV_Nwokoye-Nkechinyere-Anthonia_curriculum-vitae-nwokoye-1.doc

NYAGER, Elizabeth is a Professor of Gender and Development Theatre in the Faculty of Arts, University of Jos. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2009). She has been the Coordinator of the American Corner, University of Jos from 2013 to date. She holds membership in the following professional bodies: SONTA (Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists; ALA( African Literature Association) (USA); ASA ( African Studies Association) (USA). Her current research interest is in Feminist/ Gender Theory & Practice. She has successfully co- supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her telephone number is +2348037010702. Download CV: CV_Nyager-Elizabeth-Ashimana_curriculum-vitae-mom.doc
OBAFEMI, Olu is a Professor of English and Dramatic Literature in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Leeds (1981). He was Head, Department of English (1990-1993), Dean of Student Affairs (1993-1998), and a Member of the Governing Council (1990-1998). He is a Fellow and current President, Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research is on Postcolonial Aesthetics in African Drama and Theatre. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is omoajon@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033341157. Download CV: CV_Obafe-
mi-none_olu-obafemi-s-curriculum-vitae.doc

OBI, Augustine Chika is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA (1993). He was the Head of Department from 2010-2014 and 2016-2018. He has successfully supervised two (5) Ph.Ds. His email address is austinobi2000@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348038246213. Download CV: CV_Obi-Augustine-Chika_curriculum-vitae.doc

OBIAMALU, Greg is Professor of Linguistics (Syntax) in the Department of Linguistics, Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2013). He was a Head of Department from 2013 to 2016. He received both the dissertation completion as well as the postdoctoral Fellowships of the African Humanities Program awarded by the American Council of Learned Societies. His current research interest is on comparative negation and language documentation. His email address is go.obiamalu@unizik.edu.ng while his phone number is 08067813696. Download CV: CV_Obiamalu-Greg-Orji_cv-obiamalu-7-5-18.docx

OBINAJU, Joseph is a Professor of French in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom State. He holds a Ph.D from University of Port Harcourt (1989). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2008-2010) and Dean, Postgraduate School (2011-2015). He is member, University French Teacher’s Association of Nigeria (UFTAN). His current research interest is Francophone/Comparative Literatures. He has examined several Masters/Ph.D thesis. His email address is profobinaju@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036770979 and +2348180129736. Download CV: CV_Obinaju-Joseph-Nwabueze_prof-obinaju-curriculum-vitae.doc

OCHEFU, Yakubu is a Professor of Economic History and Development Studies at the Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1992). He was pioneer Head, Department of History at the Benue State University, Deputy Vice Chancellor and later Vice Chancellor, Kwararafa University, Wukari. He is a former National President of the Historical Society of Nigeria and Fellow of the Society. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D’s. His current research is on applied genetic history. His email is yochefu@bsum.edu.ng. Telephone is +2348061202926. Download CV: CV_Ochefu-Yakubu-Aboki_2018-yakubu-ochefu-cv-to-nal.doc

ODEY, Mike is a Professor of Economic History & Development studies in the Department of History, Benue State University Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D (2002), MA History (1994), PGDE (1986) & BA History (1980) all from the University of Jos. He was HOD, History, BSU, Makurdi (2009-2013) and has served the university in various capacities. He has published two major books including 70 well researched works in International/Local journals and Book chapters. His current research focus is “A Political Economy of Farmers-Herdsmen Conflicts in Central Nigeria and its Implications for National Security and Sustainable Development”. His email is: amgracepositive43@gmail.com and my Phone number is +2348065709057. Download CV: CV_ODEY-Mike-Odugbo_cv-prof-mike-odey-june-2018.docx

ODIBOH, Freeborn is a Professor of Art History & Art Criticism in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka(2005). He was Head of Department (2012-2013). He is a Fellow of the African Humanities Program of the American Council of Learned Societies. His current research is on Developing Curriculum for Art History in Africa. His email address is freeby1121@gmail.com. His telephone is +2348033552245. Download CV: CV_ODIBOH-FREEBORN-OTUNOKPAIWO_nuc-curriculum-vitae.docx
ODODO, Sunday is a Professor of Theatre Arts (Performance Aesthetics and Theatre Technology) in the Faculty of Arts, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2004). He was Sub Dean of Arts (2005 - 2006) and three times Head of Department. He is a Fellow of the Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists (SONTA). His current research is on experimental performance model using the Facekuerade motif. He is an award winning playwright and was the 8th National President of SONTA. His email address is seododo@gmail.com; telephone number: +2348033516379. Download CV: CV_Ododo-Sunday-Enessi_curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

OFFIONG, Essien Akabom is Professor of African Traditional Religion, Sociology and Anthropology of Religion in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1998). He was Head of Department (2010 - 2013) and has been Students’ Academic/Staff Adviser since 1986 to date. He is a Fellow and Senior Fellow of DAAD, Bayreuth University at Germany and Harvard University, USA. His current research is Pentecostalis and Culture in Society. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is essienoffiong17@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034529041. Download CV: CV_Offiong-Essien-Akabom_prof.-offiong-akabom.docx

OFFOR, Francis is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, from where he obtained the Ph.D degree in 2005. He was the coordinator of Postgraduate Programmes for the Department (2012 to 2014) and Head, Department of Philosophy (2014 to date). He is a member of Philosophers Association of Nigeria and has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. and 1 M.Phil dissertation. His current research is on Transnational Democracy and Race Relations. His address is offor66@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039292466. Download CV: CV_Offor-Francis-Nduka_offor-s-cv.doc

OGBAZI, Ifeyinwa Josephine is a Professor of Literary Studies and Gender Studies in the Department of English Language and Literature, Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from Abia State University, Uturu (2011). She was Head, Department of English and Literature (2011-2013). She is a member of the African Literature Association (ALA) and Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA). Her research interests are on Postcolonial African Literature, Feminist Literature and Gender Studies. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are ify.starlady@gmail.com, ji.ogbazi@unizik.edu.ng. Her telephone numbers are: +2348035070444, +2348173714356. Download CV: CV_OGBAZI-IFEYINWA-JOSEPHINE_ogbazi-cv.doc

OGBOGBO, Christopher B.N. is a Professor of African History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004) and two law degrees from Obafemi Awolowo University. He is Head of Department of History 2008 -2010 and 2014 - 2019. He is President and Fellow, Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on the State of Historical Scholarship in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is cogbogbo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023030901. Download CV: CV_Ogbogbo-Chrisopher-Bankole_Ndubisi_2018-prof.-ogbogbo-cv-2.docx

OGENE, John is a Professor of Art History and Graphics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from Delta State University (2009). He was Assistant Dean of Faculty of Arts (2011-2014) and Head of Department (2015-2018). He is a Fellow of the Society of Nigerian Artists, His current research is on Art for Governance and Social Change. He has successfully supervised a Ph.D. His email address is John. ogene@uniben.edu His phone number is +2348026261122. Download CV: CV_Ogene-John-Ufuoma _prof-oj-ready-cvrecent.doc

OGENYI, Lazarus Chinedu is a Professor of English and Literary Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He was a Coordinator, the Use of English Unit, School of General Studies (2012 - 2013 & 2017 - Date). His current research is on language learning strategies. He is currently supervising seven (7) Ph.D candidates. His email address is laz.ogenyi@unn.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are 08038814887 & 09051444489. Download CV: CV_OGENYI-LAZARUS-CHINEDU_conferences-attended.docx
OGUGUA, Ikechukwu is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). He was Acting Head of Business Administration and Marketing Madonna University (1995-1997). He is a member Philosophers Association of Nigeria. He was the Coordinator Postgraduate Studies, Department of Philosophy and currently the Sub-dean School of Postgraduate Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University. His current researches include: Philosophy of Human Rights and Being Human in Igbo world. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is paiykeo@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033667677. Download CV: CV_OGUGUA-IKECHUKWU-PAUL_latest-of-dr.-p.-ogugua-cv.docx

OGUNLEKE, Folorunso is a Professor of French in the Faculty of Humanities, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. He holds a Doctorat-es-lettres from the Universite Nationale de Cote d’Ivoire (1981). He is the Dean, Faculty of Humanities since January 2015 till date. He is a Fellow of La Federation Internationale des Professeurs de Francais. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 4 are on-going. His email address is: ogunlekefolorunso@gmail.com. His telephone number is: +2348033411680. Download CV: CV_OGUNLEKE-FOLORUNSO-ADISA_prof-s-cv.docx

OGUNTOYINBO-ATERE, Martina is a Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Adeleke University, Ede, Osun State. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). She was Dean of Arts, 2014-2016, Chief of Staff to the Vice-Chancellor 2016-2017; Dean Students care services 2013-2014, 2017- Date. Her current research is the role of Christian Women in Politics. She had successfully examined 18 Ph.D candidates in different Universities. Her e-mail address is martinaatere@yahoo.co.uk. Her phone number is 08034511350. Download CV: CV_OGUNTOYINBO-ATERE-MARTINA-IYABO_atere-c.v.-june-2018-update.doc

OJEBODE, Ayobami is a Professor of Applied Communication, Department of Communication and Language Arts, University of Ibadan. He was Acting Head of Department (2011-2016) and Head of Department (2016 to date). He has been a visiting fellow, keynote speaker, external examiner, assessor of Professorial candidates, and consultant researcher in Nigeria, Ghana, South Africa, Kenya, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States. Email: ayo.ojebode@gmail.com; ayo.ojebode@ui.edu.ng

OJI AKOR, Ngozi is a Professor of History/International Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Nnamdi Azikwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from The University of Nigeria (2006). She was Head of History/International Studies (2000-2002, 2004-2006, and 2008-2010) and Director, School of General Studies (2010-2014). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. Her current research is on Gender Studies. She has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her email address is Ngozijiakor@Ymail.Com. Her Telephone Number Is +2348033310754. Download CV: CV_OJIAKOR-NGOZI-ESTHER_ojiakot-nogzi-esther-cv.docx

OJONG, Kyrian Ayiba is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2004). He was Head of Department of Philosophy from 2015-2018. His current Research is on the influence of African Epistemology and the Development of Science in Africa. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is ojongkyrian@unical.edu.ng. His telephone no is +2347055332525. Download CV: CV_OJONG-KYRIAN-AYIBA_corrected-prof-ojong-cv.docx

OKAFOR, Edwin Emefesi is a Professor of Archaeology and Archæometallurgy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Doctorate Degree (Ph.D) from the University of Sheffield, England (1992). His current research is on the environmental effects of intensive bloomery Iron working in Southeastern Nigeria. He has successfully supervised six (6) Doctorate (Ph.D) candidates. His email addresses are edwin.okafor@unn.edu.ng & okaforemefesi@yahoo.com His GSM numbers are 08030906488 & 08079012342. Download CV: CV_OKAFOR-EDWIN-EMEFESI_Professor.-e.e.-okafor-cv.docx

OKAFOR, Richard is a Professor of Music Education and Ethnomusicology in the Department of Music, Faculty of Arts, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from the Queens University of Nigeria.
Belfast, N. Ireland (1980). He is currently the Dean of Student Affairs and Head of Department, Music, at Godfrey Okoye University. His current research is on "Popular Music in Nigeria". His email address is rcokafor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2349096024974. Download CV: CV_Okafor-Richard-Chijioke_prof-richard-okafar-cv.docx

OKEKE, Vincent Onyema is a Professor of Languages and Linguistics in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Caen, France (1979). He was Head of Department of French (2000, 2005-2007), Director of Language Centre, Abia State University, Uturu. He is the Vice President, University French Teacher Association Nigeria (UFTAN), 2014-2017. His current research is on Nigeria and African Languages and Interferences in the study of French as a foreign language. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is vonyemaokeke@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033415863. Download CV: CV_Okeke-Vincent-Onyema_cv-vin.docx

OKEREKE, Grace Eche is a Professor of African Literature in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1992). She was a Pioneer Rockefeller Scholar-in-Residence at Howard University, Washington D.C, USA (August 1994 - May 1995) and Head of Department (2000 - 2002). Her current research is on Gender Dialogism in the African Novel. She has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. Her email address is geokereke@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348038765814. Download CV: CV_Okereke-Grace-Eche_prof-grace-okereke-curriculum-vitae.docx

OKONKWO, Rina is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. She holds a Ph.D from the Graduate Center City University of New York (1980). She is Head of History Department, Godfrey Okoye University (2014 to Date) and Deputy Dean of Faculty of Arts (2014 to Date). Her Current research is on the Nigerian Civil War. Her email address is rina654@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036594830. Download CV: CV_Okonkwo-Rina-Lee_Professor-rina-okonkwo-cv.docx

OKORO, Nnanyelugo is a Professor of Mass Communication in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (2001); had a stint at National Commission for Museums and Monuments, served as Chairman of NUC Accreditation teams, external examiner and Professorial assessor to a number of universities. He was Dean of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2014 - 2016). Patrick has supervised 8 Ph.Ds. He is currently the President, Association for Tourism Development in Nigeria and Editor, Journal of Tourism and Heritage Studies. Contact: patrick.okpoko@unn.edu.ng; +2348069359951. Download CV: CV_Okpoko-Patrick-Uchenna_Professor-pat-uche-okpoko-cv.docx

OLADEMO, Oyeronke is a Professor of Comparative Religious Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the same university (1997). She was former HOD Religions (2004-05), (2012-15), chairman Computer Based Test (CBT) (2011-13) and the first female Dean, Faculty of Arts (2017-19) University of Ilorin. She has enjoyed post-doctoral Fellowships including the Salzburg Seminar, Austria, (1999), CODESRIA (1999) and Visiting Lecturer and Fellow, Harvard Divinity School (2000). She has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. Her email address is olademor@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2347060885824. Download CV: CV_OLADEMO-OYERONKE-N
OLADIPO, Kolawole, Samuel is a Professor of French (with specialisation in Literary Translation) in the Faculty of Arts, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2005). He was HOD French (2005-2013; 2014-2015), Ag Dean, Faculty of Arts (2008-2010) Dean of Arts (2015- date). His current research is on Ideology and Translation. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds and currently supervising 5 others. His email address are : oladiipo.kolawole@eksu.edu.ng and samueloladiipo@yahoo.ca. His telephone number is +2348060755011. Download CV: CV_Kolawole-Samuel -Oladiipo_kolawole-cv.doc

OLADOSU, Afis is a Professor of Middle Eastern and North African Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2001). He was Deputy Dean of Arts, University of Ibadan (2005-2007) and Head of Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies (2011-2014). He is a Member of Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research is representations of violence in Modern Egyptian and Sudanese literature. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email is afism3@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08055115001. Download CV: CV_Oladosu-Afis-Ayinde_my-cv.doc

OLAOYE, Raimi is a Professor of History and International Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ilorin. He holds a PH.D from the University of Ilorin (1994). He was The Head of Department (2003-2005). He is a Fellow of Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on History of Science and Technology. He has successfully Supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is draolaoye@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033848366. Download CV: CV_Olaoye-Raimi-Adebayo_unilorin-cv-3-format-07.12.2015.doc

OLATEJU, M. O. Adesola is a Professor of Linguistic Stylistics and Literary Criticism (Yoruba Language, Literature and Culture) in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He holds a PH.D from the University of Ibadan (1998). He was Ag Head of Department (2009-2011) and a member of Senate of the University till date. His current research interest is "Role and Documentation of the Yoruba Language in Politics". He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is sholateju@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8033880188. Download CV: CV_OLATEJU-ADESOLA-Moses Olufunmilayo_nuc-cv-publications-standard-cv.doc

OLUKOJU, Ayodeji is a Professor of History, Faculty of Arts, University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Dean of Arts, University of Lagos (2005-2009) and Vice-Chancellor of Caleb University (2010-2016). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. His current research is on the maritime history (shipping and ports) of Nigeria and Japan, and Nigerian entrepreneurship. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is aolukoju2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08055030259. Download CV: CV_Olukoju-Ayodeji-Oladimeji_curriculum-vitae-olukoju-2018.docx

OLUWAGBEMI-JACOB, Dorothy is a Professor of Philosophy, University of Calabar. She holds a PH.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). She was the head of Philosophy department (2012-2015) and Dean of Arts, University of Calabar (2015-2017). She is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. Her current research is on social and political philosophy and gender issues. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is dorothyulujacob@uncal.edu.ng. Her telephone number is: +2348034417696, +2348076566101. Download CV: cv oluwagbemi-jacob-dorothy-nwanyinma_current-cv-1-1-.doc

OMACHONU, Gideon is a Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). He was Unit Head (Linguistics) (2008) and HOD Languages and Linguistics (2008-2011, 2013-2014). He is a Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (AvHF), Federal Republic of Germany. His current research is on Language Documentation and Forensic Linguistics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email is gsomachonu@yahoo.com /gsomachonu@mail.com. His telephone number is +2348065309796. Download CV: CV_Omachonu-Gideon-Sunday_cv-prof-gso-updated-nuc.doc
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OMAR, Sa’adiya is a Professor of Hausa Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. She holds a Ph.D. from the Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. She was Director, Cibiyar Nazarin Hausa (2000-2005) & (2013-2017). She is a Fellow of the Sokoto State Government Award and Centre For Intellectual Services on Sokoto Caliphate Award. Her current research is on Malamai Mata Daular Usmaniyya a Karni Na 19 Da 20. (The Contribution of Women (Scholars) to Hausa Poetry. Her email address is Saadiyaomar2009@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348062515471. Download CV: CV_OMAR-SA’ADIYA--curriculum-vita1-of-Professor-sa-adiya-omar.docx

OMOBOWALE, Emmanuel Babatunde is a Professor of Literature in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He was the Head, of the Department of English, University of Ibadan between November 2012 and July 31, 2017. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.D students. His e-mail is ebomobowale@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348183994038. Download CV: CV_OMOBOWALE-EMMANUEL-BABATUNDE_omobowale-s cv.docx

OMONZEJELE, Peter is a Professor Healthcare Ethics and Policy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin-City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Central Lancashire, Preston, England (2009). He was Head, Dept of Philosophy (2013-2016) and Members of University Committees and Boards. His current research is on African bioethics. His email address is pfomonzejele@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 70 384 299 66. Download CV: CV_Omonzejele-Peter-Felix_peter-cv-jb3.docx

OMOZUWA, Victor Edosa is a Professor of Linguistics (Phonetics/Phonology) in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the Université de Franche-Comté, Besançon, France (1987). He is currently the Dean of Postgraduate Studies. He was a Research Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Research Foundation, Germany, and the Japan Research Foundation, Tokyo Japan. His current research is on developing orthographies for unwritten languages. His email address is omozuwave@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035462324. Download CV: CV_Omozuwa-Victor-Edosa_cv-omozuwa-june-2018.docx

ONAYEMI, Folake is a Professor of Classics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2001). Her current research is on Yoruba Adaptation of Classical Literature. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is fonayemi02@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023256366. Download CV: CV_Onayemi-Folake-Oritsegbubemi_cv-of-prof.-folake-onayemi.docx

ONIMHAWO, John is a Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1991). He was Head, Dept. of Rel. Mgt. & Cultural Studies (2006-2010) and currently the Dean, Faculty of Arts. He is a member of many learned Associations including International Association for Mission Studies (IAMS). He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.D Theses. His Email is jonimhawo@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_ONIMHAWO-JOHN-AFIAGBOKAI_c.v.-2017-abstracts-final.doc

ONOGU, Sunday Williams is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from Benue State University, Makurdi (2010). He was the Head of Department (2002-2006), (2006-2008), (2010-2013). He has been Dean from 2014-2018. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is williamsonogu@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348069187070. Download CV: CV_Onogu-Sunday-Williams_prof-onogu-s.doc

ONOJA, Adoyi is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a Ph.D from Benue State University (2008). He was acting head of Department (2010-2011). He was a Fellow of CODESRIA Institutes. His current research is on the history of security and security studies in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is onojaa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065719330. Download CV: CV_ONOJA-ADOYI-FELIX_adoyi-curriculum-vitae.docx
ONONEME, Efemena is a Professor of Art History in the Faculty of Art, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from Delta State University (2007). He was Acting Head, Fine/Applied Arts Dept 2003-2005 and 2008-2010, Assistant Dean Faculty of Arts, Uniben 2006-2008. His current research is on the material culture of post-colonial Benin Kingdom with emphasis in its Art Tradition. He has successfully supervised two Ph.D students. One graduated in 2016 while the second had his defence on 29/6/18. Meanwhile he has other eight Ph.D students under his supervision. His email address is efemena.ononeme@uniben.edu. His telephone numbers are +2348023112353 and +2348188300881. Download CV: CV_ONONEME-EFEMENA-ISAIAH_cv-current.docx

ONUEKWUSI, Jasper is a Professor of English and Literary Studies, Faculty of Arts, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1986). He was Dean, Faculty of Arts (2009-2014), Head of Department English, (2000-2005), Dean Student Affairs (2005) and Director Admissions (2008-2009). His current research interest is on African Literature Oral and Written. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is dr2jas@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033407180. Download CV: CV_ONUEKWUSI-JASPER-AHAOMA_prof.-onuekwusi-s-curriculum-vitae.doc

ONUIGBO, Samuel is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2004). He was Head of Department (2008-2010) and Director Institute of African Studies (2010-2014). He is a member of the Reading Association of Nigeria. His current research is on pragmatics and discourse strategies. He has successfully supervised 17 Ph.Ds. His email address is samuel.onuigbo@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035483074. Download CV: CV_Onuigbo-Samuel-Maduabuchi_curriculum-vitae-Professor-sam-onuigbo-corrected.doc

ONWUDINJO, Peter is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1998). He was Examinations Officer (1989-1993), Chair, Departmental Graduate Committee (2013-2016). His current research is on Nigerian Pidgin English Poetry, Creative Writing. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. Download CV: CV_Onwudinjo-Peter-Martin_prof-peter-onwudinjo.docx

ONWURAH, Polycarp is a Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. He holds an Ph.D from Teachers College, Columbia University (1982). He was Head of Department (1995-2001), Dean of Arts (2004-2006), Director of Academic Planning (2006-2011) and Chairman, Senate Business Committee (1998-2013). His current research is on Osu Caste System in Igboland. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is profopeck@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08023574614 and 08068413615. Download CV: CV_Onwurah-Polycarp-Emeka Chielozor_onwurah-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONYEMELUKWE, Ifeoma Mabel is a Professor of French and African Literature of French Expression in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from ABU, Zaria (1987). She was Head, Department of French, Kaduna State University while on Sabbatical (2009-2010) She has to her credit 177 publications: 112 articles in peer reviewed journals/books, 3 in official conference proceedings 23 books and 39 conference papers. She is a Fellow of Chartered Institute of Administration (FCIA) currently researching on Migritude Writers. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds, 30 Masters, 3 PGDEs, 146 BA; currently supervising 11 Ph.Ds & 18 Masters. Her email: ionyemelukwe@gmail.com, Phone: +2349090859885. Download CV: CV_ONYEMELUKWE-IFEOMA-MABEL_onyemelukwe-s-cv-2018.doc

ORJI, Kingdom Eke is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Humanities, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education Port-Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1996). He was Acting Dean of Humanities (2011-2015) and Head, Department of History and Diplomatic Studies of Ignatius Ajuru University of Education (2015-2017). He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on: a multidisciplinary approach to the study of Niger Delta History in the 21st Century. He is supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is orjiekekingdom@gmail.com. His telephone
OSADOLOR, Osarhieme Benson is a Professor of African History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany (2001). He is the Dean of Student Affairs (2016 till date). His current research is on historiography and military history. He is currently supervising three Ph.D candidates. His email address is osarhieme.osadolor@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348033839154. Download CV:

OSAGIE Joseph is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2005). He was Head of Department (2008-2010). His current research is on Conflict and Conflict Resolution in Pre-Colonial Esan. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is jiosagie@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 2348056410713. Download CV:

OSEGHALE, Bendrift Efosa is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2002). He was Director of Industrial Training (2000-2003) and Head of Department (1997-2000,2006-2008,2015-date). He is active in several academic platforms including the Historical Society of Nigeria (HSN) and the Nigerian Academy of Letters (NAL). His current research is on the economic history of some Nigerian ethnic nationalities. He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is effoghale@yahoo.com. Telephone number is +2348037180781. Download CV:

OSHIONEBO, Bartholomew is a Professor of Theatre in Education in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Dean of Students (2011-2014). His current research is on Educational Theatre and Children’s Theatre. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is barthoshionebo@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2348036555386. Download CV:

OSOBA, Gabriel is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, Lagos State University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1998). He was Ag. Head of Department (2004/2005 & 2007/2008 - 2012) and Ag. Chairman, Business Committee of Senate (2009-2010). He is a member of Board of Trustees, Nigerian Pragmatic Association. His current research is on a comparative stylistic study of English and Yoruba Proverb on Marriage and Family Life. His email address is gabosoba002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033248685. Download CV:

OTOIDE, Leo is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1989). He was Assistant Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies (2003-2005); Ag. Director of Exchange & Linkages (2007-2009); Head of Department of History & International Studies (2013-2016) and Dean of Arts (2016 - 2018). He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is Nigeria’s International and Internal Boundaries. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is leootoide@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +234804746464. Download CV:

OWOLABI, Dare is a Professor of English as a Second Language in the Faculty of Arts, Ekiti State University. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Yola (1987). He was Acting HOD (2009-2011) and Acting Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Science (TUNEDIK, now part of EKSU) (2010-2011). He is a member. He has supervised and still supervises many M.A. candidates and currently has one Ph.D candidate under his supervision. His current research is on teachable English in the Nigerian environment. His email address is dareowo1959@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348036082786. Download CV:
OYEBADE, Francis is a Professor of Linguistics and Languages in the Faculty of Arts, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1988). He was Dean of Arts (2009-2011), Dean of the Postgraduate School (2011-2013), Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration), Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba Akoko. He is a member of many language related associations. His current research interest is the comparison of counting and numeral systems across various phyla of African languages. Download CV: CV_Oyebade -Francis -Oluibemiga _prof-oyebade-cv-june-2018.doc

OYEWO, Olusola Oyeyinka is a Professor of Communication and Language Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was Sub-Dean (General) 2001 - 2003 and Ag. Head of Department (2007 - 2009). He is a Fellow of the Certified Marketing Communication Institute of Nigeria. His current area of Research is Mental Health Communication. Is e-mail address is isolaoyewo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037182418. Download CV: CV_OYEWO-OYEYINKA-OLUSOLA_oyewo-nuc-2018.docx

RABI'U, Muhammad A. Sa'ad is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2008). He was Head of Arabic Unit Faculty of Law (2001-2013) and Head of Arabic Department (2018 - Date). His current research is on Arabic. His email address is rabiusaad@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033533925. Download CV: CV_Rabi'u-Muhammad-A. Sa'ad_c_v-r-saad-2017.doc

RASHEED, Abubakar Adamu is a Professor of English Studies in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nottingham, England (1990). He was Editor, New Nigeria Newspapers (1993-1995), Managing Director, New Nigeria Newspapers (1995-1999), Head of Department of English and French (1999-2000), Dean of Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies (2000-2005), Chairman University Consultancy Services Board (2005-2007), Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration) (2007-2009), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) (2009-2010), Acting Vice-Chancellor (July 5-August 17, 2010), and Vice Chancellor (2010-2015). He was also Pro-Chancellor, Sule Lamido University (2014 – 2016) and currently the Executive Secretary, National Universities Commission (2016-Date). His email address is rasheed3h@gmail.com or rasheed3h@nuc.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035878384

SADIQ, Garba Yakubu is Professor of Applied Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1998). He was Programme Coordinator of the preliminary and Remedial Studies of the University (1998-2002) and Deputy Dean, Student Affairs Division (2006-2008) of the university. His current Research is on Phonosyntax. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is gysadique@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035924285. Download CV: CV_Sadiq-Garba-Yakubu_curriculum-vitae-for-dr-sadiq-corrected.docx

SAMBO, Bashir Muhammad, is a Professor of French(Language and Literature) and Linguistics in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D (General Linguistics) from the University of Maiduguri (2005). He was the Head of Department of English and French, Umaru Musa Yar’adua University and Pioneer Head of Department of Foreign Languages, Bayero University, Kano. His current research is on FRENCH LOAN WORDS IN ENGLISH. He has successfully supervised 16 Masters ( M.A.) in French Studies and Linguistics. His email addresses are bm_sambo@yahoo.com and bmsambo.eng@buk.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Sambo-Bashir _Muhammad_prof-current-cv-2.doc

SANI, Abdulkadir is a Professor of Arabic Literature in Nigeria, in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, (2006). He was Examination Officer (1994-1995) and HOD, Arabic, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (1999-2013). He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is athanee11@yahoo.co.uk. His Telephone number is +2348069169745. Download CV: CV_Sani-Abdulkadir_ curriculum-vitae-prof.-a-sani-.docx
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SANI, Umaru Musa a Professor of Arabic Language, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto, hold a Ph.D from the Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2000). He was Acting H.O.D Arabic (1999-2002), Deputy Dean Faculty of Arts and Islamic studies UDUS (1995-1997), and Dean, Faculty of Arts (2013-2015). He is currently the National President of Nigeria Association of Teachers of Arabic and Islamic Studies (NATAIS). He has conducted several researches on Arabic manuscripts on different branches of Arabic Scholarship, supervised not less than 10 Ph.D Students. His email address is sumusa2@gmail.com. My GSM No: +2348036007584. Download CV: CV_Musa-Sani-Umaru_prof.-sani-cv-2018.docx


SHEBA, Janet is a Professor of Yoruba Literature in the Faculty of Arts, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1997). She was Vice-Dean of Arts (2004-2006) and the Head of Department of Linguistics and African Languages (2007-2010). Her current research is on female writers. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is laidesheba@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348037198819. Download CV: CV_SHEBA-JANET-OLAIDE_cvcvcv.docx

SOFELA, Babatunde is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Head of Department (2010-2012) He is a Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Developmental Process, Society and Human Relations. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is bsorado@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08023256656. Download CV: CV_SOFELA-BABATUNDE--sofela-c.v-2008-latest.doc

SOLIHU, Abdul Kabir Hussain is a Professor of Islamic Studies and Comparative Religion in the College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete. He obtained Ph.D degree from the International Islamic University Malaysia (1998-2003). He was the Editor of Intellectual Discourse journal (2012-2016). His areas of specialization include Islamic Thought, Comparative Religion, Religion and Ecology. He has authored and co-authored several publications and one commercialised product on transliteration. He is currently the Chairman of Library and Publications Committee and the Director of the Kwara State University Press. His email address is abdulkabir.solihu@kwasu.edu.ng. His website is https://abdulkabirblog.wordpress.com. Download CV: CV_SOLIHU-Abdul_Kabir-Hussain_cv-2018.docx

SORGWE, Chabuovie Menizibeya is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a Ph.D from University of Port-Harcourt (1991). He was Acting Dean of Faculty of Arts(2001-2005), Acting Head of Department of History and Diplomacy(2007-2009), Head of Department of History and Diplomacy(2012-2015), Dean of Faculty of Arts(2018-till date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on Ethnographic History of Epi-Atissa. He is currently supervising 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is sorgwechab@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036719074. Download CV: CV_SORGWE-Chabuovie-Menizibeya_sorgwe-chabuovie-menizibeya-curriculum-vitae.docx

SOTUNSA, Mobolanele is a Professor of English in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). She was HOD languages and Literary Studies (2007-2009) and Deputy Director BUCODEL (2013-2018). Her current research interest is
Compendium of Yoruba Drum Poetry. She has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Her email is bolasotunsa@yahoo.com. Her telephone is +2347060947611. Download CV: CV_SOTUNSA-MOБOLАНЛЕ-EBUNОLUWA_cv-so-current-2018-a.doc

TAHIR, Sayid Muhammad is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (1997). He was Head of Department (2005-2009). He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is mtsayid.aras@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023696431. Download CV: CV_Sayid-Muhammad-Tahir_prof.-m.-t.-sayid-cv.docx

TANGBAN, Ojong is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (1996). He was Head, Department of History and International Studies (now Department of History and War Studies) (2002-2004); Dean, Postgraduate School (2010-2012), and Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy (2013-2017). His current research is on Cocoa, Environment and Society in the Cross River Region of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is ojongechumtangban@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348168458442. Download CV: CV_TANGBAN-OJONG-ECHUM_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-tangban-updated-25-jul-16.docx

UCHEGBUE, Christian is a Professor of Religious Studies with specialisation in Sociology of Religion and Christian Ethics in the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He Holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was the Head of Religious and Cultural Studies Department (2013-2016) and currently the Chairman of the Faculty of Arts Examination Malpractice and Disciplinary Committee. His current Research is on Religion and Gender. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. He is a member of the Nigerian Association for the Study of Religions. His email address is uchegbuechris@unical.edu.ng. His telephone no is +2348159559217. Download CV: CV_UCHEGBUE-CHRISTIAN -ONYENAUCHEYA_prof.-uchegbue-christian.doc

UCHENDU, Egodi Fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria, is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the same University, and was also a Head of Department (2012-2013). She was a recipient of the Fulbright Visiting Fellowship, the Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship, A. G. Leventis Foundation Fellowship, as well as “The Wangari Maathai Award for Innovative Scholarship and Leadership” of The University of Texas at Austin (2017). Her current research is on Islam in the Niger Delta. Her email is egodi.uchendu@unn.edu.ng and phone number is 08039617898. See also www.egodiuchendu.com. Download CV: CV_Uchendu-Egodi-Nwagboliwe Ngozichukwuka_cv-egodiuchendu.doc

UDEFI, Cornelius is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head of Department of Philosophy in the same University (2012-2014). His current research is in the area of Indigenous Knowledge System and Values Education. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are amy4ibe@yahoo.com,echiudefi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035036401. Download CV: CV_Udefi-Cornelius-Amaechi_nuc.docx

UDOFOT, Inyang is a Professor of English (Phonetics and Phonology) in the Department of English, University of Uyo, Uyo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Uyo (1997). She was Dean, Faculty of Arts (2012-2016) and at present the Deputy Vice- Chancellor (Academics). She is a member of the Nigeria Academy of Letters. Her current research interest is on the West African Accents of English especially Nigerian English. She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. Her email address is imudofot@gmail.com. Her phone No. is 08134656001. Download CV: CV_Udofot-Inyang-Mbong_curriculum-vitae-dvc-2017new.docx

UDOH, Imelda Icheji Lawrence is a Professor of Linguistics & Nigerian Languages in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1998). She was the Head of Department (1993-2014); Vice Dean of the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo (2010-2013); Deputy
UDOIDEM, Sylvanus is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Catholic University of America, Washington DC (1985). He was Head of Department of Philosophy (1992-1994), Dean of Humanities (2002-2006) and Director of Local Affiliation and University Wide Accreditation Committee, University of Port Harcourt. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Philosophical Association. His current research is on Ethics: why should a human being be moral? He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds and 5 are now Professors. His email address is usukime77@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348067674680.

UDUMA, Uduma is a Professor of Philosophy with specialization in Logic in the Faculty of Arts, National Open University of Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1995). He was Head of Department, Philosophy & Religion (1999 - 2002; 2012 - 2016) and Director of General Studies (2001 - 2003) Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He is the Director of Academic Planning, Evangel University, Akaeze. He has supervised 6 Ph.D and is External Examiner to University of Ibadan, University of Calabar, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka and Imo State University. His email address is udumaojiuduma@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348023367830.

UGORJI, Ugo is a Professor of Linguistics and English in the University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D in English Linguistics from Adam M. University Poland (2009), He is a professional teacher as well He is the Head, Department of Linguistics Studies, University of Benin. He has authored several linguistic theories and published reputable books and journal articles. His current research is, among others, on New English’s, sociolinguistics and Phonology. He is a member of several professional organisations. He is engaged in Ph.D supervision. His email address is ugorjicuc@uniben.edu, and the phone is 08137555626.

UGWU, Esther is a Professor of English Language (Pragmatics) in the Faculty of Arts, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2003). She was the Assistant Dean of the Faculty of Arts (2012-2016); PG Coordinator and Screening Officer for newly admitted students. She was the Executive Officer of Nigeria English Studies Association. Her current research interests are on Pragmatics, Discourse Analysis, Semiotics and Gender/Feminist. She successfully supervised three Ph.Ds and three ongoing. Her email address is nkyugwu@yahoo.com and her telephone number is +2348023367830.

UGWUANYI, Lawrence Ogbo is a Professor of African Philosophy and Thought, University of Abuja since 2011. He hold a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Pioneer Head of Department of Philosophy at the University of Abuja (2007-2011). He was Visiting Scholar, University of South Africa (2005) Visiting Associate Professor, Great Zimbabwe University, Masvingo (2014) and Visiting Professor at St Albert Institute for Higher Education, Kafanchan, Nigeria (2017). He is a Fellow of the Corporate In currently the Deputy Vice Chancellor, (Academics and Administration), Legacy University, The Gambia. His area of specialisation is African Philosophy and Thought. His email address is lawrence.ugwuanyi@uniabuja.edu.ng. His phone number is 002348064347685.
Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He has served as External-Examiner to State, Private and Federal Universities. The University’s vision and mission statement was written by him and three others. He is a resource person to the United Nations (UN) Abuja on Gender issues. Download CV: CV_Ukhun-Christopher-Ebeagbor_prof-ukhun-s-cv.docx

UKO, Iniobong is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. She obtained a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt, Rivers State in 1987. She has served the University of Uyo as Director, Pre-Degree Studies, Director, General Studies, and Head of the Department of English, Vice Dean, Faculty of Arts and Vice Dean of Students. Her area of research is Literature, specifically women’s writings, and a cross-cultural study of African and Diasporic women’s writings. Her current research is on new contexts and new realities of gender in Africa. Her contacts are inisnr@yahoo.com and +234-802-993-1850. Download CV: CV_UKO-INIOBONG-IDUNGIMA_cv-uko-iniobong.docx

UKPOKOLO, Isaac Ehaleoye is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Acting Head of Department (2006-2008). He is a Fellow of the Philosophers Association of Nigeria. His current researches are on the Criterion of Explainableness and the Challenge of the Epistemology of Belief and Public Space, Village Square and the Social Engineering of Esan Public in the Twenty-First Century. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ehaleoye@gmail.com. His telephone number is +23480203370467. Download CV: CV_Ukpokolo-Isaac-Ehaleoye_ukpokolo-curriculum-vitae.docx

UMUKORO, Julie N.E. is a Professor of Semiotics & Performance Studies of the Faculty of Humanities, Department of Theatre & Film Studies, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). She was Ag. Head of Department (2012-2014). She is a member of the Society of Nigeria Artist. She is a member of the United States Government Exchange Alumni Association. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Email Julie.umukoro@uniport.edu.ng 234 – 8033366120. Download CV: CV_Umukoro-Julie-Nwabogo Efemena_nuc.docx

UNAH, Jimmy is a Distinguished Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, University of Lagos, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1989). He was Head of Philosophy (1998-2000 & 2004-2007) and Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academics) Premier University of Sao Tome and Principe (2013-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Philosophical Association. His current research is on Ethics of Inclusivity for Pre-Tertiary Education in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 09 Ph.Ds. His email address is junah@unilag.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023030746. Download CV: CV_Unah-Jimmy-Ijenwa_unah-jim-en-cv-lcu-ibadan-format-compliant.doc

USHIE, Joseph Akawu is a Professor of English Stylistics and Literary criticism in the Faculty of Arts, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2001). He was the Head of English Department (2012 - 2016) and current Vice-Dean, Postgraduate School. His current research interests are African Oral Literature and Culture, Sociolinguistics and Stylistics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is: joseph.ushie@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234 803 744 2755. Download CV: CV_USHIE-JOSEPH-AKAWU_dr-ushie-application-cv.docx

USMAN, Abdulateef Femi is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2004). He is a member of the Historical Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is on inter-ethnic and conflict studies. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is afusman2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035074839. Download CV: CV_USman-Abdulateef -Femi_cv.docx

USUE, Emmanuel Ordue is a Professor of Biblical Studies (Old Testament) and Marriage and Family Counselling in the Faculty of Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Pretoria (2005) and a Doctor of Ministry from Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Louisville (2001). He was the Coordinator of Postgraduate Programme (2011-2014) and Head of Department Religion and Cultural Studies, Benue State University (2016-2018). His current research is on Patriarchal Blessings in the Old Testament. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and served as
External Examiner to 6 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: Joyce1usue@yahoo.com and eusue@bsum.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347067169548. Download CV: CV_USUE-EMMANUEL-ORDUE_curriculum-vitae-original-june-2018.docx

UWATT, Effiok is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (1988). He was Head of Department of English (1998-2003), Deputy Dean of Arts (2005-2009) and current Dean of Arts (2016 to date). His current research is The Poetics of Niyi Osundare's Poetry. He is currently a member of Association of Nigerian Authors, Reading Association of Nigeria, Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists, African Literature Association and African Conference Association. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds and 6 ongoing Ph.Ds. His email is profeffiokuwattba@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348055177601 and +2348065265641. Download CV: CV_UWATT-EFFIOK-BASSEY_Professor-uwatt-cv.docx

WAKILI, Haruna is a Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts, Bayero University Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University Kano [1998]. He was a former Head of Department, former Commissioner of Education in Jigawa state [2010-2015] and currently Director at Mambayya House, Bayero University, Kano. He successfully supervised 5 Ph.D's, a Fellow of United States Department of State, Fulbright Fellow, New York University. His email is harunawakili@gmail.com. His Phone number is +2348033176995. Download CV: CV_Wakili-Haruna__prof.-wakili-s-cv.doc

YAHYA, Abdullahi Bayero is a Professor of Hausa Studies of Usmanu Danfodiyo University. He holds a Ph.D from University of Sokoto, now Usmanu Danfodiyo, Sokoto (1987). He was acting Head of Department of Nigerian Languages (1992-1997), Deputy Dean (1988-1992). His latest research work is the presence of "gazal" category in Hausa literate poetry. He has successfully supervised as main an co-supervised 3 Ph.D's and is currently supervising one Ph.D. His email is bagidadenlema2@gmail.com. His telephone is +2347031961302. Download CV: CV_Yahya-Abdullahi_Bayero_bayero-c.v.-main-1.doc

YAKASAI ,Salisu Ahmad is a Professor of Sociolinguistics in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Bayero University Kano. He was Head of Department, Nigerian Languages (2010 - 2014). He is an FLD of the MacArthur Foundation, and a member of the Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN). His email address is syakasai2013@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035073537. Download CV: CV_YAKASAI-SALISU-AHMAD_prof.-yakasi-cv.-2doc-3-.docx

Yerima Ahmed is a Professor of Theatre Arts and Cultural studies in the College of Humanities, Redeemer’s University, Ede. He holds a Ph.D from the Royal Holloway College, University of London.(1986) He was the Dean of the College of Humanities (2012-2014) and Member of the Governing Council (2013-to date) He is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Letters. His present Research interest is on Cultural and drama: themes, policies and Administration. He has Ali served as Director-General of the National Theatre and National Troupe of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.D students. His email address is ahmedpyerima@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033076522. Download CV: CV_Yerima -Ahmed-Parker_Professor-ayerima-s-cv.docx

YUSUF, M Mukhtar is a Professor of Linguistics at Bayero University Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Essex (1991). He was Deputy Dean of Faculty of Arts (2000-2004) and pioneer Head of Linguistics Department (2013-2017). He is a member of the Linguistic Association of Nigeria (LAN) and Nigerian Institute of Translators and Interpreters (NITI). His current research is on the status and classification of Nigerian Languages. He has successfully supervised Ph.Ds. and currently supervising Ph.Ds. His email address is mayusuf.lin@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037009029. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Mukhtar-Abdulkadir_prof-may-cv.doc
ADEBAWO, Olugbenga is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Sagamu Campus. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997). He is Dean of Basic Medical Sciences (2010, 2014 - date). His current research interest is on improvement of starter cultures through genetic manipulations for food fermentation, influence of Lactic Acid Bacteria fermented cereals foods on obesity and purification and characterisation of amylases from microbial sources for production of sweeteners. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is gbengaadebawo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348032498563. Download CV: CV_Adebawo-Olugbenga-Obajimi_nuc-cv-submit-copy2.doc

ADEBISI, Sunday Samuel is a Professor of Human Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was the Head of Department of Human Anatomy (2013 - 2017) and currently Deputy Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2017 - date). He is a Fellow of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on the effect of alcohol on the development of the teeth. He has successfully supervised 19 Ph.D Students.

ADEDOYIN, Rufus Adesoji is a professor of Physiotherapy in the Department of Medical Rehabilitation, Obafemi Awolowo University. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife in 2006. He was the HOD of the Department of Medical Rehabilitation between 2009-2013 and between 2014-2017. He was the Vice Dean between 2008-2010. He became the Dean Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences from August 1, 2017 till date. His research interest is in the area of physical activity, cardiovascular health promotion and sport science. He has successfully supervised three Ph.D Students. His email address is radedoyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033829978. Download CV: CV_ADEDOYIN-RUFUS -ADESOJI_curriculum-vitae-adedoyin-june-2017.docx

ADEOSUN, Isaac is a professor of Physiology and Neurophysiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Southampton, UK (1981). He was the Head of Department (ABU-ZARIA, 1983 to 1988; OAU-IFE, 1994 to 1997) and Dean of Basic Medical Sciences (2014 to Date), Afe Babalola University. He is a fellow of the Physiological Society of Nigeria and Deputy Secretary, Society of Neuroscientist of Africa. His current research is on Neurotransmitters in Thalamus. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is iadeosun193@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036691536. Download CV: CV_ADEOSUN-ISAAC-OLUKAYODE_curriculum-vitae-amended-adeosun-dr.-2014.doc

ADEWOLE, Taiwo is a professor of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology (LAUTECH), Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1982). He was Head of Department of Chemical Pathology (2014-2018). Provost of College of Health Sciences LAUTECH (2005). He was also Provost of Colleges of Health Sciences of Osun State University (2007) and Bowen University (2013). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians. His current research is on molecular diagnosis. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is taadewole@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038293154. Download CV: CV_ADEWOLE-TAIWO-ADEGBOYEGA_adewole-cv-lautech-format-june-07-2018.docx

AFOKE, Anthony is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Linkoping University, Sweden (1993). He was Deputy Provost (2003-2008) and the current Dean. His current research is on Diabetes Mellitus (Malnutrition type). He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is okorofoke@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348068932731. Download CV: CV_Afoke-Anthony -Okoro_curriculum-vitae-april-2018-afoke.doc
AFOLAYAN, Abiodun is a Professor of Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is the current Dean of Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences. His current research is on cancer epidemiology and Lymphoma. He has successfully supervised 13 Fellows. His e-mail address is espafolayan@yahoo.com, his telephone number is +2348033848980. Download CV: CV_Afolayan-Abiodun-Enoch_c-v-5-final-edited.docx

AGBA, Ikenna Matthias is a Professor in the Department of Medical Microbiology, College of Health Sciences, Igbinedion University Okada. He has been the Head of Department since 2007 till date. He was Acting Vice Chancellor of the University. He was the HOD of Medical Microbiology at Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He is a member of the International Union of Microbiology, Fellow of American Society of Microbiology, Fellow of Bayor Biological Society of Nigeria. His e-mail address is miagba2003@yahoo.co.uk and phone number is 08033827101. Download CV: CV_AGBA-MATTHIAS-IKENNA_curriculum-vitae.doc

AGBASI, Ugochukwu Patrick is a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology in the School of Health Technology, Federal University of Technology Owerri. He holds a PhD from Abia State University (2007). His current research is on Orthopedic Toxicology. He is currently Deputy Dean School of Health Technology, Federal University of Technology Owerri. His emails are patagbasi@yahoo.com and patrick.agbasi@futo.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348035431704. Download CV: CV_Agbasi-Patrick-Ugochukwu_p-u-agbasi-cv-current-newcorr.doc

AGBOOLA, Ayodeji is a Professor of Cancer Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nottingham (2012). He was Ag. Head 2006-2009, 2013-2016, Head of Department 2016-2017 and Director of Research, Linkages and Advancement of Olabisi Onabanjo University (2017 till date). His current research is on racial differences in breast cancer. His email address is Johnson.agboola@oouagoiwoye.edu.ng, his telephone number is +2348031115113. Download CV:

AGWU, Kenneth is a Professor of Radiography/Medical Physics in the Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology, University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (2004). He was Head of Department Radiography (1994-2003) and Dean of Health Sciences (2008-2010;2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the Association of Radiographers of Nigeria (FARN). His current research is on nanoparticles in radioprotectors. He successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is kenneth.agwu@unn.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Agwu-Kenneth-Kalu_professor-agwu.docx

AHUAMA, okezie candido is a Professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Abia state University Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University Uturu, 2015. He is a Fellow of Nigerian College of Optometrists, 2006. He has supervised many Doctor of Optometry Theses, and Masters Dissertations. His emails are drahamuama@yahoo.com and okezie.ahuama@abiastateuniversity.edu.ng. Telephone number is 08037642416. Download CV: CV_AHUAMA-OKEZIE-CANDIDO_curriculum-vitae-ahuama-okezie-candido-2.docx

AMADI, Kemakolam is a Professor of Reproductive Endocrinology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, Plateau State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (2005). He was the Acting Head of Department of Human Physiology (2004-2006) and the Head of Department of Human Physiology (2010-2011). He is a Fellow of New York Academy of Sciences and American Physiological Society. His current research is on Thyroid Hormones in Immunoglobulin Density (IgGP) and Post-Partum Haemorrhage. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is parkers2004amam@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036484145. Download CV: CV_AMADI-KEMAKOLAM--prof-cv.doc

ANIBEZE, Chike is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Enugu State University College of Medicine. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is the Faculty Dean and an elected member of ESUT Governing Council. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Biology, London (FRSB) and the Society of Experimental & Clinical Anatomists of Nigeria (FECAN). He has successfully supervised 32 Ph.Ds. His email and telephone numbers are chike.anibeze@esut.edu.ng and +2348033180232 respectively. Download CV: CV_Anibeze-Chike-Ike Patrick_1-cv-prof-chike-anibeze.docx

**ANTAI, Atim** is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Manchester (1989). She was Head of Department (1997-1999, 2002-2004,2006-2008) and Dean Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2010-2012). She is a Fellow, Nigerian Society for Experimental Biology. Her current research is on renal physiology. She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. Her email is eduanwana@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348036731746. Download CV: CV_Antai-Atim-Bassey_curriculum-vitae-atim-antai.docx

**ANYANWU, Luke Chukwuma** is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University (2011). He is the Dean of Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2015 till date). He is a Fellow of both the Association of General and Private Medical Practitioners of Nigeria and the Institute of Industrial Administration. His current research is on the involvement of effector cells in diabetic neuropathy in drug-induced diabetic rats. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is proflukeanyanwu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037081234. Download CV: CVANYANWU-LUKE-CHUKWUMA_prof.-anyanwu-cv.doc

**ASALA, Samuel** is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Sheffield (1984). He was Dean of Basic Medical Sciences (2007-2008), Deputy Provost (2008-2010), Provost (2010-2016) of College of Health Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Forensic human identification from skeletal remains. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His e-mail addresses are samuel.asala@uniabuja.edu.ng and samuel.asala@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035841790. Download CV: CV_Asala-Samuel-Abayomi_asala-curriculum-nuc-data-2018.docx

**ASINOBI, Chinagorom Onyemechi** a Professor of Human Nutrition and Dietetics in the Faculty of Health Science, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995-1998). She was the Head of Department, Nutrition and Dietetics (2002-2012), She is a fellow of International Institute of Tropical Agriculture Ibadan, her current research is on Nutritional Status Monitoring and Evaluation of Vulnerable Groups (Women and Children). She has 7 PhDs currently on supervision. Her email address is coasinobi@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035423973. Download CV: CV_Asinobi-Chinagorom-Onyemaechi_c.o-asinobi-cv-updated-2018.docx

**BELLO, Cornelius** is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the College of Medicine and Health Sciences of Bingham University, Karu. He holds an MD degree from Ahmadu Bello University (1985). He is the Head of Medical Microbiology and Parasitology at Bingham University, Karu, from April, 2018. His research interests cover the field of infectious diseases and sexually transmissible diseases. He has supervised ten Ph.Ds and Fellows of both National and West African Post-Graduate Medical Colleges. His e-mail address is cssbello@hotmail.com and his mobile phone number is +2348143081739. Download CV: CV_Bello-Cornelius-Sunday Salihu_bello-2018-cv.docx

**CHING, Fidelis Poh** is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Niger Delta University. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2010). His postdoc was at Panjwani Center for Molecular Medicine and Drug Research (PCMD) and HEJ Research Institute of Chemistry, University of Karachi, Pakistan. His research interest is Drug Discovery and Development: Focused mainly on medicinal plants for the discovering of leads for inflammatory conditions; Pain and Cancer. His e-mail is fidelching@yahoo.ca and his phone number is +2348067541738. Download CV: CV_CHING-FIDELIS_professor-ching-f.-poh-cv.doc
CHUEMERE, Arthur is a Professor of Human Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from University of Wales, Cardiff (1984). He was Dean Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2001-date). His current research is on applied human physiology cardio-respiratory environmental and blood physiology. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is chuemere2005@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036776322. Download CV: CV_CHUEMERE-ARTHUR-NWAFOREV_dv-for-nuc.docx

DAPPER, Victor is a Professor of Blood and Body Fluids Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds an MD degree of the University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. He was Acting Head, Department of Human Physiology (2006-2008) and Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2009-2012). He is member of both the Physiological Society of the United Kingdom and the American Physiological Society. His current area of research interest is on Physiological changes in immune cells in various disease states. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Email address: victor.dapper@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number: +2348152032765. Download CV: CV_Dapper-Victor-Datonye_curriculum-vitae-of-professor-dv-for-nuc.docx

EBEGBE, Anthony is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow (1980). He was Dean of Basic Medical Sciences (1991-1993) and Ag. Vice-Chancellor of PAMO University of Medical Sciences (2018). He is a Fellow of the Physiological Society of Nigeria, a Fulbright scholar and Editor-in-chief, Journal of African Association of Physiological Sciences. His current research is on vascular smooth muscle physiology. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is ebeigbe@fullbrightmail.org. His telephone number is +2348026229266. Download CV: CV_Ebeigbe-Anthony-Benjamin_ebeigbe-ab-curriculum-vitae.docx

EBEOMOYI, Maureen is a Professor of Physiology in the School of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2002). She was Dean of Basic Medical Sciences (2014-2016), University of Benin, and is currently Dean of Basic Medical Sciences, Edo University, Iyamho, Edo State. Her current research is in endocrinology and metabolism. She has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. Her e-mail address is maureenambah@ymail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023396807. Download CV: CV_EBOMOYI-MAUREEN-ISOKEN_curriculum-vitae.doc

EBONG, Omotayo Oluranti is a Professor of Pharmacology, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. She had Ph.D in Pharmacology and M.Sc in Toxicology. She was the Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, CHS, UNIPORT; Dec. 2003 to Dec. 2005, Head, Department of Pharmacology, UNIPORT, 1983-1985; 1987-1989; 2001-2003. She is a Fellow of the African Scientific Institute (FASI) Black Achievers in Science, 2011 till date. Her contact is E-mail: omotayo.ejbong@uniport.edu.ng; tayoebong@gmail.com; Phone: 08037780330; 08027902552. Download CV: CV_EBONG-OMOTAYO-OLURANTI_curriculum-vitae.doc

EDEOGU, Chukwu is a Professor of Medical Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medicine, Ebonyi State University Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2007). He was Dean, Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology (2013-2017). He is a Member Biochemistry Society of Nigeria (MBSN), member Biotechnology Society of Nigeria (BSN), Fellow Charted Institute of Administration (FCIA) and Fellow Institute of Industrial Administration (IFIA). His current research interest is in Environmental Toxicology. He is currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds and 9 M.Sc Students. His email address is chuk السيد @ ebsu.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348035411845. Download CV: CV_EDEOGU -CHUKWU_OWALD_curriculum-vitae.doc

EJEZIE, Fidelis is a professor of Medical Biochemistry Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka (2010). He was Associate Dean (2004-2006) and Deputy Provost College of Medicine UNN. His current research is on Micronutrients and Molecular Toxicology. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is fidelis.ejezie@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034069138. Download CV: CV_EJEZIE-FIDELIS-EBELE_curriculum-vitae.doc

Download CV: CV_CHUEMERE-ARTHUR-NWAFOREV_dv-for-nuc.docx
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ELESHA, Stephen is a Professor of Anatomical Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Niger Delta University, Ammassoma. He holds a fellowship of the College of American Pathology (FACP), West African College of Physician (FWACP) and The National College of Physician (FMCP). Download CV: CV_ELESHA-STEPHEN-OLAFIGIHAN_stephen-elesha-cv.docx

ELOM, Sunday is a Professor of Medical Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences of Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo, Ebonyi State. He was the foundation Dean of the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences 2012-2016 and Deputy Vice Chancellor of Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo, Ebonyi State 2016 to date. He obtained first class honours degree in Biochemistry from the University of Nigeria Nsukka in 1983. His current research is in the area of prostate health. His email address is elomso@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08032686617. Download CV: CV_ELOM-SUNDAY-OGE_latest-cv.docx

ene-OBONG, Henrietta is a Professor of Human Nutrition in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D (1992) from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She is coordinating the Human Nutrition & Dietetics Programme in the University of Calabar (2014-to-date). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science (FAS) as well as a Fellow of the Nutrition Society of Nigeria (FNSN). Her current research is in the areas of Food Composition/Consumption, Food Product Development and Quality Assessment. She has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. Her email address is: nkeneobong@gmail.com. Her telephone number is: +2348036754151. Download CV: CV_ENE-OBONG-HENRIETTA-NKECHI_cv-henrietta-ene-obong.docx

ETENG, Mbeh is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2000). He was Dean of Faculty of Basic Medical Science (2012-2016) and Chairman Committee of Deans (2014-2015). Member Governing Board UCTH, Calabar (2018 -till date). Fellow, Institute of Co-operate Administration. His current area of research is on malaria/prostate hyperplaxia and medicinal plants research and use in management. He has successfully supervised 25 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: mbeheten6@gmail.com OR mbeheten@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Eteng-Mbeh-Ubana_prof.eteng-cv-revised-new4-6.docx

EYONG, Eyong Ubana is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2000). He was Head of Department (2010-2011), Dean Students Affairs (2011-2015) and Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Science (2016-Date). He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His current research is on Biochemical activities and Toxicity of some Nigerian Medicinal plants. His email is eyongubana@unal.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348055609962. Download CV: CV_EYONG-EYONG-UBANA_prof-eyong.-curriculum-vitae.docx

FAJEMILEHIN, Boluwaji is a Professor of Nursing Science in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences of Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D. from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife 2000. He was HOD of Nursing Science, Vice-Dean Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences 2004-2006, and Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, 2015-2017. His current research is on outcomes of community based day-care services on the quality of life of the elderly and their families in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email addresses are bfajemi@oauife.edu.ng, fajemilehin@yahoo.com.

FASUBAA, Olusola is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He is a fellow of the West African College of Surgeon of the West African Postgraduate Medical College. He was the Vice Dean of the Faculty of Clinical Sciences in 2001-2003 and Head, Department of Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Perinatology (2009-2012). His current research is on the Role of Uterine Fibroid and Infertility. He has successfully supervised six Masters Students and co-supervised one Ph.D student. His email is lusolafasubaa@gmail.com and telephone number is +2347039707775. Download CV: CV_FASUBAA-Olusola-Benjamin_prof-fasubaa-update-cv-june-2018.docx His e-mail addresses are: ssadebisi@abu.edu.ng; ssadebisi@yahoo.com his telephone number is +2348100448722. Download CV: CV_ADEBISI-SAMUEL-SUNDAY_curriculum-
IBEH, Isaiah Nnanna, Professor of Microbiology and Medical Laboratory Science in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1992). He was the HOD of Microbiology Faculty of Life Science (2004-2006), Dean of School of Basic Medical Sciences (2012-2014) in the University of Benin (UNIBEN). His current research is on management of HIV using phytomedicine, studies on locally sourced herbal product. He has successfully supervised 26 Ph.Ds. His Email Address is: ibehin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08023395367. Download CV: CV_IBEH-ISAIASH-NNANNA_professor-ibeh-s-curriculum-vitae-current.docx

IGBIGBI, Patrick is a Professor of Human Anatomy, College of Health Sciences, Delta State University, Abraka. He has two terminal degrees, an M.D (Doctor of Medicine) from UNIPORT (2005), Ph.D from ABSU (2014). He was Dean of the medical school, University of Malawi (2003-2004), Provost, College of Health Science, Delsu (2006-2010), Provost, Asaba campus, Delsu (2011-2014). He is a fellow of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria (ASN) and SECAN. His current research is in Forensic and Physical anthropology (fingerprint expert) and Neuroanatomy. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are pigbigbi@yahoo.com, pigbigbi@gmail.com. His telephone address is +2348036746053. Download CV: CV_Igbigbi-Patrick-Sunday_updated-cv.docx

IGHOROJE, Ahbor D.A is a Professor of Physiology in the School of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow Scotland (1987). She was assistant Dean of the Faculty of Medicine (1997-98), Ag. Head of Physiology Department (2007/2008). She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her current research interest(s) include effects of Phylantus amarus on haematological and cardiovascular indices and gender and science and technology issues. Her email addresses are dighoroje@gmail.com, dighoroje@hotmail.com and dighoroje@yahoo.com and her tel numbers are +2348035797437, +2348052355925 and +2348023366826. Download CV: CV_Ighoroje-AHBOR-DOLLY AWANI_cv-6-external-prof-ahbor-d-a-ighoroje-updated-040316.doc

IGIRI, Anozeng is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2012). He was acting Head of Department of Anatomy (2002-2004) and Deputy Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2004-2006). His current area of research is neuroprotection. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is anozenigiri@unical.edu.edu and telephone number is +2348034104880. Download CV: CV_Igiri-Anozeng-oyono_curriculum-vitae.docx

IKPEME, Christine is a Professor of Food Science, in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997) and was an IITA, Scholar from 1992 - 1995. She was appointed the pioneer Head of Department, Food Science and Technology from 2015-2018. She also consults as a Food Safety Expert for a number of UN agencies, as well as for the FGovN. She has supervised several Masters and two Ph.D candidates. Her e-mail address is amakaikpeme@gmail.com and can be reached on +23470 3821 8884. Download CV: CV_Ikpeme-Christine-_v3-2017-updated-christines-curriculum-vitae.docx

IRINOYE, Omolola, a Professor of Nursing in the College of Health Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds Masters Degrees in Nursing (OAU); Women, Development and Administration (York, UK) and Ph.D (Durban, South Africa). She served as the Head of her Department for five sessions (2005/2006; 2008-2012). She is a training specialist and has supported development of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Nursing Programmes in other Universities nationally and regionally. Her current research interest: deployment of technology for education of health professionals, health promotion and health care. She has supervised 20 Masters and 2 Ph.D Students. Contact mololaoni@gmail.com,Telephone+2348034095406. Download CV: CV_Irinoye-Omolola-Oladunni_prof-omolola-irinoye-cv-update-june-2018-okebukolanuc.doc
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ISAH, Hassan trained as a Clinical Biochemist at Newcastle University and obtained a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (1983). He is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the College of Health Sciences ABU Zaria and an Honorary Consultant to ABUTH Zaria. He was Head of Department (1990-2003) and Vice Chancellor Kogi State University (2008-2015). He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry London. His current research interest is efficient management of diagnostic clinical laboratory services for evidence based medical practice. His email is hasisah@yahoo.com and telephone number+2348037024379. Download CV: CV_Isah-Hassan-Salihu_modified-prof-20hsci-20new-20cv-1-1-.docx

IYEOPU, Siminialayi is a Professor of Endocrine Pharmacology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds an MD from the University of Port Harcourt (2007). He was Dean of the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2014-2016) and now Director of the Centre for Malaria Research and Phytomedicine of the University of Port Harcourt. He was named on the Webometrics ranking of top 800 Scientists in Nigeria. His current research is on the pleiotropic effects of statins in Nigerian Adults and antioxidant effects of Nigerian foods. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is iyeopu.siminialayi@uniport.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348035310680. Download CV: CV_SIMINIALAYI-IYEOPU-MINAKIRI_curriculum-vitae-revised-may-2018.docx

JACKS, Tamunotonye is a Professor of Microscopic Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (2004). He was Head of Department (2001-2003, 2006-2007 & 2010-2014) and Deputy Provost (2007-2013). He is a Fellow of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria (FASN). He is also the current National President of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on histological effects of medicinal plants. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is tamunotubojacks@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8032882581. Download CV: CV_Jacks-Tamunotonye-Watson_curriculum-vitae-prof-jacks.docx

JEREMIAH, Zaccheaus Awortu is a Professor of Haematology and Blood Transfusion Science in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State University of Science & Technology (now RSU). He was Head of Department of Medical Laboratory Science (2013-2015) and has 78 publications to his credit. His current research interest is in adhesion molecules and other markers of inflammation in haematologic cancers. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is zacjerry39@gmail.com and Telephone number is +2348034045636. Download CV: CV_JEREMIAH-ZACCHEAUS-AWORTU_cv-of-prof-jerry.doc

KOLAWOLE, Victor Olorunshola is a Professor of Human Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) (2006). He was the Head of Department of Human Physiology at Bingham University, Karu as well as at the University of Abuja. He was also Deputy Dean and Dean of Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences in University of Abuja. His current research is on the role of Constituted Androstane Receptor Proteins and Endocrine Disrupters on Endocrinology of Male Reproduction. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is sholagreenland@yahoo.co.uk and his telephone number is +2348064384484. Download CV: CV_KOLAWOLE-OLORUNSHOLA-VICTOR_shola-cv-latest.doc

MADUAGWU, Emmanuel is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1976). At LAUTH/EBU-OGBO MOSON, he has been simultaneously a Head of Department, Dean, Provost and Vice-Chancellor in Acting positions (2003-2006). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on biochemical toxicology. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds at Ibadan. His email address is emaduagwu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348064537688. Download CV: CV_MADUAGWU-EMMANUEL-NDUBISI_curriculum-vitae-of-e-n-maduagwu.doc
MOHAMMED, Aliyu is a Professor of Human Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from ABU, Zaria (2009). He was the Head of Department of Human Physiology (2014-2017) and currently the Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2017 to date). He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His current research interest is on the Pathophysiology of Diabetes Mellitus. His email address is amohammed@abu.edu.ng. His GSM number is +2348037052225. Download CV: CV_MOHAMMED-PROFESSOR_ALIYU_mohd.aliyu.cv.2018..docx

NWABUISI, Charles is a Professor of Human Microbiology & Parasitology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He holds an FMCP from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. His current research is in the area of Chemotherapy of human infections. He is currently supervising a PhD candidate. His email address is charlesnwabuisi2012@yahoo.com, and telephone number is +2348035027069. Download CV: CV_NWABUISI-CHARLES-NIL_latest-cv.docx

NWACHUKWU, Daniel is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds B.Sc (Hons), M.Sc from University of Lagos and Ph.D from University of Benin. He was the Head of Department (2015-2017) and Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2014- date). He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds and 16 M.Sc. My email is daniel.nwachukwu@unn.edu.ng and my phone number is +2348037245474. Download CV: CV_Nwachukwu-Daniel-Chukwu_nwachukwu-daniel-cv-new.doc

NWAOPARA, Anthony Obioma is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences (UNIMED), Ondo. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State. He is currently the Dean of Postgraduate School, UNIMED, Ondo State. His current research interests are on morphogenetic traits combination patterns and emerging trends in neurotoxicity and surface and aesthetic anatomy. His email is nwaopara@unimed.edu.ng or nwaoparaao@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037441401; +2348112006629. Download CV: CV_NWAOPARA-ANTHONY-OBIOMA_nwaopara-cv-4-2018-nuc-unimed_.doc

OBEEMBE, Agona Odeh is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Medical Sciences, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D in Gastrointestinal Physiology with vast research in the effect of cannabis sativa and thermoxidized palm oil on gastrointestinal function and other systems. She also holds a Masters Degree in Renal Physiology. She was the Head of Department (2010 – 2012), Sub-Dean of the Faculty (2008 – 2010), and presently a Member of the University Debating Society. She has three Ph.D, five M.Sc, and ten PGD completed research work. Download CV: CV_Obembe-Aguna-Odeh_prof.-obembe-s-c.v.doc

ODEH, Samuel is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (2005). He is the Head of Physiology Department at the University of Jos (1998-2004, 2006-2008, 2011-2015, and 2017 to date). He is a member of the Physiological Society of Nigeria, the International Brain Organisation, Physiological Society of London, Association of Specialists Medical Doctors in Academics, and Nigeria Medical Association. He is a NIH/Fogarty Fellow in Bioethics. His current research is on the effects of medicinal plants on brain functions and cancers. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is oyoioche01@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348022005638. Download CV: CV_ODEH-SAMUEL-ODU_new-c.v-prof-s.o-odeh-curriculum-vitae.doc
OJO, Adeleke is a Professor of Nursing Science, Osun State University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was HOD of Nursing Science (2007-2015) and Ag. Vice-Chancellor of Igbinedion University (August, 2011 and April, 2012). He was also a former Ag. HOD of Nursing Science, OAU (2002-2004). His current research is on Paternal Involvement in Family Planning in South Western Nigeria and Influence of Technology moderated Intervention on knowledge and Self Care Practices of Patients with Diabetes mellitus. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is delekeojo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033267327. Download CV:

OKAFOR, Fabian is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN). He holds a Ph.D from UNN (1984). He was Dean Faculty of Biological Sciences (2002 – 2004). He is a Fellow of the Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. He was a Facilitator in the Nigeria Guinea Worm Control Programme, Federal Ministry of Health 1990 to 1994 in collaboration with Global 2000. He acted as the MD/CEO UNN Water Resources Management Laboratory, Ltd, UNN 2005 to 2011. His e-mail is fabianokafor@unn.edu.ng or okaforfabianc@gmail.com. Download CV:

OLAGUNJU, Joseph is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1991). He was Head, Department of Medical Biochemistry (1999 to 2002), Dean of Basic Medical Science (2008-2012) and Dean of Postgraduate School, LASU (2016-Date). He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is joelagus@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038157392. Download CV:

OLOWOOKORUN, Michael is a Professor of Physiology in Benjamin Carson Senior School of Medicine, Babcock University, Ilishan. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan, (1973). He was Head of Department in the University of Ibadan (1981-83). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria and a Fellow of Physiological Society of Nigeria. His current research is on the effects of endocrine hormones on blood parameters and liver enzymes. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is micholowookorun@yahoo.com. My telephone number is 08033706710. Download CV: CV_OLOWOOKORUN-MICHAEL-OJO_prof-m-o-olowookorun-cv.docx

OLUTAYO, Ifedayo AJayi is a Professor of Human Physiology in the School of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin city. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2010). He has been a Departmental Course Adviser, Postgraduate Coordinator and currently the Head of Department of Physiology. His current research interests are in vascular mechanisms in sickle cell disease, reproductive failures and other cardiovascular diseases as well as characterisation of some plant extracts in leukemia. He has supervised two Ph.Ds successfully and currently has 9 under training. His email is olutayo.ajayi@uniben.edu with telephone +2348037112749. Download CV: CV_AJAYI-OLUTAYO-IFEDAYO_most-recent-cv-2018.docx

OLUWASOLA, Abideen is a Professor of Pathology in the College of Medicine, Faculty of Basic Medical Science, University of Ibadan, with specialisation in gastrointestinal diseases and molecular oncology. He holds a medical Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians from UCH Ibadan. He was the acting Head of Department of Pathology (2012-2014). His current research is on the molecular epidemiology of Helicobacter pylori infection and breast cancer. He has successfully supervised 9 medical fellowships in pathology. His email address is oluwasol@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023266338. Download CV: CV_OLUWASOLA -ABIDEEN-OLAYIWOLA_cv-of-prof.-oluwasola-ao.-june-2018.docx

OLUYEMI, Akinloye is a Professor of Clinical Chemistry and Molecular Diagnosis. He is the Principal Investigator of the Molecular Endocrinology and Molecular Oncology Research Group. He has successfully supervised over 50 undergraduate students, 20 Masters, eight Fellows of MLSCN and 3 Doctoral Students and is currently supervising five Doctoral Students. He is a Medical Scientist of international repute with foundational training at the University College Hospital, Ibadan. He holds
M.Sc Degree in Biochemistry and Ph.D in Chemical Pathology both from the prestigious premier University of Ibadan and Postdoctoral Training at the Centre of Reproductive Medicine, University of Muenster, Germany. Download CV: CV_Akinloye-Oluyemi_-akinloye-o-cv.docx

OM’INIABOHS, Ferdinand is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Baze University, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Sheffield, Sheffield, England (1978) He is currently the Professor and Founding Dean of the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences of Baze University, Abuja. His current research is on histology and microscopic anatomy. He has successfully supervised 18 M.Sc.s. His email address is foms2007ghana@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347038536277. Download CV: CV_OM’INIABOHS-FERDINAND-AKPOKOBE_professor-ferdinand-akpokpobe-ekpo-om-iniabohs.docx

ONAJIJO, Funmilayo is a Professor of Biochemistry in Ben Carson School of Medicine at Babcock University. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Edinburgh. She was formally at Obafemi Awolowo University where she was Head of Department for many years. She is currently the HOD of Biochemistry Department at Babcock University. Her current research interest is in investigating therapeutic agents from plants. Her email address is onajobif@babcock.edu.ng, her phone number is +2348034089330. Download CV:

OPARAHOCHA, Evangeline is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology in the Department of Public Health Technology of the Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan. She was the Head of Department of Public Health (2015-2017) and Dean of the School of Health Technology (FUTO) (2017 to date), She is fellow of the African Institute of Public Health Professionals and has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Email-tochievan@yahoo.com; Telephone no: +234-803-8570-741. Download CV:

ORHUE, Noghayin Jerry is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences at the PAMO University of Medical Sciences, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2008). He was Head of the Department of Biochemistry, UNIBEN (2013-2016) and currently Head of Medical Biochemistry at PAMO University of Medical Sciences. His current research is finding alternative and natural product-based remedies to liver disorders. He is currently supervising 5 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are noghayin.orhue@uniben.edu, jorhue@pums.edu.ng and jerryorhue@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023316921. Download CV: CV_ORHUE-NOGHAYIN-JERRY_prof-orhue-updated-cv.docx

OSADOLOR, Humphrey is the first Professor of Medical Laboratory Science in the School of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2006). He was Head of Department of Medical Laboratory Science (2012-2014), Assistant Dean of School of Basic Medical Sciences (2014-2016) and Head, Department of Radiography & Radiation Sciences (2014 till date). His current research is on toxic/heavy metals toxicity, organ destruction and enzyme inhibition. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is: humphrey.osadolor@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2347060813792. Download CV: CV_Osadoror-Humphrey-Benedo_original-c-v-aa-detailed.docx

OSINUBI, Abraham is a Medical Doctor, Stereologist and Professor of Anatomy in the Department of Anatomy, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Medicine of the University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from UNILAG. He is the current Head of Anatomy Department, UNILAG and the Executive Director of the University of Lagos Business School. He has over 100 publications. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.D theses. His email address is aosinubi@unilag.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348062818337. Download CV: CV_CV.doc

OWU, Daniel Udofia is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2009). He was the Acting Head of Department (2012-2014) and Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar (2014-2018). He is a member of Physiological Society of Nigeria. His current research is on
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plant products and hypertension. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is danielowu@unical.com. His telephone number is +2348093243446. Download CV: CV_Owu-Daniel-U._owu-cv-nuc.docx

RAJI, Yinusa is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). He is the current Head of Department of Physiology, Chairman College of Medicine and Chairman Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Curriculum Development Committees of the University. He is a Fellow of Foundation for International Medical Education and Research (Philadelphia Institute, USA). His current research is on the impact of natural products on developmental programming. He has supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is yoraji@yahoo.com and telephone numbers are +2348023263626 and +2348160646644. Download CV: CV_Raji-Yinusa_-_prof-raji-yinusa-cv-ui.docx

SELEYE, Fubara Daye is a professor of Anatomic Pathology in the University of Port Harcourt. He holds the fellowship of both National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and West African College of Physicians (2001 and 2002). He has been a Head of Department of Anatomic Pathology UPTH (2007 - 2010). He was Associate Dean (2012 - 2014) and deputy provost (2016 till date). His current research is on forensic traumatology. His email address is dsfubara@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033125998. Download CV: CV_SELEYE_FUBARA-DAYE_-_prof-s-cv.doc

SOLOMON, Mariam is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (2005). She was Head of Department (2006-2009), Director SIWES (2009-2012) and Deputy Dean (2015-2018). Her current research is on Complementary Foods, edible caterpillars and Insects. She has supervised one Ph.D and five ongoing. Her email address is solomonn@unijos.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033935650. Download CV: CV_Solomon-Mariam-Danladi_mds-cv.doc

SULE, Mohammed Sani is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Salford (1999). He was the Dean of Science (2008-2012) and Head of Biochemistry Department (1999-2004). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is on Enzymes and Medicinal Plants. He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is mssule67@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2338166157772. Download CV: CV_Sule-Mohammed-Sani_cv.doc

TATFENG, Yootchou Mirabeau is a Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology, Niger Delta University. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University (2007). He was the pioneer Ag. Head of the Department of Medical Laboratory Science from 2008 to 2011 and Ag. Director of Academic and Strategic Planning from 2012 to 2014. He holds a Fellowship of the Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research interest is on molecular markers of resistance and immune response in infectious diseases. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD student and many Masters students. His email is youtchou@gmail.com, his phone number is +2348037454909. Download CV: CV_Tatfeng-Mirabeau-Youtchou_tatfeng-cv.doc

UBOH, Friday E. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2005). He was the Departmental Examination Officer (2006-2009) and Acting Head of Department (2011-2013). He is the National Vice President of Society for Experimental Biology of Nigeria (NISEB). His current research is on environmental and biochemical toxicology. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email is fridayuboh@yahoo.com, and telephone number is +2348037094449. Download CV: CV_UBOH-FRIDAY-EFFIONG_curriculum-vitae-prof.-uboh.docx

UDOH, Francis Vincent is a Professor of Biochemical Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2006). He is currently the Head of Department of Pharmacology. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds.
His email address is francisudoh@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037933923. Download CV: CV_UDOH-FRANCIS-VINCENT_udoh-s-publication-2.docx

UGWU, Andrew is a professor of Physiology in College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from University of Glasgow (1987). He was Head of Department (2004-2007), University Monitor of Inaugural lectures (2010 to date), Chairman, College Guest Lecture (2003-2007) and FRSC Founder/Commander, UNIBEN/UBTH (1993 to date). He is fellow of Physiological Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Sweat Studies and Global Warning. He is the FIRST Sweat Scientist in West Africa and Sub-Sahara Africa. He had successful supervised three Ph.Ds. His email address is aceeugwu@yahoo.com and telephone: +2348037470944. Download CV: CV_UGWU-ANDREW-CHUKWUMA_cv-ugwu-prof.-sir-nuc-june-30-2018.doc

ZAGGA, Abdullahi Daudu is a Professor of Anatomy in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria. He is the current HOD Anatomy and current Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is adauduzagga@gmail.com, his telephone number is +234 8035175780. Download CV: CV_ZAGGA-ABDULLAHI-DAUDU_curriculum-vitae-edited.docx
ADEKUNLE, Yinka is a Professor of Computer Science in the School of Computing and Engineering Sciences and the head of Computer Science Department, Babcock University. He holds a PhD in Applied Numerical Computation. He is a fellow of Nigeria Mathematical Society (NMS), Mathematical Association of Nigeria (MAN), Nigeria Computer Society (NCS), Computer Professionals Registration Council of Nigeria (CPN), and International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB), as well as African Society for Bio-informatics and Computational Biology (ASBCB). His current research area is on Intelligent Clinical Decision Support System for the prediction of prostate cancer. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email is adekunlea@babcock.edu.ng or adekunleya@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348034030806. Download CV: CV_Adekunle-Yinka-Adebowale_prof-adekunle-s-curriculum-vitae.doc

AKINYOKUN, Oluwole Charles is a Professor of Software Engineering. He holds a PhD from University of East Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom. He has 24 years of experience and has supervised 12 PhDs. Download CV: CV_Akinyokun-Oluwole_Charles_oca-elizade-subm-2017-cv.doc

ALESE, Boniface Kayode is a Professor of Information Security in the Department of Cybersecurity, School of Computing, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was the Head of Department of Computer Science (2009-2011) and the Dean of Students (2011-2017) of the same institution. He is a registered Information Technology Practitioner (CPN) and member of various professional bodies within and outside Nigeria. His current areas of research include game theoretic approach to information security and cryptography. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs as a major Supervisor and another 22 as a Co-Supervisor. Download CV: CV_ALESE-Boniface-Kayode_alesecv03012018.docx

AWODELE, Oludele is a Professor of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence in the School of Computing and Engineering Sciences, Babcock University. He holds a PhD in Computer Science from Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He was the Head, Computer Science Department, Babcock University (2009-2015), Dean of School of Computing (2015 till date). He is a fellow of the Nigeria Computer Society, his current research is on data mining, mobile agent, computer Security and intelligent systems. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is delealways@yahoo.com or awodeleo@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone No is +2348033378761. Download CV: CV_AWODELE-OLUDELE_-prof-awodele-cv.doc

EKUOBASE, Godspower is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2009). He was the PG-coordinator (2012 - 2015) and head, Department of Computer Science (2016 - 2017), University of Benin, Benin City. His current research is on services computing. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is godspower.ekuobase@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348064951845.

IDOWU, Sunday is a Professor of Computer Science (Software Engineering) in the School of Computing and Engineering Sciences. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2012). He was pioneer Head of Department Computer Science (1999-2003). He is also a pioneer Head of Department of Software Engineering (2018 - date). He is a member of Nigeria Computer Society (NCS) and Computer Professional of Nigeria (CPN). He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is idowus@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347038022071. Download CV: CV_IDOWU-Sunday-Anuoluwa_saidowu-cv-latest.docx

OKOLIE, Samuel Okafor is a Professor of Computer Science in the School of Computing and Engineering Sciences, Babcock University. He holds a PhD from Loughborough University, United Kingdom (1979). He was in industry for 26 years after his PhD before joining BU where he served as departmental
postgraduate coordinator (2010-2014) and faculty postgraduate coordinator (2014-date). He is a member of Computer Professional Council of Nigeria (CPN) and Nigeria Computer Society (NCS). Current research is on Forensic and Big Data Computing. He has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. His email is okolies@babcock.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348022037009. Download CV: CV_Okolie-Samuel-Okafor_s.o-okolie-cv-new-edited-version.docx

OLABODE, Olatunbosun is a Professor of Computer Science in the School of Computing, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a B.Tech degree in Industrial Mathematics, M.Tech and Phd degrees in Computer Science in 1991, 1999 and 2015 respectively from Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He also obtained an M.Tech degree in Statistics from the same University. He successfully supervised 23 postgraduate students and 62 undergraduate students. His email address is oolabode@futa.edu.ng. His telephone No is 08033511257. Download CV: CV_Olabode-Olatubosun__olabode-futa-cv-prof-update.doc
ABASS, Ademola is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Association of Sports Science and Medicine. His current research is on the effects of whole body vibration training on physical fitness of athletes and general population. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His e-mail address is dokidemo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234-7060578001. Download CV: CV_Abass-Ademola-Olasupo_updated-curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-ademola-abass-1-.docx

ABDULKAREEM, Adedayo Yusuf is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1989). He served as the Provost, College of Education, Ilorin (2005-2010); Head of Educational Management Department (2012-2013); Director, Institute of Education (2013-2016); and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Ilorin (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM). His current research is on issues and management of girl-child education in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is ayabdulkareem@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035903513. Download CV: CV_Abdulkareem-Yusuf-Adedayo_prof-a.y.-abdulkareem.docx

ABDULLAHI, Onimisi Ekuh is a Professor of Educational Psychology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Kwara State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was Director, School of Preliminary Studies (2011 - 2015) and Chairman, University Admissions Committee (2009 - 2012). He is a member of Association of Educational Psychology in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is abdullahi@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065519925. Download CV: CV_ABDULLAHI-Onimisi-Ekuh_curriculum-vitae-prof.-abdullahi.docx

ABIMBOLA, Isaac Olakanmi is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Wisconsin-Madison (1984). He was Head of Department, CSET (1999-2002), Director, CREDIT (2009-2010), & Dean, Postgraduate School (2009-2011). His current research is on using innovative curricular and instructional strategies to reduce students’ misconceptions and alternative conceptions in Biology. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His e-mail address is isaacabimbola017@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034712022. Download CV: CV_ABIMBOLA-ISAAC-OLAKANMI_sabbatical-leave-resume.docx

ABIODUN, Ogunyemi is a Professor of Curriculum Studies (Social Studies and Citizenship Education) in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1994). His current research is on responsible citizenship and sustainable development education. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is ogunyemi2008@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348055475878.

ABRAHAM, Nathaniel is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1999/2000 session). He was Head, Department of Educational Management (2014-2018). His current research is on educational policies and attainment of sustainable development goals. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email address is nath.abraham@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033409364. Download CV: CV_ABRAHAM-NATHANIEL-MBONU_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-nath.doc

ABU, Peter is a Professor of Adult Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Oyo state. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He is a member of Nigeria Association of Educational Administration and Planning, Nigeria National Council for Adult Education, Justice of the
Peace Oyo State and Commissioner for Oaths. His current research is on the development of strategic use of the potency of bargaining in industrial relations practice. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs and over 85 Masters Degrees, His e-mail address is drpeterabu2013@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033592042. Download CV: CV_ABUI-PETER -BRAI_new-cv-latest.docx

ACHALU, Ernest is a Professor, Public Health Education and Safety, Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1995). He was Head, Department of Human-Kinetics and Health-Education (2009-2012), Deputy Coordinator Teaching Practice (2006- 2008), Coordinator Faculty Seminar (2008-2010), Chairman Departmental Graduate Committee, Fellow Institute of Safety Professionals of Nigeria (FSPON) and Fellow Strategic Institute for Resources for Natural and Human-Development (FRNHD). His current research is on occupational health and health promotion research in school and community settings. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email is ernest.achalu@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033409414. Download CV: CV_Achalu-Ernest-Ifeanyi_curriculum-vitae-by-prof-ernest-2018.docx

ACHEBE, Nancy is a Professor in the Department of Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She obtained a PhD from UNN (2000). She was Coordinator of Academic Programmes at the University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus. She is the current Head, Library and Information Science Department, UNN. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Library Association as well as a Fellow of International Visitors' Leadership Program, USA. Her current research is on information services and User Experience (UK). She has successfully supervised 35 PhDs. Her email address is nancy.achebe@unn.edu.ng; nancyachebe@yahoo.com. Mobile: +234 806 3917656. Download CV: CV_Achebe-Nancy-Ekwilira_curriculum-vitae-updated-copy.docx

ACHOR, Emmanuel is a Professor of Science Education (Physics) in the Faculty of Education, Benue State University, Makurdi. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 2001.He is presently Head, Department of Curriculum and Teaching (2016 to date) He is the Editor-in-Chief, Journal of the International Centre for Science, Humanities & Education Research. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email is nuelachor@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348035157702. Download CV: CV_Achor-Emmanuel-Edoja_professor-achor-cv-2.docx

ACHUONYE, Keziah is a Professor of Educational Technology and Curriculum Studies in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuju University of Education, Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2004). She is the Head of Department of Curriculum and Instructional Technology (2015 till date). She is a Fellow of Nigerian Association of Educational Media and Technology. Her current research is on Instructional Processes and Resources, Curriculum Development and Implementation, Teacher Education and ICT-Integration in Education. She is currently supervising more than 10 PhDs. Her e-mail address is keziahachuonye@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033133604. Download CV: CV_Achuonye-Keziah-Akuoma_keziah-curriculum-vitae-iaue.docx

ADAMU, Abdalla Uba is a Professor of Science Education (1997) as well as a Professor of Media and Cultural Communication (2012) from Bayero University Kano, Nigeria. He holds a D.Phil. from Sussex University, Brighton, UK (1988). He is the Vice-Chancellor of the National Open University of Nigeria (NOUN) 2016-date. His personal website is www.auadamu.com. His e-mail is auadamu@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033208384. Download CV: CV_Adamu-Abdalla-Uba_abdalla-uba-adamu-full-cv1.docx

ADAMU, Esther Ejura is a Professor of Home Economics at the department of Home Economics in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D in Health Education from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She was Head, Department of Vocational and Technical Education (2015-2016). She is currently the Head, Department of Home Economics. She has successfully supervised eight PhD students, and is currently supervising 13. Her email address is queenestheradamu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348056190527. Download CV: CV_Adamu-Esther-Ejura_prof-mrs-e-e-adamu.docx
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ADEGOROYE, Abiodun is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ekiti State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1995). He was Head of Department, Guidance and Counselling (2002-2005). His current research is on impact of age on social and psychological functioning. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email address is adegoroyesmith@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033952886. Download CV: CV_ADEGOROYE-Abiodun-Oluseyi Smith_prof.-c.v-neutral.doc

ADEGUN, Adekunle is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education Ekiti Estate University Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1992). He was Dean of Education (2006-2009 and the Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Ekiti State University (2009-2011). He is a Fellow of Public Administration of Nigeria and Cooperate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on exercise hematology. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email-address is jaadegun@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033966816. Download CV: CV_ADEGUN-JOEL-ADEKUNLE_prof.-ademorf-c.v.doc

ADEGUN, Olajire is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a PhD from the University of Ado-Ekiti in 2002. She was Ag. Director, Institute of Education (2009-2011) and Asst. Director, Sandwich Programme (2012-2016). She has successfully supervised two PhDs and currently supervising four. Her e-mail address is jireadegun@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348066798555. Download CV: CV_ADEGUN-Olajire-Adeola_prof.-mrs.-ademorf-c.v-2018-corrected-version.docx

ADEJOH, Musa James is a Professor of Science Education in the College of Agriculture and Science Education, University of Agriculture, Makurdi. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2006). He was Dean, College of Agricultural and Science Education (2015-2018). His current research is on classroom dynamics, teaching methodologies, alternative conceptions in science education. He has successfully supervised 15 PhD students. His e-mail address is adejohmj@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036227554. Download CV: CV_ADEJOH-Musa-James_usa-sabatical-application-and-cv.docx

ADELABU, Bola is a Professor of English Education in the College of Agricultural and Science Education, University of Agriculture, Makurdi. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan. She was the Head of Department, Educational Foundations and General Studies (2005-2008). She has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. Her email address is boladelabu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348054481901. Download CV: CV_ADELABU-Saudat-Bola_bola-adelabu-cv-1.doc

ADELEKE, Morufu Ademola is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2005). He has been Head of Department, Faculty Vice-Dean and has been elected Faculty Dean to assume office on August 1, 2018. His current research is on developing remedial instructional packages for at-risk mathematics students. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His e-mail addresses are ademorf@yahoo.com and ademorf@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348037064473 and +2348076741494. Download CV: CV_ADELEKE-Morufu-Ademola_curriculum-vitae-document-nuc.doc

ADEMOLA, Tayo, is a Professor of Development Education in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University, Ilishan Remo. He holds a PhD from the Central State University (1999). He is the current Vice-Chancellor. He was Director of Academic Planning (1999-2001; 2018-2010), Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2011-2015)). His current research is on value and religious education. He is a fellow of Society for Peace Practice and Studies and fellow of Chartered Institute of Administrators. His e-mail address is tayoa@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347064069995. Download CV: CV_Tayo-Ademola-Stephen_prof-tayo-cv.docx

ADENIYI, Elizabeth Foluke is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University (1997). She was the Assistant Dean of (Postgraduate) Education (2012 - 2016) and now a consultant to the School of
ADEOLUWA, Olufemi Victor is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Ekiti State University (2002). He was Head of Department (2004-2006, 2010-2012), Acting Dean (2013, 2014), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Development) (2014-2016), Acting Vice-Chancellor (2015) and Member of University Governing Council (2014-2016, 2018-date). His current research is on learning system design. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His e-mail address is victor.adeoluwa@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066332137. Download CV: CV_Adeoluwa-Olufemi-Victor_prof.-ov-adeoluwa-governance-and-effective-service...1.doc

ADERANTI, Ruth is a Professor of Applied Psychology in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. She holds a PhD from the Olabisi Onabanjo University (2006). She was the Director, General Studies (2009-2012), Head of Department Educational Foundations (2011-2013), Director, Academic Planning (2013-2017) and currently serving as the Head of Department Education. Her research is in the area of adolescent psychology. Her e-mail address is aderanti@babcock.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348067208471. Download CV: CVADERANTI-RUTH-ADUNOLA_ruth-aderanti-resume3.docx

ADESOJI, Frances Adewumi is a Professor of Science Education, (Chemistry) in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Sub-Dean Postgraduate of the Faculty (2002-2004) and Head of Department of former Teacher Education Department (2010-2015), now a permanent member of Senate. He is a Life Member of International Forum of Educational Researchers (EFORE). He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is francisadesoji@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348081215192, +2348033727326. Download CV: CV_Adesoji-Forcs-Adewumi_prof.-adesoji-c.v.-2018.doc

ADEYANJU, Florence is a Professor of Sport Administration in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (1998). She was the Head of Department Physical and Health Education(1998-2002). She is a Fellow of Sport Psychology Association of Nigeria (FSPAN). Her current research is on drug abuse among female athletes and sexual harassment in sport. She has successfully supervised 25 PhDs. Her email address is boflad53@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037000338. Download CV: CV_ADEYANJU-FOLRENCE-BOLA_of.-adeyanju-cv.doc

ADOMEH, Ilu Ogie Cosmas is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin, Benin City (1997). He was Head of Department (2011-2016) and he is currently the Chairman of University Admission Board (since 2016). His current research is on the use of biblio-counselling/therapy to enhance learning in school. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. My email addresses are adomeh2013@gmail.com and adomehioc@auekpoma.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348036229126 and +2348058815566. Download CV: CV_ADOMEH-Ilu-OgieCosmas_prof-adomeh-cv.docx

AGUELE, Lawrence Isemebita is a Professor of Mathematics Education the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2004). He was Head of Department of Curriculum and Instruction (2004-2006), Director, Information and Communication Technology (2006-2009). He is currently Head of Department, Curriculum and Instruction; and Chairman, University Curriculum Committee. He has supervised three PhDs. His email address is profaguele@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035669306. Download CV: CV_Aguele-Lawrence-Isemebita_prof.-aguele-cv.doc

AGWAGAH, Uchenna Nchekwube Virginia is a Professor of Mathematics Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria in 1993. She was the Associate Dean,
Faculty of Education (2002 - 2004); Head, Department of Science Education (2003 - 2005). She is a fellow of the Mathematical Association of Nigeria (FMAN), and a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. Her current research is in the area of integration of ICT in mathematics education. She has successfully supervised 25 PhDs. Her email address is ucheagwagah@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035476704. Download CV: CV_AGWAGAH-UCHENNA-NCHEKWUBE VIRGINIA_c.v.-university-of-nigeria-nsukka.docx

AHIAKWO, Joshua Macson is a Professor of Science Education (Chemistry) in the Faculty of Education, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1988). He was Dean of Faculty of Education (2011-2015) and former Dean of Student Affairs (2002-2005). He is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on chemistry learning and teaching. He has successfully supervised over 20 PhDs. His email address is mcsahia@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033107657. Download CV: CV_Ahiakwo-Macson-Joshua_updated-prof.-m.j.ahaikwo-c.v..doc

AIBUEKU, Samuel Ovenseri is a Professor of Human Kinetics and Sports Science in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2002). He was Departmental Part-time Coordinator (2000-2007), Head of Department of Health, Environmental Education & Human Kinetics (2012 - 2013), Head of Department of Human Kinetics and Sports Science (2014- 2015). His current research is on sports in the society. He has successfully supervised one PhD. His email address is samuel.aibueku@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348068940914. Download CV: CV_Aibueku -Samuel -Ovenseri_aibueku-curriculum-vitae.docx

AJAJA, Osawaru is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin, (1998). He is the Head of Department of Science Education (2016 - 2019). He is a Fellow of Science Teachers Association of Nigeria (STAN). His current research is on learning cycle. He has fully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is osawaruajaja@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037230550. Download CV: CV_Ajaja-Osawaru-Patrick_ajaja-cv.doc

AJAYI, Isaac is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds PhD from the University of Ibadan (1999). He was Sub Dean of Education (2003-2005), Assistant Director (2005-2006), Dean of Students’ Affairs (2009-2011), Head of Department (2012-2014), Dean of Education (2014-2016) and Director of General Studies (2016-2018). His current research is on school effectiveness. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is isaac.ajayi@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033965366. Download CV: CV_Ajaji-Isaac-Abiodun_prof-ajayi-cv.-december-2017.docx

AJAYI, Michael Adeniyi is a Professor of Sport Psychology and Leisure Studies in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1992). He was Head of Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education University of Ibadan, (2013-2018) His current research is on leisure-matics and public health issues. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His email address is michaelajayi604@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023424905. Download CV: CV_Ajai-Michael-Adeniyi_china-cv.doc

AIBADE, Yetunde is a Professor of Language Education and Curriculum and Instruction in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan. She was several times Head of Department of Curriculum and Arts and Social Science Education (2007-2009, 2011-2017) and is the Deputy Provost of the Postgraduate College (2017-2019). Her current research is on domesticating pedagogy and language in education at different educational levels. She has supervised six PhDs. Her email address is yateoau@yahoo.com and mobile phone number is+2347038816286. Download CV: CV_Ajibade-Yetunde-Adedoyin_cv-current.docx

AIJBOLA, Clement is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1987). He was HOD of Department of
Vocational and Special Education (1999-2001). His current research is on waste management in FCT, Abuja. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is perrycaa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023808900. Download CV: CV_AKIBOLA-CLEMENT-ABIODUN_latest-curriculum-vitae-for-prof-akibola.docx

AJISAIFE, Michael is a Professor of Education in Curriculum Development & Instruction in Physical Education. He holds a Doctor of Education degree from the Temple University, Philadelphia Pa. USA (1972). He was Dean of Education (1981-83) University of Benin; Director, National Institute for Sports (1991-96); Consultant & Supervisor, Youth General Authority, Doha-Qatar (1996-2008); Provost, College of Sciences & Deputty Vice-Chancellor (2010-2014), Acting Vice-Chancellor (2014-2016) and Vice-Chancellor (2016 to date) at Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is mike_ajii@hotmail.com. His mobile numbers: 08024213030, 08050506152. Download CV: CV_AJISAIFE-MICHAEL-OLUWAFEMI_mike-ajii-s-resume.doc

AKANDE, Joshua is a Professor of Adult and community education in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). His current research is on adult and community education and sustainable development. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is jsoakande@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +80374000107. Download CV: CV_Akande-Joshua-Olusola_cv-new-.docx

AKANWA, Ursula is a Professor of Measurement and Evaluation in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State. She holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu (2008). She was Head of Department (2009-2011), Acting Dean Abia State University (2011) and Head of Department Michael Okpara University of Agriculture (2011-2015). She is a Member, International Association of Educational Assessment (IAEA) and Member, National Association of Educational Researchers and Evaluators Now (ASSEREN). Her current research is on assessment by IRT. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is sisngoakanwa@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035857935. Download CV: CV_AKANWA-URSULA-NGOZI_2018-updated-cv.docx

AKEREDOLU, Oluwole Ayodeji is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Ojo Lagos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He is currently the Head of the department of Human Kinetics, Sports and Health Education. He is a member of National Association of Physical Education, Recreation, Sports and Dance (NAPHER-SD) and Nigeria Association of Sports Science and Medicine (NASSM). His current research is on physical fitness. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His e-mail address is oluwole.akeredolu@lasu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033010130. Download CV: CV_Akeredolu-Oluwole-Ayodeji_cv.doc

AKINBOTE, Olusegun is a Professor of Early Childhood and Primary Education in the Faculty of Education, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1994). He is the present Head of Department, Department of Early Childhood and Educational Foundations. He is a Fellow of the Early Childhood Association of Nigeria. His current research is on application of developmentally and culturally appropriate practices in early childhood and primary education. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is segunakinbote@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055200985. Download CV: CV_Akinbote-Rufus-Olusegun_prof.akinbote-c.v.most-current-nuceditted.doc

AKINDUTIRE, Isaac is a Professor of Physical Education and Sports in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1988). He was Head of Department, Educational Foundations (1994,1999-2000), Dean of Education (2002-2006) and Chairman Sports Council (1995- 2004,and 2014-2018). His current research is on doping in sports and obesity. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is isacc.akindutire@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234803738145. Download CV: CV_AKINDUTIRE-Isaac-Olusola_akhirutire_cv-2018-revised.doc
AKINKUOTU, Yemi Ambrose is a Professor of Philosophy of Education in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Lagos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Sub-Dean (1990-1993), Head of Department (2016-2018). His current research is on African sources of knowledge (Epistemology). He has supervised three PhDs. His email address is yemiambrose@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023024201. Download CV: CV_AKINKUOTU-YEMI-AMBROSE_prof.-akinkuotu-cv.doc

AKINSANYA, Omolade is a Professor of Educational Management in the College of Specialised and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijagun, Ogun State. She holds a PhD from the Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Ogun State (2006). She was Acting Head of Department (2013-2015) and Director, Center for Entrepreneurial and Vocational studies (2015-2018). Her current research is on Human Resource Management. She has successfully supervised 14 Masters students in Educational Management. Her e-mail address is akinsanyao@tasued.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033888817. Download CV: CV_Akinsanya-Omolade-Oluwatoyn_curriculum-vitae-after-professorship-updated-recent.docx

AKINSEINDE Samuel is a Professor of Technical/Technology Education in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1993). He was Director of Academic Planning (2010-2016). He is a member, International Vocational Education and Training Association (IVETA). His current research is on characteristics and organisational ability for effective leadership in TVET institutions. He has successfully examined 15 PhDs and supervised 7. His email address is seinde55@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037266973. Download CV: CV_AKINSEINDE-SAMUEL-IDOWU_curriculum-vitae-prof-akinseinde-2018-updated-25-june-2018.doc

AKINTAYO, Mathew Oladepo is a Professor of Economics of Education, Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1986). He was a Sub-Dean Postgraduate Education for two terms and Head of Department (2003-2006). He is the First Nigerian Fellow of Commonwealth of Learning on Distance Education, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada (1990). His current research is on Cost Analysis of Open Distance Learning and Economic Returns to Investment in Human Capital for Sustainable Development: A Critical Analysis. He has supervised over 30 PhDs. His e-mail address is depoakintayo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234803786565. Download CV: CV_Akintayo-Mathew-Oladepo_prof.-curriculum-vitae-1.doc

AKOMOLAFE, Comfort is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. She holds a PhD from Ekiti State University (2002). She was Head of Department of Educational Management (2008-2010), Assistant Director Sandwich programmes (2010-2012), and the Chairman Ceremonies Committee of the University (2016-date). She is an associate member of Nigerian Institute of Management. Her current research is on accreditation of university and quality assurance. She has successfully supervised three PhDs. Her email address iscomfort.akomolafe@eksu.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2347032309032. Download CV: CV_Akomolafe-Comfort-Okunfunke_cv-2018-nuc-data-base.doc

AKPAN, Charles is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2004). He was a Head, Department of Educational Administration and Planning (2009-2011) and Sub-Dean Faculty of Education (2012-2014), University of Calabar, Calabar. His current research is on transformational leadership attributes of Heads of Departments and academic output of lecturers in University of Calabar. He has successfully supervised seven PhD theses. His email address is drcpcakpan@yahoo.com. His telephone is +2348052269098. Download CV: CV_AKPAN-CHARLES-PATRICK_curriculum-vitae.docx

AKPAN, Godwin is a Professor of Industrial Technical Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Uyo, He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1998). He was the Unit Head - Technical Education (2005 - 2016), and Head - Department of Vocational Education (from 2017). He is a member
of 11 Professional Associations including the Institute of Electrical/Electronics Engineers, the Nigerian Vocational Association, and the Nigerian Education Research Association. His current research is on problem-based instructional strategies in technical education. He has successfully supervised 12 PhD students. His email address is akumahemmanuel@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033733745. Download CV: CV_Akumah-Emmanuel-Chigozie_prof.-emmanuel-akuma-curriculum-vitae-latest.doc

AKUMAH, Emmanuel is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education/Department of Educational Foundations. He obtained a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN) (1992). He has been HOD/Director SIWES (2008-2018). He is a member, Nigerian Academy of Education, Nigerian Association for Educational Administration and Planning (NAEAP) and also a member of Curriculum Organisation of Nigeria (CON). He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is akumahemmanuel@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033629801. Download CV: CV_Akumah-Emmanuel-Chigozie_prof.-akuma-nwani-curriculum-vitae-latest.doc

ALABI, Afsat is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2000). She is the current Head of Department of Educational Management (since 2015). Her current research is on management information system in educational institutions. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is alabiafusat@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033733745. Download CV: CV_ALABI-Afsat-Titilayo_prof.-alabi-a.-t.-cv.-docx

ALADEJANA, Francisca is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2000). She was Director, Institute of Education (2007-2011), Vice-Dean of Education (2009-2011), Provost, College of Education, Ikere-Ekiti (2011-2015) and Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administration (2012). Her current research is on specialized pedagogy for science teaching. She has supervised two PhDs. Her email address is faladeja@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034728206. Download CV: CV_Aladejana-Francisca-Olusegun_prof-francisca-aladejana-cv.docx

ALEBIOSU, Kehinde is a Professor of Science Education and Curriculum Studies in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). She was Director, Institute of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University (2004 - 2008) and Head of Department (Jan 2010 - Oct 2012). She is presently the Chairman; University ad-hoc committee on hostel and student welfare and, University student disciplinary sub-committee. Her current research is on learner-friendly and result-oriented science classrooms through practical work. She has
ALUDE, Oyaziwo is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling at the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin. He was Head of Department (2005 - 2010), Dean of Faculty of Education (2013 - 2016). He is currently the Director of Quality assurance and Linkages of the University. He is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on trauma education for the displaced persons in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email addresses are: oyaziwoaluede@aauekpoma.edu.ng (official), oyaziwoaluede@gmail.com (personal). His telephone number is +2348056609231. Download CV: CV_ALUDE-OYAZIWO-OMON_prof.-oyaziwo-saluede-s-vitae.doc

ALUTU, Azuka is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1997). She was Head, Department of Educational Evaluation and Counselling Psychology (2014-2016) and Chairman, Management Board of Students’ Guidance and Counselling Centre, University of Benin, (2012-2015). She is a Fellow of the Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON) (2015). Her current research is on mental and emotional Intelligence of learners and counselling Implications. She has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Her email addresses are azuka.alutu@uniben.edu or alutuaz@yahoo.com. Her telephone numbers are +2347031991168 and +2348059145306. Download CV: CV_ALUTU-AZUKA-NGOZI, GRACE_curriculum-vitae-as-at-august-2017.docx

AMADI, Ugochukwu is a Professor of Education (Curriculum and Instruction) in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He was Deputy Dean of Education(2015-2017). He is a fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administrators of Nigeria and American Biographical Institute (ABI). His current research is in ICT pedagogy integration in teaching and learning. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email address is professorupnamadi@gmail.com. His phone number is +2347038467460. Download CV: CV_Amadi-Ugochukwu-Poly Ngozi_prof-amadi-cv-5.docx

AMANCHUKWU, Rose Ngozi is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu Okigwe (2002). She was Head of Department (2012/13 - 2016). She is a Fellow of the Institute Corporate Resource Management (FCRMI) and the Institute of Corporate Administration (ICA). Her current research is on classroom management. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is ramachukwu@yahoo.com. Her Telephone number is +2348035468757. Download CV: CV_Amanchukwu-Rose-Ngozi_curriculum-vitae-dr.-amanchukwu.....docx

AMANZE, Philemon is a Professor of Comparative Religion and Church Ministry in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University (2007). He was Director, West Central Africa Division Ellen G. White-SDA Research Centre (2002-2011), Dean, School of Education and Humanities (2014-2017) and Director, Academic Planning (2017-date). His current research is on explicable African traditional medicine. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email addresses are amanzep@babcock.edu.ng and poamanze@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035454444. Download CV: CV_Amanze-Philemon-Omerenma_cv-p-o-amanze.doc

AMASIATU, Athanasius is a Professor of Sport and Exercise Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2002). He was a Head of Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education (2016 -2018). His current research is on mental rehearsal intervention techniques on athletes. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is athan_amasiatu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033313571. Download CV: CV_Amasiatu-Athanasius-Nwanegbo_curriculum-vitae-new-3.docx
**AMKPA, Samuel Arubam** is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Uyo (2005). He was Sub-Dean of Education (2016-2017). His current research is on RDA Implementation on Nigerian university libraries. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is amkpa_arubam@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348073881993. Download CV: CV_Amkpa-Samuel-Arubam_prof-amkpa-curriculum-vitae.docx

**ANAEL, Edmond** is a Professor of Industrial Technical Education in the Faculty of Education (Vocational Technical Education), University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is currently the Head of Department of Industrial Technical Education (2015-2018). His current research is on building materials. He has successfully supervised 23 PhDs. His email address is dmndanaele@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034804176. Download CV: NO CV

**ANAVBEROKHAI, Musa Oshiobugie** is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin. He has supervised one PhD and examined several in other universities. His email address is musaanavberokhai@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055512281. Download CV: CV_Anavberokhai-Musa-Oshiobugie_curriculum-vitae-prof-musa-corrected-copy1-.docx

**ANWUKAH, Tony Gozie** is a Professor of Education at the Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Washington, Seattle, USA. He is currently the Honourable Minister of State, Education. He was Vice Chancellor, Imo State University (2000-2005). He was also Secretary to the government of Imo State (2011-2015). Download CV: CV_ANWUKAH-ANTHONY-GOZIE_prof.docx

**ANYANWU, Francisca Chika** is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1999). He is a member of several professional and learned societies. His current research is on nutrition education, safety education and reproductive health education. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is docfrankan@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348036535742 and +2348036535742. Download CV: CV_ANYANWU-Francisca-Chika_prof.-francisca-c.-anyanwu-s-cv.docx

**ARCHIBONG, Ijeoma Aniedi** is a Professor of Higher Education in the Faculty of Education, Cross River University of Technology. She was Director of Academic Planning (2012-2015) and currently Dean of Postgraduate School (since May 2018). Her current research is on improving quality of postgraduate students’ supervision. Her email address is profanijie@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2347068458508. Download CV: CV_Archibong-Ijeoma-Aniedi_curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

**ARIKEWUYO, Mustapha** is a Research Professor in the Institute of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). He is the current Dean, Students Affairs, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye (2013 till date). His current research interest is Educational Management, with emphasis on Higher Education Governance. His email address is lekanarikewuyo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348038006799. Download CV: CV_ARIKEWUYO-MUSTAPHA-OLALEKAN_arikewuyo-curriculum-vitae.docx

**ASIM, Alice** is a Professor of Educational Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). She was the first female Sub-Dean of Education (2005-2008). She is the current Head, Department of Educational Foundations, Deputy Director, Quality Assurance (2016 - date). Her research interests are development and standardisation of research instruments and evaluation of STME curricula, teaching and learning at the basic school Level. She has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. Her email address is alyceasim@unical.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035589557. Download CV: CV_Asim -Alice -Eta _prof.-asim-new-2018-cv.doc

**ASUQUO, Patrick** is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1994). He was Director of Academic
Planning (2008 - 2013). His current research is on employability and employment. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His e-mail addresses are patasu001@yahoo.com; patasu0001@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2348036744158. Download CV: CV_Asuquo-Patrick-Nyong_curriculum-vitae.docx

ASURU, Vincent Anosike is a Professor of Educational Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD in Educational Evaluation from the University of Ibadan(2006). He is also a Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria. He is the Director, Academic Planning Unit, IAUE (2013 - date). His current research is on Monitoring of Learning Achievements of JSS 3 Students in Rivers State. His e-mail address is asuruv@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037944039. Download CV: CV_Asuru-Vincent-Anosike_asuru-curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

AUGUSTINE, M. Onyeozu is a Professor of Adult and Non-Formal Education in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education. He holds a PhD in Adult Education and Community Development from the University of Lagos. He worked in the University Administration before converting to academics in 1994. He was Acting Head of Department Adult and Non-Formal Education (1996-1997, 1998-1999, 2000-2002). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Human and Natural Resources Development (IHNRD). His current research is on Community Leadership. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His e-mail is augustine.onyeozu@iaue.edu.ng. Tel +2348035507755.

AWOTUA-EFEBO, Ebi Bio is a Professor of Instructional Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Wayne State University, USA (1981). He was Dean of Faculty of Education (2010-2014). He was the pioneer Director of ICTC, University of Port Harcourt (1985-2007). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on instructional video modelling and application of 21st Century teaching tools. He has successfully supervised 30 PhDs in Instructional and Educational Technology. His e-mail address is ebibio@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234803016945. Download CV: CV_AWOTUA-EFEBO-EBI-BIODOMOYE_prof.-efebo-s-cv.docx

AYENI, Jerome is a Professor of Philosophy of Education in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1996). He was Head of Department, Educational Foundation Management (2005-2007). His current research is on epistemology and ethics in education. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is jerome.ayeni@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033952911. Download CV: CV_Ayeni-Jerome-Oluwafemi_cv-for-uploading-to-nuc.docx

AYENI, Matthew is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ado-Ekiti (2004). He was the Sub-Dean (2005-2007), Coordinator, Sandwich Degree Programmes (2007-2008), Assistant Director, Affiliate Programmes (2008-2010). He was Chairman, Teaching Practice Committee. His current research is on Philosophy of Education: A panacea to Nigeria education problems. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His e-mail address is dr_ayeni2006@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033965868. Download CV: CV_AYENI-Matthew-Adedeji_prof.-ayeni-ma-cv-2018.docx

AYODELE, Joseph is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan, 2000. He was Assistant Director, Affiliate Programmes (2006-2008); Ag. Head, Department of Educational Foundations and Management (2010-2012), and Director, Directorate of Distance Learning (since 2014). His current research is on internal efficiency of technical colleges in south west Nigeria. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.D. and 31 M.Ed. His e-mail addresses are: tolayodele@yahoo.co.uk; joseph.ayodele@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034815661. Download CV: CV_AYODELE-JOSEPH-BABATOLA_prof.-jb-ayodele-cv-for-nuc-2018.docx
AYOTOLA, Aremu is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). She was the Project Manager for the World Bank-sponsored STEP B project in the University of Ibadan (2010-2013). She is currently the Director for the Centre for Entrepreneurship and Innovation of the University. She holds a Fellowship in Youth and Child Studies of CODESRIA. Her current research interests are technology-driven enterprise education and gratification. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email is ayotolaaremu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023351506. Download CV: CV_AREMU-AYOTOLA _cv-2018-ayotola-aremu-modified-ui-style.docx

AZARE, Garba Dahuwa is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University Kano Nigeria. He holds a PhD from University of Wales, Cardiff UK (1982). He was Dean, Faculty of Education, Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration). He is currently the Director General and Chief Executive Officer of National Teachers’ Institute (NTI) Kaduna. He is a member of Nigerian Academy of Education and a Fellow of Corporate Institute of Executives of Nigeria. His current research is on teacher education. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is gdazare@yahoo.com and phone number is 08035579092. Download CV: CV_Azare - Garba -Dahuwa _pp-azare-2.doc

AZIKIWE, Uche retired as a Professor of Sociology of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1992). She was HOD, Foundations (2005-2008). Her current project after retirement is on Empowerment of widows, the girl-child and the less privileged through her NGO, Widows Lifeline. She successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email address is uchezik@yahoo.com. Her phone numbers are: +2348033319060 & +2348055366440. Download CV: CV_Azikiwe-Uche_curriculum-vitae-1-2018.docx

BABALOLA, Joel is a Professor of Educational Management, Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1988). He was Sub-Dean (undergraduate, 1991-1993), Acting Head of Department (2001-2003), Head of Department TASUED (2006), Dean of Education (2009-2011). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Association for Education Administration and Planning (2014) and a Fellow of Higher Education Research and Policy Network (2013). His current research is on ethics, accountability and integrity in educational leadership and management. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His e-mail addresses are joelbabalola2000@gmail.com; joelbabalola2000@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035188150. Download CV: CV_Babalola-Joel-Babatunde_babalola-cv-may-2018-.docx

BABALOLA, Joseph is a Professor of Physical Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1987). His current research is on Effects of Interval Training Programme on Abdominal Adiposity, Cardiopulmonary Indices and Quality of Life. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is babsonfun@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033721533. Download CV: CV_Babalola-Joseph-Folorunso_cv-for-nuc-profile.doc

BADEJO, Ayodeji Olawunmi is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1998). She was Dean of Education (2014 - 2016). She is a Fellow of the Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON) and a member of the International Society for Policy Research in School Based Counselling (ISPRESC). Her current research is on childhood sexual abuse and mothering abilities of young women. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is ayobadejo2001@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023013913. Download CV: CV_Badejo-Ayodeji-Olawunmi_professor-badejo-cv-newest-2018-with-passport-and-signature.doc

BAKO, Raymond is a Professor of Philosophy of Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos, Jos (2007). He was Ag. Head, Department of Foundation and Curriculum. He is a Fulbright Scholar. His current research interest is on policy formulation and implementation. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is
rayajeye@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037037436. Download CV: CV_BAKO-RAYMOND-BACSMOND_cv-of-raymond-b.-bako.doc

BANDELE, Mercy is a Professor of Curriculum and Instruction (Science Education) at the National Open University of Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1987). Her research over the years among others has focused on curriculum development in areas associated with gender issues, distance learning and teaching methods/styles in science. She was Dean Postgraduate School (2010-2014) at Adamawa State University and Dean School of Education, National Open University of Nigeria (2002-2006). She has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. Her e-mail address is ogunband@hotmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348054815889. Download CV: CV_Ogunsola-Bandele-Mercy-Funke_mercy-resume-2-2-.docx

BAPPAH, Abubakar Sadiq is a Professor of Technology and Engineering Education at the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He obtained his NCE (Tech) in Electrical/Electronics Technology from Federal College of Education (Technical), Gombe (1989), Bachelors Degree B.Ed (Tech) in Electrical/Electronics Technology from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1994). His Master’s and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degrees are from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2000) and Bayero University, Kano (2006) respectively. He was the HOD, Vocational and Technology Education, Congregation Representative to Senate, Faculty Postgraduate Coordinator, Member Joint Senate-Council Selection Board. Presently he is the Dean, Faculty of Technology Education, ATBU. His e-mail address is asbappah@gmail.com. His number is +2348030462741. Download CV: CV_Bappah-Abubakar-Sadiq_cv-prof-bappah.doc

BASSEY, Ruth is a Professor of Library and Information Science, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2006). She was the University Librarian (2011-2016), and currently a visiting Librarian at Arthur Jarvis University. She is a Fellow of Institute of Policy Management Development. Her current research is on green libraries. She is currently supervising one PhD. Her e-mail address is ruthsimon_bassey@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08105722313. Download CV: CV_Bassey-Ruth-Simon_curriculum-vitae-editted.docx

BASSEY, Usang Usang is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos, Akoka, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1998). He was Head of Department of Educational Administration and Planning (2005-2007) and Director, Entrepreneurship Development Centre (2011-2015). He is a Fellow Institute of Policy Management and Development. His current research is on technological infrastructure and work performance of academic staff and student. He has supervised 26 Ph.Ds and currently supervising two. His e-mail address is idohusang@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348024486531. Download CV: CV_Bassey-Usang-Usang_prof.-u.u.-bassey-c.v.-2018.docx

BELLO, Raliya Muhammad is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She Holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2004). She is a member of Counselling Association of Nigeria (CSSON). Her current research is on values clarification counselling. She has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. Her email address is raliyajega@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347032629955. Download CV: CV_Bello-Raliya-Muhammad_curriculum-vitae-june2018.docx

BELLO, Solomon is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos, Akoka, Lagos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1996). He was Sub-Dean of Education (2005-2007) and PGDE Co-ordinator (2009-2010). He is a member of Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and Management (CCEAM). His current research is on Educational Planning and Management. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email address is dr_sabello@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034149619. Download CV: CV_BELLO-SOLOMON-ADEKUNLE_prof.-s.-a.-bello.doc
BELLO, Suleiman is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Wales (1990). He was the Director of Affiliated Colleges in University of Maiduguri (1992-1995). His current research is on role of television for mass education in the educationally disadvantaged states of the north-east. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is sbello409@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036159708. Download CV: CV_BELLO-SULEMAN_curriculum-vitae-damaturu.docx

BENEDICT, Henrietta is a Professor of Adult education and Social Welfare in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997). She was Head of Department of Curriculum Studies and Instructional Technology (2012-2014), Director of Institute of Education (2016-2018); Coordinator O.O.U Youth Friendly Center (since 2012). She is a full member, Institute of Social Work of Nigeria. Her current research is on the aged. Her e-mail address is modredbook@yahoo.co.uk. Her phone number is +2348036404087. Download CV: CV_BENEDICT-HENRIETTA-TITIOLA_curriculum-vitae-new-edition-of-mummy-s-cv.docx

BOJUWOYE, Olanyi is a Professor in the Department of Special Education, Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a PhD from the University of Pittsburgh. He was the Head of Department of Educational Psychology, University of Western Cape, Cape Town. He is currently the Deputy Provost, College of Education, Kwara State University, Malete. His current research is on special needs education in Nigeria. Email: niyi.bojuwoye@gmail.com. Tel: +2348167383311. Download CV: CV_Bojuwoye-Olanyi_curriculum-vitae-2-1-2017-1.docx

BOLAJI, Caleb is a Professor of Mathematics Education, in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1995). He was the Coordinator of T C II programme and Mathematics Education programme of the Institute of Education, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. His current research is on gender related to methodology and curriculum development in mathematics education. He has successfully supervised 45 PhDs. His email address is cbolaji93@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036095526. Download CV: CV_Bolaji-Caleb-Adegboyega_prof-bolaji-c-v-for-nuc-2018.docx

BUSERI, John Cecil is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Niger Delta University, Bayelsa State. He obtained his PhD at the University of Wales, Bankura UK (1982). He was Dean of Faculty of Education (1988-2000) and Pioneer Vice Chancellor of the Niger Delta University (2000-2005). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education. He has successfully supervised three PhDs and is currently supervising three. His e-mail address is johnbuseri@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033122592. Download CV: CV_BUSERI-JOHN-CECIL_curriculum-vitae-last-updated-aug.-2013-.doc

CHIBUIKE, Victoria is a Professor of Business Education in the Faculty of Education, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. She holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka reading (2006). She was the Head of Department of Technology and Vocational Education (2014-2016). She is a Fellow of the Association of Business Educators of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised five PhDs and is currently supervising six PhDs. Her email address is vcchibuike@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347035808229. Download CV: CV_CHIBUIKE-VICTORIA-CHELSEA_curriculum-vitae.docx

CHIMEZIE, Omeonu is a Professor of Educational Psychology at Clifford University, Aba, Abia State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He was HOD, Education and General Studies. He is the Vice Chancellor, Clifford University. He was DVC Administration (2001-2006) and DVC Academics (2006-2011) at Babcock University and currently he is an associate member of the Counselling Association of Nigeria. His current research is on adolescent moral psychology. His email address is allchim2020@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234034263550. Download CV: CV_OMEONU-CHIMEZIE-ALLWELL_curriculum-vitae-omeonu-update.docx

CHUKWU, Justina is a Professor of Childhood Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. (2001). She was Staff Adviser
Faculty of Education Students Association (FESA 2002-2005) and Coordinator of childhood Education (2003, 2012-2014) She is a Fellow of the Institute of the Industrial Administration of Nigeria (FIIAN). Her current research is on women in primary education. She has successfully supervised seven and currently supervising 10. Her email address is drjochukwu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348038679421. Download CV: CV_CHUKWU-JUSTINA-OBIAGEL cv-publications.doc

DALUBA, Noah is a Professor of Agricultural Education in the Faculty of Education, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2011). He was Deputy Dean (2012 - 2013) and Dean of Education (2013 - 2018). He is a member of Science teachers Association of Nigeria (STAN). His current research is on the use of saw dust and wood ash on tuber improvement in sweet potatoes. He is currently supervising two PhD students. His email address is sirdalus@yahoo.com and dalubanoah1960@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +234807219582 and +2348066716126. Download CV: CV.DALUBA-EKEYI-NOAH_sir-daluba-most-most-recent-cv-4.doc

DANMOLE, Bolanle Tayibat is a Professor of Science Education in the Department of Science and Technology Education, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1992). She was Head of Department (2008-2010) and (2016 - date) in the Department of Science and Technology Education. She is a member of Science Teachers Association of Nigeria. Her current research is on instructional strategies in science teaching. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is btdanmole@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033901881
Download CV: CV_DANMOLE-BOLANLE-TAYIBAT_prof.-danmole-current-cv.docx

DANTATA, Fatima Gaji is a Professor of Special Education in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1990). She was the Ag. HOD, Department of Special Education, (2003), coordinator at both Undergraduate and Postgraduate programmes. She was a commissioner for Women Affairs and Social Development. Her current research is on access to justice for persons with disabilities and the state of Education in Northern Nigeria. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is gajifatima20@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347052448632. Download CV: CV_Fatima-Gaji-Dantata_mama-s-cv-2.doc

DARAMOLA, Claudius Omoleye is a Professor of Sociology of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Kwara State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1990). He was Head, Department of Arts and Social Sciences Education, University of Ilorin, Nigeria (2003- 2005). He is the Founder and member of National Association of the Nigerian Sociologists of Education. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email address is daramola.co@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08037251434. Download CV: CV_DARAMOLA-Claudius-Omoleye_new-cvclaudius-omoleye-daramola.docx

DARAMOLA, Clement Adebisi is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a PhD from the Ondo State University, Ado-Ekiti (1993). He was Dean, Students Affairs (2002-2004) Director, Institute of Education (2000-2002) and Dean postgraduate school (2017-date). He is a fellow of Institute of Industrial Administration. His current research is on mental health outcome of job stress among Nigerian teachers. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His e-mail address is profclement7@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_DARAMOLA-CLEMENT-ABEBISI_professor-c-a.-daramola-curriculum-vitae.docx

DAUDA, Bala is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Wisconsin, Madison (1985). He was Sub-Dean (1996-1998) and Acting Dean (January - June, 2000). He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His email address is baladauda@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347035569333. Download CV: CV_Dauda-Bala_-dauda-s-cv.doc

DAUDU, Hanna Mamman is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Education Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2010). She was
the Librarian of Institute of Education and the Head of Division of Library and Information Science (1998-Date). She is a chartered librarian and a national EXCO member of the Nigerian Library Association. Her current research is on library and information services in schools. She has successfully supervised 1 PhD. Her email Address is hmdaudu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348039723454.

Download CV: Cv_DAUDU-HANNA-MAMMAN_dr-mrs-h-m-dauamu-general-cv-with-workshops.doc

**DUROSARO, David** is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1985). He was Dean of Education (2008 - 2010). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Association for Educational Administration and Planning. His current research is on school mapping and financing in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email is durosaro.do@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033601763. **Download CV: CV_DUROSARO-DAVID-OLUFEMI_cv-prof-durosaro.docx**

**DUROSARO, Irene Abiodun** is a Professor of Educational Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1995). She is currently the Director, Unilorin Counselling and Human Development Centre (2017 to date) and former Director, Centre for Supportive Services for the Deaf, University of Ilorin (2014-2017). She is a member of the Association of Professional Counsellors of Nigeria (APROCON). Her current research is on gender issues in counselling. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is durosaroirene@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033777005. **Download CV: CV_DUROSARO-Irene-Abiodun_professor-durosaro-nuc.doc**

**DUYILEMI, Augustina** is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko, Ondo State. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was the Director Woman Studies and Development Centre (2014-2016) and Dean of Education (1996-date). She is a member, Science Teachers Association of Nigeria (MSTAN) and Network of Women Educational Researchers in Africa (NEWERA). Her current research is on gender issues in science and technology and empowerment of girl child and women. She has successfully supervised five PhDs. Her email address is augustinah.duyilemi@aaua.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033734221.

**EBONG, Josephine Mfon** is a Professor of Educational management in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from University of Wales College of Cardiff, UK (1988). She was Head of Dept of Educational Management and Planning (2001-2003), Deputy Dean of Education (2006-2010). She is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration (FICA). Her current research is on utilization of resources for quality delivery. She has successfully supervised 36 PhDs. Her email is mfonjebong@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347067483681. **Download CV: CV_EBONG-JOSEPHINE-MFON_jo-curriculum-vitae-2018.doc**

**EDEMENANG, Comfort** is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. She holds a PhD from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2006). She was Head of Department of Educational Foundations (2007-2012) and Acting Dean of Education (2008-2009). She is currently Dean of Science Representative for the Post Graduate School (since 2008). She is a member of Curriculum Organization of Nigeria (CON). Her current research is on managing quality primary education and sustainable development. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is cedemenang@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036010667. **Download CV: CV_Edemang-Comfort-Effiong_cv-of-edemenang-comfort.docx**

**EGUN, Anwuzie Christian** is a Professor of Agricultural Education in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from Delta State University Abraka (2002). He was Head of the Department of Vocational Education (2009-2010 & 2011-2013) and Director, Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) (2005-2008 and 2015-date). He is a Member of the Nigerian Association of Educational Media Technology and the Nigerian Vocational Association. He is also Deputy Editor, Journal of Nigerian Vocational Education. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His
EKERE, Felix is a Professor of Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2011) He was Associate Dean of Education (2008- 2010) Associate Dean of students affairs (2015) He is a Chartered Librarian of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. His current research interest is Indigenous knowledge. He is currently supervising five PhDs. His e-mail address is felix.ekere@unn.edu.ng. His Telephone number is 08037793608. Download CV: CV_EKERE-FELIXCHIMAOLI_prof-ekere-s-recent-cv.docx

EKOJA, Ajegba Andrew is a Professor of Educational and Counselling Psychology in the College of Agricultural and Science Education, Federal University of Agriculture, Makurdi. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin, Nigeria. He was Dean, College of Agricultural and Science Education (2007-2010). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Educational Psychologists. His current research early warning signs in our secondary school system. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is ajegbaekojauam@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08068263013. Download CV: CV_EKERE-AjegbaAndrew-Ajegba_new-curriculum-vitae-for-aaplication-as-vc-to-fuam.docx

EKONG, Antiabong is a Professor of Agricultural Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2001). He was the Acting Head of Department (2008-2009), Coordinator, Sandwich Programme (2012-2016) and Director, Institute of Education and Professional Development (2016 till date). He is a fellow of the Nigeria Association of Teachers of Technology (NATT). His current research is on adult farmer education. He has successfully supervised ten PhDs. His e-mail address is antiabong@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035843491. Download CV: CV_EKONG-ANTIABONG-OKON_current-cv-prof.-ekong.doc

EKWONYE, Emmanuel is a Professor of Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1999). He is the Coordinator, Institute of Continuing Education Programme, (2013-date). His current research is on instrumentation and analysis. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is emma4ekwonye@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037061974. Download CV: CV_Ekwonye-Emmanuel-Chinonyerem_prof-cv-1.docx

ELECHI, Gabriel is a Professor of Philosophy of Education in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1998). He was HOD (2004-2008), Dean of Education (2008-2011), and Director of Teaching Practice (2015-till date). He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is ekwuemelechi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035469659. Download CV: CV_Elechi-Gabriel-Ekwueme_cv-ekwuemelechi.docx

EMERIBE, Victoria Chizomam is a Professor of Sports Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2006). She was the Foundation Head of the Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education (2010 to 2012). She has successfully supervised six Masters and five PhDs. Her email address is vcmereibe@unalcal.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033460515. Download CV: CV_Emeribe-Victoria-Chizomam_curriculum-vitae-of-professor-victoria-chizomam-emeribe.docx

EMETAROM, Uche is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a PhD from Abia State University (1998). She was Director, Centre for Remedial Studies (2000 -2004), Head of Department, Educational Administration and Planning (2004-2005), Director, Students’ Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES), (2008-2010), Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Education (2011). Her current research is on educational administration and management programmes. She has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. Her email address is uchemeta@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033496381. Download CV: CV_EMETAROM-UCHENNA-GRACE_my-updated-cv.doc
EMIOLA, Monsuru Lasun is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Oregon State University (USA) (1977). He was Dean Faculty of Education University of Ilorin (1996 to July, 1998) and Director National Institute for Sports, Lagos (Oct. 2000-Oct. 2006) and was President, West Africa Universities Games (WAUG) December (2003 to 2012). - Ex-officio Member, WAUG, 2012 till date. His current research is on effects of aerobic training on cardiovascular parameters of diabetic patients attending Murtala Muhammed Specialist Hospital, Kano (MMSHK). He has successfully supervised eight PhDs and over 60 MScs. His email address is emiolalasun@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033201449. Download CV: CV_Emiola-Monsuru-Lasun_prof...lasun-emiola-cv-final.doc

ENAOHWO, John Okpako, a Professor of Educational Planning and Economics of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria holds a PhD from the University of Wales Cardiff UK (1980). He was HOD, Faculty of Education (1983-1989), Provost College of Education Agbor (1990-1996), Director Institute of Education (1999-2000), Director College of Continuing Education (2000-2002), Deputy Vice Chancellor Uniport (2002-2004), Vice-Chancellor, Delta State University Abraka (2004-2009). His current research is on women empowerment in higher education, and human capital flight and the diaspora. He has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. His email is oghwegbaena@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347057439618. Download CV: CV_ENAOHWO (PROFESSOR)-JOHN-OKPAKO_prof...-enahwo-latest-c.v.doc

ENIAYEJU, Paul Adewole is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a PhD from the University of East Anglia (UEA), Norwich England (1981). He was the Dean of Post Graduate Studies, Nasarawa State University (2006-2010); Dean Faculty of Education NSUK (2011-2014). He is a Fellow of Science Teachers Association of Nigeria. His current research interest is on minimising under-achievement in the teaching and learning of science. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His e-mail address is eniayeju1@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348037000101 and +2348092709818. Download CV: CV_ENIAYEJU-Adewole-Paul_pae-cv-2018-b.docx

ERAIKUEMEN, Lucy is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2006). She was Assistant Dean of Education (2009-2014) and Head, Department of Curriculum and Instructional Technology (2016-2018). She is a member of the International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education (IGPME). Her current research is on innovative strategies for mathematics instruction. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is lucy.eraikhuemen@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348057394010. Download CV: CV_Eraikhuenen-Lucy_-_prof-eraikhuemen-cv-march-2018.doc

ERIBA, Joel Obo is a Professor of Science/ Chemistry Education in the Faculty of Education, Benue State University, Makurdi holds a PhD from the University of Jos(2001). He was Director of Academic Planning(2010-2015 and Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic(2015-2017). He is a Member, Nigerian Academy of Education(MNAE). His current research is on Classroom Interaction Dynamics as correlates of students' attitudes towards science. He has supervised 13 PhDs. His e-mail is jeriba@bsum.edu.ng, joeleriba4@gmail.com. Phone:+2347039290714 or +2348051180816. Download CV: CV_ERIBA-JOEL-UNO_curriculum-vitae-updated.docx

ERINOSHO, Stella is a professor of Gender and Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago iwoye. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1988). She was Head of Department (1998-2001), Director Institute of Education (2001-2004) and Director, Centre for Sandwich programme (2010-2012). She is a fellow of Centre for School Science and Community Science (SACOST) in Winneba, Ghana. Her current research is on sexual harassment and misconduct on campus. She has successfully supervised six PhDs in Nigeria and Ghana. Her email address is syerinosh@yahoo.com and telephone +2347065946908. Download CV: CV_Erinosho-Stella-Yemisi_2018stella-erinosho-cv.doc
ESU, Akon is a Professor of Curriculum and Instruction/Teacher Education in the Faculty of Education of the University of Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA (1989). She was HOD, Department of Curriculum and Teaching (2001-2004). She was a member of the Governing Council (2005); Dean, Faculty of Education (2008-2010). She has successfully supervised 15 PhDs and currently supervising four. Her email address is akonesu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035517018. Download CV: CV_Esu-Akon-Esu_Obukho_cv-prof-mrs-esu-edited.docx

EWUMI, Abosede is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the College of Specialised and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu-Ode. She holds a PhD from the Olabisi Onabanjo University (2010). She was the Dean Students Affairs (2014-2016) and currently Director, Centre for Human Rights and Gender Education (CHURGE). She is an active member of Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON). Her current research is on use of counselling strategies in enhancement of students’ poor academic performance. Her email address is ewumiam@tasued.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033705997. Download CV: CV_EWUMI-ABOSEDE-MORENIKE_dr.-ewumi-c-v-july-2017-2-new-1-.docx

EZE, Aaron is a Professor of Science Education (Physics) in the Faculty of Education, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu, Enugu State. He was Dean of Natural and Applied Sciences (2012-2014) and currently Dean of Education (since 2014). He is a member of STAN and NAE. He has successfully supervised five PhD’s. His e-mail address is aaroneze45@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036371940. Download CV: CV_Eze-Aaron-Elochukwu_c-v.docx

EZEANI, Chinwe is a Professor of Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). She is currently the University Librarian. She is a Fellow of Industrial Corporate Administrators (FICA) and Fellow of the Institute of Management Consultant (FIMC). Her current research is on academic library administration and information and communication technology in library administration. She has successfully supervised nine PhDs and 20 MLS Students. Her email address is chinwe.ezeani@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2347038586098. Download CV: CV_Ezeani-Chinwe-Nwogo_retirement-of-my-visit-to-umuahia.docx

EZEKIEL - HART, Lanye Jessica is a Professor of Education in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1989). She was the Dean of Education (2004-2008) and currently the Director, Consultancy Unit (since 2008 ). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM). She is currently supervising six PhDs. Her email address is jessvalhart@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037072197. Download CV: CV_Ezekiel- Hart-Jessica-Lanye_ezekiel-hart-j.-cv-for-prof-new.doc

EZEUDU, Samuel is a Professor of Geography Education Assessment in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1992). He was Director of Centre (2004-2008), Dean of Education (2010-2012) and Head of Department (2012-2015). He is a member of Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on meta-cognition in geographical education. He has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. His e-mail addresses are: samagoz@yahoo.com; samuel.ezeudu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036754117. Download CV: CV_Ezeudu-Samuel-Agozie_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-s-a-ezeudu.docx

FASAN, Clement is a Professor of Sports Management in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1989). He is the Dean Faculty of Education (2016-2018). He was Vice-President, International Association for Sport Information. He is a member of UNESCO Commission on Social and Human Sciences. He has supervised four PhDs. His email address is drfasan@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033339585. Download CV: CV_Fasan -Clement -Oluseun _curriculum-vitae-for-prof-fasan-updated.docx

GARBA, Muhammad Mahuta is a Professor of Sociology of Education in the Faculty of Education and Extension Services, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from Usmanu Danfodiyo
University, Sokoto (2002), He is the Head of Department of Educational Foundations, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2016 - date). He has supervised five PhDs. His current research is on Minority Education (Education of the Indigenous Kambari in Nigeria, Nomadic Education in Nigeria and Pedagogy). His e-mail address is mgmahuta1964@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348032348261. Download CV: CV_Garba-Muhammad -Mahuta_prof.-m.g.-updated-cv-2018.docx

**GARBA**, Musa Yakasai, is a Professor of Physical and Health Education (Sports Management) in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He Holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Head of Department of Physical and Health Education (2006-2010) and Director of Sports (2010-2015). He is the Publication Secretary of Nigerian Physical and Health Education, Recreation Sports and Dance Association. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is musagy@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037874545. Download CV: CV_Garba-Musa-Yakasai_my-cv.doc

**GARBA**, Talatu is a Professor of Language Education in the Faculty of Education, Department of Education, Bayero University, Kano. She holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2002). She was Head of the Department of Education (2012 - 2016) and Deputy Dean of Student Affairs Division of Bayero University, Kano (2009 - 2012). She is a member of Nigerian Academy of Education. She has successfully supervised four PhDs and currently supervising three. Her e-mail address is tmgarba.edu@buk.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035877524. Download CV: CV_Garba-Talatu_Musa_prof_talatu-edited.doc

**GBADAMOSI**, Mikhail is a Professor of Educational Planning and Policy, Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1999). He was HOD, Educational Management and Business Education (2007 - 2009), Dean, Faculty of Education (2010 - 2012) and currently the HOD, Educational Management and Business Studies. He is a Fellow of Chartered Institute of Local Government and Public Administration of Nigeria and National Institute of Educational Planning and Administration. His current research is on security measures in Nigerian Schools. He has supervised 24 PhDs. His email address is lasungbadamosi2014@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033452551.

**GBENEDIO**, Uche is a Professor of Language Education in the Institute of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1981). She was Ag. Vice Chancellor, University of Benin (February-April, 2009), Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Benin (2006-2009), Director of the Institute of Education (1995-1997). She was also Pioneer Rector, Benson Idahosa University (1997-2000). Her current research interest is on language teaching methods. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is uchegbenedio@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234 8034707148. Download CV: CV_Gbenedio-Uche-Betty_cv-uche.docx

**GWANI**, Julius is a Professor of Exercise and Sport Science in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (1996). He was the Head of Department, Physical and Health Education (2002-2006) and Dean of Faculty of Education (2008-2012). His research interest is exercise science in physical education. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email address is juliusatamagwani@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033174789. Download CV: CV_Gwani-Julius-Atama_curriculum-vitae.docx

**HAMMAN-TUKUR**, Abubakar is a Professor in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (1998). He was Head of Department of Education (2002-2003, 2005-2007). His current research is on the validity of tests and examinations. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is bubakari@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023669583. Download CV: CV_Hamman-Tukur-Abubakar--resume.docx

**HASSENN**, Eunice Modepu is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the College of Specialised and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun, Ijebu-Ode. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Oyo State (2004). She is currently the Head of Department and the University
Counsellor. Her current research is on counselling psychology/vocational counselling. She has successfully supervised eight M.Eds. Her email address is hassanem@tasued.edu.ng. Her telephone is +2348055163060. Download CV: CV_HASSAN-UNIQUE-MODUPE_hassan-em-curriculum-vitae.doc]

**HAASSAN,** Titilayo is a Professor of Research, Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1982). He was Provost School of Postgraduate Studies (2005-2009), Dean Faculty of Education (1990-1996), Director of Academic Planning (2010-2013) and Head of Department for five different times. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Association of Educational Psychologist (FNAEP) (1997) and a Fellow of Applied Information Management Professionals (FAIMP) 2013. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is titilashan48@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348056148865. Download CV: CV_Hassan-Titilayo_professor-c.v-to-send.doc

**IBIAM,** Julie is a Professor of Childhood Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria 1999. She is the Director CUDIMAC (2016 Till Date). She is Membe,r Nigeria Academy of Education. Her current research interest is play in the overall development of the child and readiness and transition to pre-primary and primary school, she has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Her email is julie.ibaim@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is 08035674454. Download CV: CV_Ibiam-Julie-Ude_most-current-cv-prof-ibiam.docx

**IBRAHIM,** Kyauta is a Professor of Special Education in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano. He was a Sub-Dean Academics/Facilities (2014-2016) and an acting HOD in Kano University of Science and Technology, Wudil (2018-2019). He has successfully supervised one PhD. His email address is kyauta715@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037018035. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Kyauta__c-v-for-professor-kyauta-ibrahim-b-u-k.docx

**IBUKUN,** Olusola is a Professor of Educational Management in the Department of Educational Management, AAU Akungba Akoko. He holds a PhD in Educational Management of the University of Ibadan, 1983. He was acting Vice-Chancellor, Adekunle Ajasin University Akungba Akoko (Feb. 2001 - May 2002). He has supervised 10 PhD students. His e-mail address is williams.ibukun@aaua.edu.ng. His phone number is +234803726112. Download CV: CV_Ibukun-Williams-Olusola_minimized-curriculum-vitae_.aug-2018.docx

**IDIALU,** Ethel is a Professor of Home Economics in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. She holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. She was Head of Department (2004-2006). She is currently supervising students for Masters in Education and some PhD candidates. Her email address is ethelidialu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348056033958. Download CV:

**IDOKO,** Constance is a Professor of Biology Education in the Faculty of Education, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). She was Head, Department of Science and Computer Education (2009-2012) and Director, International Degree Foundation, ESUT (2013-date). She is a member of Science Teachers Association. Her current research is on ICT and Implementation of Science Curricula. She has successfully supervised three PhDs. Her email address is constanceidoko@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348037728458.Download CV: CV_IDOKO-Constance_Eberechukwu_latest-cv.docx

**IFELUNNI,** Ike Chunuwe Sardauna is a Professor of Counselling at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He obtained his professional training at the University of Nigeria (1988), with first class honours and a PhD in 1993. He was Head of the Department of Educational Foundations (2010-2012) and Dean of the Faculty of Education (2012-2014) and was the Director, Quality Assurance (2015-2016). He has published over 60 research papers in scholarly journals and supervised over 25 PhDs. His current research is on marriage and family stability. His email address is ike.ifelunni@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063775616. Download CV: CV_IFELUNNI-IKE-CHUNUWE_SARDUANA_ike-c.s-ifelunni-cv-2018.doc
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IGBO, Happiness Ihuoma is Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Benue State University, Makurdi. She holds a PhD from Benue State University, Makurdi (2006). She is Director, Center for Counselling and Human Development. Her current research is on relationship between self-efficacy and marital stability among couples in Benue State. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email address is higbo2013@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348065716172. Download CV: CV_Igho-Happiness-Ihuoma_happiness-nuc-cv.docx

IGBO, Rosemary is a Professor of Adult and Non-formal Education in the Faculty of Education, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. She holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2004). She was Head of Educational Foundations, Enugu State University of Science & Technology, Enugu (2009-2011) and Head of Department of Continuing Education and Community Development, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. She is a member of the African Council for Distance Education. Her current research is on Adult and Non-formal Education. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her e-mail address is roigbo.ibbul@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037430049. Download CV: CV_IHENACHO-ROWLAND-ALAMEZIE EKE_curriculum-vitae-prof-.igboke-autosaved-.docx

IGBOKWE, Uwakwe Okereke is a Professor of Educational Evaluation and Geography Education in the Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD (1995) from the University of Ibadan. He has been Head of Department, Director of four academic units of the University, and Dean, Faculty of Education (2011/2012 - 2016/2017) and is currently Director Institute for Continuing Education. He has supervised 25 Ph.Ds His current research is on assessment and data in Nigerian higher educational institutions: processes and issues. He is the Branch Chairman of the Nigerian Institute of Management (Chartered). His email address is uwakwe.igbokwe@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348053671802. Download CV: CV_Igbokwe-Uwakwe-Okereke_curriculum-vitae-prof-.igbokwe-autosaved-.docx

IGWE, Lawrence a Professor of Education Management in the Faculty of Education University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1990). He was Dean, Faculty of Education and a Fellow of Institute of Personnel Management. He has successfully supervised more than 50 PhDs. His e-mail address is profilebigwe1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038831054. Download CV: CV_Igbewe-LAWRENCE-EMENIKE BULL_curriculum-vitae.docx

IJADUOLA, Kayode is a Professor of Educational Management in the College of Specialised and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu-Ode. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan(2000).He was Head of Department of Educational Management(2007-2011), Director of Distance Learning Institute(2011-2013)and Dean of Education(2013-2016).He is an Honorary appointee to the Research Board of Advisors by the Board of Directors, Governing Board of Editors and Publications Board of the American Biographical Institute. His current research is on educational policy analysis .His email address is kijaduola07@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348159331588. Download CV: CV_Ijaduola-Kayode-Olu_prof.-k.o.-ijaduola-s_curriculum-vitae-most-recent..docx

IJAIYA, Sidiqat is a Professor of Education Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Wales, Cardiff (1988). She was the Head of Department of Educational Management (2002-2005), Director Institute of Education (2010-2013) and Deputy Vice Chancellor Academics (2014-2018). Her current research is on quality assurance in early childhood education. She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. Her email address is yetunde@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348164372220. Download CV: CV_IJAIYA-Sidiqat-Nike Yetunde_cv-of-professor-ijaiya-current.docx

IKE, Ekaete is a Professor of Home Economics in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2010). She was Head of Home Economics Unit Department of Vocational and Technical (1994-1998) and Post Graduate coordinator, Department of Voc. and Tech. (2004-2008). Her current research is on relationship education. She has successfully supervised 30 PhDs. Her email address is ekponoudim@gmail.com. Her telephone
number is +2348033521217. Download CV: CV_IKE-EKAETE-NILL_ike-ekaete-is-a-professor-of-home-economics-in-the-faculty-of-education.docx

IKE, Godfrey is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1997). He was Head of Educational Technology Unit and was also the coordinator, ICEP Education, Imo State University, Owerri. His current research is on teacher effectiveness. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is goddyama@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033283224. Download CV: CV_Ike-Godfrey-Amam_prof.-ike-curriculum-vitae.docx

IKEOJI, Canice is a Professor of Agricultural Education in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka(1996). He was Acting Head of Department 2008-2009, and Director, Sandwich Degree Programme, 2011-date. He is the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Agricultural Education Teacher’s Association of Nigeria (JAETAN). His current research interest is preserve Agricultural Education teacher’s skill development in teaching trade subjects in Agriculture. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His e-mail address is canicek@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035063264. Download CV: CV_Ikeoji -Canice -Version 2.docx

IMAM, Hauwa is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1998). She is pioneer Director of the Institute of Education (2004-2008), Director Consultancy Services (2008-2009), Dean Faculty of Education (2009-2011), Director Centre for Gender Security Studies & Youth Advancement (2011-2015, and Director University Bookshop (since 2017). She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email addresses are hauwa.imam@uniabuja.edu.ng and drhauwaimam@msn.com. Her telephone number is +2348035929543. Download CV: CV_Imam-Hauwa_6th-cv.docx

IMOGIE, Olu Abigail is a Professor of Health Education at the Institute of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1988). She was Director, Center for Gender Studies (2006-2011), Director, Institute of Education, (2014-2016). She is an executive member of the Nigerian Academy of Education (since 2015). Her current research is on death and dying issues. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is abigailabinal@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348082646524. Download CV: CV_IMOGIE-ABIGAIL-OLU_imogie-cv.docx

INGAWA, Salihu Yusufu is a Professor of Educational Leadership and Teacher Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Ohio(1984). He was Coordinator Education, Head of Department (1994-1998); Director, Center for Distance Education and Continuing Education (1998-2000); Director, Remedial and General Studies(2000-2005);Deputy Vice-Chancellor Adm.(2005-2007); Head of Department(2007-2008). He is a Fellow of the Academy of Education. His current research is on teaching education with technology. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His e-mail addresses are salihu.ingawa@uniabuja.edu.ng, salihu.ingawa@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348054327927. Download CV: CV_INGAWA-Salihu-Yusufu_up-dated-ingawa-cv.2-new-version-2018-.docx

INYANG-ABIA, Moses, is a Professor of Curriculum Technologies and Environmental Education, Faculty of Education, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD (UNICAL: Curri Tech - 2000); CFS (Strathclyde: Environmental Edu -1990); MA (UNIFE: EduTech -1984); BA (UNICAL: Edu/Geo -1980). He was Director, Institute of Education ( 2006 - 2007); Provost). Current research focus includes Integration of New Instructional Technologies and Grassroots Climate Change Mitigation Strategies. He has supervised 21 PhDs. email: mosseydemmy@gmail Phone: +2348036722818. Download CV: CV_Inyang-Abia-Moses-Edem_inyang-Abia-cv-2018.docx

IRO, Paul is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Choba. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1990). He was HOD (2001-2003), and Chairman, Graduate Committee of the Department of Human Kinetics & Health Education, (2006-date). He is a
fellow of Corporate Administrative Institute of Nigeria. His current research is on exercise therapy and rehabilitation. He is supervising four PhDs. His e-mail address is Paul.iro@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234703521602. Download CV: CV_Iro-Paul-Chima_Eke_curriculum-vitae-1.doc

ISANGEDIGHI, Abangl John is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA (1981). He was the Head, Department of Educational Foundations, Guidance and Counselling (1997-1999), and the Director, Institute of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar (2008-2011). His current research interest is on growth of the person, and research for innovation. He has successfully supervised 35 PhDs, and is currently supervising five. His e-mail address is abangisangedighi@ymail.com. His telephone number is +2348036735339. Download CV: CV_Isangedighi-Abang-John_prof-isangedighi-cv-current.doc

ISYAKU, Kabiru is a Professor of Education in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds Ed,D from Indiana University, Bloomington(1983). He was Director and later Executive Secretary (NCCE) 1990-2006. He was Head and Dean of Education at UMYU (2008-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education. He is into Teacher Education and has successfully supervised four PhDs. His e-mail address is kabiru_isyaku@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033457415. Download CV: CV_Isyaku-Kabiru-c-u-r-r-i-c-u-l-u-m-v-i-t-a-e-1-2018-.doc

IWUCHUKWU, Chima is a Professor of Educational Philosophy in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1988). He was the Unit Head for Foundations of Education, the Head of Department of Educational Foundations and Administration, the Dean of Faculty of Education, Faculty Representative to School of Postgraduate Studies and Faculty coordinator for Research Work for Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students, Imo State University. He is the Immediate Past Vice-Chancellor, Tansian University. He has successfully supervised 30 PhDs. His email address is beckybon2@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034713448. Download CV: CV_IWUCHUKWU-CHIMA-BONIFACE_curriculum-vitae-iwuchukwu-chima-boniface-latest.docx

IWUNDU, Charles Okechukwu is a Professor of Educational Psychology, Guidance and Counseling in the Faculty of Education Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from Antonianum University Rome (1987). He was HOD (1989 – 1994), Director (2004-2006), Dean of Education (2011-2016) He is a fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration. His current research is on criminal psychology. He is currently supervising 12 PhDs. His E-mail Address is okechukwucharles54@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348033167347, +2348183361078.

JAMES, Timothy is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, National Open University of Nigeria, Abuja. He holds a PhD from the ABU-Zaria (2000). He was Head of Department, Science Education (2008-2015) and Center Director (2016 - Date). His current research is on science education. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email: tjames@noun.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035895812. Download CV: CV_James-Timothy_current-cv-of-dr-james-timothy.doc

JEGEDE, Olugbemiro is a Professor of Science Education and Professor of Open and Distance Learning at the National Open University of Nigeria (NOUN) where he is currently Emeritus Professor. He holds a PhD from the University College, Cardiff, Wales (1981). He was Dean of Education at the University of Abuja (1990-1991), Director of Research at the University of Southern Queensland (1991-1997) and the University of Hong Kong (1997-2001). His current research areas include instructional science, virtual reality and evaluation of learning. He has successfully supervised over 15 PhDs. His email address is jegedeo@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348034116363. Download CV: CV_JEGEDE-OLUGBEIMO_-olucvJanuary2018.docx

JEGEDE, Samuel is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the Ekiti State University (2004). He was Coordinator (2006-2007) and Ag. HOD Curriculum Studies Department(2009-2010). He was Sub Dean Faculty of Education (2007-
JEKAYINFA, Alice is a Professor of Social Studies Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1991). She was HOD, Social Sciences Education (2013-2015). She is a fellow of the History of Education Society of Nigeria and currently the Assistant President of the Social Studies Association of Nigeria. Her current research is on Curriculum Materials for Teaching History and Social Studies. She has successfully supervised 20 PhDs and five are still in progress. Her e-mail address is jekayinfa.aa@unilorin.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348033893206. Download CV: CV_JEKAYINFA-Alice-Arinlade_current-cv-jekayinfa.doc

JOSHUA, Akon Monday is a Professor of Educational Psychology (Counselling Psychology) in the Faculty of Education, Cross River University of Technology (CRUTECH), Calabar. She holds a PhD from University of Calabar (2006). She was coordinator of Centre for General Studies, Dean of Education, Chairman of Committee of Deans, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics) and Ag. Vice-Chancellor, CRUTECH. Her research is on the behaviour and temperaments of adolescents. She is a regular paper presenter, youth motivational speaker and counsellor on H.I.V. and other youth/adolescence issues. Her email is konjoshua@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348137423589. Download CV: CV_JOSHUA-AKON-MONDAY_cv-prof-mrs-joshua.doc

JOSHUA, Monday Tommy is a Professor of Educational Research, Measurement, Evaluation, Teacher Education and STEM in Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar, Calabar (1999). He was Ag. Head of Department (2005-2007) and Faculty Coordinator of Graduate Programmes (2002-2003). He is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. He had served as Registrar/CEO of National Examinations Council, and Executive Secretary of National Commission for Colleges of Education. His research interest is in instructional evaluation & IRT. He has successfully supervised 29 PhDs. His email is monjoshua2015@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037183902. Download CV: CV_JOSHUA-MONDAY-TOMMY_cv-prof-joshua-june2018-nuc.doc

KAGU, Bulama is a Professor of Counselling Psychology, in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (1999). He was Head of Department (2007-2012) and Dean School of Postgraduate Studies (2014-2017). He is a Fellow of the Counseling Association of Nigeria. His current research is on study habits, career development and motivation. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is bulamakagu97@gmail.com. His telephones are +2348056232964/+2348034777464. Download CV: CV_Kagu-Bulama_professor-bulama-kagu-cv.docx

KALESANWO, Olufemi Olukayode is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago - Iwoye. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head of Department (2010 - 2011). PG Coordinator (2006 - 2015). He is a Fellow of Nigerian School Health Association (FNSHA). He is currently supervising five PhDs. His email addresses are kalepay@yahoo.com/kalesanwo.olufemi@oouagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348056232964/+2348034777464. Download CV: CV_Kalesanwo-Prof.olukayode_cv.docx

KALU, Iroha Matthias is a Professor of Physics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Head of Department of Curriculum and Teaching (2006 - 2008). His current research is on integration of ICT in Science Education, Science teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge and understanding of the nature of science and scientific inquiry. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is iroha7kalu@unical.edu.ng or mckay7.ik@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348037182834 and 2349054240304. Download CV: CV_KALU-IROHA-MATTHIAS_prof.-kalu-s-curriculum-vitae.docx
KANNO, Theresa Nnennaya is a Professor of Curriculum Studies in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was the Dean of Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State.(2006-2009) and Acting Provost, Abia State College of Education Technical, Arochukwu, (2014-2016). She is a fellow of Curriculum Organisation of Nigeria. Her current research is on guided discovery, simulation and games in curriculum content delivery. She has successfully supervised 30 PhDs. Her e-mail address is nnennakanno@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034841950. Download CV: CV_KANNO-THERESA-NENNAYA_prof-kanno-s-most-current-cv.docx

KATCHA, Muhammad Abdullahi is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006). He was Program officer CDL, Deputy Director IOE and CDL, HOD Science and Environmental Education and currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Admin). He is a member of STAN (MSTAN). He has successfully supervised one PhD. His e-mail address is profkatcha22@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2347030788039. Download CV: CV_Katcha-Muhammad-Abdullahi_cv-prof.-ma-katcha.docx

KEMJIKA, Obi is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1989). He was Associate Dean of Education (2002-2003) and three times Head of Department. He is a member of the Nigerian Psychological Association and affiliate member of American Psychology Association. He has successfully supervised 12 Phds. His e-mail addresses are obi.kemjika@uniport.edu.ng and obikemjika@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348066992136. Download CV: CV_KEMJIKA-Obi-GREGORY_prof.-kemjika-cv.docx

KINANEE, Joseph Barineka is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2004). He was Ag. Head of Department (2004-2008), Director of Basic Studies (2013-2014), Deputy Vice Chancellor (2014-2015), Ag. Vice Chancellor of Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni- Port Harcourt (2015-2016). He is a member, Counselling Association of Nigeria, and Fellow, National Association of Special Education Teachers. His current research is on LGBTI studies. He has supervised three PhDs. His contacts: jkinanee2006@gmail.com and +2348033397092. Download CV: CV_Kinanee-Joseph-Barineka_cv-sab-new.docx

KOLA-OLUSANYA, Anthony is a Professor of Environmental Sustainability, Environmental Education and Learning for Sustainable Development in the Faculty of Education, Osun State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Toronto (2008). He was Acting Provost/Dean of Education (2015-2017). He was also Acting Dean of Social Sciences (2014-2015) and Acting Dean of Students Affairs (2012/2013 and Mar. Aug. 2015). His current research is on human dimensions of climate change issues and environmental and resource conflict. He has successfully supervised four Postgraduate Diplomas. His email is anthonyolusanya@uniosun.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348032580579. Download CV: CV_Kola-olusanya-Anthony-_anthony-kola-cv-nuc.docx

KOLAWOLE, Clement Olusegun Olaniran is a Professor of Language Education, Curriculum and Instruction, Department of Arts and Social Sciences Education, University of Ibadan. He holds the Ph.D, Language Education, (1998) and M. A. English Language (2004). He is a member of several professional associations and a registered teacher. He served as the 24th Dean, Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan (2011 - 2013) and currently heads the Department of Arts and Social Sciences Education, University of Ibadan. His e-mail addresses are coo.kolawole@mail.ui.edu.ng/coo.kolawole@gmail.com/kocycool57@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348033340402/+2348087293680. Download CV: CV_Kolawole-Clement-Olusegun Olaniran_mycv.docx

KPANGBAN, Emperor is a Professor of Curriculum and Instruction in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Director, Sandwich Programme (2006-2008), Director, General Studies (2010-2012) and Head of Department of
Science Education (2012-2015). He is Director, Institute of Education (2016 – Date). His current research is on improving lecturers’ teaching practice supervision skills. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is professorkpangban@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348119010433. Download CV: CV_Kpangban-Emperor-_prof.-kpangan-new-cv.docx

KWASAU, John Na’allah is a Professor of Christian Religious Studies Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2001). He was Assistant Dean Undergraduate (2002-2006). He is a member of four professional bodies. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is johnkwasau@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348037031270. Download CV: CV_Kwasau-John-Na’allah_latest-cv-2018.doc

LAKPINI, Mary is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University (2006). She was Programme Officer for Integrated Science Education and Physics Education (1999 - 2012) and Head of Department of Science Education (2012 to Date). Her current research is on pupils with learning difficulties. She has successfully supervised seven PhDs. Her email address is mlakpini@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348053206824. Download CV: CV_LAKPINI-Mary-Asibi_ct-2014-2015-promotion.doc

LAWAL, Bashiru is a Professor of History and Policy of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1994). He is currently the Head of Unit of Educational Foundations. He is a fellow of History of Education Society of Nigeria. His current research is Nigerian educational policy and its implementation. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is olubodelaww@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033764494. Download CV: CV_LAWAL-BASHIRU-OLUBODE_lawal-2016-general-c-v.doc

LAWAL, Falilat is a Professor of Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2007). She is the examination officer of the Department since 2007. Her current research area is Science Education. She has successfully supervised Seven PhDs. Her email address is fahlawal@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348065533369. Download CV: CV_LAWAL-FALILAT-KIKE_c.v.-f.k.-lawal-2018-general.docx

LAWAL, Raheem Adebayo is a Professor of Language Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Kwara State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1989). He was Dean, Faculty of Education, (2006-2008) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), University of Ilorin, (2012-2014). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Association of Language Educators (FNLALE) and Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on aspects of a theory of verbal continuity. He has successfully supervised 24 PhDs. His email address is bayolawal58@unilorin.edu.ng; adebayolawal58@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033750010. Download CV: CV_LAWAL-Raheem -Adebayo_latest-curriculum-vitae-of-professor-adebayo-lawal-corrected.doc

MADU, Barnabas Chidi is a Professor of Physics Education and Research and Evaluation in the Department of Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). He is a member of Science Teachers Association of Nigeria and Association of Educational Researchers and Evaluators of Nigeria. His research interest is on students' misconceptions in Physics and innovative strategies for teaching physics. He has supervised eight PhDs. His email address is bcmadu4owa@gmail.com and telephone numbers are +2347067840516, +2348057252877, +2349077058372. Download CV: CV_MADU-BARNABAS-CHIDI_prof.-b.c.-madu-curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

MADUMERE-OBIKE, Chinyerem is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (1994). She was the associate Dean of Faculty of Education (2010-2014) and is currently the Head of Department of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. She has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. Her e-mail Address is: ubamadumere@gmail.com. Her telephone...
MAHMOUD, Khadija is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Bayero University Kano in 2005. She was acting Head, Department of Psychology and Counselling (2011), Section Head, Educational Psychology (2012). Her research is on personality psychology. She has successfully supervised 12 PhDs and 35 Masters Students. Her e-mail address is addadia@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348086535519. 

MAISAMARI, John Yakubu is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D. from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1991). He was Dean, Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, Abuja (2005-2009) and Member, Senate Representative on the University of Abuja, Governing Council on two consecutive terms. He was Secretary General of the Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON) and a Fellow of the Counselling Association of Nigeria. His email address is jymaisamari@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2349022077804. 

MAISAMARI, Ashom Musa is a Professor of English Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (1997). He has served the University in various capacities as Deuty Dean (1999-2003), Director SERVICOM (2004-2008), Dean (2016 to date), Member of Governing Council (2000-2003) and Director Consultancy (2000-2003). His e-mail address is ashommaisamari@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348036018019, +2348077043343. 

MAIWADA, Danjuma is a Professor of Education with specialisation in educational psychology obtained from Bayero University Kano. He was Dean Postgraduate School, Deputy Vice Chancellor Academics and Vice-Chancellor. He is a fellow of Institute of Corporate Executives of Nigeria. His current research interest is antecedents of inclusive education. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is dmaiwada@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039675866. 

MAKINDE, Solomon is a Professor of Language Education in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Lagos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was the Assistant Director, LASU at Badagry (2006-2010) and the Head of Department, Language, Arts and Social Science Education, Lagos State University (since 2016). His current research is on culturally enriched classroom. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is lanremakinde2015@gmail.com. His telephone is +2348035986698. 

MAMMAN, Joseph Haruna is a Professor of New Testament Studies and Contemporary Studies in the Faculty of Education, Department of Arts and Social Sciences Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Urban University, Rome - Italy. He has served in several committees in the Department, Faculty, and the University. He has supervised seven PhDs. His telephone number is +2348091580329. 

MAXIMIN-AGHA Emmanuel is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He attended the Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna and was commissioned into the Nigerian Army Intelligence Corps, and the University of Ibadan, where he obtained his PhD. He has authored several books and his current research interest shows him to be a strong advocate of a paradigm shift from man as a biochemical being to man as an energetic and informational being with sophisticated, high speed communications systems mediating a complex information flow within our bodies. His e-mail address is aghamarx@yahoo.co.uk. His
MBAIJORGU, Ngozika is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). She is presently the Director of Academic Planning. She was Head, Department of Science and Computer Education (2007-2010) and Coordinator, Quality Assurance (2014-2015). Her current research is on the relationship between culture, worldview and science/biology learning. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is nmbajiorgu@esut.edu.ng; nmbajiorgu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348068090177. Download CV: CV_MBAJORGU-NGOZIKA-MARIAN_cv-mbajiorgu.docx

MBAKWEM, Jemimah Ndudi is a Professor of Education Curriculum Studies in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu (2001). She was the former Head, Department of Curriculum Studies and Educational Technology (2013-2014) and Department of Social Science Education (2014-2017). She has been a member of Imo State University Senate since 2010. She is a Fellow of Curriculum Organization of Nigeria. She is a Member of Nigerian Academy of Education. She has successfully supervised 12 PhDs and currently supervising four. Her email is ndujem@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348068234191. Download CV: CV_MBAKWEM-JEMIMAH-NDUDI_curriculum-vitae-prof-mbakwem.docx

MBURZA, Ali is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (2003). He was Sole Administrator, University of Maiduguri Staff School (2011-2014) and Head of Department Vocational and Technical Education University of Maiduguri (2016 - Date). He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is alimburza61@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028340624. Download CV: CV_MBURZA-ALI_prof-cv.doc

MKPA, Nnenna is a Professor of Measurement/Gifted Education in the Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was Acting Dean of Education (2003- 2004, 2016), She was Director of Pre-science (2004-2006) and the Director of Sandwich (since 2015). She is a Fellow of Charted Administrative Institute. Her current research in on adolescent personality and school adjustment scale. She has successfully supervised 22 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ndmkpa@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037785155. Download CV: CV_MKPA-NNENNA-DEBORAH_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-updated.docx

MODEBELU, Melody is a Professor of Educational Management and Educational Administration and Supervision in College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike-Umuahia. She holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2006). She was Head of Department, Educational Management (2014-2017). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Policy Management Development. Her current research is on hand washing methods in public primary and secondary schools in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her e-mail address is melodyne@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037785155. Download CV: CV_Modebelu-Melody-Ndidi_melody-cv-nuc-professors-2018.doc

MOHAMMED, Aisha Z. is a Professor of Curriculum and Instructions in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (1999). She was the Head of Department (2005 - 2009). She is a fellow of Nigerian Association of Home Economics(NAHE) and Home Economics Professional Association (HEPA). Her current research is on curriculum and instructions. She has successfully supervised nine PhDs. Her email address is aishazmohammed2000@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348034525728. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Aisha-Z_aisha-cv.docx

MOHAMMED, Rabi’u is a Professor of Physical Education in the Faculty of Education Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2008). He was the Head, Department of physical
and health education (2010-2012) and he is currently the Director of sports. He is currently supervising three PhDs. His email address is mohammedrabiu212@yahoo.com and his telephone number is 08023086560. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Rabiu_prof.-rabiu-muhammad-cv.docx

MOHAMED, Zakari is a Professor of Library and Information Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Moscow State Humanity University, Moscow (1991). He was the University Librarian at Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2007-2013). He is a fellow of the Nigerian Library Association and Nigerian Institute of Management. His current research is on ICT applications in information management. He has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. His email address is zakmoh2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037039624. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Zakari_the-zaks-cv1.docx

MORAKINYO, Ebenezer is a Professor of Human Kinetics in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Oyo State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1991). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Sports Management. His current research is on Legal Liability of Sports Administrators in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is e_morakinyo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033233211.

MORONKOLA, Olawale is a Professor of Health Education in Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan [1995]. He was Sub-Dean Undergraduate [1997-1999], Hall Warden, Independence Hall [2004-2010], Dean, Faculty of Education [2013-2015] and Kuti Hall Master [2015-2018]. He is a Fellow, Nigerian School Health Association. His research is on status of school health programme and health related lifestyle of school and community populations. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email addresses are: e_morakinyo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023415695. Download CV: CV_MORONKOLA-OLAWALE-AKANBI_cvncmoronkola.docx

MUODUMOGU, Chinwe is a Professor of English Language Education, Benue State University, Makurdi. She holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2003). She was the Postgraduate programmes coordinator, Department of Curriculum & Teaching and the Faculty of Education Representative to Postgraduate Board. She is currently the Director Centre for Gender Studies, Benue State University. Her current research is on meta-cognitive strategies of ESL learners in reading visual and multi-modal texts and in and out of school parents’ involvement as literacy leaders. She has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. Her email addresses are: cmuodumogu@gmail.com and cmuodumogu@bsum.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348065641445. Download CV: CV_Muodumogu-Chinwe-Anthonia_prof-chinwe-muodumogu-s-cv.doc

MUSA, C. Noah is a Professor of Educational Sociology in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria,Nsukka (1988). He is Head, Department of Educational Foundations. His research is on Sociology of the family and marital relationships, gender issues, minority and disadvantaged groups studies. His telephone number is +2348034091854. Download CV: CV_MUSA-C. NOAH_-_compiled-cv-1-.docx

MUSTAPHA, Mohammed Tajoreen is a Professor of Science Education at Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from University of Ilorin Nigeria (2003). He was Dean Faculty of Education (2011-2012), Director Academic Planning (2012-2016) and currently the Director Quality Assurance. His research focus is on Science Curriculum Evaluation. His current Research in on evaluation of examination questions of undergraduate biology and also on development and validation of institutional quality assurance for tracking educational processes in Nigerian university. He has jointly supervised one PhD, and several PGDs in Education. His e-mail address is mmtajor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348135885000. Download CV: CV_Mustapha-Mohammed-Tajordeen_m.t.-curriculum-vitae.docx

NKEREUWEM, Edet is a Professor of Information Science in the Faculty of Education Univesity of Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA (1984) He was Deputy University...
Librarian (1998-2011). His current research is on the determinants of computer based information system performance in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email address is eddynkereuwem@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037059091. Download CV: CV_Nkereuwem-Edet-Efiong_curriculum-vitae-1.docx

NKOM, Andrew Andarawus is a Professor of Instructional Technology, Faculty of Education, Nasarawa State University Keffi. He holds Ed.D from Boston University USA. He was Director Institute of Education Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004 -2006). His e-mail address is absnkom43@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234(0)8037032707. Download CV: CV_Nkom-Andrew-Andarawus_curriculum-vitae-for-dr.-nkom-two.doc

NNACHI, Richard Onwukwe, is a Professor of Educational Psychology, in the Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD in Educational Psychology. He was the HOD, Psychological Foundations of Education (2011-2016) and the Director of Centre for Primary and Non-Formal Education (2016-2017). He is a researcher in the application of Psychology to the teaching and learning of different branches of science. His current research is in the areas of learning and cognition. He has successfully supervised 15 PHDs and more than 20 Masters Degree. His e-mail address is richnnachio@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348068535747. Download CV: CV_Nnachi-Richard-Onwukwe_curriculum-vitae.docx

NNODUM, Benedicta is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu (2001). She was Head of Department (2002 - 2005, 2011 - 2012). She is a member of Nigerian Academy of Education and Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON). Her Current research is on trauma counselling among adolescent students in Imo State using cognitive behaviour therapy and solution focus therapy. She has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. Her email addresses are benennodum@yahoo.com and benennodum@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033254090. Download CV: CV_Nnodum-Benedicta-Ifeyinwa_cv-prof.docx

NTUI,, Aniebet is a Professor of Library and Information Science, in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar. She holds a PhD in Library & Information Science from University of Uyo. (2007). She is the Chair, Departmental Graduate Committee, (since 2016) and Head, Department of Library and Information Science (2014 - 2016). She is Certified by the Librarian Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN). Her current research is on users studies and knowledge management. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email address is ntuinju@unal.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348027690717.

NWABOKU, Nwabuno is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1988). She was Dean of Education (2010-2012). She is a fellow of the Nigeria Association for Educational Media and Technology. Her current research is on applications of School-based teacher development approaches. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is ncnwaboku@yahoo.com and her phone number is +234 8023124013. Download CV: CV_Nwaboku-Nwabuno-Cordelia_nwaboku-cv-update.doc

NWACHUKWU Victor Ndubisi is a professor of Library and Information Science, Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2006). He was the Head of Department (2013-2015). He is a Chartered Librarian. His current research is on library tech and bibliotherapy. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds and over 30 MLs. His e-mail address is victor nwachukwu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037790006. Download CV: CV_NWACHUKWU-VICTOR-NDUBISI_curriculum-vitae-1.doc

NWAFOR, Samuel Okechukwu is a Professor in the Faculty of Education University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of North Texas, Denton, Texas,(1991). His current research is on educational leadership. He has successfully supervised 32 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is
NWAGBO, Chinwe Rose is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD in Science Education from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was the Head of the Department of Science Education from (2009 - 2012). She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is chinwe.nwagbo@unn.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348037537133. Download CV: CV_NWAGBO-ROSE-CHINWE_prof-chinwe-nwaqgbo-cv-2018-latest.docx

NWALO, Kenneth Ivo Ngozi is a Professor of Library and Information Studies in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was Acting Head of Department (2015 - 2017). He is a Certified Librarian of Nigeria and Fellow of CODERIA. His current research is on Information Management. His e-mail address is kennwalo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033808344. Download CV: CV_Nwalo-Kenneth Ivo-Ngozi_professor-nwalo-cv.docx

NWANKWO, Osita is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling (Counselling Psychology) in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1990). His current research is on memory and learning. He has successfully supervised 52 PhDs. His email address is ocnwankwo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035477763. Download CV: CV_Nwankwo-Osita-Cornelius_nwankwo-o.c.-curriculum-vitae-new.docx

NWANNA-NZEWUNWA, Oledinma is a Professor of Sociology of Education in the Faculty of Education University of Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt. She was the Director Institute of Education (2012-2016) and Director Sandwich and Skill Acquisition, UniPort coordinator PGDE and NCE. She is a fellow of Paul Harris society of rotary club international and fellow institute of policy management development. She is a member of Nigerian Academy of education, she has supervised seven PhDs. Her e-mail address is onzewunwa@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348033387462. Download CV: CV_NWANNA-NZEWUNWA-OLEDINMA-PHOEBE_publication-3-wrod-2006.doc

NWIDEEDUH, Samuel Barilekaana is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt, Rivers State. He holds a PhD from the University Of Minnesota, Minneapolis/St. Paul, USA, (1985). He was Acting HOD (2005-2007), Acting General Manager, Uniport Investments (2000-2003), Director Institute of Education (2016-2017), Chairman, Board of Governors, Uniport Demonstration Secondary School (2016-2017), Coordinator I, Faculty of Education Promotions/Appraisal Committee (2017) and Chairman, Departmental Programmes Accreditation Committee (2016). He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email is sambnwideeduh@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348033810769.

NWOGBO, Vivian Ngozi is a Professor of Educational Management and Policy in the Faculty of Education, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University,Awka(2005). She was a Sub-Dean of Education(2010-2012),Head of Department (2011-2014) and Deputy Director Sandwich(2014-2016). She is a fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. Her current research is on quality teacher education. She is currently supervising four PhDs.Her email address is vivianwogbo@yahoo.com.Her phone number is +2348033845177. Download CV: CV_Nwogbo-Vivian-Ngozi_prof-vivian-nwogbo-cv.doc

NWORGU, Boniface is a Professor of Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1990). He was Head/Coordinator of Science Education (1994 -1998), Dean of Education (2006 - 2008) and Director, Centre for Distance and e-Learning (2015 - present). He has supervised PhDs. His email address is boniface.nworgu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348039090211. Download CV: CV_Nworgu-Boniface-Ginikanwa_prof-nworgu-cv.doc
NWOSU, Apollonia is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). She was the Head of Department of Science Education (2005-2007) and Dean of School of General Studies (2015-2017). Her current research is on skill acquisition for the 21st century through effective science teaching; sustainable development goals and science education. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email addresses are apollonia.nwosu@unn.edu.ng; apoanaelenwosu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037748569. Download CV: CV_NWOSU-APOLLONIA-ANAELE_cv-apollonia-nwosu.docx

NWOSU, Constance is a Professor of Curriculum, Instruction, and English at Babcock University, Ilishan-Remoo, Ogun State. She holds a PhD from Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan, United States of America. She is currently the Associate Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness at Babcock University. Her research focus is on the integration of faith in learning, service, and life. Her current research is on denominational persistence among Adventist University alumni in West-Central Africa and North America. Her email address is NwosuC@babcock.edu.ng, and her phone number is +234806-463-8207. Download CV: CV_Nwosu-Constance-Chibuzo_prof-constance-c.-nwosu-s-cv.docx

NZENERI, Iheanyichukwu Samuel is a Professor of Adult and Non-formal Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1990). He was Head, Department of Adult and Non-formal Education (1997-1999, 2001-2003, 2005-2007) respectively. He is currently the Director of federal His email address is iheanyichukwu.nzeneri@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036777893. Download CV: CV_NZENERI-SAMUEL-IHEANYICHUKWU_curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-real.docx

NZEWI, Uchenna Mariestella is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1990). She was Head, Department of Science Education (2000); Director, CUDIMAC (2013-2016) and Dean, School of General Studies (2017 to present). She has supervised over 20 PhDs. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education (FNAE); FSTAN, and Curriculum Organisation of Nigeria (FCON). Her current research is on Sustaining Female Participation in STEM through appropriate pedagogy. Her email address is uchenna.nzewi@unn.edu.ng, and telephone no is +2348037229254. Download CV: CV_Nzewi-Uchenna-Mariestella_uchenna-nzewi-cv-.doc

OBAGAH, Mamudu is a Professor of Educational Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education Rumuolumeni Port Harcourt, Rivers State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was Director Institute of Education, Faculty of Science and Technology Rivers State University (2006-2007) and Head of the Department of Psychology, Guidance and Counselling, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education (2008-2010). He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is mamuduobagah@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023252147. Download CV: CV_Obagah-Mamudu-Omosah Nasiru_prof-obagah-cv-corrected-2018.docx

OBASI, Fidelia is a Professor of Educational Management & Planning, Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). She was Secretary, Establishment of Educational Management Certificate Programme(1999) and Secretary, Faculty of Education Strategic Planning and Accreditation Board (2003-2005). She is a member of Nigeria Association for Educational Administration & Planning (NAEP) and the Curriculum Organization of Nigeria (CON). Her current research is on Phases in the Management of Education in Nigeria. She has successfully Supervised eight PhDs. Her email address is nkabi6@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2347037282629. Download CV: CV_Obasi-Fidelia-Ngozi_complete-profile-of-prof-obasi-fidelia.docx

OBASI, Victoria Adaobi is the current Vice Chancellor of Imo State University Owerri. She holds a PhD. in Curriculum Studies 1989 from the University of Hull England. She has been HOD, Sub Dean Students Affairs a member of the Governing Council of IMSU Owerri and presently the Vice Chancellor (2016-2020).
date). She is a Fellow of the Curriculum Organization of Nigeria. She has been a Commissioner of Education for Imo State (2011 - 2013). She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is adacharlesone@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033486097. Download CV: CV_OBASI-VICTORIA-ADAOBI_prof.-mrs.-obasi-curriculum-vitae.doc

OBI, Florence is a Professor of Psychology and Education of Children with Special Needs in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2002). She was Dean of Education (2012-2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics), University of Calabar (2015-2017). Her current research is on Universities’ compliance with NUC BMAS in the Introduction to Special Needs Education. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her e-mail address is obibanku2000@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348037113266. Download CV: CV_Obi-Florence-Banku_curriculum-vitae-2.-prof.doc

OBILADE, Oluyemisi is a Professor of Adult Education and Women Studies in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University. She was a Vice-Dean of Students’ Affairs, Obafemi Awolowo University and Vice-Chancellor, Tai Solarin University of Education. She is a fellow of the Leadership Foundation (USA) and also a former Commissioner for Education in Osun State. Her current research interest is on addressing the tripartite interface between adult education, gender and patriarchy. Her email address is oobilade@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033486097. Download CV: CV_OBILADE-OLUYEMISI-OLUREMI_vc-curriculum-vitae-2017-e.doc

OBINAJU, Queendoleen is a Professor of Child Psychology and Early Childhood Education in Faculty of Education, University of Uyo. She holds the Ph.D degree of the University of Jos (1995). She was HOD, Elementary Education and Special Education (1992 -2001), Dean of Faculty of Education (2010 - 2014). She is Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administration and a Fellow, Nigeria Academy of Education. Her current research is on Child Development and Education of children. She has supervised nine Ph.Ds. Her email address is queenobinaju@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348023028424. Download CV: CV_OBINA Joan Queendoleen-Idongesit_curriculum-vitae.doc

OBIYEMI, Olawole is a Professor of Human Kinetics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from University of Benin, Nigeria (1988). He was the Director, Institute of Education, University of Ilorin (2007-2010) and Director of Sports (2016-Date.) His current research is on Nigeria limitations to winning the world cup. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is prof.oobiymesi@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348038090928. Download CV: CV_OBIYEMI-olawole-olatunbosun_prof-obiymesi-s-curriculum-vitae.doc

OBUNADIKE, Joy is a Professor of Home Economics Education in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a PhD in Home Economics Education from Delta State University, Abraka and a PhD in Educational Management from Nnamdi Azikwe University, Awka. She was Deputy Dean Post Graduate School (2015-2017) and College Representative to the Senate (2014-2015). She is a Fellow of International Federation of Home Economics Association World Wide. Her current research is on Home Economics Education. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is dikejoy@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037105761. Download CV: CV_Obunadike-Joy-Chinwe_curriculum-vitae-main.docx

OCHOLI, Ekundayo is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, Nigeria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (1998). She was the Head of Department of Guidance and Educational Psychology (2009-2014) and Director, Centre for Gender Security and Youth Advancement at the University of Abuja (2018-date). She has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. Her email address is ekundayoocholi@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036260119. Download CV: CV_Ocholi-Ekundayo-Fehintola_curriculum-vitae-updated.doc

OCHU, Alfred is a Professor of TVET/Agricultural Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Agriculture, Makurdi. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). He was Head of
Department (2002-2006 and 2013-2014), and Director Postgraduate and Undergraduate Programmes (2004-2014). He is a Fellow of Association of Vocational Technical Educators of Nigeria. His current research is on sustainable resources conservation and development in agricultural education. He has successfully supervised 16 Phds. His email address is ochualfredprof@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347031802552. Download CV: CV_OCHU-ALFRED-OCHU_ochu-cv-2018.docx

ODELEYE, Donald is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Arts and Education, Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2000). He was acting Dean of Education (2011) and Head of Department (2007-2011 and 2015 to date). His current research is on parenting. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email is bodeleye@gmail.com. His teletelephone number is +2348060162719. Download CV: CV_ODELEYE-DONALD-ABIDEMI_curriculum-vitae-prof-donald-a-odeleye-february-2018.docx

ODEN, Sarah is a Professor of English Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1999). She was Head, Department of Educational Technology(2002-2004); Coordinator, Educational Technology programme (2005-2010); Head, Department of Curriculum and Teaching (2012-2015); and Director, Institute of Education, University of Calabar (since 2015). Her current research is on professionalism in teacher education. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is sarah.oden2@unal.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348030716886. Download CV: CV_ODEN-Sarah-Nicholas_mum-oden-s-cv-abridged-.doc

ODILI, John Nwanibeze is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). He was Head of Department and currently Director Quality Assurance Centre, Delta State University. His research is on testing under IRT. He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email address is jodili@delsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348032550564. Download CV: CV_ODILI-JOHN-NWANIBEZE_curriculum-vitae-j.n.-odili-recent.doc

ODOGWU, Helen is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos. She was Head of Department (2015-2018) and Acting Head of Department (2005-2007). Her current research is on ICT in the teaching and learning of Mathematics. She has successfully supervised two PhDs and currently supervising three. Her email address is helenadoogwu@yahoo.com and helenodogwu5@gmail.com and phone number 08023105447. Download CV: CV_ODOGWU-HELEN-NONYELUM_prof.-odogwu-curriculum-vitae-1-.doc

ODU, Kennedy Oji is a Professor of Technical Education (Building Woodwork), Faculty of Education, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). He is currently the Head of Department of Technical Education, Delta State University. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Association of Teachers of Technology (NATT). His current research is on vocational technical teachers’ job commitment and their performance in federal colleges of education technical in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. My email address is odukennedy@delsu.edu.ng. My telephone is +2348030716886. Download CV: CV_ODU-KENNEDY-OJI_curriculum-vita2-prof.-kennedy-odu.doc

ODUMUH, Theresa is a Professor of English Language Education in the University of Abuja, FCT. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1997). She was Head of Department (2003-2005), Deputy Dean Faculty of Education (2006 - 2008), Director Institute of Education (2008 - 2011), Deputy Dean Post Graduate School (2014 - 2016) and Director Centre for Distance Learning & Continuing Education (2016 - date). She is a fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her e-mail address is theresaodumuh@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +23470344431227. Download CV: CV_ODUMUH-THERESA-OHI_dr.-mrs.-odumuh-cv-most-current.docx
ODUOLOWU, Esther is a Professor of Early Childhood Care and Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan in 1998. She is currently the Head of Unit of the Early Childhood Education and the Postgraduate programme coordinator from (2014 – date). She has supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is omorinola2000@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023250915. Download CV: CV_Oduolowu-Esther-Abiola_esther-oduelowu-current-cv-2017-2.docx

ODUYALE, Olutola is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was Head of Department Human Kinetics and Health Education (2013-2015). His current research is on fatigue and aerobics. He is an affiliate member of British Association of Sports and Exercise Science. He is currently supervising one PhD thesis. His e-mail address is olutolaodu@yaho.com and oduyale.olutola@ouagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037134415. Download CV: CV_ODUYALE-OLUTOLA-.cv-2017.doc

OGBONDAH, Livinus is a Professor of History and Policy Analysis in Education in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education Rivers State. He holds two PhDs from the University of Uyo (2005) and University of Port Harcourt (2012). He was Head of Department of Educational Foundations (2014-2016), and currently an Associate Dean of Postgraduate School (2017 till date). He is a member of 13 learned societies and his current research is on educational policies and implementation in relation to quality assurance. He has supervised six PhDs. His e-mail address is nkeliy2002@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +23438037085388 and +2348089291831. Download CV: CV_OGBONDAH-LIVINUS-NIL_prof.-livinuis-o.-cv.docx

OGHUVB, Enamiroro is a Professor of Administration and Planning, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from Delta State University (1998). He is currently the Dean of Education (2015-2018). He is a fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria (FCAI) 2009. His current research is on teachers’ discipline and quality education. He has successfully supervised 17 PhD. His e-mail address is enamiroro2001@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348035761855. Download CV: CV_Oghuvbu-Enamiroro-Patrick_prof.-oghuvbu-cv-spdc.doc

OGIDAN, Rotimi is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, National Open University of Nigeria. He was Director National Open University Nigeria Study Center, Obalende (2013-2014) and Executive Director, African Council for Distance Education (2014 till date). He is a member of the Counselling Association of Nigeria. His current research is "Child Discipline and Violence in Nigeria: A Community-Based Intervention Programme to Reduce Violent Discipline and other Forms of Negative Parenting Practices". He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His e-mail address is rjogidan@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348029574648 and +254720627353. Download CV: CV_Ogidan-ROTIMI-JOSHUA_ogidan-rotimi-s-cv-2-1-4-.doc

OGUNBIYI, Oluranti is a Professor of Language Education in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Ojo Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). She is presently the Chairman, Lagos State University Sports Council. She was acting Head of Department of Language, Arts and Social Science Education. Her current research is on motivating adult in language learning. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is ogunbiyiolu2002@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033278952. Download CV: CV_OGUNBIYI-OLURANTI-MARGARET_cv-2018.docx

OGUNDELE, Benjamin is a Professor of Health Education and Promotion in the Faculty of Education University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan (1990). He was the Head of Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education (2009-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian School Health Association (FNSHA). His current research is on school health education and promotion. He has successfully supervised 25 PhDs. His email address is benjamin.ogunde@yaho.com. His telephone no is +2348033599073. Download CV: CV_OGUNDELE-BENJAMIN-OLUWASEGUN_c-v-full.docx
OGUNJI, James is a Professor of Development Education in the School of Education and Humanities Babcock University, Ilishan Remo. He holds a PhD from Central Luzon State University, Munoz Philippines. He has held the following position in Babcock; Director Academic Planning (2003-2008;2011-2013); Vice Dean (2009-2011); Director General Education Studies (2016-2017); Dean School of Education and Humanities (2017-2018). He has co supervised five PhDs. His area of research interest is values/moral education. His email address is ogunjij@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034026758. Download CV: CV_Ogunji-James-Ahamefule_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

OGUNJIMI, Lucas Olusegun is a Professor of Human Kinetics and Health Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2000). He was Director of Sandwich Program (2000-2002), HOD of Vocational and Special Education (2005-2007), Chairman, Faculty Graduate Committee (2010-2014) He is an ITO of IAAF since 2012. His e-mail address is lucasogunjimi@unal.edu.ng. His telephone number is 2348037134064, +233480375938012. Download CV: CV_OGUNJIMI-LUCAS-OLUSEGUN_updated-prof.-ogunjimi-complete-cv.doc

OGUNSANMI, Joyce Olufunke is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. She holds a PhD from the University of Ado-Ekiti.(2002). She was Head of Department, Adeyemi College of Education, Ondo (2002-2005) and Head of Department, Ekiti State University (2009-2011). Her current research is on women education/behaviour and adolescent education/behaviour. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is ogunsanmiolufunke11@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036689114. Download CV: CV_Ogunsanmi-Joyce-Olufunke_new-cv-format-2018.docx

OHIZE, Emmanuel is a Professor of Industrial and Technology Education in the School of Science and Technology Education, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Sub-Dean, Postgraduate School (2010-2012); Head of Department (2011-2015); Deputy Dean (2012-2014) and University Governing Council Member (2013-2017). He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is eohize@futminna.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348065357393. Download CV: CV_Ohize-Emmanuel-Jose_cv-ohize.doc

OJOBWU, Chiaka is a Professor of Educational Management, University of Benin, Benin city. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2000). She was the Acting Head of Department, (2005/2006, 2006/2007) She is a member of the Nigerian National Council for Adult Education. Her current research is on organisation, management and administration of education. She has successfully supervised one PhD. Her email address is chiakaojogwu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023568756. Download CV: CV_Ojogwu-Chiaka-Nwakaku_prof-ojogwu-cv.docx

OJUGO, Augustine Itohan is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD in Guidance and Counselling from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). He is the current Head, Department of Guidance and Counselling of Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He is a member of Counselling Association of Nigeria and Association of Professional Counsellors in Nigeria. His current research is on marital guidance. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is ojugoauustin@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348056420306. Download CV: CV_OJUGO-AUGUSTINE-ITOHAN_professor-augustine-i.-ojugo-cv.docx

OKATAHI, Angela O is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. She holds a PhD from Kansas State University, Manhattan, USA (1984). She was Dean of Education (2009,2011-2015). She is a member of Nigerian Academy of Education. Her current research is on brain-Learning. She has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. Her email address is aokatahi@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234-8035523534. Download CV: CV_OKATAHI-ANGELA-ORENGWU_cv-nuc.doc
OKEBUKOLA, Foluso is a Professor of Curriculum Studies (Language Education) in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Ojo. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1999). She was the Ag. Head of Department of Language, Arts and Social Science Education (2012 - 2015). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Policy Management Development (FIPMD). Her research is on best practices in promoting reading; and evaluation of LASU, COLUMBIA, and WINNEBA models of student teaching. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is folusookebukola@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347066277262. Download CV: CV_Okebukola-Foluso-Olutoyin_curriculum-vitae-okebukola.docx

OKEBUKOLA, Peter Akinsola is a Distinguished Professor of Science and Computer Education at Lagos State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1984) and had specialised training at M.I.T and Harvard. He was Executive Secretary, NUC (2001-2006). His eight Fellowships include: Fellow of the Science Association of Nigeria (FSAN) and Fellow of the International Academy of Education (FAIE). He won the prestigious 1992 UNESCO Prize for the Communication of Science. He has over 150 internationally-published scholarly works. His current research is on e-learning, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence and quality assurance in higher education. He has supervised 15 national and international doctoral theses. His email address is pokebukola@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348022904423. Download CV: CV_Okebukola-Peter-Akinsola_okebukola-cv-june-2015.docx

OKECHA, Rita Ebele is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Institute of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. She holds a PhD, from the Ambrose Alli University. She was the Acting Director of the Institute of Education (2010-2012). She is a Nigerian Fellow of Educational Administration (FCAI). Her current research is on the role of principals' personality traits on job performance. She has successfully supervised Three PhDs. She retired from Ambrose Alli University in January 2018 and was appointed Adjunct Professor in February 2018. Her email is riokecha@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033822455. Download CV: CV_Okecha-Rita-Ebele_mrs-rita-c.v-2018b.doc

OKEH, Bernard is a Professor of Agric. Education, Admin and Rural Development in the Department of Vocational and Technical Education, Faculty of education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2011). He was HOD of Voc. and Tech. (2001 - 2005). His current research is on Agric. Education and extension administration in Nigerian educational system. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is sirbenok@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036281993. Download CV: CV_OKEH-BERNARD-IFEANYICHUKWU_prof.-b.i.-okeh-cv.doc

OKEKE, Elizabeth is a Professor of Sociology of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2009). She was the Head of Department of Educational Foundations (1998-2000) and Pioneer Director of the Centre for Gender and Women Development Studies (2013-2015, University of Port Harcourt. Her current research is on gender education and development issues. She has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. Her email address is elizabeth.okeke@uniport.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +234803426466. Download CV: CV_Okeke-Elizabeth-Chinwe_curriculum-vitae-of-professor-elizabeth-chinwe-okeke-nuc.docx

OKOLI, Benedette is a Professor of Business Education in Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. She was the coordinator of the Departmental Post graduate programme(2017-2018). Her current research interest is in Pedagogies for the teaching of business education and modern office technologies. She has successfully supervised four PhDs. Her email address is okoliben@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +234803868289. Download CV: CV_Okol-Benedette-Ekwutosi_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-bene-okoli.docx

OKOLO, Ann Nkechi is a Professor of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). Her current research is on strategies for solving societal problems. She has successfully supervised eight PhDs. Her email address is ann.okolo@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348034232279. Download CV: CV_Okolo-Ann-Nkechi_prof-okolo-ann-cv-publications.doc
OKORO, Okee is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, and Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo State University, Owerri (2006). He was at various times Head of Department of Library and Information Science, Imo State University, Owerri. He later became the University Librarian of Imo State University, Owerri for one decade (2007-2017). He is Fellow, Nigerian Library Association and former Commissioner for Petroleum and Environment, as well as Transport and Tourism, Imo State. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His e-mail is crafts2020@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033365584. Download CV: CV_OKORO-OKEE-MAGNUS_prof.-okee-okoro-s-cv.docx

OKOROSAYE-ORUBITE, Anyamebo is Professor of Educational Foundations (History and Policy) in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Choba. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1990). He was Head of Department of Educational Foundations (2000-2002 & 2011-2013). He is a Fellow of the Historians of Education Development Society of Nigeria and Member, Nigeria Academy of Education. His current research is on education for social reforms. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is orubite2003@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033410358. Download CV: CV_OKOROSAYE-ORUBITE-ANYAMEBO-KULABIBIYE-DOKUBO_prof-orubite-cv-most-edited.docx

OKU, Obianju is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from the University of Port-Harcourt (2005). She was Associate Dean of Postgraduate Studies (2011-2013) and Head of Department Language Education (2013-2016) and Education Foundations and Administration (2006-2011). She is a professional fellow of the Civilian Institute of Democratic Administration. She has successfully supervised 34 PhDs. Her email address is uju_blossom@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033417992. Download CV: CV_OKU-OBIANUJU-OSITA_prof.-oku-obianju-cv-nov-2017-current-autosaved-repaired-.doc

OKUKPON, Lucy Adesomon is a Professor of Adult Education and Lifelong Learning in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos. She was the Director, Centre for Distance Learning, University of Benin from 2010 to 2015 ,Head of Department from 2008 to 2010.Member of Nigerian Academy of Education (MNAE). His e-mail address is okukpon2014@yahoo.com. His phone number is 234-8058414861, +234-7037141170. Download CV: CV_OKUKPON-LUCY-ADESOMONOSINDE_prof.-okukpon-cv-30th-octobre2016.docx

OKUNEYE,, Rafiu is a Professor of Exercise Physiology in the Faculty of Education, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos in 1992. He was Director, Test Development and Administration Centre (2011--2012) and Dean, Faculty of Education (2012-2014). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Association of Sports Science and Medicine and a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on physical growth pattern and sports performance prowess of children. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is laolorafiu@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348023422948. Download CV: CV_Okuneye-Rafiu-Olaoluwa_okuneye-cv-2.docx

OKWO, Frederick is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was Head of Department(1996-1997, 1998 2000, 2007 2009). His current research is on effect of media and psychological attributes on students’ achievement and interest. He has successfully supervised 26 PhDs. His e-mail Address is fred.okwo@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037291021. Download CV: CV_Okwo-Frederick-Amunabo_prof.-okwo-f.a.-curriculum-vitae-long-one.docx

OKWUDISHU, Appolonia is a Professor of Language Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. She holds a PhD from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale (1983). She was Deputy Vice-Chancellor Administration (2000 - 2002) and Deputy Dean (1977 - 2000). She was the Linguist of the year (2011) and Festschrift Recipient from the Linguistic Association of Nigeria (2015). Her current research is on mother tongue - based multilingual education policy in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised seven PhDs. Her email address is aokwudishu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is
OKWUDISHU, Christopher Ogochukwu is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. He has a PhD from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. He is Director of General Studies (2014- date) and was Deputy Dean, Post-Graduate School (2011 - 2014). He was Visiting Fellow, visiting fellowship programme, the commonwealth of learning, Vancouver, Canada, October, 1992, and is Fellow, Educational Media and Technology Association of Nigeria (EMTAN). His current research is on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Literacy. His email address is chrisokwudishu@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348033009899. Download CV: CV_OKWUDISHU-APPOLONIA-UZOAKU_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

OLADYOPO, Samuel is a Professor of Applied Social Psychology in the College of Specialised and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu Ode. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2008). He is the current Dean of the College of Specialised and Professional Education TASUED (2016 -till date) and Deputy Director, Academic Affairs and Quality Assurance, Directorate of Academic Affairs, Quality Assurance and Research, TASUED (May 2015 – October 2016). His current research is on non-marital cohabitation and help-seeking behaviours among undergraduates. His email address is oladipose@tasued.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033305472. Download CV: CV_Oladipo-Samuel-Ekundayo_cv-oladipo-march-2018.doc

OLADOSU, Abdul Ganiy is a Professor of Arabic Language Education, in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1988). He was Sub-Dean, Main Campus (1999 - 2000); HOD, Department of Curriculum Studies and Educational Technology (2002-2004), Director, Institute of Education(2004-2007), Director, Academic Planning Unit (2004-2007), Director, Centre for Ilorin Studies (2011- 2014). His current research effort is on a manual for the teaching of Arabic as a Foreign Language (TAFL). He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email address is agasdosu@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023367591. Download CV: CV_Oladosu-Abdul Ganiy -Abdus Salaam_most-current-cv-old-version.doc

OLAGUNJU, Alice is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). She was Head of Department of Teacher Education (2008-2010). She is currently the Chairperson of Science Teachers Association of Nigeria Oyo State Branch. Her current research is on biology teaching and environmental education studies. She has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. Her email address is amolagunju@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033768610. Download CV: CV_Olagunju-Alice-Morenike_cv-ologunju-2016-new3-1.docx

OLANIYONU, Solomon is a Professor of Educational Planning in the Faculty of Education Lagos State University. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Head of Department for several years. He later became the Dean, Faculty of Education (2008-2010). His research area is school mapping, facility analysis and human capital development. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is dapolaniyonu@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348023034597 and +2348032245620. Download CV: CV_Olaniyonu-Solomon-Oladapo_prof-olaniyonu-cv.doc

OLASEHINDE-WILLIAMS, Felicia is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1991). She was Director Centre for Peace and Strategic Studies (2009-2012) and Chair, University e-Learning Committee (2016-2017). She is currently Research Manager, Faculty of Education and Director, Centre for International Education. She is a Fellow of the Society for Peace Studies and Practice. Her current research is on brain-friendly teaching strategies. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is Olabisi@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033560994. Download CV: CV OLASEHINDE-WILLIAMS-Felicia -Alarape Olabisi_data-base-full-cv.doc
OLELE, Clara is a Professor of Educational/Instructional Design in Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2003). She was Head of Department (2012-2014); Associate Dean of Education (2014-2018). Her current research is on curriculum harmonization, soft skills dimension: transformative pedagogies of the 21st century. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is clara.olele@uniport.edu.ng; ozoemena06@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037105806. Download CV: CV_Olele - Clara-Nnoduka_curriculum-vitae-uniport-2015-template.docx

OLOFINTOYE, Thomas is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education from Ekiti State University, Ado- Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Ado Ekiti in 2005. He was Acting Director, Institute of Education (2006-2008), Dean of Students (2011-2012), Pioneer Director, Center for Counselling and Human Development (2014-2016) and Dean, Faculty of Education (2016-2018). He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email addresses arett_wisdomschools@yahoo.co.uk and thomas.olofintoye@eksu.edu.ng.

OLORUNDARE, Solomon, is a Professor of Science Education (Chemistry), University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD in Science Education (1985) from the University of Wisconsin, Madison (USA). He is currently the International President, Collaboration of Educational Faculties in West Africa (CEFWA), Pioneer Dean of Education Federal University, Oye-Ekiti (2016-2018). His recent research is on developing/evaluating chemistry curriculum and learning/teaching difficult chemistry concepts using ICT. He has supervised 26 PhDs. His e-mail address is adeksol@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037438490. Download CV: CV_Olorundare-Adekunle-Solomon_prof.-olorundare-s-cv-modified-june-2018.docx

OLOWOYEYE, Bolujide is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ilorin (2007). He was the Acting Head of Department, Curriculum Studies, Ekiti State University (2012-2014). He is currently the Head of Department of Vocational and Technical Education (since 2017). His email address is bolujide.olowoyeye@eksu.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Olowoyeye-Bolujide-Gabriel_olowoyeye-cv.docx

OLUBADEWO, Stephen Olawumi is a Professor of Educational Admin/Planning (Education Management) in the Faculty of Education, Department of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1987). He is the current Head, Education Administration and Planning. He is a member of the Nigerian Association for Educational Administration and planning. His current research interest is on relationship between parents’ socio-economic status and students’ academic performance in senior secondary schools in Kano State. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is Solubadewo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033191011. Download CV: CV_Olubadewo-Stephen-Olawumi_daddy.docx

OLUBAYO-FATIREGUN, Martina Abebi is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University Of Ibadan (1990). She was Head of Department, Physical and Health Education now Kinesiology, Health Education and Recreation (2014-2016), Head of Department, Physical and Health Education, Osun State College of Education, Ilesha, Osun State. Her current research is on Sexuality Health Education, Health Protection, Safety Education, Physical Fitness, Recreation and Leisure. She has successfully supervised one Ph.D and two others in process. Her email address is martolufat@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is 2348034507479. Download CV: CV_Olubayo-Fatiregun-Martina-Abebi_april-2018-cv-new-format-professor.docx

OLUBOR, Roseline is a Professor of Educational Planning in the Institute of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1997). She was Director of the Institute (2010-2012). She is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education and Nigerian Association of Educational Administration and Planning. Her current research is on correlates of academic goals achievement of the universal basic education in Edo State. She has successfully supervised five PhDs.
OLUMBABA, Michael Ohaeri is a Professor of Sports Management in the Faculty of Education, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1996). He was Head of the Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education (2003-2004). He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is olumoha@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348028892840. Download CV: CV_OLUMBORIA-ROSELINE-OBIAJURU_publication-c.v-for-professorial-2018.doc

OLUSAKIN, Mopelola is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1991). She was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Education and also School of Postgraduate Studies University of Lagos (1998-2000; 2008-2009 respectively). She is a Fellow of the Counselling Association of Nigeria as well as that of the Institute of Security, Nigeria. Her current research is on peace counselling, ICT in education, gender studies and environmental biodiversity. She has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. Her e-mail address is aoulosakin@unilag.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033964547. Download CV: CV_OLUSAKIN-Mopelola-Ayoka_2018-cv-of-prof.-olusakin.doc

OLUWATAYO, James Ayodele is a Professor of Tests & Measurement in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ado-Ekiti (2004). He was Coordinator, Affiliate Programmes (2007-2009) and Ag. Director, Institute of Education (2012-2014). His current research is on construction of questionnaire and attitudinal scales. He is currently supervising four Ph.D. students. His e-mail address is ayotayor@yahoo.com. His GSM number is 08033964547. Download CV: CV_OLUWATAYO-JAMES-AYODELE_prof.-ja-oluwatayo-cv-2018-for-nuc.docx

OLUWUO, Samuel Obi is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). He was a twice the Head of Department of Educational Management (2010-2014) and Chairman departmental graduate committee (since 2017). He is a member, National Association of Educational Administration and Planning. His current research is on school leadership and management of primary and tertiary education institutions. He has successfully supervised 34 PhDs. His email is samuel.oluwuo@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037719446. Download CV: CV oluwoo-samuel-obi_prof-s.o.-oluwoo-curriculum-vitae.doc

OMATSEYE, Bridget is a Professor of Philosophy of Early Childhood Education in the Institute of Education, University of Benin, Benin city. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2001). She was the Director of the institute (2009 - 2010). Her current research is on Mortin Buber's integrated model of dialogue. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is bridget.omatseye@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033560112. Download CV: CV_OMATSEYE-BRIDGET-OLIREJERE_prof-boj-omatseye-cv-nuc-june-2018.doc

OMEKWU, Charles is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was the University Librarian (2007-2013), and an elected member of the University Governing Council (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of African Centre of Supply Chain. His current research is on information science/systems. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is charles.omekwu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348067300869. Download CV: CV_OMEKWU-CHARLES-OBIAORA_charles-omekwu-curriculum-vitae-updated-april-2017.docx

OMOFO, Christiana, is a Professor of Science Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1995). She was Director, Central Record Processing Unit, (2006-2009), Assistant Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, (2006), Head of Department, Educational Psychology and Curriculum Studies, (2003-2005) and Director, Center for Lifelong Learning, National Open University of Nigeria (2010-2011). She is a member of Nigerian
OMOIKE, Donatus is a Professor of Educational Administration in Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from University of Benin (2007). He was Head of Department, Educational Foundations and Management Department; Sud Dean, Faculty of Education; Sub Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies; Faculty Coordinator, Graduate Programme. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is donomoike2@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348055510905. Download CV: CV_OMOIKE-DONATUS-ONODENALORE_cv-january-2018.docx

OMOLEWA, Michael is Emeritus Professor of the History of Education in the Faculty of Education at the University of Ibadan and Emeritus Professor of History and International Studies at Babcock University. He was Dean of Education (1985-1987), and Head Department of adult education (1987-1990 and 1994-1997) and Fellow of the Commonwealth of Learning. His current research is on the role of education in development since the 19th century. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His email address is michaelomolewa@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +234 8035785532. Download CV: CV_Omolewa-Michael-Abiola_professor-michael-omolewa-curriculum-vitae.doc

OMOREGIE, Norah Onyero is a Professor in Educational Administration in Benson Idahosa University. She has PhD. Educational Administration (1991), M.Ed. Educational Administration (1985), B.Ed. (Biology) (1978) from University of Benin, Benin City. She was twice Head of Department, former Dean of the Faculty of Education and is currently the Director of Academic Planning in the University. She has so many publications in academic journals, both local and overseas. She belongs to many academic bodies. Her e-mail address is nomoregie @biu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033573090. Download CV: CV_OMOREGIE-NORAH-ONYERO__omoregie-norah-onyero-cv-2018.doc

OMOREGIE, Eunice is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Medicine, Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. She holds a Ph.D from the Delta State University Abraka (1998). She is the Dean of Education (since 2016); and Ag.HOD, Educational Foundations and Management (2003-2005). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Policy Management and Development (IPAD). Her current research is on worker's and students' behaviour, relationships and goal attainment in the business of education. She has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. Her email address is omoregieneoti@gmail.com. Her telephone numbers are +2348055673003 and +2347031606384. Download CV: CV_Omoregie -Eunice -Oti_prof-mrs.-omoregie-c-v-2018.doc

OMOROGIUWA, Osamede Kingsley is a Professor of Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2009). He is currently the Head of Department (since 2016). His current research is on assessment for learning. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is kingsley.omorogiuwa@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348055650677. Download CV: CV_OMOROGIUWA-OSAMEDE-KINGSLEY_professor-omorogiuwa-curriculum-vitae.doc

OMORUYI, Francis is a Professor of Adult Education with bias in Programme Evaluation and Community Development education in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos, Akoka (2010). He was Head of Department (2012-2014) and has been Director of Centre for Distance Learning since 2015. He is a fellow of the Institute of
Cooperate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on programme evaluation and community education. He has supervised one Ph.D. His email address is francis.omoruyi@uniben.edu. His telephone numbers are +2348023154304, +2348034625432. Download CV: CV_Omoruyi-Francis-Osawaru, Erokpaidamwen_prof.-omoruyi-cv-main-most-current.docx

OMOSEWO, Esther is a Professor of Physics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. She holds PhD from the University of Ilorin (1991). She was Head of Department (2010-2012), and Director, JUPEB, University of Ilorin (2017 to date). She is a member of Science Teachers' Association of Nigeria. Her current Research is on Effective Tracing of Senior School Physics. She has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. Her e-mail addresses are ore@unilorin.edu.ng and oresewo2k@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035622496. Download CV: CV_Omosewo-Esther-Ore_curriculum-vitae.docx

ONI, Joshua, is a Professor of Educational Management in the Department of Educational Management and Business Studies, Olabisi Onabanjo University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was the Faculty Coordinator, Sandwich Programmes (1998-1999) and Head of Department (2005-2007). He has successfully supervised eight PhDs. His email addresses are: oni.joshua@ouuagoiwoye.edun.ng and joshuaoni00@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038574240. Download CV: CV_Oni-Joshua-Olugbenga_joshua-oni-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONWIODUOKIT, Fidelis is a Professor of Physics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1989). He was the Head of Department of Science Education (1998-2004) and the Director of General Studies (2004-2007). He is a member of STAN and Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on the teaching of Physics using different laboratory models. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is onwioduokit@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347061518962. Download CV: CV_Onwioduokit-Fidelis-Ating_my-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONYIA, Chidiebere is a Professor of Education in the Faculty of Education at Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu State. He holds a PhD from Argosy University, Orange County California. He is a Visiting Scholar at Vanderbilt University, Nashville Tennesse. He is also a fellow of Catholic Institute for Development, Justice and Peace. His current research is on curriculum innovation and ethics in higher education in developing nations. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is orglearning.nigeria@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348062390827. Download CV: CV_Onyia-Chidiebere-Rapheal_chidiebere-onya-updated-2017.docx

OPARA, Obiamaka is a Professor of Educational Psychology in Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2004). She was Head of Department (2005-2009) and Director of Students Work Program (since 2016). She is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration and Paul Harris Fellow, Rotary International. She has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. Her e-mail address is drobyopara@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033291737. Download CV: CV_OPARA-OBIAMAKA-VERONICA_curriculum-vitae-prof.-obiamaka.docx

OREDEIN, Afolakemi is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Lead City University, Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2000), Acting Dean of the Faculty of Education (2012-2014), and Dean (2014 to date). She is a Chartered member, Kappa Delta Pi (Nigeria Chapter), and Institute of Personnel Management. She is supervising six PhDs. Her e-mail addresses are a.oredein@lcu.end.ng and opefolake1@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348055145060. Download CV: CV_Oredein-Afolakemi-Olasumbo_prof.-afolakemi-oredein-current-cv-updated-2.docx

OREH, Catherine Ikodia is a Professor of Adult Education/Community Development in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1998). She was Head of Department (2007-2010) and the current Head of Department. She is a Fellow of the
Agaptus is a Professor of Science Education (Physics) in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State. She holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2008). She was Head of Department of Science Education Unit (1998-2007) and Acting Director, Institute of Education (2007-2010). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. Her current research is on Science Education. She is currently supervising three PhDs. Her e-mail address is agaptusorji@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347035029999. 

ORJI, Agaptus is a Professor of Science Education (Physics) in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He was the Director, Institute of Education (2011-2014) and Head, Department of Science & Environmental Education (2007-2011). He is a Fellow of the Science Teachers Association of Nigeria. His current research is on cognitive science/Physics Education. He has successfully supervised 24 PhDs. His email address is agaptusorji@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347035029999.

ORUNABOKA, Tammy is a Professor of Sports Administration and Marketing in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (1998). He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Education. He is the current Chairman of National Association for Physical, Health, Education, Recreation, Sports and Dance (NAPHER-SD) Rivers State. His current research is on the influence of tribalism on international sports development and marketing: the case of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His email address is tamunobelema.orunaboka@uniport.edu.ng. His teletelpone number is +2348033413018.

OSAAT, Sunday Daniel is a Professor of Educational Philosophy in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2002). He was a Director, Institute of Education (2009-2012) and The Head of Department of Educational Foundations (2015-2017). He is a Fellow: FNAMA, FNIER, FVGU & SFNAFS. His current research is on Globalisation of Higher Education and Nigeria’s National Philosophy. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His email address is osaatsundan@gmail.com, Phone: +2348033673057, +2347034406894. 

OSARENREN, Ngozi is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1990). She was the Head of Department, Educational Foundations (2006-2008; 2015-2018). She is a fellow of the Counselling Association of Nigeria. Her current research is on the relationship between early childhood experiences and the attitude towards amassing wealth among the political class. She has successfully supervised 16 PhDs. Her email address is ngoziosarenren@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023119913.

OSHODIN, Osayuki is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He holds PhD from the Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, USA (1980). He was Dean of Education (2005 -2009); Dean of Students (1992-1997) and Vice-Chancellor of University of Benin (2009-2014). He Chaired and still Chairs other Administrative Committees of the University. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Academy of Education and a Fellow of several other prestigious organizations. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is profoshodin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056736497.
OSIKI, Jonathan Ohiorenuan is a Professor of Counselling/Clinical Psychology and Public Health in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds two Doctorate Degrees: PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997) and Dr.PH from University of Limpopo, Republic of South Africa (2013). He was Head of Department of Guidance and Counselling, University of Ibadan (2013-2017). His current research is on developing and generating ideas for psychotherapeutic intervention in multi-human areas; understanding human emotionality, mental health and behaviour affecting multi-sexual perspectives that are precursors to risky sexual behavior. His e-mail is jonathanosiki@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348072249339. Download CV: CV_OSIKI-JONATHAN-OHIORENUAN_prof.-osiki-jonathan-resume-nuc-2018-unabridged.docx

OSITA, Nwosu is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning in the Faculty of Education, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1984). He was HOD of Educational Administration and Planning (2010-2016). He is a fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on Human Resource Management. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His email address is profositanwosu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035076270. Download CV: CV_OSITA-NWOSU_-cv-prof.-ositanwosu.docx

OTINWA, Grace is a Professor of Human Kinetics in the Faculty of Education, University of Lagos, Akoko, Lagos. She holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1998). She was the Head of Department of Human Kinetics & Health Education (2010-2012 & 2013-2016). She is the Vice President of the International Council for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, Sports and Dance (2015-till date). Her current research is on the Effects of Physical Inactivity on Cardiovascular Health and Analysis of Life Expectancy of Nigerian Adults. She has supervised two PhDs while four are undergoing supervision. Her e-mail is otinwago@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234805515740. Download CV: CV_OTINWA-GRACE-OLAPEJU_2018-june-7th-curriculum-vitae-of-professor-grace-otinwa-updated.docx

OTOTE, Omare is a Professor of Social Studies in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2004). She was Head of Department of Curriculum and Instruction (2008-2010, 2013-2013), Head of Water Unit of University Consultancy Services (2003-2005). Her current research is on standardizing non cognitive measures in social studies. She has successfully supervised five Ph.D students. Her email address is dromareotote@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348057788440. Download CV: CV_OTOTE-OMARE-CELIA_curriculum-vitae-otote.docx

OTTA, Florence Eleje is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. She holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu (1999). She was the Ag. Director, Sandwich Programme (2002-2006), Unit Head, G&C Unit in Department of Psychological Foundations, Abia State University, Uturu (2011-2013) and Department of Educational Foundations, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki (2015-2017). Her current research is on learning styles of university students. She has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Her email address is elejeotta@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348038759771. Download CV: CV_OTTA-FLORENCE -ELEJE_my-cv.doc

OVUTE, Alphonsus is a Professor of Measurement and Evaluation in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1999). He was head of Department, Industrial Technology (2013-2015) and Head of Department, Science Education (2015-2017). His current research is on meta-analysis of findings on items differential function. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email is ovutealphonsus@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037502261. Download CV: CV_OVUTE-ALPHONNSUS-ODO_prof.-ovute-s-cv.docx

OWOJORI, Anthony is a Professor of Business & Accounting Education in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1990). He was Head of Department of Vocational & Technical Education, EKSU (2014-2017) and Head of Department of Accounting and Finance (2017-2018). He is an Associate of Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria
(ACTI/CITN), and a Fellow of Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (FCA/ICAN). His current research is on application of forensic accounting skills to prevent corruption in Nigeria. His email address is anthonyowojori@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033525195. Download CV: CV_Owojori-Anthony-Adekunle_owojori-new-cv-2.1.doc

**OWOJORI, Anthony** is a Professor of Business Education in the Faculty of Education, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (1990). He was a Head of Department at Ekiti State University (2014-2017) and at Ajayi Crowther University, Oyo (2017-2018). He is a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria. His current research is on forensic accounting. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is anthonyowojori@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033525195. Download CV: CV_Owojori-Anthony-Adekunle_owojori-new-cv-2.1.doc

**OWOLABI, Olatunde** is a Professor of Physics Education in the Faculty of Education Lagos State University. He was Acting Head of Department and currently an Assistant Director, Centre for Environmental Studies and Sustainable Development (CESSED). His research interest is in the area of instructional practice. His email address is owot2002@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037039663. Download CV: CV_Owolabi-Olatunde-Lawal_cv-lasu-2016.docx

**OYEBAMIJI, Morufu** is a Professor of Adult Education and Community Development in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was the coordinator, teaching practice of the Faculty of Education (2008-2012) and Acting Head of the Department of Adult and Non-Formal Education (2012-2014). His current research is on capacity building for effective citizen participation in community development. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His e-mail address is morufu.oyebamiji@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033515091. Download CV: CV_OYEBAMIJI-MORUFU-ADEKOLA_upgraded-curriculum.docx

**OYEBOLA, Mojisola** is a Professor of Special Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1985). She was acting Head of Department of Special Education, University of Ibadan (1997-1999). She has successfully supervised seven PhDs. Her email address is oyebola.moji@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033285160. Download CV: CV_Oyebola-Mojisola-Adetutu_professor-moji.docx

**OYERINDE, Oyesegun** is a Professor of Health Education and Promotion in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D. from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1989). He was Dean School of Vocational and Technical Education ACE (1993-1995) and presently Deputy Vice-Chancellor Clifford University (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian School Health Association and UNICEF Resource Person. His current research is on utilization of national school health policy in monitoring health education teaching. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is Oyerinde2001@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032112982. Download CV: CV_Oyerinde-Oyesegun-Olufemi_most-current-cv-6.docx

**OZIKOKO, Reuben Ejike** is a Professor of Library and Information Science, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria Nsukka (2007). He was head of department (2015-2016). He is a certified Librarian of Nigeria. His current research is on reproductive health information needs of rural women in Enugu State. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is drozioko@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030919177. Download CV: CV_OZIKOKO-REUBEN-EJIKE.dr.-oziko-o.c.-v-c-updated-version.doc

**PATRICK, Ekezie Egbule** is a Professor of Vocational and Workforce Education from Delta State University, Abraka. He obtained his PhD in Agricultural Education from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1995). He is the author of several books including Fundamentals and Practice of Agricultural Education and Entrepreneurship in Theory and Practice. He was a consultant to the Senate of the Federal Republic of Nigeria on Agriculture and Rural Development. He served as President, Association


**RINJI**, David Ngowong is a Professor of English Language Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2007). He was Head of English Language Department (1999-2003) and Ag. Dean at the Federal College of Education, Pankshin (2000), and Postgraduate coordinator, Faculty of Education, University of Abuja, (2009-2016). He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is dngorinji@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348069530411. **Download CV: CV_RINJI-DAVID-NGOWONG_prof-cv.docx**

**RUFA'I**, Ruqayyat is a Professor of Curriculum Studies in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. She holds a PhD from West Virginia University, USA (1991). She was Head of Education Department (2005-2007). She was Executive Secretary Strategic Planning Unit (2004-2007). She is a Chavening Fellow. Her current research is on child education. She is a former Minister of Education, (2007-2013). Commissioner of Health, Commissioner of Education, and also Commissioner for Science and Technology. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is ruqayyatua@yahoo.co.uk. +2348037868259.

**RUWA**, Musa is a Professor of Philosophy of Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (2005). He is currently Dean of Education (2016-date) and overseer of the newly created Arts Education. He is a member of the Philosophers of Education Association of Nigeria (PEAN). His current research is on educational backwardness and underdevelopment in the Muslim communities in the North Eastern Nigeria. He has successfully supervised one PhD. His email address is musaruwa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348020868225.

**Download CV: CV_RUWA-MUSA_musa-ruwa-curriculum-vitae-corrected.docx**

**SAAD**, Garba is a Professor of Education (Curriculum Studies) in the Department of Education, Faculty of Education Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2000). He was Head of Department (2008) and Deputy Dean (2005). His current research is on futurism and curriculum in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs and currently supervising three. His email address is garbasaad@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037006366. **Download CV: CV_Saad-Garba_dr-garba-saad-updated-1-cv-2017-.doc**

**SADIQ**, Isma'il is a Professor of Physical & Health Education in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University Of Ilorin (2011). He was the Head of Department Physical and Health Education (2015-2016). He is currently supervising a PhD. His email address is drisadiq3@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036074572. **Download CV: CV_Sadiq-Isma'il_printed-2017-copy-dr-sadiq-cu-rriculum-vitae.docx**

**SALAMI**, Samuel is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1987). He was Sub Dean PG (2007-2008). He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is profsosalam1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348147690711. **Download CV: CV_Salami-Samuel-Olayinka_professor-s-o_salamicurrent-c.v.doc**

**SALE**, Sani Bichi is a Professor of Biology Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2002). He was Examination Officer, Science Education Section (1986-1989), Head of Science Education Section (1998-2010), Coordinator, New Dept. of Science and Mathematics Education (2008 to 2010), Head of Integrated Science Education (2010 to 2018). He is currently the Head of Science Education Department from March 2018 to date. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs and currently supervising nine PhD students. His email address is sanisalebichi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348024687078. **Download CV: CV_SALE-Sani-Bichi_s.s-bichi-detailed-curriculum-vitae-abu-format-1-.docx**
SALMAN, Medinat Folorunso is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. She holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1998). She was Head of Department of Science Education and has held different positions within the University. She is a Fellow of the Mathematical Association of Nigeria. Her research interest is on curriculum development and evaluation and integrating ICT into teaching and learning of mathematics. She has supervised nine PhDs. Her email address is mfsalman@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035947687. Download CV: CV_SALMAN-MEDINAT-OLORUNSO_new-cv-for-prof.-salman.doc

SANI, Sambo is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Department of Educational Psychology and Counselling, Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2002), He was Head of Section, Guidance and Counselling (2007–2008). Download CV: CV_Sambo-Sani-_sani-sanmo-curriculum-vitae.doc Email and phone number not provided.

SANUSI, Arimiyau is a Professor of Health Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was Acting Director of Sports (2008) and Faculty of Education representative on senate committee on course system (2012 - 2015). He is a fellow of the Nigerian School Health Association. His current research is on health promotion. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is arimiyausanusi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035947687.

SHEHU, Salisu is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2006). He is presently the Dean, School of Continuing Education, Bayero University, Kano. He has successfully supervised two PhDs and several Masters Degrees. He is currently supervising two other PhDs in Educational Psychology. His e-mail address is: sshenu.edu@buk.edu.ng and his telephone number is: +2348069693033. Download CV: CV_Shehu -Salisu-_updated-abridged-cv-1.docx

SHU'AIBU, Garba is a professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2010). He was the Head, Department of Science & Technology Education (2013-2017). His e-mail address is garba1427@yahoo.com. His phone numbers are 08065504632 and 08184735157. Download CV: CV_Shu'aibu-Garba-_garba-curriculum-vitae.doc

SOFOLUWE, Abayomi is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2000). He was an Acting Head of Department (2013-2015). He is a member of Nigerian Association for Educational Administration and Planning (NAEAP) and Commonwealth Association of Educational Administration and Planning (CWAEAP). His current research is on Quality Assurance. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is aosofuluwe2015@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2347066721311.

SOTONADE, Olufunmilayo is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Department of Educational Foundations and Counselling, Faculty of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University Ago Iwoye. She holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1998). Her current research is on conflict management in marriage/conflict resolution in interpersonal relationship (a 12 chapter book project), and introduction to family life education for J.S.S, part 1. She has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. Her e-mail address is funnisotonade@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone numbers are +2348053455238, +2348033927574. Download CV: CV_SOTONADE-OLUFUNMILAYO-ABOSEDE TUMININU_cv-2018-january.docx

SULAIMAN, Folasade R. is a Professor of Childhood Education in the College of Specialized and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2004). She was Head of Department (2006-2011). She is also the Managing Editor of the College Journal and the Editor-in-Chief of the Departmental Journal. She has supervised four PhDs.
TAWARI, Osarome is a Professor of Educational Administration in the Faculty of Education, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1986). She was Director, Institute of Education, Rivers State University (1990-1996), Dean, Technical and Science Education (1996-1998), Dean, Education, Niger Delta University (2010-2014), and Dean, Postgraduate School of Niger Delta University (2014 to date). Her current research is on gender in education and changing patterns of the postgraduate and research experience. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is osarome.tawari@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348054292102. Download CV: CV_Tawari-Osarome-Cordelia_curriculum-vitae-update.doc-2018.doc

TOLORUNLEKE, Reuben Tunde is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Head of Department of Arts Education, Education Foundations and presently Dean of Faculty of Education, Kogi State University. He is a fellow of the Institute of corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on educational media, training and development. He has successfully supervised PhD,masters and undergraduate students. His e-mail address is tolorunleke@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348054292102. Download CV: CV_Tolorunleke-Reuben-Tunde_prof-tolorunleke-cv-2017-correct.doc

TUKUR, Abdullahi is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the Usman Danfodio University (2001). He is the Dean of Education (2018 - Date). His current research is on Techno stress. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is aktukur@gmail.com. His telephone number is Download CV: CV_Tukur-Abdullahi-Kadage_a.k-tukur-cv-1-.docx

UDOH, Abasido Anthony is a Professor of Business Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University (2002). He was Head of Section - Business Education (2006-2014) and Head of Department (2014-2016), He is a long-standing member of National Association of Business Educators in Nigeria (NABEN), with an Award of Excellence by the Association of Business Education Students (ABU Chapter) in 2010. He has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. His email address is udohabasidoh@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348066338134 +2348029005922.

UGODULUNWA, Christiana is a Professor of Educational Measurement and Evaluation in the Faculty of Education, Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike Ikwo. She holds a PhD from the University of Jos (1997). She was Head of Educational Foundations UNIJOS (2010-2013) and Director of General Studies AE-FUNAI (2017 -2018). She is a Fellow of Association of Educational Researchers and Evaluators of Nigeria and member of Nigerian Academy of Education. Her current research is on the use of assessment for enhancing student learning and achievement in school. She has successfully supervised six PhDs. Her email address is ugodulunwac@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033888718. Download CV: CV_VOLGODULUNWA-CHRISTIANA-AMAECHI_prof-c-a-ugodulunwas-cv-may-2018.doc

UKO-AVIOMOH, Ekemini Edet is a Professor of Home Economics/Nutrition Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Benin. She holds a PhD in Food Technology from the University of Ibadan (1992). She was Head of Department, Vocational and Technical Education Department, University of Benin (2003-2005, 2008-2010). She is a fellow of the Home Economics Research Council of Nigeria. Her current research is on food security, climate change and post-harvest handling of foods. She has successfully supervised nine PhDs. Her email address is aviomoh.uko2002@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023365221. Download CV: CV_Uko-Aviomoh-Ekemini-Edet_prof-aviomoh-s-cv-3-.docx
UKPONG, Eno is a Professor of Educational Psychology in Faculty of Education University of Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria. She holds a PhD from University of Waikato, New Zealand (1989). She was H.O.D. Educational Foundations, Guidance and Counselling (2003-2005), Dean, Faculty of Education, (2010-2012), Chairman Committee of Deans (2012), Dean of Students Affairs Federal University Lafia (2014) and. She belongs to various academic/research bodies. She is a commonwealth scholar and has successfully supervised 35 PhD research. Her e-mail is eukpong@unal.edu.ng and her telephone number is +2348039660798. Download CV: CV_UKPONG-ENO-MACAULAY_prof.-eno-ukpong-cv-1-.doc

UMAR Malami Tambawal is a Professor of Guidance & Counselling in the Department of Educational Foundations, Faculty of Education & Extension Services, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a PhD from UDUS (2000). He was HOD Department of Educational Foundations, Deputy Dean and. He is a member of CASSON, NISEP. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His e-mail address is drmalamitambawal@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035275959. Download CV: CV_Umar-Malami-Tambawal_cv-prof.-m.-u.-tambawal-current-.doc

UMAR, Fatima Muhammad is a Professor of Education, Bayero University, Kano. She holds a PhD from Bayero University (1997). She is presently the National President, Nigerian National Council of Adult Education. She is the founder of the Bayero University Gender Unit. She is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. She is a Member of Inuwar Jamaar Kano (IJK) Kano Forum (2014 - Date). She has published articles on varied topics in reputable national and international books and journals. She has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. Her E-mail address is fatimaumar55@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034066287. Download CV: CV_UMAR-FATIMA-MUHAMMAD_prof-cv-.doc

UMEANO, Elsie is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was the Director, Curriculum Development and Instructional Materials Centre (CUDIMAC) (2008-2012), Associate Dean of Student Affairs (2012-2013) and currently, the Chairman, BOG, Univ. Sec. School, UNN. She is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education and fellow of Nig Council of Education Psychologists. Her current research is on human development and interpersonal communication. She has successfully supervised Nine PhDs. Her email address is elsieumeano@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033420661. Download CV: CV_UMEANO-ELSIE-CHIZUA_prof.-e.c-umeano-s-cv-.doc

UMEIFEKWEM, Joshua is a Professor of Physical Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2008). He was Associate Dean, Faculty of Education (2010-2012) and Head of Department, Human Kinetics and Health Education (since 2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on stress and performance in sport; exercises and management of type-2 diabetes and other chronic diseases; physical activity designs for health promotion. He is currently supervising two PhDs. His email address is joshua.umeifekwem@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065193743. Download CV: CV_UMEIFEKWEM-Joshua-Emeko_prof.-joshua-umeifekwem-curriculum-vitae.docx

UMEZULIKE, Nneka Augustina a Professor of Adult Education in the College of Education, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a PhD degree from the Enugu State University of Science and Technology, (2004). She is the current Dean of College of Education (since 2012). Her current research is on conflict indicators and resolutions in clashes between Fulani herdsmen and host communities in south East Nigeria. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her e-mail address is neksiem@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348036712511. Download CV: CV_Umezulike-Nnaka-Augustina_dean-s-corrected-cv.docx

UMO, Uju is a Professor of Language Education, University of Nigeria Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (2001). She is a member University of Germany Nsukka Governing Council. She was Dean, Students’ Affairs (2016-2017), Dean, Faculty of Education (2014-2016), Head, Department of Arts Education (2009-2014). She is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education (NAE). Her current research is on Effective Language Skills for Public Speaking. She has successfully
supervised 13 PhDs. Her e-mail address is uju.umo@unn.edu.ng, clarraude@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08038948577. Download CV: CV_UNAMMA-ANTHONY-ODERA_prof-unamma-cv.docx

UNAMMA, Anthony is a Professor of Science Education Curriculum Studies in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds PhD from Abia State University Uturu (2004). He was Sub Dean (2012-2016) and Faculty Representative to Senate and School Of Postgraduate Studies (2014-2016) and (2011-2015). He is a member of the Association of Curriculum Supervision and Development (ASCD), Curriculum of Organization of Nigeria (CON) and Science Teachers Association of Nigeria (STAN). His current research is on curriculum designs and evaluation, including solar energy generation. He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. His e-mail is Ounamma@Yahoo.Com, His telephone is +2348038768833. Download CV: CV_UNAMMA-ANTHONY-ODERA_prof-unamma-cv.docx

UNDIE, John Atehoble is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning at the University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. He is currently the Head, Department of Educational Administration and Planning. He has successfully supervised and eight PhDs. His e-mail address is: jaundie4u@unical.edu.ng and jaundie4u@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056337094. Download CV: CV_UNDIE-JOHN-ATEWHOBLE_prof.-j.-a.-undie-cv.docx

USMAN, Alhaji Isa is a Professor of Integrated Education in the Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2000). He was Dean Faculty of Education. He is presently a member of various committees in Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. His current research is on teachers and students attitudes in integrated science education learning. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email address is dr.isausman@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028798871. Download CV: CV_USMAN-ISA-ALHAIJ_PROF-ISA-A-USMAN-C.V.-2018.docx

USMAN, Kamoru Olayiwola is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the Faculty of Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). He was the Associate Dean of Faculty of Education (2014 -2015). He is a Fulbright Fellow. He has supervised eight PhDs. He is Currently Serving as the Provost of Federal College of Education (Special), Oyo. His e-mail address is kamoru.usman@unn.edu.ng; kamoru.usman@fcesoyo.edu.ng and layiusman@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2347063003468. Download CV: CV_USMAN-KAMORU-OLAYIWOLA_PROF-K.-O.USMAN-S-CV.docx

USORO, Enoidem Burma is a Professor of Business Education in the University of Uyo. She holds a Masters degree (M. Ed) from University of Nigeria, Nsukka and a PhD from University of Uyo. She was Head, Department of Vocational Education (2008-2016), Faculty Vice-Dean (2015-2018) and currently Board Chairman, Center for Gender Studies, University of Uyo. She has over 50 publications and has supervised 22 PhDs and currently supervising 15. Her e-mail address is enoidemusoro@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023770106. Download CV: CV_USORO-ENOIDEM-BURMA_PROF.-ENOIDEM-B.-USORO-CV-2018.docx

UWAMEIYE, Raymond is a Professor of Technical Education, in the Faculty of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991-1996). His current research is the area of teacher effectiveness. He has successfully supervised PhDs. His e-mail address is uwaray56@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056129019. Download CV: CV_UWAMEIYE-RAYMOND_-CV-1.docx

UWAZURIKE, Cletus is a Professor of Educational Management in the Faculty of Education, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1989). He was Dean of Education (2002-2004), Provost of Alvan Ikoku Federal University of Education (2004-2009), and Dean, Faculty of Education, Imo State University Owerri (2011-2014). He is a Member of Imo State University Governing Council. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is
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UYANGA, Roseline Emeh is a Professor of Educational Administration and Planning, Faculty of Education University of Uyo. She holds a PhD from University of Calabar 1986. She was Dean, School of Science and Technology Education (1999-2001), H.O.D Technology Education(1996-1997) and Science Education, (1998-2003),FUTY (2007-2009) and UniUyo(2012 – 2016). She is a fellow, International Institute of Administration and Development, member, Nigerian Academy of Education and Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and Management. Her current research is on educational management for entrepreneurship. She has supervised 15 PhDs. Her email address is roselineuyanga@yahoo.com and her phone number is +2348053460704. Download CV: CV_UYANGA-ROSELINE-EMEH_curriculum-vitae-prof-mrs-uyanga-sl-1-.docx

UZOECHI, Kenneth is a Professor of Counselling Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1994). He was Head of Department, Educational Psychology, Guidance and Counselling (1996 - 2000) and Chairman, Senate Business Committee (2014-Date). He is an active member of Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON). His current research interest is on stress among Nigerian workers. He is currently supervising 10 PhDs. His email address is Uzoechibooksonline@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033044890. Download CV: CV_Uzoeshi-Kenneth-Chukwudubem_prof.-uozoeshi-c.v-full-2-corrected.docx

VIKOO, Baribor is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Faculty of Education, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2003). He was Coordinator of the Post Graduate Diploma in Education (2005-2009), Coordinator, Post NCE Sandwich Degree Programme (2009-2012) and Director, Open, Distance and e-Learning (ODeL) Centre, University of Port Harcourt (December 2016 to date). He is an approved member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on open educational resources (OER) in distance learning systems. He has supervised four PhDs. His email is baribor.vikoo@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348056103212. Download CV: CV_Vikoo-Baribor_prof.-b-vikoo-s-cv.docx

WUSHISHI, Dantani Ibrahim is a Professor of Science Education (Chemistry Education) in the School of Science and Technology Education, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD in Science Education from Usman Dan Fodio University, Sokoto (2005). He was Sub - Dean (2011 - 2012).HOD (2013 -2014) and (2015-2017).His current research is on web based instruction package in Hausa language. He has successfully supervised 10 PhD students. His email address is diwushishi@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348050431137. Download CV: CV_WUSHISHI-Dantani-Ibrahim_wushishi-cv-general.docx

YAHAYA, Lasiele Alabi is a Professor of Guidance and Counselling in the Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1998). He is currently the Director, Institute of Education, University of Ilorin. He is the Vice President of the Association of Professional Counsellors In Nigeria (APROCON). His current research is on Brain and Mind-Friendly Strategies for Reducing Students’ Failure in Senior Secondary School Certificate English Language Examination in Kwara State, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His e-mail address is yalasie@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033854699. Download CV: CV_YAHAYA-Lasiele-Alabi_prof-yahaya-comprehensive-cv-nuc.doc

YAKASAI, Muhammad is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Faculty of Education, Bayero University Kano. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2000). He was Dean of Education (2008-2012) and currently the Dean of Postgraduate Studies. He is a member of Counseling Association of Nigeria (CASSON) and Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on Achievement Testing, Girl-Child Education, and Classroom learning. Professor Yakasai has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His e-mail address is miyakasai.edu@buk.edu.ng and phone number is +2348037039759. Download CV: CV_Yakasai-Muhammad-Ibrahim_c-v-yakasai.doc
YUSUF, Mudasiru Olalere is a Professor of Educational Technology in the Department of Educational Technology, Faculty of Education, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin. He was Sub-Dean of Education (2002 -2004), HOD (2013 - 2016), Director Institute of Education (2016 - 2017) and currently the Director of Computer Service and Information Technology. He is a Fellow of the Educational Media and Technology Association of Nigeria. He has supervised 15 PhD theses and 19 masters degree dissertations. His current research is on ICT application in education and distance education. His e-mail is moyusuf@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number +2348033950774. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Mudasiru-Olalere_yusuf-mo-cv-8-11-2017.doc

ZUOFA, Comfort is a Professor of Adult Education in the Faculty of Education, Niger Delta University Yenagoa. She holds a PhD from Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. She was the Dean Student Affairs (2012-2016) and Acting Head of Department (2011-2012). Her current research is on effect of traditional gender norms on women livelihood in Niger Delta. Her email address is zuofac@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033403996. Download CV: CV_Zuofa -Comfort-Chiegenashi_prof-comfort-zuofa-cv-2018-.docx
Engineering and Technology

ABDULKABIR, Raji is a Professor of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering in the School of Engineering and Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2004). He was Acting Dean of Engineering (2008-2010), Head of Mechanical Engineering Department (2010-2014) and Deputy Dean of Postgraduate School (2012-2014). He is a COREN registered engineer. His current research is on Composite Materials. He has successfully supervised 7 masters and he is currently supervising 5 masters and 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is raifuty@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347037784575. Download CV: CV_Raji-Abdulkabir-_cv-of-prof.-a.-raji-2018.docx

ABDULKAREEM, Sulyman Age is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering & Technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky. (1988). He had over 10 years of industrial R&D experience before joining academics in 1996. He was Director, SIWES (1999-2008), Dean, Student Affairs (2008-2010), Vice-Chancellor, Al-Hikmah University (2010-2015) and currently Vice-Chancellor, Unilorin. He is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research in on polymer waste conversion reactions. His email address is sakareem54@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035792497. Download CV: CV_Abdulkareem-Sulyman-Age_sulyman-abdulkareem-cv-2.docx

ABOLARIN, Matthew Sunday is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering, School of Infrastructure, Process Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Minna (1999). He was Dean of Engineering (2010-2012). He is a registered engineer and member Nigerian Society of Engineers and Institution of Mechanical Engineers. His current research interest is Refractories, Fabrication and Vibrations. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email is msabolarin@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037874546. Download CV: CV_ABOLARIN-MATTHEW-SUNDAY_c.-v.-abolarin-18-8-2018.-2.docx

ABU, Lawal Suleiman is a Professor of Textile Science and Technology in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2008). He is Head of Department (2016-date). He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is abuslawal@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023737968. Download CV: CV_Abu-Lawal-Suleiman_my-latest-cv.doc

ABUBAKAR, Sadiq Zubair is a Professor of Agricultural & Bio-Resource Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2002). He is currently the Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, ABU, Zaria (2017-Date). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Engineers and Nigerian Institution of Agricultural Engineers. His current research is on promotion of Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) in public irrigation schemes to ensure sustainability and cost recovery. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is szabubakar@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035066982. Download CV: CV_ABUBAKAR-SADIQ-ZUBAIR_szabubakarcv2018.doc

ABUBAKRE, Oladiran Kamardeen is a Professor of Materials and Metallurgical Engineering in the School of Infrastructure, Process Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from FUT, Minna (2002). He is current Dean, School of Infrastructure, Process Engineering and Technology. former Dean, School of Engineering and Engineering Technology and Project Manager, Step-B (2011-2014). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Metallurgical Society. His current research interest is in Material Processing, Composite and Nanomaterials Research. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is diranabubakre@futminna.edu.ng, and
ADAGUNODO, Rotimi Emmanuel is a Professor of Computer Science and Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1993). He was Head of Department of Computer Science & Engineering (2010-2012), Deputy Director, Center for Distance Learning (2003-2009), Director Intellectual Property & Technology Transfer Office (2015-2016). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Computer Society. His current research is on Data Elicitation Engineering. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is eadagun@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-8032750909. Download CV: CV_ADAGUNODO-ROTIMI-EMMANUEL_adag-cv-jan-2018.doc

ADAMU, Sunusi Sani is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He was Head of Electrical Engineering Department (2003-2005). He is a Registered Professional Engineer in Nigeria and also a Member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is ssadamu.ele@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037016383. Download CV: CV_Adamu-Sunusi-Sani_kust-appointment-2016-2017.docx

ADEBIYI, Ayodele Ariyo is a Professor of Management Information System in the Department of Computer and Information Sciences, College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2012). He was Head, Computer and Information Sciences (2014-2016) and Acting Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (July-Aug. 2016). He is a member of Nigeria Computer Society (NCS). He is currently supervising 6 Ph.Ds. His research interests are on information system (e-Commerce and e-Government), application of soft computing to real life problems, software engineering and optimization techniques. His email is ayo.adebiyi@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348060315306. Download CV: CV_Adebiyi-Ayodele-Ariyo_prof-adebiyi-cv-dut-2018.docx

ADEDAYO, Segun Mathew is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin. He was Head of department (2007-2008, 2012-2014). His current research is on Electrical Insulation Porcelain Mate and Lawn Mower Development Using Indigenous Facilities. His email address is adyos1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033821984. Download CV: CV_Adedayo-Segun-Mathew_cv.prof-adedayo.doc

ADEDEJI, Adeola Abdullah is a Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He obtained his Ph.D from ABU, Zaria (2000). He was a Head of Department, a Research Officer and Editor-in-Chief of NJTD. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds with 6 others in progress. His email address is aaadeji@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033774616. Download CV: CV_ADEDEJI-Adeola-Abdullah_adedeji-a.-a.-cv-2018-fgn.docx

ADEDIRAN, Yinusa Ademola is a Professor of Electrical & Electronics Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (1999). He was Head of Department at various times at the Federal University of Technology, Minna and University of Ilorin. He was also the first Sub-Dean of Engineering in Minna. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers, a member of the IEEE (USA) and a registered engineer with COREN. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds in Telecommunications. His email address: yinusaade2012@gmail.com; telephone number: 08035903902. Download CV: CV_ADEDIRAN-YINUSA-ADEMOLA_cvadediranya2017.doc

ADEMILUYI, Faliyat Taiwo is a Professor in the Department of Chemical/Petrochemical Engineering, Rivers State University. She holds a Ph.D in Chemical Engineering (2009) from Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. She has published forty five (45) Journals and Conference papers locally and internationally. She has also authored two books. She is a member of COREN and Nigerian Society of
Engineers and Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers. Her email address isademiluyi.taiwo@ust.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348034561089. Download CV: CV_Ademiluyi-Falilat-Taiwo_curriculum-vitae-ademiluyi-for-nuc.doc

ADEMODI, Bayonile Tolani is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1988). He was the Head/Co-ordinator, Industrial Training Co-ordination Unit (ITCU) (1994 - 2002) and the Pioneer Chairman, OAU Sports Council (1992 to 1995). His current research is Bitumen Processing and Heavy Transportation. He has successfully supervised 7 MScs. His email address is bademodi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348151142958;+2347068644897. Download CV: CV_Ademodi-Bayonile-Tolani_cv-2011-dr.-b.-ademodieditedmarch2012.docx

ADEOSUN, Samson Olurope is a Professor of Mechanical and Industrial Metallurgy at the University of Lagos, Akoka. He holds a Ph.D in Mechanical and Industrial Metallurgy (2006) from the University of Lagos. He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers, Nigerian Metallurgical Society and a Registered Engineer. His email address is samsonolurope@yahoo.com, sadeosun@unilag.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348151142958;+2347068644897. Download CV: CV_Adeosun-Samson-Olurope_prof.adeosunresume-23062018.doc

ADEREMI, Benjamin Olufemi is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2001). He was Head of Department (2005-2007). He is a Fellow of the Materials Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Catalysts Developments. His email address is benjaminaderemi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033844528. Download CV: CV_Aderemi-Benjamin-Olufemi_cv-general.docx

ADESIHINA, Steve Adetunji is a Professor of Computer Engineering and Vision in the Faculty of Engineering, Nile University of Nigeria, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Manchester, UK (2010). He is a Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2014-date). His current research is in Medical Image Analysis and Electronic Voting. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is adeshinasteve@gmail.com and steve.adeshina@nileuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347052555575. Download CV:CV_Adesihina-Steve-Adetunji_adeshina-ntnu-new-2018aggamald.docx

ADEWOLE, Ezianami Stephen is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin, Benin City (2004). He was Head of Department (2006-2010). His current research is on layered reservoirs characterisation with horizontal wells. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is steve.adewole@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348039237561. Download CV: CV_Adewole-Ezizanami-Stephen_cv-may-2018.docx

ADEWUMI, Johnson Kayode is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering (Soil & Water Engineering) in the College of Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1998). He is Dean of College of Engineering (2013-2018). He is a Registered Engineer with COREN and a Chartered Engineer of UK. He is Member, NSE and NIAE. His current research is on soil conservation techniques and deriving a software for drip irrigation (Drip). He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is jjkadewumi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037035908. Download CV: CV_ADEWUMI-JOHNSON-KAYODE_2018-edited-adewumi-1-cv.docx

ADEWUYI, Benjamin Omotayo is a Professor of Production Metallurgical in the School of Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D degree from FUT, Akure. He was Head of Department (2008-2013), Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship (2015-2016), Chairman, University Academic Quality Assurance (2013-2018) and Director, Quality Assurance Management (2018-date). He is Fellow of Nigerian Metallurgical Society and Material Science & Technology Society of Nigeria.
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He is a COREN registered engineer. His current research is on material development and nanotechnology. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address: boadewuyi@futa.edu.ng and alternative email is benadewuyl@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037032423.

**Download CV:** CV_ADEWUYI-BENJAMIN-OMOTAYO_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-adewuyi-2018.docx

**ADEYEMO,** Babatunde Sunday is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria. He was a Dean of Engineering (2000-2002, 2006-2008, 2009-2011, 2011-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers, Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineers. His current research is on Renewable Energy - Solar Energy Systems and Hydroponics Systems. He has successfully supervised Ph.Ds. His email address is esbee77@yahoo.com, and phone No +234-803-394-0485. **Download CV:** CV_ADEYEMO-SUNDAY - BABATUNDE _sbacv-1.doc

**ADIE,** Donatus Begianpuye is a Professor of Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2008). He was Head of Department (2009-2014), co-ordinator NWRCBNet-NW (2009-Date) and University General Studies Coordinator (2016 - Date). He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and COREN Registered. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is begian1967@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037032423.

**Download CV:** CV_ADIE-DONATUS-BEGIANPUYE_cv-adie-promotion-5.docx

**ADOGHE,** Anthony Uwakhonye is a Professor of Electrical Power Systems in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2010). He was Ag. Head of Department (June-August, 2016), co-ordinator, Electrical and Electronics Engineering program (2017-date), co-ordinator, College of Engineering Postgraduate program (2017-date). He is a member, NSE, IEEE and registered Engineer of Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on asset management of power system infrastructure; smart grid optimization and renewable energy integration. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is anthony.adoghe@covenantuniversity.edu.n. His telephone number is +234803 388 5086.

**Download CV:** CV_Adoghe-Anthony-Uwakhonye_cv2018-nuc.docx

**AFOLAYAN,** Joseph Olasehinde is a Professor of Civil Engineering. He holds a Ph.D from ABU, Zaria (1994). He is the first scholar in structural reliability research in Africa. He was Dean of Engineering, FUTA (2009-2013); Acting Vice-Chancellor, Landmark University (2014-2015); Pioneer Vice-Chancellor, Anchor University (2017-date). He is COREN registered, a member of the New York Academy of Sciences, a Fellow of Council of Institute of Corporate Administrators (FCICA). His current research is on Risk Assessment of Civil Infrastructures and Innovative Construction Materials. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email address is joafolayan@aul.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035887850.

**Download CV:** CV_Afolayan-Joseph-Olasehinde_nucjoacv.docx

**AGUWA,** James Isiwu is a Professor of Civil Engineering in School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology Minna (2010). He was Sub-Dean of SEET (2010-2012). He is a Member Nigerian Society of Engineers and Member American Society of Civil Engineers. His current research is Structural Reliability (Safety Analysis of Structures), Prediction and Calibration. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is james.aguwa@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348033163634 and +2348053439557.

**Download CV:** CV_AGUWA-JAMES-ISIWU_prof.-j.-i.-aguwa-futcv-new.docx

**AHIAKWO,** Christopher Okwuchukwu is a Professor of Electrical Engineering/Electrical Power Systems, Rivers State University, Port-Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University, Port-Harcourt (2001). He was Head of Department, Electrical Engineering (2006-2011), Director, SIWES (2011-2012). He is Fellow of the Nigeria Society of Engineers and Nigerian Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and current Dean of Faculty of Engineering, Rivers State University Port-Harcourt. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is chrisahias@yahoo.com,
ahiakwo.christopher@ust.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348033449277. Download CV: CV_AHIAKWO-CHRISTOPHER-O Kwuchukwu_prof-ahiakwo-main-cv-2.doc

AIISIEN, Felix Aibuedefi is a Professor of Chemical and Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (2003). He was Dean of Engineering (2014 - 2017). He is a Fellow of Biomedical Engineering and Technology. His current research area is on renewable energy and pollution studies. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is aibue.aiisien@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348025343897. Download CV: CV_AIISIEN-FELIX-AIBUEDEFE_aiisien-2016-cv.doc

AJINOMOH, Collins Shaaib is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Moscow University of Technology, Moscow, Russian Federation (2005). He is a member of Institute of Chemical Engineering (IChem); member of Council of Engineering Regulation in Nigeria COREN. His current research work is in Unconventional Method of Crude Oil Refining; Activated Carbon Production from Biomass. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.D students my email is collinajinomo@yahoo.com; telephone number is +2347037251392. Download CV: CV_Ajinomoh-Collins-Shaaib_c.v.-dr.-collin-s.-ajinomoh.doc

AJIYA, Mohammed is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D in Optical Communications Engineering from University of Putra Malaysia and Postgraduate Certificate in Advance Studies in Academic Practice from Newcastle University. He was Head of Department (2012-2015). He is a registered Engineer. He is Fellow of The Higher Education Academy, UK and recipient of the International Einstein Award for Scientific Achievement. He was confirmed one of the 2000 outstanding intellectuals of the 21st Century by International Biographical Centre, Cambridge, UK. His email address is majiya.ele@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348139418201. Download CV: CV_Ajiya-Mohammed-_macv.docx

AKANBI, Charles Taiwo is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from University of Leeds (1985). He was the Provost of the Postgraduate College (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Institute of Food Science and Technology (NIFST). He has supervised 9 Ph.Ds. E-mail address: charlesakanbi211112@gmail.com. Telephone number is +2348033011385. Download CV: CV_AKANBI-CHARLES-TAIWO_cv2017-akanbimodified-1.doc

AKEREDOLU, Funso Alaba is a Professor of Chemical Engineering with the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers (FNSChE). He is a Plant and Process Design Engineer registered with the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. He has over 50 published research articles in scientific Journals and several other Technical Reports on Air Pollution. He was a Head of Department(1995-1998) and Dean of the Faculty of Technology Obafemi Awolowo University (2012-2014). His email address is fakered@oauife.edu.ng; osnufy2k3yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +234-8037168688. Download CV: CV_Akeredolu-Funso-Alaba_prof.-akeredolu-fa-cv.doc

AKINBILE, Christopher Oluwakunmi  is a Professor of Agricultural & Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering & Engineering Technology (SEET), Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA). He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2009). He was Associate Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship and Gender Issues (CEGIS) (2009-2013) and Recipient of the World Academy of Science (TWAS). He is a Registered Engineer with Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on treated wastewater reuse for rice production. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is coakinbile@futa.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348035798635. Download CV: CV_AKINBILE-Christopher-Oluwakunmi_dr.-akinbile-cv.doc

AKINSANMI, Olaitan is a Professor of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2012) and was Head of Department (2015-2018). He is a COREN registered Engineer. His research area is communications and
electromagnetics. He has several research students at both M.sc and Ph.D. His email address is akinsanmi2013@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348068108694. Download CV: CV_AKINSANMI-OLAITAN-NII_engr.prof.-akinsanmi-olaitan-cv-.doc

AKINTUNDE, Mutalubi Aremu is a Professor of Building Services Engineering in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He is currently Dean, School of Engineering and Engineering Technology. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2004). He is a Registered Engineer and member of: Nigeria Society of Engineers, Nigeria Society of Mechanical Engineers and Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is in the areas of applied thermodynamics, machine design and alternative energy and refrigerants. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is maakintunde@futa.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348035011797. Download CV: CV_AKINTUNDE-MUTALUBI-AREMU_futa-cv.doc

ALABAN, Babatope Albert is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Federal University, Oye Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was Sub-Dean of Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna (2001-2003), Dean of Engineering (2015-date) and Ag. Vice-Chancellor (May 2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Institution of Agricultural Engineers, Nigerian Society of Engineers and Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria. His current research is on farm structures. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D student. His email address is babatope.alaban@fuoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035906943. Download CV: CV_ALABAN-BABATOPE-ALBERT_alaban17.doc

ALABE, Musa is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2004). He was Vice-Chancellor of Yobe state University, Damaturu (2008-2016). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Engineers (2014). His email address is malabe.ele@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number +2348182609292. Download CV: CV_Alabe-Musa_curriculum-vita-prof-musa-alabe2.docx

ALOKO, Folorunsho Duncan is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2002). He was the Head of Chemical Engineering Department (2009-2013) at the University of Abuja. His current research are Elongation of Leclanche cell's Lifespan through the adsorptions of So4 and No3, Design of 3,000,000tons/yr A-20 dry cell plant and Evaluation of selected halogen anions for the elongation of leclanche's cells lifespan. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is aloyduncan@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234803597387. Download CV: CV_Aloko-Folorunsho-Duncan_Professor-2012.docx

ALUYOR, Emmanuel Osikhuemeh is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Department of Chemical Engineering and currently Ag. Vice-Chancellor, Edo University Iyamho, Edo State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin. He was Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of Benin. He is a COREN registered engineer and a Fellow of the Nigeria Society of Chemical Engineers. His current research is on Biochemical Engineering and Chemical Analysis. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is eoluyor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055657745. Download CV: CV_ALUYOR-Emmanuel-Osikhuemeh_cv-prof.-aluyor-to-nuc-2018.doc

AMU, Olugbenga Oluodolapo is a Professor of Civil Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Federal University Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria (2006). He was the Pioneer Ag. Dean of Engineering (2012) and later the Head of Ikole Campus of the University (2016-2017). His current research is on Soil Stabilization for Road Works. His e-mail address is olugbengaamu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035188646. Download CV: CV_AMU-Olugbenga-Oludolapo_fuoye-cv-prof-amu.doc

ANIH, Linus Uchechukwu is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1999). He was
Head of Department (2000-2003, 2010-2011). He was Director, Computer Communications Centre and Director, Students Industrial Work Experience. He is a member of COREN and NSE. His current research is on reluctance machines/drives. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is linus anihi @unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035603245. Download CV: CV_ANIHI-LINUS-UCHECHUKWU_cv-prof-anih.doc

ANYASI, Ifeanyi Francis is a Professor of Electronics and Telecommunications of the Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D in Electronics and Telecommunications from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He was Head of Department (2011), Director Academic Planning (2014-2016) and presently, Director of SIWES. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds, and is currently supervising 5 students. His email address is francisanyasi@aauekpoma.edu.ng. or francisanyasi2000@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08034051923 or 08056071080. Download CV: CV:Anyasi-Francis-Ifeanyi_my_cv_new.docx

ARIAVIE, Godfrey Omonefe is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2010). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel Management. His current research is on Risk Analysis and Failure Analysis of Systems. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is ariaviefe@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348035615205. Download CV: CV_ARIAVIE-GODFREY-OMONEFE_prof-ariavie_cv.docx

ATAYERO, is a Professor of Communication Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota. He earned a Ph.D from Moscow State Technical University of Civil Aviation (2000). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic (2012-2014). He is the current and fourth substantive Vice-Chancellor of Covenant University (2016-date). He is a Fellow of the Science Academy of Nigeria. His current research is on LTE/5G/ Massive MIMO/mmWave Communication Application in IoT-enabled Smart & Connected Communities. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is atayero@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348078866304. Download CV:

ATUANYA, Clement Uche is a Professor of Materials Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin. He was a Head of Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 2014 - 2016. He is a Fellow of Institute of Polymer Engineers. He is currently researching on Polymer Wastes Composites. His email address is atuuey2003@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037930486. Download CV: CV_ATUANYA-CLEMENT-UCHE_curriculum-vitae-atuanya-71.docx

AUSE, Terver is a Professor of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Deputy Director, Academic planning and monitoring, A.B.U Zaria. (2013-2018). He is a member of Nigerian society of Engineers (NSE). His current research is on Quenching Media for Hardening of Ferrous Metals/Alloys. He has successfully, so far, supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ause2007@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2349031263578. Download CV: CV_AUSE -TERVER-ause-terver-cv-2017.docx

AWOKOLA, Olufiropo Samson is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in the College of Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2009). He was Ag. Head of Department (2001-2004) and Deputy Dean, Student Affairs. He is a member of Nigeria Society of Engineers (MNSE), a member of Council of the Regulation of Engineering (COREN). His current research is on engineering hydrology. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. and co-supervised 3. His email address is osawokola@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037151917. Download CV: CV_AWOKOLA-OLUFIROPO-SAMSON_curriculum-vitae-prof.-o.s.-awokola-may-2018.doc
AYOTAMUNO, Miebaka Josiah is a Professor of Soil, Water and Environment Engineering. He has two doctorates in Rivers State University, Nigeria, and University of Birmingham, UK. He was Head of Department, Dean of Faculty and was elected Deputy Vice-Chancellor. He had trainings in Cambridge University, (2011 and 2012); Harvard University, (2013); MIT (2014); and University of Dayton, (2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society Engineers. His current research is on Bioremediation. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Email address is yotamuno.josiah@ust.edu.ng. Telephone number +2348033403998. Download CV: CV_Ayotamuno-Miebaka-Josiah_prof-ayotamuno-miebaka-josiah-cv-2018.doc

BABATOLA, Josiah Oladele is a Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (2004). He was the Ag. Head of Department (2000-2002), Head of Department (2013-2016) and Acting Director of Works (2013). His current research is on Waste to Renewable Energy. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is jobabatola@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037145493.

Download CV: CV_BABATOLA-JOSIAH-OLADELE_prof.-babatola-cv.docx

BALAMI, Ayuba Audu is a Professor of Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering in the School of Infrastructure, Process Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Russian Agro-Engineering University, Moscow (2007). He was Head of Department (2009-2011). He is a Registered Engineer and Member Nigerian Society of Engineers and Institution of Agricultural Engineers. His current research is on Farm Machinery Development. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. My emails are: aabalami@futminna.edu.ng; aabalami783@yahoo.com. My telephone number is +2348033973509. Download CV: CV_BALAMI-AYUBA-AUDU_2018-cv-balamiii.docx

BELLO, Kasali Ademola is a Professor of Colour Chemistry and Dyeing in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from University of Leeds. His current research is on synthesis and application of dyes. He has supervised more than 21 Ph.Ds. He email address is belloka2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035929230. Download CV: CV_Bello-Kasali-Ademola_Professor-k.-a.-bello-cv.docx

BETIKU, Eriola is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Technical University Carolo-Wilhelmina, Braunschweig, Germany (2005). He was Acting Head of Department (2011-2013). He is a Registered Engineer and Member, Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers, Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers, Member, American Institute of Chemical Engineers and Member, American Chemical Society. His current research is on biofuel development/biocatalyst development. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is ebetiku@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036602988.

Download CV: CV_Betiku-Eriola_-_betiku-cv-2018-nuc.docx

BICHI, Mustapha Hassan is a Professor of Water Resources & Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University (2013). He was Head of Civil Engineering Department (1998-2002) and Dean of Technology (2002-2006). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (FNSE). His current research interest is in the use of moringa oleifer seeds extract in water treatment. He has successfully supervised over 35 MEng/MDS. His email address is mhbichi2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036353001. Download CV: CV_BICHI-Mustapha -Hassan _prof.m.h.bichi-cv-updated-june-2018.docx

BOLAJI, Bukola Olalekan is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Federal University Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2009). He was Director, ICT (2016-2017), Head, Departments, of Mechanical Engineering (2010-2011), (2015-2016), and Mechatronics Engineering (2012-2014). He is a registered Engineer and a corporate member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE), Environment Behaviour Association of Nigeria (EBAN) and the Southern African Association for Energy Efficiency (SAEE). His current research is on environmental-
friendly refrigerants. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is bolajibo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348109232572. Download CV: CV_Bolaji-Bukola-Olalekan_cv-prof-bolaji-fuoye-07-06-2018-current.doc

**BOYI, Jimoh** is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Moscow Power Engineering Institute (2007). He is COREN registered. His current research is on Smart Grids' Elements. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is jboyi@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 07035859656. Download CV: CV_Boyi-Jimoh_cvjboyi.docx

**CHIBUZO, Elizabeth Chinyere** is a Professor of Food Engineering and Nutrition in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1998). She is a Fellow of the Institute for Dietetics in Nigeria (FIDN). Her current research is on Nutrient Composition and Nutritional Status of Processed Foods and their Health/Disease Implication. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is e_chibuzo@yahoo.com or elichibuzo@unimaid.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2340769045783/+2348103875383/+2348052865255. Download CV: CV_CHIBUZO-ELIZABETH-CHINYERE_curriculum-vitaenuc.docx

**DAGWA, Ishaya Musa** is a Professor of Manufacturing Engineering in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2003/2004). He was Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering (2007-2015), Deputy Dean of Engineering (2014-2015) and is currently the Director, Academic Planning of University of Abuja (2015-date). He is registered with Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on Eco-Friendly Friction Material Development. He has successfully co-supervised 10 M.Eng theses. His email address is dagwaim@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348059442133. Download CV: CV_Dagwa-Ishaya-Musa_prof-dagwa-cv-submitted-to-nuc-2018.docx

**DANLADI, Abdullahi** is a Professor of Polymer Technology in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2008). He was Head, Department of Textile Science and Technology, (2012-2016) and Deputy Dean, Faculty of Science (2012-2017). His current research is on Polymer Composites. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is adanladi08@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348039208479. Download CV: CV_Danladi-Abdullahi-_latest-curriculum-vitea.docx

**DOSUNMU, Adewale** is a Professor of Petroleum Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1990). He was Dean, Graduate School of Engineering Technology (2012-2015), Dean, School of Advanced Engineering Technology (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of Institute of Petroleum Studies, Member Nigerian Society of Engineers, COREN, SPE Distinguished Lecturer, and Shell Chair Occupant (2008-2016) His current research is on Wellbore Stability Management in Depleted & Low Pressure Reservoirs. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is adewale.dosunmu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033124495. Download CV: CV_DOSUNMU-ADEWALE-_edited-2015-prof-curriculum-vitae.doc

**EDEKO, Frederick Obataimen** is a Professor of Electrical/Electronic Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Sheffield, (1985). He was Dean of Engineering (1990-2010). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE) and Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on solar energy for rural application in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is edeko@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023346844. Download CV: CV_Edeko-Frederick-Obataimen_prof.-f.o.-edeko.doc

**EFEOVBOKHAN, Vincent Enontiemonria** is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2013). He is the
current Head of Department, Chemical Engineering (2015-2018). He is a COREN registered Engineer and Corporate Member of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers. His current research is on bio-fuels and conversion of oxygenated products to oleo chemicals. He has successfully co-supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is vincent.efeovbokhan@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348139599960. Download CV: CV_Efeovbokhan-Vincent-Enontiemonria_curriculum-vitae.-vincent-efeovbokhan.docx

EGHAREVBA, Nosa Anthony is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2000). He is currently Head of Department. He is a member of Nigerian Society of Engineers and has being duly registered by the Council of Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on: Soil and Water Resources Management, Design Installation and Operation of Irrigation and Drainage Network Systems as well as Solar Water Pumping. He has successfully published a book (2009). His email address is naegharevba@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033969631. Download CV: CV_EGHAREVBA-NOSA-ANTHONY_latest-cv-1.docx

EJIEJI, Chukwuemeka Joachin is a Professor of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom (1998). He was the Acting Director Students Industrial Work Experience Scheme Unit (2008-2010) and Acting Head of Department (2014-2016). His current research interest areas are in Irrigation, Agrohydrology and Agrometeorology. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is cjeiejicj@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033786327. Download CV: CV_Ejieji-Chukwuemeka-Joachin_ejiejicj-cv-4nuc-2018-v2.docx

ELINWA, Augustine Uchechukwu is a Professor of Civil/Structural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2003). He was Dean; Faculty of Environmental Technology (1991-1992), Faculty of Engineering and Engineering Technology (1999-2001) and Project Manager, STEP B Projects (2009 -2015) He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers and a Registered Engineer (COREN). His current research interest is on waste and local materials as alternatives for cement production. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is auelinwa@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348065040376. Download CV: CV_Elinwa-Augustine-Uchechukwu_redesign-of-my-curriculum-vitae.docx

EMAGBETERE, Omoavowere Joy is a Professor of Telecommunication Engineering, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2008). She is currently the Programme coordinator for Maritime Engineering (2017-date). She is a registered Engineer with the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN), a cooperate member of the Nigerian society of Engineers (NSE), and a member of the Institute of Electrical Electronic Engineering (IEEE), USA. Her current research area is on mobile cellular communication. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email is joyokumo@yahoo.com. +2348067147186. Download CV: CV_Emagbetere -Omoavowere -Joy_cv-for-prof-mrs-emagbetere-j-o-1.docx

ETTE, Aniedi Okon is a Professor of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Arizona, Tucson. He was Dean of Engineering (2004-2007) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2008-2011). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Metallurgical Society. His current research is on Steam Cleaning of Gas Turbine. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is ifindi2013edi@ymail.com. His telephone number is +234 8028846994. Download CV: CV_Ette-Aniedi-Okon_curriculum-vitae-prof-etete-june-2018-.docx

ETUK, Benjamin Reuben is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland (1988). He was Head of Department (2002-2004, 2006-2008), Dean of the Faculty (2000-2002, 2009-2010) and currently the Director, School of Continuing Education. His current research is on industrial wastewater treatment using waste materials and microorganisms. His email address is
EVOGBAI, Edekin Ma-riekpen Jacob is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Edo University Iyamho. He is presently the Dean of Faculty of Engineering. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, (2011). He was Head of Department, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2013-2015). He is a Fellow, Strategic Institute of Natural Resources and Human Development (FRHId) and Fellow, Civilian Institute of Democratic Administration (FCIDA). His current research is in Electrical Engineering Materials and Renewable Energy. He has successfully co-supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is evbogbaiedekin@gmail.com. His Telephone number is +2347062701842. Download CV: CV_Evbugbai-Edekin-Ma-riekpen Jacob_curriculum-vita-eui-style-evbogba-copy7.doc

EZEH, John Chukwuma is a Professor of Civil Engineering (Structural) in the Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D in Structural Engineering from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2010). He was Head, Department of Civil Engineering (2010-2014; 2016-date). He is a COREN registered engineer, Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE); Member, Nigerian Institution of Structural Engineers (SE) and Associate Member, American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). His current research is on Stability of Structures and Use of Local Materials in Concrete. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is jcezeh2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033390108. Download CV: CV_EZEH-JOHN-CHUKWUMA_j.c.eze-current-cv-updated-one.doc

FAGBENLE, Olabosipo Ishola is a Professor of Building in the Department of Building Technology, College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria. He was Head of Department (2008-2009 and 2012-2015). He is a corporate member of the Nigerian Institute of Building and a fully registered member of the Council of Registered Builders of Nigeria. His current research is Construction Productivity. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is olabosipo.fagbenle@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033811324. Download CV: CV_Fagbenle-Olabosipo-Ishola_prof-fagbenle-cu-profile-june-2018.doc

FAKOLUJO, Olasebikan Alade is a Professor of Computer Engineering in the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D degree from University of London (1988). He was Ag. Head of Department (1992-2010) He is a senior member of IEEE. His current research is on wireless communication. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is ao.fakolujo@ui.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034079742. Download CV: CV_Fakoluto-Olasebikan-Alade_cv-porf.-fakoluto-updated-june-2018-.doc

FAPETU, Olorunisola Peter is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan. He is the Dean of Ondo State University of Science and Technology (2017-date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Engineering and Engineering Technology. His current research is on Development of Bio-Refinery. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is fapetuop@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347066990794. Download CV: CV_FAPETU-Olorunisola-Peter_new-c.-v-of-prof-o.-p-fapetu.docx

FASINMIRIN, Johnson Toyin is a Professor of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria (2007). He is presently the Associate Director (IPTTU) of the Centre for Research and Development, FUTA. He is a Fellow of the Third World Academy of Science. His current research is on soil hydraulic conductivity and compaction characteristics. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D student. His email address is fasinmirin.johnson@yahpp.xom. His telephone number is +2348057107176. Download CV: CV_Fasinmirin-Johnson-Toyin_my-cv-2018.doc
**GARBA, Isa** is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering of Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D in Energy Engineering. He is a member of Solar Energy Society of Nigeria, a member of Nigeria Society of Engineers, and a registered engineer with COREN. His current research is on Renewable Energy. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is isagar2051@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065418536. **Download CV:** CV_GARBA-ISA.cv-current-i.garba2-2018.docx

**GIWA, Abdulraheem** is a Professor of Polymer and Textiles in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2010). He was the Pioneer Director School of Preliminary Studies, Federal University Gashua, Yobe State (2014-2015). His current areas of research are on Polymers, Textiles, Dyes, Solid waste, Water & Wastewater, Design of Experiment, ICT. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds and 17 Ph.Ds ongoing. His email address is agiwa@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037033052. **Download CV:** CV_Giwa-Abdulraheem_giwa_cv-for-nuc-june-2018.docx

**GODWIN, Harold** is a Professor of Production Systems and Operations Management, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (2010). He was Head of Industrial and Production Engineering Department (2011-2014). His current research is on Productivity Improvement and Cost Reduction in Industries. His email address is hcgodwin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08068503773.

**HASSAN, Suleiman Bolaji** is a Professor of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He did his Ph.D research in University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, U.K. He was appointed a Professor of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, University of Lagos in 2013 to date. He is currently the Head of Department (2015-2018). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Metallurgical Society and Materials Science and Technology of Nigeria. His current research is on Nano Composites Development. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is bhassan@unilag.edu.ng; profsbolajihassan@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034515331. **Download CV:** CV_HASSAN-SULEIMAN-BOLAJI_prof-sbhassan-updated-cv-latest-3.docx

**HASSAN, Yahya Nawawi** is a Professor of Renewable Energy in the Faculty of Engineering and Environmental, Design, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nottingham, UK (2006). He was Head of Solar Photovoltaic Research Unit (1990-2002 & 2007-2013) and currently Head, Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering. He is a Fellow of Solar Energy Society of Nigeria. His current research is on electric vehicle and nano technology in renewable Energy. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is hnawawi.hyn@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347033632266. **Download CV:** CV_YAHYA-HASSAN-NAWAWI_cv-hn-jan-2018-latest.docx

**IBE, Callistus Chukwudi** is a Professor of Transport Management Technology in the School of Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2003). He is the current Dean of School of Management Technology. He is a Fellow of the Chattered Institute of Logistics and Transport and a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Transport Administration. His current research is on Transport Policy, Operations and Planning. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is callistusibe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037592513. **Download CV:** CV_IBE-CALLISTUS-CHUKWUDI_cv-dean-smat.docx

**IBIDAPO-OBE, Oyewusi** is a Professor of Systems Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Lagos. He was Dean of Engineering (1995-1999) and Vice- Chancellor of the University of Lagos (2000-2007) and Federal University Ndufu Alile (2011-2016). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science and the Nigerian Academy of Engineering. His current research is on Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is oibidapoobe@gmail.com.
His telephone number is +2348034021712. Download CV: CV_IBIDAPO-OBE-Oyewusi-_cv-Professor-ibidapo-obe.doc

IBRAHIM, Muhammed Eneji is a Professor in Metallurgical Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from Magnitogorsk state Technical University, Russia (1995). He was Head, Mechanical Engineering (2006-2010, 2016-2018), Dean SEET (2010-2012), Director, Centre for Distance Learning (2014-2016) and Council Member (2009-2013). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is muheibrahim@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023047897. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Muhammed-Eneji_cv.doc

IDACHABA, Francis Enejo is a Professor of Communication Engineering in the College of Engineering in Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D in Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering from University of Benin (2009). He was a Research Fellow at the MIT (2013) and a Research Advisor with Shell (2010-2012). He was Head of Department (2014-2016) and currently the Director of Academic Planning (2018-date). He has 6 patents, is COREN registered and member of both the NSE and SPE. His research interest is on 5G, internet of things and smart cities. His email address is idachabafe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039570321. Download CV: CV_Idachaba-Francis-Enejo_curricullumvitae-prof-francisisidachaba.doc

IDAH, Peter Aba is a Professor of Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering in the School of Process Engineering, Process Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2010). He was HOD of Agricultural & Bioresources Engineering (2011-2013) and Director ACTU (2014-date). His current research is Fresh Fruits and Vegetables Handling Losses Prevention. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is peter.idah@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035906944. Download CV: CV_IDAH-PETER-ABA_idacv.doc

IDIGO, Victor Eze is a Professor of Communications Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka (2009). He is currently Dean of Faculty of Engineering and pioneer Head of the Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering (2006-2014). His research interest and current research is on Wireless Communication Networks. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is vicugoo@yahoo.com & ve.idigo@nau.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063981348. Download CV: CV_IDIGO-VICTOR-EZE_c.v-prof-idigo.doc

IGBADUN, Henry Evonameh is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Sokoine University of Agriculture, Morogoro (2006). He is the Head/Leader of Irrigation Research Programme of Institute for Agricultural Research. (2017-date). He is a Registered Engineer; His current research is on irrigation water management. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is igbadun20@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348064189575. Download CV: CV_IGBADUN-HENRY-EVONAMEH_cv-for-nuc.docx

IGHODALO, Osagie is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2010). He was Head of Department, Mechanical Engineering (1995-96; 2004-2006; 2013; 2017-2019) and Dean of Engineering (2014-2016). He is a corporate member of the Nigeria Society of Engineers and registered with COREN. His current research interest is on Design and Modeling of Thermal Systems. He has successfully co-supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is oighodalo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033626385. Download CV: CV_IGHODALO-OSAGIE_-_curriculum-vita-ighodal.doc

IHUEZE, Christopher Chukwuttoo is a Professor of Design and Production Technology in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2005). He was Dean, Faculty of Engineering (2014-2016), Director of civil works (2016-date) and Director of
production process (2016-date). He is a Fellow of Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human development. His current research is on natural fibre reinforced plastics for industrial applications. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is cc.ihuze@unizik.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037065761. Download CV: CV_Ihuze-Christopher-Chukwuttoo_cv-ihuze-2018.docx

IMASOGIE, Benjamin Iyalekhuosa is a Professor of Materials Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University (1994). He was Head of Department (2000-2004), Director, Central Technological Laboratory and Workshops (2007-2013) and Dean of Technology (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the; Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE), Materials Society of Nigeria (MSN) and Nigerian Metallurgical Society (NMS). His current research is on Ductile and Austempered Ductile Irons (Di/ADI) and Nanostructured Materials. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is imasogie@aouife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037116415. Download CV: CV_Imasogie-Benjamin-Iyalekhuosa_imasogie-cv-oua-2018.docx

ISMAIL, Abubakar is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was Head of Department of Water Resources & Environmental Engineering and Deputy Dean of Faculty of Engineering (2015-date). He is a cooperate member of Nigerian Society of Engineers and registered member of Council for Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on Optimization of Water Distribution Network Using Genetic Algorithm. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is aismail@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033176363. Download CV: CV_ISMAIL-ABUBAKAR-_prof._-abubakar-ismail-2018-april-academic-c.v..docx

ISMAILA, Olasunkanmi Salami is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Ergonomics) in the College of Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture (FUA), Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He was Director, FUA, Abeokuta Bureau of Transportation (2015-2018) and Deputy Dean (2011-2014). He is a registered Engineer with Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria and member of Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on ergonomics risk analysis and development of walking aid for the visually impaired. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is ismailaso@funaab.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 8032852655. Download CV: CV_Ismaila-Olasunkanmi-Salami_curriculum-vitae-for-promotion-2017-2-.doc

ITODO, Isaac Nathaniel is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the College of Engineering, University of Agriculture, Makurdi. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan. He was Head of Department (1996-2000), Dean, College of Engineering (2006-2010) and Director of Linkages (2012-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers, Nigerian Institution of Agricultural Engineers and Solar Energy Society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His current research is in energy in agriculture. His email is dritodo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08054621424. Download CV: CV_Itodo-Isaac-Nathaniel_cv.doc

IYA, Shehu Adamu is a Professor of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Dean, School of Engineering and Engineering Technology (2014-2016) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola (2016 - Date). He is a registered engineer with COREN and Member of NSE. His current research is on Farm Power and Machinery. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. My email address is us5iya@mautech.edu.ng and us5iya@yahoo.com. My telephone number is +2348036121226 and +2348050323872. Download CV: CV_IYA-SHEHU-ADAMU_curriculum-vitae-shehuiya-final.doc

JEKAYINFA, Simeon Olatayo is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Head of Department (2004-2006; 2008 - 2011) and Director of Academic Planning (2012-2015). He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers and a COREN Registered
Agricultural Engineer. His current research is on energy in agriculture/renewable energy. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is sojekayinfa@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033942248. Download CV: CV_Jekayinfa-Simeon-Olatayo_cv-2018.doc

JIBIA, Abdussamad Umar is a Professor of Mechatronics in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the International Islamic University Malaysia (2010). He was the Deputy Dean of Engineering (2010-2012) and the Head of Department of Mechatronics Engineering (2012-2016). He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on signal analysis and embedded systems. His email address is bkareem@futa.edu.ng (or karbil2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036854810. Download CV: CV_Jibia-Abdussamad-Umar_cv-of-abdussamad-jibia.docx

JIMOHI, Onemayin David is a Professor of Civil Engineering with specialisation in Water Resources Engineering in Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Birmingham (1997). He was Head of Department of Civil Engineering (2001-2004) and the University Consultancy Services (2007-2009). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Association of Hydrological Sciences. His current research is on Hydrological Modelling and Reservoir Operation in a Changing Climate. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is odjimoh@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +23480335862472. Download CV: CV_Jimoh-Onemayin-David_cv-odjimoh-2018.doc

JIMOHI, Yinusa Alaro is a Professor of Civil Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1991). He was Dean, Faculty of Engineering, University of Ilorin, Ilorin (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers, Institution of Civil Engineers and Nigerian Geotechnical Association. His current research is on Recycling Bio-degradable and Non-biodegradable Wastes into Pavement Materials for Cost Saving and Environmental Sustainability in Road Works. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email is dryajimoh@yahoo.com (personal); yaj@unilorin.edu.ng (official). His telephone number is +23480535741851. Download CV: CV_JIMOHI-Yinusa-Alaro_jimoh-cv.docx

JOEL, Ogbonna Friday is a Professor of Petroleum Engineering in Faculty of Engineering, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D in Chemical-Petrochemical Engineering from Rivers State University of Science and Technology (2003). He was the Head of Department of Gas Engineering (2015-2017). He is a fellow Institute of Safety Professional of Nigeria (FISPON) and Fellow Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers (FNCSIChE). His current research interest is in Oil field chemicals design and applications for drilling, cementing and stimulation operations as well as Environmental Studies. He has successfully supervised 12Ph.Ds. His email address is ogbonna.joel@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348037099211. Download CV: CV_Joel-Ogbonna-Friday_prof-o-f-joe-cv-june-2018.doc

JOHN, Samuel Nduesto is a Professor of Computer Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D from Donetsk National Technical University, Donetsk, Ukraine (2005). He was a Dean of College of engineering (2015 -2016) and Chair, ICT (2015- 2017). He is a Corporate Member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (MNSE) and a registered Computer Engineer by the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). His current research is on data efficiency, IoT, cyber security and cybercrime forensic. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is samuel.john@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348062994678. Download CV: CV_John-Samuel-Ndueso_samuel-john-cv.docx

KAREEM, Buliaminu is a Professor of Industrial and Production Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology (SEET), Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology Akure (2004). He was Head of Department (2010-2013). He is a Fellow of; Nigerian Institution of Engineering Management (FNIEM) and Institute of Policy Management & Development (FIPMD). His current research is on development of new (smart) production, logistics and maintenance systems for optimum productivity. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is bkareem@futa.edu.ng (or karbil2002@yahoo.com. His
KHAN, Reyazul Haque is an Indian national. He obtained his Master and Ph.D degree from the Best Institution, Indian institute of Science, Bangalore India. He became Full Professor in 1991 in India. After serving NIFFT Ranchi for two years as Professor, he joined FUT Minna as full Professor of Mechanical Engineering where he served for almost 25 years and successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds and more than 40 masters. In May 2018, he joined Baze University as Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering. His email address is reyazkhan1@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348068200088. Download CV: CV_KHAN-REYAZUL HAQUE--------_reya zkhan_cv-updated.doc

LASODE, Olumuyiwa Ajani is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2008). He was Acting Head of Department, Mechanical Engineering (2010-2012). He is a Registered Engineer and Corporate Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on waste to energy and convective heat transfer. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is oalasode@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 8066778409. Download CV: CV_Lasode-Olumuyiwa -Ajani _cvlasode2018-revised.docx

LEO, DANIEL Friday is named 2008/09 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics at MIT. He holds a Ph.D from University of London, Queen Mary and Imperial College (sponsored by UK MOD & EPSRC), (2000). He is an elected Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society, a Fellow of Institute of Materials, and Associate Fellow of the American Institute Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). He was a Research Scientist of the UK Defense Evaluation Research Agency (1996-2000). His email address is leonard.daniel@aerospace.gatech.edu; lfd@kwasu.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +1 617 955-4061; +234 816-870-5596. Download CV: CV_Daniel-Leo-Friday_leo-daniel-resume.mit-aeroastro-2-.docx

LETON, Tambari Gladson is a Professor of Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from Leeds University (1984). He was Head of Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, (1997-2001, 2012-2013), Dean Faculty of Infrastructure Systems Engineering and Director, Centre for Occupational Health, Safety and Environment. His current research is in the Application of Artificial Neural Network in Air Pollution. His email address is tamleton2@gmail.com and telephone number is +234 803 309 3848. Download CV: CV_LETON_Tambari Gladson_Tamleton.pdf

LOTO, Cleophas is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering Materials and Metallurgical Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Manchester, U.K. (1984). He was Dean, College of Science & Technology (2013-2014) and Dean, College of Engineering (2014-2015), He is a Chartered Engineer of the Engineering Council , U.K. (1989) . He is a COREN registered Engineer (2012). His current research is on electrochemical corrosion and protection. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds research work with 3 still in progress. His email address is: akinloto@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348060286196. Download CV: CV_Loto-Cleophas-AkintoYE_cv-5-3-3-1-2-sp.docx

LOTO, Roland Tolulope is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from Tshwane University of Technology (2014). He was Examination Officer and Level Advisor in the Department (2015-2016). He is a registered member of; the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria, South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Corrosion Institute of Southern Africa. His current research is on corrosion evaluation and control. His email address is tolu.loto@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348084283392. Download CV: CV_Loto-Roland-Tolulope_roland-cv.docx

MADUFOR, Innocent Chimezie is a Professor of Polymer Engineering in the school of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2007). He was HOD of Polymer and Textile Engineering (2012) and...
MAGAJI, Nuraddeen is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He is the postgraduate co-ordinator for M.Eng and Ph.D students. He is a registered COREN and IEEE member. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.D students. His email address is nmagaji2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08031850106. Download CV: CV_MAGAJI-NURADDEEN--nm.docx

MELODI, Adegoke Oladipo is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Moscow Power Engineering Institute (Technical University), Moscow, Russia (2005). He was Ag. Head of Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (2009-2013) and Sub-Dean of School of Engineering and Engineering Technology (2007-2009). He is a Senior Member of IEEE. His current research includes electric power transmission expansion planning. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and 18 MScs in electric power systems engineering. His emails are: aomelodi@futa.edu.ng; and melodiadegoke@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348037704625. Download CV: CV_Melodi-Adegoke-Oladipo_curriculum-vitae-of-Professor-melodi-for-nuc-2018-.docx

MOHAMMED, Abba-Gana is a Professor of Structural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering & Engineering Technology, ATBU, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D in Civil Engineering from Cardiff University, UK. He is currently the Head of Department of Civil Engineering and a member of the Council Project Monitoring & Evaluation Committee. He has successfully supervised 6 MEngs and currently supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is agmohammed@atbu.edu.ng, Mobile No: 080 3514 5747. Download CV:

NNUKA, Eugene Ekedunogu is a Professor of Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the Belarus State Academy of Science (1985). He was HOD at UAM (2002-2005), HOD at NAU (2007-2014). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Metallurgical Society. His current Research is on Effect of Chromium on the Structural Sensitive Properties of Locally Produced Copper-10% Aluminium Alloys. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is eugenennuka@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347065467379. Download CV: CV_NNUKA-EKEDUNOGU-EUGENE_prof-for-merge.docx

NWAIWU, Charles Malachy Okechukwu is a Professor of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering in the faculty of Engineering Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He was Head of Department at University of Maiduguri (2005-2007) and Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2014-2017).He is a registered member of COREN. His current research is on Tropical Soil Improvement. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is nknwaiwu@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348068859817. Download CV: CV_NWAIWU-CHARLES-MALACHY OKECHUKWU_Professor-c.m.o.-nwaiwu-cv-for-nuc.docx

NWAIWU, Nkeiruka Enyinnaya is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). She is Head of Department (2017-date). She is a registered member of COREN. Her current research is on Natural Coagulants and Water/Wastewater Treatment. She is currently supervising 5 Ph.Ds. Her email address is nknwaiwu@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number +2348025528200. Download CV: CV_NWAIWU-NKEIRUKA-ENYINNAYA_cv-for-nuc-submission.docx

NWOHU, Mark is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the School of Electrical Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University (2010). He was Ag. Head of Department of Electrical/Computer Engineering (2002-2003)
and Head of Department of Computer Engineering (2010-2011). His current research is on power systems stability and control. He has successfully supervised 13 Masters and is currently supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is mnnwohu@gmail.com or mnnwohu@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348188141864 or +2348150773079. Download CV:

NWOSU, Justina Nne is a Professor of Food Processing Technology in the School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from FUTO (2006). She was Head of Department (2010-2012 and 2014-2016). Her current research area is in the processing, preservation and product development of lesser known crops. She has successfully supervised about 10 Ph.Ds and many other PG and undergraduate students. Her email address is justina.nwosu@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348028768070. Download CV: CV_NWOSU-JUSTINA-NNE_cv-2015.docx

OBAH, Boniface is a Professor of Petroleum Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Imo State. He holds a Ph.D from the Technical University, Clausthal, Germany. He was Head; Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering (1992-1996), Petroleum Engineering (1998-2001, 2012-013) and Shell Professor of Petroleum Engineering (2007-2015). He is a corporate member, German Society of Engineers VDI, corporate member, Nigeria Society of Engineers (NSE), COREN registered. His current research is on Oil Rim Development. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is bonifaceobah@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033406948. Download CV: CV_Obah-Boniface_cv_obah_boniface.doc

OBI, Anthony Iheanyichukwu is Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2000). He was Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering (2012-2015). He is a member of Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on Tribology using Plant Extracts. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is toniobi2002@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037032524. Download CV: CV_Obi-Anthony-Iheanyichukwu_prof.-obi-cv-modified-february-2015.docx

ODETUNDE, Christopher Bode is a Professor of Aerospace Engineering in the College of Engineering & Technology, KWASU, Malete. He holds a Ph.D. from Texas A&M University (1983). He has more than 15 years of industrial experience in aerospace & aviation and petroleum industries. He is a registered Engineer with NSE and he is COREN registered. His e-mail address is chris.odetunde@kwasu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 816 547 6093. Download CV: CV_Odetunde-Christopher-Bode_odetunde_cv.doc

ODIA, Osadolor Orlando is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2007). He was HOD, Mechanical (2009-2011), Dean of Students (2015-2016) and presently Director; Centre for Entrepreneurial/Career Studies (2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and a registered engineer (COREN, ASME). His current research is on Biodiesel, Fuel Cells and Hybridization of Renewable Resources. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is odiaoo@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030700520. Download CV: CV_ODIA-OSADOLOR-ORLANDO_my-cv.doc

OGBOGU, Sammy Ejike is a Professor of Electrical & Electronic Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Bradford (1986). He was Associate Dean, Student Affairs, Head of Department while at FUTO. He is a member of IEEE, IEE, COREN. He has successfully supervised over 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is orlandoogbogu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033408488. Download CV: CV_Ogbogu-Sammy-Ejike_sammy-ogbogu-cv-.doc

OGUNLEALA, Ayodele Olanrewaju is a Professor of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, University of Ilorin; Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the
Oklahoma State University; Stillwater, Oklahoma, USA (1989). He was Head of Department (2007-2012). His current research is on soil and water engineering. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is aogunlela@yahoo.com. His telephone number is (234)8035617696. Download CV: CV_OGUNLELA-Ayodele-Olanrewaju_cvay2k18adv-1.docx

OGUNLEYE, Oladipupo Olaosebikan is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2009). He was Ag. Head of Department (2007-2010) and currently the Chairman, University Congregation Business Committee. He is a COREN registered Engineer (R.11,886). His current research includes development of green corrosion inhibitors and composite fuels for rocket motors. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is oogunleye@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034837824. Download CV: CV_OGUNLEYE-Oladipupo-Olaosebikan_prof.-o.o.-ogunleye.doc

OGUNTUNDE, Philip Gbenro is a Professor of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Bonn (2004). He was Head of IPTTO (1998-2014) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Development) of FUTA (2018-date). He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on basin hydrology and climate change impacts. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is pgoguntunde@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348163056010. Download CV: CV_Oguntunde-Philip-Gbenro_philip-oguntunde-updated-cv-may-2018.doc

OGWUWELEKA, Tochukwu Chibueze is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Head, Department of Civil Engineering (2007-2015) and Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Studies (2016-date). He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers and COREN. His current research is on waste management and water supply engineering. His e-mail address is ogwueleka@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348035061048. Download CV: CV_OGWUWELEKA-TOCHUKWU-CHIBUEZE_prof-ogwueleka-t.c.-resume.doc

OGWUWELEKA, Tochukwu Chibueze is a Professor of Civil Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2005). He was Head of Civil Engineering Department (2007-2015) and Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Studies (2016-date). He is a member of Nigerian Society of Engineers, COREN and Nigerian Environmental Society. His current research is on wastewater, water supply and solid waste management. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.D students and ten M.Eng students. His email address is ogwueleka@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035061048. Download CV: CV_OGWUWELEKA-TOCHUKWU-CHIBUEZE_cv-ogwueleka-tochukwu-chibueze-prof-ogwueleka-t.c.-resume.doc

OHU, John Olutunde is a Professor of Soil and Water Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from McGill University, Canada (1985). He was Dean of Engineering (1995 -2000). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Academy of Engineering. His current Research is in soil-water-plant dynamics. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ohujohn@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023713019. Download CV:

OKENIYI, Joshua Olusegun is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria (2014). He is Member of Professional Bodies such as: South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM); Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN) and Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE). His current research is on corrosion protection and materials engineering for sustainable environment. He has been an assessor of postgraduate students and reviewer of Elsevier Global Book Productions and Elsevier Journals. His email address is joshua.okeniyi@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348069836502. Download CV: CV_Okeniyi-Joshua-Olusegun_joshua-olusegun-okeniyi-cv-cu-nuc-june-14-2018.doc
OKEREKE, Chidi Donatus is a Professor of Environmental Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri (FUTO). He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2002). He was Dean, Postgraduate School FUTO (2008-2012) and Director, Office for University Development (2006-2008); Director, Central Instruments Equipment Centre (2017-date). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Environmental Society (FNES). His current research is on Environmental and Water Resources. He has successfully Supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is chidiokreke234@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033364805. Download CV: CV_Okereke-Chidi-Donatus_cv-of-engr.-Professor-chidi-donatusokereke.docx

OKEZIE, Christiana Chikodi is a Professor of Electronic and Computer Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu (2007). She is Head of Department (2014-date). She is a member of the; Nigeria Society of Engineers (MNSE), Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN) and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer(IEEE) USA. Her current research is on Electronic Governance, Process Control and Security/ Automation. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is cc.okezie@unizik.edu.ng and christianaobioma@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08032266191. Download CV: CV_OKEZIE-CHRISTIANA-CHIKODI_prof-okezie-s-cv.docx

OKOKON, Francis Bassey is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Wisconsin, Madison USA (1981). He was Head, Department of Agricultural and Food Engineering (2000-2005). He is a member of Professional bodies. His research is on Post Harvest Technology. He has successfully supervised 2 MScs. His email is francisbassey@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348052736135. Download CV: CV_Okokon-Francis-Bassey_dr.okokon-private-1-.doc

OKOLI, Chucks Shadrack is a Professor of Civil and Maritime Engineering at Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA). He holds a Ph.D from FUTA (2002). He is Fellow of Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on Hydraulics and Maritime Engineering. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is okolics2002@gmail.com His telephone number is +2348034277819. Download CV: CV_OKOLI-CHUCKS-SHADRACK_dr.-okolis-c.v-on-22nd-july-2013.docx

OKONKWO, Wilfred Ifeanyi is a Professor of Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was former Head, Agric. & Bioresources Engineering. He is a Fellow of Solar Energy Society of Nigeria and Renewable & Alternative Energy Society of Nigeria. He is also a member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and Council of Registered Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His current research is on renewable energy, environmental Engineering, and in food & bioprocesse engineering. His email addresses are wilfred.okonkwo@unn.edu.ng; wilfredifeanyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033264401. Download CV: CV_Okonkwo-Ifeanyi-Wilfred_my-cv.-agric-doc.doc

OKORO, Ogbonnaya Inya is a Professor of Electrical Power and Machines in the College of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from University of Kassel, Germany (2002). He was Head, Department of Electrical/Electronics (2009-2012) and Dean of Engineering (2012-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Association of Technologists and senior member of the Institution of Electrical & Electronics Engineers. His current research is on the dynamics of a 6-phase induction motor for wind energy application. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is oikororo@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037751492. Download CV: CV_Okoro-Ogbonnaya-Inya_prof.okoro-cv-nuc-2018.doc

OLABIYISI, Stephen Olatunde is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso (2006). He was Head of Department, Computer Science and Engineering (2010-2012) and Dean, Student Affairs (2012-2015). He is currently the co-ordinator, LAUTECH Institute of Software Engineering. He is Member, Computer Professionals (Registration
Council of Nigeria). His current research is on computational and software complexity, machine learning and information systems. He has successfully supervised 28 Ph.Ds. His email address is soolabiyisi@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036669863. Download CV: CV_Olabiyisi-Stephen-Olatunde_cv-olabiyisi.docx

OLADOKUN, Victor Oluwasina is a Professor of Industrial and Production Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He was Sub-Dean Technology (2006-2008), Head, Industrial & Production Engineering (2011-2013), Deputy Director, UI School of Business (2017-date ). He is a Commonwealth Academic Fellow and a Senior Fulbright Research Scholar. His current research is on disaster risk management and resilience modelling. He is presently supervising 6 Ph.D students in UI. His email is victordokun@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033919050. Download CV: CV_Oladokun-Victor-Oluwasina_updated-cv-oladokun-v-o-may-2018.docx

OLAILEYE, Boluwaji Muriana is a Professor of Mining Engineering in the School of Engineering and Engineering Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2007). He was Ag. Head of Department of Mining Engineering (2008-2012) and Head of Department of Mining Engineering (2015-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Mining Engineers. His current research is on rock characterisation and rock slope stability. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is bmololaye@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034481461. Download CV: CV_Olaileye-Boluwaji-Muriana_cv-prof.-olaileye-2018.doc

OLAILEYE, James Bola is a Professor of Geodetic Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of New Brunswick, Canada (1992). He was sub-dean of Engineering and Head of Department (2000-2012). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Security. His current research is on Close-Range Aerial Image Metrology. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is jbo.jbo.53@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348039418565. Download CV: CV_Olaileye-james-Bola_cv-main-doc-olaileye-3.doc

OLOCHE, Oyihi Boniface is a Professor of Materials/Metallurgy in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from Leningrad State Technical University (1991). He is the Dean of Engineering (2015-date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and also a Fellow of the Nigerian Metallurgical Society. He is a COREN registered and Member of the Materials Society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is profoloche@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023784402. Download CV: CV_OLOCHE-OYIHI-BONFACE_curriculum-vitae-prof.-oloche.docx

OLOWOSULU, Adekunle Taiwo is a Professor of Transportation Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2006). He is the leader of Transportation Research Group in Civil Engineering Department. He is a member of Nigerian Society of Engineers. He is a registered engineer by COREN. His current research is on an Asset Management Systems and Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Analysis and Design. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 25 MScs. He has designed and supervised several engineering projects. His email address is atolowosulu@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037010095. Download CV: CV_Olowosulu-Adekunle-Taiwo_cv-engr-prof-a-t-olowosulu.docx

OLUKANNI, David Olutunde is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in Civil Engineering Department, College of Engineering, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant (2011). He is a Fulbright Scholar and studied at University of Oklahoma, Norman and researched at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, U.S.A. He was Head, Civil Engineering (2015-2017) and Director, Quality and Academic Standards, Covenant University (2017-date). His research interest includes: solid waste management; environmental sustainability; rural-urban water supply, wastewater management, rural/urban sanitation and hygiene studies. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D student. His email addresses are david.olukanni@covenantuniversity.edu.ng;
OLUKANNI, David Olatunde is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the School of Engineering and Technology, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Johannesburg (2018). He is a registered member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). His current research is on green chemistry and sustainable energy. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D. His email address is davidolukann@covent.edu. His telephone number is +2348030726472. Download CV: CV OLUKANNI-David-Olatunde_prof-david-o-olukanni-cv-for-nuc.docx

OLUTOYE, Moses Aderemi is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang (2012). He is a registered member of Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE), member, Council for the Regulation of Engineering Practice in Nigeria (COREN) and Associate member of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers (NSChE). His current research is on Heterogeneous Catalysis in the Production of Biofuel and Waste Utilisation. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is m.olutoye@futminna.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348034059454. Download CV: CV OLUTOYE-MOSES-ADEREMI_cv.doc

OMIDIORA, Elijah Olusayo is a Professor of Computer Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology (LAUTECH), Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso,(2006). He was Head, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso (2008-2010), Head, Department of Computer Engineering, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti (2014-2015) and Director, LAUTECH Information & Communication Technology Center, (2013-2014). His current research is on biometrics, pattern recognition and soft computing. He has successfully supervised 31 Ph.Ds. His email address is eoomidiora@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030712446. Download CV: CV_Omidiora-Elijah-Olusayo_omidiora-2018.docx

OMIZEGBA, Elijah Ehiagwina is a Professor of Systems and Control Engineering in the Electrical Engineering Department of the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University (ATBU), Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from ATBU (2003). He was the Director, Directorate of Information and Communications Technology (2012-2014), and Director, University Computer Centre (2007-2010). He is a registered engineer (COREN). His current research interests are in the areas of Internet of Things (IoT), Algorithm Development, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Heuristic Computations. His email address is omizegbaee@yahoo.co.uk; omizegbaegmail.com. His telephone number +2347031306539. Download CV: CV_Omizegba-Elijah-Ehiagwina_general-cv-format-.docx

OMOLE, David Olugbenga is a Professor of Water Resources and Environmental Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2011). He was Director, Consultancy Services (2012-2013) and Sub-Dean, College of Engineering (2015-2016), both at Covenant University. He currently serves as Director, Vice-Chancellor’s Office at Covenant (2016-date). He is a COREN Registered Engineer. His current research is on water quality and treatment. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D student. His email address is gbengaomole@gmail.com. His mobile line is +2348034006525. Download CV: CV_Omole-David-Olugbenga_omole-cv-june2018.doc

OMOTOYINBO, Joseph Ajibade is a Professor of Mechanical Metallurgy in the School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2008). He is Head of Department (2013-date). He is a COREN registered engineer. His current research is on Mechanical Behaviour of Composite Materials. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is josephoyinbo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035927598. Download CV: CV_Omotoyinbo-Joseph-Ajibade_3rd-final-neat-futa-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONUNDI, Lateef Olorunfemi is a Professor of Structural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2012). He was Head, Department of Civil and Water Resources Engineering (1992-2002) and Dean Faculty of Engineering (2016-2018). He is currently supervising 1 Ph.D candidate. His email is onundi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone is +2348023726603. Download CV: CV_ONUNDI-LATEEF-OLORUNFEMI_prof-onundi-cv.doc
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ONWUKA, Elizabeth Nonye is a Professor of Telecommunications in the School of Electrical Engineering at FUT, Minna. She holds a Ph.D in Communications and Information Systems Engineering from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China (2004). She was coordinator of Information Technology Services (2007-2011), HOD Telecommunications Engineering (2009-2018), Ag. Dean School of Information and Communication Technology (2011-2018) and currently Ag. Dean School of Electrical Engineering and Technology (Jan 2018) all at FUT Minna. Her research interest includes Resource Management in Wireless Networks, Green communications. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email is onwukaliz@futminna.edu.ng, her phone number is 08036312733. Download CV: CV_ONWUKA-Elizabeth-Nonye_onwuka-cv-2018.docx

ONYEKA, Julius Okezuo is a Professor of Civil Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Anambra State University, Uli. His email address is profjuliusonyeka@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08037098006. Download CV: CV_ONYEKA-Julius-Okezuo_curriculum-vita1-dean.docx

ORODU, Oyinkepreye David is a Professor of Petroleum Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from China University of Geosciences, Wuhan (2009). He was Acting Head of Department (2012 - 2015, 2017) and current Head of Department (2018- date). He is a registered Engineer in Nigeria and member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers. His current research is on enhanced oil recovery, uncertainty and decision analysis for reservoir management, and rock typing. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is preye.d.orodu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347061132990. Download CV: CV_Orodu-Oyinkepreye-David_orodu-cv-june-2018.docx

OSUNBITAN, Akinfemi Jimmy is a Professor of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University. He was the Vice-Dean of Faculty of Technology (2008-2011) and the current Head of Agriculture & Environmental Engineering (2017-date). His current research is on the Impact of Agricultural and Domestic Waste on Soil & Water Environment. He is currently supervising 4 Ph.D students. His email address is josunbit@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036705604. Download CV: CV_OSUNBITAN-Akinfemi-Jimmy_prof-j.a.-osunbitan-s-cv.doc

OSUNDE, Zinash Delebo is a Professor of Agricultural Engineering in the Department of Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna. She holds a Masters degree from the University of Agriculture, Nitra, Slovak Republic. She is registered member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and Nigerian Institution of Agricultural Engineers. She is COREN registered engineer. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D students, and presently she is supervising 3 Ph.D students. Her email address is zinash.osunde@futminna.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348034537068. Download CV: CV_Osunde-Zinash-Delebo_zinash-cvp.doc

OWOLABI, Israel Esan is a Professor of Electrical/Electronic Engineering in the College of Engineering, ABUAD. He holds a Ph.D in Physics from the University of Durham, UK (1964) but subsequently converted his discipline into Electrical/Electronic Engineering. He was Dean of Faculty of Engineering and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the University of Ilorin. He is a Fellow of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, UK (FIEE) and Nigerian Society of Engineers (FNSE). He is a COREN - registered engineer. His research interest is in Microwave Radio Propagation and Its Applications. His email address are eowolabi2002@yahoo.com; eowolabiie@abuad.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348035502387; +2348159667194. Download CV: CV_Owolabi-Israel-Esan_prof.-owolabi-curriculum-vitae-cv-2018-and-profile.docx

OYAWALE, Festus Adekunle is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the College of Engineering, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2000). He was head of department of Mechanical Engineering (2013 -2015) His current research is on local substitution and reverse engineering. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is
festus.oyawale@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033740829. Download CV: CV_Oyawale-Festus-Adekunle_curriculum-vitae-2017.doc

**OYEGOKE, Sunday Olakunle** is a Professor of Civil Engineering Hydraulics and Hydrology in the College of Engineering Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from University of Lagos (1982). He was the Head, Department of Civil Engineering (2013-2015) and Provost, College of Engineering Afe Babalola University (2015-2018). He is a member of Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE) and Council of Registered Engineers (COREN). Current research is in Pipe Network Analysis, River Training, Ground Water Exploration and Modeling. He has successfully supervised more than 30 MScs. My email is soyegoke@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348023071897. Download CV: CV_Oyegoke - Sunday -Olakunle _curriculum-vitae-2014-1-1-1-.docx

**OYETUNJI, Elkanah Olaosebikan** is a Professor of Industrial and Production Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He was Dean of Engineering (2013-2017). He is Member, Nigerian Society of Engineers and also a registered engineer by the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria. His current research is on production scheduling/operations management and algorithm design. He has successfully co-supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is eoyetunji@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23481-690-17007. Download CV: CV_Oyetunji-Elkanah-Olaosebikan_oyetunji-cv-academic-april-2018.doc

**OYOH, Kechinyere Bridget** is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (1999). She was the HOD of Chemical Engineering (2004-2008) and (2010-2012), HOD Petroleum Engineering (2008-2010), Dean of Postgraduate School (2012-2016) and Director, Office for University Development (2016-date). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers. Her current research is on Unit Operations. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is dareme2000@yahoo.com and her phone number is +2348030996031. Download CV: CV_Oyoh-Kechinyere-Bridget-cv-prof.-k.b.-oyoh.doc

**RUFAI, Ibrahim Ahmad** is a Professor of Energy Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the Moscow State Agro-Engineering University named after V.P. Goryachkin (now Moscow State Agrarian University - Moscow Timiryazev Agricultural Academy) (2006). His current research is on biofuels, internal combustion engines, and new energy materials. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D student. His email address is iarufai.mec@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348064892345. Download CV: CV_Rufai-Ibrahim-Ahmad_cvi-a-rufai.doc

**SAMBO, Abubakar Sani** is a Professor of Energy Studies in the Faculty of Engineering of Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a D.Phil degree from University of Sussex (1983). He was Director, Sokoto Energy Research Centre (1998-94), Vice-Chancellor, ATBU Bauchi (1995-2004), Vice-Chancellor, Kaduna State University (2004), and Director- General, Energy Commission of Nigeria (2005-2012). He is a COREN registered Engineer and Fellow Nigerian Academy of Science and Energy Institute, UK. His current research is on renewable energy and energy projections. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is assambo@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348033111631. Download CV: CV_SAMBO-Abubakar-Sani_cv-of-prof-sambo.docx

**SOLOMON, Bamidele Ogbe** is a Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Kansas State University (1983). He was Acting Head, Department of Chemical Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1990- 1992) and Director-General/CEO, National Biotechnology Development Agency, Nigeria (2005-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers and Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt. His current research is on Biofuel, Bioremediation, Enzyme Development and Fermentation studies. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is bosconsult77@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 2348034049111. Download CV: CV_Solomon-Bamidele -Ogbe_prof-b-o-solomon-up-dated-resume-2018.docx
SONIBARE, Jacob Ademola is a Professor of Chemical Engineering with the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Head, Chemical Engineering (2009-2011). He is a registered Engineer with the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). He was an Environmental Advisor (on sabbatical) with the Shell Petroleum Development Company, Port Harcourt (2006–2007). He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds and 34 M.Sc.s. He has over 100 published research articles in scientific journals and over 500 technical reports on air/noise pollution and life cycle analysis. His email address isasonibar@oauife.edu.ng and his telephone numbers are +2348087349729 & +2348087349729. Download CV: CV_Sonibare-Jacob-Ademola_sonibare-cv-may-2018.docx

SULE, Bolaji Abdulfatai is a Professor of Water Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D degree from Cornell University (1984). He was Dean of Engineering and Technology (2005-2008), Director, National Centre for Hydropower Research and Development (2008-2014). He is currently Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Ilorin (2018-date). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Academy of Engineering, and the Nigerian Society of Engineers. His current research is on sustainable water supply. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is bfslleiman@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037456689. Download CV: CV_SULE-Bolaji-Abdulfatai_cv-of-bf-sule.doc

UBBAONU, Collins Nkeoma is a Professor of Food Product and Development in the School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology Owerri. He holds a Ph.D in Food Science and Technology, University of Tennessee, USA. He was HOD of Food Science and Technology and Associate Dean of School of Agriculture. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. He has patented 2 Food Products with a national award in wine making. He has supervised 22 Ph.Ds. students in 2 Institutions. His email address is cubbaonu@yahoo.com and phone number is 08037724659. Download CV: CV_Ubbaonu-Collins-Nkeoma_cv-prof.-c.n.ubbaonu.doc

UCHE, OKorie Austine Uche is a Professor of Civil/Structural Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2009). He was coordinator of Faculty Postgraduate Programmes(2010-2016). His current research is on structural risk assessment and innovative materials in Civil Engineering. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is okoauche@yahoo.co.uk or uoaustine.civ@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065416822. Download CV: CV_UCHE-OKORIE-AUSTINE UCHE_oau-2016-p-cv-1.docx

UGWU, Onuegbu Okoronkwo is a Professor of Civil Engineering (Construction Engineering & Management), Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo. He holds a Ph.D from the South Bank University, London, UK (1999). He was Director of Research and Development (2016-2018) at AE-FUNAI. He was Chairman; Sustainable Infrastructure Task Force, Centre for Infrastructure & Construction Industry Development, University of Hong Kong (2007-2008). His current research covers various thematic areas in construction engineering and management. These include infrastructure sustainability, nanotechnology, risk management, advanced information and communications technology. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is onuegbougwu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2346036362852. Download CV: CV_Ugwu-Onuegbu-Okoronkwo_engr-prof.-o.-o.-ugwu-cv-nuc-database-06june2018.doc

UZOMAH, Abimbola is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from the University Port-Harcourt (1991). She was Head of Department (2002-2006). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology, member IFT USA and a licensed Public Analyst of Nigeria. She is currently working on Nigerian Spices- Identification of the Flavour Nodes and Stability; and Standard Development of Nigerian Food Products. She has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. Her email address is abimuzomah@yahoo.com, telephone number is +2348033360038. Download CV: CV_UZOMAH-ABIMBOLA_curriculum-vitae-prof-abimbola-uzomah.docx
WARA, Samuel Tita is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering, Covenant University Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1995). He was Dean, Engineering (2003-2011) at Igbinedion University Okada and Dean School of Postgraduate Studies, Covenant University Ota (2016-2018). His current Research is in Renewable Energy, Environment, Energy Conservation & Efficiency, Power quality and Distributed Energy. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Engineers and a Chartered Electrical Engineer. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is docwarati@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +234(0)8037415262 & +237 94267429. Download CV: CV_WARA-SAMUEL-TITA_updated-cv-for-prof.docx

YAWAS, Danjuma Saleh is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was the PG coordinator (2008-2010), Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering (2010-2012) and Head of Section (2010-2018). He is a registered engineer (COREN). His current areas of research are Mechanical Design Materials, Materials and Corrosion. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is dyawas@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035814468. Download CV: CV_YAWAS-DANJUMA-SALEH_curriculum-vitae-yawas-2018.docx
ABALAKA, Akogu Elijah is a Professor of Building in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He was the Head of Department (2013 – 2016). He is a member of the American Concrete Institute (ACI). His current research is on the use of hydrolysed starch and metakaolin in concrete. His email address is aabalaka@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348055456869. Download CV: CV_Abalaka-Akogu-Elijah_nuc-professorial-cv.docx

ADAMU, Yusuf is a Professor of Medical Geography in the Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2004). He was Head of Geography Department (2016-2018) and Director, Bayero University Press (2014 to date). He was a Fulbright Fellow at the UAB, US. His current research is on maternal health. He is a prolific author and has published seven collections of poems, four Hausa novels and seven children books in addition to many scholarly works. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is ymadamu.geo@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034064325. Download CV: CV_ADAMU-YUSUF-MUHAMMAD_cv-yusuf-adamu-2018.docx

ADEBAYO, Abel Aderemi is a Professor of Geography (Climatology) in the School of Environmental Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology, Minna (1997). He was the Head of Geography Department (1999-2003), Dean of Environmental Sciences (2002-2003, 2005-2009) and Coordinator Guidance and Counseling Unit (2009 - date). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Association of Hydrological Sciences. His current research is on indigenous knowledge and climate change adaptation in agriculture. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is bayobabel@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034370211. Download CV: CV_Adebayo-Abel-Aderemi_cv-for-nuc.docx

ADEBOYE, Albert is a Professor of Architecture in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2009) after obtaining a ND, HND, B.Sc., MSc, Architecture. He was HOD Estate Management, HOD Architecture, Director Physical Planning and Development, and Sub-Dean College of Science and Technology (2004-2016). He is member of the Nigerian Institute of Architects and ARCON registered. He has successfully supervised three PhDs and six are ongoing. His email is jide_adeboye@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038428175. Download CV: CV_Professor ADEBOYE-Albert-Babajide_march-2018-curriculum-vitae.docx

ADEDOKUN, Ade is a Professor of Architecture in the College of Environmental Sciences, Crescent University, Abeokuta. He holds the B.Arch and MS (Urban Planning) of the City College, New York and Pratt Institute, New York respectively. He was Ag. Head of Department, Urban Planning (2001), Ag. Dean, Environmental Sciences, Caleb University (2008-2010), Dean, Environmental Sciences, Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji Arakeji and Dean, College of Environmental Sciences, Crescent University, Abeokuta. His current research is on urban liveability: the Lagos experience. His email address is arc.adedokun@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023653727. Download CV: CV_Adedokun-Adeniyi-Oladepo_ade-cv-sept-2015-1.docx

AGBONOME, Peter is a Professor of Architecture in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2012). He is a fully registered architect by the Architects Registration Council of Nigeria (ARCON), and a full member of Nigerian Institute of Architects (NIA). His current research is on the evolution landscape design in traditional architecture. He is currently supervising six PhDs. His email address is agbonomepc@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348054664666. Download CV: CV_AGBONOME-PETER -CHUKWUEMEKA_agbonome-profile.docx
AHIANBA, Joseph Ezielen is a Professor of Architecture in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2009). He was Dean, Faculty of Environmental Studies (2012-2016); Head, Department of Architecture (2004-2006) and Sub-Dean of Faculty (1998-2001 and 2006-2012). He is a full member of the Architects Registration Council of Nigeria; Nigerian Institute of Architects; and Association of Architectural Educators in Nigeria. His current research is on volume two of vernacular architecture of Esan land. He is currently supervising six PhDs. His email address is josephezielenahianba@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234806412109. Download CV: CV_AHIANBA-JOSEPH-EZIELENN_curriculum-vita2018.doc

AINA, Omotayo is a Professor of Building in the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife, Osun State. He holds a PhD from OAU Ile Ife, (2010). He was Head of Department of Building, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, (2010-2013). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Building and fully registered with the Council of Registered Builders (CORBON). His current research is on rework, chaos and incentives schemes usage in the construction process. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is tayoaina@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033569170. Download CV: CV_AINA-OMOTAYO-OLUGBENGA_aina-current-cv4.doc-a-2-.doc

AJE, Isaac is a Professor of Quantity Surveying in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2008). He was the Acting Head, Department of Quantity Surveying (2009-2014) and current Head, Department of Quantity Surveying (2017 - date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors and Registered Member, Quantity Surveyors Registration Board of Nigeria. His current research is on construction contract procurement and administration. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is ajeolaniyi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034746985. Download CV: CV_AJE-Isaac-Olaniyi_prof.-i.-o.-aje-current-cv-2018-.docx

AJIBADE, Babson is Professor of African Visual Culture in the Department of Visual Arts and Technology, Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Cross River University of Technology, Calabar (CRUTECH). He holds a PhD from the University of Basel (2006) and a PhD from the University of Calabar (2008). He was Dean of Environmental Sciences (2009 - 2014) and currently Desk Officer, International Linkages, CRUTECH. He teaches visual arts, film studies, communication and media studies. His current research is on the contemporary Nigerian cinema house: the social dynamics of a second coming. His email address is babson.ajibade@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348025068692. Download CV: CV_Ajibade-Babson-Babatunde_ajibade-cv-june18b.doc

Ajibola, Mayowa is a Professor of Estate Management, College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2012). He was the College Examination Officer (2013 - 2014) and Head, Department of Estate Management (2014 - 2016). He is an associate member, Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers (NIESV) and registered with Estate Surveyors and Valuers' Registration Board of Nigeria (ESVARBON). His current research is on green economy: the role of estate surveyors and valuers. He has co-supervised two PhDs. His email address is sola.ajibola@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023029220. Download CV: CV_Ajibola-MAYOWA-OLUSOLA_cv-for-nuc.doc

AKINBOGUN, Tolulope is a Professor of Industrial Design in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Akure (2004). He was Acting Head of Industrial Design Department (2007-2009) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Development), Federal University of Technology, Akure (2012-2016). He was the President of Ceramics Researchers Association of Nigeria (2011-2015). His current research is on ceramic industry and ceramic furnace. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is tlakinbogun@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348032339490. Download CV: CV_AKINBOGUN-Tolulope-Lawrence_curriculum-vita-prof.-akinbogun-t.l.-new.docx
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ANIGBOGU, Natalia is a Professor of Construction Engineering Management, University of Jos, Jos. She holds a PhD from Novocherkassk Land Reclamation Engineering Academy, Russia (1989). She was Head of Department of Building (2005-2009). She is a Registered Builder with CORBON. Her current research is in the area of construction economics and management. She has successfully supervised five PhDs. Her e-mail address is natashaanigbogu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035976521. Download CV: CV_ANIGBOGU-NATALIA-ALEXANDROVNA_cv-prof.-n.-a.-anigbogu-2018.docx

ARAYELA, Olatunde is a Professor of Architecture in the School of Environmental Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure, (2000). He was Head of Department of Architecture (1990-1996, 1998-2000 and 2005- 2007), Dean School of Postgraduate Studies (2007-2011), Director Academic Planning (2013-2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic (2015-2019). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Architects. His current research is on the development of local building materials for construction works in the tropics. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is oarayela@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066505522. Download CV: CV_ARAYELA-OLATUNDE__ara-cv-may-2018.doc

BABA, Aliyu Nabegu is a professor of Geography in the Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences, KUST, Wudil. He holds a PhD from BUK. He was Head of Department of Geography (2005/2009), Dean FAEES (2009/2013) and Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2015 to date). He is a member of the Association of Nigerian Geographers. His current research work is on impact of urban growth on channel morphology. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is aliyunabegu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037877121. Download CV: CV_BABA-ALIYU-NABEGU__cv-4.docx

BABALOLA, Olubola is a Professor of Quantity Surveying in the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University (2006). She is the current Dean of the Faculty. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors. Her current research is on renewable energy provision in construction. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is bolalola@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348033576984. Download CV: CV_BABALOLA -Olubola-Mujidat_prof-babalola-cv-18-10-17.docx

BASORUN, Joseph is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was Sub-Dean, School of Environmental Technology (2008-2010), Associate Director, University Advanced Basic Science Programme (2011-2016). He is a Fellow, Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development, and Fellow, Institute of Policy Management Development. His current research is on e-land pricing in residential housing density mix in Akure, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised a PhD Student. His e-mail address is nbaso2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034721450. Download CV: CV_BASORUN-JOSEPH-OMONIYI_prof-basorun-s-c.v.-2018.doc

BELLO, Mustapha is a Professor of Estate Management in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2002). He was Sub Dean School of Environmental Technology (2003-2005) and Head of Department of Estate Management (1997-2005; 2007-2013). He is a registered member of the Estate Surveyors and Valuers Registration Board of Nigeria. His research interest is on real estate investment, land market and property development. He has supervised seven PhDs and others are ongoing. His email address is mobello@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034741382. Download CV: CV_BELLO-MUSTAPHA-OYEWOLE_prof-bello-cv.doc

EHIGIATOR, Irughe Raphael is a Professor of Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering (Global Navigation Satellite System, Geodynamics, Engineering Geodesy and Geomatics) in the Department of Geomatics, University of Benin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD in Engineering Geodesy and Geo-Information Systems with emphasis on Geodesy, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Geodynamics and Geo-Matics
Engineering. His research focuses on deformation measurement, monitoring and analysis, precision engineering surveys, GNSS and sensors positioning, Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and mathematical model, and seismic data acquisition and analysis. His telephone number is +2348033681019. Download CV: CV_Ehigiator - Iruge-Raphael_raph-cv-for-professoral.docx

EKOP, Offiong is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, U.K (1988). He was Acting Head of Department (1995-2004; 2006-2007) and Head of Department (2007-2011) in the University of Uyo. His current research is on resource base for land use planning in the Niger Delta. He is Fellow of the Nigeria Institute of Town Planners. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is obeko2010@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037738931. Download CV: CV_Ekop-Offiong-Bassey_prof-o-b-ekop-cv.docx

EZIYI, Iben is a Professor of Architecture in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He Holds a PhD from Covenant University, Ota where he served as Ag. Head of Department of Architecture (2014 - 2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Architects (NIA) and a fully registered architect by the Architects Registration Council of Nigeria (ARCON). His current research is on sustainable housing and infrastructure procurement strategies. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is ibem.eziyi@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037779415. Download CV: CV_Ibem_Eziyi_Offia_prof-e-o-ibem-cv-covenant-university-2018.docx

FASAKIN, Julius is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2001). He was Head of Department of Urban and Regional Planning (1999-2003; 2005-2007). He is a Registered Member of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on housing in the built environment. He has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. His email address is jofasakin@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348068495302. Download CV: CV_Fasakin_Julius_Oluwasegun.pdf

GALTIMA, Mala is a Professor of Geography, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2001).He was the Head, Department of Geography (2004-2007) and Dean, School of Environmental Sciences (2010). He was a visiting scholar in the Department of Transport Technology, Loughborough University, United Kingdom (1995-1996). He has supervised seven PhDs. His current research interest is in urban travel demand analysis and rural livelihood studies. A member of several professional associations, Galtima has served as consultant and Visiting Professor of Geography to a number of Nigerian Universities. His email address is galtima@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348053462242. Download CV: CV_Galtima-Mala_curriculum-vitae.docx

GBAKEJI, Julius is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2006). He is Head, Department of Geography and Environmental Management, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2016 - date). He is a Fellow of the Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development. His current research is on Intra-urban residential mobility. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is juliusogbakeji@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037923815. Download CV: CV_GBAKEJI-JULIUS-OGHENERUEMUSA_curriculum-vitae-jules-o-gbakeji-.docx

GODFREY, Okon Udo is a Professor of Estate Management in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Uyo. He was Head of Department (2008-2010), Dean of Faculty (2010-2014), Dean of Postgraduate School (2015/2016), Deputy Vice-Chancellor Administration (2017-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers. His current research is on property investment valuation and residential housing mobility. His email address is
GODFREYUDO@UNIUYO.EDU.NG. HIS TELEPHONE NUMBER IS +2348033126640. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_Udo-Godfrey-Onok_Prof-Godfrey-Udo-2018-cv.doc

GUJAS, Habila Joel is a Professor of Ceramics in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences University of Jos. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2014) and University of Maiduguri (2006 - 2012). His current research is on developing Numan clay for contemporary ceramics. He has not supervised PhD candidates in his University because his Department is relatively new (four years old). However, He has served as external examiner to some PhD candidates at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. His email address is gujas05@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035974799. **DOWNLOAD CV:**

IDORO, Godwin Iroroakpo is a Professor of Project Management in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, University of Lagos, Akoka, Yaba, Lagos State. He holds a PhD Building from University of Lagos (2008). He was Head, Department of Building, University of Uyo (2010-1011) and Department of Building, University of Lagos (2011-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors, Corporate Member of Nigerian Institute of Building. His current research is on project team integration in the construction industry in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is iroroidoro@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034287175. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_Idoro-Godwin-Iroroakpo_idoro-revised-cv-2018.doc

IDOWU, Timothy is a Professor of Surveying and Geoinformatics in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2006). He was Dean (2011) and Head of Department (2014-2018). He is a member of the Nigerian Institution of Surveyors and a full Registered Surveyor. His current research is on gravimetric exploration. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email is toidowu@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034269273. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_Idowu-Timothy-Oluwadare_idowu-cv-28-06-2018.doc

ILESANMI, Felix is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the School of Environmental Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu (2002). He was the Dean of Environmental Sciences (2003 - 2005 and 2015 to date). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on supranational intervention in regional development. He has successfully supervised one PhD. His email is aromofelix@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032788922. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_ILESANMI - FELIX-AROMO _0.cv-ilesanmi-march-2018.doc

KAKULU, Iyenemi Ibimina is a Professor of Land Management and Valuation in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Rivers State University, Port-Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Reading (2008). She was Head of Department of Estate Management several times between (2004 – 2014) and Director of Physical Planning (2015-2018) at the Rivers State University. She is a fellow of the Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers. Her current research is on valuation processes for oil contaminated land. She is currently supervising three PhDs. Her email address is ibkakulu@hotmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037055178. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_KAKULU-IYENEMI-IBIMINA_cv-of-professor-kakulu-june-2018.docx

KALILU, Razaq Olutunde Rom is a Professor of Art and Art History in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Dean of Environmental Sciences (2003-2006 and 2012-2016) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology (2006-2008). He is a fellow, Society of the Nigerian Artists. His current research is on environmental sculpture and art material technology. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is romkalilu@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035759163. **DOWNLOAD CV:** CV_KALILU-RAZAQ-OLATUNDE ROM_cv.rom-kalilu-fornuc.doc
KASHIM, Isah Bolaji is a Professor of Ceramic Design and Technology of Industrial Design in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Akure (2005). He was Head of Department, Industrial Design (1999-2012; 2015-2017) and Dean, School of Environmental Technology, (2017 - date). He is a member of Ceramics Researcher Association of Nigeria. His current research is in the area of refractory and porous ceramics. He has successfully supervised three PhDs and currently supervising Seven PhDs. His email address is ibykash@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033517742. Download CV: CV_Kashim-Isah-Bolaji_dr.kashim-c.v.-current-edited-2018-.docx

KING, Nyenke is a Professor of Quantity Surveying in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Rivers State University, Port-Harcourt. He holds an M.Sc Construction Industry Management and Finance, VARNA – Bulgaria (1983). He was HOD, Quantity Surveying (1990 - 1994) and Acting Dean, Faculty of Environmental Sciences (2014). He is a Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors (FNQIS); Society of Construction Industry Arbitrators (FSCI Arb); Institute of Project Management of Nigeria (FIPMN); Institute of Corporate Resources Management (FCRMI); Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria (FCAI), Chartered Mediator and Conciliator (ChMC). His current research is on housing provision. His email is nyenke@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348186650143. Download CV: CV_Nyenke-King-Nkemakolam_prof.-nyenke-abridgedcvupdated.docx

Maiwada, Salihu is a Professor of Textile Design in the Faculty of Environmental Design, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the same University (2002). He was Assistant Dean Postgraduate (2008 - 2009) and Head, Department of Industrial Design (2010 - 2014). His current research is on revival of Hausa hand woven textiles. He has successfully supervised ten PhDs. His email address is smaiwada13@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028185081. Download CV: CV_Maiwada-Salihu__curriculum-vitae-professor-maiwada.docx

MAMZA, Musa Palnam is a Professor of Art Education in the Faculty of Environmental Design, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2000). He was Head of Department (2002-2005). He is a Member of Society of Nigerian Artists. His current research is on art and culture of Marghi people in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is muspal2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035980130. Download CV: CV_Mamza-Musa-Palnam_mamza-cv-prom-autorecovered-sbyc.doc

MBA, Harold is a Professor Emeritus of Urban and Regional Planning. He holds a PhD from Portland University, USA (1982). He was Dean of Environmental Studies (2004-2006), Chairman, Pioneer Board of the Centre for Environmental Management and Control (2004-2009). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners; Nigerian Environmental Society; and Institute of Industrial Administrators. He has supervised six PhDs and co-supervised more than 10. As a Professor Emeritus since December 2017, he is currently engaged in supporting teaching and research in his Department. His email address is harold.mba@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348054844149. Download CV: CV_Mba-Harold-Chike_curriculumvitae-haroldchike-26.docx

MENDIE, Akaninyene is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2003). He was Acting Dean (2000-2004) and Dean of Environmental Studies (2007-2010) in the University of Uyo. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on data acquisition for site environmental analysis. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is akamendie2005@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065320563. Download CV: CV_Mendie-Akaninyene__prof-a.-mendie-cv..docx

MOHAMMED, Junaid Asimiyu is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology, Minna. He was Dean, School of Environmental Technology (2016 - 2018); Director, Centre for Disaster, Risk Management and Development Studies (2010 - 2016) and Deputy
Mohammed-Bello, Yunusa is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1992). He was Head of Department, Urban and Regional Planning (1998-2002) and Dean, Faculty of Environmental Design (2011-2013). He is currently the Head, Urban and Regional Planning (2016 to date) and a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Town Planners and Registered Town Planner (TOPREC). He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His current research is on urban development, livelihoods and sustainability with respect to urban social categories. His e-mail is mohammedbelloyunusa@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348020904325. Download CV: CV_YUNUSA-Mohammed-Bello-None_mohammed-bello-yunusa-one-page-cv-2018.doc

Muhammad, Bala is a Professor of Building in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Baze University, Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Technology, Malaysia (2009). He was Head, Building Department (2017) and Dean, Faculty of Environmental Sciences (2018 to date). He is a Member of the NIOB and Malaysian Society of Engineering and Technology. His current research is on polymer concrete. He has co-successfully supervised one PhD, and was appointed External Expert Examiner for two PhDs at University of Engineering in Pakistan. His email address is engrbmohammad@bazeuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348107886260. Download CV: CV_BALA-MUHAMMAD-cv-bala-muhammad-nuc.doc

Musa, Abubakar is a Professor of Surveying and Geo-information Science School of Environmental Sciences, Modibbo Adama University. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2004). He was coordinator of the Management Information System (MIS) Unit (2010 - 2012) and Head of Department (2012 to date). His current research is on developing an object oriented spatial database for agricultural use. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email address is drabumusa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036127598. Download CV: CV_Musa-Abubakar-Akinyele_musa-s-cv2.docx

Nwadialor, Jonathan Ifeanyi is a Professor of Surveying and Geoinformatics, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Minna, Niger State. He was the Head of Department (1994-1996 and 2004-2012) and Deputy Dean (2002-2004). Download CV: CV_NWADIALOR-JONATHAN-IFEANYI_prof-nwadialor-2018-cv-updated.doc

Odeyinka, Henry is a Professor of Quantity Surveying in the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Glasgow Caledonian University (2003). He was Head of Quantity Surveying Department (1995-1998, 2005-2006, and 2013-2018) and Director of MSc Construction Commercial Management Programme, University of Ulster, Belfast (2010-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors and a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, UK. His current research is on risk and cost management in construction. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His e-mail address is hodeyinka@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348168831023. Download CV: CV_ODEYINKA-Henry-Agboola_h.-a-odeyinka-s-cv-29.06.18.doc

Ogbonna, Joshua Uzoma is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from Abia State University (2009). He was the Director of ICT (2011-2015) and the current Director of Linkages and Consultancy (2018 - date). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Certified Geographers of Nigeria. His current research is on modeling of gully erosion and land capability situation in South East Nigeria. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email address is juogbonna@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348057432261. Download CV: CV_OGBONNA-JOSHUA- UZOMA_josh-cv.docx
OGUNDUYILE, Sunday is a Professor of Industrial Design in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology Akure. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was the Dean of Environmental Technology (2005-2009) and Vice-Chancellor of Ondo State University of Science and Technology, Okitipupa. He is a Fellow of Society of Nigerian Artists and Textile Society of Nigeria. His current research is on ecotextile and resist techniques. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email is sunny_duyile@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034708802. Download CV: CV_OGUNDUYILE-SUNDAY-ROBERTS_prof-ogunduyile-cv-to-nuc.docx

OGUNSEMI, Deji is a Professor of Quantity Surveying in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2002). He was Coordinator and Acting Head of Department (1992-2006), Dean of Environmental Technology (2009-2013), Chairman Committee of Deans (2011-2012) and member, University Governing Council, FUTA (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Quantity Surveyors. His current research is on cost optimization in green building and procurement studies. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is dejifeyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034708799. Download CV: CV_OGUNSEMI-DEJI-RUFUS_ogunsemi-cv.doc

OJEIFO, Magnus is a Professor of Geography and Environmental Management in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the Ambrose Alli University (2005). His current research is towards evaluating the management of climate change impact in rural communities of Edo State, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His Email address is ojbliss07@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033688297. Download CV: CV_OKEKE Emman-EMMANUEL-OJEIFO_c-v-.doc

OJO, Bankole is a Professor of Textile Design in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD in Industrial Design (Textile Option) from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2004). He was Head of Department for several years. He is a member of Textile Society of Nigeria (TEXSON) and Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA). His current research is on the possibility of decorative silk woven textile, a branch of sericulture research. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is ebankoleojo@yahoo.com or ebojo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037208223. Download CV: CV_OJO-EMMANUEL-BANKOLE_prof-e.b-ojo-c.v-.-.docx

OJO, Olatoye is a Professor of Estate Management in the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2004). He was Acting Head, Department of Estate Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of The Nigerian Institute of Estate Surveyors and Valuers. His current research is on housing finance, property management, estate agency and corporate social responsibility. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is olatoye_ojo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035031679. Download CV: CV_OJO-OLATOYE-_prof.-olatoye-ojo-cv-march-2018.doc

OKEKE, Francis Ifeanyi is a Professor of Geo-informatics and Surveying in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Stuttgart (1997). He was Head of Department of Geo-informatics and Surveying (2010 – 2014) and Dean of Environmental Studies (2014 - 2016). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Surveyors. His current research is on remote sensing application in crop production and food security. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is francis.okeke@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035627286. Download CV: CV_Okeke-Francis-Ifeanyi_cv-okeke-fi-january-2018.doc

OKUNNA, Emman is a Professor of Fine Arts, with specialty in Ceramics and Art History in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2010). He was Head of Department (2002 – 2006 and 2008 – 2010). His current research is on earthenware ceramic glazes. He is currently supervising a PhD candidate. His email address is emmanokunna@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035001261. Download CV: CV_Okunna-Emman-Nwafor_cv-emman-okunna.docx
OLAGUNJU, Remi is a Professor of Architecture in the School of Environmental Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2011). He was Sub-Dean (2010-2011) and Head of Architecture Department (2011-2016). He is a member of the Architects Registration Council of Nigeria (ARCON), Nigerian Institute of Architects (NIA) and Association of Architectural Educators in Nigeria (AARECHES). He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email address is olagunju@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347065003865. Download CV: CV_OLAGUNJU-REMEZE_C-prof.-r.e.-olagunju-futminna-nuc-updated-290618..docx

OLANREWAJU, David is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the University of Sheffield (1990). He was Dean, School of Environmental Technology (2000-2005). He was the Director of Ado-Ekiti Study Centre of the National Open University of Nigeria (2008-2011). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on social and economic deprivation, tourism and recreation development and urban informal sector. His Phone number is +2348037145820. Download CV: CV_OLANREWAJU-DAVID-OLORUNTOBA_c.v-olanrewaju-d.o.doc

OLUGBENGA, Nubi is a Professor of Estate Management, Faculty of Environmental Sciences, University of Lagos, Lagos State. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2005). He was Dean of Environmental Sciences (2015-2017) and Director, School of Foundation Studies (2018). He is an Associate Member of Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers (NIESV). His current research is on slum upgrading of some selected sites and communities within Lagos State and funding housing delivery in Nigeria through real estate investment portfolios. He has successfully supervised five PhDs. His email address is tnubi@unilag.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066352308. Download CV: CV_Nubi-Olubenga-Timothy_cv-prof.-t.g.-nubi.doc

OLUSINA, Joseph is a Professor of Surveying & Geoinformatics in the Faculty of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2008). He was Acting Head of Department (2009-2010 and 2015-2016). He is a registered surveyor with the Surveyors Council of Nigeria. His current research is on geomatics engineering. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is joolusina1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348050483736. Download CV: CV_Olusina-Joseph-olalekan_c.v-prof.-olusina-akure.doc

OSASONA, Cordelia is a Professor of Architecture in the School of Environmental Design and Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She is the first female Architect produced by the University of Ife (1984). She was Vice-Dean of Environmental Design and Management (2008-2010), and currently the pioneer Head of Architecture at the University of Ibadan. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Architects. Her current research and fieldwork center on restoration/renewal of Nigerian Brazilian houses. She also engages in revivalist experiments with decorative vernacular building features. Her email address is cordosas@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348037252777. Download CV: CV_Osasona-Cordelia-Olatokunbo_osasona-2018-cv.docx

OTUBUSIN, Samuel is a Professor of Aquaculture Systems Bioengineering, Fisheries Management and Economics in the College of Environmental Resources Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1992). He was Head of Department (1996-2001). He is Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on aquaculture systems bioengineering/economics in fingerlings/table-sized fish production. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is samotubusin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034869816. Download CV: CV_Otubusin-Samuel-Olutowoju_prof-otubusin-cvjuune-2018-1.docx

PRUCNAL-OGUNSOTE, Boguslawa is a Professor of Architecture in the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, University of Jos. She holds a PhD degree in Architecture from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1994). She was Acting Head of the Department of Architecture, Federal University of Technology, Akure; Head of the Department of Architecture, University of Jos and Deputy Dean of Faculty of Environmental Sciences, University of Jos. Her current research is on sustainable design of
climate sensitive buildings, and on history of contemporary modern architecture. She has successfully supervised two PhDs. Her email address is bogdaogunsote@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033788866. Download CV: CV_PRUCNAL-OGUNSOTE-Boguslawa-_cv-b-prucnal-ogunsote-june-2018-180630b.docx

SALAMI, Ayobami is a Professor of Environmental Science, Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from O.A.U (1996). He was Director, Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies (2006-2010); Senior Research Advisor, Health, Safety and Environment, Corporate Environment Department, Shell Petroleum Development Company, Port Harcourt (2010-2011); Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic (2011-2016) and Vice-Chancellor of The Technical University, Ibadan (2017 to date). He is an Eisenhower Fellow. His current research is on land-use and climate change. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is vc@tech-u.edu.ng or ayobasalami@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062358000. Download CV: CV_SALAMI-AYOBAMI_TAOFEEK_cv.doc

TAIWO, Abraham is a Professor of Architecture in the School of Environmental Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2009). He was Acting Head of the Department of Architecture (2015-2017). He is a registered member of Nigerian Institute of Architects and Architect Registration Council of Nigeria. His current research is on Signs and Symbols in Architectural Philosophy. He has successfully co-supervised three PhDs. His email address is aataiwo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035888286. Download CV: CV_TAIWO-ABRAHAM-ADENIYI_latest_cv.docx

TANKO, Adamu Idris is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the Bayero University, Kano (2000). He was Head of Geography (2008-2011); Dean Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (2011-2013); Dean, Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences (2014-2016) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) (2016 to date). He is the first Vice President, Association of Nigerian Geographers. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email is aitanko.geog@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348032638229. Download CV: CV_Tanko-Adamu_Idris_aitcv-2016.docx

TUKUR, Abdullahi Liman is a Geographer with a PhD in Environmental and Resources Planning (1997) and MSc in Resources and Development (1988). He has been with the Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola, since 1986 and currently the Director of the Centre for Distance Learning of the University. He was the Executive Chairman of Adamawa State Universal Basic Education Board, which involved the administration of over 20,000 staff spread over 1000 public schools with 500,000 pupils. He also chaired the Governing Council of Adamawa State Polytechnic and was, at various times, Dean School of Environmental Sciences. Download CV: CV_Tukur-Abdullahi -Liman_prof-tukur-up-dated-cv.doc

UWADIEGWU, Benjamin Okechukwu is a Professor of Urban Planning and Environmental Management in the Department of Environmental Management, Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2008). He was the Ag. Head of Department (2010 - 2014). He is a Registered Town Planner (RTP), a member of Nigerian Institute of Town Planners (MNITP) and Environmental Management Association of Nigeria (MEMAN). His current research is on democratic approach to urban renewal. He has currently one PhD student. His Email address is bo.uwadiegwu@unizik.edu.ng. His telephone phone number is +2348035520783. Download CV: CV_UWADIEGWU-BENJAMIN-OKECHUKWU_prof-uwadiegwu-cv-may-2018a.doc

UYANGA, Joseph is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from the Flinders University of South Australia, Adelai (1975). He was Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, Federal University of Technology, Yola (2006-2008) and Dean of Environmental Studies (2014 to date) in the University of Uyo. His current research is on sustainability and poverty in the Niger Delta region. He has successfully supervised 18
PhDs. His email address is joeuyanga@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348073298115. Download CV: CV_Uyanga-Joseph-Theophilus_prof-j-uyanga-cv..docx

WURITKA, Enoch Gotring is a professor of Metal and Jewelry Technology in the Faculty of Environmental Technology, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a PhD from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2010). He was Head of Department of Industrial Design (2013-2017). He is a member, Ceramic Association of Nigeria (CERAN) and Nigerian Association of Teachers of Technology (NATT). His current research is on the zirconia as a lining material for furnaces. His email address is wuritkagotringenock@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347034893009. Download CV: CV_WURITKA-ENOCH-GOTRING_cv-dr-wurikta.docx

YELWA, Sadiq Abdullahi is a Professor of Environmental Geography, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from University of Stirling, UK (2003). He served as Head of Department of Geography 2005-2007, Deputy Director Academic Planning (2004-2006), Director Academic Planning, 2008-2010. He was the Pioneer Head of Department of Environmental Science and Toxicology Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State 2012-214 and the current Head of Department of Environmental and Resources Management, UDUS (2017-date). He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is sadiq.abdullahi@udusok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035074239. Download CV: CV_Yelwa-Sadiq-Abdullahi_sadiq-abdullahiyelwa-cv-revised-from-june-2018.docx

YUSUF, Maharazu is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the Bayero University (2001). He was Head of Department, Geography (2012-2016) and held many other positions in the Faculty and the University during his 21 years of service in the University. He is a Fellow of Association of Nigerian Geographers (ANG). His current research is on soil fertility capability classification and management. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is mayusuf.geog@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034416286. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Maharazu-Alhaji_prof.-maharazu-yusuf-cv.-buk-2018.-nuc-directorate-ok.docx

ZEMBA, Ambrose Audu is a Professor of Climatology. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Yola (2010). He was a Deputy Dean, School of Environmental Sciences (2015-2017) and currently the Head of Geography Department. He is member, Association of Nigeria Geographers (ANG); International Urban Climate Association; and Nigeria Association of Hydrological Sciences (NAHS). His current research is on urban climate. He has successfully supervised two PhDs and currently supervising seven on-going research works. His email address is aazemba@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348069137174. Download CV: CV_Zemba-Ambrose-Audu__cv-updated.docx

ZUBAIRU, Stella is a Professor of Architecture in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1999). She was Head of Department of Architecture (1999-2006), Director, Centre for Human Settlements and Urban Development (2008-2011), Dean Postgraduate School (2011-2015) and Dean School of Environmental Technology at the Federal University of Technology Minna (2018). Her current research is on sustainable architecture. She has successfully supervised six PhDs and is currently supervising seven PhD students. Her email address is stellazubair@futminna.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_ZUBAIRU-STELLA-NONYELUM_cv-2018.doc
ABUBAKAR, Sani Ridwan-Matazu is a Professor of Law (International Law). He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University (UDU), Sokoto in 2009. He was Dean at UDU, Sokoto from 2002-2007 and currently the Dean of Law at UMYU Katsina (secondment). He was on the Governing Council of Nigerian Institute of Advanced Legal Studies and Council of Legal Education. His email is abubakarmatazu@gmail.com. His phone number is +234 803 586 2526. Download CV: CV_Ridwan-Matazu-Abubakar-Sani_prof-s-cv.docx

ADEKOYA, Charles Olufemi is a Professor of International Human Rights in the Faculty of Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ghent, Belgium. He was the Head, Department of Jurisprudence and International Law (2014-2018) and Member of the Governing Council of the University (2017-date). His current research is on Judicial Reforms towards Expanding Access to Justice in Nigeria. His email address is adekoya.charles@ouoagoiwoye.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_ADEKOYA-Charles-Olufemi_curriculum-vitae-updated-june-2018-2.doc

ADELEKE, Funminiyi Abiodun Raheem is a Professor of Law, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He holds LLD from the University of Fort Hare, South Africa (2011). He served as Head of Department at various times and he is the current Dean of Law. He has coordinated various Law programmes. His areas of teaching and research revolve generally around courses in Private and Public Law but with specialization in Gender Laws and Reproductive rights. He has taught many courses at both undergraduate and Post graduate level. He is currently supervising 4 Ph.D Students. His email address is funminiyi.adeleke@lasu.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_ADELEKE-FUNMINIYI-ABIODUN RAHEEM_prof-adeleke-cv-latest.doc

ADUBA, James Nnamdi is a Professor of Law from University of Jos. He holds a Masters degree in Law from London School of Economics and Political Science, University of London. He was pioneer Dean of Law, Nasarawa State University (2002-2003); Acting Dean of Law, University of Jos (2002) and SMA Belgore Chair NIALS Abuja (2009-2011). His current research interest is Human Rights. He has supervised more than 40 Masters students. His e-mail is nnamdiaduba@yahoo.com. His phone number +2348035889242. Download CV: CV_Aduba-James-Nnamdi_curriculum-vitae-1.docx

AGBEDE, Isaac Oluwole is a Professor in Law in the Faculty of Law, Babcock University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of London (1970). He was Dean of Law, University of Lagos (1994-1996), Dean of Law (2012-2014), Dean and Provost (2015-2017) Babcock University. He is an Emeritus Professor of the University of Lagos. His current research is on Comparative Conflict of Laws. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is ioagbede6@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033004493. Download CV: CV_AGBEDE-ISAAC-OLUWOLE_emeritus-prof.-i.-o.-agbede-2017-new-.doc

AGBONIKA, John is a Professor of Comparative Constitutional Law in the Faculty of Law, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from the University of London (1990). He was Dean Faculty of Law, University of Abuja (2000) and currently Dean Faculty of Law, Kogi State University, Anyigba (2015-date). His email address is jamagbonika@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035915610. Download CV: CV_AGBONIKA-JOHN-ALEWO MUSA_jam-agbonika-cv.doc

AHMADU, Mohammed L is a Professor of Law and currently the Program Chair, Business and Private Law at the American University of Nigeria, Yola. He was formerly Deputy Vice Chancellor, Administration at Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D in Law from the University of the South Pacific, Oceania. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is lawal.ahmadu@aun.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Ahmadu-Mohammed-Lawal_cvmlahmadunucjune2018.doc
AIGBOKHAEVBO, Violet Omon is a Professor Of Law in the Faculty Of Law, University Of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University Of Benin (2008). She is currently the Co-ordinator of the Postgraduate Programme, Faculty Of Law, UNIBEN (2016 - date). She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is violetooa@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348055967048. Download CV: CV_Aigbokhaevbo-Violet-Omon_curriculum-vitae-new-edit.docx

AIGBOVO, Osaretin is a Professor of Law in the Faculty Of Law, University Of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2010), He was Assistant Dean of Law (2002-2003), (2005-2006), and acting Head of Department of Public Law. He is a Solicitor and Advocate of the Supreme Court of Nigeria, and Notary Public for Nigeria, He is presently supervising five PhDs. His email addresses are etinaiagbovo@yahoo.com and osaretin.aigbovo@uniben.edu. His telephone number is 08023371346. Download CV: CV_Aigbovo-Osaretin_-_prof-aigbovo-curriculum-vita-june-2018.docx

ALEMIKA, Emily Ife is a Professor of Law, Faculty of Law University of Jos, Head of Law Library (1996 - 2004), HOD (2008-2010). Currently on research in Sustainable Development Goals and Gender Equality. He is currently supervising 2 Ph.Ds candidates. ealemika@yahoo.com,+23408037043462. Download CV: CV_Alemika-Emily -ife_prof-mrs.-alemiaka-cv-2018.doc

ALHAJI, Balarabe Haruna is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. (2008). He was the Sub-Dean, Faculty of Law, Deputy Dean, Dean, HOD Public Law, and currently HOD International Law and Jurisprudence. He is currently supervising 5 PhD's. His e-mail address is dr.balarabea@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08023272288. Download CV: CV_Alhaji-Balarabe-Haruna_prof.-b.a.-haruna-cv-2017-.docx

AMUPITAN, Joash is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos. He was Dean of Law (2008 – 2014). He was appointed a Senior Advocate of Nigeria in 2014. He specialises in Law of Evidence and Corporate Governance and is a consultant to the House of Representatives. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is amupitan@unijos.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035074099. Download CV: CV_AMUPITAN-JOASH-OJO_curriculum-vitae-2014.doc

ANIEKWU, Nkoli is a Professor of Law at the Department of Public Law, Faculty of Law, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (2009). She has been Head of Department at the Department of Public Law, and member, Management Board of the Center for Gender Studies for many years. Her current research is on HIV/AIDS and How National Legal Systems can negotiate protection of human rights for persons living with AIDS. Her email is nkoli@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348033869283. Download CV: CV_Aniekwu-Nkoli-Ijeoma_curriculum-vitae-dr.-nkoli-aniekwu-professor-of-law.doc

ANYA, A. K. is a Professor of Public and International Law in the Igbinedion University College of Law, Okada. He holds a Ph.D from the School of Postgraduate Studies Igbinedion University, Okada (2012). He was formerly the HOD, Public and International Law between 2007 and 2009. He was a former Sub-Dean (2013-2015) and Coordinator, Postgraduate studies, College of Law (2008-2013). He specializes in Jurisprudence, Public and International Law. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His e-mail is drakanya12@gmail.com. His phone number is 08038962752. Download CV: CV_Anya-Kingsley-Anyaprof-cv1.docx

ANYOGU, Felicia is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2008). She has been the Faculty Representative to Senate (2010 - 2012), Head of Department of Public and Private Law (2013 - 2014), Sub-Dean of Faculty of Law (2014 - 2018). Her current research is on Migration Laws. She has successfully supervised 6 LLM students and currently supervising 3 Ph.Ds students. Her email address is fanyogu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348060224995. Download CV: CV_Anyogu-Felicia-Azuoma_cv-felicia-anyogu.docx
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BADAIKI, Afeisimi is a professor of Public Law in the Faculty of Law, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University (2005). He was the Dean of Law (2002-2008) Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2014) and a member of the Governing Council (2010-2014). He is a fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Chartered Arbitrators. He is also a fellow of the International Policy Forum and International Legal Platform USA. His current research is on Anti-kidnapping Laws. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is dbadaiki@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035059340. Download CV: CV_BADAIKI-AFEISIMI DOMINIC_prof.-badaiki-s-curriculum-vitae-.docx

BAPPAH, Abubakar Isa is a Professor of Regional Integration Law in Faculty of Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2010). He was the foundation Dean of Law (2012-2015) and HOD Public Law Department of Umaru Musa ‘Yar’adua University, Katsina (2012-2105). He is a member of NBA and NALT. His current research is on ECOWAS Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is aibappah@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037224018. Download CV: CV_Bappah-Abubakar-Isa_curriculum-vitae-updated1-abubakar-isasah-bappah-2017.docx

BELLO, Iysa is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Toronto (1985). He was Head of Department of Islamic Law, 2011-2013. He is an Awardee of Teslim Elias Gold Medal Award of Excellence by the Nigeria Association of Law Teachers. He has supervised and currently supervising a total of 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is iysaadebello1@gmail.com. Telephone number is +2348033066584. Download CV: CV_Bello-Iysa-Adede_prof.-isya-cv-latest.docx

CARL, John David is a Professor of Law, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He was HOD and Deputy Dean of law at Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He is a member of Nigerian Bar Association and a fellow of Charter Institute of Taxation of Nigeria. His current research is on Law of Taxation. He has successfully Supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is davicajo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036147678. Download CV: CV_John-David-Carl_current-prof.-dc-john-c-v-2017.docx

CHIANU, Emeka is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Benin. He holds the LL.M degree of University of Lagos (1988). He was Dean of Law (2004-2006). He has published texts in Law of Landlord and Tenant, Law of Trespass to Land and Nuisance, Employment Law, Law of Securities for Bank Advances, Law of Banking, Law of Sale of Land, Company Law, School Law for Proprietors, Teachers and Parents. His current research is on Law of Testate and Intestate Succession. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is chianu_emeka@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2347011192505. Download CV: CV_Chianu-Emeka__prof.docx

CHUKWUEMERIE, Andrew is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt. He has a Ph.D in view from the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. He was the Head of Department of Law (2000 - 2005, 2 tenures) and Acting Dean of Law (2001 - 2003 during Dean’s absence). He is a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. His research interest is on International Commercial Arbitration and is supervising 3 Ph.D students. His email is okibelaw@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08022237959. Download CV: CV_CHUKWUEMERIE-ANDREW-IFEANYICHUKWU_andrew-cv-updated wellpatterned-1.docx

CHUKWUMAEZE, Uchefula is a Professor of Law, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D in Law from Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State.(2009). He was HOD, Department of Jurisprudence, Public and International Law, Abia State University, Uturu (2008 to 2012); HOD, Department of Public Law, Imo State University, Owerri (2012- 2014), Dean, Faculty of Law, Imo State University Owerri (2014 to 2018), Dean School of Postgraduate Studies, Imo State University Owerri (2018). His current research is in International Criminal Law. He has successfully supervised nine Ph.Ds. His email is uuchukwumaeze@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036670053. Download CV: CV_Chukwumaeze-Uchefula-Ugonna_c-v-prof-uuc_.docx
DADA, Jacob Abiodun is a Professor of Human Rights Law, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2012). He was Acting Dean (2015-2016) and former Justice, Court of Appeal, The Gambia (2016-2017). His current research is on Human Rights of the Vulnerable Groups. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is odundada1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037238966. Download CV: CV_Dada-Jacob-Dada_dada-jacob-abiodun.docx

EBEKU, Kaniye is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D in Environmental Law and Conservation from the University of Kent (2002). He was Head of Law Department, University of Nicosia, Cyprus (2004-2010), Dean of Law, University of Calabar (2010-2014), and Pioneer Dean of Law, University of Port Harcourt (2013-2015). He is Commissioner for Water Resources & Rural Development. His current research is on legal framework for the provision of potable water in Rivers State. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is kaniye.ebeku@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348070709458. Download CV: CV_Ebeku-Kaniye-Samuel Adheledhini_prof.-k.s.a-ebeku-cv.2018doc.doc

EDEKO, Sunday Ebalunegbe is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. He is the current Dean of the Faculty of Law Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. His current research is in Armed Conflict, Jurisprudence, Children Protection Law, Education Law, Agricultural Law, Nomadic Law etc. He has supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is sundayekpo@aauekpoma.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035562331. Download CV: CV_Edeko-Sunday-Ebalunegbe_edeko-cv-nuc.docx

EGBEWOLE, Wahab Olasupo is a Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2008). He was Head of Department Jurisprudence & International Law (2004-2010); Ag. Dean Faculty of Law, (2010-2012); Sub-Dean (1999-2002); member, Governing Council, University of Ilorin (2015 to date). He has successfully supervised a number of Ph.Ds and Master’s programme students. He is a fellow of Society for Peace Studies and Practice, His e-mail is eab dulwahab@unilorin.edu.ng and wahabegbewole@gmail.com. His telephone number is 07031084046. Download CV: CV_EGBEWOLE-WAHAB-OLASUPO_curriculum-vitae-egbewole-current.doc

EKPU, Ambrose Ozoemezilem is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds an LL.M. from Ambrose Alli University (1989). He was Head of Department and Dean of Law (2011-2016). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. His current research is on human rights and Constitutional Law. His email address is aoekpu@yahoo.com. His GSM number is +2348055449014. Download CV: CV_Ekpu-Ambrose-Ozoemezilem_curriculum-vitae.doc

EKWENZE, Solomon Anadili Moses is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Igbariam Campus. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe UniversityAwka (2008). He was Dean of Law (2015-2017) and currently Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Igbariam Campus. He is a Fellow of Sales and lot of others, He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is sb@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348039143119. Download CV: CV_EKWENZE-SOLOMON-ANADILI MOSES_prof.-ekwenze-curriculum-vitae-most-recent-update.doc

ENEMO, Ifeoma is a Professor of Family Law and International Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1996). She was Head of International Law Department (1994-2005), Ag Dean of Law (2005-2007), Dean of Law (2007-2010), Supervising Dean of Law (2012-2014), Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus (2011-2016). She is a Member of the National Institute (mni) Kuru. Her current Research is on the Child’s Rights Act. She has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. Her e-mail address is ifeoma.enemo@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348063495409. Download CV: CV_Enemo-Ifeoma-Pamela_curriculum-vitae-professor-ifeoma-enemo.docx
ESSIEN, Enefiok is a Professor of Property and Commercial Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Birmingham in 1998. He was Dean, Faculty of Law (2000-2009, 2012-2015), Dean of Deans, (2012-2015), Vice Chancellor, University of Uyo, (2016 to date), Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN) 2017. He has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is vc@uniuyo.edu.ng. His phone number is 08035054294. Download CV: CV_ESSIEN-ENEFIOK

EZIKE, Edwin is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2008). He was Head, Department of Public and Private Law (2006-2008 and 2011-2013). He is the Founding Head, Department of Customary and Indigenous Law (2016 to date). He is a fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Chartered Arbitrators. His current research is on Customary Law Arbitration in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email is edwin.ezike@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034020086. Download CV: CV_EZIKE-EDWIN-OBIMMA_curriculum-vitae-ezike-eeo-latest.docx

FAGBOHUN, Olarewaju is a Professor of Environmental Law in the Faculty of Law, Lagos State University, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University (2008). He has, at different times, served as Head of Department, Coordinator of Postgraduate Programmes, Director of Research, and member of the University Senate. He is currently the Vice-Chancellor of Lagos State University (2016-Date). He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email addresses are vc@lasu.edu.ng and fagbohun@elri-ng.org. His telephone number is +2348034020086. Download CV: CV_FAGBOHUN-OLANREWAJU-ADIGUN_professor-fagbohun-cv.docx

GBADAMOSI, Olaide Abass is a Professor of Migration Law in the College of Law, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds a Ph.D from Igbinedion University, Okada. He is the Provost/Dean, College of Law, Osun State University. His current research is “Engagement of Electoral Reforms to Deepen Democracy in Nigeria” (TETFund Funded). He has successfully examined 3 external Ph.D and 3 LL.M Thesis. His email address is olaide.gbadamosi@uniosun.edu.ng. His telephone number is 2348037171817. Download CV: CV_Gbadamosi-Olaide-Abass_curriculum-vitae-prof.-gbadamosi-new.docx

IBRAHIM, Bashir Yusuf is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2000). He was Deputy Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies from 2013 - 2017, He has successfully supervised seven Ph.Ds. His email address is byibrahim2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037010088. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Bashir-Yusuf_curriculum-vitate-nuc-updated-.docx

IDUBOR, Richard is a Professor of Business Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2009). He was Head of Department (2001 - 2012), Dean of Law (2014 - 2016) and a Member of Governing Council, University of Benin (2014 - 2018). He is a Fellow, Strategic Institute for Natural Resouces and Human Development. His current research is on Industrial Relations and Labour Law. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are r.idubor@uniben.edu and ridubor@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348037671030 and +2348023405842. Download CV: CV_IDUBOR-RICHARD-OSAYIEDE_c.v.-2015.docx

IFEMEJE, Sylvia Chika is a Professor of Gender Rights Law, Faculty of Law Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. She holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2007). She was the Head of Department of International law and Jurisprudence 2012 and Sub-Dean (2012-2014). She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are sylvia.ifemeje@gmail.com and sc.ifemeje@unizik.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348135726962. Download CV: CV_IFEMEJE-SYLVIA-CHIKA_cv/latest-march-2018-copy.doc

LADAN, Muhammed Tawfiq is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D in Law from the Ahmadu Bello University (1997). He was Deputy Dean of Law (2002-2005) and Head of Department of Public Law (2001 -05). He is a Hubert Humphrey fellow, University
of Minnesota, USA (1999-2000). He is currently on secondment to the National Institute for Legislative Studies, as the Director, Legislative Support Services. His current research is on Law making and Law reform for sustainable development. He has successfully supervised over 30 Ph.Ds. Email: mtladan@gmail.com GSM; +2348037015634. Download CV: CV_LADAN-MUHAMMED-TAWFIQ_prof.-ladan-s-cv-for-accreditation-2017-.doc

MAMMA, Tahir is a Professor of Constitutional Law at Baze University, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from University of Warwick (1991). He was Ag. Dean of Law/Dean, Students in University of Maiduguri and Director-General, Nigerian Law School (2005-2013). He is currently the Vice-Chancellor, Baze University, Abuja, 2016 to date. He is a Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN). His email address is tarirman@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036650078. Download CV: CV_Mamman-Tahir-Nil_curriculum-vitae-.docx

MAMMAN, Lawan (Yusufari) is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Bayero University, Kano. He is the Dean of Law. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Warwick, UK. He is a member of the Body of Benchers. He was Chairman Nigerian Bar Association, Kano Branch. His areas of interest are Law and Development and Islamic Law and Human Rights. Telephone: 08036111164; E-mail: yusufaari@gmail.com Download CV: CV_Lawan-Mamman-_cv-updated-mamman.docx

MANSUR, Ibrahim Sa'id is a Professor of Law at the Department of Islamic Law Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto (UDUS), His specialisation is Islamic Law. He holds a Ph.D from UDUS (2007), LLM from A.B.U Zaria in 1995 and LLB from A.B.U Zaria in 1986 and BL from Law School Lagos (1989). He was HOD, Islamic Law in (1997-2006) and (2008-2014). Deputy Dean in 1995-1996, Dean of Law (1996-2002) and (2014-2015). Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2015 to Date). He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds and 25 M.Sc. His email address is misaidesq@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08035073498. Download CV: CV_Sa'id-Mansur-Ibrahim_prof.-m-i-sa-id-curriculum-vitae.docx

NGWAKWE, Ezenwa is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Abia State University Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan. He was Head, Dept of PPL, and currently Head, Dept of JIPL. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is ezengwac@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 2348060263613. Download CV: CV_Ngwakwe-Ezenwa-Chinedu_eze-ngwakwe-cv.docx

NNABUE, Uba Sonny Frank is a Professor of International Law and Jurisprudence in the Faculty of Law, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from Universita Lateranense Rome, Italy. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is profusfnabue@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033273934. Download CV: CV_Nnabue- Uba Sonny- Frank _directory-of-professor-nnabue.doc

NNABUE, Uba Sonny Frank is a Professor of Law. He holds a Ph.D from the Universita Lateranense Rome, Italy (1987). He was pioneer Dean of Law (1994-1998), HOD, International Law and Jurisprudence (1992-1994); Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria; Member Nigeria Bar Association (NBA); Member BOT Nigeria Association of Law Teachers (NALT). He has supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is usfnnabue@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033273934. Download CV: CV_Nnabue- Uba Sonny- Frank _directory-of-professor-nnabue-current-february-2018.doc

ODELEYE, Daniel is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2010). He was Dean of Law (2001-2004, 2011-2014 and 2016-Date) and Deputy Dean of Law (2000-2001 and 2009-2011). He was called to the Nigerian Bar in 1988. He is currently researching on Issues on Constitutional Law. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is odeleyedaniel@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are 08034522672 and 08058857484. Download CV: CV_Odeleye-Daniel-Odeyemi_cv-prof-d-o.-odeleye.docx

OFO, Nat is a Professor of Corporate Law and Governance in the College of Law, Igbinedion University, Okada. He holds a Ph.D from the Igbinedion University (2012). He was Sub-Dean of Law and Chairman, ICT Committee. He is a Fellow and Immediate Past President, Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators of Nigeria; Board Member of the Institute of Internal Auditors; and an ExCo Member...
of the Institute of Directors (IoD), Nigeria. His current research is on Corporate Governance and Cryptocurrency Law. He has supervised four Ph.Ds. His email address is natoyo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055029671. Download CV: CV_OGBODO-Nat-Chu_curriculum-vitae-prof.-natoyo-20180629.docx

**OGBODO**, Sunday Gozie Is a Professor of Environmental Law in the Faculty Law, University of Benin. He holds a SJD (Ph.D) from Golden Gate University San Francisco, California (2007). He is currently the Dean of Law (2018-date) and Supervising Dean School of Postgraduate Studies (2018-date) at Godfrey Okoye University Enugu. He holds the fellowships of many professional bodies. He serves on the editorial board of many peer-reviewed journals. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and examined many Ph.Ds. His email address is gozieogbodo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347030570145. Download CV: CV_OGBODO-SUNDAY-CHIGOZIE_ogbodo-gozie.docx

**OLADELE**, Olaiyiwola is a Professor of Business Law in the Faculty of Law, Bowen University, Iwo. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2007). He was Provost, College of Law (2010-2015) and Provost, Postgraduate College (2015-2016) of Osun State University. He is a Fulbright Fellow. His current research is on Capital Market Law. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is oooladele@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033449731. Download CV: CV_OLADELE-Olayiwola-Owoade Bowen University-CV-oladele.docx

**OLIYIDE**, Olusesan is a Professor of Business and Industrial Law in the Faculty of Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds an LL.M. from the University of Lagos (1991). He was Head, Department of Commercial and Industrial Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye (2001-2007), Pioneer Head, Department of Commercial and Industrial Law, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo (2008-2009) and Dean, Faculty of Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye (2014-2018). His current research is on Credit Regulation. He has over 40 publications spread across virtually all the continents of the world. His email addresses are sesan.oliyide@ouogaiwoye.edu.ng and olusesan_oliyide@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348058871226. Download CV: CV_Oliyide- Olusesan-Mujaid_cv-oliyide.docx

**OLUDURO**, Olubayo is a Professor of Public Law in the Faculty of Law, Adekunle Ajayi University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ghent (2012). He was Dean of Law (2006-2008 and 2014-2016), Sub-Dean of Law (2004-2006) and now Director, University Linkages and Advancement Centre (2017-till date). He is an O’Brien Fellow in Residence of the McGill University, Montreal, Canada and also Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Chartered Arbitrators. His current research is on Environmental Law and Human Rights. His email address is olubayooluduro@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034732374. Download CV: CV_Oluduro-Olubayo-curriculum-vitae-recent-22222.doc

**OMOREGIE**, Edoba Bright is a Professor of Comparative Constitutional Law, Faculty of Law, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2010); a member of the Nigerian Bar Association, Nigerian Association of Law Teachers, International Bar Association, Commonwealth Association of Legislative Counsel, World Jurists Association, American Society of Political and Legal Philosophy, International Public Policy Association. He is an O’Brien Fellow with National Institute for Legislative. His current research focuses on Comparative Constitutional Law, Normative Federalism and Human Rights Law. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is edobaomoregie@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023381110. Download CV: CV_OMOREGIE-EDOBA-BRIGHT_c prof-edoba-omoregie-uniben.docx

**OMORUYI**, Ikponmwonsa is a Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2011). He was Head of Department of Jurisprudence and International Law, (2015-2018), He is Chairman, University Admissions Board. His current research is on International Law and Human Protection. He has successfully supervised one Ph.D and currently supervising six. His email address is Ikponmwonsa.omoruyi@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2348023363101. Download CV: CV_Omoruyi-Ikponmwonsa-Osahon_curriculum-vitae-2018-1-
ONYOHA, Reginald is a Professor of Property Law and Secured Credit Transaction in the Faculty of Law, Imo State University. He holds a Ph.D from University of Lagos in 2008. He is the Head of Department of Private and Property Law. He has served in the Presidential Committee on Land Reform in 2014. He was the Coordinator of Postgraduate Programme in Law at Imo State University since 2014. His current research is on how degree certificates can be used as collateral for teaching. He has supervised five Ph.Ds. His email number is reginaldonuoha62@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033053140. Download CV: CV_Onuoha-Reginald-Akujobi_dr.-reginald-akujobi-onuoha-ph.d-cv.doc

ONYOHA, Victoria (formerly KALU, Victoria) is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008). She is currently the Head of Department of Private & Property Law, Faculty of Law, University of Benin, Benin City. She is a Fulbright Scholar and a researcher for several UN agencies and International organisations on Human Trafficking. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds, with an additional four in progress. Her email address is victoria.onuoha@uniben.edu. Her phone number is +2348032512906. Download CV: CV_ONUOHA-VICTORIA -EREKPITAN_2018-nuc-cv.docx

ONYEAKAGBU, A. Ikedinma is a Professor of Maritime Law in the College of Law, Igbinedion University, Okada, Edo State. He holds a Ph.D from the Igbinedion University, Okada (2012). He was an Ag. Head, Department of Business Law (2009-2012) and Ag; Head of Department, Private and Business Law (2005 - 2008). He is a Member of the Nigerian Law Teachers Association. His current research is on Contract of Affreightment in Maritime Law: Prospects and Impediments. He is currently supervising a Ph.D. student. His email address is ikedinmachambers@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08033791798. Download CV: CV_ONYEAKAGBU-IKEDINMA-AARON_ikedinma-cv-1.docx

RUFAI, Muftau is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of law, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He obtained his Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2000-2007). He was the Ag. Dean of Law (2013), and now, HOD, Department of Public law and Jurisprudence, Faculty of law, Usmanu Dan fodiyo University, Sokoto. Download CV: CV_Rufai-Muftau-_curricum-vitae.docx

SHEHU, Ajepe Taiwo is a Professor of Law in the Department of Public and International Law, Faculty of Law, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D (Law) (2009) from University of Jos, Jos. He was Postgraduate Coordinator, Faculty of Law, Unilorin (2011-2013), Head of Department of Public Law, Unilorin (2013-2015). He is currently Dean of Law, Faculty of Law, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin, Nigeria. His current research is on law, Peace and National Security. He has successfully supervised 15 LL.M and was Internal Examiner for seven Ph.Ds. His email addresses are atshehu2000@ymail.com and atsheu@alhikmah.edu.ng. His telephone number is +23408034810069. Download CV: CV_Shehu-Ajepe -Taiwo_my-current-2018-cv.doc

SODIPO, Bankole is a Professor of Law, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D in law from the University of London (1995), an LL.M from the University of Lagos (1988), was called to the Nigerian Bar in 1986 and obtained his LL.B (Hons) from University of Ife in 1985. He has served as an Adjunct Research Fellow at Queen Mary, University of London, a visiting guest lecturer at the Nigerian Law School, University College London, Lagos Business School/Pan Atlantic University. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is bankolesodipo@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348023198641. Download CV: CV_SODIPO-BANKOLE- ADEKUNLE AKINTOYE_curriculum-vitae-bankole-sodipo-updated.docx

UCHE, Jack-Osimiri is of Faculty of Law, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds LLB (London), LLM (London), BL (Lagos), Ph.D from National University of Ireland. He was Dean of Law (2000 - 2007). He is Fellows of Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria and Society of Advanced Legal Studies (University of London). His current research is on Native Title to Land and Compensation for
UHUKA, Emeka is a Professor of Law at University of Calabar, Calabar, Cross River State. He holds a Post Doctoral Research Fellow - Doctor of Judicial Science of Law - JSD (ABD) of Thomas Jefferson University School of Law, San Diego, California, USA. He is a Fellow and Global Advisor, American Academy of Financial Management. He is a Financial Crimes Consultant; Certified Fraud Examiner; Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist; Chartered Wealth Manager; Registered Financial Specialist; His current research is on Anti- Corruption and Combating Terrorist Financing. He has supervised four Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is emekauhuka@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +23407057822180. Download CV: CV_UHUKA-EMEKA-JOHN_curriculum-vitae-revised.docx

UMARU, Momoh-Jimoh Jatto is a Professor of Intellectual Property Law in the Faculty of Law, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2007). He was Ag. Dean of Law (2007-2009); Ag. Head, Department of Public Law and Jurisprudence (1997-2003; 2009-2010) and Ag. Head, Department of Private and Business Law (2014-Date). His current research is on Intellectual Property Law. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is mjuumar09@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035074838. Download CV: CV_Umaru-Momoh-Jimoh-Jatto_m-js-cv.docx

WORIKA, Ibibia is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Dundee (1999). He is Dean of the Faculty of Law, University of Port Harcourt (2016 to 2018). His current research interest is on International Environmental and Comparative Energy Law and Policy. He is currently supervising three Ph.Ds. His email address is ibibia.worika@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347057822180. Download CV: CV_Worika-Ibibia-Lucky_worika-cv.docx

WORUGJI, Israel Nsitelem Eme is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2010); an LLM from the University of Essex, UK (1984). He was the Head of Department of Public & International Law (1993-1995) & (2005-2007); Dean of Law (2002-2004). He was a member of the University of Calabar Governing Council (2013-2017). He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds and 10 LLMs. His current areas of research are on Law of Works; and Women's Right. His email addresses are ineworugji@unal.edu.ng and ineme2003@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is 08037240370. Download CV: CV_WORUGJI-ISRAEL-NSITELEM EME_cv-current.docx

YUSUF, Aboki holds LL.B and LL.M. degrees from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was called to the Bar (1981). He obtained another LL.M from the Harvard Law School and the Degree of SJD (Ph.D) from University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA. He was HOD (1996-2000). Assistant Dean, Student Affairs (1996-1998), Sub Dean (1998-2000), Dean of Law 2004. Dean of Law (2008-2010) and Assistant Dean Postgraduate (2004-2006). He is a member of NALT. His current research interest is Customary Law and African Jurisprudence. He successfully supervised 13 Ph.D students. His email is abokiabdulmumini@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08036986099. Download CV: CV_ABOKI-YUSUF_-_aboki-c.v-a-b-.docx

YUSUF, Mohammad Yusuf is a Professor of International Environmental Law for Energy and Natural Resources in the Faculty of Law, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the CEPMLP, University of Dundee, UK (2009). He is the Dean of the Faculty of Law, University of Maiduguri (2010-date). He is a member of the Board of Trustees of Nigerian Association of Law Teachers (NALT). He has so far successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is ymyusuf@unimaid.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348133265097. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Mohammad-Yusuf_current-curriculum-vitae.docx
Management Sciences

ABIOLA, Richard is a Professor of Business Administration in the School of Management Technology, Federal University of Technology Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1995). He was Coordinator MBA (1995-2001). He is a Fellow of the Academy Management of Nigeria. His current research is on management of privatised organisations in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is roabiola@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033522253. Download CV: CV_ABIOLA-RICHARD-OLADELE_prof-.abiola-cv.docx

ADEFILA, James Jimoh is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2002). He was Head of Department (2013-2014) and Sub-Dean (2010-2014). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants (FCMA), Fellow, National Accountants of Nigeria (FCNA), and Fellow, the Nigerian Accounting Association (FNAA). His current research is on management of public finance. He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email address is jjadefila@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033733864. Download CV: CV_Adefila-Jimoh-James_cv-of-prof-j.j.-adefila.docx

ADEPOJU, Bamidele is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1996). He was Coordinator of M.Sc. Programme (2003 - 2007), MBA Programme (2007 - 2008), Ph.D Programme (2010 - 2017). His current research is on consumer patronage of products and services. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His E-mail address is bamadepj@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08034515020. Download CV: CV_Adepoju-Bamidele-Adeboye_cv-bamidele-adepoju.docx

ADEWALE, Ojo Joshua is a Professor of Finance. He has undertaken research and lecturing both in domestic and international institutions. He was Senior International Finance Analyst in OPEC, Vienna. He is currently Dean, College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Mountain Top University. Download CV: CV_OJO-JOSHUA-ADEWALE_newly-updated-cv-dean.docx

ADEYEYE, Jonathan Olufemi is a Professor of Industrial Relations, Human Resource and Business Management in the Faculty of Management and Social Sciences, Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo (FUNAI). He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2002). He was Acting Dean and Head of Department at the Lagos State University (2007-2012). Head, Lagos State University, Agege Campus (2010-2012). Director, Centre for Human Resource Development, FUNAI (2017 to date). His current research is on employment relations and business competitiveness in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised three Ph.Ds. His email addresses are adeyeyejemij@gmail.com and olufemi.adeyeye@funai.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08023177595. Download CV: CV_Adeyeye-Olufemi-Jonathan_adeyeye-olaide-cv.docx

AFAM, Icha-Ituma is Professor of Human Resource Management at Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ebonyi State. He holds a B.Sc (Mass Communication) from Enugu State University of Technology, MBA from the University of Leicester, Ph.D from Brunel University and Post Graduate Certificate in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education from Brunel University and the University of Kent, Canterbury, UK. He has served as external examiner at the University of Manchester, University of Northumbria, University of Wales and Lagos Business School. He is a Fellow of UK Higher Education Academy. Download CV: CV_Icha-Itua-Afram_-prof-afam-ituma-s-curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

AGBONIFOH, Barnabas is a Professor in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D (1986) from the University of Benin. He was Dean of Management Sciences (2010-2012) at the University of Benin. He is currently a visiting professor at Federal University Otuoke where he is Dean of Management Sciences. He has served as National Secretary, Editor-in-Chief, Vice-President
AIGBOKHAEBVOLO, Oziegbe Monday is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2005). He was Dean of Management Sciences, Ambrose Alli University (2014). He is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2016 - date). His current research is on Nigerian auditors and fraud detection. His email address is aomaigbo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347037121160. Download CV: CV_Aigbokhaevbolo-Oziegbe-Monday_abstract-ozdvc.docx

AKINTOYE, Rufus is a Professor of Accounting & Finance, School of Management Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a Ph.D from Delta State University/University of Cape Town, South-Africa (2007). He was Head, Department of Accounting, Acting Dean, Business School, Acting Dean, School of Management Sciences and Acting Provost, College of Social & Management Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (FCA), Chartered Institute of Taxation (FCTI) and Nigerian Institute of Management (Chartered-FNIM). His current research is on taxing-for-sustainability. He has supervised/co-supervised 24 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is irakintoye@yahoo.com and telephone number +234-8035369293. Download CV: CV_AKINTOYE-Rufus-Ishoia_prof-akintoye-cv-for-nuc.doc

AKPAN, Patrick is a Professor of Business Administration, Faculty of Management Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University (UNIZIK), Awka. He holds a Ph.D in Economics from the University of Calabar (2006), Ph.D in Administrative/Developmental Studies University of Port-Harcourt (2009) He was Director, UNIZIK Business School (2010-2014), Director, Ekwueme Center for Multidisciplinary Research (2014-2018). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration (FCAI), Fellow Institute of Policy Management and Development (FIMD). His current research is on conflict management, development and economic management. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is nsek3882@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033373788. Download CV: CV_Akpan-Patrick-Linus_updated-cv-june-2018.docx

AREO, Adebowale is a Professor of Marketing and Business Management in the Department of Business Management in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Wesley University, Ondo. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University (2012). He was Dean, College of Social and Management Sciences and Acting Head of Business Management Department. He is Member, Museum Association of Nigeria (MAN), Horticultural Society of Nigeria (HSN), and the International Council on Museums (ICOM). His email is talk2areo@yahoo.com and his phone contact is 08033771929. Download CV: CV_AREO-ADEBOWALE-BIODUN_professor-ceedeevee-final.docx

ASIEGBU, Baldwin is a Professor of Economics and Information Management Technology in School of Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri (FUTO). He holds a Ph.D from Kharkov State University, Kharkov, Ukraine (1993). He was Deputy Director, Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies, FUTO, (2012-2015) and Head of Department, Information Management Technology, FUTO (2015 to date). His current research is on economics of cyber-security investment. He has been involved in successful supervision of 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is baldwin.asiegbu@futo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037097215. Download CV: CV_Asiegbu-Baldwin-Chukwunana_nuc-directory.docx

ASIHKIA, Olalekan is a Professor of Business Administration and Entrepreneurship in the School of Management Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a DBL from the University of South Africa (2006). He was Head of Department (2015-2018). His current research is on management success determinants of SMEs. He has successfully supervised 56 Ph.Ds. His email address is asikhiaoa@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone is +2348033951474. Download CV: CV_ASIKHIA-OLALEKAN-USIOBAIFO_asikhia-c-u-r-r-i-c-u-l-u-m-v-i-t-a-e.docx
AWUJO, Austine C. is a Professor of Management of Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Catholic University of Louvain Belgium (1982). He is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Management. His current research is on human resources management. He has successfully supervised 68 Ph.Ds. His email address is aawujo@yahoo.com His telephone number is +23480331273915. Download CV: CV_AWUJO-AUSTIN-CHINAKA_curriculum-vitae1.doc

AYUBA, A. Aminu is a Professor of Business Management in the Department of Business Administration, Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences (2010-2014) and is a Fellow of the Academy of Management Nigeria (2016). He supervised 4 Ph.D, 15 M.Sc and has examined 24 Ph.D and 273 M.Sc dissertations as external examiner. He is currently the President, the Academy of Management Nigeria. Download CV: CV_AMINU-AYUBA-ALHAJI_cv-aminu-special-short-summary.doc

AZELAMA, J. U. is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He was Dean of the Faculty of Management Sciences (2016 - 2017). He is a Fellow of the Public Administration and Management Development Institute. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is Juliusazelama@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23481661246987. Download CV: CV_AZELAMA-JULIUS-UDUIHMO_curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-j.-u.-azelama.docx

BAZZA, Mohammed Isa is a Professor of Business Management. He holds a Ph.D from University of Maiduguri (2006), Masters degree in Business Administration (MBA) in 1992 and B.Sc Business Administration from Bayero University, Kano (1988). He is the Coordinator PhD programme, coordinator M.Sc. programme, Staff Adviser to departmental students association, member representing Faculty of Management on admissions, Chairman, Committee on Commercial Activities (CCAC) University of Maiduguri. Download CV: CV_BAZZA-MOHAMMED-ISA_bazza-cv-2017-current.doc

CHUKWU, Innocent Ikenna is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2006). He is currently Head, Department of Marketing. He is Member, American Marketing Association and Nigerian Institute of Marketing of Nigeria. He is also the editor of Nigerian Academy of Management. His current research is on public policy issues in service marketing. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is innocentikenna@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348063307551. Download CV: CV_Chukwu-Innocent-Ikenna_my-cv.doc

CHUKWUEMEKA, Emma E. O. is a Professor of Public Administration and Political Studies at Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. He holds a Ph.D in Public Administration and Local Government Studies from University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Acting Dean Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Caritas University Enugu, Former Head, Department of Public Administration Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. His research interests are in the areas of political/development studies, local government and public policy analysis. He is a Fellow of Chartered Institute of Local Government and Public Administration of Nigeria. His email address is ee.chukwuemeka@unizik.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348060967169. Download CV: CV_Chukwuemeka-Emma-E.O._curriculum-vitae-new-format.docx

DALHATU, Shehu is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2001). He was the Director, Bayero Consultancy Services (2015-2017), Director, Aminu Kano Centre for Democratic Research and Training, Mambayya House, Kano (2009-2013), Dean, Students Affairs Division (2005-2009), Head, Department of Political Science (2002-2006), Deputy Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (1998-2004). He is currently the Administrator, Nuhu Bamalli Polytechnic, Zaria. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is sdalhatu2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035880732. Download CV: CV_Dalhatu-Shehu_-personality-profile-for-prof-sd.docx
DANDAGO, Isa Kabiru is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano, Nigeria. He holds an M.Sc. (Accounting) from the University of Lagos (1993) and a Ph.D from Bayero University (2001), Kano. He was Head of Department, Accounting (2002-2006) and Dean of Social and Management Sciences (2004-2008). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN) and Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM), among many other professional bodies. He has successfully supervised 26 Ph.Ds. His email is kidandago@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023360386. Download CV: CV_Isa-Kabiru-Dandago_prof.-dandago-s-biodad.docx

DAUDA, Abdulsalam is a Professor of Business Management in the Faculty of Management Science, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was Head, Department of Business Administration (2009-2014). He is a Member, the Academy of Management Nigeria (TMAN) and also an Associate Member, the Chartered Institute of Public Accountants of Nigeria. His current area of research is information technology and bank operations. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is daomoyi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone is +2348035073549. Download CV: CV_Abdulsalam-Dauda-Omoyi_prof.-abdulsalam-daud-s-cv-latest-2018-.doc

DUKE, Joseph is a Professor of Business Management in Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Calabar, and PGD in Teaching and Learning from Harvard University. He is a Fulbright Fellow, and has been Visiting Fellow at Harvard University, where he taught Entrepreneurship-in-Africa. He is a Fellow of Institute of Management Consultants of Nigeria, and Member of Academy of Management, Nigeria. He has supervised several Ph.Ds, and is involved in collaboration between USA and Nigerian universities. He is currently Dean of Management Sciences Faculty, University of Calabar. Download CV: CV_Duke-Joseph-Eyo_profile-of-prof-joe-duke-ii-unical-april-2018.doc

EJIONUHEME, Ngozi is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. She holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2007). She was Associate Dean of Management Sciences (2002-2004). She is a Fellow of the National Institute of Corporate Administrators of Nigeria. She is currently supervising her first Ph.D. Her email address is profng.ejionueme@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033342577. Download CV: CV_Ejionueme-Ngozi-Grace_prof.-ejionueme-s-cv-2017.docx

EKWUUEME, Chizoba is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University (NAU), Awka. She holds a Ph.D in Accounting from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2006). She is currently Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences, NAU. She is a Fellow, Association of National Accountants of Nigeria and Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria. She is a Member of American Accounting Association (AAA), and a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) Ireland. Her current research is on peace accounting. She has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. Her email address is cm.ekwueme@unizik.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348035457319. Download CV: CV_Ekwueme-Chizoba-Marcella_my-cv.doc

EMENI, Francis Kehinde is a Professor of Accounting, in the Department of Accounting, University of Benin. He is also a Research Fellow with the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria, Lagos. He holds two Ph.D degrees - in Accounting and in Finance. He is a member the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN) and the Academy of Management Nigeria (TAMN). He had at various times been the Assistant Dean of the Faculty of Management Sciences, member of Boards of Journals and Monitoring officer, Centre for Part-Time Programme in the University of Benin. Download CV: CV_Emeni-Francis-Kehinde_cv-francis-kehinde-emeni.docx

EMEROLE, Gideon is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He was Deputy Dean of College of Management Sciences and Director for Continuing Education Centre (2013-2015 and 2015-2017 respectively). His email address is ahamgee@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033337428. Download CV: CV_EMEROLE-GIDEON-AHAMEFULA_cv-of-prof.-emerole-g.a..docx
EMEROLE, Okwudili is a Professor of Human Resource Management in the College of Management Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He was the Head of Department of Industrial Relations and Personnel Management (2013-2017). His email address is dremeroleokwudili@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036868278. Download CV: CV_EMEROLE-OKWUDILI-BEEDE_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-o.b.-emerole.docx

ENUDU, Titus Okelue is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology (ESUT), Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from the Enugu State University of Science and Technology Enugu (2003). He was Head of Department of Business Administration (2007-2010) and Director, ESUT Business School, Enugu (2012-date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Strategic Management (FSM). His current research is on culture and organizational behaviour in Nigeria. He is currently supervising six Ph.D students. His email address is okey.enudu@esut.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347036601060. Download CV: CV_ENUDU-TITUS-OKELUE_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-t-o-enudu.doc

ENYI, Patrick Enyi is a Professor of Accounting and Quantitative Techniques in the School of Management Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a Ph.D from Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki (2007). He is the current Dean of the School of Management Sciences since September 2016. He is a Fellow of ICAN, CIPA, AAFM, IIAN and Nigerian Academy of Management Sciences. His current research is on: going concern, corporate financial stability and application of queuing theory to healthcare management. He has successfully supervised 34 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are enyip@babcock.edu.ng and e.p.enyi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348069619343. Download CV: CV_Enyi-Enyi-Patrick_cv-enyi-patrick-enyi-may2018.doc

EYISI, Adanma is a Professor of Accounting in the College of Management Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a Ph.D from Ebonyi State University Abakaliki (2009). She is the Director of Gender and Child Development (2015 till date) in Micheal Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. Her current research is on social and environmental accounting. Her email address is gabbycomplex@yahoo.com. Her telephone number 08037092661. Download CV: CV_Eyisi-Adanma-Sabina_curriculum-vitae.docx

EZEODILI, Walter is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2005). He has served as Head of Department, Public Administration (2010-2011), and presently the Head of Department. He is currently supervising three Ph.D students. His email address is walterezeeodili2006@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08063869537. Download CV: CV_EZEODILI-WALTER-OBIOMA_curriculum-vitae-1.docx

EZIRIM, Chinedu Bernadine is a Professor of Finance & Banking, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from University of Port Harcourt. He was Dean, Graduate School of Management, Business and Trade, Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences, and Head, Department of Finance and Banking. He is a Distinguished Fellow of the International Academy of Business, Distinguished Fellow of the International Educators Group; and Distinguish Fellow of the International Academy of Business and Behavioral Sciences. His current research interest is in development and personal finance. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is cbezirim@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033411401. Download CV: CV EZIRIM-Chinedu-Bernadine_ezirim-resume-new-abridged.docx

EZIRIM, Aloy-Chinedu is a Professor of Marketing in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds 2 Ph.Ds in Project Management and Marketing from Federal University of Technology, Owerri and Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He was Acting Head, Department of Marketing (2010-2012) and pioneer Assistant Director, University of Port Harcourt Business School, Port Harcourt (2011-2014). His current research is on export marketing strategies of global economies, and petroleum products logistics operations of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds and 15 ongoing Ph.Ds supervisions. His email addresses are ezirimac@gmail.com and...
FAJANA, Sola is a Professor of Labour Economics and Human Resource Management in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Lagos, Akoka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1991). He was Acting Dean of Business Administration (2006-2007) and Vice-Chancellor of Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji-Arakeji (2011-2018). He is a Fellow of the Academy of Management Nigeria. His current research is on pedagogical advances in entrepreneurship education. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are solafajana@yahoo.com, and fajana@unilag.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066248214. Download CV: CV_FAJANA-Isaac-Olusola_2018-updated-ceve.docx

FAJONYOMI, Sylvester Olubanji is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Lagos State University, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from Universite de Bordeaux, France (1993) He was Dean, Management Sciences on two terms (2012 - 2014; 2016-2018). His current research is on policy and implementation. He has successfully supervised two PhDs while four are in progress. His email address is sylvester.fajonyomi@lasu.edu.ng or fajonyomib@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033010398. Download CV: CV_Fajonyomi-Sylvester-Olubanji_professor-banji-fajonyom1-cv-june-2018.docx

GODOWOLI, Abdullahi Haruna is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.d from the London School of Economics and Political Science, (University of London) 1986. He was Head of Department (2000-2008), Dean (2008-2010), Director, Academic Planning Unit (2013-2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administrations (2015 - Date). Member of Royal Institute of Public Administration (London) and Member Political Association. His research interest is local government administration, public policy studies, development and national security studies. He has successfully supervised/co-supervised over 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is godowoli@unimaid.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08038319955. Download CV: CV_GODOWOLI-ABDULLAHI-HARUNA_cv-2.docx

HALISO, Yacob is a Professor of Information Resources Management in the School of Management Sciences, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000-2007). His current research is on information audit and information driven business. He has supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is halisoy@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234-803-540-4233. Download CV: CV_Haliso-Yacob-Lamebo_haliso-cv-9-7.docx

HERBERT, Wilson is a Professor of Accounting and Financial Management in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Federal University, Otuoke. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow (1992). He was Director, Academic Planning, Bingham University (2013-15), Head of Department of Accounting and Finance and Dean of Management Sciences, Baze University (2015-2017). He is a Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified Forensic Accountant, Fellow, Association of National Accountants of Nigeria, and Chartered Institute of Taxation. His research interest is on forensic accounting and corporate governance. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is wilson@ezierbert.com. His telephone number is +2348036025258. Download CV: CV_HERBERT-WILSON-EZIERFULE_prof-herbert-s-cv-current.docx

IBAMA, Hamilton Donald is a Professor of Business Policy and Strategy, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He is the current Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences. He is a Member, Academy of Management Nigeria. His email address is donald.hamilton@ust.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033400853. Download CV: CV_HAMILTON-DONALD-IBAMA_curriculum-vitae-hamilton-new-currentdox.docx

IBRAHIM, Fatima Oyine is a Professor of Public Administration in the Department of Public Administration, Faculty of Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. She holds a Ph.D in Political Science from Bayero University, Kano (2011). She is the current Head, Department of Public
Administration. She is Member, Nigerian Political Science Association (NPSA), Society for Peace Studies and Practice (SPSP) and Association of Model Islamic Schools (AMIS). Her email address is foibrahim.pad@buk.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033299854. Download CV: CV_IbrahimmFatima-Oyine_curriculum-vitae-fatima-ibrahim.doc

IDADA, Walter is a Professor of Public Administration. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2007). He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Management Sciences. He was Director of Center for Strategic Studies (2015-2016); Director of Institute for Governance and Development (2013-2015); Head, Department of Public Administration (2008-2010). He is a Fellow of Industrial Institute of Administration of Nigeria, Fellow, Institute of Policy Management Development, and Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on public policy and development in Nigeria. His email address is walteridada@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 08034664305. Download CV: CV_IDADA-WALTER-WILFRED OSA_curriculum-vitae.docx-30.5.2017.docx

IFURUEZE, Meshack is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka (2006). He was Associate Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2012), Head of Department of Accountancy (2014-2016) and Dean of Faculty of Management Sciences (2016 - date). Download CV: CV_IFURUEZE-Meshack-Shadrack_prof.-ifurueze-current-cv-november-2017.doc

IKE, Obiora Francis is a Professor of Ethics and International Relations in the Faculty of Management and Social Sciences, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu State. He holds a Ph.D from the Rheinische Frederick Wilhelms University Bonn, Germany (1986). He is Member of the Board of Trustees of Godfrey Okoye University. He is a Fellow of the European Academy of Science and Arts and the Club of Rome. His current research is on integrating ethics in higher education - with skills, policies and resources. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His email address is obiorarafike@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034007060. Download CV: CV_Ike-Obiora-Francis_ike-cv-new-2018-june-1-.docx

IKPEFAN, Ochei Ailemen is a Professor of Finance. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University, Ota in 2010. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Bankers of Nigeria (CIBN), Fellow, Chartered Institute of Accountant of Nigeria (FCA), an Associate of the Chartered Institute of Stockbrokers of Nigeria (ACS), Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM). He was Head, Department of Banking and Finance (2014-16), Covenant University, Ota. He has supervised one Ph.D student. His current area of research is working capital management of listed companies. His email address is ochei_ikpefan@yahoo.co.uk and telephone numbers are 08053013418, 08137331459. Download CV: CV_IKPEFAN -Ochei-Ailemen_cv-for-professor-1.doc
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ONOH, Anne Nwannennaya is a Professor of Management in the Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State. She holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University of Science and Technology (2004). She was Head of Department (2001 - 2005), Dean of Faculty of Business Administration (2005 - 2006), (2008 - 2012). She is an Associate Fellow NIIA, Member TAM and NIM. Her current research is on talent management. She has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. Her email address is annenoh@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348033173688. Download CV: CV_ONOH-ANNE-NWANNENNAYA_prof.-mrs.-onoh-s-cv.doc

ONUOHA, Benedict Chima is a Professor of Management, Faculty of Management Sciences at the University of Port Harcourt and a visiting Professor in the University of Port Harcourt Business School. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University Uturu (2005). He is a trained and registered consultant and member of the following professional bodies: Institute of Management Consultants of Nigeria (IMCON), the Academy of Management, Nigeria and Nigerian Institute of Management (Chartered). He has successfully supervised six Ph.Ds. His email addresses are benedict.unuoha@uniport.edu.ng, chimaonuoha2005@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037078654. Download CV: CV_ONUOHA-BENEDICT-CHIMA_prof.-onuoha-updated-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONWUMERE, Josaphat is a Professor of Banking/Finance and Economic Development in the Faculty of Business Administration, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos, Jos (1992). He was Head of Department of Banking and Finance (2010 - 2014), Associate Dean of the Faculty of Business Administration (2014 - 2016), currently Dean, Faculty of Business Administration and Director, UNN Business School. His current research interest is on monetary and fiscal policies, finance and economic development. He has successfully supervised 32 Ph.Ds. His e-mail is josaphat.onwumere@unn.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348033223250. Download CV: CV_ONWUMERE-Josaphat-Uchechukwu Joe_.cv-of-prof.-j.-u.-j-onwumere-with-new-additions.doc

OPARA, Bright C. is a Professor of International Marketing in the Department of Marketing, Faculty of Management Sciences, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds B.Sc. Business Education-Management Option, MBA and Ph.D Marketing. He was Head of the Department of Marketing and Sub-Dean Faculty of Management Sciences. He is a Fellow of the National Institute of Marketing of Nigeria (NINM), Member: Academy of Management, Nigeria. He supervised four successful and eleven current Ph.D students. He published several articles in national and international academic journals, authored and co-authored books, and has participated in several national and international conferences. Download CV: CV_OPARA-BRIGHT-CHIDUGAM_cv-private-one.docx

OPEKE, Rosaline is a Professor of Information Resources Management in the School of Management Studies, Babcock University, Illisan-Remo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1984). She was Head of Department and Director, Office of Research and International Cooperation at Babcock University. Her current research is on knowledge and innovation management. She has successfully supervised 35 Ph.Ds. Her email address is rolopi3@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 2348033378243. Download CV: CV_OPEKE-ROSALINE-OLUREMI_cv-now.docx

ORUBULOYE, Israel Olatunji, is a Professor of Sociology in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the Australian National University (1978). He was the Dean of Social Sciences (1987 - 1991) Deputy Vice-Chancellor (1992 - 1996), Acting Vice-Chancellor (1997) and Vice-Chancellor of University of Ado-Ekiti (now Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti) (2004 - 2008). He is a Fellow of the Population Council USA. He is an Officer of the Order of the Niger, OON. He has successfully supervised five Ph.Ds. His email addresses are iorubuloye@abuad.edu.ng and cepher2008@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348038308348. Download CV: CV_Orubuloye-Olatunji-Israel_professor-orubuloye-s-cv.doc

OSAMWONYI, Ifuero Osad is a Professor of Finance in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1984). He was Dean of Management Sciences (2015 - 2017). He is a Fellow of the Management Academy Nigeria. His current research
interest is on portfolio, securitization, islamic finance and cartelization of self-employed artisans. He has successfully supervised 25 Ph.Ds. His email address is ifuero.osamwonyi@uniben.edu and telephone number is +2348023323968. Download CV: CV_OSAMWONYI-IFUERO-OSAD_osad-cv-new-current-uniben.doc

OVIASUYI, Patrick Osatohanmwen is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D in Public Administration from Ambrose Alli University (2007). He has held numerous administrative positions in the University and is currently the Director of Academic Planning. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Management (Chartered) and also a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on entrepreneurship for community development. His email address is poviasuyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033820158. Download CV: CV_OVIASUYI-PATRICK-OSATOHANMWEN_curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-p-o-oviasuyi.doc

OWOLABI, Sunday is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from Babcock University (2013). He was the Deputy Bursar (2009 - 2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Management Services of Babcock University (2015 - date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria. His research is on corporate governance and financial reporting. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is owolabis@babcock.edu.ng, emilagba05@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034097016. Download CV: CV_OWOLABI-SUNDAY-AJAO_prof.-owolabi-cv.docx

OZIGBO, Nathaniel C. is a Professor of Management, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He was Head of Department (2009 - 2011) and Deputy Dean (2000 - 2002). His current research is on Entrepreneurship Development. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His Email address is chukwa2012@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034739720 Download CV: CV_Ozigbo-Nathaniel-Chizoba_prof.-ozigbo-nathaniel-chizoba.docx

SULAIMAN, Aliyu Kantudu is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006). He was Head, Department of Accounting (2006-2008) and Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano (2010-2012). He is Fellow, Association of National Accountants of Nigeria, Fellow, Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria and Fellow, Nigerian Accounting Association of Nigeria. His current research is international financial reporting standards and financial reporting quality of listed firms in Nigeria. He has supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: aliskantudu@gmail.com and alisukan@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone numbers are +2348065057211 and +2348052347770. Download CV: CV_SULAIMAN -ALIYU -KANTUDU_curriculum-vitae.doc

TANKO, Muhammad is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Kaduna State University. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountant of Nigeria. His current research is on tax and financial reporting. He has successfully supervised 23 Ph.Ds. His email address is muhdtanko@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037456439. Download CV: CV_Tanko-Muhammad_cv-tanko.doc

TIJJANI, Bashir is a Professor of Accounting and Finance at Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Dundee, UK (2008). He was Dean of Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (2014 - 2018) and Pioneer Dean of Faculty of Management Sciences (2018). He is an Associate Member of Association of National Accountants of Nigeria (ANAN). He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is bashirtijj@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348134984713. Download CV: CV_Tijjani-Bashir_abridged-btcv.docx

UDEZE, Emmanuel S. is a Professor of Mass Communication in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom (2007). He was Associate Dean Faculty of Management Sciences (2011 - 2017). Dean, school of Postgraduate studies (2017 - date). His current research is on images of nations in international media
and communication strategies for rural development. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is sunnyudeze2016@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033402885. Download CV: CV_Udeze-Emmanuel-Sunny_cv-prof-2018.doc

UDEZE, Joseph is a Professor of Business Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He was Head of Department, Business Administration (2000 - 2004) and (2011 - 2012). His email address is aktc-2technology@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348052402776. Download CV: CV_Udeze-Joseph-Onyemeze_curriculum-vita.doc

UGBOAJA, Paul Chukwuka is a Professor of Transport Management Technology in the Faculty of Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri (FUTO). He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria Nsukka (2007). He was the Head, Department of Transport Management Technology (2010 - 2013 and 2016 - 2017) and Managing Director of FUTO Consult Ltd (2014 - 2016). He is a Fellow of Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport. His current research is on sustainable transportation. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are gibengr2013@gmail.com and paul.ugboaja@futo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037207296, 07082623933. Download CV: CV_UGBOAJA-PAUL-CHUKWUKA_ugbaja-with-picture-corrected.doc

UGWUANYI, Georgina Obinne is a Professor of Banking and Finance in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture Umudike. She Holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria (2010). She is the Deputy Dean (2017 - date) and Departmental PG Coordinator (2015 - date). She currently has 5 Ph.D Students for Supervision. Her Email Address: is ginaugwuanyi2010@gmail.com. Her telephone Number is: +2348039332410. Download CV: CV_Ugwuanyi-Georgina-Obinne_prof.-gina-curriculum-vitae.doc

UGWUANYI, Wilfred Nweke is a Professor of Banking and Finance, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (2003). He was the Head of Department (2013 - 2015) and Dean (2015 - 2016). He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is profugwuanyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037667954. Download CV: CV_UGWUANYI-WILFRED-NWEKE_curriculum-vitae-prof-willy.docx

UGWUONAH, Geraldine Egondu is a Professor of Marketing, University of Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria. She was the Dean Faculty of business administration (2012 - 2014), University of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her current research is ethnocentric tendencies of Nigerian consumers. Download CV: CV_UGWUONAH-GERALDINE-EGONDU_prof.-geraldine-ugwuoah-ac.docx

YALIMA, Mbaya Paul is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Management Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri (2006). He was Head of Department of Public Administration (2010-2014). His email address is pymbaya@gmail.com. His telephone number is +23408031312796. Download CV: CV_Yalima-Paul-Mbaya_prof-paul-mbaya-cv.docx

YUSUF, Babatunde is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from Lagos State University (2010). He is a Fellow, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria and Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria. His email address is babatunde.yusuf@lasu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348020503197. Download CV: CV_Yusuf-Babatunde-Rahman_prof.-b.r.-yusuf-s-cv.docx
Medicine and Dentistry

ABDU, Aliyu is a Professor of Medicine at the College of Health Sciences of Bayero University Kano. He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and also holds an M.Sc. degree and a Ph.D in view from the University of Witwatersrand. He was a Deputy Dean at the faculty of clinical sciences and college exams officer of the College of Health Sciences of Bayero University Kano. He is currently working on the epidemiology and genetic variations of kidney disease among HIV infected individuals. He has supervised 10 dissertations for the award of Fellowship of the Postgraduate Medical Colleges. He can be reached on aliyuabdu2000@yahoo.co.uk or on +234 803 7864 698. Download CV: CV_ABDU-Aliyu_-cv-2018-3.doc

ABDU, Lawan is a Professor of Ophthalmology Bayero University Kano. He obtained the Medical Fellowships of West African College of Surgeons and National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1997). He has an M.Sc. in Community Eye Health from University College London (1996). He was Dean of Medicine from 2007 to 2012. He is a publisher book chapters with Intech Open Access. His area of research includes Clinical/Surgical and Public Health in Ophthalmology. He has supervised 17 medical Fellowship dissertations. His email lawal1966@yahoo.com and telephone number +2348034043804. Download CV: CV_ABDU-LAWAN-_dr-lawan-abdu-cv-2016.doc

ABDULKARIM, Garba Mairiga is a Professor of Reproductive Health in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri Maiduguri. He holds a Postgraduate diploma of the West African College of Surgeons (2002). He was the Head of Department, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2009 - 2012). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons and Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and Research. His current research is on Contraceptives among Muslims. His email address: dragmairiga@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023726622 +2348096547767. Download CV: CV_Abdulkarim-Garba-Mairiga_curriculum-vitea.docx

ABUBAKAR, Auwal is a Professor of Paediatric Surgery of the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons. He was the Head, Department of Surgery (2005-2010). He is a fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His current research is on congenital Malformations. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellowships. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Auwal-Mohammed_curriculum-vitae-auwal-m-abubakar.docx

Abubakar, Sanusi is a Professor of Public Health in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a M.Sc. degree from the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, University of London (2001), Ph.D (in view) from the University of Sheffield. He was Head, Department of Community Medicine, (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians. His current research is on Health Literacy and Participatory Approaches in Maternal Health. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is abubakarsanusi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035738637. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Sanusi-_sanusi-abubakar-cv.doc

ADEBAYO, Rasaaq is a Professor of Medicine/Cardiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University Ile-Ife. He holds FWACP from Obafemi Awolowo University Teaching Hospitals Complex/West African College of Physicians (2001). He has successfully supervised seven (7) Fellowship theses. His email address is aderasaqq@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037149610. Download CV: CV_ADEBAYO-RASAAQ-AYODELE_prof-r.a.-adebayo-s-cv.nuc.30.06.18.doc

ADEJUMO, Prisca Olabisi is a Professor of Nursing in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. She holds 2 Ph.D degrees from the University of Ibadan 2004 and 2016. She is the
current Head of Department. She is a Fellow of West African College of Nursing and her current research is in oncology nursing. She is a member of Research subcommittee in Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria and has several publications in peer reviewed journals. Her email is bisiandbayo@yahoo.com and her telephone number is +2348033923260. Download CV: CV_ADEJUMO-Prisca-Obalisi_latest-cv-may-2018.doc

ADENIJI, Adetunji is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology at Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds both Fellowships of the West African College of Surgeons and the Medical College of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is a Visiting Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology to College of Medicine & Allied Health Sciences, University of Sierra Leone, Freetown. His research interests are on Maternal & Foetal Medicine, Labour Management & Reproductive Health. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellows. His email is tunji1802@yahoo.com; Telephone: +2348034305136. Download CV: CV_ADENIJI-ADETUNJI - OLADENI_a-o-adeniji-cv.doc

ADENIPEKUN, Adeniyi is a Professor of Radiation Oncology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ibadan. He holds Fellowships of both National Postgraduate Medical College and West African College of Surgeons. He was the Chairman Medical Advisory Committee of University College Hospital (2006-2010). He is the current Head of Department of Radiation Oncology. He has successfully supervised over 12 Fellows of the Colleges. His current research is on cure for Colonic Cancers using Ganoderma Mushrooms. His email address is adenipek2000@yahoo.com . His telephone number is +23451202020. Download CV: CV_ADENIPEKUN-ADENIYI-08033583256_prof-adenipekun-cv.doc

ADENUGA, Gbenga A. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo College of Health Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D degree from University of Ibadan, Nigeria (1993). He was HOD, Department of Biochemistry (1999; 2000-2002 and 2007-2009). He was Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2009-2014) and Provost, Postgraduate School, Olabisi Onabanjo University (2016 to date). His current research interest is on Toxicology in Protein-undernourished State. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D theses. His email address is gadenuga@oouagowuye.edu.ng OR gadenuga@hotmail.com His telephone number is +2348055136857. Download CV: CV_ADENUGA-GBENGA-ADEBOLA_gaa-cv.doc

ADEOYE, Adenike is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She is the foundation Head, Department of Ophthalmology. She is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons and Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College in Ophthalmology. She has successfully supervised 15 Fellowship dissertations. Her email address is: aadeoye@ouaife.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037139674. Download CV: CV_ADEOYE-ADENIKE-ODUNMORAYO_cv-full-renewed-2017.docx

ADESIYUN, Adebisi Gbadebo is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellow of West African College of Surgeons in Obstetrics and Gynaecology from the West African Postgraduate Medical College. He is a Professor and Lead Consultant of the Reproductive endocrinology and Endoscopy Unit. He has published more than ninety articles in peer reviewed journals. His research interest is Prevention and Management of Infertility. He has successfully supervised sixteen Part 2 theses of the West African and National Postgraduate Medical Colleges. His email is biyiadesiyun@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_ADESIYUN-ADEBIYI-GBADEBO_abridged-resume-1-copy.docx

ADESUNKANMI, Abdul Rashid Kayode is a Professor of Surgery at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds Postgraduate Fellowships of the National Postgraduate Medical College Nigeria (1991) and West African Postgraduate Medical College (1995). He was Head of Department of Surgery (2006/2007). He is a Fellow of International College of Surgeons, a member of American Breast Society and International Senenogy (Breast) Society. His current research includes Use of antibiotics in Surgery, Score in intra-abdominal infection, Screening for breast cancer in the community. He has
successfully supervised more than 15 final dissertations of Fellowships both Postgraduate Colleges and 4 on-going dissertations. His emails are adesunkanmi@yahoo.com, adesunkanmiark@gmail.com. His telephone numbers; +2348037215852, +2348187593048. Download CV: CV_Adesunkanmi-AbdulRashid-Kayode_aecv-2018.doc

ADETOKUMBO, Rafel is a Professor of Oral Maxillofacial Surgery in the Faculty of Dentistry Bayero University, Kano. He obtained his Part one and two Fellowship examiner for the West African College of Surgeons. Part one and two Fellowship examiner for the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is a Fellow of Dental Surgery Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. (FDSRCPSG,) 1996: Fellowship of West African College of Surgeons. (FWACS) 2002: Member Nigerian Institute of Management (MNIM) 2006: Fellow International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (FIAMOS) 2014: Fellow International College of Dentists. He has successfully supervised 11 Fellowship Dissertations. His current email is aderafel@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 08037024536. Download CV: CV_Rafel-Adetokumbo-Adebola_my-new-cv-copy-3.docx

ADEWUYI, Sunday is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds Several Academic Fellowships including FCPS (Pak) in 2001, FMCR (2003), FICS (2006), FWACS (2008) in Clinical and Radiation Oncology. He has Supervised 7 Post-Doctoral Fellows and 1 Ph.D. Currently Supervising 8 Post-Doctoral Fellows and 1 Doctor of Medicine (MD) in Immunology. His current research is on Breast and Cervical Cancers. His email addresses include sadewuyi2003@yahoo.com, adewuyisunday2014@gmail.com, saadewuyi@abu.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348182633912; +2348069156104. Download CV: CV_ADEWUYI-SUNDAY-ADEYEMI_curriculum-vitae-prof-adewuyi-sunday-17598.doc

ADEYEKUN, Ademola is a Professor of Diagnostic Radiology in The College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (Faculty of Radiology), (1997). He was Acting Head of Department (2009-2012), and Head of Department 20016-Date. E-mail address is ademola.adeyekeun@uniben.edu. Telephone number is +2348055464948; +2348067750989. Download CV: CV_Adeyekun-Ademola-Adeyemi_cv.docx

ADOGA, Samuel is a Professor of Ear Nose Throat Head & Neck Surgery, University of Jos. He obtained his Fellowship from the University College Hospital(2005).He is a Fellow of Otorhinolaryngological society of Nigeria(ORLSON).His current research is in Audiology. He has successfully supervised 3 Fellowship candidates. His e-mail is agidadoga@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036816636 Download CV: CV_Adoga-Samuel-Agida_recent-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ADOGU, Prosper is a Professor of Community Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds FWACP, FMCPH from the West African College of Physicians and National Postgraduate Medical College respectively. He was HOD (2012-2014), Head of PHC (2010-2012), HOD IMSU 2003-2008 etc. His current research is on all aspects of Epidemiology especially Communicable and Non-communicable diseases, He has successfully supervised 3 FWACP, 1 FMCPH and 5 MPH. Email address is po.adogu@unizik.edu.ng. OR prosperhealth50@gmail.com. Telephone number is +2348037817707 OR +2348037058459. Download CV: CV_Adogu-Prosp-Obunikem_curriculum-vitae-latest-june-2019-copyword-version.doc

AGAJA, Samuel is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences University of Ilorin. He holds a Fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons at Dublin (1985). He was the COBES Coordinator Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2000-2004). He was HOD Anatomy twice (2000-2004, 2010-2013).He was HOD Surgery twice (2005-2007,2016-2018). He was Chairman, Board of Health (2000-2004). He is a Fellow of West African College of Surgeons. His current Research is on Road Safety. He has successfully supervised Seven Postgraduate Fellowships. His e-mail: samagnesagaja7759@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030661312. Download CV: CV_Agaja-Samuel-Babatunde_curriculum-vitae-june-2018.docx
AGUWA, Emmanuel is a Professor of Public Health in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Fellowship of West African College of Physicians (FWACP 2004) and National Postgraduate Medical College, Public Health (FMCPH 2004) qualifications. He is currently the Head of Department, Community Medicine Department and also the Director, Institute of Public Health both in the same University. His current research is on Occupational Psychology and Occupational Epidemiology. He is currently supervising two Ph.D students. His email addresses are emmanuel.aguwa@unn.edu.ng and enaguwa@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are 08034873064 and 08088799711. Download CV: CV_AGUWA-EMMANUEL-NWABUEZE_curriculum-vitae.-24-april-2018.doc

AHMED, Hamidu is Professor of Paediatrics, College of Health Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University. He holds Fellowship of National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (FMCPaed). He was Provost of the College of Health Sciences (2001-2011). He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London, and Member of New York Academy of Science. The National Honours of Officer of the Order of the Niger (OON) was conferred on him in 2000 for his services to Nigeria. His current research is on Paediatric neurological disorders. He has successfully supervised 22 Ph.D theses. His email address is wantuhamiduaahmed@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036781940. Download CV: CV_AHMED-HAMIDU--_Professor-hamidu-ahmed-oon-updated-cv-to-june-2018-desktop.docx

AHMED, Saad is a Professor of Pathology at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a FMCPath from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2006). Head, Department of Pathology (2014 - 2017), Assistant Dean Postgraduate (2017-2018) and Deputy Director Academic Planning and Monitoring (Feb 2018 - Date). He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons, College of American Pathologists, College of Pathology of East, Central and Southern Africa. His current research is on Cervical Cancer Prevention - Cytology and Molecular studies. He has successfully supervised 22 Ph.Ds/Fellowships. His email is sahmednl@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038722744. Download CV: CV_Ahmed-Saad-Aliyu_ahmed-cv-january-2018.doc

AHMED, Sagir is a Professor of Haematology in the College of Heath Sciences, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Medical Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (FWACP, 1995). He was Head of Department of haematology (2010-2014). His current research is on haemoglobinopathy, blood transfusion and haemostasis. He has successfully supervised 16 Postgraduate Medical Fellowships. His email address is drsagirahmed@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034418015. Download CV: CV_AHMED-SAGIR-GUMEL_cv-nuc.doc

AJAYI, Emmanuel Olubusayo is a Professor of Orthodontics in the School of Dentistry of the University of Benin, Benin City. He received a specialist postgraduate residency training in Orthodontics at the Lagos University Teaching Hospital and qualified with the Fellowship of West African College of Surgeons (2001). He also obtained a Masters Degree in Public Health of the University of Lagos (2000). He is a Fellow of World Federation of Orthodontists and Italian Society of Orthodontists. His research interests include Cephalometry, Orthodontic Diagnosis, Treatment Planning and Biomechanics. His email address is emmanuel.ajayi@uniben.edu and telephone number +234 802 300 3683. Download CV: CV_Ajaiy-Emmanuel-Olubusayo_cv-prof.-emmanuel-ajayi.docx

AJIKE, Sunday is a Professor of Maxillofacial Surgery in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1995). He was head of Department of Dentistry (2003-2007, 2015-date), A fellow of International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons. He has successfully supervised 8 Fellowship candidates. His email address is mfujiks@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034518917. Download CV: CV_AJIKE-SUNDAY-OLUSEGUN_curriculum-vitae-march-2017.doc

AKEREDOLU, Patricia Adetokunbo is a Professor of Prosthodontics in the Faculty of Dental sciences, University of Lagos. She holds a Bachelor of Dental surgery from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria (1988). She is the Head department of Restorative Dentistry faculty of dental sciences college
of medicine of the University of Lagos. She is a Fellow, Medical College in Dental Surgery (FMCDS), Nigeria. Her email address is toksakedolu@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08023207023. Download CV: CV_AKEREDOLU-PATRICIA -ADETOKUNBO_curriculum-vitea-prof.-akeredolu.docx

AKINBAMI, Babatunde is a Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery in the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons and is Dean of the Faculty of Dentistry (2017-2019). His current area of research is on Reconstruction of the Mandible. He is currently supervising a Senior Registrar. My Email address is akinbamzy3@yahoo.com and my phone number is +2348068556516. Download CV: CV_AKINBAMI-BABATUNDE-OLAYEMI_cv.doc

AKINLADE, Kehinde Sola is a Professor in the Department of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, University of Medical Sciences, Ondo. He is MBBS (UNIBEN 1978) and FMCP (Nigeria 1988). He was Acting Head Department of Chemical Pathology, University of Ibadan 2003-2005. His current research is on Insulin Resistance in various disease entities. He has supervised/co-supervised 22 M.SC and I Ph.D degrees as well as 10 Resident doctors. His email address is ksakinlade@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348075010718. Download CV: CV_AKINLADE-KEHINDE-SOLA_updated-cv-akinlade-ondo.doc

AKINOLA, Oluwarotimi is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the faculty of Clinical Sciences LASU. He is a fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (1994) He was head of department (2003-2007) 2012-2014)and at present, he is the president of the society of Gynaecology and of Nigeria. His current research includes an Evaluation of Near Miss Situations in Maternal Mortality and Accelerated Reduction of Maternal Mortality in Nigeria. He has supervised more than 12 Postgraduate Fellowship candidates. His email address is iretiakinola@hotmail.com. Download CV: CV_AKINOLA-OLUWAROTIMI-IRETI_cv-print-oi-akinola-3-.doc

AKINOLA, Rachael is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Lagos State University, Ojo. She holds a Fellowship degree from the Lagos University Teaching Hospital (1992). She was the Pioneer Head of Department of Radiology and at intervals from then spanning (2003-2015) . She is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons and Nigerian Postgraduate Medical College. Her current research is on bone density in the Nigerian populace using Computed Tomography Scan. She has successfully supervised 20 Fellowships. His email address is adeyanjuakinola@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08023120299. Download CV: CV_AKINOLA-RACHAEL-ADEYANJU_curriculum-vitae-2018-june-submitted-to-nuc-docx-rsna.docx

AKINWUSI, Patience is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. She holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (1993). She was Dean of Clinical Sciences (2014-2017) and Senate Representative in the Governing Council (2015-2017). She is a Fellow of the American Heart Association and the European Society of Cardiology. Her current research is on Non-invasive Diagnostic Techniques in Cardiovascular Medicine and Cardiovascular Epidemiology /Chronic Non-Communicable Disease Prevention. She has successfully supervised 2 Fellowships. Her email address is pat.akinwusi@uniosun.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037219451. Download CV: CV_Akinwusi-Patience-Olayinka_curriculum-vitae-27th-june-2018.doc

AKPATA, Osagie is a Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery in the School of Dentistry, College of Medicine, University of Benin. He holds a FWACS from the West African College of Surgeons (1991). He was Dean, School of Dentistry (2004-2006). He is a Fellow of the International College of Dentists. His current research is on Alveolar Osteitis and Delusional Halitosis. He has successfully supervised 10 candidates for the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (FWACS) Final Examination. His email address is osakpata@uniben.edu or cbnosagie@gmail.com. His telephone is 2348055162085. Download CV: CV_Akpata-Osagie-_cv-prof-osagie-akpata.docx
ALHAJI, Mohammed is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He is a Fellow of West African College of Physicians, Faculty of Paediatrics. He was Head of Department (2014-2016) and member of Senate (2014 to date) of University of Maiduguri. He is an Examiner of West African College of Physicians, Faculty of Paediatrics and External Examiner to the Department of Paediatrics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. His current research is on Severe Acute Malnutrition and Social Paediatrics. He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds/ Fellows. His email address is m_alhaji@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348065703378. Download CV: CV_Alhaji-Mohammed-Arab_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ALIGBE, Jonathan Umezuluike is a Professor of Pathology/Forensic medicine in the school of medicine, college of medical science, University of Benin, Benin. He holds a Doctor of medicine(MD) 1977 from institute of medicine and pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania, fellow of National Postgraduate of Nigeria FmcPath 1992 and fellow of the International College of Surgery (2004). He was a head of Department of Pathology 1993-2006 (13 years, a lone specialist builder). He is a life fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. His current research is on Cancer of the Breast and Prostate Gland. He has successfully supervised 15 postgraduate students in his field of specialty. His email address is jonathanaligbe@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2347062411393 and +2348055284107. Download CV: CV_Aligbe-Jonathan-Umezuluike_curriculum-vitae.docx

ALIYU, Babadoko is a Professor of Haematology and Blood transfusion in the College of Health Sciences, Faculty of basic medical sciences, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria faculty of pathology (2006). He was a head of department of haematology (2012-2015) and assistant Dean postgraduate (2018). He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Haematology and Blood transfusion. His current research is on Otorhinolaryngological manifestations in paediatric patients with Sickle Cell Disease in Nguru, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 11 Fellows/Ph.Ds. His email is ababado@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034526643. Download CV: CV_ALIYU-AHMADU- BABADOKO_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ALUKA, Christian is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the College of Medicine and Health Sciences Abia State University, Uturu. He holds the following Fellowships: FWACS, FICS, and FRCOG from the Royal College of Obstetricians and gynaecologists, UK. He was HOD (1998-2006); Deputy Provost (2007-2009); Dean Faculty of Clinical Medicine(2010-2011) and Provost(2012-date). His current research is on Strategies for the Reduction of Maternal Mortality. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.D Theses. His email address drchrisaluka@yahoo.com, Download CV: CV_Aluka-Christian_-_Professor-aluka-christian.docx

AMBE, Jose Pwavimbo is a Professor of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology at the University of Maiduguri (2007) and Consultant Paediatrician in the teaching Hospital. He is a Fellow of the Faculty of Paediatrics of National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1994). He was also Head of Department (1996 -1998, and 2008 – 2010). He has worked as consultant with NPI / WHO as NIDs (1998 to 2002) and National coordinator / facilitator in integrated management of childhood illnesses (IMCI), PMTCT; Roll back malaria case management (RBM), Infant feeding option in HIV positive mother. He has participated in various workshops in and outside the country in collaboration with the Federal Ministry of Health, UNICEF, WHO and the University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital. He trains the trainers in IMCI, malarial control programmes and case managements. He was an external examiner to Medical Students; ABU (2004 -2005, and 2009,) UNIBEN (2011). He is also an examiner to the National Postgraduate Medical College in Part I and II. His areas of research are: Haematological conditions, Neonatology, Oncology, and Vaccine Preventable Childhood illnesses. download CV: CV_Ambe-Jose-Pwavimbo_cv-ambe-docx.docx

AMEH, Igoche George is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, Usmanu DanFodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Jos (1996). He was Ag. Head. Dept of Pathology & Medical Microbiology (1993-1997), Deputy Provost (Pre-Clinicals) CHS
ANAH, Maxwell is a Professor of Paediatrics in the faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. A 1986 MBBS holder and a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians, Faculty of Paediatrics. Examination officer 2003-07 and Head of Department (2007-09). A chief Consultant Paediatric Lan to UCTH and Head of paediatric cardiology unit since 2010. He supervised 6 fellows and currently supervising 4. His e-mail is maxejen@yahoo.com and phone no is 08023574042. Download CV: CV_Anah-Maxwell-Udo_curriculum-vitae-1-.docx

ANUMAH, Felicia is a Professor of Medicine/Endocrinology in the, College of Health Sciences University of Abuja. She holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College (2000). She was Head of Department of Medicine (2014-2018) and Dean of the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Abuja. She is a Fellow of the American College of Endocrinology. Her areas of Research are Hyperglycemic Emergencies, Diabetic Foot and Diabetes Prevention. She has successfully supervised 7 Fellows of both the West African College of Physicians and the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. Her email is anumahnene@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033109028. Download CV: CV_Anumah-Felicia-Ohunene_prof-felicia-numah-s-cv-2018.docx

ARAOYE, Margaret is a Professor of Community Medicine & Public Health in the College of Health Sciences, Kogi State University, Anyigba. She qualified as a Physician from University of Ibadan (1981) and holds FWACP from West African College of Physicians in 1992. She was Dean of Clinical Sciences, Benue State University (2007-2011), Acting Provost and Provost College of Health Sciences, Anyigba (2015 to Date 2018). Her current research is on HIV&AIDS. She has successfully supervised 4 Resident Doctors and 14 MPH students. Her e-mail is araoyemo@yahoo.com and mobile telephone is +2348033591455. Download CV: CV_ARAOYE-MARGARET-OLABISI_araroye-nuc-cv-2018.docx

AROTIBA, Juwon is a Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at the University of Ibadan, He holds Fellowships of the Nigerian Postgraduate Medical College of and West African College of Surgeons in Dental Surgery. He was Head, Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery (2011-2014) and Dean of Faculty of Dentistry (2014 - 2016). He is a Fellow of the International College of Dentists and International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons. His current Research is on Oral Cancer and Ameloblastoma. He has Supervised 12 Postgraduate Fellowships. His email is juwonarotiba@yahoo.com Phone number is +234 802 333 9579. Download CV: CV_AROTIBA-JUWON-TUNDE_c.v-arotiba-ui-2018.docx

AROWOJOLU, Modupeola is a Professor of Periodontology, in the Faculty of Dentistry, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. She holds FWACS and FMDCS. She was Dean, Faculty of Dentistry (2010-2014), University of Ibadan. She is a Fellow, International College of Dentists. Her current research is on Biomarkers of Periodontal Disease. Her email is dupearo@yahoo.com and her telephone number is +234-8033328353. Download CV: CV_AROWOJOLU-MODUPEOLA-OLAYINKA_cv-new.docx

ASANI, Mustafa is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (2002). He was the Head of Department of Paediatrics (2010 -2012). His current research is on Heart Failure in Children. He has successfully supervised 4 Fellowship theses. His email is amoasani.ped@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037874563. Download CV: CV_ASANI-MUSTIFA-OHIKHENA_curriculum-vitae-2018-autosaved-.docx

ASEKUN, Olarinmoye Esther is a Professor of Community Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. She holds a Fellowship from the West African College of Physician (1996). She was Director, Quality Assurance (2011-15), Director, Research & Linkages (2015-16) and
Provost, College of Health Sciences (2016-2018). She is also an associate Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. Her current research is on Strategies of Improving Healthcare Workers’ Competences on Focused Antenatal Care. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 11 FWACPs. Her email address is esther.asekun-olarinmoye@unionsun.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033602184. Download CV: CV_ASEKUN-OLARINMOYE-ESTHER-OLUFUNMILAYO_cv.prof.-eo-asekun-olarinmoye.2018.docx

ASUZU, Michael is a Professor in the College of Medicine of the University of Ibadan. He holds the Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria in Public Health. He was Sub-Dean PG, Head of Department, and Director of the Ibarapa Community and Primary Health Care Programme of the University and Teaching Hospital. His areas of research are Epidemiology, Occupational Health, Health policy and Management; and has supervised 7 Ph.Ds and 35 Fellowships in these areas. His email address is mcasuzu2003@yahoo.com; and phone number +2348033467670. Download CV: CV_Asozu-Michael-Chiemeli_cv.dr-m-ac-abridged-secular-1117.docx

AWOBUSUYI, Jacob Olugbenga is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He holds a Postgraduate Fellowship from the National Postgraduate College of Medicine (1993). He was Ag. Head of Medicine, Jan 2007 - May 2009 and Dean of the Faculty of Clinical Sciences (March 2018 - till date) His current research is on the aetiology, treatment and prognosis of kidney disease including MRNA expression profiling to define predictive transcriptomic networks, identify potential therapeutic targets and elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the glomerular disease. He has successfully supervised 9 Postgraduate Fellowship Residents in Nephrology. His email address is awojaco@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023046830. Download CV: CV_AWOBUSUYI-Olugbenga-Jacob_curriculum-vitae-2-.docx

AWODU, Omolade Augustine is a Professor of Haematology in the School of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds the MBChB degree of Obafemi Awolowo University (1990) and Fellowship of The National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (FMCPH) in 1998. She was Lecturer-in-Charge of the Department of Haematology, University of Benin (2002-2004), Ag Head (2010-2012). She is the Assistant Dean of Medicine (2014-date). Her current research is on Blood clotting factors in women. She has successfully supervised 13 Dissertations for the National Postgraduate Medical College and the West African College of Medicine. Her email address is Omolade.awodu@uniben.edu, her phone number is +2348062297615. Download CV: CV_Awodu-Omolade-Augustina_prof-awodu-cv-2018.docx

AZIKEN, Michael is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology an infertility expert in the faculty of clinical medicine, College of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds the Fellowship of both the West African National Postgraduate Medical Colleges; 1997 and 2004 respectively. He was two-time Head of Department of OB/GYN 2010-2012 and 2015-2016 and he is currently the Director of the Human Reproduction Research Program and the Assisted conception unit of the University of Benin Teaching Hospital. He has successfully supervised 10 Fellowship candidates. His email address is michael.aziken@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348037271271. Download CV: CV_Aziken-Michael-Emefiele_updated-curriculum-vitae.docx

BABA, Marycelin is a Professor of Medical Virology/Microbiology in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri, Borno State. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). She was the Pioneer Head, Department of Medical Laboratory Science (2004-2012) and Director, WHO National Polio Laboratory, University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital (2006- to date). She is an Associate member of Organization of Women in Science in developing countries and Association of Medical Laboratory Scientists of Nigeria. Her current research is on Arboviruses/Viral haemorrhagic Fevers. He is currently supervising 1 Ph.D student. Her email address is marycelinb@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023812573. Download CV: CV_Baba-Marycelin-Mandu_cv-for-marycelin-baba-2014.docx
BAKARI, Adamu Girei is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (2001). He is a Fellow of the American College of Physicians, a Fellow of the American College of Endocrinology and a Fellow of the Endocrine and Metabolism Society of Nigeria. He was Head of Department of Medicine (2009-2014) and Dean Faculty of Medicine (2012-2016). His current research interest is on Obesity, Metabolic Syndrome and Type-2 Diabetes. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.D and Fellowship Theses. His email address is abgirei@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037018639 Download CV: CV_BAKARI-ADAMU-GIREI_curriculum-vitae-prof.-bakari.doc

BAKARI, Abubakar is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds Fellow West African College of Surgeons (2005) and Certificate in Vascular and Transplant Surgery from UKE - Hamburg, Germany (2001) and UNC Mansoura, Egypt (2008). He was the Head, Department of Surgery and a member Senate University of Maiduguri. His current research is on Colorectal Tumours. He has successfully trained 14 Surgical Residents to be Consultants. His email address is drbakari.ab@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033556790. Download CV:

BAKO, Babagana is a Professor of Fetomaternal medicine in the Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology of the University of Maiduguri. He holds a fellow of both WACS and NPMCN and is the current HOD. His email is bgbako@unimaid.edu.ng and phone no 08035997255. Download CV: CV_Bako-Babagana_-latest-bako-cv.doc

BASSEY, Darlene is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Calabar, Cross River State. She holds a Fellowship from the National Post Graduate Medical College of Nigeria (1991). She was Co-ordinator, Department of Radiography (1986-1996) and Head, Department of Radiology (1992-2000;2004-2008). She is a Fellow of Medical College of Radiologists and Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (Faculty of Radiology). Her current research is on Adolescent Radiology. She has successfully supervised 9 Fellowships. Her email address is drdarleneb@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348033417077. Download CV: CV_BASSEY-DARLENE-EKANEM_updated-cv-dr-b-with-referees.docx

BASSI, Amos is a Professor of Community Medicine and Primary Health Care in the College of Medicine & Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bingham University, Karu, Nasarawa State. He holds the Fellowship of Public Health from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1998). He was Head of Department (2010 to 2014), Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2015-16) and Provost, College of Medicine & Health Sciences (2016-2018). His current research is on Scaling up Maternal Newborn Child Health Interventions in Resource Constraint Sub Saharan African States. He has successfully supervised four fellows in Public Health and his email address is bassiap@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035178807. Download CV: CV_BASSI-AMOS-PAUL_ap-bassi-cv-june-29.doc

BEKIBELE, Charles is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ibadan. He holds a Masters degree from the University of London (2009) and a Fellow of both the National Postgraduate Medical College and the West African Postgraduate Medical Colleges by examination (1998). He was Head of department of Ophthalmology (2007-2008, 2010-2012). His current research is on Pterygium, Cataract and Glaucoma. He has successfully supervised over 15 Fellows and currently supervising 1 Ph.D student. His email address is cob150@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8033233564. Download CV: CV_BekiBele-Charles-Obu_bekiBele-co-curriculum-vitae2-2-.doc

BELONwu, Raymond is a Professor of Pediatrics in the Faculty of Medicine, Bayero University Kano. He holds a Fellowship of the west African Post-graduate College (1998). He was a Head of Department of Pediatrics (2000-2005). His current research is on Cerebral Patients. He has successfully supervised five (5) part II fellow post graduate students. His email address is raybeloo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023040452. Download CV: CV_BELONwu -RAYMOND -ORAEBONAM_cv-nuc-newest.doc
BOJUWOYE, Bababode is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bowen University, Ogbomoso. He holds a Fellowship of the Medical College of Physicians (1983) and Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (1986). He was Dean of Clinical Sciences (2004-2006) and Provost, College of Health Sciences, University of Ilorin (2006-2010). He is a Distinguished Fellow of the Medical College, National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. His current research is on Pathogenic Mechanisms of Bacterial Diarrhoeas. He has successfully supervised 9 Fellowship dissertations. His email address is profbjbojuwoye@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033606260. Download CV: CV_BOJUWOYE-Bababode-James Bowen.xls

BRIGGS, Nimi, former Vice-chancellor University of Port Harcourt is currently Professor emeritus of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at that University and also Pro-chancellor and Chairman of Council at Federal University Lokoja. Among his other qualifications, he holds an MD (Doctor of Medicine) degree of the University of Lagos (1983). He is a Fellow of several academic and professional bodies and has trained 63 Obstetricians and Gynaecologists a good number of whom are already Professors in the subject. email:nimi@profbriggs.net; website:nimibriggs.org; cell phone +2348033229388. Download CV: CV_BRIGGS-Nimi-Dimkpa_cv-latest-one.doc

BUKAR, Mohammed is a Professor of obstetrics and gynaecology in the college of medical sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds Fellowships of the FWACS, FMCOG, FICS. He was head of department (2012-2014) and Deputy Provost clinical (2015-date). He has over 90 publications in peer reviewed local and international journals. He is also the sole author of 4 books. His area of research interest is Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. His email address is mbukar1967@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036289875. Download CV: CV_BUKAR-MOHAMMED_my-curriculum-vitae.doc

CHIEDOZI, Lawrence is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Health Sciences of Igbinedion University, Okada. He holds BA and MD degree of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He obtained Fellowship of the American College of Surgeon, Fellowship of the International College of Surgery, Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons. He was the founding Dean of the School of Clinical Medicine and held that position for more than 10 years. He also served as Deputy Vice Chancellor(2005-2008). In addition to his research interest in Diseases of the Breast, he is a published author of two novels. His e-mail address is cchiedozi@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348038059609. Download CV: CV_CHIEDOZI-LAWRENCE-Chukwuma_curriculum-vitae-prof-L.C.-chiedozi.doc

CHIGBU, Lawrence is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008). He is the Head of the Medical Microbiology. His current research is on "The incidence and spread of Fungal Associated Respiratory infection among Bank Cash Tellers in Selected Banks in Southampton Eastern Nigeria He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is lawrencechigbu@yahoo.com,. His telephone number is +2348062171543 Download CV: CV_CHIGBU-LAWRENCE-NWANERI_cv2-copy.doc

CHIRDAN, Lohfa is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, Jos. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons. He was Head of Department of Surgery, University of Jos (2012-2014) and a Consultant Paediatric Surgeon at the Jos University Teaching Hospital. He is a fellow of the West African College of Surgeons and a fellow of the American College of Surgeons. His research field is neonatal surgery and currently working on Hirschsprung's disease. He has successfully supervised and trained eight Paediatric Surgeons. His email address is lohfab@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037031451. Download CV: CV_Chirdan-Lohfa-Bali_cv-of-Professor-lohfa-bali-chirdan.docx

CHUKA-OKOSSA, Chimdi is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria Nsukka/Ituoku Ozalla Campus. She holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons(1993) after her residency training in University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu. She is a
Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. She is currently involved in a research on the GENETICS OF GLAUCOMA IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA. She has successfully supervised over 10 dissertations for the award of the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons. Her email address is chimdi.chuka-okosa@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037729250

**Download CV:** CV_CHUKA-OKOSA-CHIMDI-MEMNOFU_cv-2018.docx

**CHUKWUKA, Chinwe J** is a Professor of Respiratory medicine in the Faculty of Medical Sciences University of Nigeria Nsukka. She is a Fellow of the Medical College of Physicians and also a Fellow of the American College of Chest Physicians. She has successfully supervised 3 Fellowship dissertations. Her current interest is Medical Education. e-mail chinwe.chukwuka@unn.edu.ng

**Download CV:** CV_Chukwuka-Chinwe-Judith_curriculum-vitae2.docx

**DARE, Akintade Oyedele** is a Professor of Medical Radiography in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the Showa University, Tokyo Japan (1996). He was Head of Department of Medical Radiography of Bayero University Kano (2011-2017) and Head of Department of Radiography of University of Ilorin (2017-Present). His current research is on Digital Radiography-Dose Optimization, 3D Diagnostic Imaging, and Low-dose Radiation Cellular and Molecular Effects. His e-mail address is akintadedare1975@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348089706800

**Download CV:** CV_DARE-AKINTADE-OYEDELE_2018-nuc-resume.docx

**DESALU, Ayodele B.O.** is a Professor of Anatomy in Ben Carson(Snr) School of Medicine, Babcock University Ilishan, Remo, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D. from University of Ibadan(1973). He also has a medical degree of M.B.,Ch.B Bristol University(1961) and M.S. degree, Yale University 1965. He was Dean of Basic Medical Science (1984- 1986 of the College of Medicine University of Ibadan. He was also Deputy Provost (1988 -1990) College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. He is a Fellow of Anatomical Society of Nigeria. His e-mail address is adesalu32@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 2348024905572. **Download CV:** CV_Desalu-Ayodele-Babajide-a.b.o.desalu-c.v.-3.docx

**DIM, Cyril** is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in Faculty of Medical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria. He is a Fellow of Medical College of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (2009), and West African College of Surgeons (2008). He holds Euro. M.Sc. in International Health from University College London (2010). He is the Director of Institute of Maternal & Child Health. His current research is on Improving Access to Cervical Cancer Screening & Reducing Unmet Contraceptive needs. He has successfully supervised 13 dissertations for Fellowship in Obstetrics & Gynaecology. His email address is cyril.dim@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033341960

**Download CV:** CV_Dim-Cyril-Chukwudi_cv-prof-cyril-dim.docx

**DUROSINMI, Muheez Alani** is a Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds Fellowship of the National Postgraduate College of Nigerian FMCPath. He was Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2001-2005). University Senate Representative in Council (1997-1999; 2001-2005). Chairman and Chief Examiner, Faculty of Pathology, National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2009- 2013). His current research interest is Molecular therapy of haematologic malignancies and Pharmacokinetics studies of Imatinib mesylate. He has successfully supervised 14 Fellowships (FMCPath/FWACP) and co-supervised a Ph.D. Email address is mdurosin@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348033298205. **Download CV:** CV_Durosinmi-Muheez-Alani_durocv-gn-2018.doc

**EBUNOLUWA , Adejuyigbe** is a Professor of Paediatrics at the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. Her interests include Neonatology. HIV infection and breastfeeding. She has been the Principal Investigator for Nigeria in several international research projects such as the AFRINEST trial, Neonatal emollient, the Immediate Kangaroo Mother Care study, and the ACTION trial. She has held various positions including Dean of her Medical School from 2012 to 2016 and member of the selection teams for the University Registrar and Vice Chancellor. She is a recipient of the International Women
EDEMA, Omolabake is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the College of Medical Sciences. She is a fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and of the West African College of Surgeons. She was Head of Department (2000-2003), Hall Warden[2008-2013] and Postgraduate Training Coordinator for Residency[2003-2005]. She has successfully supervised 26 fellows of both postgraduate colleges. email address is labiedems@yahoo.com tel+2348037277839. Download CV: CV_EDEMA-OMOLABAKE-TOLUTOPE_cv-june-2018.doc

EGHWRUDJAKPOR, Patrick is a Professor of Neurosurgery in Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a DMS from the Kochi Medical School, Japan (1991). He was Acting Head, Department of Surgery, Associate Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences and is currently the Head, Department of Surgery. He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His greatest area of interest is in Neurotrauma. His email address is patrick.eghwrudjakpor@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number is +2346069301611. Download CV: CV_EGHWRUDJAKPOR-PATRICK-ONORORAKPO-ENE_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

EGUMA, Stella is a Professor of Anaesthesiology at the University of Calabar. She is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons and of the International College of Surgeons. She was acting head of the Department of Anaesthesia, Ahmadu Bello University, World Bank Consultant in the Healthcare System Reconstruction Project in the Republic of Liberia (2008-2010) and Head, Department of Anaesthesiology, University of Calabar (2016 till Date). Her current research is on Establishing a Database on Surgical Outcomes in Nigerian hospitals. She has successfully supervised over 25 Fellows of the medical Colleges. Her email is seeguma@unical.edu.ng Download CV: CV_EGUMA-STELLA-ENO_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

EHIGIEGBA, Alfred is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the College of Medical Sciences, School of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. He is a Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Britain and a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons. He was acting Chief Medical Director of UBTH. His current research is on reducing maternal maternity. He has successfully supervised more than 30 medical Fellowships. His email address is ehigiegba@hotmail.com or alfred.ehigiegba@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348033977504. Download CV: CV_EHIGIEGBA-ALFRED-ERHUNMWUOSERE_c-u-r-r-i-c-u-l-u-m-v-i-t-a-e-nuc-directory.docx

EKABUA, John is a Professor of Adolescent Gynaecology and reproductive Health in the Faculty of Medicine University of Calabar, Calabar. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (2000). He is currently the chairman Faculty Quality Assurance Committee. His current research is on contraceptive technology. He has successfully supervised 12 Fellowship dissertations. His email address is johnekabua@outlook.com and GSM number is +2347035203645. Download CV: CV_EKABUA-JOHN-EGEDE_curriculum-vitae.docx

EKANEM, Emmanuel Eyo is a Professor of Paediatrics (Paediatric Nutrition, Gastroenterology and Hepatology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Calabar and formally Chief Medical Director University of Uyo Teaching Hospital Uyo (2001 - 2009). He holds a Fellowship of National Postgraduate National College of Nigeria in Paediatrics (1991), He is a member of International Health Group of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health. His current research interest is in the Interaction of Nutrition, Infection and Cognitive Development in Children. He has successfully supervised 19 Fellows of the National Postgraduate National College of Nigeria and the West African College of Physicians. His address is profekanem@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348022907609. Download CV: CV_Ekanem-Emmanuel-Eyo_curriculum-vitae-latest.docx

EKANEM, Etim Inyang is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Medicine University of Calabar. He has Fellow West African College of Surgeons (2003), Fellow International
College of Surgeons (2005). He is currently researching on Human Papiloma Virus Subtype in the Aetiology of Cervical Cancer in Rural Community in Cross Rivers State, Nigeria. He successfully supervised 8 fellows of West African College of Surgeons and 4 ongoing researches of Final Fellowship Examinations. Phone: 08063921756; 08023161228 E-Mail: eekanem89@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Ekanem-Etim-Inyang_my-pulsations.docx

EKANEM, Philip-Ephraim is a Professor of Internal Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians from the West African College of Physicians (1999). She was examination officer (2004-2006) and acting Head of Dept of Internal Medicine (2006-2008). Her current research is on Vascular Neurology. She has successfully supervised 7 candidates at various levels of the Fellowship examination. Her email address is nneninge@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035533540 Download CV: CV_PHILIP-EPHRAIM-EKANEM-EYO_curriculum-vitae-march-2018.docx

EKERE, Bissallah is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the University of Abuja. He has Fellowships of the West African College of Surgeons in 1994 and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (UK) in 2015. He was HOD, Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2011-2014) and Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2015-2017). He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons and is presently the Chief Medical Director (CMD), University of Abuja Teaching Hospital. His research interest is Hypertensive Disorders in Pregnancy and has successfully supervised 20 Fellows. Email address is bissekele@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348035042021. Download CV: CV_Ekele-Bissallah-Ahmed_ekele-cv-2-updated-january-2018.doc

Ekenze, Sebastian is a Professor of Paediatric Surgery in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is a Fellow of West African College of Surgeons and International College of Surgeons. He was the Associate Dean of Medicine (2010 - 2012), and Head of Paediatric Surgery (2006-2018). His current research is Neonatal Surgery and Wilm's tumour. His email address is sebekenze@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037773831. Download CV: CV_EKENZE-SEBASTIAN_OKWUCHUKWU_ekenze-unn-cv-main.docx

EKOTT, Mabel is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Fellowship of the West African college of Surgeons 1997. She was Acting Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2008-2010) and Examination officer (2004-2006). She is a member of the Society of Gynaecology and Obstetrics of Nigeria. Her current research is on Birth Preparedness by Pregnant women in Spiritual Churches in Calabar. She has successfully supervised 4 Fellows of the West African College of Surgeons and the National Post graduate Medical college of Nigeria. Her E mail is mabefekott @ gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035465138. Download CV: CV_Ekott-Mabel-Ikpm_Professor-mabel-ikpm-ekott-cv.docx

EKWERE, Paul D. is a Professor of Urology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons Glasgow (1983) and Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1986). He was twice Head of Surgery (1994-1995; 2005-2006), Dean of Clinical Sciences (2006-2009), Provost, College of Health Sciences (2009-2012) and DVC (Academic) (2013-2014). He is a member, New York Academy of Sciences. His current research is on Male Infertility. He has successfully supervised 17 Fellowships. His email address is pekwere@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035515388 Download CV: CV_Ekwere-Paul-Dick_revised-curriculum-vitae.doc

ENWEREJII, Ezinna Ezinne is a Professor of Public Health in the College of Medicine, Faculty of Health Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu, Abia State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). HOD(2007-2009) and Deputy Provost (2015 to Date). A Fellow of African Scientific Institute and African Institute of Public Health Professionals. My current research is on prevention of HIV and AIDS. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. My email address is hersng@yahoo.com. My telephone number is 08036045884. Download CV: CV_ENWEREJII-EZINNA_-EZINNE_ezi-s-curriculum-vitae.doc
ENYINDAH, Cosmos is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Fellowship from the West African College of Surgeons (2002). He was Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2012-2014) and Director Institute of Maternal and Child Health (2017 to date). He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Fertility Regulation. He has successfully supervised 40 Fellows. His email address is cosenyi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033127467. Download CV: CV_Enyindah-Cosmos-Ezemonye_resume-enyindah.doc

EREGIE, Aihanuwa is a Professor of Medicine and Endocrinology in the School of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds the Fellowships of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and the American College of Endocrinology. She has successfully supervised 13 postgraduate doctors specializing in Endocrinology for the awards of Fellowships in the West African College of Physicians and the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. She is a Fellow of the Endocrine and Metabolism Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on Obesity and Cardiometabolic Disorders. Her email is aihanuwa.eregie@uniben.edu. Her phone number is +2348023265843. Download CV: CV_Eregie-Aihanuwa_curriculum_vitae_for_aihanuwa_eregie.doc

ERHABOR, Osaro is a Professor of Haematology and Blood Transfusion Science in the School of Medical Laboratory Science, College of Health Sciences Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State University of Science and Technology (2006). He was Head of Department (2014-2018). He is a Fellow and Chattered Scientist of the Institute of Biomedical Science of London. His current research is on Immuno-haematology and blood transfusion medicine. He has successfully supervised 11 M.Sc.’. His email address is n_osaro@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348139625990. Download CV: CV_ERHABOR-OSARO_prof-osaro-cv.doc

ESSIEN, Okon is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine at the College of Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians in Internal Medicine in the Endocrinology sub-specialty. He was the examination officer (2007-2008) and two term Acting Head of Department (2008-2012). His current research interest is in general medicine and Diabetes Care. He has successfully supervised six dissertations for the award of the Fellowship in Internal Medicine. His email is okonessien@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036541840. Download CV: CV_Essien-Okon-Ekwere_dr.-essien-cv.docx

ESSIET, Akanimo is a Professor of Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar and Chief Consultant Reconstructive/Paediatric Urologist, UCTH, Calabar. He holds FMCS from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons and of the American College of Surgeons. He was Head, Department of Surgery (1998-2000), Chairman, Anti-Corruption and Transparency Unit (ACTU), University of Calabar (2012-2016). His research interests are in Urethral Stricture disease and Congenital Malformations of the External Genitalia. He has successfully supervised eight Fellowship Dissertations while two are ongoing. Email address esheto4@gmail.com; esheto4@unical.edu.ng. Telephone: +2348037625424 Download CV: CV_ESSIET_Akanimo.doc

ETUK, Imaobong is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria in Paediatrics. She was examination's officer (2002-2004) and Head of department of Paediatrics (2005-2007). She has successfully supervised 12 Fellowships. Her email address is etukimaobong@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347064633409 Download CV: CV_Etuk-Imaobong-Saturday_curriculum-vitae.doc

ETUK, Saturday is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. He holds FWACS & FMCOG from West African College of Surgeons & National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1995 & 1997) respectively. He was Dean of Clinical Sciences (2009-2010); Deputy Provost (2008-2009); Provost (2010-2014). His current research is on maternal mortality. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 20 Fellows. His email address is imaetuk345@yahoo.com.
ETUKUDO, Maisie is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the faculty of Allied Medical Sciences University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). She was acting head of department Chemical Pathology Department University of Calabar (2000-2002). Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) (2015-2016), Dean Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences (2016 to date) She is an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Medical Laboratory Science of Nigeria. Her current research is on antioxidant defence systems in various disease state including protein energy malnutrition. She has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Her email address is metukudo@yahoo.com phone number is +2348063921213. Download CV: CV_Etuk-Saturday-Job_curriculum-vitae.docx

ETUKUDO, Maisie is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the faculty of Allied Medical Sciences University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). She was acting head of department Chemical Pathology Department University of Calabar (2000-2002). Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) (2015-2016), Dean Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences (2016 to date) She is an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Medical Laboratory Science of Nigeria. Her current research is on antioxidant defence systems in various disease state including protein energy malnutrition. She has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Her email address is metukudo@yahoo.com phone number is +2348063921213. Download CV: CV_Etuk-Saturday-Job_curriculum-vitae.docx

EZE, Boniface Ikenna is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Medical sciences, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds an FMCOph from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2000) and FWACS from the West African College of Surgeons (2007). He has successfully supervised 11 FMCOphs/FWACSs. His email address is xy3165767@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033165767. Download CV: CV_Eze-Boniface_Ikenna_curriculum-vitae-nuc.doc

EZEANOLUE, Basil is a Professor of Otolaryngology, Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Ituku Ozalla, Enugu. He holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and the West African College of Surgeons in the Faculty of Otorhinolaryngology. He had been the Head of Department of Otolaryngology at the University of Nigeria (Aug 2002 to July 2004, Aug 2006 to July 2008, Aug 2011 to July 2012, Aug 2014 to date) and Dean, Faculty of Medical Sciences (Aug 2012 to July 2014) He is a Fellow of the American College of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery. He has successfully supervised 20 Fellowships of the postgraduate colleges. His email address is basil.ezeanolue@unn.edu.ng His phone number is +2348033129559. Download CV: CV_Ezeanolue-Basil-Chukwuemeka_curriculum-vitae-of-bce-june-2018-updated.docx

EZEOME, Emmanuel is a Professor of Surgery, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1998). He was the Head of Surgery, University of Nigeria (2010 - 2012). He is Consultant Surgeon and the Director of the Oncology Center, University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu. His current area of research is on the Molecular Epidemiology of Breast Cancer in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised more than 15 fellows in Ophthalmology and one Ph. D in Anatomy. His email address is ezeome05@gmail.com and phone number is +2348086386462. Download CV: CV_Ezeome-Emmanuel_R-ezeome-cv.docx

EZEPUE, Udechukwu is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds the FMCOphth Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1989). He was Head of Anatomy (1998/99 - 2001/2002, 2004-2007; Head of Ophthalmology 2007-2012, Dean Faculty of Medical Sciences 2010-2012. His research interest is in glaucoma and Medical education. He has successfully supervised more than 15 fellows in Ophthalmology and one Ph. D in Anatomy. His email address is felix.ezepe@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036766673. Download CV: CV_Ezepue-Udechukwu-Felix_summary-of-curriculum-vitae-of-prof-u.-f.-ezepue.docx

FABAMWO, Adetokunbo is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Lagos State University College of Medicine, Ikeja, Lagos. He was Acting Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2007 to 2008). He is a Fellow of the Medical College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. His current research is in Maternal Mortality Reduction. He has successfully supervised more than 40 Fellowship dissertations. His email address is toksfab@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037787788 Download CV: CV_FABAMWO-ADETOKUNBO-OLUSEGUN_cv-adetokunbo-fabamwo.docx

FADEYIBI, Idowu is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Medicine, Lagos State University, Ikeja-Lagos. He is a Fellow of National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria, West African Postgraduate
FALADE, Adegoke is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds an MBBS and MD from the University of Ibadan, 1978 and 1999, respectively. He was Head, Department of Paediatrics (2006–2009) and Chairman, Board of Health, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria (March 2007–May 2010). His current research is on Impact of Oxygen Space in Pneumonia and New insights into Aetiopathogenesis of Asthma. He has successfully supervised 6 Fellowship Degrees in Paediatrics. His email is afalade33@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +234 803 353 6410. Download CV: CV_Falade-Adegoke-Gbadegesin_nih-biosketch-prof-falade-final-24-may-2018.docx

FASANMADE, Adesoji Adedipe, is a Professor of Physiology and Medicine in the College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Fellow of the West African College of Medicine was Head of Department of Physiology, University of Ibadan (2003/2004 and 2012-2016) and Dean, Basic Medical Sciences, UNIMED, Ondo 2017/2018). Has successfully supervised 15 candidates for FMCP/FWACP. Email address: adesojif@yahoo.com and GSM: +2348033284877. Download CV: CV_FASANMADE-ADESOJI-ADEDIPE_cv-nuc-2018.docx

FATUSI, Olawunmi is a Professor of Oral and maxillofacial Surgery in the Faculty of Dentistry, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. She holds the Fellowship of National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and West African College of Surgeons. She was Dean of Dentistry (2006-2008 and 2012-2016). Her current research is on orofacial neoplasms and late hospital presentation. She has successfully supervised 6 Fellowships. Her e-mail address is ofatusi@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037191793. Download CV: CV_Fatusi-Olawunmi-Adedoyin_curriculum-vitae-nuc.doc

FEHINTOLA, Fatai is a Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics in the College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. He is a Fellow of the national Postgraduate Medical College in Physic having obtained the MBBS and M.Sc. Degrees of University of Ibadan, respectively in 1989 and 1999. He has
been involved in the teaching of Medical, Dental, Nursing, Pharmacy Students continuously since 2001, and has supervised four Ph.D/Fellowship Students and has more than 70 published articles in peer-reviewed journals in Africa, Europe, Asia and North America. Official Email: fehintolaf@com.ui.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_FEHINTOLA-Fatai-Adewale_cv-uch-it-request-2018.doc

FENTE, Beleudanyo Gbalipre is a Professor of Gastro-intestinal Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Niger Delta University, Yenagoa. He holds FWACS of the West African College of Surgery and FMCS of the Postgraduate College of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 4 Fellowships. Has been HOD, Dean and currently Provost. Email: bgfentekoko@hotmail.com. Telephone +2348033132866. Download CV: CV_Professor_FENTE-BELEUDANYO-GBALIPRE_curriculum-vita1-academic.doc

FETUGA, Musili Bolanle is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. She holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (2001) and the European Society of Paediatric Endocrinologist (2010). She was Acting Head of Paediatrics (2014-2016) and presently Dean elect, Faculty of Clinical Sciences of Olabisi Onabanjo University. Her current research is on Paediatric Endocrinology with special interest in Growth. She has successfully supervised Postgraduate Paediatric Fellowship Dissertations. Her email addresses are bolanle.fetuga@gmail.com and fetuga.bolanle@oouagoiwoye.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_FETUGA-MUSILI-BOLANLE_cv-fetuga-updated2018-external-.doc

GABRIEL, E Ofovwe is a Professor of Child Health in the School of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (Paediatrics). He was admission officer, School of Medicine (2002-2006) and Head of Department of Child Health (2006-2009). He has successfully supervised 7 Fellowship dissertations. His email address is ofovwegabriel@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034034482. Download CV: CV_Ofovwe-Gabriel-Egberue_prof-Ofovwe-cv.2.docx

GARANDAWA, Hamman is a Professor of Rhinology, Head & Neck Surgery, University of Maiduguri. He holds FMCORL from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2002) He was the Head of Department of ENT Surgery (2008- 2012) He is the Coordinator Timetable and Examination( 2017-date) University of Maiduguri. he is a fellow West African College of Surgeons, Fellow National Postgraduate Medical College, Fellow International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Laryngeal Surgeries. He has successfully supervised 4 FWACS/FMCORLs. His email address is garandawa2@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036050682 Download CV: CV_Garandawa-Hamman-Ibrahim_curriculum-vitae-garandawa-copy.docx

GARBA, Stephen is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Abuja. He holds a Fellowship FWACS from West African College of Surgeons (1998). He was Head of Surgery (2014-2018) and currently the Provost of the Medical School, University of Abuja. He is a Member of Nigerian Medical Association. His current research is in surgical oncology. He has successfully supervised 12 Fellowships. His email address is esgarba@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033113763. Download CV: CV_Garba-Stephen-Ekundayo_curriculum-vitae-es-garba.doc

GHASI, Samuel is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria, Enugu campus, Nigeria. He holds Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2003). He was the Head of Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics (2007-2008 and 2012-2013). His current research interest is on Cardiovascular Pharmacology and Ethnopharmacology. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D theses. His email address is samuel.ghasi@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347088599955. Download CV: CV_Ghasi-Samuel-Ikenna_curriculumvitaes-samuel-ghasi.docx

HALIM, Nwabueze Kenneth Daye is a Professor of Haematology at the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds the FMC.Path(NIG) from the National Postgraduate Medical College
Lagos. He was Head of Department (201 to 2018), Chairman Board of Health (2014 to 2017), VC'S REP Faculty of Engineering Appointments and Promotions Committee. He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College. He has also had extensive training in Bone marrow transplant at Hammersmith Hospital London( 1997/98) and certification in Virology from Institute of Human Virology, Baltimore, U.S.A. He has successfully supervised at least 18 Fellowships. His email address is halimken2@gmail.com and phone no is 08038120007. Download CV: CV_HALIM-NWABUEZE-KENNETH, D A Y E _ c u r r i c u l u m - v itae.doc

HARUNA, Yusuph is a Professor of Medicine in the college of medical sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds FMCP from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2003). He was Deputy Provost (2010-2013), Head of Department (2008-2012), Director (2015-2018). He is currently the chairman, Health Services Committee. His current research is on the dynamics of HIV and TB. He has successfully supervised 10 Fellows. His email address is harunyusuph@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08036829898. Download CV: CV_Yusuph -Haruna -yusuph-cv-final-final.doc

IBRAHIM, Mohammed-Taofeek is a Professor of Community medicine and Public health, in the College of Health Sciences of Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (FWACP), 1998. He was HOD (2006-2014) and Vice-Chancellor of Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin (2015 to date). He has successfully supervised 12 Fellows and co-supervised 3 Ph.D theses. His email address addresses are ibrahim.taofeek@udus.edu.ng and ibrahimtaofeek@yahoo.com His phone number is +234805836464. Download CV: CV_IBRAHIM-MOHAMMED-TAOFEEK_cv-prof-mohammed-taofeek-ibrahim-april-2018.docx

IDOWU, Olufemi is a Professor of Surgery (Neurosurgery) in the College of Medicine, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Lagos State University, Lagos. He was Acting Head of Surgery (2015-2016) and Acting Dean of Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2016-2018) He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons, American College of Surgeons and International Fellow of American Association of Neurological Surgeons. Prevention of Congenital malformations, Nutrition and Minimally invasive Neurosurgery. He has successfully supervised many Postgraduate students. His email address is olufemi.idowu@lasucom.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348023451369. Download CV: CV_Idowu-Olufemi-Emmanuel_cv-nuc.docx

IKEFUNA, Anthony Nnaemeka is a Professor of Paediatrics, in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. he holds fellowships from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (Faculty of Paediatrics) as well as the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh. His interest is Paediatric Haematology / Oncology. He has successfully supervised 46 Dissertations. His E mail is nnaaikefuna@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08037431074. Download CV: CV_IKEFUNA-ANTHONY -NNAEMEKA_cv-prof-a.n.-ikefuna-doc-2-.doc

IKONNE, Eleazar Uchenna is a Professor of Optometry in the College of Medicine and Health Sciences and current Vice Chancellor of Abia State University Uturu (2015 to present). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian College of Optometrists and holds a Ph.D from Abia State University. He has been a Rector Abia State Polytechnic (2014-2015), Deputy Provost College of Medicine, Dean and Head of Department Optometry, Abia State University. His current area of research is Vision Care. He is the Registrar Nigerian Postgraduate College of Optometry. His email address is euikonne@gmail.com and his telephone numbers are 08036660344; 08079551777. Download CV: CV_Ikonne-Eleazar-Uchenna_Professor-eleazar-uchenna-ikonne-cv.doc

IKPEME, Enobong, is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Uyo, Uyo. She is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (1997). She was Head of Department of Paediatrics (2010-2012) and Dean of Clinical Sciences (2012-2016). Her current research is on renal biomarkers. She has successfully supervised 5 Fellowship dissertations with 6 ongoing. Her email address is enobong.ikpeme@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033123336. Download CV: CV_IKPEME-ENOBONG-EMMANUEL_cv-Professor-2018.docx
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IKPEME, Ikpeme is a Professor of Orthopaedics & Trauma Surgery in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons and the International College of Surgeons. His research interests cover General Orthopaedics, Trauma and Orthopaedic infections, and his subspecialty interest is Joint Replacement. He has successfully supervised 3 Postgraduate medical Fellowships. His email address is ikpemeaikepeme@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348038809075. Download CV: CV_Ikpeme-Ikpeme-Asanye_abridged-cv-prof-ikpeme.docx

ILIYASU, Zubairu is a Professor of Public Health & Community Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Sheffield (2017). He was Head of Department of Community Medicine (2010-2014) and current Director, Centre for Infectious Diseases Research (2016 -). He is Fellow, West African College of Physicians & National College of Public Health. His current research is in HIV/AIDS, Polio and Reproductive Health. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds & 10 Medical Fellows. His email is ziliyasu@gmail.com. His telephone is +2348035868293. Download CV: CV_ILIYASU-Zubairu-_Professor-zubairu-iliyasu-cv-10-06-2018-nuc.docx

INEM, Victor is a Professor of Family Medicine. He holds a dual Fellowship of both the Nigerian and West African Postgraduate Medical Colleges Presently recuperating from ill-health in the US His telephone number is +3302558817. Download CV: CV_INEM-VICTOR-AKPAN_nuc-resume.docx

ISAH, Ambrose is a Professor of Medicine/Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College and doctorate MD(UK) of the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK. He was Head of Department of Medicine(1994 -1998) and currently Head of the Department of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics. He was Dean of the School (2006 - 2010). He has trained several postgraduate students at Fellowship, Masters level and 2 Ph.Ds. His email is ambroseisah@yahoo.com or ambroseisah @uniben.edu. His telephone number is +234 8023394081 Download CV:

ISAH, Essy is a Professor of Occupational/Environmental Health in the School of Medicine, College of medical Sciences , University of Benin. She holds the Fellowship of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria as well as that of the West Africa College of Physicians. She was Head of Department (2000-2003).Her current research is on occupational hazards of various occupations. Her email address is essyisah@yahoo.co.uk and telephone number is +2348023429473 Download CV:

Iseh Kufre is a Professor of Otorhinolaryngology(ENT) Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences ,Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds Fellowships of Otorhinolaryngology of both West African College of Surgeons and National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is the Head of Department of Surgery. His current research is on head and neck cancer. He has successfully supervised 13 fellows. His email address is frobih@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036179400 Download CV: CV_ISEH-KUFRE-ROBERT_curriculum-vitae-of-iseh-kufre-robert-new-new.docx

ISEZUO, Simeon is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds FMCP from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1997) and FESC (2016). He was Head of Internal Medicine (2004-2012). His current research is on Registry for Acute Coronary Events in Nigeria (RACE-Nigeria). He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is simeoniszu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348060676616. Download CV: CV_Isezuo-Simeon-Alabi_curriculum-vitae-recent-update.docx

ISICHEI, Christian is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, Jos. He holds an MBBS and M.Sc. degrees of the University of Jos as well as Fellow of National Post graduate Medical College of Pathologists. He has been Head of Department since 2016/2017 academic session. His current research is on HIV/AIDS and Nutrition. He has successfully supervised 6 Masters and 10 Fellowship students. His e-mail address is christian_isichei@yahoo.com and his
telephone number is +2348098493720

JEBB，则, Nze is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Choba, Port Harcourt. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1995). He was Head of Surgery Department (2015-2017) and Coordinator, Postgraduate training in Surgery (2002-2007). His current research is in surgical oncology and colorectal surgery. He has trained many surgeons and supervised 4 dissertations. His e mail address is nze.jebbin@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033168333. Download CV: CV_Jebbin-Nze-Jephet_cv-2.doc

JOMBO, Godwin Terver, a Professor of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases is from College of Health Sciences of Benue State University Makurdi. He obtained his Fellowship (FMCPath) in Pathology (Medical Microbiology sub-section) from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria in 2004. He was Departmental Examinations Officer Department of Medical Microbiology (2013-2014), HOD of Medical Microbiology and Parasitology in 2014, Dean of BAMS (2016-2018), Deputy Provost (2018-Date), Member Governing Council of BSU (2017-Date). His Email jombogodwin@gmail.com and Tel +2348039726398. Download CV: CV_Jombo -Godwin-Terver_cv-homepage-current.docx

KAGU, Modu Baba is a Professor of Haemato-Oncology at the University of Maiduguri and a Consultant Haematologist at the University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital. He holds MBBS Degree from the University of Maiduguri (1991) and a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2001). He was the head of department of Haematology from 2007 to 2014. An active senator at the University of Maiduguri, An Examiner at the National Postgraduate Medical College (2009 to date), Associate Editor-in-chief Nigerian Journal of Haematology. He has trained 4 Consultant Haematologist and currently training 9 resident Doctors specializing in Haematology and Blood Transfusion. He is currently pursuing a collaboration proposal on Development of a Targeted Therapeutic for Adult T-Cell Leukaemia-Lymphoma with Dr Ming Zhao, Program Director, National Cancer Institute SBIR and STTR, United States of America. Download CV: CV_Kagu-Modu-Baba_copy-of-my-cv2-b.doc

KARAYE, Kamili is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, at Bayero University, Kano. He is a Fellow of West African College of Physicians (Cardiology) (2004) and holds a Ph.D from Umea University, Sweden (2016). He was Sub-Dean in Faculty of Medicine (2007-2009) and Head of Department of Medicine (2014-2016) at BUK. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians, American College of Cardiology and European Society of Cardiology. He is presently the Chief Investigator of the Nigerian National Registry on Peripartum Cardiomyopathy. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellowship Dissertations. His email is kkaraye@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037042171. Download CV: CV_KARAYE-KAMILU-MUSA_curriculum-vitae.doc

KULIYA-GWARZO, Aisha is a Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Clinical Science, College of Medicine, Bayero University Kano. She holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. She is the current serving head of department of Haematology. Her current research interest is on sickle cell anaemia, anaemia in pregnancy and transfusion medicine. Her email address is aishomal@yahoo.co.uk. Her mobile number is +2348036030099. Download CV: CV_Kuliya-Gwarzo-Aisha__aisha-kuliya-gwarzo-cv.docx
KURANGA, Sulyman Alege is a Professor of Urology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Kwara State. He holds a Fellow of West African College of Surgeon (FWACS) 1994, He was Head of Department of Surgery, 2012, and he was also the Director of Academic Planning, University of Ilorin, 2013-2016. His current research is on Cancer of the Prostate. His email address is slakuranga@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2349066838282. Download CV: CV_KURANGA-SULYMAN ALEG_curriculum-vitae-prof.-kuranga.docx

LEGBO, Jacob is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto(UDUS). He is a graduate of ABU Zaria and a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons, Medical College of Surgeons of Nigeria, Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh and International College of Surgeons. He was Head of the Department of Surgery (2006-2011) and currently the Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences at UDUS. His research interests are Necrotizing Fasciitis and Soft Tissue Reconstruction. He has successfully supervised 6 Fellows. His email address is legboj@yahoo.co.uk, while his telephone number is +2348035868790. Download CV: CV_Legbo-Jacob-Ndas_curriculum-vitae-legbo-revised.doc

LOTTO, Olabisi is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He has the Postgraduate Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College and West African College of Surgeons (2000). Acted as Head of Department at various times and he is a member of the American Society of Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) as well as the European Society for Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE). His current research is on Assisted Reproductive Technology. He has successfully supervised 16 dissertations for the award of postgraduate Fellowships. His email is bisiloto@yahoo.co.uk. His Phone number is +2348066546725. Download CV: CV_LOTO-OLABISI_dr-loto-abridged-cv.doc

LUKONG, Christopher is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of clinical sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a FWACS (2007) from the West African College of Surgeons and FACS (2015) from the American College of Surgeons. He was the postgraduate coordinator (2010-2016), Academic Planning coordinator (2016 to Date). He has acted as HOD Surgery of Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, on several occasions to date. He is a Fellow of WACS, ACS, MAS (India). His current research is on neonatal surgery. He is currently supervising three postgraduate dissertations. His email is lukongchris@gmail.com and phone number is +2348035873582. Download CV: CV_Lukong-Christopher-Suiye_curriculum-vitae.doc

MAAJI, Sadisu is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D/Fellowship from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2004). He was Deputy College Examination officer( 2008-2009) College Examination officer(2011-2015) Head of Department of Radiology(2012-2016) Deputy Provost (2011-2016) Acting Provost(2016-2017) He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. His current research is on Diagnostic Imaging. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is sadisumaaj@gmail.com, drsadisu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037019142. Download CV: CV_MAAJI-SADISU-Mohammed Maaji_cv-dr-maaji2-edited.doc

MADZIGA, Alim is a Professor of Surgery, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri, Borno State. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (1997). He was the Deputy, then Chairman, Medical Advisory Committee of the University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital (2006-2010). He was also a Member Board of Management of the Hospital, same period. His current research is on Trauma, Critical care and Emergency Surgery in a Resource Constrained Environment. Download CV: CV_Madziga-Alim-Gamece_cv.docx

MAHMOUD, Abdulraheem is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds Clinical Fellowships from the West African College of Surgeons (FWACS) and the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (FMCOph) obtained in 1993. He was the Head of Department of Ophthalmology (2012- 2015). He is a Consultant Eye Surgeon at the University of Ilorin Teaching Hospital. His research interest is on Vitreo-retinal and Ophthalmic laser surgery. He
has successfully supervised 25 Clinical Fellowship dissertations. His email is Mahmoud_a@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033781200. Download CV: CV_MAHMOUD-ABDULRAHEEM OLARONGBE_updatedcv-16062018.docx

MALU, Abraham Orkurga is a Professor of Internal Medicine at the University of Jos and a consultant physician to the Jos University Teaching Hospital. His research interests are Peptic Ulcer Disease, Gastrointestinal Cancers and Hepatitis. He has supervised two Ph.D theses and over 20 Fellowship dissertations for medical Fellowships. He has been HOD, Dean and Deputy Vice-Chancellor. He has Fellowships from two medical colleges and national award of Officer of the Order of the Niger (OON). His personal email is aomalu@gmail.com and contact phone +234 803 700 1800 Download CV:

MAMMAN, Aisha is a Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She is a Fellow of College of Pathologists. Her current research interest is Sickle Cell Disease. She is a member of the Nigerian Society for Haematology and Blood Transfusion. She has successfully supervised 47 Postgraduate students of which 28 are Fellowships of the Medical postgraduate colleges, 2 Ph.Ds and 1 Doctor of Medicine in Clinical Haematology. Download CV: CV_MAMMAN-AISHA-INDO_aisha-indo-mamman-cv-april-2018.docx

MISAUNO, Michael is a Professor of General Surgery in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a Fellowship of the West African college of Surgeons. He is the Head of Department of Surgery currently. He has trained 10 consultant Surgeons. His e-mail is micoyedim@yahoo.co.UK and telephone number is 08035895880. Download CV: CV_Misauno-Michael-Ayedima_curriculum-vitae.docx

MOHAMMAD, Aminu Mohammad is a Professor of Surgery (Paediatric Surgery) in the faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (2006). He was the Founder and Head of Division of Paediatric Surgery 2006 to date and HOD of surgery 2016 to 2018. He is a fellow of the International college of Surgeons since 2010. His current research areas are in Congenital Paediatric Oncology and Paediatric Surgical inflections. He has successfully supervised 3 Fellowships and currently supervising 4 Fellowships dissertations. His emails: mamohammad.sur@buk.edu.ng and mohdgwarzo@gmail.com and Phone Nos. +2348033900019. Download CV: CV_MOHAMMAD-Aminu-Mohammad_cv mohammad-am-nov.-2013..doc

MOMOH, Moses Imokhai Professor of Surgery Breast and endocrine division University of Benin. Fellow of West African College of Surgeons and supervise over 15 students for Fellowship in the last 25 years. Former Head of Department and now Dean school of medicine. princemimomoh@gmail.com; 08035746833 Download CV: CV_MOMOH-MOSES-IMOKHAI_momoh-moses-imokhai-cv-2018.docx

M-SHEHU, Yusuf is a Professor in Dermatology in the College of Health Science, Bayero University, Kano. He has two fellows in cosmetic dermatology from Miller School of Medicine, University of MIAMI, USA and Fellowship of the West Africa college of Physicians, (FWACP) Specialty: Dermatology from West Africa Postgraduate Medical College Lagos. He was the head of dermatology unit, department of medicine. He is a fellow of the West Africa college of Physicians, (FWACP). He has successfully supervised 5 research theses. His email address is shehumy@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036526837. Download CV: CV_M-Shehu-Yusuf_curriculum-vitae-final-shehu-10.doc

M-SHEHU, Yusuf is a Professor of Dermatology in the College of Health Science, Bayero University, Kano. He is a fellow of in cosmetic dermatology and also holds a Fellowship of the West Africa college of Physicians, (FWACP). Download CV: CV_M-Shehu-Yusuf_curriculum-vitae-final-shehu-10.doc

MSHELBWALA, Philip is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Health Sciences, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons from the Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital, Zaria (2004). He was Director Surgical Skills Centre (2009-2014). He is a
Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons, Fellow American College of Surgeons & Fellow International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Surgical Audit. He has successfully supervised 3 Fellows. His email is pmshelbwala@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023108654. Download CV: CV_Mshelbwala-Philip-Mari_mshelbwala-philip-cv.docx

MUHAMMAD, Zakari is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, in the College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He was the Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2016-2018). He is a fellow of the National Post graduate medical college and that of the West African College of Surgeons. His current research interest is on the role of Chlamydia in Tubal Damage. His email address is zmuhammad.gyn@buk.edu.ng and his GSM number is +2348034505715. Download CV: CV_Muhammad-Zakari--_curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

MUKTAR, Haruna Mohammed was born 28/09/1961 teaching for 27 years Ph.D in 1999 Professor in 2012. Download CV: CV_Muktar-Haruna-Mohammed_new-curv-3-l-2.doc

MUNGADI, Ismaila is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Health Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh (1997). He was Provost (2011 to 2017) College of Health Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He is a fellow of West African College of Surgeons. His Current research interest is in Reconstructive Urology, Intersex and Sex re-assignment. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.D/Fellow theses. His email address imungadi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 07034971977. Download CV: CV_Mungadi-Ismaila-Arzika_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

MUSTAPHA, Shettima is a Professor Medicine in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (1998). He was Head Department of Medicine (2004-2008) and Deputy Provost College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri (2008-2010). His area of research interest is Hepatitis B and Liver Cancer. His email is shettimakagu@yahoo.com. His phone number is +234803423578+234. Download CV: CV_Mustapha-Shettima-Kagu_cv-prof.-mustapha.doc

NDUBUBA, Dennis is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, OAU, Ile-Ife. He holds the FWACP of the West African College of Physicians (1989). He was the Chief Coordinator, MB,ChB (2000-2004), Vice-Dean of Clinical Sciences (2001-2002) and Head of Department (2009-2012). He is a Fellow of the American Gastroenterological Association. His current research is on Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease & Prevention of mother-to-child transmission of hepatitis B. He has successfully supervised 15 Fellowship theses. His email address is dennisandububa@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037194917. Download CV: CV_Ndububa-Dennis-Amajuoyi_new-dan-prof-cv.doc

NGGADA, Haruna is a Professor of Anatomic Pathology in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a FMCPath. from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria(2000). He was Head of Department (2012-2016). He is a Fellow Member of College of Pathology, Fellow International College of Surgeon and Fellow of East, Central and Southern Africa College of pathologists. His current research is on Biology of Cancers. He has successfully supervised 13 FMCPaths. His email address is hanaggada@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023586233. Download CV: CV_Nggada-Haruna-Asura_cv-current2.doc

NGIM, Ngim is a Professor of Orthopaedics and Traumatology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. He holds Fellowship of West African College of Surgeons FWACS 2002 and Fellowship of the Medical College of Nigeria in Surgery (Orthopaedics) FMCS (Ortho) 2004. He was Head, Department of Chemical Pathology (2008-2010). He is currently Head, Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology (2015-Date). He is a member of several professional associations. His current research is on Haemodynamics and Trauma. He has successfully supervised Final Part II Fellowship Dissertations. His e-mail address is nngimic@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 811 333 4811. Download CV: CV_NGIM-NGIM-EWEZU_cv-ngim-current.docx
NNOLI, Martin is a Professor of Anatomic and Forensic Pathology in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Calabar. He holds Mbbch from University of Jos. (1995), Fellowships in Pathology from National Postgraduate College of Nigeria/East, Central and South Africa,(2006/2016), holds Masters in Pharmacology University of Lagos(2003), Diploma in Law University of Ibadan 2002, Forensic at National Centre for Forensic Israel(2009). Past Head Dept of Pathology (2013-2017). Currently Coordinator of Laboratory Medicine examinations in the faculty. Successfully supervised 6 Fellowships in Pathology. My email is nnoliat@yahoo.com and phone Nos. is +2348023203410. Download CV: CV_NNOLI-MARTIN -ANAZODO_resume.doc

NTE, Alice is a Professor of Paediatrics in Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. She is a Fellow (1993) and life member, West African College of Physicians and life member, Paediatric Association of Nigeria. She served as Coordinator and Acting HOD of Paediatrics (1996-2001, 2003-2005); Acting Director and Director, Institute of Maternal and Child Health(2007-2009, 2009-2012); Director Centre for Research Management (2014-2015) and Director, Centre for Research Management and Development (2015-Date) and facilitated many capacity building workshops in child health. Her email address is alice.nte@uniport.edu.ng and the phone number +2348033410046. Download CV: CV_NTE-ALICE -ROMOKEK_prof-alice-romokek-nte-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx


NWACHU, Chijioke is a Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds an M.Sc. in Haematology from the School of Medicine, University of London and a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (Laboratory Medicine). He is currently the Chair Occupant of the NDDC Professorial Chair in Malaria Elimination and Phytomedine Research and Dean, faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2016-2018). His current research is on the Interaction of Blood Groups and Malaria. His email isjokesnwach@yahoo.com His telephone number is 2348023148155. Download CV: CV_Nwachuche-Chijioke-Adonye_Professor-nwachuche-cv-2018-may-updated.docx

NYANDAIKI, Yakub is a Professor of Neurology in the College of Medical Sciences University of Maiduguri. He holds a MBBS degree and Fellow of the National Post-graduate Medical College of Nigeria and Fellow of the West Africa College of Physician. He was Head of Department of Medicine( 2014-2016) and Head of Neurology Unit (2011 to date). My current research areas are on Migraine Headache, Refractory seizures and strokes. I have successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 3 Fellows. My E-mail Address is ynyandai@yahoo.com. Tel. +2348035898698 Download CV: CV_Nyandaiit-Yakub-Wilberforce_cv-ywn.docx

NZEH, Donald is a Professor of Radiology, in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences of the College of Health Science, University of Ilorin. He holds Fellowships of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1985), West African College of Surgeons (1985), Royal College of Radiologists of the United Kingdom (2010). He was Head of Department (1988-1989; 1990-1994; 1995-2005; 2009-2012). His current research focus is Neuroradiology. He has successfully supervised 23 Fellowship Dissertations. His email address is: donald.a.nzeh@gmail.com. His telephone number is: +2348037261107. Download CV: CV_Nzech-Donald-Amasike_full-cv-for-donald-nzeh-jun-2018-.doc

**OBUEKWE**, Ozoemene is a Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery in the School of Dentistry, University of Benin. He was Dean of Dentistry (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons. His email address is oxobuekwe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038084336. Download CV: CV_OBUEKWE-OZOE Men-E-NDUBUISI_obeukwe-cv-2018-.doc

**OCHENI**, Sunday is a Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria where he currently heads the Haematology & Immunology Department. He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2003). His core interests are in Haematology-Oncology and Bone Marrow Transplantation. With the Bone Marrow Donors Registry (www.bonemarrownigeria.org), he helps get donors for patients requiring bone marrow transplantation. His current research is on the Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) disparities among the Nigerian ethnic groups. He has been involved in the successful training of 11 Haematology Fellows. His contacts: Phone +2347039222313, Email: sunday.ocheni@unn.edu.ng Download CV: CV_OCHENI-SUNDAY_cv-prof.-sunday-ocheni-26-june-2018.doc

**ODEBODE**, Olugbenga is a Professor of Neurosurgery in the College of Health Sciences, at the University of Ilorin. He holds an MB, Ch.B from O.A.U Ife (1979). He is Fellow of Nigerian Postgraduate Medical College, FWACS, and Fellow of International College of Surgeons. He holds a Certificate of Advanced Neurosurgery from the Fujita Health University, Japan. His current research focus is Neurotrauma including Head and Spinal cord injuries. He has patented an invention titled 'Odebode-Agaja Adult Cervical Traction Device for Third World Countries' [Ref No 207/07, RP 16759]. He has successfully supervised 6 Postgraduate Resident Doctors. His email id is odebodetodr@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033858033. Download CV: CV_Odebode-Olugbenga-Timothy_latest-curriculum-vitae-of-prof-t.o.-odebode-.doc

**ODEY**, Akwagiofe Friday is a Professor of Paediatrics & Child health, University of Calabar, Calabar. He is a Fellow in Paediatrics, National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He served as HOD (2009-2011) and Deputy Dean (2016-2018) in the Faculty of Medicine. He has served as Co-Investigator in several multi-centre national and international studies some of which received funding from European and Developing Countries Clinical trials partnership, Medicine for Malaria Ventures, Federal Ministry of Health Nigeria. His email address is faodey@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348033858033. Download CV: CV_Odey-Akwagiofe-Friday_cv-prof-odey-june-2018.docx

**ODILLI**, Augustine is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria (2006) and University of Leuven, Belgium (2017). He was the Deputy Dean, Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2015-2017) and Director, Research and Innovation, University of Abuja. His current research focuses on epidemiology of hypertension with special interest on masked hypertension. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is augustine.odilli@uniabuja.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033954983. Download CV: CV_Odil i-Augustine-Nonso_cv-odil ian-18062018.docx

**ODIMAYO**, Michael is a Professor of Microbial Pathology, in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences. He holds a Fellow degree of Pathology (Microbiology) of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria (2006). He was acting HOD Medical Microbiology, College of Health Sciences, Benue State University (2007-2011), and Dean of Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, State University of Medical Sciences, Ondo (2017 till date). His current research is on Hepatitis B Virus (HBV). His email address is simideledimayo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033744661. Download CV: CV_Odimayo-Michael-Simidele_cv-2017-Professor-odimayo-michael-simidele-brief.docx
OFOVWE, Caroline is a Professor of Clinical Psychology in the School of Medicine, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Limpopo, Sovenga, South Africa. Her current research is Quality of Life of Chronically ill Patients in Benin City, Nigeria. Her email is cofovwe@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033823399. Download CV: CV_Ofovwe-Caroline-Edekie_2017-prof.-ce-ofovwe-curriculum-vitae.docx

OGBU, Chigozie is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Medicine & Surgery, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds M.D. & Diplomat of American Board of Paediatrics from Rush University (1984). He is Vice-Chancellor of Ebonyi State University (2017-Date). He is Fellow of American Academy of Paeds & Nat. Post-Graduate Medical College of Nigeria. His Research is on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome & Infantile Apnea. His e-mail: chigozie127@gmail.com. His telephone No. is 08035912995. Download CV: CV_OGBU-CHIGOZIE-NKWOR_curriculum-vitae-1.docfinal.doc2018.docx

OGIRIMA, Michael is a Professor of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Science, College of Health Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds Postgraduate Fellowships from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1997). He was Dean of Medicine (2008). He is a Fellow of the Medical Colleges of Surgeons of Nigeria and West Africa, Fellow Association for Internal fixation of fractures International. His current research is on limb Reconstruction of complicated fractures. He has successfully supervised at least 10 Fellows. His email address is ozovehem@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033115542. Download CV: CV_OGIRIMA-MICHAEL-OZOVEHE_Professor-mike-ogirima-s-cv-abu-format-1-.doc


OGUNRIN, Olubunmi is a Professor of Internal Medicine/Neurology in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Liverpool (2018). He is a Fellow of West African (1997) and Royal College of Physicians (2014), Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (2007) and African Scientific Institute. His current research is on Neurogenomic Ethics and Cognitive Neuroscience. He has successfully supervised 14 FWACP theses. His email address is bunmifunmi@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023344044. Download CV: CV_Ogunrin-Olubunmi-Akindele_olubunmi-akindele-ogunrin-cv-current.docx

OGUNRINDE, Olufemi is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellowship of the West African Postgraduate Medical College. He was Head of Paediatrics 2003-7 and Faculty Examination Officer 2006-8. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Administration. He has successfully supervised 11 Fellowship candidates. His email address is femiogunrinde@hotmail.com and telephone number +234803342627 Download CV: CV_Ogunrinde-Olufemi-Gboye_my-curriculum-vitae-for-nuc.docx

OGUNTAYO, Adekunle is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a FWACS from the West African College of Surgeon. A registered member of many academic societies and colleges with Fellowship in many of them. We have more than fifty of our research and clinical work published in peer reviewed journals and fifty
presented at various scientific conferences both internationally and locally. I have supervised many postgraduate scholars at various level of academic pursuit. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is fayokunmi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 2348033109752

Download CV: CV_OGUNTAYO-ADEKUNLE-OLANREWAJU_cv.docx-new.docx-2.docx

OHAERI, Jude is a Professor of Psychiatry in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian and West African Postgraduate Medical Colleges in psychiatry (1986, 1992). He was Head of Psychiatry at UI and UNN, and a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research interest is in biological psychiatry. He has successfully supervised 10 Fellowship/ Ph.D theses. His E-mail is judeohaeri@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2347061395991. Download CV: CV_Ohaeri-Jude-ujoma_cv-prof-ohaeri-june-2018.doc

OHAU-OBODO, John is a Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology at the College of Health Sciences of the Delta State University, Abraka. He holds an MBBS degree from the University of Benin (1987), M.sc Pharmacology (Lagos) 1999, Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (Internal Medicine-1996) and Fellowship of the American College of Physicians (FACP - 2014). Dean of Clinical Medicine (2008-2010), Provost College of Health Sciences (2010-2014), and Dean, Postgraduate School (2017-Date). His current research interest is on Drug Efficacy/Safety. His email is profjohnobodo@gmail.com and phone number is +2348034744447. Download CV: CV_Ohaju-Obo-ndo-John-Oghenewhirihe_an-abridged-curriculum-vitae-prof-bodo-march-2018.doc

OJUAWO, Ayodele is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Health Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds the Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1990) & Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh (2013) in Paediatrics. He was HOD of Paediatrics (2005 -2010). He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College, and of the Royal College of Physicians of Edingburgh. His current research is on gut immunology and trace elements in diseases. He has successfully supervised 35 Fellowship candidates. His email is ayodele@unilorin.edu.ng; ayojuawo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033557059. Download CV: CV_OJUAWO-Ayodele__ayodele-oyjawa-cv-june-2018.docx

OKOGBO, Felix Okhoaretor, is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Faculty of Clinical sciences, Ambrose Ali University (AAU), Ekpoma and a consultant at the Irrua Specialist Teaching Hospital Irrua. He is the current Provost, College of medicine, AAU, Ekpoma. He had his Fellowship in Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 2001. He has been teaching medical students/ training resident doctors in O &G for past 20 years. He has been involved in the training of over 25 fellows. His special interest is in Maternal Survival in Pregnancy. Download CV: CV_OKOGBO-FELIX-OKHOARETOR__curriculum-vitae-for-Provost.docx

OKOJIE, Obehi is a Professor of Community Health in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences. She is a Fellow in Public Health from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1989). She was Head of Department, Department of Community Health (19997-2000, 2003-2005) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic). Her area of interest is Public Health with special interest in Occupational Health and Epidemiology which are her main areas of research. She has successfully supervised 30 Fellowship dissertations which is the terminal degree in Medicine. Her email address is obehi.okojie@uniben.edu and can be reached on +2348023381084. Download CV: CV_Okojie-Obehi-Hilda_Professor-obehi-hilda-okojie-cv-2017-current.doc

OKONOFUA, Friday is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the Karolinska Institute, Sweden (2005). He was Provost at the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin (2002-2007) and pioneer Vice-Chancellor of the University of Medical Sciences (2015-Date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on maternal and child health. He has successfully supervised 17 Ph.Ds. His email address is fekonofua@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348023347828. Download CV: CV_Okonofua-Friday-Ebhodaghe_friday-cv-2018-under-review.doc
OKORO, Iheanyichukwu is a Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, Babcock University. He holds FMCS1987 and FWACS 1990. He is currently DVC and Provost College of Medicine, Babcock University. He is also a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons (FICS). His current research is on Neuroscience. His email address is nzejiama1999@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039758660. Download CV: CV_OKORO-IHEANYICHUKWU-OKEY_curriculum-vitae-okorodocx.docx

OKOYE, Ifeoma is a Professor of Radiation Medicine, Faculty of Medical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Fellow of Nigerian Postgraduate, Medical College (1990) & Fellow of West African College of Surgeons (2004). Associate Dean Clinicals, Faculty of Medical Sciences (2000-2002). Editor of West African Journal of Radiology, Member of National Research Committee of the Nigerian Health Act, National Steering Committee for Cancer Control & Chairman of Nigerian Clinical Trial Technical Working Group. Research focus is on Breast, Cervical & Prostate Cancers. She has supervised 12 Radiology Residents to Consultant Status, one to full Professor, & 4 M.Sc. Email: Ifeoma.okoye@unn.edu.ng. Tel. No: 08033314449. Download CV: CV_Okoye-Ifeoma-Joye_biosketch-prof-ifeoma-okoye.docx

OKUBADEJO, Njideka is a Professor of Neurology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Lagos. She holds a Fellowship in Internal Medicine/Neurology from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2001). She was the pioneer Sub Dean of the Faculty and is the Chairperson of the Medical Centre Board. Her current research is on epidemiology and genetics of Parkinson disease and movement disorders in Africans. She has successfully supervised more than 15 Fellowships. Her email address is nokubadejo@unilag.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348023130243. Download CV: CV_OKUBEDEJO-NJIDEKA-ULUNMA_okubadejo-nu-cv.doc

OLAITAN, Peter is a Professor of Burns and Plastic Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences. He holds the Fellowship of the West African college of Surgeons. He was Ag Head of Surgery (2011-2013) and current Dean of Faculty of Clinical Sciences of Ladoke Akintola University. He is a fellow of the American College of Surgeons and International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Orofacial Clefts and Keloid Gene. He has successfully supervised three fellows (plastic surgeons). His email address is pbolaitan@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033609292. Download CV: CV_OLAITAN-Peter-Babatunde_cv-peter-olaitan.docx

OLANREWAJU, Durotoye is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University' Ago Iwoye. He holds the Fellowships of the West African College of Physicians and the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. His field of specialisation is paediatric haematology/oncology and his core area of research is sickle cell haemoglobinopathies. He has supervised 15 paediatric residents for the Fellowships of both the West African Postgraduate medical College and the National .Postgraduate Medical College. His email address is profolan@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033181329 Download CV: CV_Olanrewaju-Durotoye-Michael_current-curriculum-vitae.doc

OLATUNJI, Fatai is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Fellowship in Ophthalmology from the National Postgraduate National College of Nigeria (1998). He was Acting H O D of the Department of Ophthalmology from 2004 to 2006 and from 2010 to 2011. He currently researches in Glaucoma (Intraocular pressure effects). He has successfully supervised 7 Dissertations for the award of Fellowship in degrees (equivalent of Ph.Ds). His email is drfolatunjig@gmail.com. His telephone is +2348033181329 Download CV: CV_Olatunji-Fatai-Olasunkanmi_cv-rev.docx

OLATUNJI, Philip is a Professor of Haematology in the Obafemi Awolowo College of Health Sciences of Olabisi Onabanjo University. He holds the Medical Fellowships of the West African College of Physicians in Laboratory Medicine, and National Postgraduate College of Nigeria in Pathology. He was HOD (1995-2000; 2008-2017), Sub-Dean (Clinicals) (1998-2000). His current research is on Clinical and
Molecular aspect of sickle Cell Disease and Haemovigilance. He has successfully supervised 8 Fellowship Dissertations. His email address is poolatunji@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035953645. Download CV: CV_ONLATUNJI-PHILIP-OLUSOLA_curriculum-vitae-prof.-po-oltunji-062018.doc

OLAYINKA, Adebola is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She was Head of Department (2003-2011). She is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria; Her current research in on Methicillin Resistant Staph Aureus. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and 14 Fellowship dissertations. Her email address is debolaolayinka@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Olayinka-Adebola-Tolulope_list-of-theses-nfelp.docx

OLORUNDARE, Olufunke is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Wisconsin-Madison (1988). She was Head of Department at various times until (2014). Her current research is on Blood Platelet Physiology, Function & Interactions and (2) Isolation, Characterization and Elucidation of Mechanisms of Action of Phytochemicals with anticancer potentials. Her email address is praisegodeoo@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348127259200. Download CV: CVOLORUNDARE-OLUFUNKE-ESAN_curriculum-vitae.docx

OMOLE-OHONSI, Abiodun is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Bayero University, Kano, He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons, with specialization in Obstetrics and Gynaecology (October 1995). He was the Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2007 - 2009). His current research is on Premalignant Lesions of the Cervix. He has successfully supervised 10 FWACS and FMCOG (Ph.D equivalent). His email address is aomohonsi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037870540. Download CV: CV_OMOLE-Ohonsi-Abiodun_curriculum-vitae-7.docx

OMOTADE, Olayemi Olufemi-Julius is a Professor of Paediatrics and Child Health in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. He was Director Institute of Child Health (2003-2014), Chairman College of Medicine Postgraduate Committee 2006-2018, He is a Fellow of National College of Paediatrics of Nigeria and a Fellow of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health of the United Kingdom. His current research work is on Molecular Genetics, Bioethics and Community Paediatric Health. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds His email address is edjohade@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348092233449. Download CV: CV_OMOTADE-OLAYEMI-OLUFEMI-JULIUS_omotadecv0101172017.doc

OMOTI, Afekhide is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds an MBBS from the University of Benin (1991). He was Head, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Benin (2012-2015).He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College in Ophthalmology (1999) and a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (1999). His current research is on glaucomatous disorders. He has successfully supervised 34 Fellowship dissertations of the National Postgraduate Medical College and West African College of Surgeons. His email address is afekhide.omoti@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348037047716, Download CV: CV_Omoti-Afekhide-Ernest_curriculum-vitae-for-update.doc

OMOTI, Caroline is a Professor of Haematology and Blood Transfusion in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin. She holds an MBBS from the University of Benin (1993). She was Head, Department of Haematology, University of Benin (2008-2010).She is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College in Haematology (2003). Her current research is on Haematological malignancies. She has successfully supervised 6 Fellowship dissertations of the National Postgraduate Medical College and West African College of Physicians. Her email address is caroline.omoti@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348056014028. Download CV: CV_Omoti-Caroline-Edijana_caroline-cv-for-sending-out-nuc.doc
OMUEMU, Casimir is a Professor of Medicine in the School of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. He has MBBS Benin (1991), MPH Benin (2004) and is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (2001). His research focus is Gastroenterology specifically Endoscopy. He has supervised 12 Fellowship Theses. His e mail is omuemu@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348023118684
Download CV: CV_Omuemu-Casimir-Erhunmwun_cv-prof-c-e-omuemu-nuc.docx

OMUEMU, Vivian is a Professor of Public Health in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin-City. She holds an MBBS from the University of Benin, (MBBS, 1995) and is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria in Public Health (FMCPH, 2003). She is Honorary Consultant Public Health Physician in the University of Benin Teaching Hospital. She was Head, Department of Community Health (2010-2012 and 2014-2016). Her current research is on Nutrition and Reproductive Epidemiology. She has successfully supervised 9 Fellowship dissertations. Her email address is ossaidiom.omuemu@uniben.edu Her telephone number is +2348023355029.
Download CV: CV_Omuemu-Vivian-Ossaidiom_cv-vivian-omuemu.doc

OUNUMINYA, Enekele John is a Professor of Orthopaedics and Traumatology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds FMCS, FMCOOrthop and Fellowship in Spinal Surgery. He was Dean of Clinical Sciences and HOD of Orthopaedics and Traumatology. His current research is on the outcomes of Cervical Sypondylotic Radiculomyopathy. He is actively supervising the training of orthopaedic Surgeons in Irrua Specialist Teaching Hospital, Irrua. His email address is onuminya1961@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348035834676.

ONWERE, Stephen is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in the College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds an MMed (Obs & Gyn) from the University of Nairobi (1994). He was Head of Department (2011-2015) and currently Dean of Clinical Medicine (2016 till date). He is a Fellow of International College of Surgeons and Royal Society of Medicine. His current research is on Harmful Local Practices in Obs & Gyn and Contraceptives. He has successfully supervised 8 Fellowships. His email address is stephenonwere@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348063592871.
Download CV: CV_ONWERE-STEPHEN-NWANKWO_curriculum-vitae-edited.doc

ONWUBERE, Basden is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria, Ituku/Ozalla Campus. He holds the FMCP from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1985). He was Head, Department of Medicine (UNN) (2007 - 2009) and Provost, College of Medicine, University of Nigeria (2009 -2014). He has successfully supervised 30 Fellowships. His current research interest and on-going research is in the area of Hypertension and Cardiovascular Risk Factors. His e-mail address is basden.onwubere@unn.edu.ng or basden.onwubere@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348033227339. Download CV: CV_ONWUBERE-BASDEN-JONES_curriculum-vitae-onwubere.doc

ONWUDIEGWU, Uchénná is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, College of Health Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds the MBChB degree (UNN,1979), Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons(Obstetrics & Gynaecology, 1987) and International Fellowship in Medical Education(FAIMER, 2005). He was HOD, O&G(1994-1997, 2006-2009) and Chairman, Business Committee of Senate(2015-2017). His current research interests are: Cervical Oncology, Adolescent Reproductive Health and Medical Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment Techniques in Medical Education (OSCE). He has supervised many dissertations for the Part II Fellowships of the West African/National Postgraduate Medical Colleges. His email address is uonwudie@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065984191.

ONWUHAFUA, Polite is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, in the Faculty of Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds an MD from The Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest(1980). He was Assistant Dean (2002-2006). He is a Fellow of the West African
College of Surgeons and Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Maternal Health. His email address is dikepolite@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037142624


ONYEASO, Chukwudi is a Professor of Orthodontics in the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Port Harcourt. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (1999) and a Fellow of the World Federation of Orthodontics (2005). He was Dean of Dentistry (2013-2017) and Honorary Director of Clinical Dental Services (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of the World Federation of Orthodontics. He is a GOLD medal awardee of the American Biographical Institute, USA. His research interest is on Malocclusion, Orthodontic indices and Orthodontic treatment needs. His email address is chukwudi.onyeaso@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023518203. Download CV: CV_Onyeaso-Chukwudi-Ochi_prof-onyeaso-cv2-6.docx

ORDINIOHA, Best is a Professor of Community Medicine and Public Health in the Faculty of Clinical sciences, College of Health Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria in Public Health, a status he attained in 2005. His current research interest is on environmental health and preventive medicine. His email address is best.ordinioha@uniport.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348037075300. Download CV: CV_ORDINIOHA-BEST-_curriculum-vitae-of-dr.best-ordinioha.doc

ORJI, Ernest is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds the FMCOG and FWACS from National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1999) and West Africa College of Surgeons (2000). He was Head, Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (2015-2018). He is a Fellow of the Medical College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of Nigeria and Fellow of the West Africa College of Surgeons. His current research is on reproductive and feto-maternal health. He has successfully supervised many Postgraduate students. His email address is eooorji11@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033567451. Download CV: CV_ORJI-ERNEST-OKIECHUKWU_Professor-orji-ernest-to-nuc-2018.docx

OROGADE, Adeola is a Professor of Paediatrics (Infectious Diseases /Paediatric Cardio-pulmonology) and Consultant Paediatrician in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. She holds a Fellowship from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1988). She was appointed Full Professor at Ahmadu Bello University in 2012. She is an International Member of American Academy of Paediatrics (2011). Her current research is on Artemisinin resistance - PPFATP6 molecule profile of Plasmodium falciparum isolates in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 4 doctors to Consultant level. Her email address is orogade@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348028404204. Download CV: CV_OROGADE-ADEOLA-ABOSEDE_curriculum-vitae-for-prof-a.a.-orogade.doc

OSAGHAE, Dominic is a Professor of Paediatrics in the School of Medicine, Igbinedion University, Okada. He holds FWACP (1987). He is the Head of the Department of Paediatrics and Child Health and Dean, School of Clinical Medicine, IUO. His email address is drmodicbenin@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037033044. Download CV: CV_OSAGHAE-DOMINIC -OSAYANDE_curriculum-vitae-Professor-osaghae-may-2018.docx

OSAHON, Adesuwa is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Benin, Benin City. He has a Fellowship from the National Post-graduate Medical College of Nigeria (1988). He is also a fellow from the West African College of Surgeons (1994) and the International College of Surgeons (1998), He was formerly acting Head of the Department of Ophthalmology (1996-2000) and later Head of Department of Phthalhology (2015-2017). He has been chairman of the University of Benin Demonstration Secondary School Board since 2013 to date. His current research is on Ocular Disorders among Commercial Vehicle Drivers in Egor Local Government Area of Edo state. He has successfully supervised 20 dissertations (Ph.D) for the award of Fellowship of the National Post-graduate Medical College of Nigeria and the West African College of Surgeons. His email address is
OSIME, Clement is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria, 1999. He was Head, Department of Surgery in 2016/2017 Academic session. He is a Fellow of National Postgraduate Medical College, a Fellow of West African College of Surgeons, a Fellow of American College of Surgeons. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellowship Dissertations. His email address is osime.odigie@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2347031677858. Download CV: CV_osime-clement.odigie_my-my-latest-cv-corrected.doc

OTAIGBE, Barbara is a Professor of Paediatrics and Paediatric Cardiology in the Department of Paediatrics, Faculty of Clinical Sciences. University of Port Harcourt. She is presently the Head of the Department of Paediatrics. She is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians. Her current researches are on the alarming increase of congenital heart disease in the Niger Delta, foetal cardiology and arrhythmias. She has in the past 3 years supervised 3 successful Postgraduate dissertations and is currently supervising 2. Her telephone number is +2347065372834 Download CV: CV_OTAIGBE-BARBARA-EDWELE_barbie-june-2018.doc

OTEGBAYO, Jesse is a Professor of Medicine of Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians and Ph.D of the University of Ibadan. Email is otegbayoa@com.ui.edu.ng, phone number is 08033230882. Download CV: CV_OTEGBAYO-JESSE-ABIODUN_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

OTUYEMI, Olayinka Donald is a Professor of Orthodontics at Obafemi Awolowo University (OAU), Ife. He holds a BDS and MPH from University of Lagos; M.Sc. degree and Diploma in Orthodontics from University of London and Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh respectively. He was Head of Department, Dean, Deputy Provost, college of Health Sciences in OAU. He is a fellow of the West African College of Surgeons. His current research is on Soft and Hard Tissue in the Development of Dentofacial Anomalies. His email and phone number are ootuyemi@yahoo.com and 08037191734 respectively. Download CV: CV_OTUYEMI-OLAYINKA-DONALD.otuyemi.od-03-06-2018.docx

OVIASU, Efosa is a Professor of Medicine in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He was Dean of Medicine (2010-2014) and currently Provost of the College of Medical Sciences (Since 2017). He is a Fellow of the Foundation for Advancement of International Medical Education and Research. His core area of research is in Glomerular Diseases. His email address is efosaoviasu@uniben.edu His telephone number is +2348023802413. Download CV: CV_Oviasu-Efosa--cv-2015-copy.doc

PATRICK, Haruna Daru, is of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, Nigeria. He is an Obstetrician and Gynaecologist with specialisation in Reproductive health and Gynaecological Oncology. Download CV: CV_Daru-Patrick-Haruna_patrick-haruna-daru-cv-.doc

PETERS, Etete is a Professor of medicine in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. He is a fellow of the West African College of Physicians and Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. He was head of department of medicine and medical microbiology (2002-2006). His current research is in Household Air Pollution. He has successfully supervised 5 candidates at final Fellowship. His email IS etetepeters@yahoo.com. His telephone No. is 08037027374. Download CV: CV_PETERS-ETETE-JAMES_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

PICARDO, Neri Gustavo is a Professor of Gastroenterology in the Faculty of Medicine, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Navarra Spain (1978). He was the HOD of Internal Medicine (2008 - 2010) and currently the HOD of Gastroenterology, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He is a Fellow of Gastroenterology. His current research is on Chronic Hepatitis. He is
currently supervising 2 Ph.D theses. His email address is neripicardo@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Picardo-Neri-Gustavo_prof-neri-g.a.picardo-cv.docx

RABASA, Adamu is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians(2011). He was Head of Department Paediatrics (1999 - 2002, and 2007 - 2009) and Chairman medical Advisory Committee, UMTH (1996 - 2000). He is Fellow of the West African College of Physicians. His current research is on Infections in Immunocompromised children. He has successfully supervised 10 Fellowship dissertations. His email address is airabasa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348028809710. Download CV: CV_RABASA-ADAMU-IBRAHIM_dr.-rabasa.docx

SADOH, Wilson is a Professor of Paediatrics in the School of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds an MPH from the University of Benin (2012). He was the head of Department (2009/2010 and 2013/2015). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (WACP) and the American College of Cardiologists (FACC). His current research is on Congenital Heart Diseases and Heart Failure in Children. He has successfully supervised 14 Fellows of the West African College of Physicians and the National Post graduate Medical College of Nigeria. His email address is sadohehi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348028809710. Download CV: CV_Sadoh-Wilson-Ehidiamen_cv-inaugural.doc

SAHEEB, Birch is a Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Benin, Benin City. I am a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh (1988). I was Dean of Dentistry and Head of department at various times. My current Research interest is on Ludwig's Angina. I have successfully supervised 28 dissertations of both the WACS and the NPGMC. My e-mail address is dauda2000@yahoo.com and phone number is 08055616687 or 08034123978. Download CV: CV_Saheeb-Birch-Dauda_birch2-2-.docx

SAIDU, Sule is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Fellowships of the West African College of Surgeons (FWACS) and of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (FMCR). His current research is on the role of MRI in the diagnosis of childhood diseases. He has successfully supervised 4 Fellowships/Ph.Ds. His email address is sulesaidu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035053381. Download CV: CV_Saidu-Sule-Ahmed_prof-saidu-s-cv.1doc-june-2018-final-copy.doc

SALISU, Abubakar is a Professor of Otorhinolaryngology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons in Otorhinolaryngology (2003). He was Head of Department ORL(2007-2011).He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His current research is on Extending Otology Services to the Primary Health care level and prevention of Hearing Loss. He has successfully supervised 10 Fellowship dissertations of the West African College of Surgeons. His email address is adsalisu@yahoo.com His telephone number is +2348065029676. Download CV: CV_Salisu-Abubakar-Danjuma_curriculum-vitae.docx

SAMAILA, Modupeola is a Professor of Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She is a Fellow of the Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. She is the pioneer and current Deputy Dean, Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University. Her current research is on Adnexal skin tumours characterization. She has successfully mentored and supervised 20 Fellows of both National and West African Postgraduate Medical Colleges. Her email address is mamak97@yahoo.com, mobile is +2348035891007. Download CV: CV_SAMAILA-MODOPEOLA-OMOTARA_abridged-cv-2018.docx

SAMBO, Mohammed is a Professor of Public Health with bias in Health Policy and Management. He holds a FWACP from West African College of Physicians (2003). He was Head of Department of community Medicine (2001-2015), Deputy Dean( 2016-2017) and Currently Provost College of
Medicine, Kaduna State University. He is an Alumnus of World Bank Institute. His current research is on health care financing and primary health care. He successfully supervised, 12 Fellowships of West African College of Physicians, His email address is sambonasir68@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033023531. Download CV: CV_SAMBO-MOHAMMED-NASIR_cv-atbu.doc

SANI, Mahmoud is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians and holds a Ph.D from the University of Cape Town, South Africa. He was Head of Medicine (2012-2014), Deputy Provost (20116-2018) and Dean of Clinical Sciences (2018-Date). He is a Fellow of the American College of Cardiology and Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. His current research is on acute heart failure, heart disease in HIV and Sickle cell disease. He has successfully supervised 11 Fellowships. His email address is musani.med@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033479179. Download CV: CV_SANI-MAHMOUD-UMAR_cv-mu-sani-june-2018.doc

SANYA, Emmanuel Olatunde is a Professor of Medicine-Neurology in the College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Clinical Sciences University of Ilorin. He is a fellow of the West African College of Physicians, and American College of Physician with Ph.D in Neurophysiology. He has supervised 5 dissertations. His email is emanuelosanya@yahoo.com, ema.sanya@unilorin.edu.ng. Phone number +2348035060681. Download CV: CV_SANYA-EMMANUEL-Olatunde_curriculum-vitae.-2018.-updated.doc

SHEHU, Sani is a Professor of Pathology in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellowship from the Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1998). He was Dean Faculty of Medicine (2008 - 2012) and Dean Student Affairs Division (2013 - 2017) of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is a foundation Member of West African Health Research Network. His current research is on Cancer Pathology. He has successfully supervised 14 Fellowships. His email address is msshehu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036522655. Download CV: CV_Shehu-Sani-Mohammed_curriculum-vitae-updated.docx

SOBANDE, Adekunle is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Lagos State University College of Medicine. He holds Membership of the Royal College of Obstetricians & Gynaecologists (1987).He was Deputy Provost (2012-2014) and Director LASU Foundation (2014-2018).He has successfully supervised over 10 Fellowships doctors. His current research is on Amyloid protein and preeclampsia. His email address is lekunle@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348071921433. Download CV: CV_SOBANDE-ADEKUNLE-ABIMBOLA_cv-for-lasu-contract-application.doc

SULE-ODU, Adewale Okanlawon is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University. He holds a Specialist Diploma in Obstetrics and Gynaecology from the University of Belgrade, Fellow of West African College of Surgeons and National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He was Dean (2010-2012) and Deputy Vice Chancellor, O.O.U (2012-2016) He was C'MAC, OOUTH, Sagamu(2002-2006) and Ag.CMD OOUTH, Sagamu (Jan.-July 2006). His current research is on the Effect of Lactobacillus on Microbial Isolates in Pregnancy. He has supervised 21 Fellowships. His emails are adewalesuleodu@yahoo.com and princesuleodu@gmail.com. Telephone is +2348034098564. Download CV: CV_Sule-Odu-Adewale -Okanlawon_aoso-consult-lect-s1.doc

TAHIR, Chubado is a Professor of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery in the College of Medical Sciences University of Maiduguri. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (2000/2001). He was the Head of department of Surgery (2012-2014). His current research is in Reconstructive surgery. He has successfully supervised 4 Fellows of the West African College of Surgeons. His email address is faridtahir28@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348034235784. Download CV: CV_Tahir-Chubado_-prof-c-tahir-curriculum-vitae-copy-2.docx
THANNI, Lateef is a Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1997). He was Provost College of Medicine (2014-2018), Head Dept of Surgery (2011-2012). He has supervised postgraduate Fellowship training in Orthopaedics. His email address is loathanni@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023721022. Download CV: CV_Thanni-Lateef-Olatunji_Adedokun_cv-Professor-thanni.doc

TUKUR, Jamilu is a Professor in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Bayero University Kano. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons. He was Head, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2009-2011). His current research is on Hypertensive Disorders of Pregnancy. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellows of the National and West African Colleges of Surgery. His email address is jtukur@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037042818. Download CV: CV_Tukur-Jamilu-_cv-jamilu-tukur.doc

UDOSEN, Anthony is a Professor of Orthopaedics and Traumatology in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Calabar. He holds FMCOOrtho and FWACS of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and the West African College of Surgeon. He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons and was Deputy Dean. He was HOD and the current Chairman Postgraduate Committee and a Postgraduate Examiner to National Postgraduate College. He is author of many publications in Medicine. He has supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His current is on research Low back pain. His e-mail is udotony@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032586280. Download CV: CV_Udonwa - Ndifeke -Ekpo_current-cv-prof-udonwa.docx

UKPONMWAN, Catherine is a Professor of Ophthalmology in the College of Medical Science of the University of Benin. She holds a Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons. She was Head of Department (2003-2005, 2008-2012), Chairman of Board, Centre for Gender Studies University of Benin, Chairman of University Committees. She has successfully supervised over 20 part 2 Fellowship candidates. This is representing the Ph.D supervision. Her e mail is catherine.ukponmwan@uniben.edu. Her telephone no is 08023511173. Download CV: CV_UKPONMWAN-CATHERINE-UFEUMWEN_curriculum-vitae-2.doc

UMAR, Ali Abdulaziz Dikko is a Professor of Human Physiology in the Faculty of Basic Medical Science, College of Health Science Bayero University, Kano, He holds a Ph.D degree from University of Southampton U.K (1997). He was the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Admin) (2003-2005), Deputy Dean Faculty of Medicine (1998-2003), Acting Vice-Chancellor from time to time (2003-2005), Head of Human Physiology Department Kaduna State University (2011-2012), Assistant Dean Pre-Clinical Kaduna State University (2011-2013), Dean Basic Medical Sciences Yusuf Maitama Sule University, Kano 2015-Date and Head of Physiology Department Yusuf Maitama Sule University, Kano 2015-Date. He is a fellow of Commonwealth Association of Universities and Canadian Government Laboratories (Nomination only). He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D’s. His email address is profuau@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08035010974 Download CV: CV_Umar-Ali-Abdulaziz_Dikko_dikko.docx

UMAR, Muhammad Lawan is a Professor of Public Health and Community Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (2006). He is the current Head of Community Medicine Department and the Chair of the Sustainability and Community Service Group of the College of Health Sciences (2015-2017). His current
research is on Health Services Integration. He has successfully supervised 7 Medical Fellowships. His email address is umarm4320@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034512145. Download CV: CV_Umar-Muhammad-Lawan_cv-prof-lawan.doc

UMWENI, A. Alice is a Professor of Dentistry in the University of Benin. She holds a Masters degree from University of London (1998). He is a fellow of West African College of Surgeons. I was the Dean of Dentistry (2011 - 2013). My current research is on Developmental Anomalies Associated with Cleft Lip and Palate. I have successfully supervised 4 fellows. My e-mail is aliceumweni@uniben.edu. My phone number is 08033259941. Download CV: CV_UMWENI-AIWEREYE-ALICE_cv-2b-date.doc

UNEKWE, Prince is a Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Nnewi Campus. He is aged, 59 years and married with Children. Download CV: CV_Unekwe-Prince-Chiazor_cv-prince-unekwe.docx

USANG, Usang Edet is a Professor of Paediatric Surgery in the University of Calabar. He holds FMCS (Nig) from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (NPMCN), and FWACS. He was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, 2012-2014 and Deputy Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, 2014-2016. He is current Head, Department of Surgery, University of Calabar. He is Consultant Paediatric Surgeon with the University of Calabar Teaching Hospital. His current research is on Gastroenterology, Teratology and Neonatal Surgery. He has successfully supervised 7 Fellowships. His email address is usangue@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035523492. Download CV: CV_USANG-Usang-Edet_prof-usang-s-curriculum-vitae-cv-reupdated.doc

UZODIKE, Ebele is a Professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2015). She was the Deputy Provost (2015). She is the Fellow of Nigeria College of Optometrists (FNCO). Her email address was ebeluzo@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348037246916 Download CV: CV_UZODIKE-EBELE-BRIDGET_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-uzodike.docx

UZOIGWE, Samuel is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Fellowship from the West African College of Surgeons (1995). He is Dean of Clinical Sciences (2015-2019) and was Head of Department (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeon and Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. His current research is on The Effectiveness of Folic Acid in Pregnancy. He has successfully supervised 120 residency trainees. His email address is uzoigwesam@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348030973897. Download CV: CV_UZOIGWE-SAMUEL-AMADI_curriculum-vitae-prof-uzoigwe-samuel.doc

VICTOR, O. ANSA is a Professor of Medicine and Consultant Cardiologist. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians, American College of Physicians and Royal College of Physicians of London. He is the Dean, Faculty of Medicine (2014 till date) and has successfully supervised four Fellowship candidates and supervising another five presently. Two-time Head of Department of Medicine (2006-2008) & (2012-2014). Sub-Dean-Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2008-2009). Chairman, Committee of Deans (2015-2016). Chief Examiner, Faculty of Internal Medicine, West African College of Physicians (WACP) (2014 till date). His email is vicansa@unical.edu.ng and his phone number +2348023573492. Download CV: CV_Ansa-Victor-Okon_curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

WADE, Patricia is a Professor of Paediatric Ophthalmology of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. She holds a Fellowship in Ophthalmology of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria (2000) and Fellowship of Paediatric Ophthalmology from Pakistan Institute of Ophthalmic sciences (2007). She was the Coordinator of the Department of ophthalmology (2002-2006) and acting HOD (2012-2016). Her current research is on Ocular Manifestation of HIV/AIDS in children. She has successfully supervised 8 Fellows. Her email address is delsatpwade@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08037053350 Download CV: CV_WADE-PATRICIA-DELSAT_curriculum-vitae-2.docx
WAKIL, Musa is a Professor of Psychiatry, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. He holds a Fellowship of West African College of Physicians, Faculty of Psychiatry ((FWACP (Psychiatry)). He was the Head of Department, Mental Health, University of Maiduguri (2009-2015). His current research is on PTSD in the Epicentre of the Boko Haram Insurgency. He has successfully supervised 14 FWACP (Faculty of Psychiatry) and 2 M.Sc. Theses. His e-mail address is bamusa@unimaid.edu.ng and telephone number +234 8109319220. Download CV: CV_Wakil-Musa-Abba_Professor-musa-abba-wakil.docx

WAMMANDA, Robinson is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Health Sciences Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a Fellowship of the West African Postgraduate Medical College. His current research is on Management of Possible Serious Bacterial Infections in New-borns when Referral is not Feasible. He has successfully supervised 5 Fellowship candidates. His email address is wammanda@yahoo.com his telephone number is 08037037938. Download CV: CV_Wammanda-Robinson-Daniel_c-v-wam.doc

YAKASAI, Ibrahim is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Bayero University Kano. He holds Fellowships of the National Postgraduate Medical College, The West African College of Surgeons and Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists London. He was Dean of Faculty of Clinical Sciences (’15-2017) and current Provost College of Health Sciences B.U.K. He is a Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. His current research is on Endometrial Thickness in Women with Postmenopausal Bleeding. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds and over 40 Dissertations of the WACS. His email: ibrahimyakasai57@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348032349387. Download CV: CV_YAKASAI-IBRAHIM-ADAMU_cv-nigeria-latest-feb-2018.doc

YILTOK, Simon is a Professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He obtained the Fellowship of the National Postgraduate College of Nigeria (1999) and the West African College of Surgeons (2000). He was the Deputy Dean - Clinical (2014) and the Dean (2014 - date) of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He has trained and supervised 11 Fellows of the West African College of Surgeons (9 of them as Plastic Surgeons) and 2 Fellows of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. His email addresses are simyiltok@yahoo.com; yiltoksj@unijos.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037036014. Download CV: CV_Yiltok-Simon-Jekat_cv-sj-yiltok-2018.doc

YUSUFU, Lazarus is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Medicine Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellowship of the Medical College of Surgeon 1998 (FMCS). He is a fellow of both West African College of Surgeons and American College of Surgeons. His current research interest is on Breast Cancer. He has successfully supervised 12 FMCS/FWACS. His email is yusufulazarus@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035930547. Download CV: CV_YUSUFU-LAZARUS-MUNGU DAMBO_curriculum-vitae-edited.docx
ESEYIN, Olorunfemi is a Professor of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar. He is the current Head of the Department of Pharmacognosy and Natural Medicine (2017 till date) and former acting Head of the Department of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry (2008-2012). He is a USM-TWAS postdoc fellow. He is a recipient of International Foundation for Science Individual (2011) and Collaborative (2015) research awards. He has successfully supervised 1 and co-supervised 4 PhDs. His areas of specialisation are natural products and pharmacokinetics. His email address is olorunfemieseyin.pharm.lect@uniuyo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065161478.

ADEBAJO, Adeleke is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD of the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Dean (2015-2017), Vice-Dean (2002-2004), Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University (O.A.U.), Ile-Ife. School of Pharmacy, University of Health and Allied Sciences, Ho, Ghana. DEAN (2010-2011), Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Uyo, Uyo, Department of Pharmacognosy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. His e-mail addresses are: caadebajo@gmail.com; aadebajo@oauife.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348033679390. Download CV: CV_ADEBAJO CV 06.06.2018.doc

ADEGOKE, Aremu is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2005). He was Sub Dean Postgraduate (2006-2009), Head of Department (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the West African Postgraduate College of Pharmacists. His current research is on Chemosensory Technology. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is jireade@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036381625. Download CV: CV_Adegoke-Aremu- Olajire_adegoke-aremu-cv-university-of-ibadan.docx

ADESANYA, Saburi is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the School of Pharmacy University of London (1984). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2009-2012) and Vice-Chancellor, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye (2012-2017). He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Pharmacognosy, former Editor-in-Chief, Nigerian Journal of Natural Products and Medicine. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs in the field of Phytochemistry and Natural Products. His email address is jadesany@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2349033215428. download CV: cv_adesanya-saburi-adejimi_prof.-adesanya-saburi.docx

AINA, Bolajoko is a Professor of Clinical Pharmacy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Lagos. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2005). She is Dean 2017 to date. She is a fellow of West African Postgraduate College of Pharmacists. Her current research is on documentation in pharmacy practice. She has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. Her email addresses are baina@unilag.edu.ng; bolajokoaina@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08023091623. Download CV: CV_AINA-BOLAJOKO-AJOKO_curriculum-vitae-a.docx

AKAH, Peter is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1984). He was the Head of Pharmacology Department (1992-1994; 1999-2005), Associate Dean School of Postgraduate Studies (2009-2011) and Dean Students Affair (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Analysts of Nigeria and a Fellow of Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on Drug Development from Natural Products. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs and has over 200 journal publications.
AKANMU, Moses is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo, Japan (2004). He was Head, Department of Pharmacology (2007-2009; 2011-2015; 2016-2017). Vice-Dean of Pharmacy (2012-2014), Senate (2005 – 2009); Member of Appointments and Promotion Committee (2007-2009). Pre-degree coordinator, (2015 – 2016). Current research is in the area of Behavioral/Neuropharmacology. Recipient of International Brain Research Organization Fellowships (2005, 2006), and JSPS Fellowship (2009). He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is makanmu@oauife.edu.ng; maoakanmu@yahoo.com. His Phone number is +2348035958466.

ALADESANMI, Joseph is a Professor of Pharmacognosy and Natural Products Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, USA (1981). He was the Head of Department of Pharmacognosy (2004-2007, 2009-2012). He is a member of many academic societies including American Society of Pharmacognosy. His current research is on antimalarial and anticancer activities of Nigerian Medicinal Plants. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph. D, 2 M. Phil. and 12 M. Sc. His email address is jaladesa@oauife.edu.ng, jaladesa@yahoo.com, +2348131048485.

ATTAMA, Anthony is a Professor of Pharmaceutics in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (2002). He was Associate Dean of Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008-2010) and Head of Department of Pharmaceutics (2010-2013). He is currently the Director, Education Innovation Unit, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2017 to 2018). He is a Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany. His current research is on Development of Novel Drug Delivery Systems. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is anthony.attama@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036618204.

AYINDE, Buniyamin is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2006). He has been Head of Department (2009-2011), and since 2014 till date. He is Chairman Committee for the establishment of Herbal Medicines. He is a Fellow of NAM & ST-ICCBS, Pakistan and member, Nigerian Society of Pharmacognosy. His current research is isolation, characterization of active constituents from antitumor, smooth muscle active medicinal plants. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is baayinde@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +234 70 38708115.

AZIBA, Peter is a Professor of Pharmacology in the college of Pharmacy, Igbinedion University, Okada. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Head of Department from (1995-2002), re appointed HOD (2009-2015). Appointed HOD,(2015-till date) in IgbinedionUniversity. Chair and coordinator central animal house, coordinator research (2015 till date).His current Research is focused on influence of endothelium on vascular muscles contractions, He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. my email address is peteraziba@yahoo.com. And telephone number is +2348037234145.

BABALOLA, Chinedum Peace is a Pharmacist and a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry/Pharmacokinetics from Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Ibadan. She holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1997) and post-doctoral fellowship from University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. She was Dean of Pharmacy (2013-2017) and is currently Vice-Chancellor, Chrisland University Abeokuta (2017-date). Her research is on pharmacokinetics/pharmacogenomics and Drug Discovery & Development. She has supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is peaceab@gmail.com and her telephone number is +2348133004582. Download CV: CV_Babalola-Chinedum-Peace_babalola-cv-16-6-18-ver.doc

BAKARE-ODUNOLA, Moji is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Ilorin. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1992). She was an Examination Officer (1991-1995), Head of Department (2012-2017), Coordinator, African Centre for Herbal Research (2015-date), Desk officer, Ilorin. Association of West Africa Universities (2018). She is a Fellow of the Science Association of Nigeria. Her current research is on Ethnomedicine. She has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. Her email address is odunola.moji1@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035896043. Download CV: CV_BAKARE-ODUNOLA-MOJI- TAIBAT_prof-mrs-odunola-for-update-7th-may-2018.docx

BOLAJI, Oluseye is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife and a Fellow of the Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria. He holds a PhD degree from the University of Strathclyde (1983). He has held a number of administrative positions in the University including Dean of Pharmacy (2011-2013). He has published widely in peer-reviewed journals and currently leads the Translational Pharmacogenetics, Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacometrics Research Group (TPPPRG). He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs and is currently supervising 2 others. His email address is obolaji@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037200119. Download CV: CV_Bolaji-Oluseye-Oladotun_cv-nuc-oobolaji.doc

DANJUMA, Nuhu Mohammed is a Professor of Pharmacology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2008). He was twice Head of Department of Pharmacology (2010-2013 & 2015-2017), Assistant Dean (2008-2011), Deputy Dean (2015-2017) and Dean (2017-2019). He is currently National President of the Neuroscience Society of Nigeria (NSN) and Council Member, Society of Neuroscientists in Africa (SONA). His current research focus is on the neuroprotective roles of antioxidants in epilepsy. He had successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is danjunam@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +234 802 373 8820. Download CV: CV_DANJUMA-NHU-MOHAMMED_cv-latest-central-copy.docx

EICHIE, Florence Egbononjiaede is a Professor of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Technology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Benin City. She was Head of Department of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Technology (2008-2009) and has served in various Committees (1993-2018). She is a member of the Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria and Material Science and Technology Society, Nigeria. Her current research is on sourcing and standardization of pharmaceutical excipients of local origin. She has successfully supervised three masters and a PhD programme in view. Her email address is eichiefe@yahoo.com and telephone number is +234-8036347181. Download CV: CV_EICHIE- FLORENCE-EBOMONJIADE_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-eichie.docx

ERAH, Patrick is a Professor of Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Nottingham, UK (1997). He was Head of Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice (2001-2004, 2009-2010), Ag. Chairman of the University Admissions Board (2005-2006), Coordinator of Doctor of Pharmacy Conversion Programme (2001-2004) and now Coordinator of Special Doctor of Pharmacy Conversion Programme. His current research is meta-analysis of antiepileptic and cardiovascular medicines and pharmacoepidemiology of diabetic medications. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is patrick.erah@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348055263622. Download CV: CV_Erah-Patrick- Omonua_erah-s-cv-2018.doc
ESIMONE, Charles Okechukwu is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Microbiology & Biotechnology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2002). He was Pioneer Dean, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences (2009 - 2014), Member, Governing Council, Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2013 - 2017) and Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic), Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka, June 2014 to date. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. He has successfully supervised over 15 PhDs. His e-mail address is co.esimone@unizik.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348062835781. Download CV: CV Esimone-Charles-Okechukwu_prof.-charles-o.-esimone-s-cv-3.docx

GBOLADE, Adebayo is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in College of Pharmacy, Igbinedion University Okada. He holds a PhD from the University of Manchester (1989). He was Dean of Pharmacy at Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye (2006-2011) and Igbinedion University Okada (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of Royal Society of Chemistry. His current research is on antiproliferative and cytotoxicity of medicinal plants. His email address is adegbolade@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034709137. Download CV: CV_Gbolade-Adebayo-Anthony_cv-gbolade-april-2018a.docx

HASSAN, Halimatu Sadiya is a Professor of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004). She was the Departmental Exam Officer (2012 - 2013) and Assistant Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences, ABU, Zaria (2013 -2015). She has successfully supervised 6 Phds and 6 ongoing Phds. Her current research area is on phytochemical and pharmacological studies of local medicinal plants. Her email address is hlmtsdhassan@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348054526909. Download CV: CV_Hassan-Halimatu-Sadiya_hs-hassan-cv22.doc

IBEZIM, Emmanuel is a Professor of Pharmaceutics in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1995). He was Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences (2014-2016), Associate Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences (2006-2008, 2008-2009) and HOD Pharmaceutics (2000-2002, 2008-2010). He is current HOD, Pharmaceutical Microbiology and Biotechnology. His current research is on development of novel drugs and drug excipients from plant and mineral sources. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is emmanuel.ibezim@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063288815. Download CV: CV_IBEZIM-EMMANUEL-CHINEDUM_major-cv.docx

IBRAHIM, Garba is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2009). He was the Departmental Level Coordinator (2000-2004), Departmental examinations officer (2006-2012) and Head of Department (2014-2018). His current research is on classical Pharmacognosy. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. The e-mail addresses are gibrahim@abu.edu.ng; garzaky@yahoo.com; garzakyfir@gmail.com. My telephone numbers are +2348053332472; +2348064416065. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Garba--_cv-ibrahim-g-current.doc

IDEMYOR, Vincent is a Professor of Clinical Pharmacy/Clinical Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. His Doctorate degree is from the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota in the United States. His current research interest is in the areas of Infectious Diseases and Translational Sciences. His personal email address is Idemyor@juno.com. His telephone number is +2347038023096. Download CV: CV_Idemyor-Vincent-_idemyor-biography-fgndirective-2018.doc

INYA-Agha, Stella is a Professor of Pharmacognosy and Environmental Medicine in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1992). She was Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999-2002). She is the Zonal Co-coordinator of Herbal Committee of the Expert Committee on National Pharmacopoia (South-East, 2002 till date). She is a Fellow of the International Bio-Research Institute. Her current research is on malaria elimination using larvicidal/ repellent constituents of plants; antisickling/ antiinflammatory
constituents of plants; & standardization of natural products as phytomedicines. She has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. Email: stellagha@yahoo.com. Phone: +2348033485809. Download CV: CV_Inyachika.pdf

KWANASHIE, Helen is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from ABU (1991). She was President of the West African Society for Pharmacology - WASP (2008-2013), and is on the Executive Committee of the Education Section of the International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology - IUPHAR (2014-2018). She has successfully supervised 16 PhDs. Her email address is helenkwashie@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037017264. Download CV: CV_Kwanashie-Helen-Ochuko_helen-kwanashie.pdf

LAMIKANRA, Adebayo is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Microbiology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, OAU, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD of the University of Manchester (1976). He has been Head, Department of Pharmaceutics (1983-84, 1990 - 1994), Vice Dean (1981 -1982), Acting Dean (2000 - 2001) and Dean of the Faculty of Pharmacy (1994 - 1996). He is currently involved in carrying out research into antibiotic resistance and has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is adebayo.lamikanra@gmail.com. His telephone number is+234 8037000773.

MBAH, Chika is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Medicinal Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1990). He was a Head of Department (2007-2010; 2013-2016), and a member of American Association for the Advancement Sciences and New York Academy of Sciences. His current research is on drug degradation kinetics and various techniques to improve drug delivery. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs since 2008 (on returning to Nigeria from USA). His email is chika.mbah@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is+2348036599955. Download CV: CV_MBAH-CHIKA-JOHN_2018-cv-nuc-regular.pdf

MUJTABA, Sulaiman Abubakar is a professor of pharmacognosy, at Department of Pharmacognosy and Drug Development. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004).He was faculty Examination Officer (2001-2004), Assistant Dean (2004-2006) and Head of Department (2009-2014). His particular interest is the identification and characterization of biologically active compounds from medicinal plants that have been shown to be useful in Nigerian folk medicine. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs to completion. His email address is msabubakar@abu.edu.ng. His telephone is 08063165499. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Mujtaba -Sulaiman_mujtaba-sulaiman-abubakar-1.pdf

MUSA, Kabir a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was Head of Department 2005-2009). His current research is on Phytochemistry. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. The email address is kabiryusuf2000@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is 08162840900. Download CV: CV_Musa-Kabir-Yusuf_prof-k.y.-musa-update-cv.pdf

MUSTAPHA, Abdullahi is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Chelsea College, University of London (1981). He was Head of Department (1982-1993); Dean (1986-1988); Dean, Students’ Affairs (1993-1999); DVC (1999-2004); Vice-Chancellor, Umaru Musa Yar’adua University, Katsina (2006-2010); Vice-Chancellor, ABU, Zaria (2010-2015). He is a Fellow of Pharmaceutical society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. He is now on contract at the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. His email address is abdullahi.mustapha@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08035692093. Download CV: CV_Mustapha-Abdullahi_-curriculum-vitea-rvsd-11-6-05.pdf

NWAFOR, Paul is a Professor of Pharmacology & Toxicology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (1998) He was Head of Department of Pharmacology
& Toxicology (2001 -2002, 2003 - 2009). His current research is on Aphrodisiac properties of some natural products. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is paulnwafor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 803 677 8861. Download CV: CV_Nwafor-Paul-Alozie_cv-of-professor-paul-alozie-nwafor.doc

NWODO, Ngozi Justina is a Professor of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences. University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was the head of department 2010-2012 and head again 2016 to date. She is a fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry and Fellow Chemical Society of Nigeria. Her current research interest is in medicinal chemistry with bias in molecular modelling and neglected diseases. She has successfully supervised 1 PhD. Her email address is ngozi.nwodo@unn.edu.ng. Her Phone number is +2348062957580. Download CV: CV_NWODO-NGOZI-JUSTINA_curriculum-vitae.doc-app.doc

ODEKU, Oluwatoyin is a Professor of Pharmaceutics and Dean, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. She is a registered pharmacist and holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1998). She was Head of Department (2010-2014) and Director of Office of International Programmes (2015-2017). She is a fellow of the West African Postgraduate College of Pharmacists (WAPCP). She holds a certificate in Modern Higher Education Management and Leadership from the University of Applied Sciences, Osnabruek, Germany. Her research is in Pharmaceutics and Drug delivery. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are pejuodeku@yahoo.com; o.odeku@ui.edu.ng and Telephone is +2348057320466. Download CV: CV_Odeku-Oluwatoyin-A_.odeku-curriculum-vitae.doc

ODOH, Uchenna Estella is a Professor of Pharmacognosy and Environmental Medicines, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2005). She is a member of many academic organisations (Nigerian Society of Pharmacognosy, Chemical Society of Nigeria, Royal Society of Chemistry Britain, Society of Medicinal Plant Research Germany (GA), American Chemical Society and American Society of Pharmacognosy. Her current research is on standardisation and biological evaluation of some potential antidiabetic plants. She has successfully co-supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is uchenna.odoh@unn.edu.ng, estellamaris5@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348063831237. Download CV: CV_ODOH-UCHENNA-ESTELLA_cv-odoh-nuc-2018.docx

OLAYINKA, Busayo is Professor Pharmaceutical Microbiology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is HOD, Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Microbiology 2016 to date. His current research is on reducing AMR in bacterial pathogens. He has successfully co-supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is busayoolayink@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037033156. Download CV: CV_OLAYINKA-BUSAJO-OLALEKAN_olayinka-b-o-cv-2018.doc

OLUGBADE, Tiwalade is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the University of Manchester (1983). He was Director, OAU Central Science Laboratory (2005-2009), Dean, Faculty of Pharmacy, OAU (2009-2011) and Member, OAU Governing Council (2017 -2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Academy of Pharmacy. His current research is on natural product chemistry and biopharmaceutical analysis. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is tolugba16@gmail.com. His phone number is +2347038324641. Download CV: CV_Olugbade-Tiwalade-Adewale_current_cv-oau-june-2018.docx

OLURISHE, Temidayo is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, (2010). He belongs to several professional bodies including the British Pharmacological Society and the West African Society for Pharmacology. He is currently working on the chronotoxicological evaluation of some antibiotics and anti-tumor drug combinations as well as those of some common herbal remedies. His emphasis is on hepatorenal toxicity. His email address is olurishe@hotmail.com. He can be reached on +2348036005775. Download CV: CV_OLURISHE-TEMIDAYO-OLUTOYIN_olurishecv-nuc-18.docx
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OMOGBAI, Eric is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, Scotland (1989). He was Head of Dept of Pharmacology and Toxicology (1991-95; 1988-2004), Dean of Students (2009), Coordinating Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2013 to date, 2018); Dean of Basic Medical Sciences on sabbatical, NDU, Bayelsa (2007). He was President of the West African Society for Pharmacology (2013-2017). His current research is on the pathophysiology and treatment of hypertension and diabetes mellitus co-morbidity. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are omog20@yahoo.com and omog@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348033449913. Download CV: CV_Omogbai-Eric-Kelly_omogbavi-cv-2017.docx

ONWUKAEME, Doris is a Professor of Pharmacognosy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. She holds a 1st Class (Hons.) Degree in Pharmacy from University of Benin (1978), She won the Commonwealth Scholarship for Postgraduate Studies at University of Bath, UK and obtained her PhD in 1988. Her current research is on Phytochemical and Pharmacological characterisation of medicinal plants. She has successfully supervised three PhDs. Her E-mail address is dncchukwuaeme@gmail.com and her phone number is +2348033714849.

ONYEJI, Cyprian became a professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, in 1999. He has occupied various posts including Deanship of his Faculty (2005 – 2007). He was appointed Vice-Chancellor of Enugu State University of Science and Technology in 2010 and completed the tenure in 2015. He has made excellent contributions to the advancement of science through his studies with focus on pharmacokinetic, metabolism and pharmacodynamic evaluations of various anti-infective drugs. He is a recipient of Officer of Order of the Niger (OON) and has also received numerous Fellowships such as FPSN, FNAPharm, FCAI, FASI, FASSONT. Download CV: CV_ONYEJI-CYPRIAN-Ogbonna_cv-of-prof-onyeji.docx

ONYISHI, Ikechukwu is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Technology and Industrial Pharmacy in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2005). He was Head of Department (2012-2014). His current research is on formulation of herbal extracts for enhanced oral absorption. His email address is ikechukwu.onyishi@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033763348. Download CV: CV_Onyishi-Ikechukwu-Virgilus_ikechukwu-onyishi-cv-2018.docx

OSADEBE, Patience is a Professor of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was the Dean of the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010-2012) and currently serving as the Dean of the School of Postgraduate Studies. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. Her current research is on natural products Chemistry in drug discovery. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. Her email address is patience.osadebe@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037754851. Download CV: CV_OSADEBE-PATIENCE-OGOAMAKA_patience-cv-for-2018-faas.docx

SULEIMAN, Ismail is a Professor of Pharmacoeconomics & Social Pharmacy in the Faculty of Pharmacy, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2007). He was Dean of Pharmacy (2016-2018) He is a Fellow of the West African College of Pharmacy. His current research is on quality of health care delivery at Primary Health Care level in Bayelsa State. He has co-supervised 1 PhD students,10 MSc students and 5 Fellowship students. His e-mail address is suleimanismail1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348137435064. Download CV: CV_Suleiman-Ismail-Ayinla_curriculum-vitae-feb-2018.docx

TOGE, Barnabas is a Professor of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Technology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2000). He is the current (Foundation) Dean of the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Calabar. His current research
is in formulation and drug development. His email is barnabastoge.bt@gmail.com and my telephone no. +2349030000713. Download CV: CV_Toge-Barnabas_Kabele_kabele-toge-cv-2012.docx

**UHUMWANGHO, Michael** is a Professor of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Technology in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Edo State. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2007). He was Ag. Head of Department (2012 - 2015) and Head of Department (2016-2018). His current research is on controlled drug delivery systems (matrices, coated beads, gastric floating drug delivery systems, chronic therapeutic drug delivery systems). He has supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is uhumwangho@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2348052057767. Download CV: CV_UHUMWANGHO-MICHAEL-UWUMAGBE_curriculum-vitae-professor-current-nuc.doc

**USIFOH, Cyril** is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the WestfalischenWilhelms University (1992). He was Ag. Head of Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Dean of Pharmacy (2006-2010). He is a Fellow of Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria (FPSN), Fellow, West African Postgraduate College of Pharmacists (FPCPharm) and Fellow, Nigerian Academy of Pharmacy. (FNAPharm). His current research is on pesticides in food and synthesis of medicinal agents. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is usifoh@uniben.edu and his telephone number is +2348032567723. Download CV: CV_Usifoh-Cyril_Odianose_nuc-prof-usifoh-cv-june-2018.docx

**YAKASAI, Ibrahim Adamu** is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1986). He is currently Head of Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry (2015 to 2018). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research interest is on analysis and quality control of drugs, food and pharmaceutical products. He has successfully supervised ten PhDs. His email address is yakasaiibrahimadamu8@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348065299007. Download CV: CV_YAKASAI-IBRAHIM-ADAMU_curriculum-vitae-abu-7-2.doc

**ZEZI, Abdulkadir Umar** is a Professor of Pharmacology in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, He holds PhD from Ahmadu BEllo University, Zaria (2006). He was Head of Department, Clinical Pharmacy (2008 to 2013), Head of Department Pharmacology (2013 to 2015), and Dean, Gombe State University, (2016-2018). He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is umar003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348025202045. Download CV: CV_Zezi-Abdulkadir-Umar_zezicvcorrect-3.doc
ABARA, Enagu is a Professor of Food and Nutritional Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Cross River University of Technology. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar. He was Director of Academic Planning (2002 - 2006), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) and Dean, Postgraduate School (2014-2018) His current research interest is on food compositional analysis. His email address is abaraae@yahoo.co.uk. His Telephone Number is +2348037134934. Download CV: CV_ABARA-ABARA-ENAGU_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-a-e-abara-updated.docx

ABASS, Mojeed Olayide is a Professor in the College of Natural and Applied Science, Bells University of Technology, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Waterloo (1973). He was a Dean of Science (1986-1990) and Deputy Vice Chancellor of University of Lagos (1993-1995). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on modelling and simulation. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is olayide.abass@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348022237278. Download CV: CV_ABASS-MOJEED-OLAYIDE_prof.-abass.docx

ABDULLAHI, Gambo Laraba is a Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from Loughborough University of Technology, U.K (1984). She was Vice-Chancellor, University of Abuja (1999-2004), and has served as a member of: State and Federal Executive Councils; Reform Committees, Governing Boards, Constitutional and National Conferences. She is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria-FCSN, FICMAN, FICA, and a member of the Royal Society of Chemistry (MRSC CChem). She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds of which 2 are already Professors. Her email address is asmau50@yahoo.com, and telephone number is +2348034522379. Download CV: CV_Abdullahi-Laraba-Gambo_gl-abdullahi2018-cv.docx

ABDULLAHI, Isa O. is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences. He is currently the Head, Department of Microbiology, ABU, Zaria. He is a member, NSM; NIFST; IFT(US). He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is isobab@yahoo.com or Obansa@gmail.com His Telephone number (mobile) is +234 803 7033 146 Download CV: CV_Abdullahi-Isa-Obansa_ioa-cv-2017.docx

ABDULLAHI, Mohammed Bello is a Professor of Ecology in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Kashere. He holds a Ph.D from The Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2011). He was Dean of Students Affairs (2012-2014) and Dean of Science (2014-2016). He is a member of several professional bodies such as the Ecological Society of Nigeria, British Ecological Society, Society for Ecological Restoration. His current area of research is on biodiversity and ecosystem management. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is abdullahimb2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348060920525. Download CV: CV_Abdullah-Mohammed -Bello_mbavc.docx

ABU, Gideon is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maryland, College Park (1988). He was Acting Head of Department, Microbiology (2003-2006), Director Central Instruments Laboratory (2007-2012) and Director Local Affiliations and Accreditation (2017 – till date), University of Port Harcourt. He is Member American Society for Microbiology (ASM), Nigerian Society for Microbiology (NSM) and Nigerian Environmental Society (NES). His current research is on niche mining and translation or process microbiology; He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is gideon.abu@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033423726. Download CV: CV_ABU-GIDEON-ORKWAGH_goabu-nuc-2018-june-full-Professors-inventory.doc

ABUBAKAR Mu'azu Gusau is a Professor of Toxicology in the Faculty of Science, Department of Biochemistry, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Surrey United Kingdom (2003). He was Dean of Science (2014-2018) and a Complex Coordinator Science and
Agricultural Complex. He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is on toxicity testing and safety evaluation in biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 26 M. Sc. His email address is magusau@udosok.edu.ng and magusau@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035052912 & 08181959199. Download CV: CV_Abubakar -Mu'azu-Gusau _cv-Professor-mu-azu-gusau-abubakar-21-06-2018.doc

ABUBAKAR, Danbaba, he attended Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (1990 – 1993) where he Mathematics and B. Sc. degree in Mathematics. He also attended University of Ilorin where he obtained M. Sc. and Ph.D. (statistics) in 1998 and 2009. He served as the Examination Officer of Mathematics Department (2001 – 2004) and Faculty of Science (2011 – 2016). In addition, he served as Head of Statistics Unit (2014 – 2017) and Head of Mathematics Department (2016 – 2018). Currently, he is the Dean of Faculty of Science, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He supervised 6 Ph.D students. Download CV: CV_Danbaba-Abubakar-_cv-koko.doc

ABUMERE Oamen is a Professor of Solid State Physics in the Faculty of Science, University of port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Victoria University of Manchester (UMIST) Manchester (now The University of Manchester). He was Dean of Science (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics and the Renewable and Alternative Energy Society of Nigeria. He is currently researching into harnessing and efficient use of alternative and renewable energy. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is : abuatuniport@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348101700111. Download CV: CV_Abumere-Oamen-Eronmonsele_abu-cv-long1.doc

ADAMU, A. Aliero is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Science, Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Fort Hare, Alice, South Africa. He was the Deputy Dean Faculty of Science (2013- 204), Dean Student Affairs Division (2014-2018). His research interest is on unlocking the potential of indigenous floral species for sustainable development. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is aaaliero@gmail.com. His contact number is +2348084703601. Download CV:

ADAMU, Harami Malgwi is a Professor of Chemistry in Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the University, (2006). He was Head of Department of Chemistry (2010-2014). He is a member of Chemical Society of Nigeria and Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria. His current research is on natural products chemistry and chemometrics and health risk assessment of heavy metals in edible vegetables and non-edible vegetables. He has successfully supervised 17 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: ahmalgwi@atbu.edu.ng and hmadamu@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08068587570. Download CV:

ADAMU, Manga Muhammad is a Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. (2010). He was a seminar coordinator in the Department of Mathematical Sciences and an Exams Officer with the Directorate of Remedial Studies. He is a member of International Congress of Mathematicians and my current area of research is on predictive modeling and simulation of real life problems. He has successfully supervised two Ph.Ds. His e-mail addresses are: mmadamuatu@atbu.edu.com and mmadamua@atbu@yahoo.com. My telephones are: 08185555336 and 08053641397. Thank you. Download CV: CV_ADAMU-MUHAMMAD-MANGA_adamu-m.-m-updated-cv-2016.docx

ADEBAJO, Lawrence is a Professor of Mycology/Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1988). He was the Head, Department of Microbiology (2004-2006 and 2010-2012). His current research is on microbial association and water relations in food and allied substrates. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.D theses. His email address is adebajo.lawrence@ouoagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033661616, +2348057985799. Download CV: CV_ADEBAJO-LAWRENCE-OLUBUKUNADE_ouo-aca-p76-20798.docx
ADEBAYO, Albert is a Professor in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2006). He is a registered member of Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN) and Institute Chartered Chemist of Nigeria (ICON). He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.D. His phone number is 08033728021 e-mail: aoadebayo@futa.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Adebayo-Albert-Ojo_curriculum-vitae.docx

ADEDIRE, Chris Olukayoode is a Professor of Entomology in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA). He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile- Ife (1990). He was the Dean of Science, (FUTA) (2007 - 2011) and Director of Industrial Training Unit, FUTA (2011/2012). He is a Fellow of the Entomological Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is Management of Insect Pests of Stored Products and Environmental Biology. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is coadedire@gmail.com; coadedire@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034734923. Download CV: CV_ADEDIRE-CHRIS-OLUKAYODE_adedire-cv-2018.doc

ADEKEYE, Kayode Sam is a Professor of Statistics in the College of Natural Sciences, Redeemer’s University, Ekiti. He is the current Deputy Vice-Chancellor at Redeemers University, Ede, Nigeria. He holds B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees in Statistics (Hons) from the University of Ilorin, Nigeria in 1990 and 2001, respectively, and Ph.D in Statistics from the University of Dortmund, Germany in 2004. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Statistical Association and Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society, United Kingdom. His current research is on process capability analysis for non-normal processes. His email address is adekeyek@run.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035824428. Download CV: CV_ADEKEYE-KAYODE-SAMUEL_adekeye-ks-cv-2018.doc

ADELABU, James Sunday Adebowale is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the Essex University, Colchester, U. K. (1987). He was Dean, Faculty of Science (2002 – 2005) and Vice-Chancellor of University of Abuja (2009-2014). His current research is on solid state physics. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is princejsadelabu@yahoo.co.uk His telephone number is +2348055603175. Download CV: CV_ADELABU-JAMES-SUNDAY ADEBOWALE_chief-ex-cv-1-autosaved-9.doc

ADERIBIGBE, Esther is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1988). She was the DVC (Development) (2012-2014) and Director, CGDS (2015-2017). Her current research is on fermented plant seeds. She has successfully supervised 2Ph.Ds. Her email address is esther.aderibigbe@eksu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is 07065588963. Download CV: CV_ADERIBIGBE-ESTHER-YETUNDE_curriculum-vitae-2-.doc

ADERIBIGBE, Felix is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria (1988). He was Director Postgraduate Diploma (Computer Science, 1990-1992), HOD Mathematics, (1992-1994), Director ICT (2010-2015). He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His current research is on ant colony optimisation algorithms' His email address is felixaderibigbe@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034962552. Download CV: CV_ADERIBIGBE-FELIX-MAKANJUOLA_portalcv.1.doc

ADERIYE, Jadesola Babatunde Idowu is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D degree from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He was Head of Department (1990-1994; 2014-2016), Director, Pre degree Science Programme (1995-1998), Director, Centre for Research and Development (2000-2005), and Deputy Vice Chancellor of Lead City University, Ibadan (March to June, 2011). His current research is on fermentation of maize grains. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is jadesolaaderiye@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033505146. Download CV: CV_ADERIYE-JADESOLA_BABATUNDE-IDOWU_nuc-database-of-nigerian-Professors.doc

ADETUYI, Abayomi is a Professor of Chemistry in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2004). He is
currently the Head of Chemistry Department (2016-2019). He is a Member of the Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN), Polymer Institute of Nigeria (PIN) and Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria (ICCON). His current research is on fibre science and natural dyes. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is soadewoye@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033892828. Download CV: CV_Adeyemi-Sunday-Eric_adewumi-curriculum-vitea-june17-2018.docx

ADEWUMI, Sunday is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Lokoja. He holds a Ph.D from ATBU, Bauchi (2005). He was Head, Dept. of Computer Science, Director, ICT (2012-2016) and Dean of Science (2017-Date) Federal University Lokoja. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Computer Society (NCS). His current research is on computer security and data compression. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is sunday.adewumi@fulokoja.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348034041590. Download CV: CV_Adewumi-Sunday-Eric_adewumi-curriculum-vitea-june17-2018.docx

ADEYEMI, Babatunde is a Professor of Physics in the School of Sciences, The Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2004). He was acting Head of Department Physics (2011-2012). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on solar radiation Physics and applications. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.D. His email address is badeyemi@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033898917. Download CV: CV_Adeyemi-Babatunde-_my-cv-2018-.docx

ADEYEMI, Olayinka is a Professor of Environmental Toxicology and Aquatic Pollution in the Faculty of Science, LAUTECH, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2007). He was Heads; Depts of Science Lab. Tech. & Pure & Applied Biology in 2010/12 & 2012/15. He was also Head, Dept. of Environmental Mgt & Toxicology, KWASU, Malate (2016/17). He is a registered Senior Superintendent Environmental Health Officer, Nigeria and Associate member of NISLT. His current research is on bioremediation of aquatic pollution. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is soadewoye@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033892828. Download CV: CV_ADEYEMI-OLALERE-GABRIEL_adeyemi-cv-2017.doc

ADEYEW A, Debo is a Professor of Meteorology in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1997). He was Dean of the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences (1997), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2007-2011) and current Vice-Chancellor of Redeemers University (2011-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Meteorological Society (FMetS). His current research is on satellite meteorology. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is vc@run.edu.ng, deboadayewa@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347034086633. Download CV: CV_ADEYEWA-ZACHARIAH-DEBO_adeyewa-cv-062018.docx

ADINNA Emmanuel is a Professor of Geography and Meteorology, Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (1992). He was the Dean of Faculty of Environmental Sciences (2006-2009). He is a Fellow and Founder of Environmental Management Association of Nigeria (EMAN) and Institute of Strategic Management Nigeria. His current research is on integrating the marginalized urban fringe into the de facto urban area in Enugu State. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds and 3 in the stream. His email address is emma.adinna@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234803332689. Download CV: CV_Adinna-Emmanuel-Nnanyelu_curriculum-vitae-prof.-adinna-in-a-4.docx
AFOLABI, Israel Sunmola is a Professor of Nutritional Biochemistry and Phytomedicine. His current research interest focuses on food quality; spoilage and preservation; and harnessing the nutrients and health benefits of underutilized bio-resources. He has previously served as the Head of Biological Sciences Department, Covenant University (2012-2014). He served as Assistant Quality Assurance Manager at GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Nigeria PLC (2007-2008). He obtained his Ph.D. degree (Biochemistry) in 2008. He is a recipient of the 2003 The United Nations University, Tokyo, Japan Fellowship award for outstanding advanced research in Food Science and Technology conducted at the Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore-India. Download CV: CV_Afolabi-Israel-Sumnola_resume-dr-is-afolabi-update-mar-2018.docx

AGARRY, Oluwabunmi is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2006). She was Director of School of Basic and Remedial Studies (2014-2016) Head of Department (2009-2014). Her current research is on food microbiology. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is oluagarry@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347081215629. Download CV: CV_Agarry-Oluwabunmi-Olaitan_curriculum-vitae-updated.doc

AGBAGWA, Ikechukwu is a Professor of Taxonomy and Molecular Biology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (2002). He is the current Director, Quality Assurance & Quality Control, and Focal Officer SERVICOM, University of Port Harcourt. He is a Life Member, International Association for Plant Taxonomy. His current research is on plant genomics and domestication. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ikechukwu.agbagwa@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037045315. Download CV: CV_Agbagwa-Ikechukwu-Ozoemenam_agbagwa-cv-academic.doc

AGBO, Ediga Bede is a Professor of Microbiology at the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, (1995). He was Dean of Science (2009 - 2014) and Head of Biological Sciences (2004 - 2006 and 2007 - 2009) He was member of Governing council of ATBU and later University of Abuja (2013 - 2017). He has supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is ediga_agbo@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348098600543. Download CV: CV_AGBO-EDIGA-BEDE_copy-of-updated-curriculum-vitae-of-prof-ediga-agbo.doc

AGBOGIDI, Mary is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Science, Delta State University, Abraka. She holds a Ph.D from Delta State University, Abraka (2006). She was Head of Department (2007-2011, 2013-2018) and Director, Plant Conservation and Utilization (2017 till date) She is a member of Botanical Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on aquatic plant ecology. She has successfully supervised over 300 B.Sc's. Her email address is agbogidiom@delsu.edu.ng / omagbogidi@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2347038679939. Download CV: CV_Agbogidi-Oghenertoborue-Mary_curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-mrs.-o..m.-agbogidi-cv.docx

AGBOOLA, Femi Kayode is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University in 1989. He was the Head of Department of Biochemistry between, August 2012 - August 2014. His area of specialization is Enzymology and Protein Science. He had successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is fkagbo@oauife.edu.ng and fagboola@yahoo.com. My telephone number is +2348034738078. Download CV: CV_Agboola-Femi-Kayode_cv-nuc-2a.docx

AGU, Ogaba is a Professor of Reproductive Physiology in the Faculty of Sciences. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Manitoba (1990). He was Head of Department of Zoology, University of Port Harcourt (2006-2008). His current research is on corpus luteum function in domestic and wild mammals. He has successfully supervised 3 M.Sc. and he is supervising 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is agugabe12@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08036668240. Download CV: CV_Agu-Ogaba-Gabriel_cv-2018-1-.docx
AHMAD, Uba is a Professor of Applied and Analytical Chemistry in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (2017). He was Head of Department Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry (2010-2014), Department of Pharmacognosy (2014-2017) and presently Dean Faculty of Science Sokoto State University. His current area of research is method development and analysis. He has successfully supervised 15 M.Sc. He is member of many professional bodies including Chemical Societies, Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria. His email is ahmadubaonline@yahoo.com, ahmaduba@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348029629477. Download CV: CV_Uba-Ahmad--_curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

AIGBEDION, Isaac is a Professor of Exploration Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin, Benin-City (2004). He was Dean of Students Affairs (2011-2016) and Director of Industrial Training (2007-2011) and head of Department (2017-18). His current research is on maturation and derisking of a frontier exploration prospect through integration of seismic, CSEM, AVO fluid inversion and analogue borehole data. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds and 5 are near completion. His email address is isaacaigbedion@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08037192278. Download CV: CV_Aigbedion -Isaac--_cv-isaac-updated-2.doc

AIGHEWII, Isoken Tito is a Professor of Environmental Science/Health, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Minnesota, USA (1988). He was Coordinator of Graduate Toxicology Program (2006-2009). He is a Fellow of the Chattered Institute of Environmental and Public Health Management of Nigeria. His current research is on geospatial technology applications in pollution & zoonotic diseases. He has supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is isoken.aighewii@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2349092863976. Download CV: CV_AIGHEWII-ISOKEN-TITO_aighewii.-isoken-tito-cv-june-2018.docx

AIJISEBEKHAII, Ahzegbobor Philips is a Professor of Applied Geophysics in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University, Ota (1986). He has been Departmental Coordinator of Postgraduate studies since 2013. He was a Fellow of the CSIR-TWAS Postgraduate Fellowship at the National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI), Hyderabad, India. His main research focus is near-surface geophysics for environmental, engineering and hydrogeological applications. Download CV: CV_Aizebeokhai-Ahzegbobor-Philips_cv-aizebeokhai.doc
AJANAKU, Kolawole Oluseyi is a Professor of Industrial Chemistry in the College of Science & Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Ibadan (2009). He was Head of Chemistry Department for two terms (2011-2012; 2013-2015) and currently Dean of College of Science & Technology (2017 till date). He is a Professional Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on materials chemistry. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and currently mentoring 5 additional Ph.Ds. His email address is kola.ajanaku@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033575624. Download CV: CV_Ajanaku-Kolawole-Oluseyi_ajanaku-kolawole-cv.docx

AJANI, Olayinka is a Professor of Organic Chemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2012). He is currently the Chairman of College Research Facilitation Committee. He is a member of Chemical Society of Nigeria and Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria. He is supervising 3 Ph.D. His email address is wajanfresh@yahoo.com. His mobile number is +2348061670254. Download CV:

AJAO, John is a Professor of Materials Science and Engineering at the Centre for Energy Research and Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble, France (1988). He is the Head of Division of Materials and Electronics Division of the Centre for Energy Research and Development (2010 to date). His current research is on composite materials development and characterization. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is adegbindinajao@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033739514. Download CV: CV_Ajao-John-Adegbindin_ajao-cv-2016-2017-new-format.doc

AJAYI, Adesola Adetutu is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Augustine University, Ilara Epe, Lagos State. She holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife (2006). She is the Dean, Faculty of Science. She is a member of the Organization for Women in Science for the Developing World (OWSD). Her current research is in the area of characterizing differentially expressed genes involved in the deterioration of fruits and vegetables by Microorganisms. She has successfully supervised over 50 undergraduate and 9 postgraduate students. Her Email address is adesola.ajayi@augustineuniversity.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348030460901. Download CV: CV_Ajayi-Adesola-Adetutu_ajayi-cv-augustine-university-2018.doc

AJAYI, Nathaniel Ajayi is a Professor of Biophysics in the Faculty of Science, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1970). He was once the Head of Department, Physics and Electronics (2012 - 2017) in Adekunle Ajasin University. His current research is on the effect of mangetic field on biological material. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is nathaniel_ajayi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065244565. Download CV: CV_Ajayi-Nathaneil-Oluwadusi_cv.docx

AJAYI, Olubode is a Professor of Chemistry in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Strathclyde (1988). He was the head of Chemistry Department (2006 - 2010). His current research is on Environmental assessment of dump sites. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email address is ooajayi@futa.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348035923176. Download CV: CV_AJAYI-Olubode-Olumuyiwa_curriculum-vitae.bode-2.docx

AJAYI, Olubunmi Bolanle is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado- Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2000). She was coordinator, Biochemistry
Department (2000-2002), Sub Dean of Science (2003-2005). Assist Director, Pre-degree Science (2006-2008), Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) (2016 till date). She is a member American Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and also Nigeria Association of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. She is supervising 3 Ph.Ds student. Her current area of research interest is on functional foods in the treatment and prevention of chronic diseases. Her email address is olubunmi.ajayi@eksu.edu.ng. Her phone number is 08035286531. Download CV: CV_Ajayi-Olubunmi-Bolanie_trifoliate-yam-antihyperglycemia.docx

AJELE, Joshua is a Professor of Biochemistry in School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1990). He was at different times coordinator (1995-1996), Acting Head of Department(1998-2000,2002-2004) and Head of Department(2012-2015). His current research interest is on some enzymes of industrial relevance. His email address is joajele@futa.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348036710447. Download CV: CV_AJELE-JOSHUA-OLUWAFEMI_current-and-updated-curriculum-vitae.docx

AJETUNMOBI, Michael Olusanya is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Science Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1984). He was Dean of Science (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Mathematical Society. His current research is on KO-theory of flag manifolds. He has successfully supervised five(5) M.Sc. His Email Address is ajet2008@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08037146401. Download CV: CV_AJETUNMOBI-OLUSANYA-MICHAEL_cv.docx

AKAN, Williams is a Professor of Chemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from Covenant University (2011). He is the Head, Department of Chemistry and was Dean of Students (2011-2012); Director, Academic Planning (2013-2015) and Director, Vice-Chancellors Office (2015-2016). He is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on environmental chemistry. He is currently supervising 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is akanwills@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036706086. Download CV: CV_Williams-Akan-Bassey_cv-prof.-williams-june-2018.doc

AKANEME, Florence is a Professor of Genetics and Plant Breeding in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1999). She was Associate Dean of the Faculty of Biological Sciences (2012 -2014). Her current research is on assessment of variability among neglected and underutilized crops and also plant tissue culture. She is currently supervising 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is f.akaneme@futminna.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348036698201. Download CV: CV_AKANEME-FLORENCE-IFEOMA_prof.-f.-i.-akaneme-s-cv-2018-unn.docx

AKANYA, Helmina Olufunmilayo is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Liverpool (1986). She was HOD (2000-2003) and Dean of Science (2003-2005). She is a member of the Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of Nigeria. Her current research is on purification of cellulosic enzymes from mushrooms and production of edible films from organic polymers. She has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Her email address is f.akanya@futminna.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2347034130100. Download CV: CV_AKANYA-HELMINA-OLUFUNMILAYO_prof.-akanya-helmina-olufunmilayo-cv-26th-june-2018.docx

AKAOLISA, Chukwumeka C.Z. is a Professor of Geology in School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2006). He was Associate Dean Student Affairs (2010 - 2014), Head of Department of Geology (2014-2016) and Director of SIWES (2016 - Date) He is a member of the 11th Governing Council (2017 - Date), member of the 6th Endowment Fund FUTO (2013-2016), and member NMGS, SEG and COMEG. His current research is control source seismic, inversion and potential fields. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email is casakaolisab@yahoo.com. His telephone is +2348036436007. Download CV: CV_AKAOLISA-CHUKWUEMEKA-CASMIR_ZANDERS_casmir-akaolisa-cv-2012-june.docx
AKARANTA, Onyewuchi is a Professor of Industrial Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). He was Head of Department of Pure and Industrial Chemistry (1999-2001), Director of three (3) different Centres (2006-till date), and Deputy Centre Leader, ACE-CEFOR (2013-till date). He is a Fellow of the Polymer Institute of Nigeria and Member, Chemical Society of Nigeria. Current Research: Conversion of Agro-Wastes to Industrial Chemical Products. Successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. Email address: onyewuchi.akaranta@uniport.edu.ng. Phone No: +234 8033845642. Download CV: CV_Akaranta-Onyewuchi_-_prof.-o.-akaranta-cv-updated-june-2018.doc

AKINDAHUNSI, Afolabi is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1992). He was Director, FUTA International Office, (2014-2017) and presently Director, University Advancement Centre, (2017 to Date). He is a Member of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is on nutritional biochemistry and toxicology. He has successfully supervised 22 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are aaakindahunsi@futa.edu.ng and aaakindahunsi58@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033883820. Download CV: CV_AKINDAHUNSI-AFOLABI-AKINTUNDE__prof-aa-akindahunsi-nuc-cv-.docx

AKINPELU, Folake is a Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Faculty of Pure and Applied Science, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin. She was Acting Head (2005-2008) and Deputy Dean (2014-2016). Her current research is on analytical dynamics. She has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. Her email address is foakinpelu@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348035605721. Download CV: CV_Akinpelu-Folake-Oyedigba_cv.docx

AKINWANDE, Ninuola is a Professor of Mathematics in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1997).He was Head of Department of Mathematics (2006 - 2010). He is President, Nigerian Mathematical Society (2015 - 2019); and Fellow of the Nigerian Mathematical Society, FNMS. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.D. His current research interest is Mathematical Biology/epidemiology. His email address is ninuola.wande@futminna.edu.ng. GSM no. 08035980262. Download CV: CV_AKINWANDE-Ninuola-ifeoluwa_cv-akinwande-nuc-2018-.doc

AKINWUMI, Felix Olusegun is a Professor of Fish Post-Harvest Technology in the Faculty of Science, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2007). He is Head, Department of Animal & Environmental Biology (2017 - Till date) and has chaired many statutory committees of the University. He is a member of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on role of bio-preservatives on fish nutritive value. He has successfully supervised 2 M.Sc's. His email address is olusegun.ukinwumi@aaua.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035037827. Download CV: CV_Akinwumi-Felix-Olusegun_cv-Akinwumi-to-nuc.docx

AKINYEMI, kabiru olusegun is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Lagos State University (LASU). He holds Ph.D from University of Lagos, 2001. He was Acting Head of Department (2006-2008), Dean, Students Affairs Division (2011-2016) and Member Governing Council (2014 - 2016). He is a Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt, Germany and Fellow of Royal Society for Public Health, United Kingdom. His research area is molecular epidemiology, antimicrobial resistance, surveillance and monitoring of infectious diseases. He has supervised M.Sc. and currently with 3 Ph.Ds students. E-mail is akinyemiko@yahoo.com, Telephone is +2348029088676. Download CV: CV_Akinyemi-Kabiru-Olusegun_akinwemi-ko-cv-june-2018.docx

AKOGUN, Oladele is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology at the Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola Nigeria. He was the founding Director of Research and Development (1999-2008). He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Health and Hygiene and Member of the Faculty of Public Health. He has supervised 6 Ph.D students. His email is akoguno@yahoo.com and his phone number is +2348037220460. Download CV: CV_Akogun-Oladele-Benjamin_oladele-akogun-cv-2018a.doc
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AKONYE, Love is a Professor of Plant Physiology/Ecology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, from where she obtained her Ph.D in 1993. She is a recipient of International Foundation of Science award. She was Dean, Faculty of Agriculture from 2011 - 2013. Her research interests are environmental and stress physiology, phytoremediation and biofortification with essential micronutrients. She is currently working on hydroponics. She has supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her email is love.akonye@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348033427604. Download CV: CV_AKONYE-LOVE-AKAJA_Professor-love-akaja-akonye.docx

AKPABIO, Idara Okon is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Science, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He was Head of Department of Physics (2011-2015) and currently Dean of Science, University of Uyo (2016 - date). He is a member, Nigerian Institute of Physics; Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationist and Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society. He is currently a member, Governing Council of the University of Uyo. His research interest is in Petrophysics and Seismology. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is idaraakpabio@uniuyo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023230794. Download CV: CV_AKPABIO-IDARA-OKON_cv-prof-idara-akpabio-2018-nuc.docx

AKPABIO, Kingsley is a Professor of Plants Genetics and Systematics in the Faculty of Science University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ife (OAU) 1986. He was Dean of Science 2003-2008. He is the Shell Chair Professor in biodiversity and climate change Uniuyo. His current research is on biodiversity conservation and climate change mitigation. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Tel no. 08037070520 Email: kokoakpabio@yahoo.com web site; www.kingsleyakpabio.com.ng. Download CV: CV_Akpabio-Kingsley-Essien_curriculum-vitae-Professor-kingsley-akpabio.docx

AKPAN, Anthony is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Calabar (2009). He has served as Head of Department of Physics (2015-2017) and presently, Director, Information and Communications Technology. He is a member, Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society and Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current researches are evaluation of hydrocarbon potentials of the Calabar flank and evaluation of spatio-temporal variations in the offshore wind energy resource of the Gulf of Guinea. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address and telephone number are anthonyakpan@unical.edu.ng and +2348030894698. Download CV: CV_Akpabio-Anthony-Effiong_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-anthony-effiong-akpabio.docx

AKPAN, Effiong Bassey is a Professor of Animal Physiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan(2000). He was Head of Department(2005-2008). His current research is on feeding and digestion . His email address is bassyakpan2015@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036389261. Download CV: CV_Akpan-Bassey-Effiong_curriculum-vita1.docx

AKPAN, Etie Ben is a Professor of Palaeontology/Marine Ecology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow, Scotland (1981). He was the Head of Department of Geology (1992-1993 and 1997 - 2000). He is the first and foremost Nigerian Ichnologist. His current research is on the reconstruction of cretaceous palaeoenvironment of the Calabar flank south east Nigeria and ecological studies of the adjacent coastal environments. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds with 2 ongoing. Download CV: CV_Etie-Ben-Akpabio_prof.-etie-b-akpan.docx

AKPOKOJDE, Enuvie is a Professor of Engineering-Environmental Geology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia (1983). He was Head of Geology Dept (1986-1988; 1996-1998), Managing Director, University Consultancy Centre (CORDEC) (1998-2005) and Director, INRES (2011-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Assoc. for Eng. Geology and the Environment. His current research is on remediation of hydrocarbon polluted sites. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.D. His email address is enuvie.akpokodje@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033129414 Download CV:
ALADEKOMO, Johnson Bamidele is an Emeritus Professor of Physics at Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from Manchester University England in 1965. He was appointed a Professor in Obafemi Awolowo University (1978). His research fields include molecular physic, photoluminescence spectroscopy, exciton dynamics in molecular crystals, materials science and properties of carbon. He has served as Head Departments of Physics, Provost College of Science and Agriculture, Vice-Chancellor. He is a Fellow of the British Institute of Physics. Download CV: CV_ALADEKOMO-JOHNSON-BAMIDELE_prof.-aladekomo.docx

ALAO, Felix Ilesanmi is a Professor of Mathematics in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA). He holds a Ph.D from the FUTA in Mathematics (2003). He is an Associate Director, Pre-Degree Sciences (2010-2014), H.O.D, Mathematical Sciences Department, (2010-2014). He has successfully supervised 5 M.Tech degrees. His email address is fialao@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034727707. Download CV: CV_ALAO-Felix-Ilesanmi_fialao-cv.doc

ALI, Bashir is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria Nsukka (2007). He was the Head of Department of Mathematical Sciences (2014-2018) and Vice-President Nigerian Mathematical Society (2013-2017). His current research is on nonlinear operator theory. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is bashiralik@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033732245. Download CV: CV_ALI-Bashir_balicv.doc

ALIYU, Haruna Dede is a Professor of Inorganic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2004). He was Head of Department of Biological Sciences Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2008-2009) and currently Dean School of Physical Sciences 2017 to date. His current research is on control of parasitic weeds with mycorrhizal fungi. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is drsoalonge@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037014244. Download CV: CV_ALIYU-HARUNA-DEDE_cv.docx

AMINU, Maryam is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from ABU, Zaria (2006). She is the Deputy Dean of Life Science (Jan...
2018-Date). She is a member of the African Rotavirus Network (2004-Date) and the National Verification Committee on Elimination of Measles (March 2018). She is a UNESCO-LORAL Fellow (2004) and a Senior Fulbright Scholar (2014/2015). Her current research is on rotaviruses and human papilloma viruses. She has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her email addresses are maryamaminu@yahoo.com and maminu@abu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033287031. Download CV: CV_AMINU-MARYAM-_aminu-maryam-cv-abu-public-affairs-april-2018.doc

AMOO, Isiaka Adekunle is a Professor of Analytical/Food Chemistry in the School of sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Ondo State. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto, Nigeria. He was Head of Department (2010-2013). He is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria, Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria and Science Association of Nigeria. His current research is on oleochemistry. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email address is iamoo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034016068. Download CV: CV_Amoo-Isiaka-Adekunle_amoo-cv.doc

ANETEKHAI, Martins is a Professor of Fisheries with special interest in Prawn research. He has been a member of Council, Lagos State University, National Research Council of TETFUND, Research and Innovation of Lagos State Government, Africa Fisheries Reform Mechanism and currently the Director Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies, Lagos State University. Download CV: CV_Anetekhai-Martins-Agenuma_current-cv-of-prof-anetekhai-to-reva.docx

ANYANWU, Chukwudi is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the same University (2006). He was Chairman, Senate Curriculum Committee (2014-2015) and coordinator of several courses. He is a member of national and international academic societies. His current research is on microbial surface-active products. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is chukwudi.anyanwu@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348037740104. Download CV: CV_Anyanwu-Chukwudi-Uzoma_current-c-v.docx

ARIBISALA, Benjamin Segun is a Professor of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, Lagos State University, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D degree in Computer Science from the University of Birmingham, UK (2006). He was the HOD, Computer Science Department (2014 - 2018) and the current Dean of Science (March 2018 - Date). He is a member of British Computer Society (BCS), Nigerian Computer Society (NCS) and Computer Professional Registration of Nigeria (CPN). His current research is on computer vision and medical image analysis. He is currently supervising 4 Ph.D students. His email address is benjamin.aribusala@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348164530336. Download CV: CV_ARIBISALA-BENJAMIN-SEGUN_benjamin-aribusala-cv-and-publications-update-always-nigeria-sent-to-noun.docx

ARIMORO, Francis is a Professor of Zoology in the School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Delta state University Abraka and a Postdoctoral degree from Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa. He is the Head of Department of Animal Biology (2017-date). He is a Fellow of the Zoological Society of Nigeria and currently the President of Freshwater Biology Association of Nigeria (FBAN). His current research is on aquatic biodiversity and ecotoxicology. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is francisarimoro@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035615424. Download CV: CV_Arimoro-Francis-Ofurum_cv-arimoro-.docx

AROGBA, Sunday Salifu is a Professor of Food Chemistry and Nutritional Biochemistry in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from Brunel (The University of West London), Uxbridge (1987). He was Dean of Natural Sciences (2000-2004) and Director of Academic Planning (2004-2012). He held both posts concurrently (2006-2009). His current research is on in-vivo studies of the food value of processed fruit-kernels on albino rats. His email address is arogbasunday@yahoo.com. His mobile phone number is +2348064469366. Download CV: CV_AROGBA-Sunday-Salifu_curriculum-vitae-june-2018-of-prof.docx
ASHAMO, Olufemi is a Professor of Entomology in the School of Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2000). He was Head of Department of Biology (2007-2009; 2015-2017) and currently Director, Academic Planning (2017-date). He is a Fellow of the Entomological Society of Nigeria. His current research is in the use of plant products in the control and management of insect pests. He has successfully supervised 5Ph.Ds. His email address is moashamo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035019708. Download CV: CV_Ashamo-Michael-Olufemi_curriculum-vitae-aper.doc

ASOR, Joseph Ele is a Professor of Parasitology in the Department of Zoology and Environmental Biology, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt. He was Dean of Faculty of Science (2014-2016), Dean of Faculty of Biological Sciences (2016-2018), Dean of Students Affairs (2006-2011) and Rector Ibrahim Babangida College of Agriculture, Ovonum-Obubra, Cross River State (Now Cross River University of Technology, Obubra Campus) 1998-2002. His current research interest is on parasites of man and his domestic animals. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is asorjoe@yahoo.co.uk and his telephone number +2348037236472. Download CV: CV_ASOR-Joseph-Ele_new-deans-cv.docx

ATUANYA, Ernest is a Professor of Environmental and Public Health microbiology in Faculty of Life sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin. He was a head of Department of microbiology from 2007 to 2009. He is a Fellow of the Third World Academy of Science for Scientific and Industrial Research. His current research is on pollution control studies. He has successfully supervised f 5 Ph.Ds and currently supervising another 5. His email address is ernest.ikenna@uniben.edu. His telephone number is 08033434241. Download CV: CV_ATUANYA-ERNEST-IKENNA_dr.-atuanyan-reviewed-cv-june-2016.docx

ATURETA, Waadu, Mohammed Salawu is a Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi. He obtained a Ph.D from the same University, (2003). He was PGD coordinator (2012-2017). His current research is on modeling and optimisation. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is pmsatureta@gmail.com and my telephone number is +2348038343480. Download CV: CV_ATURETA-MOHAMMED-SALAWU_curriculum-vitae.docx

AVWIORO, Godwin is a Professor of Medical Laboratory Science, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He was HOD, Anatomy (2008-2009) and Science Laboratory Technology (2016 to date). He is a Fellow of the Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is on histochemistry. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D students. His email addresses are awwiorog@yahoo.com and awwiorog@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037149777. Download CV: CV_Avwioro-Godwin-Ovie_cv-awwioro-may-18.docx

AVWIRI, Gregory is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State Univ. of Science & Technology, Port Harcourt (2000). He was a Head of Physics Department and Dean, Graduate Sch. Of Nat. Appl. & Med. Sciences. UPH. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics (NIP). His current research is on Radiation dosimetry and protection. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is gregory.awwiri@uniport.edu.ng and phone number is 08033137574. Download CV: CV_AVWIRI-GREGORY-ONOMAKER_cv-avwiri-2017-cv.docx

AWI-WAADU, Grace is a Professor of Parasitology in the Department of Animal and Environmental Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Port-Harcourt, Port-Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, U.K. (1987). She was Acting Head of Department of Animal and Environmental Biology (2008-2010) and Dean, School of Science Laboratory Technology (2014-2018). Her current research is on environmental monitoring and parasitological assessment of snail vectors of parasites of medical and veterinary importance in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email address is gawiwaadu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037045784. Download CV: CV_Awi-Waadu-Grace-Dornu-cv-of-prof-gdbawi-updated.doc
AWOJOYOGBE, Bamidele Omotayo is a Professor of Physics in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (1997). He was the Director, Academic Planning (2012-2015) and Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Nigerian Journal of Technological Research, Federal University of Technology, Minna (2010-Date). He is a board member of the Nigerian Association of Medical Physicists. His current research is on medical physics and theoretical physics. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is awojoyogbe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348059995405. Download CV: CV_Awojoyogbe-Bamidele-Omotayo_prof-awojoyogbe-cv-2018.docx

AWOTOYE, Olusegun is a Professor of Ecology and Environmental Studies in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was the Director of the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies (2012-2017). His current research is on ecosystem management and bioremediation. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is segunawotoye@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348054795767. Download CV: CV_Awotoye-Olusegun-olufemi_curriculum-vitae-2-copy.doc

AYENI, Joshua is a Professor of Computer Science in the College of Natural Sciences, Redeemer's University, Ede. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Waterloo (1978). He was the Head of Department of Computer Science in Redeemer's University (2014-2017). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Computer Society. His current research is on university lecture time-tabling. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is ojoayeni@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033222830. Download CV: CV_AYENI-JOSHUA-OJO AKINDELE_run-ayeni-cv-update.docx

AYI, Anyama Ayi is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2002). He was Head of Department (2013 -2015), a TWAS South-South Visiting Scholar in 2000, and a TWAS Postdoctoral Fellow (2003-2004) at Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bangalore, India. He was a Fulbright African Research Fellowship (2010 -2011), at Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, USA. His interest is in the development of syntheses, structures and properties of Metal-Organic Framework Materials (MOFs). His email address is ayiayi72@gmail.com His telephone number is +2348035961521. Download CV: CV_AYI-Ayi-ANYAMA_prof.-ayi-a.-ayi-cv-updated-2018.docx

AYINDE, Kayode is a Professor of Statistics in School of Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds Ph.D from University of Ilorin (2007). He was Head of Department of Pure and Applied Mathematics, LAUTECH (Jan. 2012-July 2012, and Head of Department of Statistics, FUTA (2016 till date). Currently, he is the Coordinator of FUTA-LISA Program. He is a member of Nigerian Statistical Association, International Biometric Society, African Econometrics Society. His current research is on "Estimation Methods under Assumptions Violation in Linear and Simultaneous Equation Models". He had supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is kayinde@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035850519. Download CV: CV_Ayinde-Kayode-_futacv.doc

AYO, Rachael Gbekele-Oluwa is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from the same university, (2005). She was Acting Head, Kaduna State University, Kaduna (2013-2014), and Students Affairs Officer, Samaru College of Agriculture/ ABU, Zaria (2008). She is a Fellow of Institute of Chartered Chemists (FICCON) and Chemical Society of Nigeria (FCSN). Her current research is on natural product chemistry. She has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. Her email address is gbkeayo@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234836371606. Download CV: CV_Ayo-Rachael-Gbekele-Oluwa_ayorg-2018cvabu-nuc.docx

AYOLABI, Elijah is a Professor of Applied Geophysics in the Faculty of Science, University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1999). He was the HOD of Physics (2006-2009), HOD of Geosciences (2010-2013) and Vice-Chancellor of Mountain Top University (2015-till date). He is an SEG Honorary Lecturer for Africa and Middle East. His current research is on near surface geophysics. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is eojelabi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037206074. Download CV: CV_AYOLABI-Elijah-Adebowale_ayolabi-cv-nuc.docx
AZEKE, Marshall Arebojie is a Professor of Nutrition Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Bonn, Germany (2003). He is currently the Head of Department, Department of Biochemistry, Ambrose Alli University (2016 till date). He is a Senior Research Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany. His current research is on functional foods and nutraceuticals. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is azeke@aaukpoma.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348133429879. 

Download CV: CV_Azeke-Marshall-Arebojie_azeke-resume.doc

BABBA, Alafara is a Professor of Analytical/Industrial and Materials Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (2008). He was Deputy Director Central Research Laboratories (2014-2017) and Head Department of Industrial Chemistry (2017- till date). He is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria (FCSN); Professional member of Materials Science & Technology Society of Nigeria (MSN) and The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society (TMS), USA. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His e-mail address is alafara@unilorin.edu.ng or baalafara@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035010302. 

Download CV: CV_Baba-Alafara-Alafara_prof.-alafara-cv-2018-general.docx

BABARINDE, Najeem is a Professor of Physical Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Head of Department of Chemical Sciences (2011-2012, 2013-2015) and Acting Director of Students' Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of High Energetic Materials (AUSIHEM). His current research is on biosorption and protein chemistry. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is adesola.babarinde@oouagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234-8037232934. 

Download CV: CV_BABARINDE-NAJEEM-ABIOLA_ADESOLA_cv-for-nuc-directory.doc

BABATUNDE, Oluwayemisi is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2005). She was Head of Department (2011-2013). She is a Fellow of Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria (ICCON) and a member of Chemical Society. Her current research is on Kinetic Methods of Analysis. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is mails4abiodun@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348057270147. 

Download CV: CV_Babatunde-Abiodun_babatundeoluwayemisi-cv.doc

BAKO, Sunday is a Professor of Environmental Plant Biology and Biotechnology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (2001). He was Director, Academic Planning (2006-2008), Dean of Students Affairs (2007), Dean of Science (2012-2013) and Vice-Chancellor (2017-Date). His current research is on plant responses to pollution stress and their potential for phytoremediation. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is spbako2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037037445. 

Download CV: CV_Bako-Sunday-Paul_curriculum-vitae-kuw-2018.docx

BAKPO, Francis S. is a Professor of Software Engineering in the Computer Science Department, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu (2008). He was Head of Computer Science (2014-2017) and is currently Director, Roar Nigeria Hub UNN (2017- till date). He is a member NCS and CPN. His current research is on parallel processing systems, artificial intelligence, petri nets and data communications and networking. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is francis.bakpo@unn.edu.ng. His mobile phone number is +2348034401289. 

Download CV: CV_Bakpo-Francis-Sunday_cv-bakpo-march-2018.doc

BAMIGBOLA, Olabode is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the same university in 1989. He was Head of Department (2005-2008). He is a Fellow of the Mathematical Association of Nigeria. His current research is systems optimization. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is ...
BASSEY, Margaret is a Professor of Bio-Systematics in the Faculty of Sciences, University of Uyo, Uyo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). She was Head, Department of Botany & Ecological Studies (2010-2015) and Deputy Director, Directorate of Pre-degree Studies, University of Uyo, Uyo (2015-2017). Her current research is the inventorying of pteridophytes. She is currently supervising 1 Ph.D and her email address is megenbassey@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023525545. Download CV: CV_BASSEY-MARGARET-EMMANUEL_curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

BELLO, Idrith Tijjani is a Professor of Atmospheric Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He was Sub-Dean of Faculty of Science (1995-1998). He is a member NAMP and NIP. He published books on FORTAN programming and introduction to vector and tensor analysis with applications to physics is widely used. His email addresses are idrith@yahoo.com, idrithtijjani@gmail.com bitijjani.phy@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037030877. Download CV: CV_Tijjani-Bello-Idrith_bello-idrith-tijjani-curriculum-vitea.docx

BELLO, Usman Bagudo is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the same Institution (2007) He was Head of Pure and Applied Chemistry Department (2010-2014). His current research is on the recovery of energy from Biomass through Pyrolysis and Biomethanization. His email address isubbagudo@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08062619123. Download CV: CV_Bagudo-Bello-Usman_my-updated-cv.docx

BOBOYE, Bolatito is a Professor of Genetics and Molecular Biology in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA), Ondo State, Nigeria. She holds Ph.D from the University of Basel (1999). She was an executive member of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. She was coordinator, Microbiotech Group (till 2018) and coordinator, FUTA biotech group (2018), and Head of Department of Microbiology, (FUTA). She is a member of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. Her current research is application of genetics and molecular biology. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email address is boboye_b@hotmail.com. Her telephone number is 07031372964. Download CV: CV_BOBOYE-BOLATITO-ESTHER AINA_futa-boboye-cv.docx

BOY, Adenike is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, Lagos State University, Lagos. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2004). She was the Head of Department of Physics (2007-2009), Deputy Director, LASU Foundation Programme, Badagry, Lagos ( 2008-2012) and currently Assistant Director, LASU Directorate of Advancement (2016-Date). She is a Fellow of the Materials Science and Technology Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on solar radiation Physics (dye sensitized solar cells). She is currently supervising 6Ph.Ds. Her email is adenike.boyo@lasu.edu.ng, adenikeoboyo@gmail.com, nikeboyo@yahoo.com. Her Phone number is +2348023055461 and +2347055771594. Download CV: CV_Boyo-Adenike-Omotunde_boyo-adenike-nuc2.docx

BRIGGS, Lawanson A. is a Public Health Consultant in Adolescent Reproductive Health Education. He is a Professor of Health Education in Ignatius Ajuru University of Education Port Harcourt. He obtained his B.sc degree in Health Science Education (1978) in the university of Knoxville, Tennessee, USA; MPH (Master of Public Health) in the same university in 1979 and a Ph.D in Health Education in the university of Education. A onetime Dean of Natural and Applied Sciences, former Deputy Provost and Deputy Vice Chancellor at the Ignatius Ajuru university of Education. He belongs to several professional bodies, like FNHS and FFNAHE. Download CV: CV_BRIGGS-LAWANSON-AGBANI_deans-cv-updated-06-feb-2017.docx

candidate. His email address is adelusi_adekune@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033763448. Download CV: CV_ADELSU-ADEKUNLE-AJAYI_prof.-my-new-cv.docx

CHIAGHANAM, Osita is a Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Chukwuemeke Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli. He holds a Ph.D from the Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2007). He was Head of Department of Geology (2009-2012), Dean Student Affairs (2012-2013) and Co-ordinator
Pre-degree Programme (Science) (2013-2014). His current research is on the hydrocarbon potentials of Anambra basin. His email addresses are oichiaghanam@yahoo.com; oichiaghanam@coou.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036723693. Download CV: CV_Chiaghanam-Osita-lgwebuike_prof.-chiaghanam-c.v..doc

CHIFU, E. Ndikilar is a Professor of Theoretical Physics in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology (2011). He is currently the Deputy Dean of Faculty and Deputy Director, Research and Development. He is a member of NIP, NAMP and IAMP. His current research is general relativity. He has successfully supervised 01 Ph.D. His email address is ebenechifu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348069553173. Download CV: CV_CHIFU-EBENEZER-NDIKILAR_curriculum-vitae.docx

CHIMBEKUIWO, Ishaku is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Department of Plant Science, School of Life Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos 2010. He was Ag. Head of Department, Biological Sciences, FUTY 1985, Director/Coordinator, Science Laboratory Technology and Training Programme (SLTTP), FUTY 1990-1995, Head of Department, Biological Sciences, FUTY, - 2003-2006, Deputy Dean, School of Pure and Applied Sciences, FUTY - 2003-2005, Head of Department, Plant Science Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola 2012-2018. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is chimbe2017@mautech.edu.ng his telephone number is +2348053383545. Download CV: CV_CHIMBEKUIWO-IISHAKU-BAJON_Professor-i.b.chimbekuiwo-.doc

CHINEDU, Shalom Nwodo is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (2006). He is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and had served as Dean, School of Postgraduate studies (2015-2016), Dean, College of Science and Technology (2014-2015), Director, Quality and Academic Standards (2013-2014), Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2013), and HOD, Biological Sciences (2009-2010). Download CV: CV_Chinedu-Shalom-Nwodo_prof_.chinedu-cv-2018.docx

CHINWEUBA, Arinze is a Professor of Chemistry in Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Anambra State. He holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka. He was the Associated Dean of Science (2012-2013) and currently the Head of Chemistry Department. His current research is on biofertilizer/biopesticide and pollution control. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is aryzrazy@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035088532. Download CV: CV_Chinweuba-Arinze-Jude_curriculum-vitae-copy.docx

CHUKWUMA, Victor Uzodinma is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (2000). He was the founding Director, Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies (2012-2014) and Head of Department (2001-2005; 2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on geomagnetic storms and ionospheric precursors of earthquakes. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is uzodinmachukwuma@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348055075270. Download CV: CV_Chukwuma-Victor-Uzodinma_chukwuma-victor-cv-resume-070218.docx

DADA, Silas is a Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Al-Hikmah, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Science and Technology. Montpellier (1989). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2009-2012) at Salem University, Lokoja and Provost (2015-2017) at Kwara State University, Malete. He is a Fellow of The Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society (NMGS). His current research is on structural and age controls of mineralization in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is sundedada@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033598828. Download CV: CV_DADA-Silas-Sunday_dada-cv-may-2018.docx

DAHIRU, Abdul Ardo Buba is a Professor of Solid State Physics in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja, FCT. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2007) Nigeria. He was Head of Department, Physics (2012-2014). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Physics (NIP). He has successfully
supervised 1 Ph.D and many M.Sc. His email address is abduldabuba@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348087880074. Download CV: CV_Dahiru-Abdul-Ardo Buba_buba-s-resume.docx

DAUDA, Mary is Professor of Analytical chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2015). She was Deputy Dean of Science (2009-2011), HOD Chemistry (2011-2016) and Director of Remedial studies (2016-Date). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria and a member Chemical Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on environmental chemistry. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is salehtabithayahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348055114591. Download CV: CV_Dauda-Mary-Sunday_cv-prof.-mrs.-m.-s.-dauda.docx

DIBUA, Uju Marie Esther is a Professor of Medical Microbiology, in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). She is a Fellow of Third World Academy of Science (TWAS)/German Research Foundation (DFG) and Volkswagen Foundation, Germany, Stiftung Hannovre (RFA). Her current research is on epidemiology and public health microbiology. She is currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds. Her email is marie.dibua@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037792951. Download CV: CV_DIBUA-UJU-MARIE ESTHER_dibua-cv.docx

Download CV: CV_NDUKA-JOHN-KANAYOCHUKWU_updated-cv-5-1-.docx

EBENIRO, Joseph is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Texas at Austin (1986). He was a Head of Department of Physics (1992-1995), Director, Consultancy, Research and Development (CORDEC), (2005-2012) and Director, Centre of Excellence (CoE), UNIBEN (2015-Date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research areas include seismology with emphasis on reservoir characterization and surface waves studies. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is joseph_o_ebeniro@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033283494. Download CV: CV_Ebeniro-Joseph-Onukansi_curriculum-2018.docx

EDEMA Mary Olire is a Professor of Organic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Federal University of Petroleum University, Effurun. She holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (1997). She was Director, Centre for Gender Studies, University of Benin (2011-2014); Deputy Vice Chancellor, FUPRE 2016, Provost College of Education, Warri (2016 - date). Fellow, CSN & ICCON. She has supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her Email, edema.may@fupre.edu.ng. Phone No. 08027275360 Download CV: CV_Prof Mary Edema CV.docx

EDEMA, Clarkson is a Professor of Animal and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1994). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Management Development and a Justice of Peace (JP). His current research is on fish and fisheries of freshwater. His email address is Clarkson.edema@uniben.edu. Telephone No is +2348055401248. Download CV: CV_Edema-Clarkson-Udun_prof-c.u.-edema-cv.docx

EDET, Aniekan is a Professor of Hydrogeology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1993). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society and Nigerian Association of Hydrogeologist. His current research is on groundwater chemistry near waste dump sites. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His e mail is aniekanedet@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036667216. Download CV: CV_Edet-Aniekan-_curriculum-vitae-prof-aniekan-edet.doc

EGBOH, Sunday is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science Delta State University Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from University of London 1982. He was a Dean of Science (1996-2001) and (2009-2013). He is a Fellow Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria, Chemical Society of Nigeria, Polymer Institute of Nigeria, Institute of Corporate Administration. His current research is on polymer chemistry /environmental chemistry. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is
EGBUCHUNAM, Theresa is a Professor of Materials Chemistry in the College of Science, Federal University of Petroleum Resources, Effurun. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2007). She was Head of Department of Chemistry (2009 – 2014), Internal Governing Council Member (2013 – 2017) and presently Director of SERVICOM Unit. She is a Professional Member of the Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria. Her current research is on the development of functional materials for energy applications. Her email address is egbuchunam.theresa@fupre.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348038928181. Download CV: CV_Egbuchunam-Theresa-Obiajulu_curriculum-vitae.docx

EGWIM, Chidi Evans is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Department of Biochemistry, School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin(2006). He was sub-Dean School of Sciences and Science Education(2010-2011) Sub-dean School of Postgraduate Studies, (2012- 2013)and HOD Biochemistry Department(2016-date) He has a dynamic academic career reflecting pioneering and edge-breaking performance in industrial raw material development, applied enzymology/biotechnology and bioprocess technologies. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. email c.egwim@futminna.edu.ng phone: 07065809474. Download CV: CV_Egwim-Evans-Chidi_evans-cv.docx

EKANEMESANG, Ududo is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, Obong University, Obong Ntak. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. He was the Acting Head of Department of Biochemistry (2010-2014) and Vice-chancellor of Obong University (2014-till date). His current research is on molecular microbiology. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is ekanemesang49@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039485738. Download CV: CV_Ekanemesang-Ududo-Moses_ududo-moses-ekanemesang-cv-2010-uniuyo.docx

EKE, Uche Basil is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (1995). He is currently Dean of Physical Sciences (2016 to date). He is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on advanced functional materials. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds with 5 on going. His email address is ekeub@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033795414. Download CV: CV_Eke -Uche-Basil_2-.resume.docx

EKHAISE, Osaro Frederick is a Professor of Environmental and Public Health Microbiology/Microbial Physiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from University of Benin (2002). He was Coordinator of Environmental Science Unit (2012 -2014), Head, Department of Microbiology (2013 - 2015). He is currently the Director, Information, Communication and Technology Unit/Central Records Processing Unit (ICTU/CRPU), Vice Chancellor’s Office, University of Benin, Benin City. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: frederick.ekhaise@uniben.edu and aiyevbosa.ekhaise@gmail.com My Tel: 08063856316, 08055648761, 08029893015, 09090780854. Download CV: CV_Ekhaise-Frederick -Osaro_prof.-ekhaise-fred.-osaro-cv-2015-5-.doc

EKOZIEN, Maria Ihenata is a Professor of Environmental Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma, Edo State, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria (1993). She was Head of Department, Microbiology (2006-2011). She is a member of Nigerian Society of Microbiology and Nigerian Society of Plant Protection. Her current research is on soil borne plants pathogens and their biological control and antimicrobial activities of medicinal plants. She has successfully supervised one Ph.D. Her email address is miosuinosu@yahoo.com. Her phone number is 08037510247. Download CV: CV_EKOZIEN-MARIA-IHENATA_curriculum-vitae-prof.-ekozien-2018.docx

EKPO, Bassey is a Professor of Petroleum/Environmental Geochemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar, (2001). He has 24 years of
experience in Teaching/Research in Environmental/Petroleum Geochemistry in the University and 4 years in the oil/gas industry. He is a Fellow of the UK Higher Education Academy (FHEA). His current research is on fingerprinting of crude oils. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. He is a member of several associations such as Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationists. His email address is basseyekpo@unical.ng.com; His telephone number is +2348037183898. **Download CV:** CV_Ekpo-Bassey-Offiong_prof-ekpo-cv.doc

**EKPO, Imo Akpanobong** is a Professor of Environmental Biotechnology and Waste Management in the Faculty of Biological Sciences University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from Atlanta University (1987). He was Acting Head of Department of Genetics and Biotechnology University of Calabar (2003 – 2005), Department of Biological Sciences Federal University Lafia (2012 - 2013). He is a member of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. His current research is on bioremediation of hydrocarbon polluted environment. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is imoaekpo@unical.edu.ng. His telephone Number is +2348032584256. **Download CV:** CV_Ekpo-Imo-Akpanobong_curriculum-vitae-22.docx

**EKPOUNOBI, Azubike Josiah** is a Professor of Solid State Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awaka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1996) and DICTP from International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Italy. He was HOD (2003-2005, 2006 - 2008) and Dean of Physical Sciences (2016 - 2018). He is a Fellow of the Solar Energy Society of Nigeria. His current research is on semiconductor physics. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is jekpunobi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038763056. **Download CV:** CV_Ekpunobi-Azubike-Josiah_ajcv-2-.doc

**ELERUJA, Marcus Adebola** is Professor of Solid State Physics in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (1999). He was Vice-Dean of Science (2012-2014) and Head of Department, Department of Physics and Engineering Physics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2015- till date). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Physics and a member of Materials Science and Technology of Nigeria. His current research is on the preparation and characterization of thin films of various materials; Syntheses and various applications of graphene based materials. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is meleruja@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033954140. **Download CV:** CV_ELERUJA-Marcus-Adebola_cv-nuc.docx

**EMEKA, Okwueze** is a Professor of Geophysics in the Department of Physics, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Wisconsin, Madison USA (1983). He was Dean of Students (2002-2006) and member University of Calabar Governing Council (2009-2013) and Dean Postgraduate School (2015_2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics and also of Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society. His current research is on Investigation of road failures in southeastern Nigeria. He has supervised 25 Masters and 12 Ph.Ds. He is the Coord of NWRCBNet Centre in University of Calabar. Email is emeka_okwueze@yahoo.com and phone +2348035432338. **Download CV:** CV_Okwueze-Emeka-Emmanuel_curriculum-vitae-for-prof-okwueze-feb-2017.doc

**EMERE, Matthew Chika,** is Professor of Fishery in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defense Academy, Kaduna. He holds a Ph.D. from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was Acting Head of Department (1986-1988) and has served in different capacities in the Department, Faculty and the Academy such as secretary and subcommittee chairman. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds in different fields of Biology. My Email address is otichiemere@yahoo.com and my phone number is +2348065482681. **Download CV:** CV_Emere-Matthew-Chika_2015-curriculum-vitae-of-emere.docx

**EMOGHENE, Alexander** is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1996). He was Co-ordinator, Environmental Science Unit, University of Benin (2010 - 2012), Head Department of Microbiology (2012 - 2013), Dean, College of Natural and Applied Sciences, University of Mkur, Gboko (2015 - 2016) while on (Sabbatical). He is a Fellow, Institute of Human and Natural Resources (FHN), RC. 378778.
His current research is on biological control of plant diseases. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is emoghene@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023374489. Download CV: CV_Emoghene-Alexander-Ochuko_c.v-of-prof.-a.-o.-emoghene.docx

ENIOLA, Kehinde is a Professor of Microbiology in the College of Natural Science, Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji Arakeji. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Acting Head of Department (2009-2011) and Director, Academic Planning Unit of Joseph Ayo Babalola University (2011-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology. His current research is on water access and quality assessment. His email address is kennyeniola@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234803361032. Download CV: CV_Eniola-Kehinde-Imisi Temitope-eniola.doc

EYA, Dominic is a Professor of Physics in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2005). He was the examination officer of his Department (2008 - 2011), the Head, Department of Science Laboratory Technology (SLT) (2015 - 2017) and currently the Desk Officer, NEEDS assessment of the University. His current research is on materials science and solar energy. His e-mail address includes eya.odo@futo.edu.ng, eyadom2003@yahoo.com and eya.odo@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348063477168 and +2348114485148. Download CV: CV_EYA-DOMINIC-DAVID ODO_curriculum-vitae-eya.doc

EYO, Joseph is a Professor of Zoology, in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D in Zoology from University of Nigeria. He was Head of the Department of Zoology and Environmental Biology and Dean of the Faculty. He has supervised over 12 Ph.D in all the major areas of Zoology. He is the current Editor of Animal Research International. He is widely published with over 150 journal articles. His email: joseph.eyo@unn.edu.ng or phone +2348026212686. Download CV: CV_EYO-Joseph-Effiong_prof.-je-eyo-cv.docx

EZEMAN, Emmanuel is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (2008). His current research is on molecular basis of drug resistance among bacteria. He is currently supervising 5 Ph.Ds. His email is eze.emmanuel@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066371727. Download CV: CV_EZEMAN-EMMANUEL-ANIEBONAM_curriculum-vitae-e-a-eze.docx

EZEMAN, Fabian is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). He was the director, International Office University of Nigeria (2015-2017), Dean of Natural Science at Coal City University, Enugu (2017-2018). He is a member of many professional bodies. His current research is on Energy storage and harvesting devices, Nanoparticles and nanomaterials. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is fabian.ezema@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036239214. Download CV: CV_Ezema-Fabian-lfeanyichukwu_ezema-cv-2018updated.docx

EZRA, Abalis is a Professor of Ecology in the Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds Ph.D from the same university (1999). He was Head of Department, Ecology (2015-2016) and Dean of Science Federal University, Gashua (2017-2018). His current research is on algal ecology and phyco-remediation. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. my e-mail address is agezra2006@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_EZRA-ABALIS-GAYA_prof.-ezra.a.gaya-cv-2018.doc
FAGBUARO, Omotayo is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti (2007). She was the Acting HOD, Zoology (2014-2016). She is a Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on fish breeding and genetics. She is currently supervising a Ph.D research. My email address is omofagbuar@yahoo.com. My telephone no is +234(0)8034925363. Download CV: CV_FAGBUARO-OMOTAYO_fagbuaro-o.c.v.appo-pol.22.docx

FAKAE, Barineme Beke is a Professor of Veterinary Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, Rivers State University. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Edinburgh, (1993). He was Head of Department of Veterinary Parasitology & Entomology, UNN (1995-1996, 2002-2003), Rector, Rivers State Polytechnic, Bori (2003-2007) and Vice-Chancellor, Rivers State University of Science & Technology (2007-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Animal Production. His current research is on Modernization of Higher Education in Nigeria through ICT for effective management and curriculum delivery. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email is bbfakae@ust.edu.ng. His mobile is +2348036721807. Download CV: CV_FAKAE-BARINEME-BEKE_bb-fakae-s-cv-revised-may-2018-v1.docx

FAMILONI, Oluwole Babafemi is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Lagos, Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1990). He was Sub-Dean (2000-2002), HOD Chemistry, (2002-2005), Dean of Science (2008-2012) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Lagos (2018 to date). He is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria 2001, Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria, 2007; Royal Society of Chemistry 2013, Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on the synthesis of heterocyclic chemistry and naturally occurring chemistry. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is familonio@unilag.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023063129. Download CV: CV_FAMILONI-OLUWOLE-BABAFEMI_curriculum-vitae-familoni-april-2018.docx

FARUQ, Umar is a Professor of Organic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2007). He was Head of Applied Chemistry (2000-2001), HOD Chemistry, (2000-2005), Dean of Science (2002-2005) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Lagos (2018 to date). He is a Professional Member of Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria. His current research is in catalysis and also in Medicinal Plants. He successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is ufzakigwandu@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347031934949. Download CV: CV_FARUQ-Umar-Zaki_faruu4.1.docx

FATOKUN, Johnson is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Anchor University Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos(2002). He was Head of Department, Mathematical Sciences, Nasarawa State University, Keffi(2002-2012), Dean of Faculty of Science and Education, (2012-2015), Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Federal University Dutse-Ma (2015-2017), Dean Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Director of Academic Planning & Quality Assurance, Anchor University, Lagos (2017-Date). His current research is in modelling and analyzing prey harvesting of one Predator two prey dynamics in tropical zone. He has supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His current e-mail address is jfatokun@aul.edu.ng, fatokund@yahoo.com. His number is +2347083008202. Download CV: CV_FATOKUN-JOHNSON-OLADELE_prof-j.o.fatokun-cv.docx

FEKARURHOBO, Godswill is a Professor of Photo and Organic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D of the University of London(1982). He was Head, Department of Chemistry(2011-2014) and Dean, Postgraduate School(2014-2018). He is a Chartered Chemist and Member of Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research interests include the photo-oxidative synthesis and degradation of synthetic and naturally occurring substances using plant pigments as singlet oxygen sensitizer. He may be reached at kutafeka@yahoo.com and on +234 08033425653. Download CV: CV_Fekarurhobo-Godswill-Kuta_curriculum-vitae-2018-ms.docx

FEMI-OLA, Titilayo is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the Ekiti State University (2006). She was Acting Head of Department (2008-2010) and Head of Department (2016- till date). Her current research is on industrial
microbiology. Her email address is titilayo.femi-ola@eksu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348066613611. Download CV: CV_FEMI-OLA-Titilayo-Ofunjke_curriculum-vita2-for-nuc.docx

FOLORUNSO, Olusegun is a Professor of Computer Science in the College of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2003). He was Head, Webometrics Center (2010-2014) and Director, Center for Teaching and Learning (2014 - 2016). He is a Fellow of the United Nations University, Institute of Software Technology (Macau). His current research is on applied computing and informatics. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is folorunso@funaab.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035640707. Download CV: CV_FOLORUNSO-OLUSEG_-_prof-folorunso-cv-30-06-2018.docx

FRANK-PETERSIDE, Nnenna is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the Queens University of Belfast, Northern Ireland (1992). She was Dean of Science (2012-2013, 2015-2016) and Pioneer Provost, College of Natural and Applied Sciences (2013 – 2015). She is a Fellow of Institute of Biomedical Sciences, U.K. Her current research is on molecular identification of pathogenic microorganisms in the Niger Delta. She has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Her email address is nnenna.frank-peterside@uniport.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033106272. Download CV: CV_FRANK-PETERSIDE-NNENNA_-_n-frank-peterside-cv.docx

GEORGE, Gladys is a Professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2012). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian College of Optometrists. Her current research is on ocular Physiology. Her email address is gladys.george@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348144393468. Download CV: CV_George-Gladys-Ovigue_Professor-mrs-gladys-cv.docx

GEORGE-OKAFOR, Uzoamaka is a Professor of Applied Microbiology in the Faculty of Applied Natural Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. She holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2007). She was Head of Department (2010-2012) and Director of Biotechnology Centre (2015-till date). Her current research is on bio-preservatives from probiotic microorganisms. She is supervising 1 Ph.D. Her e-mail address is uzo.georgeokafor@esut.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035853812. Download CV: CV_George-Okafor-Uzoamaka-Ogechi_nuc-curriculum-vita.docx

GONI, Ibrahim Baba is a Professor of Hydrogeology in the Faculty of Science, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the Universite D’ Avignon, France (2003). He was Acting Dean of Science (2008) and Head of Department (2005-2010). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Association of Hydrogeologists; a Member of Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society and registered with the Council of Nigerian Engineers and Geoscientist. His current research is on groundwater resources. He has successfully supervised a Ph.D student and currently 3 at different stages of completion. His email address is ibgoni@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036372676. Download CV: CV_Goni-Ibrahim-Baba_cvgoni.doc

HALLIRU, Auwalu Arzai is a Professor of Biological Science in the Faculty of Life Science, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2009). He was the Faculty Examination Officer, (1992-1995), Deputy Dean,(1996-1999), Head, Department of Biological Sciences, (1999-2003), Dean, Faculty of Science, (2006-2008), Director, General Studies Unit, (2011-2015) and Director, Center for Biotechnology Research, Bayero University, Kano. (2015-till date). His current research is on Evaluation of some plants used in Hausa ethno medicine for antibacterial activity and wound healing. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is auwalarzai@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08023101502. Download CV: CV_Halliru-Auwalu-Arzai_a.h.-arzai-publications.docx

HAUSAN, Ali Sanusi is a Professor of Biology with inclination to Environmental Biology and Toxicology. He holds Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria in 1998. His university administration includes being
Head of Department (2008), Students Industrial Experience Scheme Pioneer Coordinator in two universities (2007 and 2014), Assistant Dean of Science (2012), Head of Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer among others. His current research is on hydrobiology, limnology, ecological toxicology, water quality and phytochemistry Tel: 08055563137. Download CV: CV_Hassan-Ali-Sanusi_hassan-cv-and-applications-recent.doc

HORSFALL, Michael is a Professor of Environmental Chemistry in the Faculty of Science of the University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1992). He was Director, Central Instruments laboratory (2013-2017) and currently the Dean, School of Science Laboratory Technology (2018-Date). He is a member of the Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on bio-remediation of contaminated environment using green materials. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email is michael.horsfall@uniport.edu.ng and phone number is +2347034422116. Download CV: CV_Horsfall-Michael_-recent-cv-2017-updated-1.doc

IBANGA, Edem Stephen is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of sciences, University of Uyo. He was the former Acting Head of Department, former Director, Center for Wetlands and Waste Management Studies. Former Chairman, Exams misconduct committee. current coordinator Student Industrial training programme. He is a member of Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria, His currently on research on drug resistance of malaria parasite. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email is edemibanga01@gmail.com. His telephone is +234(0)7062695451. Download CV: CV_IBANGA -EDEM -STEPHEN_cv_prof.docx

IBIJOLA, Emmanuel Adeolu is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, EKiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1998). He was Dean of Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences Nasarawa State University (2002-2004). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Mathematics & it’s Applications (FiMA) UK. His current research is on numerical analysis and scientific computing. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is ibjemm@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035891025. Download CV: CV_IBIJOLA -EMMANUEL -ADEOLU_curriculum-vitae.docx

Ibrahim, Aminu Alhaji is a Professor of Algebra in the Faculty of Science of Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D from the same university, (2005). He was Dean of Science SSU (2013) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) of Sokoto State University (2014-2016). He was appointed Rector of Umaru Ali Shinkafi Polytechnic, Sokoto (2016 to date). He is a Fellow of Mathematical Association of Nigeria. His current research is on algebra. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is aminualhaji40@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348039369589. Download CV: CV_Ibrahim-Aminu-Alhaji_prof-aminu-cv.docx

IBRAHIM, Muhammad Bashir is a Professor of Physical Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Science, Bayero University Kano. He holds Ph.D from Bayero University Kano (2012). His current research is on utilisation of Schiff bases and nanoparticles modified adsorbents for wastewater remediation. He has 2 Ph.D students under his supervision. His email address is mbibrahim.chomp@buk.edu.ng and bashirmbi2@yahoo.ca. His telephone number is +2348036855024. Download CV: CV_IBRAHIM-MUHAMMAD-BASHIR_curriculum-vitae.docx

IDEMUDIA, Godwin, is a Professor of Physics, Faculty of Science, Federal University, Wukari. He holds a Ph.D in Physics from the University of Ilorin. My current area of research is solar radiation applications and solar energy budgeting. She has supervised 3 Ph.Ds. She has is member of council of SAN, SESN. Her e-mail address is gidemudia@fuwukari.edu.ng. My phone number is +2348104163257. Download CV: CV_IDEMUDIA-GODWIN-OSAMA_prof-s-s-c.v.recent-update.doc

IDENYI, Ndubuisi is a Professor of Materials Science and Engineering in the Faculty of Science, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki. He holds a Ph.D from Ebonyi State University (2010). He was Head of Department (2005-2011) and Dean of Faculty (2012 - 2013). He is a Fellow of both the Nigerian Metallurgical Society and Materials Science and Technology Society of Nigeria. His current research is
on corrosion inhibition of vegetable extracts. His email address is edennaidenyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033385069. Download CV: CV_IDENYI-NDUBUJISI-EDENNAYA_nuc-cv.docx

IDOWU, Rachel Toyosi is a Professor of Hydrobiology in the Faculty of Science, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). She was the Head of Department of Biological Sciences (2015-2018). She is a member of Science Association of Nigeria. Her current research is on Aquaculture /Fish feed formulation and Environmental Assessment of Lakes. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 5 Masters. Her email address is rachelidowu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347035905349. Download CV: CV_Idowu-Rachel-Toyosi_my-cv-new-cv-2.doc

IDRIS, Sulaiman Ola is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He obtained a Ph.D degree at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was Departmental Seminar Coordinator (2006-2008) and Departmental Postgraduate Coordinator (2012-2015) at ABU, Zaria. He is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on mechanisms of inorganic reactions and synthesis of metal complexes. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is alhajisoidris@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348183836514 and +2348057778826. Download CV: CV_IDRIS-Sulaiman-Ola_cv-idris.docx

IJEH, Ifeoma Irene is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Natural Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1999). She served as Dean, COLNAS and member MOUAU Governing council(2013-2017). She has served Ag. HOD, Biochemistry (2006-2008) and Chemistry (2011-2013) and Ag Director center for Molecular Biosciences (2008-2010). She is a Fellow of Nigerian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, (FNSBMB) and African Scientific Institute (FASI). She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.D. Her email address is: ijeh.ifeoma@mouau.edu.ng. Her telephone numbers are: +2348064719842 and +2348095807690. Download CV: CV_Ijeh-Ifeoma-Irene_updated-cv-ijeh-ifeoma-irene-2017.docx

IKPOTOKIN, Festus is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1999). He held administrative posts at Departmental level, He served as member of several Faculty Committees including Postgraduate, Admission / Registration, Junior Staff Promotion Committees. He served as Ag. HOD, Geology and Mining, Nasarawa State University, Keffi (2008-2009) with sabbatical leave. He is a registered member of four Geosciences Professional Bodies. His current research is in deep lithospheric geophysical studies leading to geothermal energy resources. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. Email: awa_ikpo@yahoo.com; Mobile: 08098650022. Download CV: CV_Ikpokonte-Awaajiokan-Enoch_ikpocv2017.doc

IKPOTOKIN, Festus is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1999). He was Head of Department of Computer Science (1998, 2002 -2003, 2005 - 2007) and Director of ICT of Ambrose Alli University (2009 - 2012). Fellow of Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development (FRHD), He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is festusikpotokin@auekoma.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038580769. Download CV: CV_Ikpokonte-Awaajiokan-Enoch_ikpocv2017.doc

INYANG, Comfort Ufot is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Uyo, Uyo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1995). She was Acting Head of Department, Food Science and Technology, University of Agriculture, Makurdi (2002-2004), Head, Department of Microbiology, University of Uyo, Uyo (2008-2010). She is a Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. Her current research is on natural preservation of foods. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is comfortinyang@unиюo.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348028172217. Download CV: CV_Inyang-Comfort-Ufot_prof.-c.o.ikpotokin-cv.doc

ISAH was educated at the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria, Nigeria (BSc Physics 1987, Ph.D Physics 2008) and the Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria (M.Tech Solid State Physics 1996). He joined
the service of the Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria in 1991. He has supervised one Ph.D and co-supervised another three. He has worked and published several research works. He has held various positions of responsibility in the University, amongst which are the Sub-Dean School of Science and Science Education from 2008-2009, Head of Department of Physics 2010-2014 and was a member of the University Governing Council. Email: kasim309@futminna.edu.ng Tel: +234 803 620 4804. Download CV: CV_Isah-kasim-Uthman_cv-latest-2018.docx

ISHAKU, Jackson is a Professor of Hydrogeology in the School of Physical Science, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). He is the current Head of Geology (2016-date). His email address is jmishaku@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08069136762. Download CV: CV_Ishaku-Jackson-Makpane_cv-jmishaku.doc

ISIBOR, Jonathan is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He is the Head of Department of Microbiology; a Fellow, Institute of Industrial Administration (FIIA) [since 2012]; He was awarded the SFAM President’s Fund Grant to present a research paper at the Society for Applied Microbiology Conference in Cardiff, [2013]; and the Society Conference in Edinburgh, [2016]. He is currently supervising two Ph.D students in the areas of Escherichia coli O157: H7 and biofilm-forming Esch coli; as well as ten M.Sc. students. His e-mail is joe_isibor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035515110. Download CV: CV_Isibor-Jonathan-Osariemen_cv-recent.doc

ISRAEL-COOKEY, Chigozie is a Professor of Theoretical Physics in the Faculty of Science, Rivers State University, Nkpolu-Oroworukwo, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University (2003). He was Head of Department of Mathematics (2006 - 2014) and currently Head of Department of Physics (2017 to date). He is a member of the Nigeria Institute of Physics. His current research is magnetohydrodynamic flows and stability of motion. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is cookeychi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348032968011. Download CV: CV_Israel-Cookey-Chigozie--my-cv-c.doc

ITA, Benedict is a Professor of Physical/Theoretical Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2000). He is the current Dean of Physical Sciences (2015 - Date) and Chairman Committee of Deans (2016 - Date). He is a member of Chemical Society of Nigeria and ICCON. His current research is quantum mechanics. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is iseromngwuita@unical.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348063608005. Download CV: CV_Ita-Benedict-Iserom_2018-cv.docx

ITAH, Alfred is a Professor of Environmental and Public Health Microbiology in the Faculty of Sciences, University of Uyo, Uyo, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar. He was Head of Department of Microbiology (2001-2005) and Dean, Faculty of Science, University of Uyo (2008-2012). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. He is a Consultant Environmental/Public Health Microbiologist to some oil companies in Nigeria on Crude Oil Spill matters and pollution abatement. He is a litigation expert witness to a multinational oil company on petroleum hydrocarbon pollution matters. His email: allyoung2001@yahoo.com, GSM: +2348023367539. Download CV: CV_C.V.PROF. ITAH for Uyo 2015.docx

IYAKA, Yahaya Ahmed is a Professor of Chemistry in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2006). He was Dean, Student Affairs (2010 - 2013) and Deputy Vice - Chancellor, Federal University of Technology, Minna (2017 – till date). His current research is on heavy metals in soils and food analysis. He currently has 8 Ph.D students. His email address is iyaka.yahaya@futminna.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348035799257. Download CV: CV_IYAKA-Yahaya-Ahmed_iyaka-cv-june-2018-recent.docx

IYASE Samuel is a Professor of Mathematics at the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was the Head of Department of Mathematics, Covenant University (2014 -2015). He is a member of the Nigerian
Mathematical Society. His current research is on the existence of solutions of boundary value problems of ordinary differential equations. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is samuel.iyase@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Iyase-Samuel-Azubuike_curriculum-vitae-prof-iyase-.docx

**JAGADISH**, Singh is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Bihar University, Muzaffarpur (India), 1985. His area of research interest is celestial mechanics with specialisation in space dynamics. His email address is jgds2004@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Singh-Jagadish-_cv-_june-2018.docx

**JIBRIN**, Shafiu is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from Carleton University, Canada (1998). He was Head of Mathematics Department at Federal University Dutse (2013-2015). He is a Fellow of the Arizona-Nevada Academy of Science in the USA. His current research is on the feasibility problem in semidefinite programming. He has successfully supervised many graduate students. His email address is shafiju@yahoo.com. His telephone is +2347034957055. Download CV: CV_Jibrin-Shafiu-_cv- sjibrin-18.docx

**KADIRI**, Medina is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1988). She was Sub Dean of Science (1994-1998) and Commissioner of Environment & Solid Minerals, Edo State (2000-2001). She is Honouree, Phi Beta Delta Honour Society for International Scholars, USA (2008). Her current research is on harmful algae. She has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. Her email address is okadiri@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348023404118. Download CV: CV_Kadiri-Medina-Omo_kadiri-cv-now.docx

**KAYODE**, Sunday is a Professor of Mathematics in School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2005). He is the current Head of Department of Mathematical Sciences (2016 to date). His current research is on hybrid methods for the solution of higher order ordinary differential equations. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is sjkayode@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033974438. Download CV: CV_Kayode-Sunday-Jacob_kayode-s-j-typical-futa-cv-for-directory-of-full-Professors-2018.docx

**KEHINDE**, Iyabode is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the College of BioSciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2008). She was Head, Foundation Science Programme (2010-2014), Cambridge Programme (2012-2014) and Head, Pure and Applied Botany (2014-Date). She is a member of the Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. Her current research is on disease epidemiology, bioinoculants and biocontrol. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email address is kehindeia@funaab.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037149064. Download CV: CV_Kehinde-Iyabode-Adekemi_cv-of-prof kehinde-iyabode-2.docx

**KEHINDE**, Ololade Olajinka is a Professor of Analytical Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Lagos. She holds a Ph.D from the Greenwich University London (1988). She is Fellow of the Institute of Public Analysts (IPAN) and Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria (ICCON). Her current research in the field of environmental chemistry. She has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her email address is kolayinka@unilag.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348023204841. Download CV: CV_Olayinka-Kehinde-Ololade_curriculum-vitae-kehinde-olajinka-2018.docx

**KORIKO**, Olubode is a Professor of Applied Mathematics in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure in 1995. Currently, he is the Dean of School of Sciences, and a member of the Governing Council of the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2010 – 4th of May 2018). His current research is on Mathematical Modeling involving nanofluid, heat and mass transfer. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is okkoriko@futa.edu.ng and phone number is 08033509019. Download CV: CV_Koriko-Olubode-Kolade_prof.doc
LADOKUN, Olusola is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Lead City University, Ibadan. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). She was sub-Dean (2005-2014) and Dean of Science (2014 till date). She has served in various leadership positions in her institution and internationally and she is currently a member of the Governing Council. Presently she is working on developing a patent that will be very effective in combating diabetes. Her Email address is solajp@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348034995499. Download CV: CV_Ladokun-Olusola-Abiola_updated-cv1.docx

LAWAL, Gusau Hassan is a Professor of Organic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2002). He was a Head of Pure Chemistry Unit, Director School of Matriculation Studies (2003-2006) and Dean Faculty of Science (2009-2013). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Chartered Chemist. His current research is on bio-fuels. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is lghassan2002@yahoo.com. His Telephone number is +2348036076965. Download CV: CV_Hassan-Lawal-Gusau_l.g.-hassan-cv-2017.doc

LAWAL, Olayide Samuel is a Professor of Industrial Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Oye-Ekiti, He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2004). He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Science (2017-date). His current research is on isolation, modification and characterisation of biopolymers for value added industrial applications. He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is olayide.lawal@fuoye.edu.ng. His telephone number +2348100737929. Download CV: CV_Lawal-Olayide-Samuel_curriculum-vitae-Professor-current.docx

LEYIBO, Clara Igeleke is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2000). She was Dean of Science (2004-2006 and 2012-2013). She is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Microbiologists, American Society of Microbiologists and Nigerian Society of Plant Protection. Her current research is on plant protection. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is cigeleke@biu.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348023396724. Download CV: CV_IGELEKE-Clara-Leyibo_prof.-clara-cv.docx

LOHDIP, Yilkur is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Head of Chemistry (2000 - 2004), Dean of Natural Sciences (2007 - 2012) and Director, Academic Planning, University of Jos (2012 - 2016). He is a Fellow, Chemical Society of Nigeria, Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria and Royal Society of Chemistry (London). His current areas of research are on reaction kinetics and water quality assessment. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address profloh dip@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037000348. Download CV: CV_Lohdip-Yilkur -Nandul_lohdipcv-2018.doc

LONGE, Olumide Babatope is a Professor of Computer Science (Information Systems/Cyber Security Specialization) in the Faculty of Science, Caleb University, Lagos, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D in Computer Science from the University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He has held several administrative positions in the University System over the years which include Head of Department, Deanship and Directorship. He is a distinguished Fulbright Fellow, a Google Scholar, a McArthur Scholar and a Fellow of the African Scientific Institute. His research focuses on the application of machine learning and evolution of scalable algorithms to develop systems that addresses cyber security incidences. Download CV: CV_LONGE-Olumide-Babatope_nuc-cv-prof.-longe-olumide.doc

LORI, Joseph Anireju is a Professor of Analytical Chemistry in the Faculty of Science and Technology, Bingham University, Karu. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University (1997). He was Head, Chemical Sciences Department (2015 - 2017) and Dean of Science & Technology, Bingham University (2016 - Present). He is Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry. His current research is on the evaluation of pharmaceutical grade starch from Nigerian yam. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is joseph.lori@binghamuni.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033110268. Download CV: CV_Lori-Joseph-Anireju_lori-cv-january-2018.doc
MADUSOLUMUO, Michael is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Life Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (1993). He was Acting Dean School of Science and Technology Education (2018), Head of Department of Biochemistry FUT Yola (2010-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. His current research is on molecular interactions and their effects. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is madusolumuo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034363693. Download CV: CV_MADUSOLUMUO-MICHAEL-AZUBUIKE_prof-madusolumuo-ma-cv.doc

MAFIANA, Chiedu Felix is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, National Open University of Nigeria, Abuja, He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1988). He was Director Academic Planning Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta (2005-2007), Director Quality Assurance (2011-2014) and Deputy Executive Secretary, National Universities Commission (2014-2018). He is a Fellow of the Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is on the epidemiology of neglected tropical diseases, and has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is chiedu.mafia@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034444595. Download CV: CV_Mafiana-Chiedu -Felix_mafiana-cfm-cvdoc.docx

MAIGARI, Abubakar Sadiq is a Professor of Sedimentology/Petroleum Geology in the Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (2011). His current research is on sedimentology. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is smaigari@atbu.edu.ng/smaigari19@gmail.com/smaigari2@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23480428544476. Download CV: CV_Maigari-Abubakar-Sadiq_asm-cv.docx

MAJEED, Qamar is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto since 1998. He holds Ph.D from Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. He has been the Head of Zoology and Biology units in the Department of Biological Sciences. He is currently the Head of the Department. He is a Fellow of Entomological Society of India and a member of Entomological Society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is qmajeedalig@yahoo.com and his mobile contact number is +2348060654072. Download CV: CV_MAJEED-QAMAR-_prof-majeed-curriculum-vitae-final.doc

MALGWI, Mohammed Musa is a Professor of Botany in the School of Life Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D degree from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1994). He was Dean of School of Pure and Applied Sciences (2001 to 2003; and 2012 to 2015), and Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (1999 to 2000, and 2015 to date) at the Modibbo University of Technology, Yola. His current research in Chromosome behavior and cropping qualities of some selected Taxon. He has successfully supervised and graduated 8 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is mmaigwi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +23466981943. Download CV: CV_MALGWI-MOHAMMED-MUSA_curriculum-vitae-m.-m.-magwi-.docx

MALOMO, Oluwadare is a Professor of Biotechnology specialising in Food product development and processing. He bagged his Ph.D (1982) from University of Reading, UK. He joined Bells University of Technology (2007), as a Senior Lecturer and Acting Head of Food Technology Department. He successfully supervised 4 M.Sc. He later joined Kings University as a Professor of Biotechnology (2017). He is currently the Director of Academic Planning and Quality Assurance. His current research focus is in producing bio-fuels and paper packaging materials from brewers wastes. His email address is: malomo@kingsuniversity.edu.ng and his telephone number is: +2348034042331. Download CV: CV_MALOMO-OLUWADARE_-_curriculum-vitae-malomo-appraisal-2018-kings-university.docx

MAMZA, Paul is a Professor in the Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He is currently the National President of the Polymer Institute of Nigeria. He was the First Deputy Director of the School of Basic and Remedial Studies,(SFRS), A.B.U. Funtua. He is a Fellow of the Polymer Institute of Nigeria, FPIN and the Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria, FICCON. He is currently Supervising about 12 Ph.D Students and successfully graduated 2 as a Major
Supervisor. His major area of research interest is Polymer Science and Technology. His current email address is paulmamza@yahoo.com. Tel.No. is +2348037030398. Download CV: CV_Mamza-Paul-Andrew_nuc-1-prof-paul-mamza.docx

MBOTO, Clement is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from Kingston University, London (2006). He is a Fellow of Medical laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. Member, American Society for Virology, President Nigerian Society for Virology. He was the acting head Department of Microbiology, University of Calabar (2008-2010). Pioneer head, Department of Microbiology, Federal University Lafia (2013-2014). His Research interest is in viral hepatology and medicinal applications of Nigerian herbs. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email is cmboto@unical.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348037818412. Download CV: CV_Mboto-Clement-Ibi_mboto-june-2018-cv.-current.doc

MEJEHA, Ihebrodike Maurice is a Professor of Physics at the Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Imo State Nigeria. He is particularly interested in solid state physics and material science. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Physics (FNIP), Strategic Institute for Natural and Human Resource Development, (FHRD) and Renewable and Alternative Energy Society of Nigeria,(FRAES). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.D students. Download CV: CV_Mejeha-Ihebrodike-Maurice_curriculum-vitae-prof.-i.-m.-mejeha.doc

MOHAMMED, Abdulkarim Sabo is a Professor of Enzyme and Food Biotechnology in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from University Putra Malaysia (2006). He was the Head of Biotech Laboratory and Deputy Director Academic Planning. He is currently the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic services. He is a Fellow of the Malaysian Institute of Food technologist. His current research is on genetic engineering and enzymatic modification of foods. He has successfully supervised 20 Ph.Ds. His email is abdulkarim@fud.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347086186694. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Abdulkarim-Sabo_updated-cv-Professor-abdulkarim-2018-nuc.docx

MOHAMMED, Abukakar Siddiq is a Professor of Mathematics Education in the College of Pure and Applied Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2005). He was Dean of Student Affairs (2009 – 2015); Deputy Provost, College of Pure and Applied Sciences (2015 – to date); Director, Academic Staff Development and In-house training (2017 – to date); Chairman, University Price Intelligent Unit (2017 – to date); and Chairman/members of Various Academic and Non-Academic Committees (2009 –to date). He is a member of Mathematical Association of Nigeria. His current research interest covers Mathematics in Secondary and Higher education. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Abubakar-Siddiq_current-prof-siddiq-cv-edu-.docx

MOHAMMED, Aminu is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D from the University of Glasgow (2009). He was Acting Head of Computer Science unit (2010 - 2017) and Chairman, ICT committee Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2014 - 2018). He is a Member of Nigerian Computer Society, Academia in Information Technology Profession (AITP) and CPN. His current research is on scheduling, call admission control and performance evaluation of broadband networks. His email address is maminusu@yahoo.com and mohammed.aminu@udusok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348066798930. Download CV: CV_Mohammed-Aminu--_aminu-mohammed-cv-aun-2018.docx

MONAGO-IGHORODJE, Comfort is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Choba. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). She was Head of Department of Biochemistry (2008-2010). Her current research is on drug development and disease management. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is comy5000@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037062692. Download CV: CV_MONAGO-IGHORODJE-COMFORT-CHINAZO_nuc-cv.docx
MORAH, Frank is a Professor of Chemistry, in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1982). He was Head of Department 2002 - 2004. He is a Fellow of Institute of Chartered chemist of Nigeria and Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research, interest is on chemical constituents of Nigeria medicinal plants and their biological activity. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is franknimorah@yahoo.com. His Telephone number is +2348036745267. Download CV: CV_Morah-Frank-Nwokedi_prof-morah-cv.doc

MUHAMMAD, Aminu Bayawa is a Professor of Applied & Petroleum Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Newcastle University, UK (2010). He was Director, School of Matriculation Studies (2014-2018) and Coordinator of Central Advance Science Laboratory Complex (2014). He is a Member of the American Chemical Society and Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on naphthenic acids and thermo chemical conversion of biomass into fuels and chemicals. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is muhammad.aminu@udasok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030537838 Download CV: CV_Muhammad-Aminu-Bayawa_prof.-a.-b.-muhammad-cv-academic.docx

MUHAMMAD, Sani Gumel is a Professor of Colour/Polymer Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2001). He was a HOD Chemistry, Bayero University, kano (2007-2001), Dean Science (2012-2021), HOD Chemical Sciences (2012-2013), Federal University Kashere, Deputy Director, Quality Assurance, Directorate of Academic Planning Bayero University, Kano (2016) and currently a Dean Physical Sciences Bayero University, Kano (2016-Date) He is a Fellow of Polymer Institute of Nigeria (PIN), Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN). His current research is on synthesis, characterization and applications reactive dyes. His e-mail address is smgumel.chm@buk.edu.ng, phone number: 08023272315. Download CV: CV_Muhammad-Sani-Gumel_curriculum-vitae-updated.docx

MUKHTAR fatima batul is a Professor of Plant Physiology in the Faculty of Science, Bayero University Kano. She holds a Ph.D from Bayero University Kano (2001). She was Dean of Science in Northwest University Kano (2012-2015) and Vice-Chancellor of Federal University Dutse (2016-date). Her current research is on food security and growth regulation of cowpea. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email address is mukhtarfb@yahoo.co.uk. her telephone number is 08033116067. Download CV: CV_Mukhtar-fatima-batulFatima-CV11.docx

MUOGHALU, Joseph is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D. from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (1989). He was Head of Department (2006-2009), Deputy Provost, Postgraduate College (2009-2011) and Acting Provost, Postgraduate College (2009). His current research areas are on forest dynamics and functioning and invasive plant species. He has successfully supervised 3 and currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is jmuoghal@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23408062698367. Download CV: CV_Muoghalu-Joseph-Ikechukwu_my-curriculum-vitae.doc

MUSA, Abubakar Ohinoyi is a Professor of Physics in the Department of Physics, Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D Degree from University of Ilorin (1997). He was Head of Department of Physics, Bayero University, Kano (1998 – 2003). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is in the area of fabrication and characterization of cds based hetero-junction solar cells. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is aomusa.phy@buk.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348037190516. Download CV: CV_Musa-Abubakar-Ohinoyi_cv-final-aom.doc

MUSTAPHA Abdullahi is a Professor of Inorganic Chemistry in the Department of Chemistry, Federal University Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow (2008). He was Dean Faculty of Science (2009-2010). He was pioneer Head of Department Federal University Dutse (2012-2016), pioneer Director of Consultancy services Federal University Dutse. He is a member Royal Society of Chemistry, Chemical Society of Nigeria, Institute of Chartered Chemist Nigeria, Chair Jigawa State Chapter of the Chemical Society of Nigeria. His area of research is synthesis of bioinorganic...
MUSTAPHA, Yahaya is a Professor of Plant Biology in the Faculty of Life Science, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2006). He was the Head of Department, Biological Sciences Dept., BUK. (2007-2012), Deputy Director Training and Consultancy, Center for Biotechnology Research (2013-2015), Deputy Dean School of Postgraduate Studies(2016 2017) and currently the Dean, School of General and Entrepreneurship Studies. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.D’s. His email address is ymustapha116@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08023106860. Download CV: CV_Mustapha-Yahaya_-resume-wizar1.docx

NDAHI, Naomi is a Professor of Inorganic Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Maiduguri, Maiduguri. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). She is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria and also a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ndahinaomi@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +234802355281. Download CV: CV_Ndahi-Naomi-Piyinkir_curriculum-vitae-8.docx

NDANA, Rebeccah is a Professor of Plant Nematology in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. She holds a Ph.D from the same university. She was Dean of Science (Jan-Aug, 2014), Director School of Remedial Studies (Nov 2009- Jan 2014). She was Head of Department, Biological Sciences (June 2008-Nov 2009). Her current core research interest is search for phyto alternatives to the control of nematodes and other plant pathogens and pests, phytomedicine and environmental studies. She has a Ph.D graduate and seven under supervision. His email is beckyndana@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348055325031. Download CV: CV_NDANA-REBECCAH-WUSA_ndana-r.docx

NDOME, Christopher is a Professor of Zoology and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (1999). He was the head of department of Zoology (2005-2007). He is a member of many Scientific associations, FISON, NES, FBA London. His current research is on heavy metals and total hydrocarbon pollution of water bodies in the Niger delta. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds, some are already Professors. His email address is cndome@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034066475. Download CV: CV_Ndome-Christopher-Bassey_resume.-march-2018.docx

NDUKA, Ethelbert is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt with effect from 2005. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1994). He was Dean of Science (2008-2010) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration (2011-2015) of University of Port Harcourt. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Statistical Association. His current research interest is on modeling in biometric studies, outliers/missing values in regression analysis. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is ethelbert.nduka@uniport.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Nduka-Ethelbert-Chinaka_ecncv1.docx

NDUKA, Florence is a Professor of Parasitology in the Department of Animal and Environmental Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1986). She was Head of Department (2000-2003), Director of SIWES (2003-2005) and Director Academic Planning (2005-2010). Her current research is on malaria in pregnancy and mapping of neglected tropical diseases (NTDs). She is a Consultant to the Federal Ministry of Health on NTDs. She has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. Her email address is florence.nduka@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number +2348033107502. Download CV: CV_NDUKA-FLORENCE-ONYEMACHI_prof.-mrs-nduka-s-cv-1-.doc

NDUKA, John is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the same university in 2009. He is currently the Head of Department of Chemistry. His current research is on use of solid waste as oil spill cleanup and risk assessment of toxic substances in the environment. His email is johnnduka2000@yahoo.co.uk and phone number is +2347039541583.
NDUKWU, Benjamin is Professor of Plant Science & Biotechnology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (1994). He was Head of Department (2003-2005); Director, ISLT (2005-2010); RCBDC (2010-2011), Dean (2013-2015); Director, INRES (2016-date). His current research interest is on biodiversity conservation, phytomedicine and bioremediation of contaminated sites. He has supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are: benjamin.ndukwu@unport.edu.ng; benjamin.ndukwu@gmail.com; PHONE +234 803 671 2097. Download CV: CV_NDUKWU-BENJAMIN-CHINYEM_ndukwu-benjamin-prof-cv-2017.doc

NGANJE, Therese is a Professor of Geology with research interest in Environmental and Petroleum Geochemistry in the Faculty of Physical Science, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar in 2003 and she was the first female Professor of Geology in her University. She was Head of Department (2010 – 2012). She is a Fellow of the Commonwealth (NGCF –2009-154). Her current research is on environmental and human health risk assessment of potentially toxic elements and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email is therese_nganje@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037063690. Download CV: CV_Nganje-Therese-Ntonzi_cv-of-therese-nganje.doc-updated.doc

NGWAI, Yakubu is a Professor of Pharmaceutical Microbiology in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a Ph.D from the Tokyo University of agriculture and Technology in Japan (2004). He was HOD (2007; 2010-2011), Dean (2011-2014) and Deputy Vice Chancellor, Administration of Nasarawa State University, Keffi (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development. His current research is on Antimicrobial Drug Resistance and Pharmaceutical Biotechnology. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D; and several are on-going. His email address is ngwaiyb@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348039191840. Download CV: CV_Ngwa-Yakubu-Boyi_profngwaicv.doc

NJA, Mbe is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Physical Science, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Head, Department of Mathematics, Cross River University of Technology and Federal University, Lafia. He was Dean of Science (2007-2009), Director of Academic Planning (2009-2012), Member, Governing Councils, CRUTECH (2008-2012), Federal University Lafia (2015-2016) and Member, Academic Board, National Mathematical Centre, Abuja. He is a Fellow, Royal Statistical Society, London. His current research is on central composite designs. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is njaj@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347036507635. Download CV: CV_Nja-Mbe-Egom_prof.-m.-e.-nja-s-cv.doc

NKANG, Ani Essien is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. Prof. Nkang is presently the Acting Vice-Chancellor at Arthur Jarvis University, Calabar, Cross River State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Queensland, Australia (1986). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Environmental Society. His current research focus is in the development of biodiversity and sustainable forest management activities for Nigeria’s lowland rainforest ecozone. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is profaninkang@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8033829629. Download CV: CV_Nkang-Ani-Essien_nuc-cv-Professor-ani-essien-nkang.doc

NO NAME........ He holds a Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2008). He has published 82 scholarly articles in peer reviewed journals and supervised 5 Ph.D thesis, 44 Master Dissertations in the fields of Plant Pathology, Mycology, Biotechnology and Environment. He was Head of Department (2014-2016) and currently a Director of Student’s Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) at Federal University Birnin kebbi, Kebbi in addition to many Committees he is chairing. He is a member of many professional organizations including BOSON, NSPP, BSN, SPAN, MSN and MYCOSON. Download CV: CV_Shehu-Kasimu__prof.-k.-shehu-c-v.doc

NUR, Mohamed Ahmed is a Professor of Geophysics in the School of Physical Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds Ph.D in Applied Geophysics from the Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt, Nigeria (1995). He had Supervised 5 Ph.D
students. His email: anur@mautech.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Nur Mohamed -Ahmed -_prof-nur-cv2018.docx

NWLAUGO, Victor Oluoha is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological & Physical Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University, Uturu (1998) He was HOD (2004-2006) Dean (2014-2015) and currently Director, Research & Publications. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society for Microbiology and has delivered his Inaugural lecture. His current research is on heavy metal pollution and the bioremediation including water bio coagulation. He has successfully supervised 25 Ph.Ds. His email is vonwaugo@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348063494654. Download CV: CV_Nwaugo-Victor-Oluoha_prof.-v.-o.-nwaugo-absu-uturu-cv.doc

NWINYI, Obinna Chukwuemeka is a Professor of Microbiology in the Department of Biological Sciences, Covenant University. He holds a Ph.D in Microbiology. He is currently the Deputy-director, Centre for Research, Innovation and Discovery (CUCRID). He is a member of the Institute of Public Analysts of Nigeria (IPAN) and Nigeria Institute of Food Science and Technology (NIFST) and Nigerian young Academy (NYA). He has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His current areas of research include: Biodegradation of organic pollutants, Development of Microbial plastics and public health research in food and drugs synthesis from organic sources. .His email address is obinna.nwinyi@covenantuniversity.edu.ng; nwinyiobinna@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037027786. Download CV: CV_Nwinyi-Obinna-Chukwuemeka_curriculum-vitae-nwinyinuc.docx

NWOBII, Felix N is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Science, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D in Applied Mathematics from the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South Africa (2012). He was HOD of Mathematics/Statistics (2002 - 2011) and HOD Statistics (2012 - date). He is member of the Nigerian Statistical Association, Nigerian Mathematical Society, American Statistical Association and the Optimization Research Society of Nigerian. His research interests are on statistical modeling, mathematical finance and optimal designs. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and others are at various stages of completion. His contacts are: fnnwobi@yahoo.co.uk; +234(0)8037169173. Download CV: CV_NWobi-Felix-Noyanim_Professor-felix-noyanim-nwobi-cv.doc

NWOKOYE, Anthony is a Professor of Electronics and Energy Resources in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awaka. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (2008). He was Dean of Physical Sciences (2013 – 2016). He is a Fellow of Solar Energy Society of Nigeria, Institute of Industrial Administration and Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on three phase inverters, microcontroller low voltage switch, effects of solar parameters, predicting monthly solar radiation. He is currently supervising 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is ositonyk@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23408101170005. Download CV: CV_Nwokoye-Anthony-Osita_anthony-nwokoye-updated-june-2018.docx

NWUBA, Roseangela is a Professor in the Faculty of Science, University of Medical Sciences, Ondo. She holds a Ph.D in Cellular and Molecular Parasitology from the University of Ibadan (1998). She is the Head of Department of Biological Sciences (2015 - date) and Director, Centre for Continuous Education (2018). Her current research focus is on parasite epidemiology, immunology and genetics, and more recently on cancer genetics. She has successfully supervised 4Ph.Ds. Her e-mail address is rnwuba@yahoo.com / rnwuba@unimed.edu.ng and her phone numbers are +2348083004080 and +23408033715621. Download CV: CV_Nwuba-Roseangela-Ifeiyinwa_rin-cv-2018.doc

NWUF0, Bethrand is a Professor of Industrial & Polymer Chemistry in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a Ph.D from University of Jos (1990).He was the Deputy Dean of Faculty of Science(1998-2001), member of the Governing Council from Senate(2005-2010),Project Manager, University of Jos Science & Technology Education Post-Posted Project(Step B),(2008-2010), Deputy Vice Chancellor(Acad) (2006-2010). He is a Fellow of the Polymer Institute of Nigeria (FPIN); Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria, (FICCON). His research interests are in polymer modifications and
slow or controlled release technologies. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.D. Download CV: CV_Nwufo-Bethrand -Tabugbo_curric-vitae-bt-nwuf.doc

NZEH, Chioma (Mrs) is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Ilorin. Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan(1989). She has been Ag. Head of Department(2008/2009) and Ag. Director of Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme(SIWES)(2010-2012).Her current research is on genomics and aquatic biodiversity. She has successfully supervised 2Ph.Ds. Her email address is c.g.nzeh@gmail.com and cgnzeh@unilorin.edu.ng. Her mobile number is +2348037261108. Download CV: CV_Nzeh-Gladys-Chioma_curriculum-vitae-profchioma-2016-latest.doc

OBAJE, Nuhu George is a Professor of Geology and currently Director of the University Research Centre, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds Ph.D. Geology from the University of Tuebingen in Germany in 1994. He has held several postdoctoral Fellowships including the Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship tenured at the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources in Hannover Germany. He held research tenures with Chevron Nigeria Limited, Lagos, and the Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Limited in Port Harcourt. He has consulted and still consulting for the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation on the company exploration programme in the frontier basins. Download CV: CV_Obaje-Nuhu-George_cv-prof-obaje-2018-ibbu-for-nuc-portal.docx

OBI, Gabriel is a Professor of Mathematical and Physical Sciences in the College of Science, Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from Cornell University Ithaca NY USA (1974). He is Head of Department of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences Department. His current research is on cyber security - cryptography. His email address is obi.gmm@abuad.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033105421. Download CV: CV_OBI-GABRIEL-MICHAEL_fullcv-03-2018-nuc.docx

OBI, Gordian Chuks is a Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu-Ojukwu University, Anambra State. He holds a Ph.D from the University of NigeriaNsukka (2000). He was Dean of Science (2008-2010; 2014-2016) and has chaired several Council and Management Committees of the University. He is a member of the NMGS, NAPE, SPE, SEPM and IAS. His current research interest is on the sedimentology and economic potentials of sand deposits in South East Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is gc.obi@coou.edu.ng and his mobile contact is +2358037038557. Download CV: CV_Obi-Gordian-Chuks_obi-cv-2017-nuc.doc

OBIUKWU, Charles is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (2000). He was the HOD of Microbiology (2006 - 2009) and the executive assistant to the Vice- Chancellor, EAVC (2009 - 2010). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria (FICAN). His current research is on enzyme activity and microbial population dynamics of the rhizosphere region of some Nigerian medicinal plants. He is currently supervising one Ph.D candidate. His email address is aerohaccs@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347064565620. Download CV: CV_OBIUKWU-CHARLES-EMEKA_prof.-obiukwu-charles-s-cv.docx

OBUTE, Gordian is a Professor of Cytogenetics and Biosystematics in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1995). He was Head of Department (2012 -2014), Associate Dean (2010-2012), Director of Centre (2014-2016) and currently Dean of Faculty of Science. His current research is on application of biotechnological tools in management of
bioresources. He has supervised two Ph.Ds. His email address is gordian.obute@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 8037109367. **Download CV: CV_Obute-Gordian-Chibuzo_prof-obute-curriculum-vitae-bbbb.doc**

**OCHOR, Franic** is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Head of Department (2001-2003, 2009-2010, 2012-2013). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Mathematical Society. His current research is on nonlinear functional analysis with applications to differential equations. His email address is franic.ochor@unn.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348035603215. **Download CV: CV_Och-fracnic-Ikechukwu_curriculum-vitae3.docx**

**ODEBUNMI, Ezekiel** is a Professor of Physical Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from Princeton University, USA (1982). He was Sub-Dean Faculty of Science (1995-1999), Head of Chemistry Department (2005-2008) and Chairman Computer Based Tests (2012-2015). He is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria (FCSN) and Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria. His current research studies are on photo-catalytic degradation of dyes and remediation of heavy metal Ions using chemically modified natural clays. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is yibafo1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035951353. **Download CV: CV_ODEBUNMI-EZEKIEL-OLUYEMI_odebunmi-e.o.cv-2018-mar-2018.docx**

**ODIBO, Frederick** is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biosciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1987). He was Dean of Natural Sciences (2002-2004), Biosciences (2010-2012) and Director, Academic Planning, Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2014 till date). He is a Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, and Fellow, Nigerian Society for Microbiology. His current research interests are on microbial enzymes. He has supervised 18 Ph.Ds. His email address is profodibo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037790718. **Download CV: CV_Odibo-Frederick-John Chidi_prof.odibo-resume-correct.docx**

**ODOKUMA, Lucky** is Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (1991). He was the Acting Head of Department (2001-2003), Director, Science Laboratory Technology, (2003-2005) and Head, Department of Microbiology (2014-2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology. His current research interests are ecotoxicology and biological monitoring. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email is luckyodokuma@yahoo.co.in. His Telephone number is +2349054443551. **Download CV: CV_ODOKUMA-LUCKY-OBUKOWHO_cv-odokuma.docx**

**ODUNOLA, Segun** is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences of Hallmark University, Ijebu-Itele, Ogun State. He was Dean of Sciences at Ladoke Akintola University of Technology (2004-4008) and Chairman, Committee of Deans (2006-2008). He holds a Ph.D of University of Ibadan. He has served as Rector, the Polytechnic, Ibadan (2010-2012) and currently the Vice Chancellor of Hallmark University (2015- till date). His current research is on coordination chemistry of elements and modeling of nanoparticles suitable for electronic applications. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email is odunola@yahoo.com and Telephone, 2348033955100. **Download CV: CV_ODUNOLA-OLUSEGUN-AYOBAMI_prof.odunola-cv.doc**

**OGALI, Regina Enyidia** is a Professor of Organic/Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from King's College, University of London (1989). She was Dean, School of Graduate Studies (2015-2017) and currently, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) of the University. She is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria. Her current research is on bio-fuel production from inedible biomass and natural products of medicinal interest. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. Her email address is: regina.ogali@uniport.edu.ng. Her mobile phone number is: +2348033402086. **Download CV: CV_OGALI-REGINA-ENYIDIA_prof.-e.-ogali-cv-2.docx**

**OGBEIFUN, David** is a Professor of Material Science with specialisation in polymer. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin. He has supervised 2 Ph.D and currently working on the preparation of...
new polymer materials that can help the soil in retaining water. He is currently the Director of Servicom in the university. Download CV: CV_Ogbeifun-Dhioyghilen_ogwa2.doc

OGENEH, Bryan is a Professor of Medical Virology in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Oye-Ekiti. He holds a Ph.D from Enugu State University(2001). He was a Provost and Deputy Provost in UNN, College of Medicine (2008-2010). He is the current HOD, Department of Microbiology, Federal University Oye-Ekiti. His current research focus on the roles of microorganisms in climate change. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.D. His email address is Bryan.Ogeneh@Gmail.com. Tel: 08068528795. Download CV: CV_Ogeneh -Bryan -Okonya _cv-final-corrected.doc

OGUNDARE, Ayodele is a Professor of Microbiology in School of Sciences, The Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D from the same university. She is currently the Postgraduate Coordinator representing the Department on Postgraduate matters at the Postgraduate School. Her research area is on phytomedicine, identifying pythotochemical compounds responsible for the antimicrobial activities of plants, especially indigenous ones. Her email is ayodeleogundare@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Ogundare-Ayodele-Oluwayemisi_curriculum-vitae-prof.-mrs.-a.-o.-ogundare-futa.docx

OGUNFIDITIMI, Franklin Olusodayo is a Professor of Computational Mathematics / Numerical Analysis in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Minna (2004). He was head of Mathematics Department (2009-2014) and Deputy Dean of Science (2014-2016) at University of Abuja. His current research is on modeling and solution of Partial Differential Equations. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.D candidates, 2 of whom at final stages. His email address is franklin.ogunfidi@gmail.com. His current research is on Antioxidant Capacities and Potential Health benefits of indigenous plants and Biowastes. He has supervised 2 PH.D. Her email address is yinkaogunlade1@gmail.com Her telephone number is +2347032378418. Download CV: CV_OGUNFIDITIMI -FRANKLIN-OLUSODAYO_curric-vitae2018-a.docx

OGUNLADE, Ibiyinka is a Professor of Food Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University. She holds a Ph.D in 1992 and PGDE in 1995 at Obafemi Awolowo University. She was Head of Department of Chemistry 2005-2007; Director Institute Science Laboratory Technology 2019-2013, Deputy Vice Chancellor 2014-2016. She is a Fellow of Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria (ICCON). Her current research is on Antioxidant Capacities and Potential Health benefits of indigenous Food plants and Biowastes. She has supervised 2 PH.D. Her email address is yinkaogunlade1@gmail.com Her telephone number is +2347032378418. Download CV: CV_OGUNLADE-Ibiyinka_ curriculn-vitae-mummy-cv.docx

OGWUELEKA, Francisca Nonyelum is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. She holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University,(2008). She is the Head of Department of Computer Science (2012-2015) and Director of ICT (2012-2014). She is the Dean of Military Science and Interdisciplinary Studies (2017 to date). She is a member of Computer Professionals Registration Council of Nigeria (CPN), Nigerian Computer Society (NCS), and Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). Her current research is on Big Data and Cyber Security. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ogwueleka@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2347035653127. Download CV: CV_OGWUELEKA-FRANCISCA-NONYELUM_prof-francisca-nonyelum-ogwueleka-nda.docx

OHAZURIKE, Nathaniel Chukwu is a Professor of Plant Pathology at Imo State University. He holds a Ph.D degree from University of Port Harcourt (1994) and undergraduate studies at University of Ibadan. He was Head Department of Crop Science and Biotechnology (2001 - 2007), Dean School of Post Graduate Studies (2007 - 2009), Dean Faculty of Agriculture (2009 - 2014), and Director of Academic Planning (2014 - date). He is a member of Nigerian Society for Plant Protection and Botanical Society of Nigeria. His research thrust is on Host Pathogen interaction and Bio-pesticides. Email: ohaazurikenath@gmail.com; Phone number: +234803370061. Download CV: CV_OHAZURIKE-NATHANIEL-CHUKWU_cv-prof.-nath.-c.-ohazurike-latest-updated-copy2017-18.docx
OJI AKO, Okey Alphonsus is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology Owerri and has held various positions in his university from HOD to Directorship. His current research interest is medicinal plants and functional foods. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is okeyojiakor@gmail.com while his phone number is +2348032637607. Download CV: CV_Ojiako-Okey-Alphonsus_cv-current-.doc

OJOKOH, Anthony is a Professor in the Department of Microbiology of the Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure. His current research is on Fermentation, Extrusion and Food Biotechnology. He has visited the Institute of Food Processing, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China for research. He is a Member of The Society of Industrial Microbiology (SIM), USA, Nigerian Society of Microbiology (NSM), Biotechnology Society of Nigeria (BSN) and Association of Industrial Microbiologists of Nigeria. His email address is tonyojokoh@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036225977. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Download CV: CV_Ojokoh-Anthony-Okhonlaye_ojokoh-cv-2018.doc

OKAFOR, Nduka is Emeritus Professor of Industrial Microbiology, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. Holds Ph.D from Cambridge University England (1965). Provost, Awka Campus, Anambra State Univ. (1981 -86).He is the Dean of Science, Caritas University, Enugu. He has supervised 15 Ph.Ds. Fellow, Nigeria Academy of Science (FAS).Current research: microbiology of Nigerian foods. email address is okafornduka@gmail.com. Phone: +2348034550325. Download CV: CV_Okafor-Nduka_publications-of-emeritus-prof-nduka-okafor.doc

OKAFOR, Polycarp is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Natural Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2004). He was Head of Department of Biochemistry (2008 -2012) and Director of Academic Planning (2014 - 2017). His current research is on Biochemical toxicology. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is pnokafor@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348034990583. Download CV: CV_OKAFOR-POLYCARP-NNACHETA_cv-prof.-okafor.doc

OKE, Christopher is a Professor of Zoology, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (1994). His current research is on molluscan diversity and ecology. He has studied several ecosystems in Nigeria. He is a member of Unitas Malacologica, Dutch Malacological Society and Network of the giant African Land Snail (NetGALS). His email address is chrisoke@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023296283. Download CV: CV_Oke-Omamoke-Christopher_cv-chris-uniben.docx

OKE, Olubode is a Professor of Entomology in the College of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1990). His email is olubodeoke@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 07035432641

OKECHUKWU, Rosita is a Professor of Environmental Health Biology in the School of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology (2008). She was Head of Department of Biology (2012-2016) Her current research is on insecticidal residue screening of solanum spp. (African eggplant) in some selected markets in Abuja. She is currently supervising 2 Ph.D’s .Her email address is ijerosy@gmail.com. Her Telephone Number is +2348037882311.

OKIKE, Benjamin is a Professor of Computer Science with emphasis on Cybersecurity in Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, University of Abuja. He was a Visiting Lecturer to the Department of Computer Science, University of Ghana (2013 -2014). He was a Head of Department of Computer Science (2014-2016). He was a Researcher on Cybersecurity at Fayetteville State University, North Carolina, United States (2016-2017). Presently, he is the Deputy Director Learners' Support
OKORO, Chuma Conlette is a Professor of Environmental Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Alex-Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu-Alike. He holds a Ph.D degree from the university of Lagos. His current research interest is on bioremediation of heavy metals and carcinogenic organic contaminants in soil and ground water. He is currently in collaboration with University of Calgary, Canada and University of TENNESSEE, USA. Download CV: CV_OKORO-CHUMA-CONLETTE_most-current-cv-of-prof.-chuma-okoro-2018.doc

OKORO, Uchechukwu is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria (1989). He was the Head of Department of Pure and Industrial Chemistry (2005-2017 & 2016-date), Associate Dean of Physical Sciences (2016-date) and Hon. Commissioner, Ministry of Education, Enugu State (2013-2015). He is a Fellow Chemical Society of Nigeria, and Rocana Institute of Technology. His Research is on the synthesis of dipeptides of pharceutical interests and fabrication of Nanomaterials for energy storage and pollution control. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email is uchechukwu.okoro@unn.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348038995403. Download CV: CV_Okoro-Uchechukwu-Chris_cv-3.doc

OKOYE, Ifedi is a Professor of Petroleum Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from University of Manchester (1989). His current research is on catalyst synthesis and reactions, adsorption dynamics and simulation studies. Download CV: CV_Okoye-Ifedi-Peter_dr-i-p-okoye-curr-vitae.doc

OKUJAGU, Charity is a Professor of Applied Physics (Solar Energy) in the Faculty of Science in the University of Port Harcourt. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria Nsukka 1992. She was Deputy Provost College of Natural and Applied Sciences (2012-2014), Associate Dean Faculty of Science (2014-2016) University of Port Harcourt. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics and Solar Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on critical frequency of the F2 layer of the ionosphere for communication. She has successfully supervised four Ph.Ds. Her email address is charity.okujagu@gmail.com and her phone number is 08033099999. Download CV: CV_Okujagu-Charity-Ukpong-Awaji_curriculum-vitae-charity-u-okujagu.docx

OKUNGBOWA, Franciscas is a Professor of Mycology/ Plant Pathology and Fungal Biotechnology in the University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2001). She was Coordinator of Postgraduate programme in her Department (2007-2010). She is a member of the Botanical, Mycological, Biotechnology Societies of Nigeria, African Mycological Association and International Mycological Association. Her current research is Application of endophytic fungi in biocontrol of plant pathogens and in herbal medicine. She has supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is francisca.okungbowa@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348055376204. Download CV: CV_Okungbowa-Francisca-Iziegbe_okungbowa-francisca-cv-for-nuc.doc

OKUO, James is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (2004). He was Head of Department of Chemistry (2015-2018), University of Benin and Dean of Science, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti (2012.2013). He is a member of Chemical Society of Nigeria and Institute of Chartered Chemist of Nigeria. His current research is on nanoparticles and carbon sequestration. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is james.okuo@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023612533. Download CV: CV_OKOU-James-Majebi_okuo-cv-updated-Professor-unizik-recent-4-2.doc

OLADIJII, Adenike is a Professor of Biochemistry, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Ilorin. She holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (1997). She was Director, Central Research Laboratories (2016-2018); Director, Centre for Research Development and Inhouse training (2012-2016), Head of Department (2008-2010), Sub Dean, Faculty of Science (2004-2007). She is a Fellow of Nigeria Society for...
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Her current research is in Nutrition and Health as well as phytonutrients and phytotherapy. She has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. Her email address is toladiji@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033736996. Download CV: CV_OLADIJI-ADENIKE-TEMIDAYO_toladiji-prof-cv-general.doc

OLADIMEJI, Matthew Oyedun is a Professor of Chemistry in the College of Natural and Applied Sciences, Achievers University, Owo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Glasgow (1983). He was Dean of College of Natural and Applied Sciences (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of Institute of Policy Management Development. His current research is on investigation of essential oils for potato, sprout suppression. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His Email address is oyedunoladimeji67@gmail.com. His Telephone Numbers is +2348035927143. Download CV: CV_OLADIMEJI-MATTHEW-OYEDOKUN_achievers.docx

OLAITAN, Janet is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2005). She was the Acting Head of Department of Biological Sciences (2009-2011), Acting Dean of Student Affairs (2011-2013), Dean, Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences (2015 -2017), Provost of College of Science, Technology and Applied Sciences (2015 -2017) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Admin. and Dev.) of Osun State University (2017- till Date). Her current research is on environmental and public health microbiology. Her email is bukolaitan@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035882183. Download CV: CV_OLAITAN-JANET-OLUBUKOLA_cv_olaitan1.doc

OLAJUWO, Bakai Ishola is a Professor at the Department of Mathematics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Ogun State, Nigeria. He was the Acting Head, Department of Mathematics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Nigeria. His email address is ishola1@gmail.com and his phone number is +2348033791102. Download CV: CV_OLAJUWON-BAKAI-ISHOLA_curriculum-vitae-word112.docx

OLALEYE, Mary T. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Department of Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure where she currently serves as the Head of Department. She obtained her Ph.D in 2004. She focuses on investigating into the pharmacology/toxicology of natural products in the treatment of cardiovascular, neurodegenerative diseases and other disease-conditions associated with nephrotoxicity. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D. Her email address is mtolaleye@futa.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Olaleye-Mary-Tolulope_cv-olaleye-mt.doc.doc

OLASEHINDE, Peter is a Professor of Applied Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ilorin (1991). He was Head of Department of Geology at Federal University of Technology Minna (2009-2012) and University of Ilorin (2016-2018). His current research is on selecting suitable geothermal energy sites in Nigeria. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society and Nigerian Association of Hydrogeologists. He has successfully supervised 11 Ph.Ds. His email address is piseinde@yahoo.com and telephone +2348032500645. Download CV: CV_OLASEHINDE-PETER-IBIKUNLE_olasehinde-cv.doc

OLATUNDE, Ganiyu is a Professor of Entomology in the Faculty of Science, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1989). He was Director, Academic Planning (2010-2011), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2011-2013), Acting Vice-Chancellor, Osun State University (2012-2013), Acting Vice-Chancellor, Olabisi Onabanjo University (May 2017- Oct. 2017), Vice-Chancellor, Olabisi Onabanjo University (May 2017 till date. He is a Fellow, Nigerian Society for Plant Protection. His research area is Host-Plant Resistance to Insects. He has supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is tunjiolatunde@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033357092. Download CV: CV_OLATUNDE-GANINYU-OLATUNJU_curriculum-vitae-for-nuc-june-2018.docx

OLOMUKORO, John Ovie is a Professor of Animal and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Benin (1996). He was
Head of Department (2013-2016). His current research is on hydrobiology/benthology. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and other 3 Ph.Ds are ongoing. His email address is olomsjo@yahoo.com/john.olomukoro@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023411935. Download CV:

OLORUNFEMI, Daniel is a Professor of Environmental Toxicology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a Ph.D. degree from the University of Benin (2008). He is the pioneer and current Head of the Department of Environmental Management & Toxicology, University of Benin (2014-2018). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Environmental and Public Health Management of Nigeria (CEPHMN). His current research is on cytogenetic and molecular toxicology. He has supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is danfem@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023372455. Download CV: CV_OLORUNFEMI-MARTINS-OLUSOLA_cv-1718-prof.-m.o.-olorunfemi.docx

OLORUNFEMI, Martins is a Professor of Applied Geophysics in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Birmingham, England (1981). He was Head of Department (1999-2003). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Science and Nigerian Association of Hydrogeologists. His current research is on the application of integrated geophysical methods in archaeological prospecting and deep aquifer mapping in basement complex terrain. He has successfully supervised 19 Ph.Ds. His email address is mlorunfe@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037192169. Download CV: CV_Olorunfemi-Martins.docx

OLUGBUYIRO, Joseph is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of science, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2014). He is the Chair, University- Industry MoU Implementation Committee (FIIRO) 2017 to date. He is a trained Natural Products Scientist and a Chartered Chemist (MICCON). He is a Fellow of American Society of Microbiology and a member of Royal Society of Chemistry. His email address is olugbuyiro@yahoo.com. He is telephone number is +2348034112751. Download CV: CV_Olugbuyiro-Joseph-ADEBISI_OLUWADARE_olugbuyiro-cv-nuc-140618.doc

OLUMEKUN, Victor is a Professor of Plant Science in the Faculty of Science, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko. He holds a Ph.D in Biology (Plant Physiology) from the University of Essex, Colchester, UK (1993). He was Director of Predegree (2000-2004), Dean of Science (2011-2016) and Director, CRD (2016-present). He is a Practitioner Member, Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment (IEMA). He currently supervises 2 Ph.D students. His email is victor.olumekun@aaua.edu.ng and telephone contacts are +2347051276820, +2348068454869. Download CV: CV_Olumekun-Victor-Olugbenga_olukemun-cv-2018.docx

OLUSI, Titus Adeniyi is a Professor of Parasitology in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (1998). He was Head of Department (2005-2012). He is a member of Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. His current research is on epidemiology, molecular aspects and control of tropical parasites. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and 5 ongoing. His email address is olusi2000@yahoo.com, taolusi@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034457630. Download CV: CV_Olusi-Titus-Adeniyi_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-t-a.-olusi.docx

OLUWADE, Bamidele is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Head, Library and Information Technology (2008-2009), and Computer Science (2009-2010) at Federal University of Technology, Minna; Head, Computer Science (2015-2017) at University of Ilorin; and Dean of ICT, Salem University, Lokoja (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Computer Society. His current research is on bioinformatics and modeling of computer systems. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is deleoluwade@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033608519. Download CV: CV_Oluwa-de-Bamidele-Ayodeji oluwa-decvnucformat.docx
OMADA, Joseph Itah is a Professor of Geology. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1993). He was Head, Department of Geology, (1996 to 1997), Head, Department of Geology, (2007 to 2012) Dean of Science (2012 to 2015) and Deputy Dean, Post Graduate School, Kogi State University. He is currently a Professor of Geology at the National Open University of Nigeria in the Department of Environmental Sciences. His current area of research is coal deposits in the northern Anambra basin. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is jomada@noun.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034505553. Download CV: CV_OMADA-JOSEPH-ITAH_prof-omada-s-cv.doc

OMAFUVBE, Bridget is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile - Ife. She holds a Ph.D from Obafemi Awolowo University (1998). She was the Head of Microbiology Department (2008 - 2010). Her current research is on Lactic acid bacteria/ Probiotics. Her email address are; bomafuv@oauife.edu.ng ; bomafuvbe@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348032751320. Download CV: CV_Omafuvbe-Bridget-Okiemute_cv-prof-omafuvbe-b-o..doc

OMALE James is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of science, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a Ph.D from MOUAU 2009. He was deputy Dean School of Postgraduate Studies 2013-2017 and HOD 2014-2017. His current research is on toxicological and nutritional biochemistry. He has successful supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is james.omale123@yahoo.com His phone number is 08068291727. Download CV: CV_Omale-James-NA_current-cv.doc

OMOLEHIN, Joseph is a Professor of Mathematics in the Department of Mathematical Sciences, Federal University Lokoja, Kogi state. He obtained his Ph.D in University of Ilorin in the year 1991. He did his post-doctoral Fellowship at Leeds University School of Mathematics in 1995. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. He has been an HOD for many years and a member of Governing Council Federal University, Lokoja between 2016 and 2018. His email is jomolehin@gmail.com and my Phone number is 08033578643. Download CV: CV_Omolohin-Orlunju-Joseph_omocv-lasu.docx

OMOREGIE, Ehimwemna Sheena is a Professor of Biochemistry, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Ph.D from the same university (2006). She is a member of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Organisation for Women in Science for the Developing World; International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; American Association for the Advancement of Science. She is the current Head of Department of Biochemistry, University of Benin. Her current research focuses on ethnopharmacology, toxicology and nutritional biochemistry. She has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ehiomoregie@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348023397020. Download CV: CV_OMOREGIE-EHIMWENMA-SHEENA_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-mrs-ehimwenma-s.-omoregie-uniben.docx

OMOSUYI, Oluwole is a Professor in Hydrogeophysics in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2001). He was the Head of Geophysics Department (2001-2003, 2008-2010) and currently the Head of the Department (2017-till date). His current research is on hydrogeophysics. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is droluomosuyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034039043. Download CV: CV_OMOSUYI-OLUWOLE-GREGORY_omosuyi-2.docx

OMOTOSHO, Temidayo Victor is a Professor of Physics in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the Covenant University (2008). He was Head of Department of Physics (2013-2016) and Head of applied physics research cluster of Covenant University (2016-till date). He is a member of the Nigerian institute of Physics. His current research is on using in-situ and Satellite observation of Meteorological data to mitigate Climate change. He has successfully supervised 5 MSc, and currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is dayovic@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348101962802. Download CV: CV_Omotosho-Temidayo-Victor_Professor-omotosho-june-2018-new.docx

OMUBO-PEPPLE, Valentine is a Professor of Solid State Physics in the Faculty of Science, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from Rivers State University (2006). He is the Dean of
ONI, Olatunde Michael is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso. He holds a Ph.D, from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Dean of the Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences (2006-2008). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on health risk of geogenic radon exposure in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is omoni@lautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036886236. Download CV: CV_Oni-Olatunde-Michael_my-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

ONIANWA, Charles Uche is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2007). He was Head of Department of Mathematics (1996-1997) and Department of Computer Science (2009-2010). Director of ICT (2016-Till date). He is a Member of Nigeria Computer Society of Science. His current research is on numerical/rational integrator. He is currently supervising 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is charlesonianwa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035667646. Download CV: CV_Onianwa-Charles-Uche_Professor-charles-uche-onianwa-profile-a.docx

ONIBERE, Emmanuel is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Aston in Birmingham (1982). He was a Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Benin (2010-2012) and Commonwealth Visiting Professor of Computer Science to University of Buea, Cameroun (2000-2002). He is a member of Computer Professionals of Nigeria. His current research is in software metrics and development process. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is eonibere2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347036154101. Download CV: CV_Onibere-Emmanuel-Amano_cv-onibere-latest.docx

ONIFADE, Anthony Kayode is a Professor of Microbiology in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1998). He was two times Head of Department (2002-2003 and 2009-2012), Postgraduate Coordinator, Chairman of many departmental, faculty and University's committees. He is a Fellow of Mycological Society of Nigeria (FMYCOSON). His current research is on medical/pharmaceutical microbiology. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.Ds. His email address is profonifade@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers +2348100090030. Download CV: CV_ONIFADE-ANTHONY-KAYODE_onifade-cv-june-2018.docx

ONIKU, Adetola is a Professor of Geophysics in the School of Physical Science, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2009). He was Head of Department (2015-2017). He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on environmental magnetism and Geothermal energy. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is tolaoniku@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347036154101. Download CV: CV_Oniku-Adetola-Sunday_curriculum-vitae-new-2-h.docx

ONIMISI, Muhammad Yusuf is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria(2006).He was two-time head of department of Physics (2007-2012 and 2015-2017). He is a member of Nigeria institute of Physics. He is currently research on Dye sensitize solar cells and Perovskites solar cells. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address are myonimisi@nda.edu.ng and onimisim@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348054538199. Download CV: CV_ONIMISI-MUHAMMAD-YUSUF_cv-federal-uni.-lokoja..docx

ONUSIUKA, Benjamin is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. He holds a Ph.D in Applied Hydro Biology and Fisheries from University of Jos, (1996). He was Head of Department of Biological Science (1983-1986), (2001-2002) and (2004-2006), Acting Dean
Faculty of Science (January-May, 2007), Dean Faculty of Science (2008-2011), Head IPTTA (2013-2015), ACTU (2016-Till Date). He has Supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His current research is on metallic load of fish organs. His email address is benjaminonusiriuka@gmail.com and Phone Number 08033081255. Download CV: CV_Onusiriuka-Benjamin-Chikwendu_onusiriuka-benjamin-chikwendu.docx

ONUU, Michael is a Professor of Engineering Physics in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo. He was Dean of Science (2013-2016) and Director, Centre for Educational Services, FUNAI (2017 to date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on acoustics, condensed matter physics, solid-state physics and telecommunications. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is michaelonuu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035072076. Download CV: CV_ONUU-Michael-Ugwu_current-cv-2018.docx

ONWUGBUTA-ENYI, Jane is a Professor of Plant Physiology in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. She was Dean of Science (2012-2015) and Director, ICTC (2015 till date). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Biology, United Kingdom. Her current research is on plant water stress and bio-remediation of polluted soils. She is currently supervising 3 Ph.D students. Her email address is onwugbutaenyi@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2340833297353. Download CV: CV_Onwugbuta-Enyi-Akaja_madams-curriculum-vitae.docx

ONYEIKE, Eugene N. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1993). He was Dean of Chemical Sciences (2015-2016) and Head of Department of Biochemistry, University of Port Harcourt (2006-2008). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is on food biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His email address is enonyeike@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036714403. Download CV: CV_Onyeike-Eugene-Nwaogwugwu_prof-e-n.-onyeike-updated-cv-june-2018.docx

ORANUSI, Solomon is a Professor of Microbiology in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2002). He was Sub-Dean School of Postgraduate Studies Covenant University (2014-2015) and Acting Head of Department Biological Sciences igbinedion University Okada (2004-2008) & Western Delta University Ohara (2008). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Medical Laboratory Sciences of Nigeria and a Public Analyst (MIPAN). His current research is on HACCP, food safety, fermented foods, probiotics/prebiotics and biogas production. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email & phone number is solomon.oranusi@covenantuniversity.edu.ng; 08065299155. Download CV: CV_ORANUSI-SOLOMON-UCHE_cv-prof.-oranusi-u.-solomon-nuc-june-2018.docx

OSABOHIEN, Emmanuel is a Professor of Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a Ph.D from the Delta State University, Abraka (2008). He is current Head of Department of Chemistry (2018-2021) and Member of Business Committee of Senate (2018-2020). He is a Member of Chemical Society of Nigeria and Polymer Institute of Nigeria. His current research is on polymer/material sciences. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 3 masters. His email address is eosabohien@delsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036761310. Download CV: CV_Osabohien-Emmanuel_-_prof-osabohien-emmanuel-cv.docx

OSAMOR, Victor is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Science, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a Ph.D from the Covenant University (2009). He was Head of Department (2017-Date) and Coordinator, Covenant University Centre for Information Technology (CIT) (2016-Date). He is an European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics/Marie Curie Fellow. His current research is on Computational Biology/ Bioinformatics and Artificial Intelligence. He is currently supervising 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is vcosamor@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035650164. Download CV: CV_OSAMOR-Victor-Chukwudi_osamor-cv-2018-august-nov-april-18-removal-of-residence.doc
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OSEMEOBO, Gbadebo is a Professor of Conservation Biology in the College of Natural and Applied Sciences, Bells University of Technology Otta. He was Dean of Science (2013 to date 2018) His current research is on natural ecosystem conservation. His e-mail address is osemeobo@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08035996250. Download CV: CV_OSEMEOBO-GBADEBO-JONATHAN_2018-osemeobo-cv-bells-university-of-technology-ota.doc

OSHODI, Aladesanmi is a Professor of Chemistry in the School of Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (1980). He was Dean of Sciences (1996-2000) and HOD Department of Chemistry (1986-1989), Director, Centre for Continue Education (2002-2005). He is a Fellow of Chattered Chemist of Nigeria and Life Member, Science Association of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are aaoshodi@futa.edu.ng, sanmioshodi@yahoo.com and oshodi64@gmail.com. His phone number is 08034036245. Download CV:

OSILIKE, Micah Okwuchukwu is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds Ph.D. from University of Nigeria, Nsukka, UN, (1994). He was Dean of Physical Sciences (2006-2008), Member of UNN Governing Council (2009-2012), Director Academic Planning (2014). He was President of the Nigerian Mathematical Society (2011-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Mathematical Society and the Nigerian Academy of Science. His current research is on Fixed Point Theory and Applications. He has Supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is micah.osilike@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035075422. Download CV: CV_OSILIKE-MICAH-OKWUCHUKWU_cv-Professor-osilike.docx

OSUBOR, Christopher Chijindu is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (1991). He was Dean of Life Sciences (2010-2014). His current research is on environmental biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ccosubor@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023697783. Download CV: CV_Osubor-Christopher-Chijindu_cvnoc-osubor.docx

OSUJI, Julian is a Professor of Molecular Genetics and Cytotaxonomy in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Choba. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). He was Director of Centre for Local Affiliations and Accreditation (2016-2017) and Vice-Chancellor of Arthur Jarvis University (2017-2018). He is a Fellow of Renewable and Alternative Energy Society of Nigeria and Institute of Export Operations and Management. His current research is on epigenetics and molecular genetics of Aroids and cultivated plants. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is julian.osuji@uniport.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348033404117. Download CV: CV_Osuji-Julian-Onyewuwoyeoma_prof-osuji-s-cv-april-2018.doc

OTUBANJO, Olubunmi nee Kamson is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, University of Lagos. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Wales(1976). She was a Head of Department(2015-2018), Hall Mistress of Moremi Hall (2006-2014) member Governing Council , Caleb University , Imota and Lagos state Polytechnic, Ikorodu (2015- date).Her current research is mosquito diversity in Lagos state and herbal treatment of malaria. She has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. Her email address is adetoro2001@yahoo.com while her telephone number is +2348033059576 Download CV: CV_OTUBANJO-OLUBUNMI-ADETORO_otubanjo-cv-nuc.doc

OWOLABI, Ayodeji is a Professor of Plant Virology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a Ph.D for the University of Lagos (1996). He was Head of Department of Botany (2005-2007 & 2010-2012), Faculty Chairman of Graduate Committee (2016 - date). He is a Fellow of Institute of Industrial Administrators (FIIA). He is current research is on characterization and identification of viruses infecting cucurbits in cross river state. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is timothy_owolabi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034037415. Download CV: CV_Owolabi-Ayodeji-Timothy_curriculum-vitae.docx
OYEDELE, Kayode Festus is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Science, University of Lagos. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Lagos (2006). He is the current Head of Department of Geosciences, University of Lagos. He is a member of many Professional Association. His current research is on vulnerability assessment of costal stands to liquefaction using geophysical geotechnical methods. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is koyedele@unilag.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348033357439. Download CV: CV_OYEDELE-Kayode-Festus_prof.-oyedele-curriculum-vitae.doc

OYEJOLA, Benjamin is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Reading (1984). He is currently the Director, Quality Assurance Unit of University of Ilorin. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Statistical Association. His current research is on Design of PBD designs. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is boyejola2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035068594. Download CV: CV_OYEJOLA-BENJAMIN-AGBOOLA_ben-cv.doc

OYESANYA, Moses is a Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria (1989). He was Dean of Physical Sciences (2010-2012). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Mathematical Society. His current research is on fractional calculus and applications. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is moses.oyesanya@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037717378. Download CV: CV_Oyesanya-Moses-Oludotun_curriculum-vitae-new-format-1-2-1-2018.doc

OYETAYO, Folake is a Professor of Food/ Nutritional Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2005). She was Acting Head of Department of Biochemistry (2010-2012) and Postgraduate Students Coordinator (2013-2017). She is affiliated to many academic societies. Her email addresses: folake.oyetayo@eksu.ng or ovounad@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348060163025. Download CV: CV_OYETAYO-FOLAKE-LUCY_curriculum-vitae.docx

OYETAYO, Victor Olusegun is a Professor of Microbiology in the School of Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a Ph.D from Federal University of Technology, Akure. He was the Chairman, SOS Postgraduate Advisory Committee (2017) and presently, the Coordinator Biotechnology Option, Department of Microbiology. He is a member, NSM and ASM. His current research is on assessment of nutraceutical properties of wild and cultivated edible and medicinal macrofungi. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His email address is ovonew67@gmail.com or vvooyetayo@futa.edu.ng. His Telephone number is +2348034278243. Download CV: CV_OYETAYO-Victor-Olusegun_oyetayo-updated-cv-original.doc

OYEWOLE, Samuel Oyewumi is a Professor in Plant Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D in Botany from the University of Ibadan (1971), lectured at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1971-1975), University of Ibadan (1975-1977) and University of Ilorin (1977-2005). where he served as the Dean, students Affairs (1989-1993). He successfully supervised 4 Ph.D. He joined Achievers University, Owo (2009), served as Dean, College of Natural and Applied Sciences (2009-2010), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2010-2016), Director, Academic Planning Unit (2016-2017) and Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2017- date). Download CV: CV_Oyweweole-Samuel-Oyewumi_curriculum-vitae.doc

OYEWUMI, Kayode John is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Acting Head of Department of Physics (2013-2015). He is member of Nigerian Institute of Physics and Nigerian Association of Mathematical Physicists. His current research in on quantum information theory. He had supervised 1 Ph.D and currently supervising 3. His email address is kjoyewumi66@unilorin.edu.ng. My telephone number is +2348035630784. Download CV: CV_OYEWUMI-KAYODE-JOHN_kjocv-ictp-unilorin-approved-format.doc
PENNAP, Grace is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (2002). She was Director, School of Preliminary Studies, Keffi (2014 -2016) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration), Nasarawa State University, Keffi (2016 -2018). Her current research is on molecular epidemiology of hepatitis B Virus in Nigeria. Her email is rimceti.grace@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348035884065. Download CV: CV_Pennap-Grace -Rimceti_cv-for-nuc.docx

RSU, Wasagu is a Professor of Nutritional Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria. A Ph.D holder from Usmanu Danfodiyo, University, Sokoto 2010. He is currently the Head of Department Biochemistry, Sokoto State University, Sokoto. His area of research interest is assessment of nutritional compositions, pharmacological effects of medicinal plants and effects of consumption of different food stuffs on health status. Currently, supervising 6 Ph.D students. rsuwasagu@gmail.com, +23408089681191. Download CV: CV_Wasagu-Rabiu-Umar Saidu_Professor-rsu-wasagu-cv.docx

SAHABI, Danladi Mahuta is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds Ph.D Engineering from Yokohama National University, Japan. He is currently, Head of Department of Biochemistry. His research interest is on environmental biochemistry and clinical biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds and 32 M.Sc. His email address is msahabi@yahoo.com and his mobile phone number is +2347032507692. Download CV: CV_Sahabi-Danladi-Mahuta_c-v-sahabi-biochemistry.docx

SAIDU, Abubakar Ndaman is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a B.Sc. (Sokoto ;1986), M.Sc. (Jos; 1991) and Ph.D from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (2010).He was Dean, Students Affairs (2013-2017).He is a Fellow of African Scientific Institute. His current research interest is on diabetes. He has successfully supervised Masters and Doctoral students. His email is: abubakar.saidu@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035890199. Download CV: CV_SAIDU-ABUBAKAR-NDAMAN_curriculum-vita1-editted.docx

SAIDU, Yusuf is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). He was Ag Dean of Postgraduate School (2013- 2015) and Pioneer Head, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Federal University, Birnin Kebbi (2014-2015). He is a postdoctoral Fellow of the Commonwealth. His current research is on Nutritional biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds and currently on the supervisory team of 5 others. His email address is yusaid@gmail.com (saidu.yusuf@udusok.edu.ng) His telephone number is +2348036131987. Download CV: CV_Saidu -Yusuf _-yusuf-saidu-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

SALEH, Mohammed is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (2011). He was HOD of Physics, Sub Dean Faculty of Sciences (2012-2014), Assistant Faculty Exams Officer (2006-2011) and levels coordinator (1994-2006). His current research is on geophysics /geodynamic. He is currently supervising 2 Ph.Ds. His email addresses are msaleh.phy@buk.edu.ng and muhmusabi@buk.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348069289985. Download CV: CV_Saleh-Mohammed _-_nucl-database-ms-cv.docx

SALIHU, Labaran is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2001). He was Head of Chemistry Department (2002-2004), Director Academic Planning (2006-2008), Deputy Dean and Dean of Faculty of Military Science and Inter-disciplinary Studies (2015-2016 and 2016-2017) respectively and Deputy MD NDA Consultancy Services Ltd. His current research is on natural products chemistry. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is labsal2002@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036932973. Download CV: CV_SALIHU-LABARAN-_curriculum-vitae-salihu-nda-.docx
SAMAILA, Babayo Adamu is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He is the current Head of Department, PG seminar coordinator and PGD coordinator. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Science Laboratory Technology. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds, his email isadamubsamaila13@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033854269 Download CV: CV_Samaila-Adamu-Babayo_prof.-a.b.-samailacv.doc

SANNI, Abiodun I is a Professor of Food Microbiology and Biotechnology with research emphasis on Acid and Alkaline Fermented Food, in the Department of Microbiology, University of Ibadan. He has supervised 17 Ph.Ds. He was a contributing author to tertiary institution books. He was a Research Fellow of the Swedish Institute, Fellow of the International Atomic Energy Agency, University of Agriculture, Wageningen, Netherlands, Research Fellow of EGIDE, France, Georg Forster Fellow of Alexander von Humboldt and African Research Initiative Fellow, Alexander von Humboldt as a Visiting Scientist, Ludwig-Maximilians Technical University, Munich, Germany (2008). Download CV: CV_Sanni-Abiodun-Isiaka_prof-ai-sanni-nuc-cv.docx

SANUSI, Hassan Wara, is a Professor of Biochemistry (Ethnopharmacology &Toxicology), Faculty of Science, Department of Biochemistry, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He had Bsc (1992), MSc (1997) and Ph.D (2006) from U.D.U. Sokoto, University of Ibadan and U.D.U Sokoto respectively. He was H.O.D Biochemistry in 2011, Deputy Dean, Postgraduate School in 2015 and Director Academic Planning from 2016 to date. He is a Postdoctoral Fellow, CIMAP, Lucknow, India(2010-2011). His current research are on Ethnopharmacology & Toxicology and had successfully supervised 4 Ph.D & 16 MSc researches. His mobile no. and E-mail are 08036355866 and hassanwara@gmail.com, hassan.sanusi@udusok.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Hassan-Sanusi-Wara_prof.-sanusi-wara-curriculum-vatae12-current-07-06-2018.doc

SHUAIBU, Bala Manga is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2001). He was a Head, Department of Microbiology (2004-2008, and 2010-2014), Faculty of Science Examinations Officer (1990-1991, and 2004- 2008) and a Director, Examinations and Registration (2012 – 2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology and American Society for Microbiology. His current research interest is on Molecular characterization of Staphylococcus aureus and its Methicillin resistant genes. His email address is sbmanga@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035052860. Download CV: CV_Shuaibu-Bala-Manga_curriculum-vitae-for-manga-2-.doc

SIGALO, Friday is a Professor of Applied Physics in the Faculty of Science, Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the Rivers State University of Science and Tech. Port Harcourt (1999). He was two-time Dean of Students' Affairs (2005-2009 & 2013-2015) and Dean of Science (2011). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics. His current research is on stellar and atmospheric phenomenon. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is sigalo.friday@ust.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348033427133. Download CV:

SIKOKI, Francis is a Professor of Fishery Biology in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Jos (1987). He was Head of Department (1997 – 1999), Chairman, Housing Committee from (2010-2015), Chairman, Departmental Graduate Studies Committee (2015 to date) and Member Governing councils, FUT, MINNA 1991-1993 , & NDU Wilberforce Island, (2005-2012). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria, Renewable and Alternative Energy Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is in fish stock assessment/limnology. He has successfully supervised 28 Ph.D. His email address is Sikoki.francis@gmail.com and Tel. No. +234(0)803 544 2364. Download CV: CV_SIKOKI-FRANCIS-DAVID_cv-prof-sikoki-1.docx

SODANGI, Abdulkarim Luka is a Professor of Parasitology in Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2006). She was Departmental Examination Officer (2005-2006). She is a Fellow of the UNESCO L’Oreal for women in Science. Her
current research is on use of Serological techniques in disease diagnosis. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is sodangi.luka25@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348035721175. **Download CV:** CV_Luka-Sodangi-Abdulkarim_prof.-luka-cv-2018.doc

SODIPO, Oluwole is a Professor of Biochemistry in Faculty of Science, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ilorin (1989). He was Senate Representative on Council (2013-2017) and Deputy Provost (Preclinical) of the College of Medical Sciences, University of Maiduguri (2000-2002). He is also Chairman Senate Committee on Awards and Prizes (2003- till date) and Chairman Senate Committee on Course System (2008- presently). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (FNSBMB). He has successfully supervised one Ph.D. His email address is oluwolesodipo@yahoo.com His telephone number is +2348036000485. **Download CV:** CV_Sodipo-Oluwole-Adebayo_prof-sodipo-cv3-june-2018.doc

SOLA, Ojo is a Professor of Geology in University of Ilorin. He obtained Ph.D Geology from University of Ilorin (2000). In 2001, he was on post-Doctoral research visit to Technical University, Berlin, GERMANY. His career started in University of Ilorin where he rose through ranks and appointed Professor of Geology in 2015 at Federal University Oye-Ekiti. He is currently a Head of Department of Geology. His current research is on basin analysis of inland basins, His contacts are olusola.ojo@fuoye.edu.ng and 08035036503. **Download CV:** CV_Ojo-Olusola-Johnson_prof.-ojo-cv-nuc.doc

SOLADOYE, Michael is a Professor of Plant Taxanomy in the Faculty of Science, Augustine University, ilara-epe, Lagos. He holds a PH.D from the University of Reading (1982). He was Dean of Science (2013-2016),Dean of Science (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of Linnean Society. His current research is on ethnobotany and angiosperm biodiversity. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is debosoladoye@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034732186. **Download CV:** CV_SOLADOYE-MICHAEL-OLASUNKANMI_aui-soladoye-curriculum-vitae-revised-may-2018-1.doc

SOMOYE, Emmanuel is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1996). He was Acting Head of Department of Physics, LASU, (2004-2007), (2012-2014), Senate Representative, Senior Staff Disciplinary Committee (2005 -2007), Assistant Director, LASU, Isolo Campus, (2008-2010), and Head of Department of Physics, LASU (2016-Date). His current research is on day-to-day variability of sporadic E ionization at magnetic equator. He has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. His email address is emmanuel.somye@lasu.edu.ng. His telephone number 08025614952. **Download CV:** CV_SOMOYE-EMMANUEL-OLUFEMI_somye-emmanuel-updated-cv.-2018-docx.docx

SULEIMAN, Maryam is a Professor of Zoology in the Department of Biological Sciences, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University (ATBU), Bauchi. She holds a Ph.D in Applied Parasitology from the ATBU, Bauchi. I was the Director, Remedial Studies (2000-2004) and Director Academic Planning and Quality Assurance (2011-2016). she was admitted into the College of Fellows of the Nigerian Society for Parasitology in 2017. She has received many awards including the first female Professor from Kano State in 2010. Her area of interest is Neglected Tropical Diseases. She had successfully supervised 12 Ph.D's. My email address is drsmaryam@yahoo.com and my phone number is 08038815728. **Download CV:** CV_Suleiman-Maryam-Musa_latest-cv.docx

TASIE, Florella is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Applied Natural Science, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. She holds a Ph.D from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka (2007). She is the Head of Department (2012 till date). She is a Fellow of American Society of Microbiology (ASM), Nigeria Society of Microbiology (NSM) and Tri- Beta Honor Society USA. Her research is on selection of antibiotic resistant microorganisms in the soil environment and microorganisms in association with biofilm formation and anti-biofilm capacity fermented corn water. She has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. Her email address is fotasie@yahoo.co.uk. My phone number is +2348034041670. **Download CV:** CV_Tasie-Florella-Omebere_prof-tasie-curriculum-vitae-2.docx
TUJJANI, Auwalu Musa a Professor of Electronics & Communication (Physics), Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi. He holds a Ph.D from the same university, (2011). He is currently a Head of Department, Physics. His current research interest is in power line communication & environmental physics. Download CV: CV_TUJJANI-AUWALU-MUSA_curriculum-vitae.docx

TUJKUR, Adamu is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the same university. He was Head of Microbiology unit (1998-2000) and Deputy Dean (1998-2000), Head of Department (2000-2002), Head of Zoology Unit (2002-2006), Director School of Matric. (2006-2010). He is a Fellow, Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. His current research is on urinary schistosomiasis. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.D. His Email Address is tukuradamu@yahoo.com. His Telephone Number is +2348039652541. Download CV: CV_ADAMU-TUKUR_curriculum-vitae-2-1-.doc

UBA, Ahmad Ali is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Dutse. He holds a Ph.D from Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2007). He was Dean of Science (2015-2018) and Director Academic Planning (2017-Date) in Federal University Dutse. His current research is on operational research. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is uba.ali@fud.edu.ng. His phone number is: 08067426921. Download CV: CV_Ali-Uba-Ahmad_cv-of-prof.-uba-ahmad.ali-fud-.docx

UBOCHI, Cornelius Iheanyi is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1986). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Imo State University, Owerri. He was also Director, Academic Planning, SIWES, and Sports, Imo State University, Owerri. He is a Fellow, Chemical Society of Nigeria (FCSN), Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria (FICCON), Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria (FIIA). He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His E-mail address is ubochicollins@yahoo.com His telephone number is +2348034746164. Download CV: CV_UBOCHI-CORNELIUS-IHEANYI_prof-ubochi-curriculum-vitae-latest.docx

UCHECHUKWU, Vincent is a Professor of Theoretical and Computational Physics in the College of Natural Sciences, Redeemers University, Ede. He holds a Ph.D from the Federal University of Agriculture (2005). He was Sub-Dean of Science (2012-2015) and Director, Directorate of Educational Services and Training of Redeemers University (2015-date). He is a Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and The Royal Society Newton International Fellowship. His research is on nonlinear and chaotic dynamics of complex systems with interest in control, synchronization and vibrations. He has supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is ue_vincent@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348136707090. Download CV: CV_Vincent-Uchechukwu-Enyim_vincent-cv-nuc-2018.doc

UDENSI, Emmanuel is a Professor of Applied Geophysics in the Department of Physics, School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Head of Department, Physics (2001 - 2004), Director, Advancement and Development Office (2011 - 2013) and currently Director, Collaboration, Affiliation and Linkages, DCAL. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Physics, FNIP. His current research is sub-surfaces features engendering earth tremors in central Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is emmanuel.udensi@futminna.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348035960957. Download CV: CV_Udense-Emmanuel-Emeka_vitaepromotion.doc

UDOSEN, Essien is a Professor of Environmental Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar(1992). He is a Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria, Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria and Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on health risk of atmospheric trace elements. He has successfully supervised 03 Ph.Ds. His email address is essienandon@ yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036706060. Download CV: CV_Udosen-Essien-Daniel_curriculum-vitae-dr.-udosen-internal.doc
UGBOGU, Ositadinma Chinyere is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological and Physical Sciences, Abia State University Uturu. He holds a Ph.D from Abia State University (2008). He was Pioneer Head, Department of Microbiology Federal University Wukari Taraba State (2013-2016) and currently Director, Institute of Computer Studies Abia State University. He is a member of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology and American Society for Microbiology. His current research is on Microbial deterioration of building walls in the tropics. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is osita.ugbogu@gmail.com. His Telephone number is 07034745641. Download CV: CV_UGBOGU-OSITADINMA-CHINYERE_Professor-ugbogu-ositadinma-chinyere-cv.doc

UGBOMOIKO, Uade Samuel is a Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (1994). He was Head of Department of Zoology (2009-2011) and sub-Dean of Students Affairs Division (2008-2010). His current research is on Epidemiology and control of Neglected Tropical Parasitic Diseases in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email address is samugbomoiko@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 8033585881. Download CV: CV_UGBOMOIKO-UADE-SAMUEL_nuc-cv.docx

UGWUOKE, Paulinus is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). He is currently the Director of Energy Research Centre, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is a Fellow of the Solar Energy Society of Nigeria. His current research interest is on Photovoltaics and Nanotechnology Applications in Energy. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is peugwuoke@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348065702570. Download CV: CV_Ugwuoke-Paulinus_Ekene_peu.doc

UGWUOWO, Fidelis Ifeanyi is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was sponsored by World Bank to University of Coleraine Northern Ireland UK to conduct his Ph.D research which was awarded by University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 1996. He was awarded TWAS-UNESCO Associate to visit Indian Statistical Institute Kolkata from 2000 to 2006. He is a Fellow of Royal Statistical Society and a Member of Nigerian Statistical Society. He was the Dean of Faculty of Physical Sciences from 2016-2018 and the Associate Dean from 2014-2016. He is currently supervising 5 P.hDs. Download CV: CV_Ugwuowo-Paulinus-Ekene_peu.doc

UKAGA, Chinyere is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology of Imo State University Owerri. She has been a Head of Department, Director, Consultancy Services Unit, Member of the Imo State University Governing Council and presently the Director of Quality Assurance Unit. She is the current National President Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria as well as a Council member of the International Society of Infectious Diseases (ISID) representing Africa. Her research interest is on the control of neglected tropical diseases and has supervised 40 Ph.D graduates. Her contact details: chinyukaga@yahoo.com, +2348068254576. Download CV: CV_UKAGA-CHINYERE-NNEKA_curriculum-vitae-ukaga-2016.doc

UMOH, Veronica is a Professor of Microbiology, Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Akwa-Ibom State University, Ikot Akpaden. She holds a Ph.D from ABU 1988. She is the Dean of Science. Her current research is on Environmental Microbiology. She has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. email veroumoh@yahoo.com, Phone: 2349061384983. Download CV: CV_Umoh-Veronica-Jarlath_curriculum-vitae-aksu-2017-appraisal.docx

UMOREN, Mfoniso is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Science, University of Uyo. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1996). He was Vice Dean of Science (2013- 2016) and Head of Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science (1999 - 2006; 2011 - 2016). He is the Vice President of Optimisation Research Society of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and 9 MScs. His email address is umorenmfoniso@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035826512. Download CV: CV_UMOREN-MFONISO-UDOFIa_curriculum-vitae-prof-umoren.docx
UNO, Uno is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Science, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Abuja (2006). He was Deputy Chairman University Board of Research (2009-2010), School Exam officer (2008-2010), Coordinator e-Exams (2008-date), and currently HOD (2014-date), Member University Governing Council, FUT, Minna (2017-Date). He is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigerian. His current research is on semiconductor, photocell/thin film. He has successfully supervised 2 Ph.Ds. His email address is uno_essang@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033287061. Download CV: CV_UNO-UNO-ESSANG_prof.-uno-cv-2-.doc

URIAH, Alexander Lar is a Professor of Geology. He holds a Ph.D. (Isotopes and Trace element geochemistry) from the Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France. He has served, as the Head of Department of Geology and Mining, University of Jos. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society (FNMGS). He trained a number of Ph.Ds in Geology. He has over 60 articles published in high impact sciences journals. Presently, He occupies the Petroleum Technology Development Fund (PTDF) Professorial Chair in Geology at the University of Jos. His email address is laru@yahoo.co.uk and phone number: 08037039175. Download CV: CV_LAR-URIAH-ALEXANDER_cv-prof-alex-lar.docx

UWAEZUOKE, Joseph Chidi is a Professor of Medical Microbiology/Parasitology in the Faculty of Science, Department of Microbiology, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a Ph.D from the same University, (2007). He was Head of Department of Microbiology (2012-2015). His current research interest is on antimicrobial/parasitic disease assessment. His email address is uwaezuoke_uwaezuoke@yahoo.com. His telephone is 08033616771. Download CV: CV_Uwaezuoke-Joseph -Chidi_latest-rev-c.v-most-recent-.doc

UWAH, Edet Johnnie is a Professor of Applied Nuclear Physics in the University of Calabar. He holds the Ph.D Degree of the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria in Physics (1985). He was the Head of Department of Physics (1998 - 2000), Ag Dean of Faculty of Science, (2007-2009), Chairman Committee of Deans (2008-2009). His area of research is in applied nuclear physics and quantum mechanics. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is edetjohnnie@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348034742381. Download CV: CV_UWAH-EDET-JOHNNIE_curriculum-vitae-prof-uawah-copy.doc

UWAH, Ikama Edet is a Professor of Physical/Environmental Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University Of Calabar (2002). She was the Head of Department, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry (2015 - 2018). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Chattered Chemists of Nigeria. Her current research is on corrosion science. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is ikamauawah@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348037362413. Download CV: CV_UWAH-IKAMA-EDET_updated-curriculum-vitae.docx

UWAKWE, Augustine Amadikwa is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (1992). He was Head of Department, Biochemistry (2003-2006; and 2010-2011), Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Evangel University Akaeze, Ebonyi State (2011-2012), Acting Vice-Chancellor of same University (2012-2013), Acting Vice-Chancellor Gregory University Uturu, Abia State (2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is on sickle cell disease management and phytomedicine. He has successfully supervised 35 Ph.Ds. His email address is augustine.uwakwe@uniport.edu.ng or uwadik@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347060968996. Download CV: CV_Uwakwe-Augustine-Amadikwa_c.v-of-prof.-uwakwe.doc

UZAIRU, Adamu is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, (1997). He was Postgraduate Coordinator (2005 - 2008), Ag. Head of Department (2013 - 2014) and Head of Department, Kaduna State University, Kaduna (2009 - 2010). He is a member of ICCON and Chemical Society of Nigeria. His
current research interest is on general computational chemistry and design of new materials. He has successfully supervised 17 Ph.Ds. His email address is adamuuzairu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036262714. Download CV: CV_UZAIRU-ADAMU-ADAMU-uzairu.docx

**UZCHUKWU, Sylvia** is a Professor of Food Science and Biotechnology in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1987). She was Director of the Biotechnology Centre, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. (2001-2009), Dean, Faculty of Science, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti(2013-2017), and Head, Biotechnology Centre, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti (2017-present). She is a Fellow of the Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on functional metagenomics of food systems and gene mining in traditional food environments. She has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. Her email address is suzochi@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033531178. Download CV: CV_Uzochukwu-Sylvia-Ajagugha_uzochukwu-sylvia-cv.doc

**WADA, Dalha Taura** is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences. He holds a Ph.D from Bayero University, Kano (2011). He was a Faculty Exams Office (2007-2013), Sub-Dean (2014-2016) and Deputy Director Centre for Advanced Medical Research and Training (AMRAT) AKTH. His current research on virology and ethno-medicine. He has successfully supervised 4 Ph.Ds. His telephone number is +2348036267381. Download CV: CV_WADA-DALHA-TAURA_revised-taura-cv-2.doc

**WAJIGA, Gregory Maksha** is a Professor of Computer Science in the School of Physical Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a Ph.D from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University (2000). He was Dean of Science (1999-2002). He is a member of Nigeria Computer Society. His current research is on Biologically inspired computing algorithms. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is gwajiga@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 806 533 6753. Download CV: CV_Wajiga-Gregory-Maksha_curriculumvitae.docx

**WANI, Parvaze Ahmad** is a Professor of Microbiology in the Dept. of Biological Sciences, Crescent University, Abeokuta, He holds a Ph.D from Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, UP, India (2003-2008). He is the presently Dean of College of Natural and Applied Sciences, Crescent University (March 2017 till date) and was HOD of Dept. of Biological Sciences Crescent University Abeokuta (2011-2017). He is currently doing research on bioremediation of pollutants. His email and phone are wani1889@rediffmail.com and +2348127592298. Download CV: CV_Wani-Parvaze-Ahmad_curriculum-vitae-2-edited-1-with-list-of-publications.docx

**WAZIRI, Maimuna** is a Professor of Analytical Chemistry in the Faculty of Science, Federal University, Gashua. She holds a Ph.D from University of Maiduguri in (2007). She was a Dean of Science (2015-2017). She is a Fellow of the Chemical Society of Nigeria and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) of Federal University, Gashua (2016- till date). Her current area of interest is on environmental toxicology. email address: maimunakadai@yahoo.com Tel: +2348033670619. Download CV: CV_Waziri-Maimuna-_curriculum-vitae-m.-waziri.docx

**WEGWU, Matthew Owonda** is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a Ph.D from the same university (1999). He was Dean, Student Affairs (2008-2012), Director Special Projects (2012-2017), Head of Department (2014-2016), Chairman, Sports Complex Management Committee (2015 till date) and Sports Institute Academic Board (2018). His current research is on environmental nutrition and non-communicable diseases and sustainable diets. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His Email address is matthew.wegwu@uniport.edu.ng and his telephone number is +2348068698933. Download CV: CV_Wegwu-Matthew-Owonda_prof.-m.o-wegwu-cv.docx

**YERIMA, Mohammed Bello** is a Professor of Applied Environmental Microbiology in the Faculty of Science, Federal University Dutse. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Jos (2012). He was the pioneer Head of Department (2016-2018). He is a member of several Committees and Senate. He was
the President of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria and Vice President, Nigerian Society for Microbiology. His current research is on bioremediation and climate change mitigation. He has successfully supervised a number of Postgraduate Projects. His e-mail addresses are belyerima@gmail.com and bello.y@fud.edu.ng. **Download CV:** CV_YERIMA-MOHAMMED-BELLO_prof.-yerima-m.b.-cvee.docx
Social Sciences

ABASIEKONG, Edet Moses is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Science, Niger Delta University, Amassoma. He holds a PhD from the Pennsylvania State University (1972). He was once Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences in University of Uyo, Director of Remedial Studies at University of Uyo, and Head of Department of Sociology at Niger Delta University. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is edetabasiekong@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023193231.
Download CV: CV_Abasiekong-Edet-Moses_curriculum-vitae.docx

ABDULLAHI, Abubakar Sokoto is a Professor of Development Economics and Policy in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2002). He was formerly the Head of Department of Economics (2013-2014) and Director, Academic Planning (2014-2016). He is currently the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (May 2018-till date). His current research is on Informal Sector Contribution to Economic Growth and Development. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email addresses are abuabdul12000@yahoo.com and asabdullahi65@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035073497.

ABDULLAHI, Hussainatu is a Professor of Development Economics and Gender Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. She holds a PhD in Economics from the same University. She was the Examination/Admission Officer (1997/98) and Postgraduate Coordinator (2007-2009) (PhD & MSc) of the Department. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs, 1 M.Phil. and 33 MScs. Her email address is: hussayabdul@yahoo.com. Her telephone number: +2347030774231.
Download CV: CV_Abdullahi-Hussainatu-_cv-for-prof.-hussay.doc

ABDULRAHMAN, Dejo is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a First Class Honours degree from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and a PhD from the University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America. He was Dean of Social Sciences (2008-2012). He has co-supervised 8 PhDs and is currently supervising 3 PhDs. His areas of interest include Organizational Behaviour, Social Stratification/Inequality and Sociological Theory.
Download CV: CV_ABDULRAHMAN-DEJO-ADEPOJU_prof.-dejo-cv-2018.doc

ABIA, Raphael Pius is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar (2005). He is a Graduate School Representative and was an Examination Officer from 1999 to 2009. He is a Fellow of the National Programme on the Prevention of Maternal Mortality. His current research is on Reproductive Health. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is raphaelabia44@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347038982002.
Download CV: CV_Abia-Raphael-Pius_prof.-raphael-abia-cv.docx

ACHIME, Nwabueze Hyacinth is a Professor of Health Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from University of Benin (1992). He was Director of Institute of Public Administration and Extension Services (2004-2006, 2009) and Visiting Professor in 2 Universities, Benson Idahosa University and Igbindion University (2006-till date). He is a Life Member of the Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on Economic Effect on Medical Care Sector. He is currently supervising ten PhD students in Health Economics. His email address is
tcachime@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035826354. Download CV: CV_ACHIME-Nwabueze-Hyacinth_prof-achime-cv-22.docx

ADAKAYI, Peter Eje is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from University Of Jos (2012). He was Time Table and Exam Officer in 1997, Head of Department in 1998, Deputy Dean in 2004 and Dean of Students Affairs in 2014. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD student and he is currently supervising five PhD students. His email address is padakayi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036516784. CV: CV_ADAKAYI-PETER-EJE_curriculum-vita1-current.doc

ADEBAYO, Sulaiman Olanrewaju is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ado-Ekiti (2004). He was Head of Psychology Department (2011-2016) and Dean of Social Science (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Psychological Association, Institute of Criminology and Penology and Institute of Management Consultants. His current research is on Paranormal Beliefs and Sympathy and Antipathy towards the Elderly. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is sulaiman.adebayo@eksu.edu.ng. His phone number is 08033865790. Download CV: CV_Adebayo-Sulaiman_Olanrewaju_curriculum-vitae-adebayo-sulaiman-olanrewaju.docx

ADEDAYO, Adebisi Funsho is a Professor of Geography and Environmental Management in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (1989). He was Dean of Business and Social Sciences (2008-2012) and Member, Unilorin Council (2010-2014). He is a member of the Social Science Academy of Nigeria. His current research is on Geography of Development and Tourism Studies. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is aadedayo66@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033768731. Download CV: CV_Adedayo-Adebisi-Funsho_current-cv.doc

ADEDOKUN, Olaide Aderonke is a Professor of Sociology/Demography, Faculty of Social Sciences, Lagos State University, Ojo (2006). She was appointed Professor of Demography by BOWEN University, Iwo (2002). She holds a PhD from University of Lagos (1995). She was Head of Department, Sociology (1999-2002; 2005), Director/Dean, Lagos State University External System (2005-2011), pioneer Head of Department, Sociology, BOWEN University (2002-2004). Since 1986, she has been active in teaching/research in Population, Development and Gender Studies. She is a Fellow of the International Salzburg Seminar (1999), UAPS Laureate (1993), Member of the Scientific Review Board, Population Review and Editor-in-chief of the Journal of Population, Nigeria. Her Telephone number is +2348022236621. Her email address is o_adedokun@yahoo.com Download CV: CV_Adedokun-Olaide-Aderonke_cv-updated-2-nov-2015.docx

ADESINA, Francis Adeyinka is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from University of Salford (1988). He was Dean of Social Sciences (2009-2011) and Director, Linkages and Partnership Office of the University (2016-till date). His current research is on “Building Resilience against the impacts of Climate Change in Nigeria”. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is faadesin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037193141. Download CV: CV_Adesina-Francis-Adeyinka_university-format-june-28-2018-adesina.doc

ADETOYE, Martins Akindele is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2010). His research interest is in Psephology and Stasiology. He has successfully supervised one PhD student and he is currently
supervising two others. His email address is akindele.adetoye@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034709856.

**Download CV:** CV_Adetoye-Martins-Akindele_my-cv-2007-1.doc

**ADE-TURTON,** Dayo is a Professor of Management and Entrepreneurship in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Elizade University, Ilara-Mokin. He holds a PhD from Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (1980). He was Chairman, University Wide Tenure and Promotion Committee (2009-2011). He is currently the Dean of the Faculty of Social and Management Studies (2017-date) and Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship and Innovation. He is a Research Fellow (Entrepreneurship), Wharton School. His current research is on Corporate Planning, Business Planning/Management Strategies and Entrepreneurship. He has successful supervised 2 PhDs and 30 Masters Students. His email address is dayo.ade-turton@elizadeuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08105093595.

**Download CV:** CV_Ade-Turton (Ademisokun-Turton)-Dayo-_cv-dayo-ade-turton-1-.doc

**ADEYEMI,** Kenneth Sola is a Professor of Operational Research & Finance in the School of Business & Governance, Kwara State University, Malete, Ilorin. He holds a B.Sc. in Economics, University of Ibadan (1975); M.Sc. in Operational Research, London School of Economics (1978) and PhD in Management Science, University of Manchester (1983). He was Director, School of Business, Covenant University (2010-2014) and Deputy Dean, College of Development Studies, Covenant University (2010-2014). He is currently the Head of Department, Business and Entrepreneurship, Kwara State University, Ilorin. He was Executive Director, IT & Operations, Union Bank of Nigeria Plc (2006-2009). He was President of the Nigerian Economic Society (2009-2011).

**Download CV:** CV_ADEYEMI-KENNETH-SOLA_curriculum-vitae-updated.doc

**AFOLABI,** Olukayode Ayooluwa is a Professor of Applied Social Psychology in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko, Ondo State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan. He was Dean of the Faculty Social and Management Sciences (2014-2016) and Director, Leadership Institute (2017-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. His current research is on pro-social behaviour. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His e-mail address is afolabi95@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348034676352.

**Download CV:** CV_AFOLABI-Olukayode-Ayooluwa_complete-cv-updated-2.doc

**AGBEBAKU,** Philip Enahoro is a Professor of Political Science, with specialisation in International Relations, in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2003). He was Head of Department (1989-1993; 1998-2001; 2006-2009), Director of Academic Planning (2004-2006) and Director, Entrepreneurship/Career Centre (2011-2016). He is a member of the Nigeria Political Science Association. His current research is on "The Porosity of Nigerian Land Borders and Insurgency in Nigeria". He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and 4 at different stages of completion. His email address is agbephil@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033688268.

**Download CV:** CV_AGBEBAKU-PHILIP-ENAHORO_prof.-agbebaku-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

**AGGWEDA,** Theophilus Otsemehuono is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma. He holds a PhD (2007) from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He has served as Sub-Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences and Head of Department of Sociology in the same University. Currently, he is Director of the Directorate of Part-Time Degree programmes. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is theogweda@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08056067049.

**Download CV:** CV_AGGWEDA-THEOPHILUS-OTSEMHEUONO_my-curriculum-vitae.docx
AIGBOKHAN, Benard Eronmonsele is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from University of Paisley, Scotland. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Management Consultants (FIMC). He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email is baigbokhan@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035923075. Download CV: CV_Aigbokhan-Benard-Eronmonsele_new-curriculum-vitae.docx

AINA, Ayandiji Daniel is a Professor of Political Science in Veronica Adeleke School of Social Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2000). He was Head of Department of Political Science (1999-2003); Dean of Social Sciences (2003-2006); Dean of Postgraduate College (2010-2011), Vice-Chancellor, Adeleke University (2011-2013); Vice-Chancellor, Caleb University (2016-2019). He has successfully supervised nine PhDs. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Administration. His current research is on Factional Politics and the Fragile State. His email address is dijiaina@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037133298. Download CV: CV_Aina-Ayandiji-Daniel_prof-aina-cv-standard-format-april-2018.docx

AJA, Egbeke is a Professor of African Philosophy in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1992). He was Associate Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2008), Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration (2010-2012) and Head, Department of Philosophy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. His current research is on Comparative African Metaphysics and Social Philosophy. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is gbeke.aja@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234-803-493-9173. Download CV: CV_AJA-EGBEKE-_prof-egbekeaja-curriculum-vitae.doc

AJAKE, Anim Obongah is a Professor of Conservation Biogeography and Tourism, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. She hails from Ababene in Obubra Local Government Area of Cross River State. She is a seasoned Academic and Educationist with BSc. from University of Calabar (1988), and PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008). She has published over 76 papers in reputable journals; with 52 journal papers, 17 conference papers, 4 book chapters and 3 technical reports. She has successfully supervised 14 PhD and 13 MSc students. Her email address is aoajake@unical.edu.ng and ajakeunical@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Ajake-Anim-Obongha_prof-ajake-publications.doc

AJAYI, Ola-Rotimi Matthew is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Federal University, Lokoja. He holds a PhD from University Of Ilorin (2000). He was Dean of Business and Social Sciences (2006-2010) and Vice-Chancellor of Landmark University Omuaran (2011-2014). His current research is on “Trade Union Politics”. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is rotajayi2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033574210. Download CV: CV_AJAYI-OLA-ROTIMI-MATTHEW_curriculum-vitae-2018.doc

AJIBOLA, Olusegun Joseph is a Professor of Monetary Economics and Dean, College of Postgraduate Studies, Caleb University, Lagos. He holds a PhD in Monetary Economics from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2011). He was Head of Department of Economics, Banking and Finance, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo (2014-2016). He was Graduate Assistant/Assistant Lecturer, Obafemi Awolowo University (1984-1986) He started supervision of six PhD students in Babcock before joining Caleb University in 2016. His email address is joeluajibola@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348034409494. Download CV: CV_AJIBOLA-JOSEPH-OLUSEGUN_segun-ajibola-cv-may-2018.doc

AJILA, Olugbenga Chris is a Professor of Psychology, Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University in 1997. He was Dean (2015-2017) and he is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration). He has served as Chairman and member of the National Universities Commission Ad hoc Accreditation Panel to
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evaluate Psychology programme. His research interests and publications cover Organisational Behaviour, Motivation, Leadership and Human Resource Management. He has successfully supervised four PhD students. His email address is cajila2002@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348034027971.

Download CV:

AKANEGBU, Benedict Ndubisi is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Nile University of Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Howard University, Washington, DC (1991). He is currently the Dean of the Faculty of Management Sciences at Nile University of Nigeria since 2016. His current research is on Health related areas. He is currently supervising a number of PhD students. His email address is benedict.akanegbu@nileuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348032615603.


AKERERE, William Omotoso is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Lagos (2003). He was Head of Economics Department (2013-2015) and Dean of Environment, Management and Social sciences (2015-till date). His current research is on "Enhancing Informal Sector potentials in achieving the Economic Recovery and Growth Plan Targets in Nigeria". He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is akerele.omotoso@lcu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023265030.

Download CV: CV_Akerele-William-Omotoso_akerele.doc

AKINBOBOLA, Temidayo Oladiran is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria in 2003. He was Vice Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (1999-2001) and Head of Department of Economics (2017-till date). He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is tbobola@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037172271.

Download CV: CV_AKINBOBOLA-TEMIDAYO-OLADIRAN_cv-professor-akinbobola-updated-april.docx

AKINLO Anthony Enisan is a Professor of Political Science, Faculty of the Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He was former Head of Department of Political Science, University Coordinator of General Studies, and Director of Part-time. He is currently on the University’s Academic Board of Institute of Peace, Security and Governance. His current research is on Strengthening Public Policy in Peace and Conflict Management in Nigeria; and 100 years of amalgamation and the sustenance of the Nigerian state. His telephone number is 08033503063. His email address is aakinlo@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033700756.

Download CV: CV_Akinlo-Anthony-Enisan_akinlocv-2017-nuc.docx

AKINSOLA, Agagu Alaba is a Professor of Political Science, Faculty of the Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He was former Head of Department of Political Science, University Coordinator of General Studies, and Director of Part-time. He is currently on the University’s Academic Board of Institute of Peace, Security and Governance. His current research is on Strengthening Public Policy in Peace and Conflict Management in Nigeria; and 100 years of amalgamation and the sustenance of the Nigerian state. His telephone number is 08033503063. His email address is akinsola.agagu@eksu.edu.ng and victagag@yahoo.com

Download CV: CV_Agagu-Akinsola-Alaba_nuc-registration-curriculum-vita1.docx

AKPAKPAN, Edet is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Uyo. He holds a PhD from University of Manchester (United Kingdom) in 1983. He was Dean of Business Administration (2002-2006) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Uyo (2006-2008). He is a life member of the Nigerian Economic Society (NES). His current research is on the Problems of Local
Government Financing. He has successfully supervised over 20 PhDs. His email address is edakpakpan@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348136726850.

**Download CV:** CV_Akpakpan-Edet-Bassey_curriculum-vitae-edet-bassey-akpakpan-june-2018.docx

**AKPAN,** Felix is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2005). He was Dean of Students’ Affairs (2015-2017) and Director of Institute of Public Policy and Administration, IPPA (2014-2015). He is also an alumnus of the United State Department Cultural and Educational Programme. His current research interest is in the area of Peace and Conflict Studies, He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is lixzito@yahoo.co.uk His telephone number is +2348034935136.

**Download CV:** CV_Akpan-Felix-Udo_curriculum-vitae7.docx

**AKPOTOR,** Sunday Akpovuyono is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Science, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). He has held several administrative positions which include Head of Department (Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2001-2004), Director of Centres (Ambrose Alli University and Delta State University respectively) and Acting Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2009). He is a Justice of Peace. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is asakpotor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034935136.

**Download CV:** CV_AKPOTOR-SUNDAY-AKPOVUYONO_cv-new.revised.doc

**ALARAPE,** A. Ismail is a Professor of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2004). He was a visiting scholar of the Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States of America (2011) and Sub Dean (Arts & Humanities) Postgraduate School, University of Ibadan (2012-2016). His current research is on hotel customer's behavioural intention. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is ai.alarape@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348027282264.

**Download CV:** CV_Alarape-Aderemi-Ismail_dralarape_curriculum-vitae-ui-format-june-2018.docx

**ALEGE,** Philip Olasupo is a Professor of Economics in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2008). He was Head of Department (2013-2015). He is the current Dean of Business and Social Sciences. His current research is on Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) modelling. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs and has co-supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is Philip.alege@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +234806461928 and +2347038878312.

**Download CV:** CV_ALEGE-Philip-Olasupo_prof-alege-current-cv1.docx

**ALEMIKA,** Etannibi E.O is a Professor of Criminology, University of Jos, from University of Pennsylvania. He was Director, Centre for Research and Development and Head of Department, Sociology (1992-1993, 2002-2004). He was Chairman of some Ad hoc Committee and External Examiner of several undergraduate and postgraduate students in universities in and out of Nigeria). He has supervised 8 PhD students. His email address is alemikae@yahoo.com.

**Download CV:** CV_Alemika-Etannibi-EO_brief-cv-and-profile-for-eeo-alemika-june-2014-.doc

**ALIERO,** Haruna Mohammed is a Professor of Development Finance in the Department of Economics, Faculty of Social Sciences Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He has been in the University for 20 years and has supervised a number of Masters' and PhD Thesis in the area of Banking and Development. He has also published in both local and international journals. His current research interest is on Access to Finance. His e-mail addresses are mohammed.haruna@udusok.edu.ng and harliero66@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348135219790.

**Download CV:** CV_Aliero-Haruna-Mohammed_h-m-aliero-cv-updated-1.doc
ALIYU, Chika Umar is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was Acting Head of Department, Economics (2005 - 2009) and Member, Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on Islamic Finance. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His e-mail address is chikaumaraliyu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348032924123. 

Download CV: CV_Aliyu-Chika-Umar_aliyu-cv-2018.doc

ALIYU, Shehu Usman Rano is a Professor of Financial Economics, Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University Kano (2002). He was pioneer Director, International Institute of Islamic Banking and Finance, Bayero University Kano (2012-2016) and Pioneer Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, Al-Qalam University Katsina, Katsina State (2016-2017). He was a Council Member, Nigerian Economic Society (NES) (2014-2017). His current research is on financial economics. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is suarano.eco@buk.edu.ng His telephone phone number +234(0)8037875246.

Download CV: CV_ALIYU-Shehu -Usman Rano_prof.-shehu-rano-s-cv.docx

ALO, Olubunmi Akinsanya is a Professor of Medical Sociology in the Faculty of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Federal University Wukari. He holds a PhD from the University of Ado Ekiti (2002). He is the Director of Academic Planning, Federal University Wukari, Taraba State. He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Industrial Administration.

Download CV: CV_Alo-Olubunmi-Akinsanya_prof.-alo-cv.docx

ALUKO, Jones Oluwole is a Professor of Public Administration in Veronica Adeleke School of Social Science, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University (2001). He was Acting Head of Political Science and Public Administration Department (2005-2006) and Head of Political Science and Public Administration Department (2006-2010). His current research is on Comparative Public Administration. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is jones_aluko@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-803-454-3410.

Download CV: CV_ALUKO-JONES-OLUWOLE_prof-aluko-j-o.docx-2-.doc

AMINU, Mohammed Fagge is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Science, Bayero University, Kano. He was the 1993/94 and 1996/97 sessions Departmental Examination Officer. From 1995/96 to 1996/1997, he was the Assistant Faculty Examinations Officer, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is malamfagge58@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08034502363.

Download CV: CV_Aminu-Mohammed-Fagge_aminu-mohd-c.v.-2.doc

ANIAH, Eugene Joseph Ugbe is a Professor of Geography and Environmental Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Durham (1993). He was Dean of Sciences (2011-2015), and Chairman, University of Calabar International Linkages Committee (2011-till date). He has published extensively in learned academic journals, books and monographs and technical reports. His current research is on Environmental Management, Tourism, Population and Development Studies. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is eugeneaniah@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348063082733.

Download CV: CV_Aniah-Eugene Joseph -Ugbe_prof-aniah.docx

ANYANWU, Sarah Olaranwaju is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (1992). She was Dean, School of Management and Information Technology (2003-2005) and Head of Department, Economics (2000-2003, 2011-2014 and 2014-2016) at Federal University of Technology, Yola. She was Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Development (2009-2010). Her current research is on Development Economics. She
has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. Her email address is sarahanyanwu2003@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348036130284.

**Download CV:** CV_ANYANWU-SARAH-OLANREWAJU_cv-good-anyanwu-9-june-2018.doc

**ANYANWU, Simon Onuwabuchi** is a Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from the University of Wuerzburg (1987). He is the Head of Department of Religious Studies and Philosophy (2014-till date). His current research is on the human person in Christian Social Thought. He has successfully supervised 8 (eight) PhDs. His email address is soeanyanwu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348063897006.

**Download CV:** CV_ANYANWU-SIMON-ONUWABUCHI_curriculum-vitae.docx

**ARIBIGBOLA, Afolabi** is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba Akoko. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2005). He was Director, Institute of Part-Time Programmes (2009-2011) and Dean of Social and Management Sciences (2011-2014) and (2016-2017) He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on rural housing. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is faribs1@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348060407079.

**Download CV:** CV_Aribigbola-Afolabi-_aribigbola-afolabi-nuc.doc

**AROSANYIN, Tunde Godwin** is a Professor of Economics, with specialisation in Transport Economics, in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2001). He is currently the Director, Ilorin Business School and Chairman, University of Ilorin PPP Students Hostel Development Committee. His current research is on Transport Policy and Planning. He has supervised 2 PhDs in Transport Economics. His email address is tarosany@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033967022.

**Download CV:** CV_Arosanyin-Tunde-Godwin_updated-cv-for-arosanyin-2018.doc

**ASIKHIA, Monday Ohi** is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from the University of Tsukuba, Japan (1996). He was Head of Department of Geography (2017-2018) and current Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. He was a Research Fellow at the United Nations Centre for Regional Development, Japan. Asikhia is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners; Member, Association of Nigerian Geographers; Member, Architectural Institute of Japan. His current research is on determinants of housing rental value. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is asikhia@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034661595.

**Download CV:** CV_Asikhia-Monday-Ohi__prof.-asikhia-s-cv-23-09-2017..docx

**ASOGWA, Felix Chinwe** is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). He was Head, Department of Political Science (1998-2000 and 2010-2012). Presently, he is the Director, Institute for Peace, Conflict and Development Studies, Enugu State University of Science and Technology and Dean, Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Management Sciences, Coal City University, Emene-Enugu. His current research is on Developing Effective Management Framework for Indigene-Settler Conflict in South-East Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is asofex2008@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033417464.

**Download CV:** CV_Asogwa-Felix-Chinwe_asogwa-cv-1.doc

**ATERE, Adewole Akinyemi** is a Professor of Sociology and Criminology in the Faculty of the Social Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2000). He was Dean Student Affairs (2008-2011), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2017), and Member,
Governing Council (2009-2011 and 2015-2017). His research area is Prisonization. He has examined about 20 Ph.Ds. His email address is profwoleategere@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033137574. Download CV: CV_ATERE-ADEWOLE-AKINYEMI_prof-aterew-curriculum-vitae.docx

AYOADE, John Adebunmi is an Emeritus Professor of Political Science at the University of Ibadan and Professor of Political Science at Bowen University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan. He was Dean of Social Sciences at University of Ibadan (1997-1999) and Bowen University (2015-till date). His current research is on Public Lies and Political Lying in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised eight Ph.Ds. His telephone number is 0816822819. His email address is maximaxiforte@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Ayoade-John-Adebunmi_Akinyemi_curriculum-vita1.doc

AYUBA, Haruna Kuje is a Professor of Biogeography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He was Head of Department, Geography (2008-2015); Sub Dean (2007-2008); Faculty Examination Officer (2004-2007) and Director, Academic Planning (2015-till date). He is a Grantee of the African Academy of Science (Capacity Building in Forestry Programme) Kenya in 1997. His current research is on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is hkayuba@nsuk.edu.ng or hkayuba@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348024523151. Download CV: CV_PROFESSOR_AYUBA-HARUNA_KUJE_curriculum-vitae.ayuba-2018.docx

BADEJO, Bamidele Abiona is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ogun State. He holds a Ph.D. from London School of Economics and Political Science, (1990). He was the Dean of the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (2012-2016) and current Dean, Faculty of Environmental Studies (2017-Date). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Transport and Logistics and Nigerian Institute of Town Planners. His current research is on Transportation and Sustainable Development. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is bamidelebadejo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023149260. Download CV: CV_Badejo-Bamidele-Abiona_prof-cv-for-nuc-directory-for-full-professor-in-nig.doc

BAHAL, Margaret Kaneng is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. She holds a PhD from University of Jos (2004). She was Head of the Sociology Department (2014-2016) and Deputy Dean, Social Sciences (2011-2013). She is a member of Social Science Academy of Nigeria and Nigerian Sociological Association, Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is margaretbahal@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348133138783. Download CV: CV_BAHAL-MARGARET_KANENG_prof-bahal-cv.docx

BALOGUN, Shyngle Kolawole is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Dean of Social Sciences (2010-2012) and Head of Department, Psychology (2017- till date). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Psychological Association and President, Nigerian Social Psychology Association. His current research area is in the area of perception and attitude. He has successfully supervised 16 Ph.Ds. His email address is shyngle61@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234803322424. Download CV: CV_Balogun-Shyngle-Kolawole_curriculum-vitae-ii.-updateddoc.doc

BASSEY, Celestineis a Professor of International Relations and Strategic Studies at the University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Dalhousie University, Canada after a preliminary Bachelor of Politics Degree at Lancaster University, England. He was Vice President of Nigerian Social Science Academy and currently the Director of Studies at the National Institute for Policy and Strategic Studies, Kuru, Jos. His email address is celestinebassey@yahoo.com 08037625205.
CHOKOR, Boyowa Anthony is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of London (1983). He was Head of Geography and Regional Planning (2003-2006) and Assistant Dean of Social Sciences (1991-1992). He was Head of University Programmes Department in Shell (2011-2014). He is a Fellow of Leadership for Environment and Development, London. His current research is on Urban Environmental Crisis of Development. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is boyowa.chokor@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023367634.

CHUP, Clement Didi is a Professor of Biogeography and Water Resources Management in the Department of Geography and Environmental Management, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2004). He was Head of Department (2004 -2009), Deputy Dean, Post Graduate School (2009-2011) and currently the Director, University of Abuja Printing Press. He is a member of the University Governing Council (2011-2013), a member of the Technical Committee of Nigeria’s Vision 20:2020; and member of Editorial Committee, National Integrated Infrastructural Master Plan (2014).

DUNMOYE, Ayoade Raufu is a Professor of Political Science (with a specialization in Political Economy) in the Department of Political Science and International Studies, Faculty of Social Science Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He has held several administrative positions in the University and the most recent is Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2010-2014). His email address is ayodunmoye@yahoo.com/ayodunmoyee@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037021295.

DURU, Patricia Nnenna is a Professor of Geography and Environmental Management in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from Imo State University (2010). She is the Head of Department of Geography and Environmental Management (2014-2018). She is a member of the Association of Nigerian Geographers, Nigerian Environmental Study/Action Team; she has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is emmapatt@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034542244.

EBOHON, Sylvanus Idahota is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Victoria University of Manchester (1985). He is the present Head of Department of Political Science (2015-till date). He is a member of the Nigerian Society for International Relations Awareness. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and he is also currently supervising 10 PhDs. His email address is sylvanus.ebohon@uniben.edu. His phone number is +2348032033498.

EDEWOR, Patrick Aziakpono is a Professor of Sociology in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2001). He was Acting Head of Sociology (1994/95; 2000-2002) at Olabisi Onabanjo University; Acting Head of Sociology (2004-2011); Acting Dean, College of Human Development (2005); Deputy Dean, School of Human Resource Development (2009-2014) and Head of Sociology (2016-2018) at Covenant University. His current research is on Land-Owning Families and Private Housing Development. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email addresses are patrick.edewor@covenantuniversity.edu.ng; edeworpat@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348055269434; +2349021221174.
EDIGIN, Lambert Uyi is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He was the Head of Department of Public Administration (2015-2017). He has successfully supervised more than 100 M.Sc. students. He is currently supervising 6 PhDs students. His email address is lambertedinig@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037186852.


EDOUMIEKUMO, Samuel Gowon is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds two PhDs from University of Nigeria, Nsukka and University of Port Harcourt (2011&2014). He was Acting Head of Department, Dean, Acting Vice-Chancellor and now a Vice-Chancellor at the Niger Delta University.

Download CV: CV_EDOUMIEKUMO-SAMUEL-GOWON_cv-for-nuc-form.docx

EFE, Sunday Ighovie is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning with specialization in Climatology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from Delta State University, Abraka (2005). He was the Head of Department of Geography and Regional Planning (2011-2013, and 2017-till date). His current research is on applied climatology, climate change, water resources and environmental management. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email addresses are efesunday@delsu.edu.ng, efesundayighovie@gmail.com, His telephone number is +2348036784167.

Download CV: CV_Efe-Sunday -Ighovie_curri-vitae-2018-recent.doc

EGHAFONA, Kokunre Adetokunbo is a Professor of Anthropology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). She was Head of Department of Sociology and Anthropology (2009-2013) and Director of Part-Time Programmes, University of Benin, (2016-2018). Her current research is on Culture and Local Development in Edo State. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is kokie@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2347034627248.

Download CV: CV_EGHAFONA-KIENUWA-KOKUNRE-ADETOKUNBO_eghafona-cv.docx

EGWAKHIDE, Christian Imoudu is a Professor of Development Economics in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy, Kaduna. He holds a PhD from Kharkov State Institute of Economics, now known as Kharkov National University of Economics, Kharkov, Ukraine (1989). He was the Dean of Arts and Social Sciences (2017-2018) and also Head of Department for about ten years. His current research is on Sustainable Development and Human Capital Development. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is papadockaay287@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348058563611 and +2348185120590.

Download CV: CV_Egwaikhide-Christian-Imoudu_egwaikhide-cv-update.doc

EKANEM, Ekanem Michael is a Professor of Theoretical and Applied Climatology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1998) and he is Director, International Programmes of University of Uyo (2013 -2018). His current research is on Climate Change and Development. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is ekanemekanem@uniuyo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030996621.

Download CV: CV_Ekanem-Ekanem-Michael_cv-6.doc

EKE, Paul is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt In 1997. His current research is on Conflict Management.
EKEKWE, Eme is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada (1980). He is the Director, Claude Ake School of Governance. His current research is on “Political Economy of Nigeria’s Development”. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His e-mail address is e_ekekwe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033362077.

Download CV: CV_EKE-PAUL-_eke-cv.doc

EKONG, Christopher Nyong is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from University of Uyo. He was Head of Department of Economics (2012-2014); Coordinator of University of Uyo e-learning Program (2013-till date); Director, International Programmes (2018-ongoing). He is a full member of Nigerian Economic Society (NES). His current research is on growth and development. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is chrisnekong@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348181077078.

Download CV: CV_Ekong-Christopher-Nyong_cv-3.docx

EKPOH, Imo is a Professor of Climatology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Birmingham (1991). He was Head of Geography Department (2003-2005) and currently serving as the Chairman of Graduate Programmes in the Faculty of Social Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Human and Natural Resources; and the Nigerian Institute of Industrial Management. His current research is on Climate Change Impacts, especially flooding. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is imyjay55@yahoo.com. His telephone is +2348036687667.

Download CV: CV_Ekpoh-Imo-Jackson_2018-cv-for-dfpnus.doc

ENI, David David is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar. He is a Member of Association of Nigerian Geographers (ANG), Nigeria Environmental Society (NES), Science and Technology Forum, and International Research and Development Institute (IRDI). He has successfully supervised 27 PhDs and 11 Masters Students. His email address is ddeni@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number 08037205273.

Download CV: CV_Eni-David-David_prof-eni-curriculum-vitae.docx

ENOMA, Anthony Iguodala is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a Phd from the University of Benin, Nigeria. He was Head of Department of Economics (2008-2010). He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is anthonyenoma@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08062539800.

Download CV: CV_Enoma-Anthony-Iguodala_curriculum-vitae-enoma-1-.doc

EPELLE, Alafuro is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education. He holds a PhD from University of Benin (2007). He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences in the University (Jan. 2017-Date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Management, Nigeria and also a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research interest is on the Nigerian State and Religious Fundamentalism. He is currently supervising 6 PhD candidates. His email address is alafuroepelle@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036997761.


ERING, Simon Odey is a Professor of Sociology, in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar, (2005) with specialization in Development Sociology.
He was Head of Department of Sociology, 2010-2012, and at different times the Coordinator of Bachelor of Social Work (B.Sc. Social Work) Programme (2006-2010), South-South Zonal Coordinator of NASA activities (2012-2014), a member of Senate Vetting Team for the Faculty of Arts, University of Calabar. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs and currently has 4 PhD candidates under his supervision. His email address is odayering@gmail.com and GSM 08033488197.

**Download CV:** CV_ERING-SIMON-ODEY_prof. -ering-cv-2.docx

**ETEKPE,** Ambily is a Professor of Development Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Niger Delta University, Bayelsa State. He holds a PhD from the University of Port-Harcourt (1997). He is the Head of Department (2011-2018). He is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration. His current research interest is in Wetland Studies especially Niger Delta, and Peace building. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs, examined 15 PhD Dissertations and 20 master’s thesis. His email is etekpe@gmail.com, etekpe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036666194.

**Download CV:** CV_ETEKPE-AMBILY_-ambily-s-cv.docx

**EYA,** Regina Ndinekwumma is a Contract Professor of Child/Social Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). She was Head, Department of Psychology, (1997-2001), Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences (2010-2014). She is a Fellow of the Nigeria Psychological Association. She supervised 4 PhDs. Her current research interest is the Conceptualization of Child Abuse by Nigerians. Her email address is reginaeya@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033195674.

**Download CV:** CV_Eya-Regina-Ndinekwumma_curriculum-vitae.prof.doc

**EZEANI,** Emmanuel Onyebuchi is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of the Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). He was Head, Department of Political Science (2007-2012), Dean of the Social Sciences (2012-2014), Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship and Development Research (CEDR) (2014-2017) and Member, Governing Council, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria and Chartered Institute of Public Administration of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is onyebuchi.ezeani@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063649317.

**Download CV:** CV_EZEANI-ONYEBUCHI-EMMANUEL_ezeani-cv-2015-1-.doc

**EZEMONYE,** Mary Nkiru is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). She was the Head of Department (2014-2016). Her current research is on Water Management and Water Governance. She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email address is mary.ezemonye@uniben.edu or ezemonyemary@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is+2348033418529.

**Download CV:** CV_EZEMONYE-MARY-NKIRU_curriculum-vitae-7.docx

**EZEOKANA,** Jude is a Professor of Clinical Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from the University of Vienna, Austria (1998). He was the Head of the Department of Psychology (2009 -2012) and the Dean of Social Sciences (2014-2016). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. His current research is on Psychotherapy in Africa. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs and 2 are still on-going. His email address is fadaezeokana@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036446399.

**Download CV:** CV_Ezeokana-Jude-Obinna _fr-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

**FAGE,** Kamilu Sani is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of Pittsburgh, United States of America (1990). He was Head of
Political Science Department (2006-2010). He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association and the American Political Science Association. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is: ksfage.pol@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is: +2348036853474.

**Download CV:** CV_Fage-Kamilu-Sani_my-my-ksf.docx

**GALADANCI**, Dalhatu Mohd is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Odessa State Economics University (USSR). He was Sub Dean and Head of Department at Bayero University, Kano. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Nigerian Economists (INEN) and 4 others. His current research is Structure of the Nigerian Economy. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Email: dgaladanci@gmail.com, Phone: +2348033362177.

**Download CV:** CV_Galadanci-Dalhatu-Mohd_prof-dm-cv-updated2.docx

**GALADIMA**, Habu is a Professor of Political Science (International Relations and Strategic Studies) in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Jos, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2006). He was Head of Department (2008 - 2011) and Deputy Director Academic Planning (2007-2008). He is a Fellow of Harvard Kennedy School Executive Education, 2018. His current research is on Security Strategy. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is galadimaha@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037031006.

**Download CV:** CV_GALADIMA-HABU-SHUAIBU_cv-2018-professor-habu-s.-galadima-curriculum-vitae-march-2018.docx

**GARBA**, Tukur is a Professor of Development Economics in Department of Economics, Faculty of Social Sciences, at Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto, Nigeria. He earned his B.Sc. (1992), M.Sc. (2000), and Ph.D. (2006) in Economics, all from Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 3 PhD theses and several M.Sc. dissertations to completion. He is currently supervising 4 PhD students. His areas of research interest include: Development Economics, Corporate Governance, Quantitative Research Methods, Quantitative Economics, and Economics of Innovation. His e-mail addresses include: ttukurus@yahoo.com, garba.tukur@udusok.edu.ng. His telephone phone number is +2348063101057.

**Download CV:** CV_Garba-Tukur_prof-tukur-s-cv.docx

**GYONG**, John Emmanuel is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Head of the Department of Sociology (1997-2004). His current research is on Criminology and Security Issues. He has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. His email address is gyongemma@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08034533701.

**Download CV:** CV_GYONG-John Emmanuel-_my-my-cv-prof-_e-gyong-cv..docx

**HASSAN**, Shuaib Musa is a Professor of Meteorology and Applied Climatology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. He holds a PhD from University of Abuja (2008). He was Head of Department (2011-2014) and Deputy Director Academic CDL (2016-2018). He is a Member of Nigeria Environmental Society. His current research is on Air Quality. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is shuaibhassan123@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035905316 and +2348096722836.

**Download CV:** CV_HASSAN-SHUAIB-MUSA_curriculum-vita1-current-2018.docx

**IBABA**, Samuel Ibaba is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2005). He was Director, Centre of Niger Delta Studies (2011-2017) and is presently the Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences. His current research is on Turbulent Democracy and Development in Nigeria, and Post Amnesty Peace Building in the Niger Delta. His email address is eminoaibaba@yahoo.com and ibaba.ibaba@ndu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 0803 7089 294.
IBRAHIM, Garba Sheka is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Bayero University (2002). He was the Head of Department of Economics (2005-2009). He is a member of Nigerian Economic Society (NES). His current research interest is on Water Resources. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email is gsheka@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348033294219, +2348055159070, +2348025824811.

IFEAGWAZI, Chuka is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1998). He was Head of Department (2007-2009), Associate Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2011-2014), and Member of Governing Council, West African Theological Seminary, (2010-till date). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Psychological Association (FNPA). His current research is on Stress, Trauma and Mental Health. He is currently supervising 15 PhDs. His email address is chuka.ifeagwazi@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348039655344.

IFEANACHO, Martin Ikechuckwu is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (1994). He was Acting Head of Department (2002-2004), Associate Dean Graduate School (2010-2012) and Dean Graduate School (2013-2016). His current research is on Gender Roles in African Socio-Cultural Institutions. His Email address is achomart@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033399783.

IFIDON, Samuel Ehimigbai is a Professor of Library and Information Science, Faculty of Social Sciences. He holds a PhD degree in Library and Information Science from University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria (1978). He was University Librarian (1978-1997), Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, (1998-2001), Dean, Postgraduate School (2002-2004) and Head of Department of Library and Information Science (2004-2011). He has successfully supervised 10 doctorate degrees. His email address is samifidon@yahoo.ca. His telephone number is 08036092439.
IHERIOHANMA, Ekeoma Bona Joe is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Directorate of General Studies, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2005). He was Head of Social Science Unit of the Directorate of General Studies, and Managing Director, Federal University of Technology, Owerri Bookshop Ltd (2011-2014). He is a member of Nigeria Institute of Management. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs on Adjunct. His email addresses are iherioha2005@yahoo.com and ekeoma.iheriohanma@futo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037025980.

Download CV: CV_IHERIOHANMA-EKEOMA-BONA JOE_curriculum-vitae.doc

IJAIYA, Gafar Tunde is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from Usmanu Danfodio University, Sokoto. He was Head of Department of Economics (2010-2011). His current research is on Poverty. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is gtijaiya@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348055911567.


IKEGWUOHA, Bernard Thompson is a Professor of Government and Public Administration at Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Pontifical Lateran University (1987), Italy. He was Head of Department, Political Science and Professor at Madonna University, Okija (2013-2014); Head of Department and Professor of Government & Public Administration (2014- till date) and Acting Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2015-2016) at Imo State University, Owerri. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email is bernard.ikegwuoha@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348095476304.

Download CV: CV_IKEGWUOHA-BERNARD THOMPSON -ONYEMAUCHECHUKWU_cv-for-nuc-abuja-2018.doc

IRIKANA, Godspower Jackson is a Professor of Development Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2007). He was Acting Head of Department of Sociology (2013-2015) and Acting Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences at different times (25th-27th October, 2017; 26th-29th March, 2018). He is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on Environmental Sociology. He is currently supervising three (3) PhDs. His email address is irikanagodsp@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065226341.

Download CV: CV_Irikana-Godspower-Jackson_irikana-gj-cv.docx

ISAH, Sadiq Radda is a Professor of Sociology, Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. (2005). He was Head of Department, Sociology (2007-2008), Dean, Faculty of Social & Management Science (2008-2010) Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, Bayero University, Kano, (2010-2012) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration), Bayero University, Kano. (2011-2016). He is a Fellow of Lions Club of Nigeria (Kano Chapter). He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is iraddasadiq@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08053204515.

Download CV: CV_Isah-Sadiq-Radda_cv.radda.one.doc

ISIUGO-ABANIHE, Uche is a Professor of Demography, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States of America. His current research is in the area of Population Ageing. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His email address is ucheabanihe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 803 713 5054.


IYOA, Francis Odianonsen is a Professor of Accounting in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2010/2011). He was Dean of the College of Business and Social Sciences (2015-2017). He is a Fellow of Institute of Chartered...
Accountants of Nigeria. His current research is on Water Accounting. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. He serves as an external examiner to Universities, including the University of Buea, Cameroon. He has presented papers at national and international conferences. He had extensive experience in the public and private sectors before joining Covenant University.

**Download CV:** CV_IYOHA-FRANCIS-ODIANONSEN_c-v-prof.-iyoha..doc

IZILEIN, Elizabeth is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from University of Benin (2006). She was Assistant Dean of Social Sciences (2013-2014). Her current research is on International Trade and Development. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is eiokojie@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035615201.

**Download CV:** CV_Izilein-Elizabeth-Irekpitan_curriculum-vitae-for-nuc.docx

JEGA, Attahiru is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States of America (1985). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics) (1995-96); Director, Centre for Democratic Research and Training (2000-2004) and Vice-Chancellor, Bayero University, Kano (2005-2010). His current research is on Electoral Integrity and Democracy in Africa. He is an Honorary Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is amjega.pol@buk.edu.ng

**Download CV:** CV_Jega-Attahiru-Muhammadu_jega-s-revised-cv-february-2018.docx

JIMAZA, Michael is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from University of Abuja (2011). He was Departmental Board Secretary (2013-2014) and Entrepreneurship Coordinator (2014-2015). He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs and currently supervising 3 PhDs. His email address is michaeljimaza@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08032852253.

**Download CV:** CV_Jimaza-Michael__prof.-jimaza-s-cv.docx

KALU, Ijeoma Emele is a Professor of Development Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2000). He was Head of Department (2015-2017) and Associate Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences (2017-2018). He is a Life Member of Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on Underground Economy. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is ijeoma.kalu@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033098733.

**Download CV:** CV_KALU-IJEOMA-EMELE_prof.-kalu-cv.doc

KIAWA, A. Ibrahim is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Federal University Dutse, Jigawa State. He holds a PhD from Syracuse University, Maxwell School, Syracuse, New York (1981). He is the Dean of the Postgraduate Studies, Federal University Dutse. His current research is on development of Micro enterprises in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised more than 6 PhDs, all are professors now. His email address is ibrahim.ahmad.kiyawa@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035991135.

**Download CV:** CV_KIAWA-Ibrahim-Ahmed_prof-kiyawa-cv.docx

KOGAH, Victor Chukwudi is a Professor of Mass Communication, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from University of Uyo (2005). He was Head of Department (2001-2006, 2009-2015) and he is a full member of the Advertising Practitioners Council of Nigeria (APCON). His current research is on Health Issues. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email addresses are profkogah.victor@imsu.edu.ng and kogah.victor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037056223.
KONKWO, Dede Elemeuwa is a Professor of Broadcast Communication in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University Owerri. He holds the PhD from University of Vienna (1985). He was Head of Department of Mass Communication (1995-2000: 2006-2009). He is a member of ACCE. His current research is on Traditional Broadcasting in Africa. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is d.konkwo@yahoo.com or dedekonkwo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035774378.

MADU, Ignatius Ani is a Professor of Geography, University of Nigeria Nsukka and a Pioneer Coordinator of Programme, Centre for Environmental Management and Control of the University. He was Head of Department of Geography, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008-2010 and 2013-2014) and Dean, Faculty of the Social Sciences (2014-2016) He has successfully supervised 4 PhD theses in Geography and Environmental Management. His current research is on Spatial Vulnerability to Climate Change Induced Farmers-Herdsmen Conflicts in Nigeria. His email address is ignatius,madu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 234 8037321468.

MADU, Sylvester Ntomchukwu is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the Leopold-Franzens University of Innsbruck, Austria (1984). He was the Head of Department of Psychology (2012); Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2013-2015); Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic & Administrative) (2015-2017). His current research areas are: Psychotherapy in Africa; Psychological Trauma; and Child Abuse and Neglect. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. He has successfully supervised 18 PhD theses. His email address is madusylvester@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 07062883630.

MADUEME, Ifeoma Stella is a Professor of Development Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She has two PhDs (in Economics and in Educational Administration). She was Head of Economics Department, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2015-2018) and Chairman of University of Nigeria General Enterprises Ltd (2014-Date). She is an Associate Fellow of AFRIHERITAGE Nigeria. Her current research is on Development Studies, Energy and Environmental Issues. She is currently supervising 20 PhDs. Her email address is stellamadueme@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 08065576512.

MAGAJI, Sule is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. He holds a PhD from Usman Danfodio University, Sokoto (2004). He was Director, Quality Assurance (2017-till date), Head of Department, Economics (2014), Head of Department, Banking and Finance (2009-2014), Deputy Director, Consultancy (2005-2009), and Coordinator, Centre for Entrepreneurship (2008-2009). His current research is on Monetary Economics and Finance. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is abujabankingandfinance@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348025528866.

MAHMUD, Sakah Saidu is a Professor of Political Science in the College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a PhD from University of Denver, Denver, Colorado, United States of America (1992). He is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) (2017-till date), and Provost of the College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences (2014- till date). He was the Head of Department, Department of Political Science (2010-2014). His current research is
on Democratization and Development in Africa. He is currently supervising three (3) PhD students. His emails addresses are sakah.mahmud@kwasu.edu; and sakah.mahmud@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030645263.

**Download CV:** CV_Mahmud-Sakah-Saidu_cv-ssmahmud-academic-nig.docx

**MAKODI, Biereenu Nnabugwu** is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. (2009). He was Head of Department (2012-2013) and Faculty Post Graduate Coordinator. His current research is on Methodology of Political Inquiry. His email is mn.biereenunnabugwu@unizik.edu.ng. His phone number is + 08080243464.

**Download CV:** CV_Makodi-Bireenu-Nnabugwu-_new_cv-to-nuc.docx

**MALAMI, Hussaini Usman** is a Professor of Economics (Development Economics) in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the same University (2006). He was the Dean of Students' Affairs and Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Management, and Social Sciences, Federal University, Gashua (2015/2016). He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and more than thirty-five (35) Masters Students. His email addresses are humalami@yahoo.com and humalami@gmail.com. His telephone number are 0806 975 9061 and 07085602909.

**Download CV:** CV_Malami-Hussaini-Usman_cv-jan-2018.doc

**MODO, Innocent Victor** is a Professor of Anthropology in the Faculty of Social Sciences University of Uyo. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1986). He was Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, University Of Uyo (2008-2012). He is currently researching on Ebola Virus and Resettlement Issues in Nigeria. He is currently a member of the Governing Council of the Federal College of Education, Katsina and Member Board of Trustees, Evangel University Akaeze Ebonyi state. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is ogotel@gmail.Com. His telephone number is +2348023351961.

**Download CV:** CV_MODO-INNOCENT-VICTOR_OGO_prof-modo-s-cv-2018.docx

**MOHAMMED, Habu** is a Professor of Political Economy in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). He is the current Head of Political Science Department and the Deputy Director in charge of Strategic Planning and Monitoring of the Directorate of Academic Planning (DAP) in the same University. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email address is hmohammed.pol@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034251792.

**Download CV:** CV_MOHAMMED-HABU_-cv-2018-.doc

**MOHAMMED, Ismaila Zango** is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He earned his PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2001). He served as Dean, Student Affairs (2014-2018) and he is currently the Dean of Social Sciences (2018). He was a Fulbright Fellow at Pennsylvania State University, United States of America (1996-1997). His current research is on Divorce and Maternal Mortality. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and he is currently supervising 6 PhDs. His email address is imzango.soc@buk.edu.ng. His telephone number is 2348036303262.

**Download CV:** CV_Mohammed-Ismaila-Zango_cvmohammed2017.docx

**MOHAMMED, Suleiman Bala** is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Science, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2011). He is currently the Head of Department of Sociology and was the Director of the Institute for Legislative Studies (2014-2016). He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email is sbalamohammed@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08055120374 and 08132083591.

**Download CV:** CV_MOHAMMED-SULEIMAN-BALA_prof.-suleiman-curriculum-vitae.docx
MOSES, Chinonye Love is a Professor of Entrepreneurship in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota, Ogun State. She holds a PhD from Covenant University (2009). She was Director of Centre for Entrepreneurship Studies (2013-2015). She is a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Management and TAMN. Her current research is on Women in Agro-preneurship and Sustainability. She has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. Her email address is chinonye.moses@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035383240. Download CV: CV_Moses-Chinonye-Love_cv-prof-chinonye-love-moses-2018.doc

MUKORO, Akpomuvire is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2004). He was Head of Department at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2004-2006). In 2008-2010, he became Head of Department at Delta State University and Associate Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences from 2010-2012. He became Associate Dean of the Postgraduate School from January 2013 to December, 2015. His current research is on Indigenous Governance and Administration in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised seven PhDs. His email address is cammukoro@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034027624. Download CV: CV_MUKORO-AKPOMUVIRE_mukoro_cv.doc

MUNDI, Rhoda is a Professor of Geography (with specialization in Population and Development) in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaira (2002). She was Head of Department, Geography (2003-2004); Acting Director, Centre for Gender Security Studies and Youth Advancement (2008-2012) and Dean, Faculty of Social Science (2014-2018). She received an award as the first female Professor from Southern Kaduna. She is currently leading a research team on 'Childhood Diseases Mapping in Northern Nigeria'. She has successfully supervised five PhDs. Her email address is rhoda.mundi@uniabuja.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348034506929. Download CV: CV_Mundi-Rhoda_mundi_s_cv-june-2018.docx

NDIYO, Ndem Ayara is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D. from University of Uyo (2001). He was Sub-Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2004-2007); Head, Department of Economics (2005-2007); Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2015-2019) and Member, University of Calabar Governing Council (2017-2021). His current research is on Poverty and Economic Development. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email addresses are ndemayara@unical.edu.ng and ndemayara@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-8037137491. Download CV: CV_Ndiyo-Ndem-Ayara_ayara-cv-2.docx

NDU, Emenike Chubuike is a Professor of Political Theory in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Toronto, Canada (1993). He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs in different areas of Political Science. His current research interest covers Discipline, an Interpretative Approach to Western and African Political Theory, and Theories of State. His email address is emedu2017@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-8033385862. Download CV: CV_NDU-EMENIKE-CHIBUIKE_prof-ndu-s-c-v-current.docx

NJIFORTI, Peter Pivadga is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2005). He was Post Graduate Coordinator (2008-2013). He is a member of the Nigerian Economic Society, Farm Management Association of Nigeria, and Agricultural Economics Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Agricultural Economics and Rural Development. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is njifortica@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036069211. Download CV: CV_Njiforti-Peter-Pivadga_curriculum-vitae-19-june-2018.doc
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NJOKU, Davidson is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu (2005). He was Head of Department of Political Science and Public Administration (2007-2012). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Political Science Association (NPSA). His current research is on Budget Process and National Development: A Study of Southeast Nigeria, 2012-2018. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is njokudavison2060@gmail.com. His telephone number is 09084958006. Download CV: CV_NJOKU-DAVIDSON-_njoku-davidson-phd.docx

NNA, Nekabari Johnson is a Professor of Political Economy/Development Studies at the Department of Political and Administrative Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He obtained his PhD from University of Port Harcourt in 2000. He has served in several positions within the University including Head of Department (2015-2017), Coordinator, Departmental Graduate Programmes (2009-2015), Hall Warden (2010-2015), Member, BOG (CCE) (2005-2010) and Member, BOG (UDPS) (2016-2018). Download CV: CV_Nna-Nekabari-Johnson_prof._nna-cv.docx

NNADOZIE, Uchechuckwu Onyema is a Professor of Public Administration and Local Government in the Faculty of the Social Sciences, University of Nigeria. He holds a PhD in the same University. He was Director, National Orientation Agency (NOA) (1996-2000). He has under his supervision several Masters and PhD students. He is a member of South African Association of Public Administration and Management (SAAPAM). His current research is on how public policy and politics has underdeveloped Africa. His email address is uche.nnadozie@unn.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are 08085810848 and 08113330130. Download CV: CV_NNADOZIE-UCHECHUKWU-ONYEMA_curriculum-vita1-updated.doc

NNAMOCHA, Patrick Nwaeze is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo State University Owerri 2009. He is the Dean of Social Sciences (2018-). His current research is on Federal Finance, Revenue Allocation and Budgeting. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email addresses are nnamochapn@yahoo.com, nnamochapn@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036719134. Download CV: CV_NNAMOCHA-PATRICK-NWAEZΕ_pαtriculaν-cv.docx

NWACHUKWU, Chukwuemeka Benedict is a Professor of Political Science and Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Sussex, United Kingdom. He was Dean of Social Sciences (1998-2005) and Director of Pre-Degree Studies (2009-2014). His current research is on Administration in Developing Nations. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His e-mail address is emekanwachukwu585@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234 810 739 0055. Download CV: CV_NWACHUKWU-CHUKWUEMEKA-BENEDITC_prof-cv.doc

NWAENYI, Kingdom Elendu is a Professor of Sociology of Development in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2006). He was Dean of Social Sciences (2008-2011). His current research is in Rural Development/Rural Sociology. He is currently supervising 5 PhDs. His email address is kingdomnwaenyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035426523. Download CV: CV_Nwaenyi-Kingdom-Elendu_Ohia_nwaenyi-keo-cv.docx

NWAGBARA, Eucharia Nwabugo is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2004). She was the Head of Department of Sociology (2008-2010) and Deputy Director (Academic), Entrepreneurship Development Centre. Her current research is on Organized Labour and Social Dialogue. She was a
Fulbright (J) Fellow at UW-Madison, Wisconsin (1999/2000) and a member of Nigerian Sociological Association. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email addresses are eucharia_n@yahoo.com and enwagbara@unical.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348055662353.


NWANKWOWO, Okechukwu Basil is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University. He is an active member of Nigerian Political Science Association (NPSA) and the Director of Research, Nigerian Political Science Association, Southeast chapter. Professor Nwankwo is a former Head of the Department of Political Science, Former Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, and presently the Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences. His areas of interests are Comparative and International Politics, Governance and Security Studies. He has successfully supervised three PhDs and examined two others. His email address is nwankwo62@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348067673174.

Download CV: CV_NWANKWOWO-OKECHUKWU -BASIL C._curriculum-vitae.docx

NWANOLUE, Obiekwe is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Igbariam. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2010). He was Head of Department of Political Science (2012-2014). He is a Fellow, Resources and Human Development (FRHD), Nigeria. His current research is on nuclear and quantum politics. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is og.nwanolue@coou.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037106648.

Download CV: CV_NWANOLUE-OBIEKWE-GODWIN_professor-nwanolue-s-cv.doc

NWAORugu, Omenihu Chiemela is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from Panjab University, Chandigarh (1991). He was Head, Department of Political and Administrative Studies (2004-2006). He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His e-mail address is omenihu.nwaorgu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033414286.

Download CV: CV_NWAORGU-OMENIHU-CHIEMELA_prof-nwaorgu-cv-.docx

NWARU, Ndubuisi Marcellinus is a Professor of Economics at Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Enugu State (2007). He was Head of Department, Economics (2006-2010). His current research is on Financial Markets. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is nduocha@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08033904383.

Download CV: CV_NWARU-NDUBUISI-MARCELLINUS_curriculum-vitae.docx

NWEKE, Christian Chukwunwuba is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). He was the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2000-2002). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. His current research is on Psychology in Terrorist Intervention and Dangerous Weapon Control in West African Sub Region. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is xtiannweke@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08037890843.

Download CV: CV_NWEKE-CHRISTIAN-CHUKWUNWUBA_nweke-curriculum-vitae.docx

NWIZU, Gregory Chimaobi is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Science and Humanities, Abia State University. He holds a PhD from Locknow University (1993). He was Director of Consultancy and Linkages, Abia State University. He is a Fellow of Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria. His current research interest is Human Resource Management. He is currently supervising 4 PhDs. His email address is toniagreg28@gmail.com. His phone number is 07031196206.

Download CV: CV_Nwizu-Gregory-Chimaobi_curriculum-vitae-sir-nwizu.docx
NWOGWUGWU, Uche Collins is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka, Anambra State, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2002). He is currently serving as the Sub-Dean (2017-2018) and was Head of Department (2012-2015). His current research is on Economics of Nature and the Environment. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email is uchenwogwugwu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037076355.
Download CV: CV_NWOGWUGWU-UCHECHUKWU-COLLINS_curriculum-vita-new-one-.docx

NWOKOCHA, Udo is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nskuka (2012). He was Dean of Students’ Affairs (2011-2015) and University Librarian. His current research is on International and Comparative Librarianship. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is udoyses@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037771611.
Download CV: CV_Nwokocha-Udo_professorUDO-nwokocha-s-cv.docx

OAIKHENAN, Hassan is a Professor of International Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from University of Benin (2000). He is Head, Department of Economics and Dean, Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, University of Africa, Toru Orua, Bayelsa State. His current research is on Exchange Rate Dynamics and Trade and Capital Flows. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is heoaikhenan@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348034740344.
Download CV: CV_OAIKHENAN-HASSAN-EBHOZELE_my-c.v.-h.e.oaikhenan.doc

OBAFEMI, Andrew is a Professor of Geography & Environmental Management, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. He holds a PhD in Geography & Environmental Management from the University of Port Harcourt (2006). He was Head of Department (2008-2010) and INRES Assistant Director (2016-Date). His research interests are in Urban Studies/Planning, Environmental Resources Management and Mapping using Geospatial technologies. He is a Safety Professional and Fellow, Institute of Corporate Administrator. He is the President of Nigerian Cartography Association (2016-till date). His current research is on Determinant of City Residential Neighbourhood. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is andrew.obafemi@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is 0803 2263 748.
Download CV: CV_OBAFEMI-ANDREW-ADESOLA_curriculum-vitae-prof.-a.-a.-obafemi-1-.docx

OBAFEMI, Frances Ngozi is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2009). She was Head of Department (2009-2011). She is a member of the African Economic Research Consortium (AERC) network, Nairobi, Kenya and Nigerian Economic Society. Her Current Research is on Health Economics. She has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. Her email address is francesobafemi@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone numbers are +234 803 743 6169 and +234 809 499 1134.
Download CV: CV_Obafemi-Frances-Ngozi_frances-obafemi-s-cv.docx

OBANSA, Joseph Sumaila is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Abuja (2008). He was Head of Department of Business Administration, University of Abuja (2008-2011) and Head of Department of Economics, University of Abuja (2011-2013). His current research is on Tuberculosis. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is jobansa@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348175380731.
Download CV: CV_OBANSA-JOSEPH-SUMAILA_ADAVANI_curriculum-vitae-2018-.docx

OBI, Regina Uwaoma is a Professor of Industrial Sociology and Labour Relations in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. She
holds a PhD degree from University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria (1998). She was Head of Department (2013-2015). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Policy Management Development (FIPMD) Nigeria, 2015. Her current research is on Mentoring Junior Academics in Selected Universities in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 6 (six) PhDs degree. Her email address is reginaobi@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +2348021124250.

Download CV: CV_OBI-REGINA-UWAOWA_nuc-cv-new.docx

OBIKEZE, Obiajulu Sunday is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Anambra. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor Administration (2011-2016) and currently the Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies. He is a fellow of renowned organizations and has successfully supervised 8 PhDs and examined more than 10 others. His email address is obiobikeze@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348033934166.

Download CV: CV_OBIKEZE-OBIAJULU-SUNDAY_ALBERT_curriculum-vitae-obikeze.docx

OBIOMA, Bennett Kanenechukwu is a Professor of Development Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of Economics, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Pontifical Gregorian University, Rome in 1983. He served as Head of Department of Economics (2002 to 2006). He has supervised more than 15 PhD students.

Download CV: CV_OBIOMA-BENNETT-KANENECHUKWU_curriculum-vitae.docx

OBIYAN, A. Sat is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the same university (2005). He was Head of Department (4 January, 2010 - 31 July, 2013 and 1 August, 2015 - 31 July, 2017). His current research is on democratic and policy reforms. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is satobiyan@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033530724.

Download CV: CV_Obiyan-Aluegbebhotor-Sat_sat-cv-nuc.docx

ODDIH, Michael Chidebe is a Professor of Political Science/International Relations in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was acting Dean/Sub Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2004-2008), He is a Fellow of Nigerian Society of International Law (NSIL) His current research is on International Economic Relations. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is mikecoddih@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033972602.

Download CV: CV_ODDIH-MICHAEL-CHIDEBE_prof.-mike-oddih-s-cv-2018.docx

ODEBIYI, Adetanwa Ibironke is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan. She holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1972). She is the Dean of Postgraduate School, Lead City University, Ibadan (2015- till date). Her current research is on Medical Sociology. She has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. Her email address is odebiiyius@yahoo.com. Her telephone Number is +23408037150679.


ODEKUNLE, Theophilus Odeyemi is a Professor of Climatology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2003). He was Head of Department of Geography, Obafemi Awolowo University (2009-2011). His current research is on Temperature and Rainfall Climatology of West Africa, and particularly Nigeria, as they relate to agriculture and the general economy. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is odeyemitheophilus@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037253069.
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ODIAGBE, Osediamen Sims is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2004). He was Head of Department (2008-2010). He is a Fellow of Institute of Industrial Administration of Nigeria. He is a member of many professional associations. His current research is on "Inheritance Rights and Reproductive Behaviours". He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs and he is currently supervising 2 others. His email addresses are simsodiagbe2010@yahoo.com and simsodiagbe2010@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08056560740, 08066601950.

Download CV: CV_ODIAGBE-SIMS-OSEDIAMEN_prof-sims-curriculum-vitae.doc

ODOCK, Christopher Nchor is a Professor of Political Science, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Bordeaux, France (1989). He was Acting Head of Political Science Department from 2003-2005 and 2006-2008 and a Faculty Representative to Senate from 2001-2003. Professor Odock is a bilingual scholar. His major area of research is North-South Relations and ACP-EU Cooperation. He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association and collaborates with the Nigerian Institute of International Affairs (NIIA). His email address is chrisodock@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034218947.
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OGBU, Solomon Oche is a Professor of International Relations, University of Abuja. He is the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja, Nigeria.
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OGBUAGU, Uchechi Rex is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar (2006). He was Head of Department (2002-2007) in Cross River University of Technology, Calabar and Chairman of Postgraduate Programmes (2009-2013) in University of Calabar. He is an Executive Counsellor of the American Institute of Management. His current research is on renewal process of economic development. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is rexogbuagu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234761080061.

Download CV: CV_Ogbuagu-Uchechi-Rex_uchechi-rex-ogbuagu-cv.doc

OGIDIOLU, Adesola is a Professor of Biogeography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Kogi State University, Anyigba. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1997). He was Head of Department, Geography and Environmental Studies, Kogi State University (2008-2011); Deputy Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, Kogi State University (2014-2017); Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, Kogi State University (2017- till date). His current research is on the Challenges of Cashew Production and Marketing in Kogi State. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is profadesolaogidiolu@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08144217913
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OGUNBODEDE, Emman Funlayo is a Professor of Transport Geography in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba-Akoko, Ondo State. He holds a PhD from University of Ilorin. He was Acting Dean of the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences from 2009 to 2011. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (FCILT). His current research is on Soil Suitability for Crop Production in Owena River Basin using Geo-informatics.
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OGUNJUYIGBE, Olasupo Peter is a Professor of Demography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (2001). He was Head, Department of Demography and Social Statistics, Obafemi Awolowo University (2006-2009; 2011-2014) and Vice Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2009-2011). He is a Fellow of Forum for African Women Educationists (FAWE), Kenya. He is the current President, Population Association of Nigeria.
His current research is on ‘Costs of Pregnancy as a Determinant of Maternal Mortality’. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is pogunjuyigbe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037253248. Download CV: CV_OGUNJUYIGBE-OLASUPO-PETER_ogunjuyigbe-cv-nuc-directory-2018.doc

**OGUNSANWO**, Alaba Cornelius is a Professor of International Relations in the Faculty of Environment, Management and Social Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of London (1971). He was Dean of the School of Postgraduate Studies (1990/1991). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of International Affairs. His current research is Examining China's Role in Africa's Industrialization Efforts. He has singly and jointly supervised 8 PhDs. His e-mail address is alabaogunsanwo@gmail.com. His telephone number is 234 8062680862. Download CV: CV_Ogunsanwo-Alaba-Cornelius_curriculum-vitae-june-2014-1.docx

**OKAFOR,** Frank-Collins is a Professor of International Relations and Strategic Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University (2009). He is the Head of Department, Political Science (2010-2012 & 2014-Date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Social Sciences and Administration. His current research is on Citizen Diplomacy and Peace respectively. He is currently supervising 8 PhD Students. His email address is fcollins67@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035004614. Download CV: CV_Okafor-Frank-Collins-Nnamdi_my-cv-2018.docx

**OKAFOR,** Francis Chukwudum is a Professor of Geography and Regional Planning in the College of Arts and Social Sciences, Igbinedion University, Okada, Edo State. He holds a PhD from the University of Western Ontario, Canada (1978). He was Head of Department and Dean of Social Sciences (1992-1996) in University of Benin, Benin City. He is a Fellow of the Association of Nigerian Geographers (FANG). His current research is on Land Use and Development in Okada. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is prof.okafor@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348023529025. Download CV: CV_Okanya-Daniel-Osita_prof-okanya-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

**OKANYA,** Daniel Osita is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Head, Department of Political Science (1992-1998), Dean of Social Sciences (1998-2000), and Member of Governing Council (1999-2001). Between 2004 and 2011, he served as Social Science Expert at PARP, National Assembly and Resident Consulting Expert, National Assembly Institute. His current research interest is on Legislative Development. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is ookanya@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347035072460. Download CV: CV_Okanya-Daniel-Osita_prof-okanya-s-curriculum-vitae.docx

**OKEKE,** Veronica is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1996). She is a Fellow of the Social Science Academy of Nigeria. Her current research is on Working Mother, Family Decision Making and Juvenile Delinquency. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is veronica.okeke@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number +2348037770508. Download CV: CV_Okeke-Veronica-Ifeynwa_prof.-okeke-cv.doc

**OKOLIE,** Aloysius Michael is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of the Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). He was a coordinator, Election Administration (2007-2010) and Director of JUPEB (2014-present). He was a 2004 Fulbright Scholar on American Foreign Policy. He is a Fellow of Institute of Corporate Administration of Nigeria, and Academic Noble International Award, Institute of Industrial
Administation. His current research is on Securitization and Insecurity. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is aloysius.okolie@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038119172. Download CV: CV_Okolie-Aloysius-Michaels_current-resume-september.doc

OKOLOCHA, Chike is a Professor of Sociology and Anthropology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1989). He was Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences (2010-2014). Okolocha was a recipient of the CODESRIA award in 1986. He is a Life Member of the Nigerian Economic Society and member of several other academic/professional associations. His current research is on Urban Change and Resilience. He has successfully supervised six PhDs. His email address is c.f.okolocha@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348033217192. Download CV: CV_Okolocha-Chike-Fidelis_cv-to-nuc.docx

OKONKWO, Innocent Chuka is a Professor of Industrial Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Reading (1987). He was the Dean, Faculty of Business Administration (1996-2005) and Vice-Chancellor of Imo State University, Owerri (2005-2010). He is Fellow of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, United Kingdom. His current research is on Growth and Development of Industry. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is chuka2k6@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056580087. Download CV: CV_Okonkwo-Innocent-Chuka_professor-okonkwo-s-cv-s.docx

OKORO, James is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, United States of America (1984). He was Head of Department, Political Science (2011-2012), Chairman, Departmental Graduate Committee (2010-2011, and 2013), Examination Officer (2009-2010) and member, Faculty of Social Sciences Quality Assurance Committee (2018). He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association. His current research is on Comparative Studies on Regional Economic Organizations in Africa. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is drjames2009@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056580087. Download CV: CV_Okoro-James-_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-okoro.docx

OKOROAFOR, Charles is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Pontifical University of St. Thomas, Rome (1987). He was Head of Department, Sociology (2000-2002); Director, Centre for Population Studies (2002-2005) and Acting Vice Chancellor, Gregory University, Uturu (2015-2017) His current research is on HIV/AIDS among Youths in Five Tertiary Institutions in Imo State. He has supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is profcu57@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037108052. Download CV: CV_OKOROAFOR-CHARLES-UCHENNA_cv-of-prof-cu-okoroafor-updated.doc

OKOWA, Willie is a Professor of Development Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from Uppsala University, Sweden (1982). He was Acting Head of Department, Economics (1991-1995); Dean of Students Affairs (1997-2000), and Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2002-2006). He is a Life Member, Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on Financing Development Plans: The Nigerian Experience. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is willie.okowa@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033396256. Download CV:

OKOYE, Christiana is a Professor of Policy Studies and Administration in the Department of Political Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Jos. She holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2004). She is the Departmental Post Graduate Coordinator. She is a Member of several National Universities Commission Accreditation Panels. Her current research is on Policy Studies. She has successfully
supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is okoyechristie@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348035984650.
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OKOYE, Uzoma Odera is a Professor of Social Work in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria (2002). She was Head of Department of Social Work in University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008-2010, 2016-2019) and in University of Benin from 2011 to 2013. She is a member of the Association of Social Work Educators. Her current research is Social Gerontology, Social Work and Social Problems. She has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Her email is uzoma.okoye@unn.edu.ng. Her phone number is +2348060490361.

Download CV: CV_Okoye-Uzoma-Odera_cv-prof-uzoma-odera-okoye.doc

OKWUEZE, Malachy Ikechukwu is a Professor of Religion, Ethics and Culture, Faculty of the Social Sciences, University Of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a First Class (Honours) BA Religion, MA and Ph.D. degrees in Old Testament from University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is a Lawyer and 2nd best student, Law School (1996). He was Dean, Student Affairs (2008-2011); Member of Council (2009-2012); Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration (2012-2014) and Vice-Chancellor, Coal City University, Enugu. His current research is on Religion, Culture and Development. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is malokwueze@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037759549.


OLANIRAN, Olajire Julius is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Niger Delta University, Yenagoa. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1978). He was Head, Department of Geography, University of Ilorin (1989-1992) and pioneer Vice-Chancellor of Ajayi Crowther University, Oyo (2005-2010). He is a Fellow of Royal Meteorological Society of Great Britain. His current research is on Climate Change and Security Problems in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised four PhDs. His email address is oyinlolaoyo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033589064.
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OLANIYI, Oyinlola is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja. He was Dean of Social Sciences (2005-2007), Director of Academic Planning (2007 -2009) and Director of Consultancy Services (2009-2013). He was Vice President of the Nigeria Economic Society and current Member of the National Executive Committee of the Social Science Academy of Nigeria, His current area of Research is the Economics of Non Communicable Disease in Nigeria (High Blood Pressure). He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is poolaniyi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone numbers are 08083735650, 08093328782.
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OLATUNJI, Abiodun Johnson is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from Ekiti State University (2005). He was Acting Head of Geography Department (2008-2010), and Director, Advancement and Linkage (2017). He is a member, Association of Nigerian Geographers. His current research is on Geoinformatics and Environmental Studies. He has supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is tujii2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 234(0)7062155697.
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OLAWEPO, Raphael Abiodun is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from University of Ilorin (1997). He was Head of Department, Geography (2012-2014), Director SIWES (2017-2018). His current Research is on the use of Participatory Rural Appraisal to assess Participatory Development in the Developing World. He has
successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is rafeola@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033831327.
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OLOMOLA, Philip Akanni is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo Univeristy (2002). He was the Head of Department of Economics (2014-2017) and Vice-Dean of Social Sciences (2006-2008). His current research is on Economic Growth and Macroeconomic Policies. He has successfully supervised 22 PhDs within and outside Obafemi Awolowo University; and 5 are currently on-going. His email address is polomila@oauife.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037064485.
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OLORUNFEMI, Sola is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba Akoko, Ondo. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2006). He is the current Dean of Faculty of Social and Management Sciences. He is a Member of Social Science Council of Nigeria, Nigeria Economics Society (NES) (FM 3139) and Nigerian Society for Financial Research. His current area of research is Development and Production Economics with emphasis on Demand Analysis. He is currently supervising 4 PhDs. His email address is sola.olorunfemi@aaua.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035810893.
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OLUFAYO, Olu Olu is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti (2001). He was Head of Department, Sociology (2005-2008); (2010-2012), Senate Member (Student Disciplinary Committee) and Member (University Ceremonies Committee). He is a member of Nigerian Anthropological and Sociological Association; British Sociological Association. His current research is on Sociological Theory. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is olu.olufayo@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030796617.

Download CV: CV_Olufayo-Olu-Olu_prof-olufayo-articles.docx

OLURINOLA, Isaiah Oluranti is a Professor of Economics in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University (1991). He was Head, Department of Economics (2003-2005), Deputy-Dean, School of Social Sciences (2009/2010) and Dean, College of Business and Social Sciences (2012-2015). His current research is on Economics of the Informal Sector and Labour Economics. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email addresses are olu.ogunrinola@covenantuniversity.edu.ng and ranti.rinola@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033322048.
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OMEJE, Obiageli Felicia is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Agbani-Enugu. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). She was Head, Department of Psychology (2001-2007; 2008-2013; 2017-2018) and Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2018). She is a Fellow of Nigerian Psychological Association. Her current research is on Coping Strategies. She has supervised 7 PhDs. Her email address is obyomeje@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347035804421.

Download CV: CV_Omeje-Obiageli-Felicia_oby-cv.doc

OMITOLA, Bolaji Olumuyiwa is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan (2008). He was Acting Head, Department of Political Science and Acting Dean, Students' Affairs. He is Dean, Faculty of Social
Sciences. His current research is on Undemocratic Civil Society, Transculturalism and Democracy. His email address is bolaji.omitola@uniosun.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348056551146. Download CV: CV_OMITOLA-BOLAII-OLUMUYIWA_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-bolaji-omitola-111.doc

OMODIA, Stephen Monday is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Arts, Management and Social Sciences, Edo University, Iyamho. He holds a PhD from University of Abuja. He is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Edo University (2016- till date). He was Dean, Faculty of Arts, Management and Social Sciences at Edo University (2016) and Head, Department of Political Science at Kogi State University (2012-2016). He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association and a Fellow of the Certified Institute of Management. His current research is on Political Parties and National Integration in Emerging Democracies. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is omodiastephen@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08020651272. Download CV: CV_Omodia-Stephen-Monday_prof.-s.m.-latest-cv.doc

OMOJIMITE, Benson Uvietobore is a Professor of Economics, Faculty of Social Sciences, Delta State University, Abraka. He holds a PhD from Delta State University, Abraka. He was Acting Head of Department and Head of Department severally. He is a member of the Nigerian Economic Society. His current research interest is Corruption-Growth Nexus. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email addresses are buomojimite@yahoo.com and buomojimite@delsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036761362. Download CV: CV_omojimite-benson-uvietobore_benson-omojimite-s-cv.docx

OMOJUWA, Kayode Adeniran is a Professor of Political Science (with a specialization in International Relations) in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, (2002). He was Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2014-2016). He is a Fulbright Fellow and Social Science Research Council (SSRC) MacArthur Fellow. His current research is on Party Politics in Nigeria's Democratic Process. He has successfully supervised 24 PhDs. His email address is juwaade@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037021394. Download CV: CV_OMOJUWA-KAYODE-ADENIRAN_omojuwa-cv-updated-as-professor-jan-2015.doc

OMOLAYO, Benjamin Oluwabunmi is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ado-Ekiti (2004). He is the current Dean of Social Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Administration of Nigeria. His current research is on Organizational Behaviour. His e-mail address is profoluomolayo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033898781. Download CV: CV_OMOLAYO-Benjamin-Oluwabunmi_cv.omolayo.docx

OMOROGBE, Comfort Ejayokhin is a Professor of Accounting in the College of Business & Social Sciences, Crawford University, Igbesa. She holds a PhD from the University of Lagos (2013). She was Director of Academic Planning (2016-2017) and Dean (2017-Date). She is a Fellow, Forensic & Investigative Auditors. Her current research is on Public Fund Control. Her email address is omorogbece@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347033694199. Download CV: CV_OMOROGBE-Comfort-Ejayokhin_omorogbe-curriculum-vitae-2017-d-.docx

OMOROGBE, Stephen Kayode is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma (2005). He was Head of Department of Sociology (2002-2004); Sub-Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (1997-2001) and Director, Industrial Training Unit (2012-2013). He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is skomorogbe2006@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348069177887. Download CV: CV_OMOROGBE-STEPHEN-KAYODE_prof-s.k-omorogbe.docx
OMOTAYO, Ayo Olu is a Professor of Sustainable Environmental Development. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1990). He was Head of Department of the Department of Geography at various times and he has also served as Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (LASU, 2012-2017). He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His current research is on Linking Sustainable Rural Development to Issues of Poverty Alleviation. His email address is drayomotayo@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Omotayo-Ayo-Olu_08-prof.-ayo-omotayo.docx

OMOTOLA, Jeremiah Shola is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Federal University Oye Ekiti (FUOYE). He holds a PhD in Comparative African Elections and Democratisation Studies from University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is currently the Head of Department of Political Science and Director of Research and Development at FUOYE. His publications have appeared in many specialists and African area studies journals, including African Affairs and Commonwealth and Comparative Politics, among others. Download CV: CV_Omotola-Shola-Jeremiah_cv-omotola-jeremiah-shola-cv-new-may-2017.doc

OMOTOSO, Olumuyiwa Femi is a Professor of Political Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2004). He was Assistant Director, Part Time Programme (2008-2010), Head of Department (2010-2011) and currently Director, Consultancy (2016-2018). His current research is on Politics of Power in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email addresses are femot79@yahoo.co.uk and femi.omotoso@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033721755. Download CV: CV_OMOTOSO-OLUMUYIWA-FEMI_original-cv.doc

OMOTOSO, Oluwatuyi is a Professor of Geography and Planning Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti. He holds a PhD from Ekiti State University (2008). He was former Assistant Director, Pre-Degree Programmes and he is the current Postgraduate Coordinator in the Department of Geography and Planning Science, Ekiti State University. He is a Fellow of the Certified Institute for Hospitality and Tourism Management (FCIHTM). His email address is oluwatuyi.omotoso@eksu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035749120. Download CV: CV_Omotoso-Oluwatuyi_prof.-omotso-cv-2-.doc

ONAH, Fab Obeta is a Professor of Public Administration and Local Government in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1993). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Public Administrators of Nigeria. His current research is on Human Resources Management. He has successfully supervised 35 PhDs. His email address is fab.onah@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037791088. Download CV: CV_ONAH-FAB-OBETA_cv.docx

ONAH, Roseline Chinwe is a Professor of Public Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). She was Head of Department of Public Administration and Local Government (2007-2010) and Associate Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2010-2012). She is a Fellow of the Social Science Academy of Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 10 PhD candidates. Her current research is on the National Social Investment Programme (NSIP) of Buhari’s Administration. Her email address is rconah01@gmail.com. Her phone number is 08035477773. Download CV: CV_Onah-Roseline-Chinwe Edited-curriculum-vitae-98-4-1-.doc

ONI, Gbolahan Afolabi is a Professor of Demography and Social Statistics at Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD degree from Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, United State of America (1985). He was Director/Coordinator of Academic Training at Bill and Melinda Gates Institute, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, (2001-2009). His current research interest is in Population and Reproductive
Health including "Socioeconomic determinants of fertility, morbidity and mortality". He has successfully supervised more than a dozen PhDs. His email address is gbolaoni@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348138748824.

**Download CV:** CV_ONI-GBOLAHAN-AFOLABI_oni-ga-cv.3-2018.doc

**ONI, Michael Abiodun** is a Professor of Political Science in Veronica Adeleke School of Social Sciences, Babcock University, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2012). He was Acting Head of Department of Political Science (2008) and substantive Head of Department from (2016-2018). His current research is on Precision and Management of Electoral Politics in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is maabino@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036147947.

**Download CV:** CV_ONI-MICHAEL-ABIODUN_professor-michael-abiodun-oni-cv.docx

**ONU, Godwin** is a Professor of Political Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (1990). He was Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2007-2010) and Rector, Federal Polytechnic, Oko (2010-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Political Science Association and International Association of Research Scholars and Administration. His Current Research is on Governance of Tertiary Education in Nigeria- the Case Study of Polytechnics. He has supervised successfully 5 PhDs. His email address is godwinonu2010@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08034089994.

**Download CV:** CV_ONU-Godwin-NA_a-profile-of-professor-godwin-onus.docx

**ONUCHUKU, Okechuku** is a Professor of Economic Theory/Policy and Quantitative Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (1998). He was Head of Department (2010-2014), Dean of Social Sciences (2015-2017) and Director, University of Port Harcourt Business School (2017- till date). He is a Life Member, Nigerian Economic Society. His just concluded current research is on Monetary Policy and Balance of Payment. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is okey.onuchuku@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033106340.

**Download CV:** CV_ONUCHUKU-OKECHUKU_prof-okey-cv.doc

**ONWUKA, Emmanuel Chike** is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State. He holds a PhD from Kiev State University, Kiev, Ukraine (1984). He was Head, Department of Economics (1995-1997 & 1999-2000); Head, Department of Banking and Finance (2006-2012); Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences (2016-till date). His current research is on OPEC as a Cartel in the International Oil Market. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is emmachikaonwuka@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037799296.

**Download CV:** CV_Onwuka-Emmanuel-Chike_c.v.-professor-onwuka-new.doc

**ONWUKA, Julius O** is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD Degree obtained from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2005). He has served as Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (2015/2016). He is a Fellow, Human Resources Development (FRH). His e-mail address is joonwuka@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are 08037303089 and 07017626174

**Download CV:** CV_Onwuka-Julius-Okechulukwu_curriculum-vitae-of-professor-julius-o.docx

**ONYENECHERE, Emmanuella Chinenyere** is a Professor of Geography and Environmental Management in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (2004). She was Head of Geography Department (2013-2014) and the Coordinator of Post Graduate Programmes of the Faculty of Environmental Sciences (2010-2013). Her current research is on the informal sector and the environment as well as water reform in Nigeria. She has successfully
supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is emmazob@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033743055.

Download CV: CV_ONYENECHERE-EMMANUELLA-CHINYENYE_onyenechere-cv-update.doc

ONYISHI, Ernest Ike is a Professor of organizational psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He received his doctorate in industrial and organizational psychology from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006). He has successfully supervised MSc/PhD theses. He is currently an Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellow at the Institute of Organizational and Business Psychology at the University of Meunster, Germany. His current research projects focus on organizational behaviour and work-family interface. His email address is ernest.onyishi@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037485355.

Download CV: CV_Onyishi-Ernest-Ike_my-cv-01062018.docx

ORIAKHI, Dickson Evbagbaru is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Benin. His PhD is from the University of Benin. He served as Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences from April 2016-2018 and as Head, Department of Economics from July 2011-2013. He is a member of the Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on the impact of fiscal federalism on revenue generation at state and local levels of government. His email address is deoriakhi@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348055275028.

Download CV: CV_Oriakhi-Dickson-Evbagharu_prof.-d.e.-oriakhi.doc

OSABUOHIEN, Evans is a Professor of Economics in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2011). He is the Head of Department, Economics and Development Studies (2016-2018) and he was Coordinator of Postgraduate Programmes (2015-2016). He has executed several research projects and won numerous international awards, including Alexander von Humboldt Foundation’s Fellowship in Germany (2013-2014) and Swedish Institute’s Doctoral Fellowship in Sweden 2009/2010, among others. He has over 80 publications in referred journals and edited books, and has attended conferences/workshops in nearly all the continents. His email address is pecos4eva@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348028858727.

Download CV: CV_Osabuohien-Evans-S._evans-osabuohien-cv-6-2018.docx

OSEGBUE, Chike Patrick is a Professor in the Faculty of Social Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Igbariam. He holds a PhD from the Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University (2016). He was Director of the Part-Time/Weekend Program (2001-2018) and Coordinator of the Pre-Degree Program (2012-2014). He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association (NPSA). His current research is on the EU-Nigeria Trade Relations. He is currently supervising 3 PhDs. His email address is cp.osegbue@coou.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348067671403.

Download CV: CV_Osegbue-Chike-Patrick_chike-osegbue-cv.doc

OSITA, Njoku Agnes is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from Imo State University (2011). She was Head of Department (2009-2010, 2011-2012, 2013-2014, and 2015- till date) and Deputy Dean SPGS (2014-2015). She has supervised 1 PhD and currently has 4 candidates. Her email address is agnesidaehon@gmail.com. Her telephone number is 08033356904.

Download CV: CV_OSITA-NJOKU-AGNES-IDAEHON_curriculum-vitae-new-complete.docx

OVWASA, O. LUCKY is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Federal University Lokoja. He holds a PhD from University of Ilorin in 2004. He was Head of Political Science Department in the following Universities: University of Ilorin (2000-2002), Delta State University (2005-2006), Western Delta University (2008-2009), Kogi State University (2011-2012) and Federal
University Lokoja (2011-2016). His email address is lukyovwasa@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08100263208.

Download CV: CV_OVWASA-ONOVWAKPONOKO-LUCKY_cv.docx

OWOEYE, Akinsola Babajide is a Professor of International Diplomacy in the Faculty of Management and Social Sciences of Lead City University, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ille-Ife, Osun State. He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2005-2008) and now the Chairman of Council/Pro-Chancellor of Lead City University. His email address is babsowoye@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are 08037250417 and 080229900794.

Download CV: CV_Owoeye-Akinsola-Babajide_updated-cv.doc

OWOSEKUN, Akinola Adeniyi is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Bowen University, Iwo. He holds a PhD in Economics from Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, California, United States of America. He was Dean of the Faculty of Social and Management Sciences (2011-2015). He is currently Director of the Entrepreneurship Study Centre. He has successfully supervised two PhD theses. His email address is moroconsult@yahoo.com. His phone number is +2348033010928.

Download CV: CV_OWOSEKUN-Akinola-ADENIYI_curriculum-vitae-baba.docx

OYESIKU, Olukayode is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the current Faculty of Social Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD from University of Benin, Benin City (1990). He was Dean of Social & Management Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University (1997-2000), Provost, College of Engineering & Environmental Studies, Olabisi Onabanjo University (2014-2017) and Vice-Chancellor of Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun (2005-2010). He is a Fellow, Nigerian Institute of Town Planners; Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport. His current research is on Contemporary Travel Behavioural Analysis & Transport Planning Approaches. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address: kayoyesiku@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348055438850.

Download CV: CV_Oyesiku-Olukayode-Oyekanmi_oyesiku-cv.docx

OZO-ESON, Philomena is a Professor of Sociology (Criminology) in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Abuja. She holds a PhD from University of Jos (1997). She was Head of the Sociology Department of the University of Abuja (2009-2011) and Coordinator, Department of Sociology, Centre for Distance Learning Continuing Education (CDLCE) University of Abuja (2007-2009). Her current research is on criminology and gender. She has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. Her email address is philozenso55@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037007478.

Download CV: CV_Ozo-Eson-Philomena-Ibhaide_curriculum-vita-phil-updated.doc

PATE, Umaru Alhaji is a Professor of Media and Society in the Faculty of Communication, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of Maiduguri. He served as Dean in Bayero University, Kano (2015-2018) and Head of Department in University of Maiduguri (2001-2005 and 2010-2012). He is the current Director representing Africa in UNESCO Network for Global Communication Professors. His current research is focused on Media, Diversity and Professionalism. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email is: umarupate@yahoo.com or umarupate@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037902769.

Download CV: CV_PATE-UMARU-ALHAJI_professor-umaru-a-updated-cv-ii.docx

PATIENCE, Chinyelu Onokala is a Professor of Transportation Geography in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Nigeria,Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. She was the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2008-2010), Associate Dean of the Faculty of the Social Sciences (2006-2008), Substantive Head, Department of Geography (2004-2006; 2013-
POPOOLA, Benjamin Olumuyiwa is a Professor of Journalism, Communication and Media Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ajayi Crowther University, Oyo State, Nigeria. He is currently the Head, Department of Communication and Media Studies. He was Acting Head of the Department of Communication and Media Studies. He was Director of University Media Centre at various times in the past. His current research is on Political Economy of Media Production. His email address is bo.popoola@acu.edu.ng. His telephone number is: +2348034424452.

Download CV: CV_Popoola-Olumuyiwa-Benjamin_prof-muyiwa-popoola-s-updated-cv.docx

RAJI, Rasheed Ajani was born in Ibadan on October 10, 1943. He attended elementary school from 1949-1955, Methodist Secondary Modern School, Wesley College, Ibadan from 1957-1959, Arabic Training Centres in Abeokuta and Ikirun from 1964-1966. He obtained a B.A. in Arabic from University of Ibadan from 1973-1976 and University of Michigan, United States of America (1977-1982). He holds masters degrees in Medieval Arabic Literature Education and Teaching of Arabic as a Foreign Language (TAFL). He holds a PhD in Arabic and Islamic Literature.

Download CV: CV_RAJI-Rasheed-Ajani_prof.-r.a.-raji-curriculum-vitae...docx

SALEH, Dauda is a Professor of Political Science and International Relations in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja, Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of Abuja (1998). He was Director, Institute of Legislative Studies (2015-2016). He is a Member, Nigerian Political Science Association and Member, Nigeria Society for International Affairs. His current research is on Nigerian Foreign policy. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. His email address is salehdauda94@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348036018800 and +2348057204766.

Download CV: CV_Dauda-Saleh_-prof-saleh-dauda-c-v-2.docx

SANI, Badayi is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria in 1999. He is currently the Head of Economics Department. His core research interest is in Development Economics and Theory as well as Macroeconomic Policy. He has successfully supervised 3 and over 25 externally examined PhDs. He currently has 5 PhDs supervision on-going.

Download CV: CV_Sani-Badayi-M_most-latest-cv-no-photo-.docx

SHA, Dung Pam is a Professor of Political Economy and Development Studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2004). He was Head of Department, Political Science (2003-2006), Deputy Dean, Social Sciences Faculty (2006-2007), Deputy Dean, School of Postgraduate School (2006-2008) and Director, Office of Research and Development (2011-2016). He is a Member, Governing Council, University of Jos (2013- 2016). His current research is on “The Crisis of Labour Movements in Africa”. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is dungpamsha@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034525577.
SIMPSON, Alaba Olusunmisire is a Professor of Sociology (Major Ethnography and Gender) in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Crawford University. She holds a PhD from the University of Jos, Nigeria. Her major research area is transatlantic slave trade. Her telephone number is +2348131183200. Her email address is sunmisimpson@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Simpson-Alaba-Olusunmisire_alaba-simpson-biography.doc

SMAH, Sam Obadiah is a Professor of Criminology & Criminal Justice Administration in the Faculty of Social Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria, Abuja. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2004). He was Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2013), Dean of Social Sciences (2015-2016) and Director of SIWES (2018). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Management. His current research is on oilied corruption and national insecurity. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is ssmah@noun.edu.ng and samosmah@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037000860. Download CV: CV_Smah-Sam-Obadiah_2018curriculum-vitae.docx

TAIWO, Kayode is a Professor of Psychology in the Faculty of Social Science, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1997). He is Head, Department of Psychology (2011-2018). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. His current research is Personality Environmental Factors, Political Leadership and National Development. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is k_taiwo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033233747. Download CV: CV_TAIWO-KAYODE-ONAOLAPO_prof.-taiwo-cv.docx

TAMUNO, Stephen is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1994). He was Acting Head of Department from 1998 to 2000. He is a Life Member of the Nigerian Economic Society. His current research is on Scriptural Economics. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs and 63 Masters students. His email addresses are prfstepheno@yahoo.com and stephen.tamuno@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034725830. Download CV: CV_TELLA-Sheriffdeen-Adewale_satellacv-18.docx

TELLA, Sheriffdeen Adewale is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye. He holds a PhD in Economics from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Dean of Faculty of Management Sciences (2005-2008) and Vice-Chancellor, Crescent University, Abeokuta, Ogun State (2009-2010). He is a life member of the Nigerian Economic Society and was its Vice President from 2012 to 2014. He has supervised 10 PhDs with 3 students currently awaiting defence of their theses. His email addresses are satellang@yahoo.com & tella.sheriffdeen@ooouagoiwoye.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033190791. Download CV: CV_TELLA-Sheriffdeen-Adewale_satellacv-18.docx

TENCHU, Marietu Ohunene is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Science, Kogi State University, Anyigba. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2001). She was Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic from 2004 to 2006 and 2009 to 2011. She was also Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration from 2009 to 2013 and presently the Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies. She has successfully supervised one PhD and she is currently supervising four PhDs. Her email address is mariyetu.tenchue@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348062356901. Download CV: CV_TENUCH-MARIETU-OHUNENE_curriculum-vitae-tau.docx

UDABAH, Ike Sylvester is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He holds a PhD from Pontifical University of St. Thomas
The Aquinas, Rome, Italy in 1984. He was Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences (1994-1998, 2004-2010). He is a member of Nigerian Economics Society. His current research is on Productivity and Economic Growth. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is siudabah204@yahoo.com. His telephone numbers are +2348033218062 and 08092356300.

Download CV: CV_Udabah-Ike - Sylvester_prof.-udabah-s-cv.docx

UDOMISOR, Israel Wilson is a Professor of Development and International Communication in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Maiduguri, Borno state. He holds a PhD from University of Poona, India (1990). He coordinated the Faculty of Arts Seminars from 1996 to 1998. He also coordinated Broadcast Programme, Activities/Studio Management in the Department of Mass Communication, University of Maiduguri (1999 to 2014). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Diplomacy and Management (IPDM). His current research is on Media and Foreign Policy. He is currently supervising 2 PhDs. His email address is iriswilson2012@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037351999.

Download CV: CV_Udomisor-Israel-Wilson_prof.-current-cv.doc

UGAL, Godwin Agogo is a Professor of Social Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of PANJAB, Chandigarh, India (1984). He was Head of Department (2004-2006), Dean of Sciences (2007-2011) and Director of SERVICOM (2016-date) in the University of Calabar. He has published extensively and some of his books includes Introduction to Psychology (ISBN 978-007-102-4), Essentials of Social Psychology (ISBN 978-36491-6-7), among others. His current research is on Social and Industrial Psychology. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is godyugal@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037727936.

Download CV: CV_UGAL-GODWIN-AGOGO_professor-godwin-agogo-ugal.docx

UGWU, Leonard Ifeanyi is a Professor of Industrial Psychology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria (1990). He was Head of Psychology Department (2009-2011) and Associate Dean, Faculty of the Social Sciences (2016-date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Psychological Association. His current research is on Stress, Burnout and Work-Family Conflict. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His e-mail address is leonard.ugwu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348063467592.

Download CV: CV_Ugwu-Leonard-Ifeanyi_cv5-latest-professor.docx

UGWU, Samuel Chijioke is a Professor of Political Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu. He holds a PhD from Enugu State University (2004). He was Head of Department, Political Science (2005-2006, 2006-2007, and 2013-2014). He was Dean of Social Sciences (2014-2018). He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association and African Political Science Association. His current research is on Policy Inconsistency and Implications on Policy failures in Nigeria. He is currently supervising 5 PhD students and had successfully supervised 15 MSc Students. His email address is chijioke_s@yahoo.com. His Telephone line is +2348063467592.

Download CV: CV_Prof Ugwu-Samuel-Chijioke_prof.-s.c-ugwu-cv-email.docx

Ugwulebo, Emmanuel Osonna Oguala is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt (1997). He was the Head of Department (2013-2014) and currently the Director, Centre for Population Studies (2015-till date). He is a member of Nigerian Sociological and Anthropological Association and a Fellow of the Corporate Institute of Administration. His current research is on Gender and Development. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is emmaugwulebo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034373984.

Download CV: CV_Ugwulebo-Emmanuel-Ossonna_o-uguala_publications-and-conferences-attended1.docx
UHEGBU, Augonus Nnamdi is a Professor of Library and Information Science of Abia State University. He obtained his PhD from University of Ibadan in 2005. He was Head of Department, Library and Information Science, Abia State University (2002-2006: 2008-2010), Director, Research and Publications (2012 -2015) and Acting Dean, (March- June 2003). He is a Chartered Librarian (2005) with the Nigerian Librarian Registration Council. He has successfully supervised 12 PhD students. His email address is augouhegbu@yahoo.com. His phone number is 08038726760.

Download CV: CV_UHEGBU-AUGONUS-NNAMDI_sir-uhegbu-cv.doc

UMEUDUIJ, Joel Ekwutosi holds a PhD (1994) from University of Nigeria, Nsukka and a post-doctoral Fellowship from UNESCO-IHE Delft, Netherlands. He was Acting Head of Department of Geography and Environmental Management, University of Port Harcourt (2003-2006 & 2012-2014). He was Associate Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences (2016/2017). He was a visiting lecturer to Abia State University, Uturu and Osun State University, Oshogbo. He still serves the University of Port Harcourt in various capacities.

Download CV: CV_UMEUDUJI-JOEL-EKWUTOSI_prof-umeuduji-s-cv-1.doc

UNAGHA, Amanze Onyebochi is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the MJC Echeruo Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from University of Uyo (2008). He was Head of Department (2012-2015) and is currently the Head of Department (2017- ). He is a Certified Librarian of Nigeria (CLN). His current research is on Effects of Technology on Literacy among Nigerians. He has successfully supervised 14 Phds. His email addresses are mramanze@yahoo.com and dramanze@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037799700.

Download CV: CV_Unagha-Amanze-Onyebochi_curriculum-vitae-latest.docx

USHIE, Ekwuore Monday is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Jos, Nigeria. He was Head, Department of Sociology (2012-2014). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Local Government and Public Administration of Nigeria (CILGPAN). His current research interest is on good work ethics and productivity in organisations. He has successfully supervised 6 Phds. His email address is mondayushie@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036552360.

Download CV: CV_Ushie-Ekwuore-Moday_curriculum-vitae-prof.docx

UWAOMA, Nkwachukwu Cornelius is a Professor of Clinical Psychology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka, Anambra State (2006). He was Dean of Social Sciences (2009-2014, 2016 - March, 2018) and presently he is Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Imo State University (March 2018- date). He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Psychology Association. His current research interest is on Aging and Depression. He has successfully supervised 10 Phds. His email address is nkwams@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033916055.

Download CV: CV_UWAOMA-NKWACHUKWU-CORNELIUS_curriculum-vitae-used.docx

UWUIGBE, Olubukunola Ranti is a Professor of Accounting in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Ota. She holds a PhD from Covenant University (2018). She is currently the Head, Department of Accounting. She is a member of the Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria and Chartered Forensic Educator. Her current research is on developing a corporate governance matrix for West African companies. Her email address is bukola.uwuigbe@covenantuniversity.edu.ng or bkola6969@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348051606969.

Download CV: CV_Uwuigbe-Olubukunola-Ranti_prof-bukola-uwuigbe-resume-from-covenant-university.docx
UWUIGBE, Uwalomwa is a Professor of Accounting from the Department of Accounting in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Covenant University, Nigeria. He graduated from Delta State University, Nigeria with a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting. He has a Master Degree in Business Administration (MBA) from University of Benin. He also holds a Master Degree in Accounting from University of Lagos, in Nigeria. In addition, he obtained a Doctor of Philosophy Degree in Accounting (PhD Accounting) from Covenant University. Presently, he is an Associate member of the Nigeria Institute of Management.


WAHAB, Elias Olukorede is a Professor of Sociology in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos State. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria. He is currently the Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences. He is a Member of the International Union of Scientific Study of Population and Union of African Population Studies. His current research is in the areas of disability and population ageing. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD in a Department that has only produced 2. His email address is eliasPhD@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08023054348.

Download CV: CV_Wahab-Elias-Olukorede_curriculum-vitae.docx

YELWA, Sadiq is a Professor of Environmental Geography in the Faculty of Engineering and Environmental Design, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from University of Stirling, United Kingdom (2003). He was Head of Geography Department, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005-2007). He was Head of Environmental Sciences Department, Federal University Dutse (2012-2014) and Director, Academic Planning, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2006-2010). He was also Head of Environmental and Resources Management, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is sadiq.abdullahi@udusok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035074239.


YUSUFU, Abdullahi Yakubu is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2002). He was Head, Department of Political Science and International Studies (2014-2016) and Assistant Dean (Undergraduate, Faculty of Social Sciences 2006-2008). His current research is on Nigerian Foreign Policy. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is yayakubu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037021368.


ZABADI, Istifanus is a Professor of International Relations in the Faculty of Humanities, Social and Management Sciences, Bingham University, Karu, Nasarawa State. He holds a PhD from the London School of Economics & Political Science, University of London (1992). He is Head of Department (2014-present) and he is currently the Dean of the Post Graduate School (2018) at Bingham University, Karu. He is a member of the Nigerian Political Science Association, Nigerian Society of International Affairs, and the Institute of Governance and Social Research. His email address is iszabadi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033205002.

Download CV: CV_Zabadi-Istifanus-Sonsare_prof.-istifanus-s-cv-dx.docx

ZAKARI, Yahaya obtained his BSc (1993), MSc (1999), MBA (2002) all at Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto and PhD in Economics from Shiga University, Japan. He began his carrier in 1995 and rose through the ranks to become a Professor of Economics in 2012. He joined the services of Federal University Gusau in 2015. He is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the University. Professor Zakari has supervised 10 PhDs, mentored many younger colleagues and published many articles in reputable
journals both at home and abroad. He is also a member of Nigerian Economic Society (NES). His email address is ayzakari@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 234 70 3153 8760.

Download CV: CV_ZAKARI-YAHYA-ABDULLAHI_yzcv-revised-updated.doc

ZOAKA, Yusufu Ali is a Professor of Political Science in the Faculty of Social Science, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from University of Abuja. He was Dean of Students Affairs, Deputy Dean and Head of Department. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His current research is on the humanitarian crises generated by the Boko Haram insurgency. His email address is zoaka2222@gmail.com. His telephone number is+2348033010927.

Download CV: CV_ZOAKA-YUSUFU-ALI_my-new-cv.docx18620.docx
CHIEJINA, Samuel Nnagbo is a retired Professor, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He obtained his Veterinary degree, BVM&S, and PhD degree from the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. He was Dean Faculty of Veterinary Medicine (1999-2001). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria and Member Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, UK. He was honoured with Emeritus Professorship, University of Nigeria in 2017. His email address is samnneka@yahoo.co.uk. Mobile phone, +234(0)8036214955 Download CV: CV_CHIEJINA-Samuel-Nnagbo_full-cv-v3-for-emeritus-prof-application.doc

ABDU, Paul is a Professor of Avian Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Department of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1998). He was Director, Ahmadu Bello University’s Farms Limited (2003-2008), Director, VTH ABU, Zaria (2004-2008) and Head of Department, Veterinary Medicine, ABU Zaria (2017 to date). He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria. His current research is on infectious diseases of domestic and wild birds. He has successfully supervised 25 Ph.Ds. His email address is paabdu2004@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036262858. Download CV: CV_Abdu-Paul-Ayuba_cv-p-a-abdu-nigeria-2016b.docx

ABDULLAHI, Alhaji Magaji is Professor of Veterinary Public Health, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto, Nigeria. He holds DVM in 1991 (ABU), MVPH in 1997 (Ibadan), PhD in 2007 (UDUS). He was at various times HOD, Dean, Coordinator, City Campus Complex and currently Council member representing Senate on the UDUS Governing Board. He is also the current Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Sokoto Journal of Veterinary Sciences (SJVS). He supervised 6 PhD theses (3 as major supervisor and 3 as co-supervisor). Two PhD students (serving as co-supervisor) are on-going in their research. Email: magaji.abdullahi@udosok.edu.ng; magaji1965@yahoo.com and magaji19651@gmail.com. Telephone: 08065958793; 08096717993. Download CV: CV_Magaji-Abdullahi-Alhaji_magaji-cv.2018.docx

ABDULLAHI, Shehu is a Professor of Veterinary Internal Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Minnesota (1982). He was the Director, Veterinary Teaching Hospital (1988-1992) and was the Vice-Chancellor, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2004-2009). He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria. His current research is on aanine babesiosis. He has successfully supervised 5 Ph.Ds. His email address is suabdollahi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062214155. Download CV: CV_Abdullahi-Shehu-Uman_shehu-s-full-cv.doc

ADAMU, Yunusa is a Professor of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D in Veterinary Medicine from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2008). He is currently the Director, Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH), Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2014-2018). He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His current research is on the use of watermelon as an anti-stress in poultry. His email address is yunusaadamu2000@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348064654506. Download CV: CV_Adamu-Yunusa-Alhaji_biodata-new-prof-y-a-adamu.doc

ADEDAOPO, Adeolu is a Professor of Veterinary Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2002). He was Head of Department, Veterinary Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology (2011-2013). He is a Fellow, American College of Nutrition. His current research is on diabetes and physiotherapy. He has
AGAIE, Bello is a Professor of Veterinary Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds PhD degree from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). He was Deputy Dean of Student Affairs (2000 - 2001, Dean, Student Affairs (2005 - 2010), Head of Department (2014 - 2016) and Director, Development Office (2011 - 2016). His current research is on heavy metals (lead) and plant poisoning and its mitigation using antioxidant compounds. He has successfully participated in the supervision of 5 PhDs. His email address is agaie1992@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035073563.

AGBEDE, Rowland Ibrahim Shehu, joined the services of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria in 1976 as Lecturer 11. Professor in 1989. Former Head, Parasitology & Entomology at A.B.U. Fulbright Senior African Research Scholar in 1996; Editor in Chief, Journal of Parasitology (1997-2005) and President, Nigerian Society of Parasitology (2005-2007). Currently Head of Department, Parasitology & Entomology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Abuja, FCT. Current research interests are: Formulation of integrated pest management packages; Recombinant antigens for control of ticks and tick-borne diseases and acaricide resistance testing and monitoring in ticks.

AJAGBONNA, Peter is a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary medicine. He holds a PhD degree from the Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2000). He was Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2008-2014). Governing Council member (2009-2013). His current research is on Ethnopharmacology, Toxicology And Chronotherapy. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD, 21 M.Sc. His email address is opajagbonna@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035074835.

AJANUSI, Joseph is a Professor of Parasitology in Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD degree from the University of Edinburgh. He was Faculty Examination Officer (1994 - 1997), Head of Department (1997 - 2001, 2005 - 2207). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons, Nigeria. His current research interest is The Role Of Parasite Excretory/Secretory Products In Immunity. He has successfully supervised 16 PhD theses. His email address is ojajanusi@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035930440.

ALAWA, Clement is a Professor of Animal Health and Production in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Abuja. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2003). He was Programme Leader at NAPRI, ABU (2004-2013) and Dean of Vet. Medicine, UniAbuja. He is a Fulbright Fellow and Fellow of the College of Vet. Surgeons, Nigeria. Supervised 3 PhDs. His Email address is clement.alawa@uniabuja.edu.ng. His telephone is 08037037253. Download CV: CV_ALAWA-CLEMENT-BARIKUMA_INNOCENT_cv-january-2018-updated.doc

ALAYANDE, Musibau Olayinka is a Professor of Veterinary Parasitology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usman Danfodiyo University. Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D degree from the University of Ilorin (2009). He was HOD (2013-2017). He is a member of Nigerian Veterinary Medical Association and Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. His current research is on epidemiology of parasites and their related diseases. His email address is musolade2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036852795.

AMBALI, Suleiman is a Professor of Environmental Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2009). He was the acting Dean (2012) and Dean (2013-2017). His current research is on mitigation of toxicity associated with low dose chronic pesticide exposure. He has successfully supervised 7 Ph.Ds. His email address is
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ambali.sf@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037015411. Download CV: CV_Ambali-Suleiman-Folornsho_prof.-s.f.-ambali-cv-2018.doc

**ANENE**, Boniface is a Professor of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from University of Nigeria Nsukka (1997). He was the Dean, Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2006-2008), Director, Veterinary Teaching Hospital (2008-2010) and Head of Department, (2003-2006 and 2013-2016). His current research is on small animal internal medicine and parasitic diseases. He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeons and the current Head of medicine specialty group of the College. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is boniface.anene@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348057205120. Download CV: CV_ANENE-BONIFACE-MADUKA_anene-cv.doc

**ANIKA**, Silvanus is a Professor of Environmental Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from Cornell University Ithaca, USA (1979). He was Dean of Veterinary Faculty 1992-1994 and Chairman Center for Environmental Management and Control (2008-2012). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria (FCVSN) and Fellow Nigerian Environmental Society (FNES). His current research is on Environmental Pollution and Vaccine Development for Trypanosomosis. He has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. His email address is silva.anika@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037175888 or +2348184208491. Download CV: CV_ANIKA-SILVANUS-MADUKA_resume-prof-anika-2018.docx

**ASUZU**, Isaac is a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD degree from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1988). He was Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2002-2004) and Vice-Chancellor Federal University Oye-Ekiti (2013-2016). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria. His current research is on The Discovery Of Plant Medicines For Treating Diabetes Mellitus. He has successfully supervised 15 Ph.Ds. His email address is Isaac.asuzu@unn.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_ASUZU-ISAAC-UZOMA_curriculum-vitae1.docx

**AYO**, Joseph Olusegun is a Professor of Physiology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ukrainian State Agricultural University/Bogomoletz Institute of Physiology, Kiev, UKRAINE (1994). He was Head of Department (2002-2006; 2008-2010) and Deputy Dean (2004-2008). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria (2010). His current area of research is on Environmental/Oxidative Stress Physiology. He has successfully supervised 45 Ph.Ds. His email address is ayojo94@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036011204. Download CV: CV_Ayo-Joseph-Olusegun_ayojocvabu-29june2018nuc.doc

**DANEJI**, Aminu is a Professor of Veterinary Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was the Dean of Veterinary Medicine (1997-2002), Postgraduate School (2004-2007) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2006-2011). His current research is on rinderpest-like diseases. He has successfully supervised 13 Ph.Ds. His email address is daneji.aminu@udusok.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347061802207. Download CV: CV_DANEJI-AMINU-IBRAHIM_curriculum-vitae-latest.docx

**EMIKPE**, Benjamin is a Professor of Diagnostic and Toxicological pathology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Ibadan. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2009). He is the Head of Department (2017-2019). He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeon of Nigeria. His current research is on pneumonia and vaccine delivery in domestic animals. He has successfully supervised 12 Ph.Ds. His email address is banabis2001@yahoo.com; benabis2001@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347066486080. Download CV: CV_EMIKPE-BENJAMIN-OBUKOWHO_curriculum-vitae-ecowas-1.docx

**EZEIFEKA**, George is a Professor of Virology in the College of Veterinary Medicine, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture Umudike (MOUAU). He holds a PhD degree from Ahmadu Bello University...
EZEJA, Maxwell Ikechukwu is a Professor of Veterinary Pharmacology in the College of Veterinary Medicine, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is the current Dean of the college of Veterinary medicine, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. His current interest is in Veterinary phytoparmacology. His email address is maxwell.ezeja@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348030919933.

EZEOKONKWO, Romanus is a Professor of Veterinary Parasitology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, and a Member of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka Governing Council. He is a Fellow, Postgraduate College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria (FCVSN). His current research is on the control of African animal trypanosomosis. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D and currently supervising 4 Ph.D others. His email address is romanus.ezeokonkwo@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348030919933.

FATIHU, Muhammad Yakasai is a Professor of Veterinary Pathology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD degree from the Ahmadu Bello University (2004). He was Director, Division of Agricultural Colleges, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2012-2016), Provost, College of Agriculture and Animal Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Mando Road, Kaduna (2011 - 2012), Head, Department of Veterinary Pathology and Microbiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2007 - 2011), Deputy Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (1990 - 1992). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons, Nigeria. His current research is on toxicopathology of medicinal/trypanocidal plants. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is myfatihuy@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037862954.

FALEKE, Olufemi Oladayo is a Professor of Preventive Veterinary Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was Head of Department and Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2002 - 2005). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria and a Member of National Institute. His current research is on epidemiological studies of rabies in man and animals. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is oofaleke@gmail.com; mobile number: +2348028705003; +2348182011753.

GARBA, Hamidu Sharubutu is a Professor of Infectious Diseases in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the Usman Danfodiyo UNiversity, Sokoto. He was Head of Department and Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2002-2005). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeon of Nigeria and a Member of National Institute. His current research is on epidemiological studies of rabies in man and animals. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is gsharubutu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036444451.

GEORGE, Jonathan is a Professor of Veterinary Parasitology and Entomology in the faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was Head of Department (2001-2005). His current research is on arthropod vectors of disease-causing organisms in animals and man. He has successfully supervised 10 Ph.Ds. His e-mail address is georgebadj@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08035427654.
HAMBOLU, Olajide Joseph is a Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD Degree from Kansas State University, Kansas USA. He was Assistant Dean Faculty of Veterinary Medicine 1991-1992, Head of Department, Department of Veterinary Anatomy 1994-1996 and 2012-2016. He is a Fellow College Veterinary Surgeon Nigeria. His current research is on histochemistry/ histology of organs. He has successfully supervised 13 PhD theses and currently supervising 9 others. His email address is hambolujoseph@yahoo.com and phone number is +2348034509759. Download CV: CV_HAMBOLU-Joseph-Olajide_curriculum-vita1.docx

HASSAN, Adamu Zoaka is a Professor of Veterinary Surgery in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Ph.D from the Ahmadu Bello University (2002). He was the Head of Department, Veterinary, Surgery & Radiology (2011-2013); Assistant Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine (2007-2008); Deputy Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2014); Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2014-2015) and currently the Director, Distance Learning Centre of the University. He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria. His current research is on wound management. He has successfully supervised 8 Ph.Ds. His email address is hassanzoaka@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037862832. Download CV: CV_HASSAN-ADAMU-ZOAKA_curriculum-vita4.docx

HYELDUKU, Danladi Kwari is a Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Maiduguri. He is the Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and was the Head of Department of Veterinary Anatomy (2003-2007). His current research is on alpha actin proteins of the uterus of camel’s in Borno state. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is Prof.kwari@gmail.com. His phone number is +2347061243455. Download CV: CV_Kwari-Hyelduku-Danladi_curriculum-vitae-proff.docx

IGBE-NWIYI, Tobias Nnia a Professor of Veterinary Pathology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Maiduguri. He obtained his PhD degree from the University of Maiduguri in 2002, was Head of Department of Veterinary Pathology (2005-2008) and Director, Veterinary Teaching Hospital (2010-2015). His current research is on influence of nutrition on African animal Trypanosomosis. His e-mail address is egbetoby@gmail.com; egbetoby@unimaid.edu.ng and telephone number is 08035642698. Download CV: CV_EGBE-NWIYI-TOBIAS-NNIA_prof.-toby-cv.-2018.docx

IGBOKWE, Casmir is a Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, university of Nigeria,Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria. His current Research area is functional ultrastructure of cells and tissues of taste, endocrine and sensory organs in health and disease, and supervised 2 M.Sc. Email; casmir.igbokwe@unn.edu.ng; +2348034930393. Download CV: CV_IGBOKWE-CASMR-ONWUASO_casmir-igbokwe-cv-and-publications-update.docx

IGWEBUIKE, Udensi Maduabuchi is a Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a Ph.D in Veterinary Embryology and Histology from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2012). He was the Head of Veterinary Anatomy (2015-2018) and Faculty Coordinator, Postgraduate Studies (2016 to date). His current research interest is on ruminant placentology and foetal programming of postnatal development. He is currently supervising 3 Ph.D students. His e-mail is udensi.igwebuike@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038726150. Download CV: CV_IGWEBUIKE-UDENSI-MADUABUCHI_curriculum-viate-professor-unn.draft.docx

ISITOR, Godwin is a Professor of Veterinary and Microscopic Anatomy in the School of Health Sciences, Novena University, Ogume. He holds a Ph.D from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1981). He was the Deputy Dean, School of Basic Sciences, Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of the West Indies, St. Augustine Campus, Trinidad, W.I. (1994 - 1996). His current research interest is on potentials of locally

JUNAIDU, Abdulkadir Usman is a Professor of veterinary public health in the Faculty of veterinary medicine, Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a PhD degree from Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He was coordinator city campus complex, (2012-2014) Dean of Vet. Med.(2010-2014), Director, Veterinary teaching hospital (2008-2010) Deputy Dean (2006-2007), Head of Department (2016- date) and Director University Development Office and Coordinator Intellectual Property and Transfer Office(2016-date). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria (FCVSN). He is an elected Member of Veterinary Council of Nigeria. Download CV: CV_Junaidu-Abdulkadir-Usman_cv-prof.-abdulkadir-1.docx

KWAGA, Jacob is a Professor of Veterinary Public Health in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, where he is currently the Dean. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada. He was the Head of Department (1996 – 2000) and pioneer Director/Coordinator, Center for Biotechnology and Training, ABU, Zaria. He was also the pioneer Deputy Vice Chancellor, and later Vice Chancellor, Adamawa State University, Mubi. His current research is on molecular diagnosis/epidemiology of food-borne infections and zoonotic agents. He has supervised over 30 Ph.Ds and currently supervising more than 20 others. His email address is jacobkwaga@yahoo.com; telephone number is +2348057710145. Download CV: CV_Kwago-Jacob-Kwada Paghi_curriculum-2-prof-kwaga.doc

MOHAMMED, Umaru Kawu is Professor of Veterinary Physiology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2011). He was Head of Department (2010-2016) and Deputy Dean (2014-2016). He is a Member of the Nigerian Veterinary Medical Association. His current research is on The Influence Of Nutritional Status And Season On Responses To Estrus Synchronization And Semen Characteristics In Nigerian Goats. He has successfully supervised 6 PhD theses. His email address is mukawu@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037016456. Download CV: CV_Kawu-Mohammed-Umaru_kawu-cv-for-2016-promotion-updated-20th-may.-2014-copy.doc

NAFARNSA, Wesley Daniel is a Professor of Veterinary Public Health and Preventive Medicine. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2006). He was the Deputy Dean, Veterinary Medicine (2009 - 2011 & 2016 -2018), Head of Department, Veterinary Public Health and Preventive Medicine (2013 -2015) and University Nodal Officer/Director, SERVICOM (2015-2018) at the University of Abuja. His current research is on emerging and re-emerging zoonoses. He is currently supervising 2 Ph.D students. His email addresses are wesley.nafarnda@uniabuja.edu.ng and nafarnda@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348139778581. Download CV: CV_Nafarnda-Wesley-Danielaaa-prof.-wesley-daniel-nafarnda-curriculum-vita.doc

NATALA, Audu Joseph is a Professor of Veterinary Parasitology in Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD degree from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and was Head of Department (2011-2016). His current research is in Molecular Characterisation Of Ectoparasites Of Livestock. He has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. His email adress is ajnatala@abu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037033210. Download CV: CV_Natala-Audu-Joseph_curriculum-vitae-new-prof.-natala.doc

NWINYI, Florence is a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Abuja, Abuja. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University (2008). She was Head of Department (2008 - 2010; 2014 -date)and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of University of Abuja (2010-2012). She is a Fellowship trainee of the College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria. Her current research is on Antidiabetic Discoveries. Her Faculty just started postgraduate programmes. Her email address is fchyme@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348023215755 Download CV: CV_NWINYI-FLORENCE-CHIMEZIE_curriculum-vitae-for-prof.-florence-chimezie-nwinyi-uni-abuja-2018.docx
OKOYE, John is a contract Professor of Veterinary Pathology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of the University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2000-2002). He is a Fellow of the College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria and has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His current research interest is on the Pathogenesis Of Newcastle Disease Of Poultry. His email address is joakoye@yahoo.com and telephone is +2348063530116 Download CV: CV_OKOYE-John-Osita_cv-prof-okoye2.doc

OLADELE, Sunday Blessing is a Professor of Veterinary Pathology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria (2005). He was Faculty Assistant Examinations Officer (July, 2004 - July, 2005), Faculty Examinations Officer (August, 2005 - August, 2006), Assistant Dean Postgraduate (August, 2008 - July, 2010) and Head of Department, Veterinary Pathology (June, 2015- June, 2017). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria. His current research is on Avian Pathology and Sialic Acids (Neuraminidases) Research. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is profsboladele@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348163329155. Download CV: CV_OLADELE-SUNDAY-BLESSING_professor-s-b-oladele-c-v.doc

RIBADU, Abdullahi Yusufu is a Professor of Veterinary Reproduction (Theriogenology) of University of Abuja (on leave of absence) currently serving as the pioneer Vice-Chancellor of Sule Lamido University, Kafin Hausa, Jigawa State, Nigeria (2013 - date). He holds a PhD degree from University of Liverpool, UK (1994). He was Head of Veterinary Surgery & Reproduction, University of Maiduguri (2000 - 2004), Vice-Chancellor, Federal University of Technology Yola (2004-2009). He is a Fellow of College of Veterinary Surgeons Nigeria (FCVSN), Fellow Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) and several others. He was conferred with an honorary Doctorate degree -Doctor of letters (D. Litt.) Honoris Causa by Commonwealth University, London (2017). His current research interests are Infertility In Female Animals And Reproductive Endocrinology And Ultrasonography. His email address is ayrribadu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035974874. Download CV: CV_Ribadu-Abdullahi-Yusufu_ayr1-cv2017.doc

SACKEY, Anthony Kojo Bedu is a Professor of Large Animal Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1998). He was Assistant Dean (Postgraduate studies) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, A.B.U., Zaria,(1999-2006), Deputy Dean (Undergraduate) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, A.B.U., Zaria,(2008-2011), Head of Department, Veterinary Surgery and Medicine, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, A.B.U., Zaria. (2008-2012) and Head of Department, Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, A.B.U., Zaria. (2012-2013). His core area of research is on Haemoparasitic Diseases And Nutritional Deficiency Diseases. He has successfully supervised 12 PhD theses. His email address is akbsackey@gmail.com. His telephone number is 07083138243 Download CV: CV_SACKEY-Anthony-Kojo_Bedu_sackey-cv.doc

SAKA, Baba is a Professor of Virology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Head of Department (1995-2001), Dean, Veterinary Medicine (2004-2006), University of Maiduguri and Director, Chevron Biotechnology Centre, Federal University of Technology, Yola (2007-2008). He is a Fellow, Education Administrators of Nigeria. His current research is on production and evaluation of thermostabile viral vaccines. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.Ds. His email address is aramidebaba@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347035735275. Download CV: CV_BABA-SAKA-SAHEED_babass-cv-recent.doc

SALIHU, Mohammed Danlami is a Professor of Veterinary Public Health in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD degree from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2009). He was Departmental Examination Officer (2001-2004), Faculty Examination Officer (2001-2006),and Deputy Dean of Veterinary Medicine (2010-2013).His current research is on Zoonosis and Heavy Metal Residues in Tissues of Food animals. he has successfully supervised 2 PhD theses. His email address is mdsal70@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035950593 Download CV: CV_Salihu-Mohammed-Danlami_cv-updat.doc
SANDABE, Umar is a Professor of Veterinary Physiology and Ethno-Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary, University of Maiduguri. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (2002). He was the Head of Department of Veterinary Physiology, Pharmacology and Biochemistry (2003-2011) and Commissioner, Ministry for Animal Resources and Fisheries Development, Borno state government (2011-2014). His current research is on Physiology and Medicinal plants. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is usandabe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348023825876. Download CV: CV_Sandabe-Umar-Kyari_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

SONFADA, Mamman is a Professor of Veterinary Anatomy at Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the same University (2009). He was Head of Department (1998-2002) and Deputy Dean, Student's Affairs (2010-2014). His current research is on biomechanics of Camel. He has successfully supervised 3 PhD theses. His email address is ndalegbo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035073492.

TALABI, Adewale is a Professor of Food Animal Medicine in the College of Veterinary Medicine, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a Ph.D from University of Ibadan (2006). He was the Acting Head of Department (2007-2008); Deputy Dean, (2008-2012); and currently the Head of Department, Veterinary Medicine and Surgery (2013 to date). He is a Fellow, College of Veterinary Surgeons of Nigeria (FCVSN) and Association of Applied Information Management Professionals (AIMP) respectively. His current research is on panacea to herdsmen-farmers conflicts in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His e-mail address is: deletalabi@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2347034234936. Download CV: CV_TALABI-ADEWALE-OLADELE_talabi-cv-to-nuc.doc

UMAR, M Chafe is a Professor of Veterinary Medicine in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2007). He was Director, Academic Planning, Usmanu Danfodiyo University (2010 to 2014) and Federal University, Birnin-Kebbi (2014 to 2017). He was Director, Veterinary Teaching Hospital (1997-2001); Head, Department of Veterinary Medicine, Surgery and Theriogenology (1993-1995 & 1998-2002) & Department of Veterinary Medicine (1989-1993) Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. His current research is on epidemiology of animal trypanosomiases. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is drchafe218@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036237510. Download CV: CV_Chafe-Umar-Mohammed_um-chafe-cv-to-nuc.docx

UMARU, Mohammed Aminu is Professor of Theriogenology in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto he holds a PhD degree from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He is currently the Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. His current research is on Embryo Transfer and Assisted Reproductive Techniques. He has successfully supervised 10 PhD theses. His e mail address is ausuru2003@gmail.com his telephone number is +2348036428367 Download CV: CV_UMARU-MOHAMMED-AMINU_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-mohd-aminu-umaru-suru-2.doc
Other Faculties/Disciplines

Note: Indicated by the listed professors as not fitting the NUC 15 Disciplines

ABDULLAHI, Khalid Hassan is a Professor of Arabic Language in the Faculty of Humanities, Umaru Musa Yar Adua University, Katsina. He holds a PhD from Al-Neelain University, Sudan (2007). He was Head of Department of Arabic, (2006-2007) and Director, Academic planning (2006-2007) Al-qalam University. His current research is on Applied Linguistics. He supervised 2 PhDs and 10 Masters Degrees. His email address is khalismagaji@gmail.com. His phone is +2347035183524. Download CV: CV_Abdullahi-Khalid-Hassan_cv-central.docx

ABDULLAHI, Saleh is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Science, Nile University of Nigeria, Abuja. He holds a PhD from the University of London, Queen Mary and Westfield College (1996). He was Head of Computer Science Department (Aug-Oct 2015), Director of Academic Planning (2015 - date) and Managing Director/CEO MTel (2009-2015). He is a member of Computer Professionals Registration Council of Nigeria and Nigerian Computer Society. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD and is currently supervising 4. His email address is seabdullahi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348091348811. Download CV: CV_ABDULLAHI-SALEH-EL-YAKUB_cv-prof-se-abdullahi-200618.docx

ABDURALAUF, Ambali is a Professor of Political Science in the Department of Politics and Governance, Kwara State University. He holds a PhD from International Islamic University Malaysia (2005). He is Director of Academic Planning and Fellow of Chartered Institute of Local Government and Public administration, Nigeria, APPAM. He has supervised 8 PhDs. His email: abduralauf.ambali@kwasu.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_AMBALI-ABDULERUF_cv4-prof-abdul-rauf-nuc.doc

ABUBAKAR, Abdulsalam Salisu is a Professor of Material Chemistry and Polymer in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of Putra, Malaysia (2005-2009). His current research is on Material Chemistry and Polymer. His email address is aasalisu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348065610456. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Abdulsalam-Salisu_cv-new3-copy.docx

ABUBAKAR, Ahmed Sadauki is a Professor of Geography, Environmental Impact Studies and Applied Meteorology in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Minna (1997). Dean of Student Affair (2008) and Dean School of Physical Sciences (2014 - 2018). He is Fellow of the Institute of Disaster Management and Safety Science (FDMSS). I have successfully supervised 15 PhDs. My email address is drsadauki1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034518108. Download CV: CV_Abubakar-Ahmed-Sadaukisaduki_cv-final-edition.doc

ADAIKPOH, Martina is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2011). She was Course Adviser (2003-date) and Departmental Industrial Training Coordinator (2005-2007). She is a member of Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Nigerian Society for Experimental Biology, Organization of Women Scientists for the Developing World and International Network of Women Engineers and Scientists. Her current research is on reproductive biochemistry. Her email address is martina.adaikopoh@uniben.edu. Her telephone number is +248033866662. Download CV: CV_ADAIKPOH-Martina-Awele_professor-mrs-adaikopoh-cv.doc
ADAMU, Abdalla Uba Adamu, holds double professorships in Science Education (1997) and Media and Cultural Communication (2012) from Bayero University Kano, Nigeria. He was appointed the Vice-Chancellor, National Open University of Nigeria (NOUN) in February 2016. He is the creator of the Foundation for Hausa Performing Arts (Kano, Nigeria) whose main focus is archiving traditional performing arts heritage of the Muslim Hausa. He has also developed courses on digital cultures and promotes netnography as a research methodology in documenting Hausa media ethnographies. He is an ethnographic filmmaker and cinematographer, as well as music director. Download CV: CV_Adamu-Abdalla-Uba_abdalla-uba-adamu-full-cv-01-2018-.docx

ADAMU, Bugaje Mairo is a Professor of Pediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. A Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (1999). She was Head of Department Pediatrics (2007-2011), and Deputy Dean, Faculty of Medicine (2008-2010). Her current research is on chronic kidney disease. She has successfully supervised 12 dissertations. Her email address is mairobug@yahoo.co.uk. Her telephone number is +2348023704818. Download CV: CV_ADAMU-BUGAJE-MAIRO-_2017-cv-bugaje-p16863.docx

ADEBAYO, Abiodun Humphrey is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2009). He is the current Deputy Dean of the School of Postgraduate Studies. He is a member of the Nigerian Young Academy and Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. He has successfully supervised 4 Masters and 1 PhD. His e-mail address is abiodun.adebayo@covenantuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036357197. Download CV: CV_ADEBAYO-ABIODUN-HUMPHREY_prof-adebayo-cv.docx

ADEGOYE, Babatunde Araoye is a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the School of Electrical Engineering and Technology, Federal University of Technology (FUT), Minna. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria (2006). He was Head of Department of Electrical Engineering, ABU, Zaria (2006-2007) and Head of Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, FUT, Minna (2012-2016). His current research is on Power-line communications. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His e-mail address is tunde.adegboye@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +23480303930175. Download CV: CV_ADEGOYE-Babatunde-Araoye_adegboye-cv-revised.docx

ADEGOKE, Babatunde is a Professor of Physiotherapy in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2003). He was Head of Department (2005-2009). He is a fellow of the Nigeria Society of Physiotherapy. His current research interest is on physiotherapy interventions for correcting spatiotemporal gait parameters in individuals with knee osteoarthritis. He has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. His email address is babatundeadegoke55@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348062280656. Download CV: CV_Adegoke-Babatunde-Olusola_Adeleke_nuc.doc

ADEKOLA, Folahan is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Science, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from Pierre and Marie Curie University, Paris, France (1993). He was Ag. Head of Chemistry Department (2008-2010) and Director of General Studies (2012-2015). His current research is on environmental monitoring, synthesis and application of nano-structured materials to environmental remediation. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is fadekola@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348067332320. Download CV: CV_Adekola-Folahan-Amoo_professor-fa-adekola-s-cv-june-2018.docx

ADENIYI, Raphael is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin, Ilorin (1991). He is the current Head of Mathematics (2001-date). His current research is Block Hybrid methods. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His e-mail address is raphade@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348038185943. Download CV: CV_Adeniyi-Raphael-Babatunde_rbavc280817b.docx

ADEOGUN, Adekunle is a Professor of Health Education and Promotion in the College of Science and Information Technology, Tai Solarin University of Education. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan.
ADEOOLA, Gabriel Lanre is a Professor of Political Science in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Crawford University, Igbesa. He holds a PhD from University of Paris, France (1983). He is Head, Department of Political Science at various times (2016-date). He is also Director of School of Part-Time (2016-date). He is a Member, International Political Science Association and International Sociological association. His current research is on Political Participation or Institutional Exclusion of Credible Voters in 2015 Elections: The Disenfranchisement through PVC. His email is wajuadeola@yahoo.com. His telephone number is + 234 8033750545. Download CV: CV_ADEOOLA-Gabriel-Lanre_professor-adeola-gabriel-lanre-for-national-universities-commission-2.docx

ADETULA, Lawal is a Professor of Mathematics Education formerly in the Institute/Faculty of Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1976-1999). He holds a PhD from the University of Wisconsin (1985). He was Head of Department, Mathematical Sciences, Achievers University, Owo, 2016. He was the National Coordinator Mathematics Improvement Project (MIP) and Head Institute of Mathematical Science Education, National Mathematical Centre, Abuja (2002-2014). He is a Fellow (and Chairman of Fellows Forum, 2006 of the Mathematics Association of Nigeria. His current research is on trivializing the concepts of Mathematics to students as exemplified in MIP. lawaladetula@yahoo.com 08034514714. Download CV: CV_ADETULA-LAWAL-OLAGBENDE_d3.docx

ADEWALE, Olumide Sunday is a Professor of Computer Science in the School of Computing, The Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria (2002). He is currently the Dean of Computing (2018-date). He is a Fellow of the West Africa Society for Communications and Administration. His current research is on computing and communications, adaptive personalised ubiquitous learning system. He has successfully supervised over 25 Ph.Ds. His email address is adewale@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033616386. Download CV: CV_ADEWALE-OLUMIDE-SUNDAY_adewale-cv.doc

ADEYEMI, Olajide is a Professor of Non-Ruminant Production in the College of Animal Science and livestock Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He was Ag. Head of Department, Animal Production and Health (2010-2012). He is a Council Member of the Nigerian Society of Animal Production. His current research is on livestock environments for optimising productivity. He has successfully supervised 14 Ph.D's. His email address is olajideadeyemi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348053031379. Download CV: CV_ADEYEMI-Olajide-Ayorinde_curriculum-vitae-professor-olajide-adeyem.doc

ADIMULA, Isaac Abiodun is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ilorin. He was Director, Computer Services and Information Technology (2011-2014) and Dean, Faculty of Physical Sciences (2014-2016). He is President, International Union of Radio Science-Nigeria and member of Council International Union of Radio Science. He has successfully supervised 6 Ph.D candidates. His current research is in Communications and Space Physics. Tel no. 0803 616 4216 e-mail Adimula@unilorin.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Adimula-Isaacs-Abiodun_cvadimula151117.docx

AFAM-ANENE, Olivia is a Professor of Human Nutrition and Dietetics in the Faculty of Health Science, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike (2008). She was the Head of Department of Food Science and Technology (2011-2012) Associate Dean, Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine (FAVM) (2011-2014) Head of Department of Nutrition and Dietetics (2014 - date). Her current research is on maternal and child nutrition. She has successfully supervised 1 PhD. Her email address is afamaneneoly@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348037758094. Download CV: CV_AFAM-ANENE-OLIVIA-CHINYERE_curriculum-vitae-olivia-afam-current.docx
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AFEMIKHE, Anthony is a Professor of Educational Evaluation in the Institute of Education, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1985). He was Director, Institute of Education (2004-2007). He is a Member of the Nigerian Academy of Education, Member Knights of St. Mulumba, Nigeria. His current research interest is on IRT and Programme Evaluation. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is tonyafemikhe@yahoo.co.uk/omaze.afemikhe@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023296199. Download CV: CV_Afemikhe-Omaze-Anthony_afem-cv.doc

BOB-MANUEL, Kelvin Datonye is a Professor of Marine Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering of Rivers State University, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from Queen Mary College, University of London (1983). He was Head of Department of Marine Engineering from 1987- 1989, 1993-1995, 2003-2005 Dean of Student Affairs (2009-2011), Member of Governing Council (2011-2012). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology (I MarEST). He is also a Fellow of Nigerian Society of Engineers. He has supervised two PhD students. His current research is on matching marine diesel engine & gas turbine to propulsors and the use of alternative/renewable fuel (biodiesel) for diesel engine operation. Email address: bob-manuel.kelvin@ust.edu.ng and Mobile No. 08037061060. Download CV: CV_BOB-MANUEL-KELVIN-DATONYE_bob-manuel-s-cv-updated-june-2018.docx

AGBAKOBAtualbert is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds a PhD in Public Health from the University of Ibadan (2007). She was Dean of Health Sciences and Technology (2012 - 2014) and a Fellow of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. Her current research is on Human Microbiome. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is nr.agbakoba@unizik.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033244122. Download CV: CV_Agbakoba-Nneka-Regina_curriculum-vitae-for-nuc.docx

AGHA, Nonyelum is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She was acting Head of Department of Biochemistry (2006-2008) and Course co-coordinator for BCH 201 and BCH 202 (2004-2016). She is currently supervising a PhD student. Her email address is nonyelumagha@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2347035030212. Download CV: CV_Agha-Nonyelum-Comfort_curriculum-vitae.docx

AGUNLOYE, Irene is a Professor of African drama (a Playwright), Gender, Women and Film Studies in University of Jos, Jos. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. (1991) She was Head of Department of Theatre and Film Arts (2006-2012) and is the Director of Centre for Gender and Women's Studies (2011-date). She is a fellow of the Society of Nigerian Theatre Artist. Her current research is on gender, women, film and development. She has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. Her email address is ireneagunloye@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234 806 777 2220. Download CV: CV_AGUNLOYE-IRENE-ISOKEN_irene-agunloye-cv-2018.docx

AHMAD, Sa’idu is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of London (1986). He was Dean, Faculty of Arts and Islamic Studies (2008-2012) and School Postgraduate Studies (2012-2016). He is a member of National Institute (mni). His current research is on Oral Literature in Contemporary Nigerian Written Literature. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is sbahmadus@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348062211192. Download CV: CV_Ahmad-Sa’idu-Babura_prof-s-b-ahmad-s-cv.doc

AINA, Lenrie is a Professor of Library and Information Science (LIS) at the University of Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds PhD from the University of Ibadan (1986). He was Dean, Faculty of Communication and Information Sciences, University of Ilorin (2009-2013). He is Fellow of the Nigeria Library Association (FNLA) and President of the Nigerian Library Association (2010-2012). He is the Pioneer Editor-in-Chief of the African Journal of Library, Archives and Information Science, the only LIS journal in Africa covered by the World Web of Science. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is ainalo2000@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347035027577. Download CV: CV_AINA-LENRIE-OLATOKUNBO_cv-latest-2018.docx
AIREDE, Kareem is a Professor of Neonatology and Paediatrics, in the College of Health Sciences, University of Abuja. He has the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (FWACP); 1986 after a sub-specialty stint at the Hammersmith Hospital, London, and Membership of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Physicians (MMCN) (1984). He was Head of Department in Universities of Jos (1988-1990), Maiduguri (1991-1996), Ilorin (During Sabbatical, 1996-1997), Usmanu Danfodiyo, Sokoto (2000-2008), and Abuja (2009-2012). He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs/Fellowships. His e-mail address is: airedek@yahoo.com, and his telephone number is: +2348036168137. Download CV: CV_AIREDE-KAREEM -IWUNMOLE_curriculum-vitae-professor-aireded-nuc-database.doc

AJIA, Godwin Nwadibia is a Professor of Health Promotion in the School of Public and Allied Health, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a Doctor of Public Health (DrPH) degree from Loma Linda University (2008). He was Head of Public Health at Babcock University (2011-2015). He is a Fellow of the US-based Global Health Through Education, Training and Service (GHETS). His current research interests are on women's Health, Lifestyle Diseases and Risk Reduction Programming, Religious Health Assets, and Promotion of Rational use of Medicinal Products. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and examined over 50 theses. His email address is gndaha@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037221451. Download CV: CV_AJIA-GODWIN-NWADIBIA_cv-aja-june-2018.docx

AJAIH, Paul Onu is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquaculture in the Faculty of Oceanography, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1997). He was Head of Department (2002-2004) and present Head (2018-2021) and was Provost, Federal College of Agriculture, Ilishag, Ebonyi State (2009-2013). He is a Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) Ambassador (2008). His current research is fish breeding and nutrition. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email is poajah@unical.edu.ng; ajapaulo60@gmail.com, His phone number is +2348033707901 or +2347088929281. Download CV: CV_Ajah-Paul-O_curriculum-vitae.docx

AJANI, Emmanuel K. is a Professor of Fisheries Management in the Faculty of Renewable Natural Resources, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2001). He was Hall Warden, Obafemi Awolowo Hall (2006 - 2012), Acting Head of Department (2012-2014), and is currently Head of Department, Aquaculture and Fisheries Management, University of Ibadan (2016 - date). He is a Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on aquaculture development in Inland and coastal wetland fisheries. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is ekaioni@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348068929835. Download CV: CV_Ajani-Emmanuel-Kolawole_cv-ajani.doc

AJAIO, Ezekiel is a Professor in the School of Nursing of the College of Health and Medical Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a PhD from the University of Ife now Obafemi Awolowo University. He was the Ag. Chairman, Department of Nursing, Kuwait University (1991-1993), Head of Nursing Department, Babcock University (2010-2011), Dean, School of Nursing Science (2011- date). He is a Fellow of West African College of Nursing. He has served as internal examiner to 4 PhD candidates. His email address is ajaoe@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2347036725141. Download CV: CV_AJAO-EZEKIEL-OLASUNKANMI_curriculum-vitae-lasun.docx

AJAYI, Olajire is a Professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2015). She was Ag. Head of Optometry Department (2001 - 2003), She is a Fellow of Nigerian College of Optometrists (FNCO) and Fellow of American Academy of Optometry (FAAO). Her current research is in Experimental Optometry. She is currently co-supervising 1 PhD student. Her email address is ajayiob@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037170556. Download CV: CV_Ajayi-Olajire-Bosede_prof.-ajayi-olajire-cv.docx

AJIENKA, Joseph Emmanuel Egboh is Chair/Professor of Petroleum Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1990). He was the Pioneer Director of the Institute of Petroleum Studies (2003-2010) and Vice Chancellor of the University of Port-Harcourt (2010-2015). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Academy of Engineering.
His current research interests are chemical resolution of oilfield emulsions, flow assurance and production enhancement. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is joseph.ajienka@uniport.edu.ng and telephone number is +2348033166856.

**AKANDE, Tanimola** is a Professor of Public Health, University of Ilorin. He is a Fellow of National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He was Head of Department. His current research is in Health Care Financing. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs and 15 Fellows, His email is akandetm@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034060179.

**AKARUESE, Lucky** is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1999). He was Head of Department (2004-2006). He is a member of Philosophers Association of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is lucky.akaruese@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is 234-9020731714.

**AKHIGBE, Adenike** is a Professor of Radiology in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1998). She was Head of Department in 2002-2004 and 2007-2009, and was Director, Biomedical Communications Centre, 2012-2013. She is also a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. Her current research focuses on breast cancer screening in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. Her email address is aoakhigbe@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034078834.

**AKHIGBE, Kingsley** is a Professor of Psychiatry in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (1996). He was Head of Department in 2001-2003; 2007-2011 and 2014-2016. His current research focuses on movement and dance therapy as a body psychotherapeutic option, and Integration of mental health into the primary health care system in Edo State. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is koakhigbe@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023459790.

**AKHIGBE, Adenike** is a Professor of Radiology in the College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. She holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Surgeons (1998). She was Head of Department in 2002-2004 and 2007-2009, and was Director, Biomedical Communications Centre, 2012-2013. She is also a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons. Her current research focuses on breast cancer screening in Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. Her email address is aoakhigbe@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034078834.

**AKINBOYE, Dora** is a Professor of Medical Parasitology, in the School of Public and Allied Health, Babcock University, Ilisan-Remo. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, (1990). She was Dean, School of Public and Allied Health (2011-2015) and Head of Department of Public Health, (2009 - 2011), at Babcock University. She is a Fellow of the Institute of Medical Laboratory Science of Nigeria and also Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Environmental and Public Health Management of Nigeria. Her current research is on malarialiology and onchocerciasis. She has supervised 6 PhDs. Her email address is akinboyed@babcock.edu.ng.

**AKINLOYE, Oluseyi** Adeboye is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Biosciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He had his PhD from the same University in 2008. He was Head of Department of Biochemistry (2015-2017) and Dean, College of Biosciences (2017 to date). His major area of research interest if Medicinal Plant Research/ Bioinformatics. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His e-mail is akinloyeoa@funaab.edu.ng OR oakin@yahoo.com while his telephone number is +2348030824063.

**AKORTHA, Eugenia** is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences, Rhema University, Aba. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2000). She is currently a Head of Department of Microbiology in Rhema University. She is currently the National Treasurer of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology. Her current research is on Antibiotic resistance. She has successfully...
supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is eeakortha@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348062342257. Download CV: CV_Akortha-Eugenia-Egodi_curriculum-vitae6-prof-akortha.docx

AKPABIO, Idongesit is a Professor of Community Health Nursing in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. She holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ibadan (2006). She was the Acting Head of Department (2010-2012) and currently the Deputy Dean of her Faculty (2016-Date). She is a Fellow of the West African College of Nursing. She is currently leading a community-based health promotion action research in a sub-urban community in Cross River State. She has successfully supervised 6 M.Sc. projects. Her institutional email address is idongesitakpabio@unical.edu.ng while the personal email is idongawa@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348034058026. Download CV: CV_AKPABIO-IDONGESIT-IBANGA_curriculum-vitae-for-nuc.docx

AKPOTUZOR, Josephine O. is a Professor of Haematology and Blood Transfusion Science in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Calabar (2006). She served as a Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences (2010-2012), Head of Department of Medical Laboratory Science (2012-2014). She is a member of Medical Laboratory Science council of Nigeria and her current research area is on infectious diseases. She has successfully supervised two Ph.D candidates and is currently supervising eight. Her email address is ooakpotuzor@unical.edu.ng and josephineakpotuzor@yahoo.com and her phone number is +2348037134757. Download CV: CV_AKPOTUZOR-JOSEPHINE-ONUDINIRU_curriculum-vitae.docx

ALUSA, Olanipekun is currently a visiting Professor of Community Medicine and Primary Health Care in the College of Medicine, Babcock University, Ilisan-Remo, Ogun-State. He graduated as a medical doctor in 1970 from the University of Ibadan. He obtained his academic postgraduate medical degrees from three reputable universities, viz: University of Manchester, (1973), Harvard University, (1978) and University of Ibadan (1978). He is a postgraduate medical fellow from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1985-1998) and the West African College of Physicians (1985). He served as Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2005-2007). His current research interests are: epidemiology of communicable diseases and community-based undergraduate medical education. His e-mail address is pekun_alusa@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08037214536. Download CV: CV_ALUSA-OLANIPKUN-KAMIL_prof-alusa-s-cv.docx

ALAWIYE-ADAMS, Adewale is a Professor of Banking and Financing in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka, (2000). He was Head of Department, Banking and Finance, (2012-2013), Provost of College Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti (2013-2017). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Bankers of Nigeria. His current research interest is on a global assessment of the cashless project. He is currently supervising 4 PhD Students. His email alawiyeadamsglobalconsults@gmail.com. His Telephone number is +2348033900620. Download CV: CV_ALAWIYE-ADAMS-ADWALE-ADEGOKE_prof-s-cv-edited-4th-april-2018.docx

ALEBIOSU, Olutayo is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds Fellowship Degree (WACP) from the West African College of Physicians (1999). He was Dean of Faculty of Clinical Sciences (2010-2011), Provost, College of Health Sciences (2011-2016), and Dean Postgraduate College (2016-2017). His current research is on diabetic nephropathy. He has successfully supervised 7 WACP Dissertations. His email address is olutayo.alebiosu@uniosun.edu.ng. His telephone number +2348038237500/+233778159000/+233881676597. Download CV: CV_ALEBIOSU-OLUTAYO-CHRISTOPHER_alebiosu-cv2018-june-8.docx

ALIU, Abubakar Alhaji is a Professor of Public Health and Community Medicine in the College of Health Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a Fellowship (FMCPH) from National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2006). He was Postgraduate coordinator (MPH program, 201-2012) and Residency training coordinator (2012-2014). Visiting Lecturer, Kaduna state University (KASU) 2011-2015. His current research is on Climate change mitigation and public health. He has
ALIYU, Bala Sidi is a Professor of Ethnobotany in the Department of Plant Biology, Faculty of Life Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the Bayero University, Kano (2006). He was Head of Department Biological Sciences (2003-2004, 2005-2007), Dean of Science (2012 - 2015) and Director, Directorate of Academic Planning (2015 - date). He is an alumnus of the Fulbright Fellowship at the Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia, U.S.A. His current area of research is Ethnomedicine. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is bsaliyu.bio@buk.edu.ng and balasidi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348066105867. Download CV: CV_ALIYU-BALA-SIDI_dr.-bs-aliyu-cv-updated.doc

ALIYU, Muhammad Jamiu is a Professor of Arabic in the Faculty of Languages and Communication, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin, (2005). He was one time Head of Department of Arabic, at Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. His email is doctoraliyumuhammad@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036093688. Download CV: CV_ALIYU-Muhammad-Jamiu_prof-jamiu-cv.docx

AMADASUN, Akongbowa is a Professor of Public Administration and Political Economy, Department of Public Administration, Federal University, Wukari. He holds a PhD in Public Administration from Ambrose Alli University. Head, Department of Public Administration, Federal University Wukari, Wukari (2015-date); Head of Department (2011) and Dean of Faculty of Social and Management Sciences, Benson Idahosa University (2012). His research interest is in development finance and administration in Sub Saharan Africa and China-Sub Saharan Africa Relations. Successfully supervised one PhD; assessed four Professors and participated in the accreditation of academic programmes in Nigerian Universities. Email: aamadasun@fuwukari.edu.ng; Cell: +2348039445333; +2348055612923. Download CV: CV_Amadasun-Akongbowa-Bramwell_curriculum-vitae-nuc-okebukola-.doc

AMAECHI, Okechi is a Professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. She holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Owerri (2015). She is Head, Department of Optometry (2016 till date). She is a Fellow of Nigerian College of Optometrists and a Fellow of the Nigerian Optometric Association. Her current research is on tear film dynamics. Her email address is ulummaokechi@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348035855511. Download CV: CV_AMAECHI-OKECHI-ULUMMA_curriculum-vita.doc

AMEH, Danladi is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the University of Alberta (1991). He was Head of Department of Biochemistry (1995-1999) and Ag. Dean of Science (1996-97). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and also a Fellow of the Institute of Corporate Administration. His current research is in Nutritional Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. His email address is danladiameh@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037037449. Download CV: CV_AMEH-DANLADI-AMODU_amehcv2018.docx

AMUBODE, Adetoun is a Professor of Clothing and Textiles in the College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. She holds a PhD from University of Southampton (2009). She was Head of Department (2013-2015). She is a Fellow of Commonwealth Scholarship Commission. Her current research is on production, marketing and acceptability of textiles/clothing items; socio-cultural perception of dressing; development of entrepreneurial skills; family business and sustainable clothing and textiles merchandising. She has successfully supervised 6 M.Sc. and currently supervising 16 M.Sc. and 8 PhD students. Her email address is amuboto@yahoo.com Her telephone number is +2347033933430. Download CV: CV_AMUBODE-ADETOUN-ADEDOTUN_amubode-cv.doc
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**ANAELE, Edmond** is a Professor of Industrial Technical Education in the Faculty of Vocational and Technical Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds his PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was the Head of Department of Industrial Technical Education (2015-2018). His current research is on building materials. He has successfully supervised 24 PhDs. His email address is dmnndanaele@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034804176. Download CV: CV_Anale-Edmond-Awuotunonu_Opara_prof-anale-curriculum-vitae.docx

**ANARADO, Agnes** is a Professor of Nursing in the Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2011). She was the Head of the Department of Nursing Sciences, UNN (2009-2012) and Head of Department of Nursing, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Benin (2013-2014). She is a Fellow of the West African College of Nursing. Her current research focus is on health-related quality of life and supportive care for cancer patients. She has successfully supervised 30 MSc. Her email address is agnes.anarado@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is 08068178477. Download CV: CV_ANARADO-AGNES-NONYEM_cv-unn-model.docx

**ANDREW, Efemini** is Professor of Philosophy of Development in Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2002). He was Head, Department of Philosophy (2012-2014) and Dean Students Affairs (2014-2015). He is a member of the Nigeria Philosophical Association. His current research is on philosophy and social transformation. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email is aefemini@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033094900. Download CV: CV_Efemini-Andrew-Omonovia_prof-euemini.cv.docx

**ANEKE, Joseph** is a Professor of Insurance in Faculty of Arts, Social and Management Sciences, Coal City University Enugu. He holds a PhD from Enugu State University of Science and Technology (2003). He was Head of Department of Insurance and Risk Management (2006-2011); Dean of Faculty of Management Sciences (2011-2013) and Director of General Studies Programme (2017-2018). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Strategic Management, Nigeria and Nigeria Institute of Corporate Administration. His research is on Risk Management and Insurance. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is josephifyaneke@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2348034671078. Download CV: CV_Efemini-andrew-omonovia_prof-euemini-cv.docx

**ANIFOWOSE, Adeleye Yekini** is a Professor of Geological Remote Sensing in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2004). He is the pioneering Head of Department of Remote Sensing and GIS (2009 - date). His current research is on remote sensing applications in groundwater studies. His email address is aybanifowose@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036670047. Download CV: CV_ANIFOWOSE-Adeleye-Yekini_Biodun_anifowose-cv-okebukola-nuc-platform-.doc

**ANTAI, Sylvester** is a Professor of Microbial Biochemistry and Biotechnology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Idaho, USA (1981). He was Head; UNICALCONS-a foremost grant-winning team for University of Calabar (1990-2000) and Chairman; Center for General Studies, University of Calabar (2005-2007). His current research is modeling of microbial production of bioactive compounds. He has successfully supervised 18 Ph.Ds and has more than 130 publications in reputable journals. His email address is spantai@unical.edu.ng and his telephone number, 07030352518. Download CV: CV_Antai-Sylvester-Peter_curriculum-vitae-prof-sylvester-antai.docx

**ANUSIONWU, Bede** is a Professor of Physics in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan. He was Head, Department of Physics (2011-2013), Associate Dean, School of Science (2014-2015), Dean, School of Physical Sciences (2015-2020) and Chairman, Committee of Deans (2017-2018). His current research is on thermoelectric properties of Huesler Alloys. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His e-mail address is abedec@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035409665. Download CV: CV_ANUSIONWU-BEDE-CHINYERE_bedecvrev.docx
ALARIBE, Ambrose Andrew Anyanwu is a Professor of Medical Parasitology in the Faculty of Allied Medical Science, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar. He was a two time Head of Department of Medical Laboratory Science (2000-2002, 2014-2017). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is on Helminth and zoonotic infections of humans. He has supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is anyanwularibe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037077518. Download CV: CV_Alaribe-Anyanwu-Ambrose Andrew Cv-prof.a.a.alaribe-abridged-2.docx

ANYANWU, Polycarp is a Professor of English Language in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria Nsukka. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is profanyanwupa@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033782546. Download CV: CV_ANYANWU-POLYCARP -AZOMA _curriculum-vitae.docx

ANYIAM, Daniel is a Professor of Anatomic Pathology in the Faculty of Medicine, College of Health Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a FMCPPath from the Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He was Head of Department (2007-2009) (2011-2014). He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is dancdanyiam@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023203353. Download CV: CV_ANYIAM-DANIEL-CHUKWUEMEKA DARLINGTON_latest-cv-june-2018.doc

ANYIAM, Jane is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Health Science, ABU Zaria. She is a fellow of the West African College of Physicians (2000). She holds a Postgraduate Diploma in Public Administration, Kaduna Polytechnic (2006), and a Postgraduate Diploma in Education (2014). She was a member, Faculty of Medicine Board of Studies, ABU Zaria (2007-2009), Postgraduate Coordinator, ABUTH Zaria (2008-2016), and Chairman, Committee for Postgraduate Paediatric Programs (2014-2017). She is currently supervising a PhD thesis. Her current research is in Epilepsy. Her Email address is janeoowoanyiam@yahoo.com and her phone number is +2348028188787. Download CV: CV_Anyiam-Jane -Oowo _curriculum-vitae-revised-latest.doc

APANTAKU, Olusegun is a Professor of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development in the College of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Illinois, USA (1992). He was Head of Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development (2001-2004); and Dean, College of Agricultural Management and Rural Development (2009-2013). He is the Public Relations Officer, Nigerian Forum for Agricultural Advisory Services (2015-date). His current research is on Participatory Agricultural Extension Processes. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is samapantaku@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038648563. Download CV: CV_Apantaku -Olusegun -Samson_cvapantaku.doc

ARIYO, Omolayo is a Professor of Plant Breeding in the College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1985). He was Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2007-2009), Dean of Postgraduate School (2001-2006). He is a member of Genetics Society of Nigeria and Agricultural Society of Nigeria. His current Research is genotype × environment interaction analysis. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His e-mail address is ariyo.omolayo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033464163. Download CV: CV_Ariyo-Omolayo-Johnson_latest-cv-2018.docx

ASIKONG, Ernest Bassey is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar in 2011. He was coordinator Pre-Degree Biology and Acting Head Department of Microbiology, University of Calabar. He is a member of several professional bodies including Nigerian Society for Microbiology-NSM and Nigerian Environmental Society- NES. His current research is on renewable energy-Biogas from organic substrates. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs while others are ongoing with several M.Sc. His email address is ebeasikong@gmail.com and ebeasikong@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037077518.
ASOGWA, Paul is a Professor in the Faculty of Physical Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). He was the Acting Dean of School of General Studies (2006-2008) and Co-coordinator Natural Science Unit of School of General Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008-2010, 2018-date). He is a member of Nigerian Institute of Physics (MNIP), Member African Materials Society of Nigeria (MMSN), Member African Materials Research Society (MAMRS). He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is paul.asogwa@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035364059.

Download CV: CV_Asogwa-Paul-Uroko_curriculum-vitae.update.docx

ASOR, Vincent is a Professor of Mathematics in the College of Physical and Applied Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture. He holds a PhD in Mathematics from the University of Benin, Benin City. He was a Head of Department from 2014-2016 and was elected Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics) in 2016. He is a Fellow of the Nigeria Computer Society, FNCS with current research interests in Open Channel Flows. His email is Vincent.Asor@gmail.com and Mobile Phone is 0810-245-0388. Download CV: CV_Asor-Vincent-Ele_cv_asor-for-lecturing-job.docx

ASUQUO, Anne is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Birmingham (1993). She was Head of Department (2008-2010), Deputy Provost, CMS (2010-2012), Dean (2012-2014), Member Unical Governing Council (2013-1017). Her current research is on Antimicrobial Resistance in Bacteria and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. She has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. Her email address is anneesuquo@gmail.com and her telephone number is +2348035511032. Download CV: CV_Asuquo-Anne-Ebri_anne-asuquo-cv-for-nuc.docx

ATAWODI, Sunday Ene-Ojo is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Deputy Dean of Science (2011-2012), Member, Governing Council, Kogi State University, (2017-2019), Dean of Biochemistry Department (1999-2001), Pioneer Director of Advancement and Linkages, Federal University, Dutse-Ma (2013/2014). His current research is cancer chemoprevention, Phytotherapy and natural products. He has successfully supervised 22 PhDs and 56 MScs. His email address is atawodi_se@yahoo.com, while telephone number is +2348033850613. Download CV: CV_Atawodi-Sunday-Ene-Ojo_atawodi-cv-general-june-2018.docx

ATULOMAH, Nnodimele is a Professor of Public Health in the School of Public and Allied Health, Babcock University, Ilishan Remo, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2014). He was Head of Department (1999-2002; and 2008-2010) and Dean of the School of Public and Allied Health, Babcock University (2015-2019). He is a Fellow of the Royal Society for Public Health, United Kingdom. His current research is on Behaviour Change and Medication Adherence in Chronic Diseases. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is atulomahn@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348061644312. Download CV: CV_Atulomah-Nnodimele-Onuigbo_current-cv.2018.docx

AYANBIMPE, Grace is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Medical Sciences of the University of Jos. She holds a PhD from the University of Jos and is the Vice Chairperson of the Faculty Postgraduate board of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. She is the Postgraduate Coordinator Medical Microbiology. Her current research interest is on pathogenic yeasts and filamentous fungi as well as antifungal bio-active compounds. She has successfully supervised 1, and currently supervising 5 PhDs. Her email address is ayangm@unijos.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035894195. Download CV: CV_Ayanbimpe-Grace-Mebi_ayanbimpe-curriculum-vitae-2016.docx
AYOADE, John Adisa is professor of Small Ruminant Production and Management in Faculty of Animal Science, Federal University of Agriculture, Makurdi. He holds a Ph D from University of Nottingham (1981). Head of Department (1989-1996), Dean of College (2002-2008), Dean of Student(1999-2000) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics)(2014-2018). Fellow, College of Animal Science of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 20 PhDs. Email-adisaayoade@gmail.com, mobile number 08054178035. Download CV: CV_Ayoade-John-Adisa_cv-2.doc

AYORINDE, Oluwasegun is a Professor of Fisheries Management and Marketing in the College of Vocational and Technology Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu-Ode. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Sub-Dean and Dean of Students (2005-2010; 2010-2014), Director, Institute of Vocational Training and Research in Agriculture (2015-2018) and currently Dean, College of Vocational and Technology Education. His current research is on Small scale fisheries development and rural livelihoods empowerment. His email address is ayorindebj@tasued.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348034540338. Download CV: CV_Ayorinde-OLUWASEGUN-BAYO JOHN_bjo-cv-2018.docx

BALARABE, Ahmad Abdu is a Professor of Library and Information Science at the Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds BLS and MLS from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1982 and 1986 respectively) and Ph.D from Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto (2005). He was University Librarian (2007 - 2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Library Association (FNLA). His current research interest is on human resource management and the emergent trends in the management of library and information systems in Nigeria. His e-mail address is aabaalarabe7@gmail.com. His telephone number: 08035073556. Download CV: CV_Balarabe-Ahmad-Abdu_prof-aa-balrarabe-cv.doc

BALOGU, Dennis Odionyenfe is a Professor of Food Science and Technology/ Animal Production in the Faculty of Applied Science and Technology, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from Mississippi State University, Miss., State, MS., U.S.A 1985. He was (A) IBB University: (1) Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences and Technology; (2) Director, Centre of Applied Sciences and Technology Research (CASTER); (3) Head of Department, Food Science and Technology. (B) University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff, U.S.A.: (1) Coordinator of Animal Sciences, School of Agriculture, Fisheries And Human Sciences; (2) Acting Director/International Affairs Officer. He is a Fellow PAS (American Registry of Professional Animal Scientists). He hasnt supervised any PhD student. His email is dbalogu7@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348076787671

BANJO, Modupeola is a Professor of Organisation and Administration of Sport and Physical Education in the College of Science and Information Technology, Tai Solar in University of Education, Ijagun, Ijebu Ode. She holds a PH.D from the University of Ibadan (2008). She was Head of Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education (2013-2015) and Chairman University Sport Council (2016 till date). Her e-mail address is modupeolabanjo@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348160711188. Download CV: CV_Banjo-Modupeola-Olanrewaju_my-cv.docx

BASHIR, Amina Abubakaris a Professor of English (Sociolinguistics) in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Federal University Dutse. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1997). She is currently the Dean of Arts and Social Sciences (2016). She is a member of Nigerian Academy of Letters. Her current research is on Language Choice and Use In Dutse Metropolis. She has supervised 3 PhDs and 2 are on-going. Her email address is amina.b@fud. edu. ng. Her telephone number is +2348036285504. Download CV: CV_Bashir -Amina -Abubakar _curriculum-vitae-armina-bashir.docx

BELL-GAM, Henry is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port-Harcourt, Port-Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Paris VIII France (1981). His current research is on theatrical and Dramatic Concepts in Nigeria Indigenous Traditions and Cultures. He has successfully supervised 5 PhD. His email address is henrybellgam@yahoo.com. His telephone number
BELLO, Hassan is a Professor of Vocational and Technology Education (Electrical/Electronics) in the Faculty of Technology Education, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi. He holds a PhD from the ATBU, Bauchi (2010). Head of Department of the Department of Vocational and Technology Education (2012-2014). Teachers Registration Council of Nigeria (TRCN) (2008). His current research is on development and validation of an electronics package for effective teaching of electronic devices and application at the upper basic level. He is supervising 12 PhDs in the area of TVET. His email address is hasanabuta@gmail.com and his telephone numbers are: +2348069383119 and +2348069383116. Download CV: CV_Bello-Hassan-nill_curriculum-vitae.-2016.docx

BENJAMIN, Ezekoye is a Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria. He holds PhD from the same university (2002). His current research is on thin film and nanoparticles synthesis and characterisations. He is currently supervising three PhDs. His email address is benjamin.ezekoye@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037786767. Download CV: CV_EZEKOYE-BENJAMIN-ACHUFUSI_bae-cv-updated-april-12-2018a.docx

BRAIDE, Solomon is a Professor of Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology in the Institute of Pollution Studies, Rivers State University, Nkpolu-Oroworukwo Port-Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Leicester, UK (1982). He was Director Institute of Pollution Studies (1991-2001), Academic Planning (2003-2007) and Information Technology Centre (2007-date). His current area of research is surface water quality indices. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is sabraide@ust.edu.ng. His Telephone Number is +2347035325884. Download CV: CV_Braide-Solomon-Amabaraye_publications.docx

CAMPBELL, Omolara is a Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Environment, Management and Social Sciences. She holds a PhD under the Staff Development Program (with supervisor from the Department of Economics, University of Ibadan (2010) in Lead City University, Ibadan. She was the Sub-Dean and Head of Department for several sessions between (2006-2012) and (2014-date). She is a member of the Lead City University, Governing Council. Her current research is on structural transformation and human capital development. She has successfully supervised 14 Masters Students. Her email address is omolaracampbell@yahoo.com. her telephone number is 2348033176177. Download CV: CV_Campbell-Omolara-Ayotunde_prof.-campbell-june-2018-cv.doc

CHIEJINA, Nneka is a Professor of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of London (1978). He was Acting Head of Department of Botany (2005-2007). His current research is on cultivation of edible mushrooms and the control of fungal diseases of crop plants using botanicals. He has successfully supervised 7 M.Sc's with 4 on-going PhDs. His email address is nnekachiejina@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2347033126594. Download CV: CV_Chiejina-Nneka-Virginia_cv.doc

CHIGBU, Polycarp is a Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of London (1996). He was Director, Academic Planning (2009 – 2011), Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2011 - 2013) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) of the University of Nigeria (2013 - 2016). He is a Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society and Fellow, Nigerian Statistical Association. His current research is on optimal design of experiments. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is polycarp.chigbu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033930082. Download CV: CV_Chigbu-Polycarp-Emeka_psec-cv-may-2018.doc

CHIMA, Dominic is a Professor of French in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He Holds a PhD from University of Port-Harcourt, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is profmonchima2008@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is
CHUKUEZI, Comfort Shehu is a Professor of Industrial Sociology in the Directorate of General Studies, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1998) and M.Sc. University of Port Harcourt (1989) and BA Honors Sociology University of London, Goldsmiths College (1984). She was Associate Dean, Student affairs 2004 -2006, Ag Director, Directorate of General Studies 2006 -2011 and Director, Centre for Human Resources Development 2014 -2015. Member New York Academy of Sciences, Member Nigerian Anthropological and Sociological Association, Member Environmental Protection Society of Nigeria, Member International Aids Society. Her email address is fortbarn@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +234803328068. Download CV: CV_Chima-Dominic -Chinyere _directory-of-professor-dominic-chima.doc

CHUKWUDE, Augustine is a Professor of Physics in Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (2002). His current research is on observational radio astronomy (Pulsars and high mass star formation). He has successfully supervised three PhDs. His email address is augustine.chukwude@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 2348039555777. Download CV: CV_Chukwude-Augustine-Ejikeme_augustine-c-chukwude-cv.doc

DAUDA, Mukhtar is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2007). He was Pioneer Head of Department Microbiology, Gombe State University (2012-2016) and Acting Head of Department Microbiology, BUK (Aug. - Oct., 2017), National Secretary, NSM (2010 - 2014). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology. His current research is genetics of antimicrobial resistance in malaria and tuberculosis. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is mukhtardauda03@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348062248947. Download CV: CV_Dauda-Mukhtar-Muhammad_recent-updated-cv-for-august-2017.docx

DIALA, Isidore is a Professor of English and Literary Studies in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is the Director, General Studies, Imo State University, Owerri. He was the Director, Centre for Population Studies (2015); Director, Centre for Development Studies (2013-2014); Head, Department of English (2006- 2010); Ag. Head of the Department of English for several times between 1995 and 1997; and Ag. Head, Department of Theatre Arts (1998-1999). He has successfully supervised 1 PhD and currently supervising 5 PhDs. His email address is isidorediala@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035069207. Download CV: CV_Diala-Isidore-Okeawolam_diala-s-current-cv-333.doc

DIRASO, Daniel Kaleb is a Professor of Industrial Technology Education in the School of Technology and Science Education, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Yola (2006). He was Acting Dean School of Technology and Science Education (STSE) (2003-2004), Coordinator Pre-Degree Programme (1995-2008). His current research is on Development and Standardization of Mechanical Engineering Trade Skills Assessment Instrument in Technical Colleges in North-East States of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is kdiraso@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348065433006. Download CV: CV_DIRASO-DANIEL-KALEB_k-diraso.doc

DOMINIC, Chinyere Chima, is a Professor of Literary Translatology. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2004). He was Head, Department of French (1995-1997), Director, GST; and currently Chairman, University Timetable and Calendar Committee. He is member Nigerian Institute of Translators and Interpreters. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His telephone number is +2348033328068. His email is monchima2008@yahoo.com. Download CV: CV_Chima-Dominic-Chinyere_cv-chima.doc

DORCAS, James is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life -Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University. Her current research is on nutritional Biochemistry and medicinal plants. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is
DOZIE, Ikechukwu is a Professor of Microbiology in the School of Health Technology, Federal University of Technology Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (2002). He was Head of Public Health (2011-2012) and Dean of Health Technology (2012-2017). He is a Fellow of the Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria. His current research is on infectious diseases. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is ikechukwu.dozie@futo.edu.ng. His telephone No. is +2348033269959. 


EDOMWONYI, Nosakhare is a Professor of Anaesthesia in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Benin, Edo State. She is the current Head of the Anaesthesiology Department. She is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria/West African College of Surgeons and also a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons (Nigerian chapter). Her current researches are on Labour Analgesia, Post Caesarean Pain Management and Critical Care Medicine. She has successfully supervised over 30 dissertations for NPMCN/WACS fellowship. Her email address is nosaphilo@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023278407. Download CV: CV_Edomwonyi-Nosakhare-Philomena_cv-recent.2018.docx

EDWARDS, is a Professor of Vocational Agriculture at the Department of Agricultural Science at Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijajun, Nigeria. He attended the University of Nigeria, Nsukka for all his degrees in Vocational Agriculture and Maastricht University, the Netherlands for a Post Doctoral Course in Poverty and Inequality. His research interests are in Pedagogical Issues, Gender and Sustainable Livelihoods. His email is alademerina@tasued.edu.ng. Download CV: CV_Alademerin-Edwards-Adeseye_cv-only.-may-2018..doc

EGBOKHARE, Francisca is a Professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Benin. She holds a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Benin. She was Head, Computer Science Department (2014 - 2015). She is a member of the Computer Professionals Registration Council (CPN), Nigeria Computer Society, Organisation of Women in Science from the Developing World (OWSD). She has supervised 2 PhDs. Her current interest is on Software Project Management. Her email address is: fegbokhare@uniben.edu. Her Phone number is +2348037180057. Download CV: CV_EGBOKHARE-FRANCISCA-AVUWA_cv-egbokhare.doc

EGBUCHA, Godwin C. is a Professor of African Traditional Religion and Inter-Cultural interpretation in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri, Imo State. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (2004). He was HOD of Religious Studies (2008/09-2011/12). He is a Member National Association for the Study of Africa Religion and Culture, Member Association for Promoting Nigeria Languages and Culture, Member African Association for the Study of Religion (AASR). He has successfully supervised 17 PhD candidates. His email address is proegbuchagc@imsu.edu.ng. His phone number is 08036773609. Download CV: CV_Egbucha-Godwin-Chibundu_cv-egbucha-current-2018.doc

EGBUCHA, Godwin is a Professor of Religion in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is proegbuchagc@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08036773609. Download CV: CV_Egbucha-Godwin-Chibundu_directory-of-professor-ebgucha-godwin.doc

EGYA, Sule Emmanuel is a Professor of English, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from University of Abuja (2009). He was Dean, Faculty of Languages and Communication Studies (2014-2016) Head, Department of English (2013). His email is ejahsule@gmail.com. His number is 08183182254. Download CV: CV_Egya-Sule-Emmanuel_curriculum-vitae-of-sule-emmanuel-egya.docx
EHIKHAMENOR, Fabian is a Professor of Information Science at the Department of Library and Information Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, Edo State. He holds a PhD from Drexel University, Philadelphia, United States. He was Acting Director, Africa Regional Centre for Information Science (ARCIS), University of Ibadan (1996-1999 and 2004-2008) and Director from 2008 to 2009. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His research interest is in Communication in Science and Technology and Information Systems. His email address is fehikh@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23408022902806. Download CV: CV_Ehikhamenor-Fabian-Aliterebhe_curriculum-vitae-aau.docx

EHIOGHAEA, Efe is a Professor of Christian Theology in the School of Education and Humanities, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He is currently the Head of Department of Religious Studies (2004-2006; 2013 - date). His current research is on Eschatology in the Book of Job. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is ehioghaee@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 8072090204. Download CV: CV_Ehioghae-Efe-Monday_efe-cv-efe-ehiohgae-april-28-2017-2-cur.doc

EJEZIE, Gabriel is a Professor of Parasitology in the Faculty of Allied Medical Science, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Mcqill University, Montreal (1976). He was Head of Department, Medical Microbiology and Parasitology (1986-1988) and Dean of Allied Medical Sciences (2000-2004). His current research is on schistosomiasis. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His Email is gabriel.ejezie@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348053646283. Download CV: CV_Ejezie-Gabriel-Chukwuemeka_bibliography-for-prof-gc-ejezie-cv-new-25th-april-2018.docx

EKJINDU, Ifeoma Mercy is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the College of Health Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Nnewi Campus. She holds a Ph.D. from the same University (2001). She was Head of Medical Laboratory Science Department (2009-2011) and Dean, Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology (2014-2018). Her current research is on malaria in pregnant women on IPTp. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is im.ekejindu@unizik.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +234807416303. Download CV: CV_EKEJINDU-IFEOMA-MERCY_cv-revised-2018.docx

EKPA, Okon is a Professor of Applied Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Howard University Washington, DC (1981). He was Head of Department of Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry (1999-2002) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration) of University of Calabar (2009-2011). His current research area is on Herbal Cosmeceuticals. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. My email is odekpa@yahoo.com, and my phone number is +2348035518425. Download CV: CV_Ekpa-Okon-Douglas_curriculum-vitae-prof-ekpa-update-1-.docx

EKPO, Boniface is a Professor of Medical Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from Lvov State University (supreme attestation commission, USSR, 1991). He is currently the Dean of Basic Medical Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. His current research is on hypoxic states. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His e-mail address is boekpo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348053646283. Download CV: CV_EKPO-BONIFACE-OKON_prof.-ekpo-s-cv.doc

EKUNDAYO, Afe is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, (1985). She was Dean of Science (2006-2008) and Deputy Vice Chancellor of Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma, in (2008-2009). She is a fellow of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria and Mycological Society of Nigeria. Her current research is on Polyextremophiles. She has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. Her email address is afeekundayo@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348033521139. Download CV: CV_EKUNDAYO-Afe-Okolola_cv-prof-ekundayo.docx

EKWEALOR, ABC is a Professor of Physics and Astronomy in Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (2013). He is the Head of Department of Physics and Astronomy (2017- date). His current research is on Thin Films and Nanomaterials. His
email address is azubike.ekwealor@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033677887. Download CV: CV_EKWEALOR-AZUBIKE-BOSAH, CHUKWUDI_curriculum-vitae-for-ekwealor-abc-2018.doc

EMERIBE, Anthony is Professor of Haematology in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds PhD from the University of Calabar (1998). He was Head of Haematology (2000-2005) and Registrar/CEO of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria (2010-2018), a FGN Agency charged with regulation of medical laboratory services, medical laboratory personnel and in-vitro diagnostics in Nigeria. His current research is on quality management system in medical laboratory services. He has successfully supervised several Fellowship and MSc candidates. His email address is tonyemeribe@yahoo.com. His telephone number +2348033452745. Download CV: CV_Emeribe-Anthony-Ogbonna_cv-prof-emeribe-3-.doc

EMI-OLISEYENUM, Roderick is a Professor of Art Education in the College of Humanities, Tai Solarin College of Education, Ijagun, Ijebu-Ode. He holds a PhD From the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Director Centre for Vocational Skills and Entrepreneurship Studies (2008-2012) and Head, Department of Creative Arts (2015-2018). He is a Fellow of Institute of Entrepreneurs; and Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development, Nigeria. His current research is on Criticism of Nigerian Visual Arts. His email address is emirodeick@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034102217 and +2348058873218. Download CV: CV_Emi-Oliseyenum-Roderick-Adoh_edited-cv-for-nuc-2018.docx

EMMANUEL, Adedayo Adedun is a Professor of Sociolinguistics and Applied English Linguistics. He was Head of English Department and Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, University of Lagos. He is currently the Head of Department of Languages and Director, Centre for Continuing Education, Mountain Top University. He is also the Chairman of Dr. D.K. Oluksya Scholarship Foundation. His publications cut across many countries and continents including Ghana, UK, Sweden, Germany, Romania and USA. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs and 4 MPhils. His current research focuses on both Nollywood Movies’ Languages and Rhetorical Patterns in the Sermons of Dr. Oluksya. Download CV: CV_Adedun-Emmanuel -Adedayo_curriculum-vitae-updated-on-27th-sep-2017.docx

EMMY-EGBE, Ifeyinwa is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology/ Entomolgy, in the Faculty of Natural Sciences, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli. She holds PhD from Imo State University, Owerri. She was Head of Department of Biological Science (2008-2010), Coordinator Pre-degree (2010-2012) and Associate Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2012-2014). She was a fellow of Institute of Emergency Crisis, Safety and Environmental Management (FECRM). Her current research is on uptake of lead by locally isolated micrococcus specie from marine water of Niger Delta, Nigeria. She has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. Her email address is ifyemmyegbe@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is 08035496416. Download CV: CV_EMMY-EGBE-IFEYINWA-OSLAR_original-curriculum-vitae-2016.doc

ENEMALI, Joseph Dennis is a Professor of Technology Education Faculty of Technology Education, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka, (1993). He was Dean Faculty of Technology Education (2007-2011). His current research interest is on training needs analysis. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs and 18 masters his e-mail address is josephenema68@gmail.com. HIS telephone number is 08030681768. Download CV: CV_ENEMALI-JOSEPH-DENNIS_revised-cv-professor-enemali-2015-.docx

ENE-OBONG, Efiom Ene-Obong is a Professor in Plant Breeding and Crop Biotechnology. PhD 1979, (Aberystwyth). He was Dean of Crop and Soil Sciences and Director of Academic Planning (Umudike,1996 -1999), Rector of the Polytechnic, Calabar, (1999-2002), Provost and Deputy Vice Chancellor in CRUTECH, (2002-2005), and Vice-Chancellor, Cross River University of Technology, (2009 -2014). His current research interest is in Molecular Breeding of yams and cassava and. Tissue culture of trees and orphaned, neglected crops. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs with 5 more working
with him. His email address is prof.e.eneobong@gmail.com and phone number +2348063920168. Download CV: CV_Ene-Obong-Obong-Obong-Efiom_citation-and-cv-updated-.doc

ENIKANSELU, Pius is a Professor of Exploration Geophysics in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds PhD from Federal University of Technology, Akure (2002). He is the current Dean of School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. His current research is in Exploration Seismology/Borehole Geophysics. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is paenikanselu@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036672547. Download CV: CV_ENIKANSELU PIUS ADEKUNLE_cv.enikan-2018-.doc

ENWEANI, Ifeoma is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. She holds PhD from University of Jos (1998). She was Dean of Health Sciences and Technology (2007-2010) and previously Head of Department. She is a fellow of MxA; RSB; MLSCN; AvH. Her current research is on Epidemiology and Pathogenesis of Fungi and Bacterial Infections; Antimicrobial Multidrug Resistant Microorganisms; Bioactive Properties of Nigerian Medicinal Plants; Microbiome of Nigerian children Guts; Bioenterprise of Underutilized Nigerian Crops; Mushroom. She has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. Her email address is ib.enweani@unizik.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348037743790. Download CV: CV_Enweani-Ifeoma-Bessie_brief-cv-ifoeoma-enweani-2018-word.doc

EREGIE, Charles is a Professor of Child Health and Neonatology in the Institute of Child Health, College of Medical Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria. He holds the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (FWACP, 1988), Fellowship of the National Postgraduate Medical College (FMCPaed, 1988) and Fellowship of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (FRCPCH (UK)). His current research is on Development Ranking Tools for Nations and Medical Education Improvement. He has successfully supervised 2 Fellowship Dissertations. His e-mail address is charles.eregie@uniben.edu and telephone number is +2348023068062. Download CV: CV_Eregie-Charles-Osayande_curriculum-vitae-2018-nuc-plus.doc

ERWAT, Eseza Akiror is a Professor of Office and Information Management in the Faculty of Environment, Management and Social Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2004). She was Acting Head of Department, Business Administration and Office Technology (2010 – 2011). She is a Fellow of Fellow, The Global Education Newtwork (GEN) Fellow, The Institute of Policy Management Development (IPMD), Member, Nigeria Computer Society (MNCS) and Member, Nigeria Institute of management (MNIM). Her email address is erwat2002@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037278848. Download CV: CV_ERWAT-SEZAAKIROR_erwats-lcu-updated-2018-may.docx

ETUK, Emmanuel is a medically qualified Professor of Pharmacology in the Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto (2000). He was College Examination Officer (2000 - 2005) and Head of Department of Pharmacology (2005 - 2012). His current research is on Drug development with special interest in antidiabetic agent. He successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His e-mail address isetu2005@gmail.com and Phone No. +2347066525678. Download CV: CV_Etuk-Emmanuel-Udo_etuk-cv.docx

EUGENIA, Aikhemhe Okwilagwe is a Professor of Educational Evaluation (Social Sciences) in the Institute of Education, University of Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1999). She was the Head of School Services Unit (2010-2016) and Current Head of Research and Publication (2016-date) Institute of Education, University of Ibadan. She is a member of Association of Educational Researchers and Evaluators of Nigerian. Her current research interest is on evaluation of Educational programmes. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is geniaokwilagwe2004@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023519155. Download CV: CV_OKWILAGWE-EUGENIA-AIKHEMHE_final-nuc-cv-2018.docx
EWA, Ita Okon Bassey is a Professor of Analytical Nuclear Physics at the Centre for Energy Research and Training, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria. He holds a PhD degree from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria (1993) and successfully supervised 9 PhDs. He is a Fellow of the Materials Society of Nigeria and was an International Atomic Energy Fellow in 1990, 1996, 2001 and 2002. He was appointed the Hon. Minister of Science and Technology, Federal Republic of Nigeria (2011-2013) and has been cited at Who's Who in Nigeria (2003), Who's Who in the World (since 1999). E-mail: iobewa3@yahoo.com. Phone. +2348033849158. Download CV: CV_EWA-ITA-OKON BASSEY_prof-ewa-s-cv.docx

EWENIYI, George Bamidele is a Professor of Counseling Psychology in the Faculty of Education and Arts, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai, He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin, and he held the following administrative positions in the course of his career: Dep. Departmental Examination Officer, Sub-Dean Undergraduate, Sub-Dean Postgraduate. Coordinator Postgraduate. Head of Department, and Director of General Studies. His email is eweniyi@george@gmail.com. His number is 08181429840. Download CV: CV_Eweniyi-George-Bamidele_database-prof-eweniyi.docx

EZE, Romanus Nwachukwu Chijioke is a Professor of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He did his Postgraduate Fellowship at Harvard - Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory MA 02138, USA. He is currently supervising 4 PhD students and many M.Sc. His email is romanus.eze@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08037791388. Download CV: CV_EZE-ROMANUS-NWACHUKWU CHIJOKE_cv-prof-eze.docx

EZEALOR, Augustine is a Professor of Wildlife Conservation in the College of Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, USA. His current research is on Ornithology and Entomology. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is augustine_ezealor@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033562234. Download CV: CV_EZEALOR-Augustine-Uwanekwu_gus-cv-upgraded-2017.docx

EZEANYIKA, Lawrence U.S. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (1995). He was the Head of Biochemistry, (2010 - 2013). His current research interest is on Chemoprevention of prostate pathologies and metabolic syndrome. He has successfully supervised 21 PhDs. His email address is lawrence.ezeanyika@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +234 803 774 0067. Download CV: CV_EZEANYIKA-Lawrence-Uwanekewu_gus-curriculum-vitae-i.docx

EZEDINACHI, Emmanuel is a Professor of Internal Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine, College of Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Doctor of INTERNAL MEDICINE degree from Dusseldorf Germany (1982). He is a Fellow of West African College of Physicians. His research area is viral and parasitic infections, including emerging infectious diseases. He has supervised 2 PhDs and many either FWACP or FNCP. He setup the University's Directorate of Research (2002). His email is ezedinachi@hotmail.com. His telephone 07083871685. Download CV: CV_Ezedinachi-Emmanuel-Uzoma_emmanuel-ezedinachi-cv.docx

EZEJI, SCOA is a Professor of Building Technology in the Faculty of Vocational and Technical Education University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from Florida State University Tallahassee USA. He was Dean of Education (2002 - 2004) and Head of Department of Vocational and Teacher Education (1998 - 2000). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Vocational Association (FNVA). His current research is on building technology. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is scoaezeji@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348030798972. Download CV: CV_Ezeji-Samuel-Chukwuemeka O.A_prof-ezeji-s-cv.docx

EZEMONYE, Lawrence is a professor of Ecotoxicology and Environmental Forensics in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1992). He
was the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration) University of Benin from 2014-2016 and Pioneer Director, National Centre for Energy and Environment, University of Benin, Benin City from 2009-2014. His current research is on ecological and health risk assessment of metals, pesticides, persistent organic pollutants, pharmaceuticals and emerging pollutants. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is ezemslaw@uniben.edu. His telephone number is +2348023353847. Download CV: CV_Ezeonye-Lawrence-Ikechukwu_ezeonye-lawrence-cv-2018.docx

EZOUNI, Ifeoma is a Professor of Medical Microbiology and Molecular Genetics in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia U.S.A. (1994). She was Head of Microbiology (2010-2013) and Dean of School of General Studies (2013-2015), University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She has several awards and honours to her credit. Her current area of research is drug resistant bacterial infections. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs, with more near completion. Her email address is ifeoma.ezeonu@unn.edu.ng and her telephone number is +2348037954649. Download CV: CV_EZOUNI-IFEOMA-MAUREEN_curriculum-vitae-plus1.doc

EZUGU, Livinus Chukwura is a Professor of Vocational Industrial Technology Education in the School of Technology and Science Education, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). He was Acting Dean, School of Technology and Science Education, (2003-2005; 2007-2009), Head, Department of Electrical Technology Education (November 2014-date). His current research is on Development and Validation of an Instrument for Assessing Students Practical Skills in Fault Diagnosis and Repairs in Electronics Works in Technical Colleges in North-East Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 12 PhDs. His email address is livinusezugu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348169636258. Download CV: CV_EZUGU-LIVINUS-CHUKWURA_prof-ezugu-curricul-vitea-corrected.doc

FADARE, Samson is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management of Obafemi Awolowo University Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from University of Sheffield (1987). He was Dean of Environmental Design and Management 2009-2013 and Chairman of Dean (2011-2013). He was a member of Council 2013-2017. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email is sfadare23@gmail.com and phone number 2348037021202. Download CV: CV_FADARE-Samson-Olawale_revised-resume-new-3-combined.doc

FASASI, Adeniyi Yisau is a Professor of Materials Science at the Centre for Energy Research & Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from the Institute National Polytechnique de Grenoble in France. He was the HOD of Materials/Electronics Division (2012-2017). He is a Member of the Nigeria Institute of Physics, Materials Society of Nigeria and Solar Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Synthesis of Bulk and Thin Solid Films for Optoelectronics, Transducers, Sensors, Solar Cells and Energy Storage. He has supervised 2 PhDs and 6 M.Sc. His email address is afasasi@cerd.gov.ng. His telephone number is +2348037117816. Download CV: CV_Fasasi-Adeniyi-Yisau_a-y.-fasasi-2017-2018-cv-for-nuc.doc

FAWEHINMI, Hakeem is a Professor of Anatomy in the University of Port Harcourt. He holds an M.Sc in Medical Anthropology from the University of London (2003) and an MD (Doctor of Medicine) from the University of Port Harcourt (2008). He was Dean of the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2012-2014) and is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) of the University of Port Harcourt (2016-date). He is a Fellow of the Anatomical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Forensic Anthropometry and Anatomical Modeling. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is hakeem.fawehinmi@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037076033. Download CV: CV_FAWEHINMI-HAKEEM-BABATUNDE_curriculum-vitae-november-2014-academic.docx

FOLORUNSO, Abayomi is a Professor of French language and Linguistics in the Faculty of Humanities, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds a PhD from University Lumiere 2(2001). He was the Dean and Provost (2012-2017) and Chairman Committee of Provost, Deans and Directors(2013-2014). His
current research is on the use of French pronoun ça. His email address is Kfolorunsonov17@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08037200329. Download CV: CV_Folorunso-Abayomi-Kizito_curriculum-vitae-professor-abayomi-kizito-folorunso.doc

FRANCIS, Duru is a Professor of Anatomy in the College of medicine University of Lagos. He holds an MBBS University of Ibadan 1987 and PhD from University of Lagos 2006. He was Head of department of Anatomy, (2012-2014) and Acting Dean of faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2014-2015). His current research is in Testicular oxidative stress and quantitative Microscopy. He has successfully supervised 7 Phds. His email address is ogueriduru@gmail.com and his telephone number is 08030537354. Download CV: CV_*Duru-Francis-*Ikechukwu_prof.docx

GBADEBO, Adewole M is a Professor of Environmental Geochemistry, College of Environmental Resources Management, FUNAAB. He holds a PhD from University of Ibadan (2007). He is a member of Council of Nigerian Mining Engineers and Geoscientists; Geological Society of America. His current research is on Urban Geology and Environmental Management; Environmental Geochemistry of rock/soils, water, plants in Areas of Urban Activities; Groundwater Exploration, Exploitation and Conservation in Urban and Rural Areas; Hydrochemistry-Urban and Rural Water Analysis and Monitoring; Environmental vulnerability; susceptibility and sustainability. His email address; gbadeboam@funaab.edu.ng;+2348034982277. Download CV: CV_GBADEBO-Adewole-Michael_gbadebo_cv.docx

GBEREVBIE, Daniel Eseme is a Professor of Public Administration. He holds a PhD from Covenant University (2008). He was Deputy Dean in-charge of School of Social Sciences, Covenant University (2012-2015). His current research is on Public Accountability and Development. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD, with 4 on-going. His email address is dbgerevbie@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +234-8077659463. Download CV: CV_GBEREVBIE-DANIEL-ESEME_cv-nuc-prof.-daniel-e.-gberevbie.doc

GBOLAGADE, Alagbe Wasiu is a Professor of Mathematics in the Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences, Osun State University, Osogbo. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin, (1997). He was Head of Department of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, (2009), Director of the Foundation Programme,(2010),Provost, College of Science, Engineering and Technology (2011), Provost, Postgraduate College,(2013), Chairman, Committee of Provosts, Deans and Directors(2013), He is a Fellow of UNU-IIST, Visiting Fellow at the University of Calgary, Canada. He has successfully supervised 12 Phds. His email address is awgbolagade1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034037010. Download CV: CV_GBOLAGADE-Wasiu-Alagbe_prof.-gbolagade-updated-cv-new-december-2016.doc

GEORGE, Emeka Ekwuru is a Professor of Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin, (1997). He was Head of Department of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, (2009), Director of the Foundation Programme,(2010),Provost, College of Science, Engineering and Technology (2011), Provost, Postgraduate College,(2013), Chairman, Committee of Provosts, Deans and Directors(2013), He is a Bellarmine Fellow of Pontical Gregorian University, Rome. His current research is on Afrizealotism. He has successfully supervised 2 Phds. His e-mail address is ogele1010@gmail.com, His Phone number is 07032277072. Download CV:

GWARZO, Muhammad Yalwa is a Professor of Medical Laboratory Sciences, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences. He obtained a PhD Degree from University of Dundee in 2001. He was a fellow of Fogarty NIH from 2003-2006 at Institute of Human Virology University of Maryland Baltimore. Being a new Department in the University, He is currently supervising 6 PhD students in chemical Pathology. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD Student form Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. His email address is mygwarzo.mls@buk.edu.ng. His Phone number is 09067282278. Download CV: CV_Gwarzo-Muhammad-Yalwa_gwarzo-cv-5.docx

HAMZA, Ishola Abdulraheem is a Professor of Arabic literature in the College of Humanities Management and Social Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a PHD in Arabic literature
HENSHPAW, Folake is a Professor of Food Technology in the College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta. She holds a Ph.D from the University of Ibadan (2000). She was Head Department of Food Science and Technology (2003-2007) and Dean, College of Food Science and Human Ecology (2010-2014). She has successfully supervised 9 Ph.Ds. Her current research interest is on Functional Characterization and Utilization of Food Processing waste for sustainable Food systems. Email address: henshawfo@funaab.edu.ng, folakehenshaw55@gmail.com, henofcpc@yahoo.com. Mobile phone +234 8034056311. Download CV: CV_Henshaw-Folake-Olayinka_henshaw-cv-2017-signed.docx

HERBERT, Udo is a Professor of Animal Physiology in the College of Animal Science and Animal Production, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Director of Academic Planning, (2007-2010) and Dean of Animal Science and Animal Production (2011-2014). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Animal Production as well as Fellow of the College of Animal Scientists in Nigeria. His current research is on manipulation of reproduction in various farm species. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is udoherbert@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348138826062. Download CV: CV_HERBERT-UDO_-herbert-cv.doc

IBANGA, Iquo is a Professor of Haematology of the University of Calabar, Faculty of Medicine. He holds a Medical Fellowship of the Faculty of Pathology (FMCPath). He has been the Acting Head of Department of Haematology for numerous terms, has supervised 3 Part II thesis and another 3 being supervised. His email address is quoibanga@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08037108216. Download CV: CV_IBANGA-IQUO-AUGUSTINE_curriculum-vitae-current-2-.docx

IBEKWE, Titus Sunday is a Professor of Otorhinolaryngology (Ear, Nose and Throat, Head and Neck Surgery) of the University of Abuja. He holds FWACS and FMCORL University College Hospital Ibadan(2006); Masters in Public Health and Health Policy and Management (MPHHPM) University of Ibadan(2016) and Certificate Leadership for Physician Executives(Harvard 2014). He is the Head of Department of Otorhinolaryngology. His current Research work is on (1) Preventable/Rehabilitative hearing loss and (2) Health policy. He has successfully supervised 5 Part II Fellowships and currently Supervising 4. His email address is titus.ibekwe@uniabuja.edu.ng or ibekwets@yahool.com. His phone number is +2348033484380. Download CV: CV_Ibekwe-Titus-Sunday_the-abridged-cv-of-prof-titus-ibekwe-2018.doc

IBEKWE, Vincent is a Professor of Microbiology in the School of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1991). He was Coordinator (SLTTP), Head of Department (MCB, SLT), Director, CCE, and University SIWES Coordinator. His Current Research is on Food Production and Preservation and Environmental Remediation. He has successfully Supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is vibekwe1@gmail.com. His Telephone Number is +2348037111764. Download CV: CV_IBEKWE-VINCENT-IFEANYI_updated-2018.docx

IBRAHIM, Saidu Adamu Is aProfessor of Obstetrics and Gynecology in the College of Medicine, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He holds MBBS from ABU ZARIA. Download CV: CV_IBRAHIM-SAIDU-ADAMU_my-correct-cv.docx

IDIALU, Jeremiah is a Professor of Accounting in the College of Management and Social Sciences, Samuel Adegbayega University, Ogwa. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria. His current research is on Budgeting in Public Sector. His email address is jidialu2001@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035050928.
IDU, Faustina is a professor of Optometry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Benin, She holds a PhD from the University of Benin, (2012). She was Director of Optometry Clinics 2006-2010. She is a Fellow of the Nigerian College of Optometrists and a Fellow of the American Academy of Optometry. Her current research is on ocular health. She is currently supervising a PhD student. Her email address is faustina.idu@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023417918. Download CV: CV_IDU-FAUSTINA-KEMDINUM_curriculum-vitae-f-.k.-idu-general.docx

IGIBNOVIA, Samuel is a professor of Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2007). He has successfully supervised 1 PhD student and he is currently supervising 8 PhD students. His research interests are in optimization, reliability and control of electrical power systems. He also has multi-disciplinary research interests and has a postgraduate qualification in Computer Science. His email is samuel.ibinovia@uniben.edu. His telephone numbers are +2348051478161, +2348021473043. Download CV: CV_Igbinovia-Samuel Osamudiamen_september-cv.docx

IHONGBE, John Cletus is a professor of Medical Microbiology in the School of Public and Allied Health, Babcock University. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (1998). He is currently the Head, Department of Medical Laboratory Science, Babcock University (2012 - date). He is the current Chairman of the Committee of Deans and HODs of all the Universities running the Medical Lab. Science programme in Nigerian Universities. He has supervised 4 PhDs and co-supervised some others. His email address is ihongbej@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08033449911. Download CV: CV_IHONGBE,-John -Cletus_prof-ihongbe-cv.latest-with-impact-.doc

IKEIN, Augustine is a Professor of Business Administration and Management in the Faculty of Management Science, Federal University Otuoke. He holds PhD from Atlanta University Georgia, USA. He was Head, Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance, Delaware State University, Dean of Management Science, Niger Delta University (2011-2014), Currently Dean of Postgraduate School, Federal University Otuoke. Email: Zenaeby@gmail.com. His phone number: 08064121017. Download CV: CV_Ikein-Augustine_-_augustine-a-ikein-cv-corrected.doc

IKEJI, Chibueze is a Professor of Policy and Administration in the Institute of Public Policy and Administration, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from University of Calabar (2000). He was variously Head, Department of Personnel Management and Labour Studies (2002-2004, 2004-2006) and Department of Policy and Administrative Studies (2006-2008); Director of Institute of Public Policy and Administration (2010-2014). He is a Fellow, Chartered Institute of Public Administration, Chartered Institute of Corporate Managers, amongst others. His currently researching on Public Policy and Development crises. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email is ikejicc@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08035518807. Download CV: CV_Ikeji-Chibueze-Christian_resume.docx

ILOBA, Beatrice is a professor of Entomology in the Department of Animal and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Life Science, University of Benin, Edo State. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1980). She was Head of Department, Chairman, Library and Routine Publications committee. She is a Fellow of Entomological Society of Nigeria. Her Research area is on use of medicinal plants in the protection of food, Soil pollution and agents of bio-remediation and insects as indicators in forensic studies. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email is beniloba@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348023359665. Download CV: CV_ILOBA-BEATRICE-NGOZI_final-curriculum-vitae-of-mrs-ilo-iba.doc

IMIANVAN, Anthony Agboizebeta is a professor of Computer Science in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Benin. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure. He is Head, Department of Computer Science, University of Benin. He is a member of the Nigeria Computer Society and member of the Computer Professional Registration Council of Nigeria. His current research is on Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Engineering, Soft Computing, Intelligent Agents, Networking, Algorithms and BioMedical Computing. Download CV: CV_IMIANVAN-ANTHONY-AGBOIZEBETA_baba-cv-2-.doc
IMO, Augustine O.C. is a Professor of Radiology in the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, Ebonyi state University, Ebonyi. He holds an MBBS from the University of Ibadan (1983). He was Head of Department of Radiology (2002-2013) and Deputy Provost of the college of Health Sciences, Ebonyi State University (2013 - date). He is a Fellow of the West African College of Surgeons (FSCS), Fellow of Medical College of Radiology (FMCR) and also a Fellow of International College of Surgeons (FICS). He has successfully supervised 3 consultant Radiologist and still supervising about 5 senior registrars. His email address is austineimo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348103929520. Download CV: CV_Imo-Augustine-Onuegbuchi_.c_.dr-augustine-imo-c.v.-new-3-.doc

INABO, Helen Ileigo is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the Faculty of Life Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria in (1996). Her current research is molecular epidemiology of urinary schistosomiasis. Her email address is inabohelen@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +234803450348. Download CV: CV_Inabo-Helen-Ileigo_inabo-helen-edited-cv-a1.doc

INEGBEBOH, Bridget is a Professor of English and Literature in the College of Humanities, Samuel Adegboyega University, Ogwa. She holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2000). She is Dean, College of Humanities (2012 - date). She is a Fellow of the Institute of Natural Resources and Human Development FRHD. She is a Barrister at Law with a Masters Degree in Law. She also holds a Masters in Education Administration (MEd. Admin). Her current research is on human development at the grassroots level. Her E-mail address is bridgetinearhalcon@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348081449982.

INYAMA, Emmanuel Onuoha is a Professor of Sociology of Religion in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar, Nigeria (2004). He has been the Head of Department (1995-2000) (2004-2008) and Member of Senate. His current research is on Pentecostalism in Nigeria Urban Cities. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs and 4 are ongoing. His email addresses are emmainyama@yahoo.com.hk and emmainyam50@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033473822. Download CV:

IORTSUUN, Dora Nguemo is a Professor of Botany in the Faculty of Life Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. She holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1997). She is Head of Department of Botany Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2018-Date). She is a Fellow of Nigeria Society of Botanist (FNSB). Her current research is on Allelopathy. She has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. Her email address is amoter2001@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037247653. Download CV: CV_Iortsuun-Dora-Nguemo_curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

IPINMOROTI, Olanrewaju is a Professor of Sport and Exercise Psychology in the College of Science and Information Technology, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijagun, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1998). He is currently the National President of Sport Psychology Association of Nigeria (SPAN). He holds a certificate on Sports Administrator’s course organised by International Olympics Committee (IOC). His current research is on practical application of Self Determination Theory on Physical Activities of children and teenagers. His email is: ipinmorotioa@tasued.edu.ng. His telephone numbers: +2348082758118, +2348055102239. Download CV: CV_IPINMOROTI-OLANREWAJI-ADEOLA_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

ISSA, Abdulwahab Olanrewaju is a Professor of Library and Information Science in the Faculty of Communication and Information Sciences, University of Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2007). He was Ag. Head of Department (2011-2016), Sub-Dean, Postgraduate School at the University of Ilorin (2011-2018) and University Librarian (2017-2022). His current research interest is on Library and Information Practices. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is drissa.ao@unilorin.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348056362529. Download CV: CV_ISSA-ABDULWAHAB-OLANREWAJI_updated-cv.docx
IWEALA, Emeka is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). He was Coordinator of Biochemistry program (2012-2013), Coordinator of Postgraduate Programmes (2013-2014) and Head of Department of Biological Sciences (2014-2015) at Covenant University. He is currently the Principal Investigator of CaPTC Covenant University. His current research focuses on Nutritional Biochemistry, Toxicological Biochemistry, Pharmacological Biochemistry and Molecular Oncology. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD and currently supervising 10 PhDs. His email addresses are emeka.iweala@covenantuniversity.edu.ng and emekaiweala@hotmail.com. His telephone numbers are +2348036738625 and +2348188881368. Download CV: CV_Iweala-Emeka-Eze, Joshua_cv-emma-ikeala-2018.doc

IWOKWAGH, Nicholas is a Professor of Media Technologies and Processes, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the University of Uyo (2009). He was Head of Department (2013-2018) and Dean of the School of Information and Communication Technology. He is a Member of the African Council for Communication Education (ACCE). His current research is on Health Information Technology. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is nic.iwokwagh@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348187682445. Download CV: CV_Iwokwagh-Nicholas-Sesugh_nuc-cv-prof-iwokwagh.doc

IWUCHUKWU, Rebecca is a Professor of Religion in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. She holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt, Rivers State. She is currently the Director Pre-degree and JUPEB, Imo State University, Owerri. Her current research is on Old Testament and comparative studies. She has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. Her email address is beckybon2@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348036087183. Download CV: CV_Iwuchukwu-Rebecca-Chinelo_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-mrs-r.c.-iwuchukwu.docx

JAJA, Jones is a Professor of Social History in the Institute of Foundation Studies, Rivers State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). He was Acting Director of Institute of Foundation Studies (2003-2005). He is a fellow of the Historical Society of Nigeria. He is currently supervising 3 PhDs. His email address is jonesalali@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033168998. Download CV: CV_Jaja-Jones-Micheal_report-of-the-committee-establish-to-access-the-allowance-of-key-officer-of-the-commissions.docx

JAMIU, Sulaiman, a Professor of Islamic Studies, College of Humanities, management and Social Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete. He holds a PhD from Bayero University Kano (1996). He was the Head of Department (2009-2017), DAP (2012) and DVC (Academic) (2017 - date). His current research is Emerging Islamic Movements in Nigerian Society. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs, 3 are ongoing. His email address is sulaiman.jamiu@kwasu.edu.ng and Sulaimanjamiiu03@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08039648491; 08023773514. Download CV: CV_Jamiu-Sulaiman-Muhammad_curriculum-vitae-of-sulaiman-jamiu1-new-.docx

JARI, Jacob is a Professor of Fine Art in the Faculty of Environmental Design, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the same University (2007). He was Dean of Environmental Design (2013-2015). He is a Fellow of the Society of Nigerian Artists. His current research is on conceptual art. He has successfully supervised 22 PhDs. His email address is jacobjari@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035920228. Download CV: CV_Jari-Jacob-Jat_jaricv.doc

JIMOH, Wahab is a Professor of Analytical Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He holds a PhD from the University College Cardiff, Wales (1985). He was Faculty Exam officer (1988-1990); Head of Department (1998-2003). Dean of Faculty (1999-2003) His current research is on analysis of soil, water, animal, plant and mineral samples using Atomic Absorption spectroscopy; X-Ray Fluorescence spectroscopy; X-Ray Diffraction. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is wjimoh56@gmail.com. His telephone numbers are: +2348154570020 and +2349083360580. Download CV: CV_Jimoh-Wahab-Larin_Olagoke_cv.doc
JIYA, Nma Muhammed is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds FWACP (Paed) from West African College of Physicians, Faculty of Paediatrics (2001). He was College Examination Officer (2005 - 2009), Head of Department of Paediatrics (2009 - 2014). His current research is on Therapeutic Efficacy of Artemether-Lumefantrine, Artesunate-Amodiaquine, and Dihydroartemisinin Piperaquine for the Treatment of Uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum Malaria in Nigerian Children Drug. He has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. His email address is nmajiya2013@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036056405. Download CV: CV_JIYA-NMA-MUHAMMED_cv-of-prof-nma-m-jiya-2018-abridged-.docx

JOHN, Christopher is a Professor of Industrial Technology Education in the School of Technology and Science Education, Modibbo Adamu University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Yola. He is currently the Dean of School of Technology and Science Education. He was the Head of Department of Technology from 2008 - 2010. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs and 5 Masters. His email address is ademolajohn30@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08036051088. Download CV: CV_JOHN-CHRISTOPHER-ADEMOLA_c-a-john-curriculum-vitae.doc

JOHN, Mildred is a Professor of Nursing Science in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1986). She was Head of Department of Nursing Science (2003-2005; 2007-2008); Dean of Allied Medical Sciences (2010-2012). She is a fellow of the West African College of Nursing; Honor Society of Nursing (STTI), and Global Nurse Leaders' Institute. Her current research is on Use of Mobile technology in health care; Dementia care, Compassion education. She has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. Her email address is miljohn2k@yahoo.com and telephone number +2348037178881. Download CV: CV_John-Mildred-Edet_curriculum-vita-2018-most-current.doc

JOHNSON, Urama is a Professor of Astrophysics. Currently, he is the Director, Quality Assurance Unit of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was the pioneer Dean, Faculty of Science and Technology, Federal University, Ndufu, Alike, Ikwo (sabbatical position) and two time Head, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He has also served in very many Committees of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, such as: Member, University Appraisals Committee; Member, Senate Curriculum Committee; and Faculty Postgraduate Studies Committee. He was a Guest Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, Arizona, USA. Download CV: CV_Urama-Johnson-Ozoemenam_ura-rama-cv.doc

JOSEPHINE, Bosede Ayoola is a Professor of Agricultural Economics - Agribusiness and gender, and Head of Knowledge, Innovation and Extension Programme, Deputy Director of the Institute of Food Security University of Agriculture, Makurdi, Benue state, Nigeria. She holds a PhD in Agricultural Economics (1999) from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi, Nigeria. Research focus includes application of participatory methodologies in action research for development; ex-ante and ex-post impact assessment in designing and evaluating development projects at national and international levels. The disciplinary focus is agribusiness and development economics with particular attention to gender issues. She has produced 7 PhDs with 5 others ongoing. Download CV: CV_Ayoola-Josephine-Bosede_jb-ayoola-cv-may-2018.doc

KABIRU, Adamu is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the same University. He was Head of Department (2012-2016) and presently the Focal officer (SERVICOM) of the University (Jan, 2018-date). His current research is in the area of Antitrypanosomal and antiplasmodial potentials of Nigerian medicinal plants. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD and currently supervising 5 PhDs in the area of specialization. His email address is adamu.kabiru@futminna.edu.ng. He is telephone number is +2348166143275. Download CV: CV_Kabiru-Adamu-Yusuf_2-curriculum-vitae-2016.doc
KAYODE-ADEDEJI, Oluyemi is a Professor of Criminology and Social Justice of the College of Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Pennsylvania (1973). He was Dean of Law, Lead City University (2008-2011) and Dean of Law, Niger Delta University (2011-2013). He is a member of Nigerian Bar Association and Law and Society Association, U.S.A. His current research is on Fundamentals of Social Justice. His e-mail addresses are yemikadedeji@abuad.edu.ng and yemikadedeji@gmail.com telephone number +2348033857249, +2348055951394. Download CV: CV_KAYODE-ADEDEJI-OLUYEMI_profededeji-cv.docx

KER, Apkeba is a Professor of English Language, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from University of Jos, (1999). He was Head of Department of English Language (2007-2013) and current Dean of the Faculty (2016-date) both at IBB University, Lapai. His email is apegbak@ibbu.edu.ng. His number is 08181924515. Download CV: CV_KER-APEGBA_professor apegba ker.docx

KOLAWOLE, Are Victor is a Professor of Political Science. He holds a PhD from Churchill College Cambridge University, UK.(1987) He was the Pioneer Dean Faculty of Management and Social Sciences 2006-2010, Currently Head, Department of Political Science, IBBUL (2016 to date). He is a Fellow at the following: Guest Researcher, SIAS, Upsalla (Sweden, 1992), Fellow on African Agric. Granted by the Social Science Research Council (1987/88). Academic Staff Scholarship and Fellowship Award Tenable AT Churchill College, University of Cambridge, U.K. (1983-1986). He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is profarekolawole@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348054557931, +2347035414786. Download CV: CV_KOLAWOLE-ARE_VICTOR_prof-kolawole-curric-vitae.docx

KOLO, Ibrahim Adamu is a Professor of Counseling Psychology in the Faculty of Education and Arts, IBB University Lapai. He was Vice Chancellor IBB University from 2008-2015. He is a Fellow of the Counseling Association of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email is ikolo@gmail.com. His number is 08034525499. Download CV: CV_KOLO-IBRAHIM-ADAMU_kolo-cv-2018-update.docx

LAWAL, Kolawole is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from Ahmad Bello University (2005). He was Postgraduate coordinator (2006-2008). His current research is on application of fractals in exploration Geophysics. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is kola2lawal@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037009876. Download CV: CV_Lawal-Kolawole-Muideen_kolacv-1.docx

MADUEME, Theophilus Chukwudolue is a Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1994). He was Head of Department of Electrical Engineering (2002 - 2006), Director, NCEMD (2011 - 2012) and Dean of Faculty of Engineering (2012 - 2014). His current research is on Power System Protection. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is theophilus.madueme@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036616197. Download CV: CV_Madueme-Theophilus-Chukwudolue_cv-theo-2018-june.docx

MAHMOOD, Moshood Jimba. is a Professor of Arabic Language in the College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Kwara State University, Malete- Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2006). He is currently the Head of Department of Linguistics, African & European Languages. He is Director of Centre for Ilorin Manuscripts & Culture, and member of the Advisory Board of the Duke University based- Research Africa. I am currently leading a research on Ilorin Arabic Manuscripts with TetFund Grant. My email addresses are moshood.jimba@kwasu.edu.ng mmmjimba@gmail.com (+2348033574382). Download CV: CV_Mahmood-Moshood-Jimba_prof-jimba-s-cv-2017.doc-2.doc

MAINASARA, Abdullah Sulaiman is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Basic Clinical Sciences, Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. He holds a PhD from the Usman Danfodiyo
University (2010). He was the Dean, Faculty of Medical Laboratory Sciences (2010-2018). He is a member of the African Society for Laboratory Medicine. His current research area is on diabetes and micronutrients. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is asnasara@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035073435. Download CV: CV_MAINASARA-MAINASARA-ABDULLAH_.cv.-nuc-database-2018.docx

MAKUN, Hussaini Anthony is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Life Sciences, Federal University of Technology. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Minna (2007). He is currently the Director of Research, Innovation and Development (2014-2018). He is a member of the Joint FAO/WHO Committee on Food Additives of Codex Alimentarius Commission. His current research is on Mycotoxins. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is hussaini.makun@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035882233. Download CV: CV_MAKUN-HUSSAINI-ANTHONY_makun-comprehensive-cv-1-for-merge-2.doc

MALOMO, Sylvia is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Ibadan. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1985). She was Dean of the Faculty of Science (2010-2012). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, as well as of the Nigerian Society for Experimental Biology. She has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. Her email address is somalomo@unilorin.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348033736997. Download CV: CV_MALOMO-SYLVIA-OMONIRUME_cv-somalomo-.doc

MAYANCHI, Lawal Mohammed is a Professor of Educational Psychology in the Department of Educational Foundations, Faculty of Humanities and Education, Federal University Gusau, Zamfara State. He holds a PhD from Bayero University Kano in 2008. Currently I am the Dean of Students’ of the University from inception in the year 2014 to date and Head of Department Educational Foundation from inception to date. I have just concluded Institutional Based Research (IBR) sponsored by TETFUND. I successfully supervised 10 PhD’s. my email is; lawalmayanchi@yahoo.com, G.S.M +23438058169416, +2349020696477. Download CV: CV_Mayanchi-Mohammed-Lawal_my-cv.docx

MBANASO, Augustus is a Professor of Surgery in the College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Abia State University Uturu. He is a Fellow of Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow in UK (June 1982). He was the Provost of the College of Medicine and Health Sciences and later the Dean of the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, both in Abia State University. His current research is on Prostate Cancers. His email address is ausymbanaso@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08037496949. Download CV: CV_MBANASO-AUGUSTUS-UGWUNNA_curriculum-vitae-of-prof.-a.u.-mbanaso-2-.docx

MELUDU, Osita is a Professor of Environmental Geophysics in the School of Physical Science, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria (1998). He is a member of Nigeria Institute of Physics (NIP). His current research is on environmental geophysics. He has supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is omeludu@mautech.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348057162045. Download CV: CV_Meludu-Osita-Chukwudi_prof-osita-meluducv.docx

MGBENKA, Bernard O. is a Professor of Zoology and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN). He holds a PhD from Auburn University, Alabama (1983). He was Associate Dean, Faculty of Biological Sciences, (1998-2000), Acting Head, Department of Zoology (2000-2003) and Head, Department of Zoology and Environmental Biology (2011-2017) all in University of Nigeria, Nsukka. His current research is on Fish Nutrition, Aquaculture and Physiology. He has successfully supervised 14 PhDs. His email address is bomgbenko@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2349020696477. Download CV: CV_MGBENKA-ABERNARD_O_.cv.docx
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MIJINYAWA, Muhammad Sani is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Science of Bayero University Kano. He is a Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (2003) and Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, (2017). He was appointed Chairman Medical Advisory Committee 2014-2016 in the affiliated teaching hospital. In 2017, he was appointed Provost of the College of Health Sciences in Federal University Dutse. He is currently engaged with operational research. He has successfully supervised 4 Medical Fellowships. His email address is msanim2000@yahoo.com and his telephone number is: +234 803 787 2844. Download CV: CV_Mijinyawa-Muhammad-Sani_mijinyawa-cv.doc

MOHAMMED, Atiku Kano is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from University of Jos (2006). He was Head of Biochemistry Department (2004 - 2009), Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences (2014-2018) and presently the Deputy Provost (Administration), College of Health Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. His area of research is Lipid Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs and presently supervising 6 PhD candidates. His Email: makano.bch@buk.edu.ng, mkatiku@yahoo.com. His telephone No.: 08065281284. Download CV: CV_Atiku-Muhammad-Kano_prof.-mk-cv.docx

MOMOH, Lawal RILWANI is a Professor in the Department of Geography and Environmental Management, Faculty of Environmental Studies, Ambrose Alli University (AAU) Ekpoma, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria (2007). He is currently Dean of the Faculty of Environmental Studies, AAU, Ekpoma. His current research interests are in the areas of the application of geoinformatics in suitability assessment/precision farming in different drainage basins in Nigeria, as well sustainable environmental resources studies. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs as major supervisor and 4 as co-supervisor. His email addresses are: mlrilwani@yahoo.cm and mlrilwani@aauekpoma.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are +2348039532352 and +2348056180468. Download CV: CV_RILWANI-Momoh-Lawal_curriculum-vitae.docx

MONEKE, Anene Nwabu is a Professor of Microbiology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria (1997). He was Head of Department of Microbiology, UNN (2013-2016) and currently the Coordinator of UNN/Chinese Research Collaborations Committee. He is a DAAD Research Fellow. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email addresses are anene.moneke@unn.edu.ng & annymoneke@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033357734. Download CV: CV_Moneke-Anene-Nwabu_curriculum-vitae-prof-anene-moneke.docx

MOSES, Anietie is a Professor of Medical and Public Health Microbiology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (2005). He is Director, Institute for Biomedical Research and Innovation, College of Health Sciences of University of Uyo (2017-date). He is a Fellow of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is on Microbial Immunology and Zoonotic Diseases. He is currently supervising 2 PhDs. His email address is anietiemoses@uniuyo.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348023833116. Download CV: CV_Moses-Anietie-Effiong_prof.-moses-c.v.-29.06.18.docx

MUDI, Suleiman is a Professor of Organic chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Science, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi (2006). He was Head of Department (2011-2012). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Environmental and Public Health Management of Nigeria. His current research is on Natural Products Drugs Discovery and Design Synthesis of the Isolated Drugs. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is symudi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037012978. Download CV: CV_Mudi-Suleiman-Yusuf_sy-mudi-cv.docx

MUHAMMAD, Alhassan Wudil is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He hold a PhD from Bayero University (2010). He was the Head of
Biochemistry Department (2013 - 2016) and Deputy Provost (Admin) from (2016 - 2018) of the College of Health Sciences of the Same Institution. His area of research is on Medicinal Plants. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs and 3 are ongoing. My Email: amwudil.bch@buk.edu.ng, amwudil@hotmail.com. His telephone number is 08039697533, 08054367469. Download CV: CV_Muhammad-Alhassan-Wudil_prof.-wudil-c-.v..docx

MUSA, Amanabo is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Natural Sciences Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University Lapai. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology Minna,(2010). He was Head of Department of Biochemistry, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. Practical coordinator, Department of Biochemistry, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. He is a Fellow Nigerian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (NSMB) and Polymer Institute of Nigeria (PIN). He has not supervised any PhD student and is not currently supervising anyone. His email address is musaamanabo@gmail.com amanabom@ibbu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348186892655. Download CV: CV_MUSA-AMANABO_-_prof.-amanabo-cv-ibbu-2018-new-.docx

NDUGBU, Michael is a Professor of Banking and Finance in the Faculty of Business Administration, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology Owerri (FUTO). He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is profmonndugbu@imu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08033273886. Download CV: CV_Ndugbu- Michael -Osondu_directory-of-professor-ndugbu-michael-osondu.doc

NDUGBU, Michael is a Professor of Financial Management in the Faculty of Business Administration, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD in Financial Management from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2008). He is a member of the Chartered Institute of Bankers of Nigeria. He was the Coordinator of the Institute of Continuing Education Programmes for the Faculty of Business. He is currently the Head of Department of Banking and Finance. His current research interest is on Capital Structure decision and Profitability of firms. He has supervised 1 PhD candidate. His telephone number is +2348033273886. His email is monndugbu@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_Ndugbu-Michael-Osondu_cv-ndugbu.doc

NFOR, Ndicho is a Professor of Geology, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli. He holds a PhD from the Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka (1998-2003). His current research is on Clastic Sedimentology and Pale Prepositional Environments, pore pressures and Petro physics. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD thesis. His email address is nforbnq@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +23480347374779. Download CV: CV_NFOR-Ndicho-Bruno_cvnfor-sabaticals.doc

NJOKANMA, Fidelis is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Lagos State University College of Medicine, Ikeja. He holds the Fellowships in Paediatrics of the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria and the West African College of Physicians. He was Dean of Clinical Sciences (2012-2014), Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2014-2016) and Acting Vice-Chancellor (2015/2016). His principal research interest is in Neonatology. He has successfully supervised 41 Fellowship dissertations. His email is fidelis.njokanma@lasucom.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348060051717. Download CV: CV_NJOKANMA-FIDELIS-OLISAMEDUA_my-cv-june-2018.docx

NLEWADIM, Anthony is a Professor of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in the College of Natural Resources and Environmental Management (CNREM), Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State, Nigeria (2003). His current research is on Aspects of the Biology, Reproduction and Genetics of the Smooth Stingray - Dasyatis garouaensis (Stuach & Blanch, 1962) from the Lokoja section of the lower River Niger. I have successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is nlewadim.anthony@mouau.edu.ng; his telephone number is +2347034803445. Download CV: CV_NLEWADIM-ANTHONYAJUZIEOGU_curriculum-vitae-for-nlewadim-anthony.doc

NNOROM, Chinyere C.P. is a Professor of Sociology (Demography Specialisation) in the Faculty of Management and Social Sciences, Alex Ekwueme Federal University Ndifu-Alike Ikwo, Ebonyi State,
Nigeria. She holds a Ph.D. from the University of Ibadan (1997). He was director CHRD (April to August 2017) and currently Director (CEE) September 2017 to date. Her current research is on 'The Effect of Change Agents on Rural Families: A Study of Ikwo Local Government Area (LGA) of Ebonyi State, Nigeria.' She has successfully supervised 1 Ph.D. Her email addresses are chinycnorg@funai.edu.ng; ccpnnorg@yahoo.com. Her phone number is +2348033199426; +2348023330983. Download CV: CV_NNOROM-CHINYERE-CAROL PHYLLIS_cv-for-nuc-submission-.docx

NWACHUKWU-AGBADA, Justus is a Professor of English/Literature in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was Dean of Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and Dean of PG School, ABSU. He is a member, Nigeria Academy of Letters. His current research is on African Verbature. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs, 3 others on-going. Email: jojabgbada@yahoo.com, contact phone no: 0803 677 7449. Download CV: CV_Nwachukwu-Agbada-Justus-Obii Joseph_prof-nwachukwu-agbada-s-c.v-1-.docx

NWANGBURUKA, Cyril Chikere is a Professor of Plant Breeding and Genetics in the Department of Agriculture and Industrial technology, School of Science and Technology, Babcock University, Ilishan Remo, Ogun State. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta (2010). Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic (2018-date). His research interest is on the genetic improvement of African indigenous vegetables and on the use of Arbuscular Mycorrhiza as Bio-Fertilizer. He has singly and jointly successfully supervised 5 PhDs and many other MScs. His email address is Nwangburukac@babcock.edu.ng or cykem2001.cn@gmail.com. His telephone number is +234-803-725-2969. Download CV: CV_Nwangburuka -Cyril-Chikere_curriculum-vitae-2.1-3b-nwangburuka.doc

NWANI, Christopher Didigwu is a Professor of Zoology and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2004). His current research is on Toxicological effects of Pesticides on Fish. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is chris.nwani@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037509910. Download CV: CV_Nwani-Christopher-Didigwu_prof-nwani-cv-2018.doc

NWANJO, Harrison is a Professor of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, (2003). He is the current Dean of Health Sciences (2016-date). His current research is on Oxidative Stress and Antioxidant Status. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is harrisonnwanjo@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2349035977796. Download CV: CV_NWANJO-HARRISON-UGO_prof-nwanjo-curriculum-vitae.docx

NWANKWO, Uchenna is a Professor of Globalization in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo state University (2009). Head of Department History & International Studies. My current research is on the inter connectivity between terrorism and Globalisation. I have successfully supervised 9 PhD's. My email address is martinsnwankwo18@gmail.com. My telephone number is +2348033374944. Download CV: CV_NWANKWO-UCHENNA-MARTINS_prof.-nwankwo-s-cv.docx

NWAWOLO, Clement is a Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, University of Lagos, Lagos State. He was the Head of department of Surgery (2013 - 2016) of University of Lagos. He was also Chairman, Governing Council of Delta State of Physical Education (2010 -2015). He served as the Secretary General of the West African College of Surgeons (2007 - 2013). His current research is on Upper Airway Allergology and Head/Neck Oncology. He has successfully supervised 30 Postgraduate Medical dissertations and 1 PhD. His email address is clementnwaowo@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348038053390. Download CV: CV_NWAWOLO-Clement-Chukwuemeka_updated-cv-prof-cc-nwaowo.doc
NWIGWE, Boniface is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Munster, Germany (1985). He was a 3-term HOD, Dean of Humanities (1997-2010). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Philosophical Association. He has successfully supervised 18 PhDs. His email address is bonifacenwigwe49@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037026589. Download CV: CV_Nwigwe-Boniface-Enyeribe_prof.-nwigwe-curriculum-vita.docx

NWOSU, Dennis C. is a Professor of Medical Laboratory Science Medical/Public Health Parasitology in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo State University (2005). He is current HOD, Medical Laboratory Science Department (2016-date) and two time Ag. Dean. He is a Member of Nigeria Society for Parasitology, Fellow of Association of Medical Laboratory Scientists of Nigeria and Member of Tropical Disease Research of WHO. His current research is on Molecular Characterization of Mosquito of Medical Importance. He has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. His email address is gmd160@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033385186. Download CV: CV_NWOSU-DENNIS-CHIMEZIE_prof.-dennis-cv-06-18.docx

OBEEMBE, Olawole is a Professor in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. He holds a PhD from the Wageningen University, The Netherlands (2006). He was the Deputy Dean of School of Natural and Applied Sciences (2012-2014) and Director of the Centre for Research, Innovation and Discovery (2016 to date). He is a member of the Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. His current research is Plant Biotechnology. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is olaoremu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348100928965. Download CV: CV_OBEMBE-OLAWOLE-ODUN_obembe-cv-2018.doc

OBI, Desmond is a Professor of Religious Ethics in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri, Imo State. He holds a PhD from the University of London (1997). He was HOD of Religious Studies (2010-2014). He is a Member, Igbo Studies Association, U. S. A. Member, North American Society of Adlerian Psychology, U.S.A, Member, Nigerian Association for the Study of Religious, Member, Catholic Education Board Okigwe Diocese. He has successfully supervised 7 PhD candidates. His email address is pet0057@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348026251259 or 08032481680. Download CV: CV_Obi-Desmond-Obioma_cv-fr-obi-des-5000.doc

OBI, Desmond is a Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of London. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is profobido@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 08026251259/08032481680. Download CV: CV_Obi-Desmond-Obioma_directory-of-professor-obi-desmond-obioma.doc

OBIANWU, Victor is a Professor of Geophysics and a consultant Engineering Physicist in the Faculty of Applied Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He was Head of Department of Physics (2011-2013). He is also a Lawyer and holds professional certificate in Negotiation and Mediation. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is vimoseis@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033473805. Download CV: CV_Obianwu-Victor-Ifeanyi_obianwu-victor-curriculm-vitae-2018.docx

OBIEKEZIE, Austin is a Professor of Aquatic Pathobiology in the Institute of Oceanography, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Calabar with Postdoctoral Fellowships in the Ruhr Universitat, and Institut fur Meereskunde, Universitat Kiel, Federal Republic of Germany. He was Director, Institute of Oceanography (2007-2011) and Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Calabar (2011-2015). His current research is on disease management in tropical aquaculture. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His e-mail address is aobiekezie@unical.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037110855. Download CV: CV_OBIEKEZIE-AUSTIN -IKECHUKWU _cv-prof-obiekezie-nuc-registration.doc
OBIEKEZIE, Theresa Nkechi is Professor of Earth and Atmospheric physics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka, Anambra State. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka. She is currently the Honourable Commissioner Tertiary and Science Education Anambra State. She is a fellow of the Nigerian Young Academy. She attended the 66th Lindau Nobel Laureates meeting. She won the 2010 AU-TWAS young scientist National Award for Nigeria. Her current research interest is on ionospheric currents and space weather. She has successfully supervised 1 PhD and 16 M.Sc. Her E-mail address is as27ro@yahoo.com. Her telephone is +2348037500471. Download CV: CV_OBIEKEZIE-THERESA-NKECHI_nuc-submit.doc

OBILOR, John Iheanyichukwu is a Professor of Systematic Theology, He holds a PhD from the Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas, Rome - 1993. He was HOD, (2005) PG Rep., and Chairman Ceremonials. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Administration (NIIA), the Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development (SINRHD). He has supervised 10 PhD candidates. His email address is jiobilor@yahoo.ie. His telephone number is 0803-726-1845. Download CV: CV_Obilor-John-Iheanyichukwu_cv-fr.-obilor.doc

OBILOR, John is a Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University Owerri, He holds a PhD from Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas, Rome. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is profobilorji@imsu.edu.ng. His telephone number is 0803-726-1845. Download CV: CV_Obilor-John-Iheanyichukwu_directory-of-professor-obilor-john.doc

OBINNA, Valentine Emeka is a Professor of Foreign Languages and Literature in French. He holds a PhD from the University of Lyon, France - 1986. He was HOD, French Department, Faculty of Humanities (1999-2001) and currently the Director, Research & Linkages, Imo State University, Owerri Nigeria. He is member, Nigerian Association for Francophone Studies (NAFS); member, Nigerian Assoc. of French Teachers (NAFT); member, Imo State University, Education, Research and Publications, Committee. He has supervised 12 PhD candidates. His email address is emyobivalen@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08032699503. Download CV: CV_Obinna-Valentine-Emeka_curriculum-vitae-obinna-good.doc

OCHE, Agbaji is a Professor of Nephrology and HIV Medicine at the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, and a Consultant Physician and Nephrologist with the Jos University Teaching Hospital (JUTH), Jos, Nigeria. He graduated from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria with an MBBS degree in (1987); a fellow of the National postgraduate medical college of Nigeria (NPMCN)(2000); and an examiner of the NPMCN. He has over 90 publications in peer reviewed journals. Email: oagbaji@yahoo.com Phone: +2348033491851. Download CV: CV_Agbaji-Oche-Ochai_curriculum-vitae-dr-oche-agbaji-updated-08-05-18.doc

OCHIGBO, Best is a Professor of Painting, Fine Art in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Uyo, Uyo. He holds a PhD from the University of Uyo (2002). He was Head of Department, Fine and Industrial Arts (2003-2006) and Director, Professor Stella Idiong Art Gallery, University of Uyo. He is a fellow of the Society of Nigerian Artists. His current research is on the semiotics of artistic and cultural symbols.to bring out the manifest and latent content of communication in artistic symbolization. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is bestochigbo@yahoo.com. His telephone number +2348035838077. Download CV: CV_OCHIGBO-BEST-SIMON_curriculum-vitae-best-updated.doc

ODEDOKUN, Matthew is a Professor of Economics in the Department of Economics of Kwara State University, Malete, Ilorin. He holds PhD from University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University), Ile-Ife (1985). His areas of research interest include development economics, and international economics, monetary/macro economics. He has supervised 3 Ph. D. students. His e-mail address is modedokun@yahoo.co.uk and telephone number is 08128821835. Download CV: CV_Odedokun-Matthew-Odeyinka_odedokun-s-cv.docx
ODEWUMI, Samuel is a Professor of Transport Geography in the School of Transport of Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos. He was Director of Center for Planning, LASU, Director of Development, UNIOSUN, Osun State, Head of Department, Geography, Lagos State University. He is Dean of School of Transport; He is a Fellow of the Institute of Logistics and Transport. His current research is on Transport Planning and Logistics. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email: eesgee@yahoo.com. Phone: +2348033134405. Download CV: CV_ODEWUMI -SAMUEL-GBADEBO_odewumi-s-g-cv-2018.docx

OFUYA, Zuleat is a Professor of Nutritional Physiology in the College of Health Sciences, University of Port-Harcourt, Port-Harcourt. She holds a PhD from the University of Nottingham (1988). She was Acting Head, Department of Human Physiology, University of Port-Harcourt (2004-2006), Bayero University (1997-1998). She is a member of Physiological society of Nigeria. Her current research is in Nutritional Physiology. Her email address is Zuleatofuya52@gmail.com. Her telephone is +2348095245900.
Download CV: CV_Ofuya-Zuleat-Millicitent_the-curriculum-vitae-ofuya.docx

OGBE, Folusho is a Professor of Botany in the College of Basic and Applied Sciences (COLBAS), Samuel Adegboyega University, Ogwa. She holds a PhD from the University of Birmingham (1974). She is Dean COLBAS (2014 up to date). She was a Foundation Member, Collage of Research Associates, United Nations University/Institute for Natural Resources in Africa (UNU/INRA), Accra Ghana. 1999 - 2003. Her current research is on Ethnobotany of Useful African Plants. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is folusoogbe@gmail.com. Her telephone number is +2348023404115. Download CV: CV_OGBE-Foluso-May_prof.-mrs-f.m.-ogbe-cv.docx

OGBONNA, Chibueze is a Professor of Project Management in the School of Computing and Engineering Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Technology, Owerri, (2007). His current research is on Project Management, Capacity Development, Innovative Infrastructure Procurement/Public Private Partnerships, Project Performance Analysis/Evaluation and Emergency/Disaster Project Management. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is ogbonnac@babcock.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348039758689. Download CV: CV_OGBONNA-CHIBUEZE-ACHIMBA_nuc-c-v-f.doc

OGBONNA, James is a Professor of Industrial Microbiology and Biotechnology, in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a PhD from Tsukuba University, Japan (1991). He was Dean Faculty of Applied Natural Sciences, Ebonyi State University EBSU (2003-2005), Head, Department of Microbiology, University of Nigeria Nsukka (UNN) (2007 -2010), Director, NABDA, South East Zonal Biotechnology Centre, UNN (2014-Date) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), UNN (2016-date). He is a Fellow of Biotechnology Society of Nigeria. His current Research is on Bioenergy Production. He has successfully supervised 13 PhDs. His email address is james.ogbonna@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037136810. Download CV: CV_Ogbonna-James-Chukwuma_prof-james-ogbonna-curriculum-vitae-2018.docx

OGBONNA, Philip is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Pontifical Urban University, Roma, 1997. He was Head of Department, Philosophy (1990-1995), Dean of Student Affairs (2006-2008), Director of Admission (2009-2018). Chaplain IMSU, (1999-2006). He is a Fellow of Soren Kierkegaard. His Current research is on Black Existentialism and Kierkegaarding the African Mind. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is profpaogbonna@imusu.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348137777791. Download CV: CV_OGBONNA-PHILIP-ANYAEHE_current-cv-18.docx

OGBULIE, Jude-Anthony Nnama is a Professor of Microbiology in the School of Biological Science, Federal University Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt (1995). He is the current Dean of Biological Science (2015 to date). He is a fellow of the Nigerian Society for Microbiology and the Nigerian. He is current research interest is Renewable Energy and Medicinal Plant Studies. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is
OGBULU, Onyemachi Maxwell is a Professor of Finance in the Department of Banking and Finance, Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD in Finance from Abia State University, Uturu, (2007). He was Head of Department (2003-2015), Director, Linkages and Revenue Mobilisation (2016) and currently Deputy Vice Chancellor (Administration). He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Financial and Investment Analysts, Nigeria. His current research is on capital market efficiency and empirical validity of the CAPM. He has successfully supervised 15 PhDs. His email address is onyemachi.ogbulu@abiastateuniversity.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348033401924. Download CV: CV_OGBULU -Onyemachi -Maxwell_ogbulu-cv-current-2018.docx

OGUNDARE, Samuel F. is a Professor of Social and Civic Studies in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu-Ode. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (1987). He was Head of Department Sociological Studies (2011-2015) and Dean College of Social and Management Sciences (2015 to-date). He is the current President of Social Studies Association of Nigeria. His current research interest on human rights abuses and protection. His email address osdarefunso@gmail.com. Phone +2348033978144. Download CV: CV_OGUNDARE-Samuel-Folorunso_curriculum-vitae-nuc.docx

OGUNJOBI, Kehinde is a Professor of Meteorology and Climate Science in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, The Federal University of Technology, Gwangju, South Korea (2004). He was the Head of Department (2007-2010) and currently the Director WASCAL DRP-WACS (2016-2018). He is a Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Germany. His current research is on Air Quality and Climate Change with Special focus on Aerosol Meteorology. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is koogunjobi@futa.edu.com; kenog2010@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347031145866. Download CV: CV_Ogunjobi-Kehinde-Olunfunso_ogunjobi-cv-2017-.doc

OGUNLANA, Olubanke is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Science and Technology, Covenant University, Ota. She obtained her B.Sc., M.Sc., and PhD degrees in Biochemistry and Pharmaceutical Analysis from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife, University of Ibadan, Ibadan and Covenant University, Ota respectively. Her research interests are in Biochemical Toxicology and Metabolism. She is a recipient of the prestigious 2009 Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Academy of Sciences for the Developing World (TWAS) award and 2013 AstraZeneca/International Union of Toxicology (IUTOX)/Society of Toxicology (SOT) Fellowship. Her email address is banke.ogunlana@covenantuniversity.edu.ng and her phone number is +2348080454316. Download CV: CV_Ogunlana-Olubanke-Olujoke_ogunlana-olubanke-cv-2018.doc

OGUNLEYE, Paul Olusegun is a Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, (2003). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society. His current researches are on Geochemistry of Arfvedsonite Granites of the Riruwai ring-complex, north-central Nigeria: Implication for REE+Y, Zr and U mineralization; and Determination of Li, B and O isotope signatures in tourmaline of Agwan Doka pegmatite field, north central Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs and 15 M.Sc. His email address is ogunleyepo56@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348034501134. Download CV: CV_Ogunleye-Paul-Olusegun_cv-of-po-ogunleye-2018.doc

OGUNTUASE, James Adedayo is a Professor of Mathematical Analysis, in the Department of Mathematics, College of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2001). He was Ag. Head, Mathematical Sciences (2004-2005), Pioneer Ag. Head, Mathematics (2005 -2006), Deputy Dean, College of Natural Sciences (2007-2009). Head, Mathematical Sciences, Augustine University (April 1, 2018 - till date). His current research is on Superquadratic and Subquadratics functions and Hardy type inequalities on time scales.
He has successfully supervised and co-supervised 10 PhDs. His e-mail address is oguntuase@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348037218152. Download CV: CV_Oguntuase-James_Adedayo_mycv.doc

**OGWOO**, Ogwo Ekeoma is a Professor of Marketing, Faculty of Business Administration, Abia State University. He holds a PhD from the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow! (1980). He was Dean Business Administration (1994-1998), DVC(1999-2000) and Vice-Chancellor of Abia State University,(2000-2005). Vice-Chancellor of Renaissance University, (2006-2008) as well as Pro-Chancellor, Rhema University, (2011 to date). His current area of research is on Consumer Behaviour in telephone and credit usage. He has successfully supervised 16 PhDs. Email:ogwoeogwo@gmail.com. Telephone: +2348035398188. Download CV: CV_OGWOO-OGWOO-EKEOMA_cv-ogwoeogwo.doc

**OHAJIANYA**, Donatus Otuiehoma is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, specialized in Production Economics and Quantitative Techniques, Federal University of Technology, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Oweri (2001). He was a Class Adviser (2001-2005), Exam Officer (2005-2009), Head of Department (2010-2013) and Postgraduate Programme Coordinator (2010-2018) of Federal University of Technology, Owerri. His current research is on Resource Use Efficiency, Resource & Environmental Economics, and Climate Change Studies. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is dohajianya@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348035438019. Download CV: CV_OHAJIANYA-DONATUS-OTUIHEOMA_prof.ohajianya-cv-updated-cv-january-2018-3.doc

**OJO**, David is a Professor of Medical Microbiology in the College of Biosciences, Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta (2003). He was Head of Department of Microbiology (2010-2012). He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. Email address: daojo3@yahoo.com. Telephone number: +2348033928703. Download CV: CV_OJO-DAVID-AJIBOYE_curriculum-vitae-general.docx

**OJO**, David Kolawole is a Professor of Plant Breeding in the College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (FUNAAB). He holds a PhD from FUNAAB (2000). He was Director of Teaching & Research Farms (2007-2009) and Head of Department(2011-2014). He is a Member of the American Crop Science Society. His research interest is on Plant Breeding & Crop Improvement. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His e-mail address is dkojo58@gmail.com . His telephone number is +2348038123338. Download CV: CV_OJO-David-Kolawole_latest-cv-ojo-2018.doc

**OJO**, Samuel B. is a retired Professor of Geophysics in the in the Faculty of Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, and currently a Visiting Professor at FUTA, Akure. He holds a PhD degree from the University of Western Ontario, London Ontario, Canada. At ABU Zaria, He was Dean of Science (1994-1997) and Dean of Postgraduate School (1999-2004). At OAU, Ile-Ife, He was Shell Professor of Geophysics (2006-2014). His current research interest is potential field techniques in hydrocarbon exploration. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His e-mail address is sb_ojo@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +23480377037226. Download CV: CV_OJO-Samuel-Bakare_sb-ojo.doc

**OJUOLA**, Muraina Olawale is a Professor of Continuing Education and Community Development in the Faculty of Education and Arts. He holds a PhD from the University of Lagos, (2002). He held the following Administrative posts: Head, Department of Continuing Education and Community Development, Duty Director, Entrepreneurship and Counseling Centre, Deputy Dean, Faculty of Education and Arts, Dean, Faculty of Education and Arts, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai. His email is waleojuola@gmail.com his number is +2348024476966. Download CV:

**OKECHI**, Obioma is a Professor of Experimental Pathology In College of Medicine and Health Science, Abia State University, Uturu. He holds a PhD from Abia State University, Uturu. He is a Fellow of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is on Immunohistochemistry of

---
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OKEKE, Francisca is a Professor of Physics in Faculty of Physical Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She was first female Dean of Faculty of Physical Science, 2008-2009. First female Head of Department, of Physics (2003-2006). Director, ACCAI-UNN (2016-2018). Director, ICCSEE-UNN, (2018 – date). She is Fellow; the world Academy of Sciences, African Academy of Science, Nigerian Academy of Science, Nigerian Institute of Physics, Astronomical Society of Nigeria and Japanese She is Laureate of L’Oreal-UNESCO Award for Women in Science, Physical Sciences. She has supervised 18 PhDs. Her email: francisca.okeke@unn.edu.ng phone: 08035079686. Download CV: CV_Okeke-Francisca-Nneka_nuc-f-n-new-and-full-and-latest-cv.doc

OKEKE, Osita is a Professor of Geology in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2008). He was Head of Geology Department (2010-2012 and 2016-2018). His current research is on Soil/Rock Characterization and Improvement in Engineering Construction. He is currently supervising 4 PhDs. His email address is ositachris@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038851219. Download CV: CV_OKEKE-OSITA-CHRISTOPHER_prof-o-.c-.okeke-cv.doc

OKERE, Loveday, a Professor of Management in the Faculty Business Studies, Head of Department, Management IAUE, Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the Shivaji University Kolhapur, India (1995). He was Dean, Faculty of Business Studies (2014-2015.). He is a Fellow, Institute of Public Management, Nigeria. His current research is on Human Resource, Recruitment, Selection and Training, and has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is ovedayokere54@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036724239. Download CV: CV_Okere-Loveday-_prof-.oke-oke-cv-corrected-11.docx

OKEREKE, Chiedu Samuel is a Professor of Geophysics in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Leeds (1985). He was Head of Department of Geology (2000-2003) and Executive Director of Consultancy and Director of University Boards (2004-2010). He is a member of the NMGGS, NAPE, SEG and AAPG. His current research interest is on Basin Structure and Hydrocarbon reservoirs. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is csokereke@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2348035951029. Download CV: CV_Okereke-Chiedu-Samuel_professor-okegere-s-cv.docx

OKEZIE, Obioma is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery, University of Nigeria Nsukka. He holds a fellowship from the West African College of Surgeons (1992). He was Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2006-2008). He is a Fellow of the International College of Surgeons (1994). His current research is on feto-maternal medicine. He has successfully supervised 25 PhDs. His email address is obioma.okezie@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037007773. Download CV: CV_Okezie-Obioma-Azubuike_daddy-cv.docx

OKOJI, Viktor is a Professor of Chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2008). He was Head of Department of Chemistry (2009-2011). His current research interest is in the area of Environmental impact studies. He is currently supervising 4 PhDs. His email is usiconnection@gmail.com and his telephone number is +2348033692539. Download CV: CV_Okojie-Victor-Usinomen_usi-cv-.corrected-copy.docx

OKOLI, Chidiogo Grace is a Professor of Environmental Science and Technology, in the faculty of Health Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria. She holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri, Imo State, Nigeria, Nigeria in 2002. She was Dean of Environmental Health Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria from October 2014 till date. She is currently supervising 4 PhD Candidates. Her email address is chidiobygrace@hotmail.com, Her telephone number is 234(0)7036640610. Download CV: CV_OKOLI-NABENYI-GRACE-CHIDIOGO_chidiogo-curriculum-vitae-new.doc

OKOLIE, Nnaemeka is a Professor of Parasitology and Histopathology in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt and is about
defending his second PhD thesis in Histopathology at Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Nnewi Campus. He is a fellow of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is on herbal remedies for Cancer. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is jireh611@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033761933. Download CV: CV_Okolie-Nnamekea-Jireh_Cosmas_cv-2018.doc

OKON, Okpok Eta is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology in the Department of Zoology and Environmental Biology in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (1999). He is currently the Dean of Biological Sciences (2018-date). He is a member of Parasitology and Public Health Society of Nigeria (PPSN). He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His email address is okpoketa@unical.edu.ng. His telephone no is +2348037101575. Download CV: CV_OKON-OKPOK-ETA_cv-updated-2.docx

OKONKWO, Chukwueemeka is a Professor of Geology in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. He holds a PhD from the University of Keele (1985). He was Acting Head of Department of Geology, Delta State University, Abraka (1995), Department of Geology and Mineral Sciences University of Ilorin (2002-2004), Department of Applied Geology, Federal University of Technology, Akure (2008-2010, 2012-2014). His current research is on structural geology and geochronology of the Nigerian Basement Complex. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email addresses are ctoo2003@yahoo.com and ctokonkwo@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035778090. Download CV: CV_OKONKWO-Chukwueemeka-Tony_curriculum-vitae-nuc-.docx

OKORO, Anthony is a Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2009). He started his teaching career in 2000. He was the Head of Department in 2007/2008, Ag. Dean in 2008/2009 and Head of Department again (2010 - 2014). He is a member of Council of Mining engineers and Geoscientists (COMEG). His current research is on shale gas plays of the Southern Benue Trough and Anambra Basin. He has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. His e-mail address is au.okoro@unizik.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348035388272. Download CV: CV_OKORO-ANTHONY -UWAOMA_curriculum-vitae-2018-nuc.doc

OKOYE, Zebulon S.C. is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1978). He was Dean of Postgraduate Studies (1993-1997) and Chairman Committee of Deans and Directors (1996 - 1997). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. His current research is Fusarium mycotoxicology, micronutrient deficiency endemia and trace/heavy metal environmental toxicology. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is okoyezsc@yahoo.com, telephone number +2348037001839. A retiree on contract. Download CV: CV_Okoye-Zebulon-Sunday_pof.-z.s.c.-okoyezs-cv.doc

OLA, Samuel is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds FWACP from the WACP, Lagos (1992) and Cert. Spec. Gastroenterol, UK (2007). He was Head of GIT/Liver Unit (1992-2017) and Acting Head of Department of Medicine (Jan –Oct 2015 & July-Nov.2017). He is a member of the BSG, UK and SOGHIN. He has successfully supervised 4 fellows of WACP and subsequently contributed to 8 other fellows. His current researches are on serology of HBV in healthcare workers and GIT endoscopy. His email address is soola2001@yahoo.com and telephone number is +2348076727548.Download CV: CV_OLA-Samuel-Olawale_8-june-2018-curriculum-vitae-of-samuel-olawale-ola.doc

OLADELE, Ayowole is a Professor of Histopathology in Faculty of Basic Medical Science, AFE Babalola University, Ado. He holds a PhD from the University of Central Nicaragua, (2016). He was Acting HOD of Medical Laboratory Science (2013-2015). He is a Fellow of Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria. His current research is histopathochemistry. He is currently supervising 1 PhD candidate. His e-mail address is ladeleroti45@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348088176683. Download CV: CV_OLADELE-AYOWOLE-ABRAHAM_olad-cv-.docx
OLADIMEJI, Benedicta, Professor of Clinical Psychology, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, holds a PhD from the Welsh National School of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales. I was acting Head of Department, Mental Health (2004-2005), Hall Fellow Mozambique Hall, (1991–2004), Member: Students Advisory and Counseling Services Committee (2000 – 2009); 11-man Senate Committee on eradication of cultism (1999). Current interest: Adapting and Designing Psychological tests for Nigerian use and Developing a Data Bank of locally utilized tests. She has successfully supervised over 30 Masters and 1 PhD students. E-mail: yetsboladimeji@yahoo.com, GSM-08037176536. Download CV: CV_Oladimeji-Benedicta-Yetunde_cv-jan-2018-oua-new-format.doc

OLAOGUN, Matthew Olatokubo Bamidele is a Professor of Physiotherapy in the Faculty of Basic Medical and Health Sciences, Bowen University, Iwo. He holds an M.Sc. from Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada. He was Dean Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences at Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife (OAU), (2005-2007) and currently Dean, Faculty of Basic Medical and Health Sciences, Bowen University, Iwo. His email address is mobolaogun@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348037260562. Download CV: CV_Olaogun-Matthew-Olatokunbo_Bamidele_cv-updated-may-3-2018.doc

OLATUNJI, Adetola is a Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University Ago Iwoye. He holds FRCOG, FWACS and FICS. He is currently Dean of Faculty of Clinical Sciences. His e-mail address is detolatunji@gmail.com and phone number is 08033189157. Download CV: CV_Olatunji -Adetola -Ojo_mycv-modified-2-.doc

OLAYIWOLA, Ibiyemi is a Professor of Human nutrition in the College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta Nigeria. She holds a PhD from University of Ibadan, Ibadan Nigeria. She was a Head, Nutrition and Dietetics Department (2006-2010:2013-2015) and currently a member of university senate. She is a member of Nutrition Society of Nigeria and a member of International Union of Nutrition Sciences. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is ibisumbo@yahoo.com. Her Telephone number is 2348037122280. Download CV: CV_Olayiwola-Ibiyemi-Olasumbo _olayiwola-curriculum-vitae.docx-updated-.doc

OLAYESUSI, Femi is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Coordinator of Postgraduate Programmes at the Department of Geography and Planning, Lagos State University 2006/2007, and Acting Director General Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research, Ibadan (2010-2011). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Town Planners, Fellow of Hospitality and Tourism Association of Nigeria. His current research is on Smart destinations and cities. His email address is adefemiolokesusi@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348023322052. Download CV: CV_Olokesusi-Adefemi-Olatunde_cv-femi-olokesusi-13-september-2017.docx

OLOWOKERE, Mary is a Professor of Exploration Geophysics in the School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure. She holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2004). He was the Head of Department (2010-2012) and (2014). His current research is on Petro-physical and Geo-mechanical studies of oil and gas reservoirs. She has successfully supervised 5 PhDs. Her email address is olowo_mt@yahoo.com. Her telephone is +2349031815090. Download CV: CV_OLOWOKERE-MARY-TAIWO_prof-mrs-olowokere-cv.doc

OLOWU, Adebiyi is a Professor of Paediatrics in the College of Medicine, Olabisi Onabanjo University Ago-Iwoye. He holds a West African College of Physician’s Fellowship (Paediatrics- 1987). He was Provost of OACHS (2007-2010). He is a Fellow of WACP. His current research is on Congenital Heart Diseases. He has successfully supervised over 10 Fellowship Dissertations. His e-mail address is adeowwu20@gmail.com and telephone number is +2348037129979. Download CV: CV_OLOWU-ADEBIYI-OLUMUYIWA_olowu-vitae-6.doc
OLOYEDE, I. Bayo is a Professor of Mass Communication in the College of Management and Social Sciences, Redeemer’s University, Ede. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan,(2002). He was Head, Department of Mass Communication, Redeemer’s University from 2009 -2015 and in 2017. He is, currently, the Director, Directorate of General Studies Programme. He is a Fellow of the Society of Educational Administrators of Nigeria (FSEAN). His current research is on legal limits of criticism in Nigeria. His email address is bayooloyede2003@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033230943. Download CV: CV_OLOYEDE-ISIKILU-BAYO_bayo-oloyede-s-newest-cv-2-.doc

OLOYEDE, Omotade is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, Ekiti State University, She holds a PhD from University of Ilorin (2005). She was the Head of Biochemistry Department (2006-2008), Assistant Director Pre-degree Sciences ( 2010-2012) and Hall Warden(2017 to date). She received a Postdoctoral Award from CNPq/TWAS in Brazil (2009). Her current Research is on Plant Biochemistry and Toxicology. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs, while 5 are still under supervision. Her email address is pmoloyede@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348033972332. Download CV: CV_Oloyede-Omotade-Ibidun_prof-mrs-oloyede-cv.doc

OLUCHUKWU, Ephraim is a Professor of Education Management in the College of Social and Management Science, Wesley University, Ondo. He holds a PhD from the University of Jos (1989). He is a visiting Professor to the University of Cape Coast, Ghana (2015 - 2017). He is a member of the Nigerian Academy of Education. He is currently the Director of Academic Planning, Wesley University, Ondo. His current research is on Human Resource Management. His email address is ephraimoluchukwu2014@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347060462120. Download CV: CV_OLUCHUKWU-EPHRAIM-EBUTU_cv-nae-new.docx

OLUJIMI, Julius is a Professor of Urban and Regional Planning in School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Akure (2003). He was Head of Department (URP); (2010- August, 2013) and Dean, School of Environmental Technology (August, 2013- July, 2017). Currently, Member, Governing Council (FUTA) representing Senate (April 2017 - date). His current research is on Community-Driven Infrastructure Planning. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs and 2 on-going PhD candidates supervision. His email is jabolujimi@futa.edu.ng His telephone number is +2348034540637. Download CV: CV_OLUJIMI-JULIUS-AJILOWO_BAYODE_updated-olujimi-cv-copy.doc

OLUSANYA, Joseph is a Professor of Human Nutrition in the College of Vocational and Technology Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu Ode. He holds a Ph. D from University of Ibadan (1988). He was Director, Centre for Vocational, Entrepreneurship, and General Studies (2005-2008); Director, Centre for Part-time and External Programmes (2008-2010); Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2010-2011); Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2011-2015),Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies (2015-2018). His current research is on formulation and preparation of complementary foods. His e-mail address is: olusanyajo@tasued.edu.ng His phone number 08033544775. Download CV:

OLUSOLA, Oyewole is a Professor of Food Science and Technology at the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was the Vice-Chancellor of the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2012-2017). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. He has served as a Program Coordinator at the Association of African Universities, Accra, Ghana (2006 - 2009) and a Senior Hugher Education Specialist the African Union Commission, Addisa-Ababa, Ethiopia (2009-2010) His e-mail address is oyewoleb@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348033351814. Download CV: CV_OYEWOLE-OLUSOLA-BANDELE_oyewole-biodata.docx

OLUWATIMILEHIN, Judah is a Professor of Counseling Psychology in the College of Specialized and Professional Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun. He holds a PhD from the Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti (1997). He was former Head of Department Counseling Psychology (2010-2011), former Director of Pre-Degree Programme (2011-2015), former Director Centre for Human Rights and Gender Education (2015-2016) and Chairman Examination Malpractices Committee (2016-date). He
is a Member of Counseling Association of Nigeria (CASSON). His current research is on Cognitive Analytic Therapy. His email address is julehin@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034742623.

**Download CV:** CV_Oluwatimilehin-Judah-Tunde Bamisaye_cv-latest-2018-June.docx

**OMEH,** Yusuf Ndukaku is a Professor in the College of Natural Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was the Head of Department of Biochemistry. His current research is in Clinical and lipid Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised two PhDs. His email is omeh.yusuf@mouau.edu.ng. His phone number is +2348036766169.

**Download CV:** CV_OMEH-YUSUF-NDUKAKU_prof.-y.-n.-omeh-cv-most-current-1.doc

**OMITOYIN,** Bamidele is a Professor of Aquaculture and Fisheries in the Faculty of Renewable Natural Resources, University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Acting Head, Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Management (2010-2012), Head, Department of Aquaculture and Fisheries Management (2014-2016), Dean, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry (2016-2017) and Dean, Faculty of Renewable Natural Resources (2017-Date). He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of Nigeria. His current research is on fish toxicology. He has successfully supervised 8 PhDs. His email address is bam OMITOYIN@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348052723075.

**Download CV:** CV_OMITOYIN-Bamidele-Oluwarotimi_curriculum-vitae-prof-omitoyn-bo.docx

**OMONIYI,** Isaac is a Professor of Fisheries Biology and Management in the College of Environmental Resources Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). Head of Department (2003-2007) and Head of Part Time Degree Programme (2008-2011). A Fellow of Fisheries Society of Nigeria (FISON). His current research is on Ecological Integrity of some lentic water bodies in Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 9 PhDs. His email address is itomoniyi@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348038093831.

**Download CV:** CV_OMONIYI-ISAAC-TUNDE_prof.-omoniyi-s-cv.doc

**OMOSIGHO,** Sunday is a Professor of Mathematics at the University of Benin, Benin City. He holds a PhD from the University of Lancaster, UK. He was Dean of Physical Sciences (2014-2018). His research area is Operational Research especially Stochastic Processes including irreversible investment. His email and telephone number are seomosigho@uniben.edu and +2348023672468. He was awarded a Plaque by the National Universities Commission for supervising the Thesis titled on Mathematical Models for the Population Dynamics of Tuberculosis and Strategies for its Control in Nigeria adjudged the best Ph.D. thesis in the discipline of Physical Sciences within Nigerian University System during 2008.

**Download CV:** CV_OMOSIGHO-SUNDAY-EWANSHIA_resume-professor-omosigho-2018.doc

**ONI,** Emmanuel Olayiwola is a Professor of Entrepreneurship and Management in the School of Entrepreneurship and Management Technology. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2005). He was Head of Department (2007-2010 and 2011-2013), and Dean School of Entrepreneurship and Management Technology (2013-2017). He is a Fellow Charted Management Accounting (FCMA), and Fellow, Corporate Human Resource Management Institute (FCRMI). He is current Member of the Academy of Management, Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is olayiwolaoni1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348055308359.

**Download CV:** CV_ONI-EMMANUEL-OLAYIWOLA_prof-e.-o.-oni-cv.docx

**ONU,** Isa is a Professor of Applied Entomology in the Institute for Agricultural Research /Faculty of Agriculture, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He holds a PhD from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, (1990). He was Deputy Dean of Agriculture (1995-2000) and Deputy Executive Director, Institute for Agricultural Research (2008-2012). He is a Fellow Entomological Society of Nigeria. His current research is in the utilization of Biotechnology in Pest Management in Cotton. He has successfully Supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is isaoe71@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348063283232.

**Download CV:** CV_Onu-Isa_prof.-isa-cv.doc
ONUKA, Adams is a Professor of Educational Evaluation and Research in Institute of Education (IoE), University of Ibadan. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1996). He was Programme (Evaluation), Distance Learning, UI (2008-2011), Chairman, Anti-Cultism Campaign Committee (2010-2016), Director, Social Orientation Centre (2011-2016), Head of Outreach Services Unit, IoE (2013-2017). He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is ada.otuoze@gmail.com. Download CV: CV_ONUKA-Adams-Otuoze Umoru_adams-onuka-s-curriculum-vitae-2017.docx

ONWUEKWE, Ikenna is a Professor of Clinical Neurology and Internal Medicine in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians (2004). He is also a Member of the Nigerian Institute of Management. His current research focuses on epilepsy and stroke. He has successfully produced several Medical Fellows. His email address is ikenna.onwuekwe@unn.edu.ng. Mobile number is +2348033424240.

ONWUKA, Gregory is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State. He holds a PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka, (1997). He was a Dean College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism (2011-2014). He is a fellow of Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology. His current research is on conversion of food wastes into valuable products. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is onwuka.gregory@mouau.edu.ng. Download CV:

ONYEOCHA, Izuuchukwu Marcel is a Professor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds 2 PhDs from the University of London (1990), the Catholic University of America (1992). He was Director of the MIS (1995-2008), Director of Research and Linkages (2008-2012). He is a fellow of the US Academy of Sciences, Nigerian Academy of Education. His current research is on African Conception of time. He has successfully supervised 31 PhDs. His email address is izuonyeocha@yahoo.co.uk. His telephone number is +2348033417304.

ONYIDO, Angus is a Professor of Applied Entomology in the Faculty of Biosciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka. He holds a PhD from Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt (1993). He was Head of Department of Parasitology and Entomology (2006/7 and 2010-2012). He is also the current Head, Applied Geology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. His current research is on Facies Analyses in the Sedimentary Basins. His email address is saopeloye@futa.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348060981972.

OPARA, Ambrose is a Professor of Medical Laboratory Science in the Faculty of Health Sciences, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo State University (2008). He was Head of Medical Laboratory Science (2012-2014) Department (2012-2015). He is an Associate Member of the Medical Laboratory Science Council of Nigeria (MLSCN). He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is profambroseuche@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348130872021.

OSAHOGULU, Dele is a Professor of Information Systems/Operations Research in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Port- Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). He was Head of Mathematics (1998-1999), Head of Department...
of Computer Science (2002-2004, 2006-2008), Director of ICT Center (2008-2015) and Head, Department of Mathematics and Statistics (2015 to date). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Management. His current research is on modeling education management systems. Currently supervising 3 PhDs. His email address is osahoguludele@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037540641. Download CV: CV_Osahogulu-Dele-Joshua_prof-djo-cv-main.docx

OSASONA, Oladipo is a Professor of Electronic and Electrical Engineering in the Faculty of Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. He holds a PhD from Obafemi Awolowo University (1988). He was Vice-Dean of Technology (1995-1997). He is a COREN registered Engineer. His current research is on gas sensors. He is currently supervising 3 PhD students. His e-mail address is ladiposasona@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2348034105774. Download CV: CV_OSASONA-Oladipo_cv-2018-ladi-osasona.doc

OSO, Muraino is a Professor of Mass Communication, School of Communication, Lagos State University, Ojo. He holds a PhD from the University of Leicester, Leicester, England (1983-1987) and former Dean, School of Communication (2011-2014). He is the President of the Association of Communication Scholars and Professional of Nigeria (ACSPN). His current research is on Political Communication. He has supervised 2 PhDs. His email address is laioso@ymail.com. His telephone is +2348033469696. Download CV: CV_OSO-MURAINO-OLAYIWOLA_lai-oso-cv-updated-2018-30-april-2018.doc

OSUKA, Bernard Okwudiri is a Professor of Banking and Finance in the Faculty of Business Administration, Imo State University, Owerri, Imo State. He holds a PhD from the Federal University of Technology, Owerri (2007). He was the Head of the Department of Banking & Finance (2001-2007) and (2011-2014). He was also the Coordinator, Institute for Continuing Education Programme (ICEP) (1998-1999, 2000-2001). He is a Fellow, Institute of Corporate Resource Management (FICRM). His current research is on Nigeria’s payment system: towards a cashless economy. He is currently supervising 3 PhDs. His email address is benosu28@gmail.com. His phone number is +2347039702410. Download CV: CV_OSUKA-BERNARD-OKWUDIRI_prof-osuka-cv.doc

OSUNDAHUNSI, Oluwatooyin Faramade is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure. She holds PhD from the University of Ibadan, Ibadan (1999). She was Head of Department (2013-2016). She is a Fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Food Science and Technology and Recipient of Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship, Germany. Her current research is on lesser-known food commodities for product development. She has successfully supervised 8 PhDs and supervising another 8 candidates. Her e-mail address is ofosundahunsi@futa.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035798813. Download CV: CV_OSUNDAHUNSI-OLUWATOOYIN-FARAMADE_osundahunsi-cv-2018-acc-current-18.doc

OSUNGBADE, Kayode is a Professor of Health Policy and Management in the Faculty of Public Health, University of Ibadan, Ibadan. He holds a FMCPH and FWACP from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (1997) and West African College of Physicians (2015) respectively. He was Acting Head of Department of Community Medicine (2008-2010) and he is current Head of Department of Health Policy and Management (2010 till date). His current research is on health systems. He has successfully supervised 10 FMCPH/FWACPs. His email address is kosungbade@com.ui.edu.ng and koosungbade@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348034781208. Download CV: CV_Osungbade-Kayode-Omoniyi_osungbade-cv-2018.doc

OVIAWE, Osawaru is a Professor of Paediatrics in the Institute of Child Health, University of Benin. He became a fellow of the National postgraduate medical college in 1981 and undergone sub-specialty training in pulmunoology in Queen Elisabeth Hospital Birmingham United Kingdom. He was Head, Department of Child Health (1994-1997) and Director Institute of Child Health (1998-2002). His research is on Asthma. He has supervised over 10 dissertations. His email address is
OWENS-IBIE, Nosa is a Professor of Communication, Media and Development in the College of Social and Management Sciences, Caleb University. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1992). He was Head, Department of Mass Communication (2011-2013) and is Dean of Social and Management Sciences (2013-date), Chairman, Academic Standard Board, Chairman, Committee of Deans. His email contacts are: nosa.owens-ibie@calebuniversity.edu.ng, nosowens@gmail.com. His phone number is +2348053439426. Download CV: CV_OWENSiBIE-owenSi-ibie-nosa-owens-ibie-nuc-2018.doc

OWETE, Kingsley is a Professor of African Traditional Religion in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt, Choba. He holds a PhD from the University of Port-Harcourt (2004). He was Ag. Head of Department, Religious and Cultural Studies (2012-2014). He is currently Associate Dean Faculty of Humanities UPH. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His current research is on Witchcraft as science. His email address is kingsleyiwete@gmail.com. His telephone number is +1238037108620. Download CV: CV_OWETE-KINGSLEY-IFEANYI_owete-cv-as-at-june-2018.docx

OWOLARAFA, Oseni Kehinde, a Professor of Agricultural Engineering, obtained his PhD degree from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (2007). He was Head of Department (2012-2014), OAU, Pre-Degree Coordinator of OAU Centre for Distance Learning (2016-2017), Deputy Director of OAUUCDL (2017 - date). He is a member of many Engineering Professional Associations. He is Chief Examiner for NSE (2017 - date) and COREN Chief Inspector (2016 till date). His current research is the development of appropriate agro-processing technologies for major crops. He has successfully supervised 4 PhDs. His email address is owolarafe@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348056509073. Download CV: CV_Owolarafe-Oseni-Kehinde_owolarafe-cv-aoau-2018-general-new-aoau-june-2018.docx

OWORU, Olugbemiga is a Professor of Sport Administration in the College of Science and Information Technology, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu-ode. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (2009). He was Director, Human Resource Development Centre (2010-2013). He was Dean College of Science (2016-2018). His current research is on Socio-cultural and Administrative factors inhibiting the production of elite athletes in tertiary institutions in Nigeria. His email address is oworugafol@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037272990. Download CV: CV_Oworu-Olugbemiga-Olufolahan_prof.-oworu-o.-o.-cv.doc

OYENUGA, Anthony Oyetunde is a Professor of Technical Education in the College of Vocational and Technology Education, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijagun, Ogun State. He holds PhD from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2010). He was Acting Head of Department 2011-2014. He has successfully supervised 23 Master Degrees. His email address is oyenugaoa@tasued.edu.ng. His telephone numbers are 08063227734 and 08055124723. Download CV: CV_Oyenuga-Anthony-Oyetunde_professor-oyenuga-s-c-v-for-nuc-records.doc

OYEYEMI, Adetoyeje is a Professor of Physiotherapy in Geriatrics in the Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, University of Maiduguri. He holds a Doctor of Health Sciences degree from the University of St. Augustine (1996). He is a Fellow of Postgraduate Physiotherapy and Certified Clinical Specialist in Geriatrics and is a Fellow of the National Postgraduate Physiotherapy College of Nigeria. His current research is physical activity and women’s Health. He has supervised a doctoral thesis and has mentored young lecturers in qualitative research. His current research is on physical activity and aging, and physiotherapy. His e-mail address is adetoyejeoyeyemi@unimaid.edu.ng or adeoyeyemi@aol.com. Download CV: CV_Oyeyemi-Adetoyeje-Yoonus_2018-maiduguri-th-cv.doc

OZOJE, Michael is a Professor of Quantitative Genetics and Animal Breeding in the College of Animal Science and Livestock Production, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1993). He was Acting Head of the Department of Animal Breeding and Genetics (2000-2005), Deputy Dean, PGS (2008-2012) and Currently the Editor in chief of the University Journals. He is a member of several national and International organizations. His current...
research is on candidate gene approach to selection improvement in livestock production. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is ozojem@gmail.com. His telephone is +2348037163501. Download CV: CV_Ozoje-Michael-OhioKhuabo_mocv7.doc

PAUL, Nosike is a Professor of Electronic and Computer Engineering in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Paul University, Awka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). He is the Head of the Department of Computer Science and Information Technology. His email address is nosikay@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347034380133. Download CV: CV_Nosike-Paul_nosike_paul.docx

PAULINUS, Chukwuemeka NGOKA is a Professor of Hospitality Management and Tourism in the College of Applied Food Sciences, Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2007). He was Deputy Dean of the College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism (1999 - 2023). A fellow of the Hospitality and Tourism Management Association of Nigeria, he the current Head of Home Science and Hospitality Management and Tourism Department of the University. His E-mail address is ngoka.paulinus@mouauedu.ng, and his phone number is +2347060574718. Download CV: CV_PROHP---The Prophet---Latest_cv-of-prohp-the-prophet.docx

POLYCARP, Anyanwu is a Professor of English in the Faculty of Humanities, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria Nsukka (1990). He was Head of Department of English and Director, Centre for Population Studies of Imo State University. His current research is on Applied English Linguistics. He has successfully supervised 10 PhDs. His email address is ndapolyprof@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08033782546. Download CV: CV_Anyanwu-Polycarp-Azoma_curriculum-vitae.docx

PROHP, The Prophet is a Professor of Biochemistry in the College of Health Science, Faculty of Basic Medical Science, Niger Delta University, Amassoma, Wilberforce Island. He holds a PhD from the University of Benin (2014). He was acting Head, Department of Medical Biochemistry Ambrose Alli University (2004 -2006) and Niger Delta University (2006 - 2008; 2009 -2013). His current research is on Toxicology & Medical Biochemistry. His email address is theprophetprohp@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2347035700176. Download CV: CV_Prohp-The Prophet--_Latest_cv-of-prohp-the-prophet.docx

SAID, Muhammad is a Professor of Analytical chemistry in the Faculty of Physical Science, Bayero University, Kano. He holds a PhD from the Bayero University, Kano (2008). He was Deputy Dean of Science Yusuf Maitama Sule University, Kano (2012-2013). His current research is on water chemistry. He has successfully supervised 1 PhD. His email address is dayyibmds@yahoo.com His telephone number is+2348065026653. Download CV: CV_Said-Muhammad -Dayyab_curriculum-vitae2.doc

SALAMI Kazeem is a Professor of Vocational Teachers Education in the Faculty of Science and Educational Technology, Federal University of Technology Minna. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1993). He was Head of Department (2008-2011). He is a Fellow of Nigeria Association of Teachers of Technology. His current research is Technology Vocational Education and Training. Download CV: CV_SALAMI-KAZEEM-ADEBAYO_cv-update-april-2017.doc

SAMSON-APKAN, Patience is a Professor of Nursing in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Calabar (2012). She was Ag. Head of Department (2014-2016). She is a Fellows West African College of Nursing (FWACN), (2008). Her current research is on Challenges in Nursing education, she has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email is patsamakpan@unical.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +23480237858. Download CV: CV_Samson-Akpan-Patience-Edoho_c-v-2018..doc

SAM-WOBO, Sammy is a Professor of Public Health Parasitology in the College of BioSciences, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (FUNAAB). He holds a PhD from FUNAAB (2005). He is Head of Department (2017-2020), Chair -University Sports Council of Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2010- date). He is Editor-in-Chief, Nigerian Journal of Parasitology; Chair, Ogun State
SANI, Sammani is a Professor of General Linguistics in the Centre for Research in the Nigerian Languages and Folklore, Bayero University, Kano. He holds PhD from the University of Indiana (1988). He was Dean Students Affairs (1998-1999). His current research is on Word Creation and Morphology. His email address is sammanisani@hotmail.com. His telephone number is +2348034105228. Download CV: CV_Sani-Sammani-_prof.-sammani-s.-c.v..docx

SANNI, Lateef is a Professor of Food Science and Technology in the College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. He holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1999). He was Dean of Food Science and Human Ecology (2014-2017) and currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Development) of Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta (2017 to date). He is a Fellow of the Nigerian Food Science and Technology. His current research is on Food Processing and Storage Technology. He has successfully supervised 16 PhDs. His email address is sannilateef5@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033469882. Download CV: CV_Sanni-Lateef-Oladimeji_cv-sanmay-2018.doc

SHUGABA, Ali Ishaq is a Professor of Human Anatomy in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Jos, Jos. He has MBBS (ABU, 1985) DGCA (Unijos) M.Sc. (ABU), PhD (ABU,2009) and PGDE(UDUS) He was and still Head of Human Anatomy, University of Jos. He is a fellow of Anatomical Society of Nigeria and also of the Association of General Medical Practitioners. His current research interest is in Applied Anatomy and Reproductive Histomorphology. His email is alishugaba@yahoo.com and telephone numbers are +2348033454227 and +2348080818132. Download CV: CV_SHUGABA-ALI-IS'HAQ_curriculum-vitae-shugaba-2.doc

SITTU, Kelani Okunde, is a Professor of English in the School of Science and Technology Education, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from Bayero University, Kano (2002). He was Deputy Dean, School of Science and Science Education (2008-2009) and Coordinator, GST Unit (2010-2012). His current research is on Reading Culture of Nigerians. He has supervised 2 PhD candidates. His email address is kelanishitu@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348053328241. Download CV: CV_SHITTU-KELANI-OKUNDE_shittu-kelani-okunade.docx

SOKUNBI, Ganiyu is a Professor of Physiotherapy in the Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Bayero University Kano. He holds a PhD from the University of Brichton, UK. He was Acting Head of Department in 2016-2017. He is a Fellow of National Postgraduate Physiotherapy College of Nigeria. His currently researching into complimentary and alternative therapy for back pain, spinal pain and failed back syndrome. His e-mail addresses are gsokunbi.pth@buk.edu.ng ganiyusokunbi@gmail.com. His telephone number is 08138468412. Download CV: CV_SOKUNBI-GANIYU-OLUWALEKE_cv.doc

SUNMONU, Taofik is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Director, Academic Planning (2014-2016) and currently Director, Centre for Research and International Cooperation (2016-date). He was awarded Postdoctoral Fellowship Award in South Africa (2009 and 2013). He was the PRO of the Nigerian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (2011-2015). His current research is on Plant Biochemistry/Phytomedicine. His email address is taosun77@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033939464. Download CV: CV_SUNMONU-TAOFIK-OLATUNDE_curriculum-vitae-of-prof-taofik-sunmonu.docx

TASIE, George I. K. is a Professor of African Traditional Religion and Culture in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port-Harcourt (2001). He was Head, Department of Religious and Cultural Studies (2010-2012) and Assistant Director, School
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of Basic Studies (Certificate Programme) (2015-2017). His current research interest is on the role of African indigenous religion and the promotion of cultural tourism in Africa; and the interpretation of African religion in Nigerian video films. He has successfully supervised 7 PhDs. His email address is george.tasie@uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348135187781. Download CV: CV_Tasie-George-Innocent Okposoruchi_curriculum-vitae-2.doc

TAYO, Oluwatoyin is a Professor of Animal Nutrition in the School of Science and Technology, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo, Ogun State. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan (1995). She was Head, Department of Agriculture (2000-2004), Dean, School of Science and Technology (2008-2011) and Director, Research, Innovation and International Cooperation, Babcock University. Her current research is on livestock nutrient management, utilization of indigenous herbs by poultry and livestock, livestock faecal waste management and the environment. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is tayog@babcock.edu.ng, toyosi66@gmail.com. Her phone number is +2348033794709. Download CV:

TIJANI, W. Adelani is a Professor of Nursing in the Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He possesses a PhD from the University of Agriculture, Abeokuta Nigeria (2010). He was the Head of Nursing Sciences Department at the Ladoke Akintola University of Technology Ogbomoso from 2011 to 2013; and currently, he has been the Head of Nursing Sciences of Bayero University, Kano from 2015 to date. He is currently supervising 3 PhD students. His email address is tjadelani2012@gmail.com and he can be reached on +2348123232251. Download CV: CV_TIJANI-WAKILI-ADELANI_adelani-cv-may-2018.docx

UBACHUKWU, Augustine is a Professor of Physics and Astronomy (Astrophysics) in the Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1991). He was a Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies (2013-2016) and Head, Computer Science (2012-2013 and 2006-2009) and Physics and Astronomy (2001-2003). He is a fellow of Astronomical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Radio-Source Orientation and Relativity Beaming Hypothesis. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is augustine.ubachukwu@unn.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037734303. Download CV: CV_Ubachukwu-Augustine-Anyaegbunam_ubachukwu-augustine-s-cv.doc

UBACHUKWU, Patience is a Professor of Zoology and Environmental Biology (Parasitology and Entomology) in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2001). She was the Coordinator of Natural Sciences Unit, School of General Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She is currently the Head of Department, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. Her current research is on Neglected Tropical Diseases and their Vectors. She has successfully supervised 3 PhDs. Her email address is patience.ubachukwu@unn.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348063290959. Download CV: CV_UBACHUKWU-PATIENCE-OBIAEGELI_ubachukwu-patience-s-cv.doc

UDENSI, Juliana is a Professor of Library and Information Technology in the School of Information and Communication Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. She holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria (2010). She was a Deputy University Librarian (2011-2014), Acting University Librarian (2011-2014) and Member NUC Accreditation Committee (2015) Federal University of Technology, Minna. She is a member of Librarian Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN) (2011). Her current research is on Africana Resources Utilization in Africa (Nigerian) Universities. She has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. Her email address is julie.udensi@futminna.edu.ng. Her telephone number is +2348035860072. Download CV: CV_Udensi-Juliana-Nkechi_cv-dr.-udensiprofessorship.doc

UDUMUKWU, Onyemaechi, a Professor of English and Cultural Theories in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port Harcourt. He holds a PhD from the University of Port Harcourt, (1991). Served as Head of Department twice (2003-2006 and 2010-2012). He has served and chaired many committees in the University of Port Harcourt, the current being Chairman, Senate Business Committee. His
current research is on the representation of the crisis of citizenship in the African Novel. He has successfully supervised 17 PhDs. His email address is ocu426@yahoo.com and his telephone number is +2347038725913. Download CV: CV_UDUMUKWU-ONYEMAECHI_onyemaechi-udumukwu-revised-vita.docx

UFUAH, Matthew Eigbe is a Professor of Geography in the Faculty of Environmental Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma. He holds a PhD from Ambrose Alli, University (2000). He was Sub-Dean (2004-2010), and Head of Department of Geography (2007-2011, 2013-2014.) He is a fellow of the Strategic Institute for Natural Resources and Human Development and Institute of Corporate Administration. His Current Research is on Application of Geoinformatic Techniques in Environmental Management. He has Successfully Supervised 13 PhDs. His email address is matthewufuah1@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348033688274. Download CV: CV_UFUAH-MATTHEW-EIGBE_curriculum-vitae-3.docx

UKACHUKWU, Sunday is a Professor of Animal Science, Michael Okparra University of Agriculture, Umudike. He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (2000). He was Dean of Animal Science and Animal Production (2014-2017) Vice-Chancellor of Wesley University, Ondo (2018-date). He is a Registered Animal Scientist. His current research is on alternative feed resources and mitigation of greenhouse gas emission. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is snukachukwu@yahoo.com. His telephone number is @2348026200673. Download CV: CV_UKACHUKWU-SUNDAY-NDUBUEZE_curriculum-vitae-snukachukwu.docx

ULOKO, Andrew is a Professor of Medicine in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano. He holds an FMCP (Endocrinology) from the National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria (2007) and FACE from the American College of Endocrinology (2011). He has held several key administrative, academic and professional posts within BUK Kano, AKTH Kano, NPMCN. His current research is in Non-communicable diseases; Diabetes epidemiology, care and prevention in Africans. He has successfully supervised and trained 9 fellows of the postgraduate medical colleges. His email address is aueloko.med@buk.edu.ng and telephone is +2348037037749. Download CV: CV_ULOKO-ANDREW-E._curriculum-vitae-updated-prof-a.-uloko.doc

UMEAKA, Ernest is a Professor of Accounting in the Faculty of Business Administration, Imo State University, Owerri. He holds a PhD from Imo State University (2010). He was the Coordinator School of Business Studies (1992-1997) and Head of Department (2000-2005, 2010-2012 and 2015-2018). He is a member of Association of National Accountants of Nigeria and Fellow of Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Nigeria. His current research interest is on Effect of IFRS on Financial Performance. His email address is umeakaernest@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348036675016. Download CV: CV_UMEAKA-ERNEST-CHIBUEZE_curriculum-vitae-latest.docx

UMOINYANG, Imo Edet is a Professor of Educational Evaluation in the Institute of Education, University of Calabar, Calabar. He holds a Ph. D from the University of Ibadan (1999). He was Examination Officer of the Institute of Education (1992 - 2004; 2006 - 2010); Head of educational technology Department (2004 - 2006) and Director, Institute of Education (2011 - 2016). He is a Fellow of the Science Teachers Association of Nigeria. He has successfully supervised 19 PhDs. His email address is ieumoinyang@ymail.com and his telephone numbers are +2348023390446; +2348037936924. Download CV: CV_Umoinyang-Imo-Edet_curriculum-vitae-of-imo-e.-umoinyang.docx

ERNEST, Samuel Kolade is a Professor of Paediatrics and Child Health University of Ilorin. He holds a Medical Degree (MB;BS-1988), University of Ibadan, Fellowships of both West African College of Physicians (FWACP-1997) and Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (FRCPCH-2014), United Kingdom. He was Head of Department of Paediatrics and Child Health, University of Ilorin (2014-2017) and Member of the Board of Trustees, Wellspring University, Benin-City (2013-date). He has successfully supervised 27 Fellowship Dissertations/PhD Theses. Email:kolade.ernest@gmail.com
USMAN, Mohammed is a Professor of Linguistics and French in the Department of Languages Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences of the Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna. He holds a PhD from the University of Maiduguri (2004). He was Head of Department of Languages. He is a member of the Nigerian Institute of Management. His current research focus is on Language Policy, Planning and Management. His email address is usmaniro110@gmail.com. His telephone number is 2347068700401. Download CV: CV_Mohammed -USMAN -Ahmadu _cv-prof-usman-a-mohammed.docx

USMAN, Wurochekke Abdullahi is a Professor of Biochemistry in the School of Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2005). He was the head of Department (2007 - 2011) and Dean School of Life Sciences (2017 - date). His current research is in Medical Biochemistry. He is currently supervising 3 PhDs. His Email Address is wchekke@yahoo.co.uk. His phone number is +2348035596679. Download CV: CV_Usman-Abdullahi-Wurochekke_abbridged-cv-2017.docx

USORO, Chinyere is a professor of Chemical Pathology in the Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, College of Medical Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a PhD from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria (1996). In 2010, she was appointed a professor by the University of Calabar. She was head of Department of Chemical Pathology in 2004-2005, coordinator, Chemical Pathology Unit of Medical Laboratory Science 2005-2006, 2008-2014. She was Chairman, Faculty of Allied Medical Science Graduate Committee, 2012-2014. Her current research focus is on the Impact of Nutrition and Environmental Toxicants on Oxidative Stress Indices and Immune Defence Mechanisms in Human Population. Download CV: CV_Usoro-Chinyere-Adanna Opara_cv-chinyere-causoro.doc

UTSALO, Simon is a Professor of Medical Microbiology, Department of Medical Laboratory Science, University of Calabar. He holds a PhD from Ohio University, Athens, USA (1981). He was Acting Head, Department of Medical Microbiology (1984-1988) and Head (1995 - 1998, 2000-2004), Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Calabar (2011-2013). His current research interest is on transmission, Pathogenicity and Virulence factors of Escherichia Coli Strains. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is sjutsalo@yahoo.com. His telephone number is 08036689840. Download CV: CV_UTSALO-SIMON-JAMES_curriculum-vitae-newest.docx

UYOH, Edak is a Professor of Plant Genetics in the Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Calabar, Calabar. She holds a Ph,D from the University of Calabar (1989). She was Head, Department of Genetics and Biotechnology, University of Calabar ( 2001-2003, 2005-2007, 2009-2011). Her current research is on Molecular characterisation of Fonio and improvement of rice accessions for tolerance to Abiotic Stresses. She has successfully supervised 3 Ph.Ds. Her email address is gen_uyoh@yahoo.com. Her telephone number is +2348037929022. Download CV:

UZOMA, Anthony Uwandu is a Professor of Philosophy in the Directorate of General Studies, Federal University of Technology, Owerri (FUTO). He holds a PhD from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1992). He is Director of the Directorate of General Studies, FUTO (2016-date). He was Associate Dean of Postgraduate School, FUTO (2004-2008); Head of Department of Philosophy of Science and Technology, FUTO (2009-2013); Head of Department of General Studies 2000-2002. His email address is uwanduzoma@yahoo.com. His telephone number is +2348036778956. Download CV: CV_UZOMA-ANTHONY-UWANDU_curriculum-vitae-prof-anthony-uwandu-uzoma.doc

WOTOGBE-WENEKA, Wellington is a Professor of African and Comparative Religion/Culture in the Faculty of Humanities, University of Port-Harcourt. He holds a PhD degree from the University of Ibadan (1990). He was two time Head of Department in the University of Port-Harcourt. He is a Fellow, Academy of Religion (FAR). His Current Research is on Comparative Studies of Afro-Caribbean Religion and African Traditional Religion. He has Successfully Supervised 16 PhD Candidates and has over 50
Publications both national and international. His email Address is wellington.wotogbe-weneke@Uniport.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348036709376. Download CV: CV_WOTOGBE-WENEKA-WELLINGTON-ORNYEZINUICHIMM_cv-latest-and-updated-2017.doc

YAKUBU, Alhassan Professor of Paediatrics in the Faculty of Clinical Sciences Bingham University Karu, Nasarawa State, Nigeria, Jos Campus. He holds FMCPaed FWACP.He was Head of Department of Paediatrics and Dean of Medicine Ahmadu Bello University Zaria 1989-1994, Chief Medical Director Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital 1995-2003, Foundation Head of Paediatrics Bingham University 2010-2012, Provost College of Health Sciences Bingham University 2010-2016, 2018 to date. Member of New York Academy of Science. Supervised 35 (1 PhD, 34 Fellowships Dissertations). alhassanmela@yahoo.com. +2348065539634. Download CV: CV_Yakubu-Alhassan-Mela_profosts-updated-cv-july-2016.doc

YAKUBU, Toyin is a Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. He holds a PhD from the University of Ilorin (2006). He was Sub. Dean, Students Affairs (2010-2012), Ag. Head (2012-2014), Head of Department (2017-2018) and Director, Central Research Laboratories (2018-date). His current research is on Reproductive Biochemistry. He has successfully supervised 11 PhDs. His email address is tomuyak@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348037544437. Download CV: CV_Yakubu-Toyin-Musa_cv-prof.-mt-yakubu-30-06-2018.docx

YALOKWU, Patrick is a Professor of Business Administration and Management in the College of Business and Social Sciences, Crawford University, Igbesa. He holds MBA (Business Administration) and PhD (Educational Administration) of the University of Benin, Nigeria. He was Dean College of Business and Social Sciences (2012-2015) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (2015-Date) of Crawford University, Igbesa. He is a Fellow of Nigeria Institute of Management. His current research is on Spiritually-Minded and Authentic Leadership. He has successfully supervised a PhD thesis. His email address is patyalokwu@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2347062582163. Download CV: CV_YALOKWU-Patrick-Onwu_cv-yalokwu-po-april-2018.doc

YISA, Jonathan is a Professor of Chemistry in the School of Physical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was the Head, Department of Chemistry (2010 -2013) and Industrial liaison Office/SIWES Coordinator (2018). He is a Fellow of Chemical Society of Nigeria. His current research is on Development and Characterization of Nanoabsorbent from Silver and Iron Nanoparticles. He has successfully supervised 6 PhDs. His email address is yisajo@gmail.com. His telephone number is +2348035023633. Download CV: CV_Yisa-Jonathan_prof.-jonathan-yisa-cv.doc

ZUBAIRU, Mustapha is a Professor of Urban Planning in the School of Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna. He holds a PhD from the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland (1990). He was Director, CHSUD (2003-5; and 2010-2017). He is a Fellow of Nigerian Institute of Town Planners and Member of Nigerian Institute of Architects. He has successfully supervised 2 PhDs. His current e-mail address is mustapha.zubairu@futminna.edu.ng. His telephone number is +2348037024617. Download CV: CV_ZUBAIRU-MUSTAPHA_cv-professor-mustapha-zubairu.docx
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ABALAKA Akogu Elijah, Environmental Sciences, Department of Building, Federal University of Technology, Minna
ABANG Sylvanus Obi, Agriculture, Agric.economics, University of Calabar
ABARA Abara Enagu, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Cross River State University of Science & Technology, Calabar
ABASIEKONG Edet Moses, Social Sciences, Sociology, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
ABASS Ademola Olasupo, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
ABASS Mojeed Olayide, Sciences, Computer Science and Information Technology, Bells University of Technology, Otta
ABDU Paul Ayuba, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ABDU Lawan, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, Bayero University, Kano
ABDU Aliyu, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Bayero University, Kano
ABDUL Suleiman Dangana, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
ABDULBAQY Shu’aib Agaka, Arts, Arabic, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
ABDULKAREEM Sulyman Age, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, University of Ilorin
ABDULKAREEM Yusuf Adedayo, Education, Educational Management, University of Ilorin
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AJAYI Michael Adeniyi, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
AJAYI Isaac Rotimi, Sciences, Physics and Electronics, Crawford University Igbesa
AJAYI Oladele Samuel, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AJE Isaac Olaniyi, Environmental Sciences, Quantity Surveying, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AJLE Joshua Oluwafemi, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AJETUNMOBI Oluwamuyiwa Michael, Sciences, Department, Lagos State University, Ojo
AJETUNMOBI Rasheed Owoyele, Arts, History and Diplomatic Studies, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu Ode
AJIABADE Yetunde Adedoyin, Education, Arts and Social Science Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AJIABADE Gabriel Adegboyega, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna
AJIABADE Babson Babatunde, Environmental Sciences, Visual Arts and Technology, Cross River State University of Science & Technology, Calabar
AJIABEFUN Igebekele Amos, Agriculture, Agricultural Resource Economics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AJIBOLA Mayowa Olusola, Environmental Sciences, Estate Management, Covenant University, Ota
AJIBOLA Clement Abiodun, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Calabar
AJIBOLA Joseph Olusegun, Social Sciences, Economics, Caleb University, Lagos
AJIBOYE Tunde Michael, Arts, French, University of Ilorin
AJIEH Patrick Chuks, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics & Extension, Delta State University Abraka
AJIENKA Joseph Atubokiki, Engineering, Petroleum Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
AJIKE Sunday Olusegun, Medicine and Dentistry, Dental Surgery, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
AJILA Olugbenga Chris, Social Sciences, Psychology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AJINOMOH Collin Shaaib, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
AJISAFE Michael Oluwafemi, Administration, Sports Science, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
AJIYAYI Mohammed, Engineering and Technology, Electrical Engineering, Bayero University, Kano
AJUNWA Enoch, Arts, Department of Modern European Languages, Hezekiah University, Umudi
AKAH Peter Achunike, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology & Toxicology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
AKANBI Charles Taiwo, Engineering and Technology, Food Science and Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKANDE John Adebayo, Agriculture, Environmental Management & Crop Production, Bowen University, Iwo
AKANDE Joshua Olusola, Education, Adult Education and Lifelong Learning, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKANDE Tanimola Makanjuola, College of Health Sciences / Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Epidemiology and Community Health, University of Ilorin
AKANEGBU Benedict Ndubisi, Social Sciences, Economics, Nile University of Nigeria, Abuja
AKANEME Florence Ifeoma, Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
AKANMU Moses Atanda, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKANNI Cassim Adekunle, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics & Farm Management, Obabakasi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
AKANWA Ursula Ngozi, Education, Science Education, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
AKANYA Helmina Ofunfunmilayo, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Minna
AKAOLISA Chukwuemeka Kasimir Zanders, Sciences, Geology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
AKARANTA Onyewuchi, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, University of Port-Harcourt
AKARUSE Lucky Oritsetojumi, Humanities, Philosophy, University of Port-Harcourt
AKEGBEJO-SAMSONS Yemi, Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
AKEREDOLU Oluwole Ayodeji, Education, Human Kinetics, Sports and Health Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
AKEREDOLU Funso Alaba, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKEREDOLU Patricia Adetokunbo, Medicine and Dentistry, Restorative Dentistry, University of Lagos
AKEREDOLU Alero Erhieyovwe, Law, Public and International Law, Ajayi Crowther University, Ibadan
AKERERELE William Omotoso, Social Sciences, Economics, Lead City University, Ibadan
AKHIGBE Adenike Olayemi, College of Medical Sciences, Radiology, University of Benin
AKHIGBE Kingsley Oalei, College of Medical Sciences, Mental Health, University of Benin
AKINBAMI Babatunde Olayemi, Medicine and Dentistry, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Port-Harcourt
AKINBÌLE Christopher Oluwakunmi, Engineering and Technology, Department of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINBOBOLA Temidayo Oladiran, Social Sciences, Economics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKINBOGUN Tolulope Lawrence, Environmental Sciences, Industrial Design, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINBOLA Gabriel Emiola, Agriculture, Agronomy, University of Ibadan
AKINBOTE Rufus Olusegun, Education, Department of Early Childhood and Educational Foundations, University of Ibadan
AKINBOYE Dora Olufunmilola, Public and Allied Health, Public Health, Babcock University, Ille-Ife
AKINDAHUNSI Afolabi Akintunde, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINDELE Shadrach Olufemi, Agriculture, Department of Forestry and Wood Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINDUTIRE Isaac Olusola, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Ekiti State University
AKINJOBI Adenike Akinjobi, Arts, English, University of Ibadan
AKINKUOTU Yemi Ambrose, Education, Educational Foundations and Counselling Psychology, Lagos State University, Ojo
AKINLADE Jellili Akinwole, Agriculture, Animal Production and Health, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
AKINLADE Kehinde Sola, Medicine and Dentistry, Chemical Pathology, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences
AKINLO Anthony Enisan, Social Sciences, Economics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKINLO Olayinka Olufisayo, Administration, Management and Accounting, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKINROYE Oluyemi, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Lagos
AKINROYE Oluseyi Adeboye, College of Biosciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
AKINNANWA Jasper Nkem, Management Sciences, Behavioural Studies, Redeemer’s University, Mowe
AKINNANWUONI Benson Monnie, Arts, Philosophy, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
AKINOLA Grace Oluyemisi, Administration, Management and Accounting, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKINOLA Rachael Adeyanju, Medicine and Dentistry, Radiology, Lagos State University, Ojo
AKINOLA Oluwarotimi Ireti, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Lagos State University, Ojo
AKINPELU Folake Oyedigba, Sciences, Pure and Applied Mathhematics, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
AKINRINADE Olusola “sola”, Arts, History, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AKINSANMI Olaitan Nil, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
AKINSANYA Omolade Oluwatoyin, Education, Educational Management, Tai Solarin University of Education, Ijebu Ode
AKINSEINDE Samuel Idowu, Education, Technical Education, Delta State University Abraka
AKINTAYO Mathew Oladepe, Education, Department of Adult Education, University of Ibadan
AKINTAYO Temitope Emmanuel, Sciences, Chemistry, Ekiti State University
AKINTOYE Rufus Ishola, Management Sciences, Accounting, Babcock University, Ille-Ife
AKINTUNDE Mutalubi Aremu, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINWANDE Anjulwon Josiah, Social Sciences, Department of Mass Communication, Babcock University, Ille-Ife
AKINWANDE Ninuola Ifeoluwa, Sciences, Mathematics, Federal University of Technology, Minna
AKINWUMI Felix Olusegun, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
AKINWUMI Olayemi Durotimi, Arts, History, Nasarawa State University Keffi
AKINWUSI Patience Olayinka, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Osun State University Osogbo
AKINYANJU Joseph Adepajo, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Achievers University, Owo
AKINYELE Benjamin Oluwole, Agriculture, Department of Crop, Soil & Pest Management, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKINYELE Bamidele Juliet, Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AKOMOLAFE Comfort Olufunke, Education, Educational Management, Ekiti State University
AKONYE Love Akaja, Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology, University of Port-Harcourt
AKORTHA Eugenia Egodi, Basic and Applied Sciences, Biological Sciences (micro Biology), University of Benin, Obeama-Asa - Rivers State
AKUBUGWO Emmanuel Iroha, Sciences, Biochemistry, Abia State University, Uturu
AKUDE Ikechukwu Walter, Education, Department of Library and Information Science, Imo State University, Owerri
AKUMA Nwani, Education, Educational Foundations, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
AKUMAH Emmanuel Chigozie, Education, Educational Foundations, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
AKWANYA Amechi Nicholas, Arts, English and Literary Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
AKWUKWUMA Veronica Viola Neekay, Physical Sciences, Computer Science, University of Benin
ALA Ahmed Ladan, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
ALABE Musa, Engineering and Technology, Electrical Engineering, Bayero University, Kano
ALABI Olufunnmiola, Agriculture, Crop Protection, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ALABI Afusat Titilayo, Education, Educational Management, University of Ilorin
ALADE Olusope Michael, Sciences, Pure and Applied Physics, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
ALADEJANA Francisca Olusegun, Education, Institute of Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
ALADEKOMO Johnson Bamidele, Sciences, Physics, Lead City University, Ibadan
ALADEMERIN Edwards Adeseye, Vocational and Technology Education., Agricultural Science Education., Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
ALADESANMI Joseph Adetunji, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
ALADESANWA Rex Dada, Agriculture, Department of Crop, Soil and Pest Management , Federal University of Technology, Akure
ALAGBE Adewole Adigun, Arts, English, Nasarawa State University Keffi
ALAGBE Solomon Ayodele, Sciences, Geology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ALALADE Adekunle Alagbe, Arts, General Studies, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
ALAO Johnson Sunday, Agriculture, Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management, Federal University Gashua, Yobe
ALAO Felix Ilesanmi, Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ALARAPE Aderemi Ismail, Social Sciences, Psychology , University of Ibadan
ALARIBE Anyanwu Ambrose Andrew, Allied Medical Science, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Calabar
ALAYANDE Musibau Olayinka, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Parasitology and Entomology, Usumanu Danfodiyo University
ALEBIOSU Olutayo Christopher, College of Health Sciences / Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Medicine, Osun State University Osogbo
ALEBIOSU Kehinde Adeola, Education, Science and Technology Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
ALEGE Philip Olasupo, Social Sciences, Economics and Development Studies, Covenant University Ota
ALEMEDE Iyabode Comfort, Agriculture, Animal Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna
ALEMIAK Emily Ife, Law, Public Law, University of Jos
ALEMIAK Etannibi Eo, Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Jos
ALESE Boniface Kayode, Computing, Cybersecurity Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ALHAJI Balarae Haruna, Law, International Law & Jurisprudence , Bayero University, Kano
ALHAJI Mohammed Arab, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Maiduguri
ALHASSAN Hashim Mohammed, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Bayero University, Kano
ALHASSAN Abdullahi Bala, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Maiduguri
ALI Bashir , Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano
ALI Samuel Adebayo, Arts, Philosophy, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
ALI Uba Ahmad, Sciences, Mathematics, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
ALIYO Adamu Aliyu , Sciences, Biological Sciences, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
ALIYO Haruna Mohammed, Social Sciences, Economics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
ALIGBE Jonathan Umezuluike, Medicine and Dentistry, Pathology, Delta State University Abraka
ALILE Owens Monday, Sciences, Physics, University of Benin
ALIMBA Jonathan Okechukwu, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
ALINNOR Jude Ikechukwu, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ALIYU Bala Sidi, Life Sciences, Plant Biology, Bayero University, Kano
ALIYU Abubakar Alhaji, College of Health Sciences, Community Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ALIYU Muhammad Jamu, Faculty of Languages and Communication Studies, Arabic, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
ALIYU Buba Ardo, Sciences, Chemistry, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
ALIYU Haruna Dede, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Mashood Olawale</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Production</td>
<td>Kwara State University</td>
<td>Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Umaru</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Science</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Shehu Usman Rano</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Bayero University</td>
<td>Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Kamal Muhammad</td>
<td>Arts, English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>Bayero University</td>
<td>Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Chika Umar</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIUYU Babadoko</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology and Blood Transfusion</td>
<td>Ahmado Bello University</td>
<td>Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIJANNARE Salihu Bala</td>
<td>Arts, Department of Arabic</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALO Olubunmi Akinsanya</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALOKAN Julius Adebayo</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Production and Health</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALOKO Folorunsho Duncan</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALONGE Samson Oluwagbemileke</td>
<td>Sciences, Botany</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University</td>
<td>Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUEDE Oyaziwo Omon</td>
<td>Education, Guidance &amp; Counselling</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUEDE Charles Onomudo</td>
<td>Arts, Theatre and Media Arts</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUFOHAI Grace Oghenerobor</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUGBUO Cosmas Chukwubike</td>
<td>Administration, Business Management</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUKA Chisitan</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUKO Jones Oluwole</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science and Public Administration, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUKO Taiye Adeyemi</td>
<td>Arts, Religious Studies</td>
<td>Ajayi Crowther University, Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUTU Azuka Ngozi</td>
<td>Grace, Education, Department of Educational Evaluation and Counselling Psychology, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUYOR Emmanuel Osikhuemeh</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>Edo University Iyamo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMA Godwin Agwu Ndukwe</td>
<td>Administration, Accounting</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMADASUN Akongbowa Bramwell</td>
<td>Faculty of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences, Public Administration, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMADI Ugochukwu Poly Ngozi</td>
<td>Education, Adult and Continuing Education, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMADI Kemakolam</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Human Physiology</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAECHI Okechi Ulumma</td>
<td>Medicine and Health Sciences/health Sciences</td>
<td>Optometry, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAKIRI Mildred Alali</td>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry and Environment</td>
<td>River State University of Science and Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAKOROMO Ebiokpo Rebecca</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAKU Ethelbert Ejigu</td>
<td>Arts, Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMALU Uche Cyprian</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Soil Science</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMANCHUKWU Rose Ngozi</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management</td>
<td>Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMANZE Philemon Omerenma</td>
<td>Education, Religious Studies</td>
<td>Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAPU Ishaku Yo‘ila</td>
<td>Agriculture, Soil Science</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMASIATU Athanasius Nwanegbo</td>
<td>Education, Department of Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAZA Paul Sambo</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics &amp; Extension</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBALI Suleiman Folornsho</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Pharmacology and Toxicology</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBALI Abdul Rauf</td>
<td>College of Humanities, Social Sciences and Management, Politics and Governance, Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBE Jose Pwavimbo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, None</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMEH Danladi Amodu</td>
<td>Faculty of Life Sciences</td>
<td>Biochemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMEH Igoche George</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Department of Medical Microbiology &amp; Parasitology, Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMFANI Ahmed Halliru</td>
<td>Arts, Department of Nigerian Languages</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMINU Maryam</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMINU Mohammed Fagge</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Bayero University</td>
<td>Kano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AMINU Ayuba Alhaji, Management Sciences, Business Administration, University of Maiduguri
AMINU Abba, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Bayero University, Kano
AMKPA Samuel Arubam, Education, Library and Information Science, University of Maiduguri
AMOO Isiaka Adekunle, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AMOS Taiwo Timothy, Agriculture, Agricultural and Resource Economics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AMU Olugbenga Oludolapo, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
AMUBODE Adetoun Amedotun, College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Home Science and Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
AMUIJOGU Nnaedozie Steve, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
AMUPITAN Joash Ojo, Law, Public Law, University of Jos
ANAELLE Edmond Awuotunonu Opara, Education, Industrial Technical Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANAHA Maxwell Udo, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Calabar
ANARADO Agnes Nonyem, Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology, College of Medicine, Nursing Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANAVBEROKHAI Musa Oshiobugie, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ANDREW-ESSIEN Esekong Hutton, Arts, Theatre, Film and Carnival Studies, University of Calabar
ANEKE Joseph Ifeanyi, Faculty of Arts, Social and Management Sciences, Business Administration, Coal City University Enugu State
ANEKE Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
ANEKE Boniface Maduka, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANEKE Afamdi Valentine, Agriculture, Animal Science and Fisheries, Abia State University, Uturu
ANEKADIAI Martins Agenuma, Sciences, Fisheries, Lagos State University, Ojo
ANGBA Augustine Oko, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Sociology, University of Calabar
ANYA Charity Ashimem, Arts, Theatre Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi
ANI Jane Chinyelu, Agriculture, Food Science & Technology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANI Augustine Ogbonna, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANIAH Eugene Joseph Ugbefi, Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Science, University of Calabar
ANIBEZE Chike Ike Patrick, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomy, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
ANIGBOGU Natalia Alexander, Environmental Sciences, Building, University of Jos
ANIH Linus Uchechukwu, Engineering and Technology, Electrical Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANIKWE Martin Atu Ngozi, Agriculture, Agronomy and Ecological Management, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
ANIBA Christian Chikelu, Arts, English, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
ANIKWE Nkolis Ejeoma, Law, Public Law, University of Benin
ANIFOWOSE Adeleye Yekini Biodun, School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Department of Remote Sensing & Geoscience Information System, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ANIGBOGU Natalia Alexandrovna, Environmental Sciences, Building, University of Jos
ANIH Linus Uchechukwu, Engineering and Technology, Electrical Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANIKWE Martin Atu Ngozi, Agriculture, Agronomy and Ecological Management, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
ANOLIEFO Geoffrey Obinna, Faculty of Life Sciences, Department of Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Benin
ANOZIE Georgina Oluchukwu, Sciences, Home Science/hospitality Management and Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
 ANSA Victor Okon, Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, University of Calabar
ANTAI Atim Bassey, Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, University of Calabar
ANTAI Ekpo Eyo, Faculty of Oceanography, Biological Oceanography, University of Calabar
ANTAI Sylvester Peter, Biological Sciences, Microbiology, University of Calabar
ANUMAH Felicia Oluwunye, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
ANUSIONWU Bede Chinonyere, Physical Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ANWUKAH Anthony Gozie, Education, Curriculum Studies, Imo State University, Owerri
ANYA Kingsley Anya, Law, Public & International Law, Igbinieden University Okada
ANYANWU Sarah Olanrewaju, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
ANYANWU Polycarp Azoma, Humanities, English, Imo State University, Owerri
ANYANWU Emmanuel Enyioma, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ANYANWU Chukwudi Uzoma, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANYANWU Sixtus Onwukwe, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
ANYANWU Simon Onuwabuchi, Social Sciences, Religious Studies and Philosophy, Abia State University, Uturu
ANYANWU Anamefule Vitalis, Administration, Marketing, Imo State University, Owerri
ANYANWU Francisca Chika, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
ANYANWU Uchenna Casmir, Arts, History and International Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ANYASI Francis Ifeanyi, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ANYEDE Anyebe Ted, Arts, Department of Theatre Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi
ANYEDE Adam Adem, Administration, Public Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ANYIAM Daniel Chukwuemeka Darlington, Health Sciences Faculty: Medicine, Histopathology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ANYIAM Jane Oowo, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Science, Paediatrics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ANYOGU Felicia Azuoma, Law, Commercial and Property Law, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
APANTAKU Olusegun Samson, College of Agricultural Management and Rural Development, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
APATA David Friday, Agriculture, Animal Production, Fisheries and Aquaculture, Kwara State University, Ilorin
APATA Olasimbo Motunrasyo, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, Ekiti State University
APEH Simon Tooswem, Engineering and Technology, Computer Engineering, University of Benin
APONBIEDE Ola Ola, Engineering and Technology, Metallurgical & Materials Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ARAOYE Margaret Olabisi, Medicine and Dentistry, Community Medicine, Kogi State University Anyigba
ARAYELA Olatunde, Environmental Sciences, Architecture, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ARCHIBONG Ijeoma Aniedi, Education, Educational Foundations and Administration, Cross River State University of Science & Technology, Calabar
ARDO Mohammed Baba, Agriculture, Animal Science and Range Management, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
AREMU Ayotola, Education, Science and Technology Education, University of Ibadan
AREMU Okunlola Timothy, Agriculture, Forest Resources and Wildlife Management, University of Benin
AREMU Matlaw oleake, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State
AREMU Ayo, Agriculture, Animal Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna
AREO Adebowale Biodun, Management Sciences, Business Management, Wesley University, of Science & Technology, Ondo
ARIEMIE Godfrey Omonefe, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Benin
ARIBIGBOLA Afolabi, Social Sciences, Geography and Planning, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
ARIBISALA Benjamin Segun, Sciences, Computer Science, Lagos State University, Ojo
ARIFALO Ebenezer Ibukun, Agriculture, Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
ARIGBABA Abayomi Adelaja, College of Science and Information Technology, Mathematics, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
ARIKEWUYO Mustapha Olalekan, Education, Institute of Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
ARIMORO Francis Ofurum, Sciences, Animal Biology, Federal University of Technology, Minna
ARIYO Omolayo Johnson, College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Plant Breeding and Seed Technology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
AROGBA Sunday Sallfu, Sciences, Biochemistry, Kogi State University Anyigba
AROGUNJO Adeseye Muyiwa, Sciences, Physics, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences
AROMOLARAN Adebayo Babatunde, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
AROSANYIN Tunde Godwin, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Ilorin
AROTIBA Juwon Tunde, Medicine and Dentistry, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Ibadan
AROTUPIN Daniel Juwon, Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AROWOJOLU Modupeola Olayinka, Medicine and Dentistry, Periodontology & Community Dentistry, University of Ibadan
ARULEBA Joseph Olusegun, Agriculture, Soil Resources and Environmental Management, Ekiti State University
ARUM Chinwuba, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ARUWA Suleiman Akwuodo Salihu, Administration, Accounting & Finance, Nasarawa State University Keffi
ASADU Charles Livinus Anija, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ASALA Samuel Abayomi, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomical Sciences, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
ASANI Mustafa Ohikhenka, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Bayero University, Kano
ASYAM Chinwuba, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ASIEGBU Baldwin Chukwunanu, School of Management Technology, Information Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ASIKONG Ernest Bassey Etta, Biological Sciences, Microbiology Department, University of Calabar
ASUQUO Patrick Nyong, Education, Guidance and Counselling Department, University of Calabar
ASUQUO Anne Ebri, Allied Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Calabar
ASUQUO Isaac Uzoma, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ATADERG Moses Musa, Education, Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ATIKU Muhammad Kano, College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano, Biochemistry, Bayero University, Kano
ATTAH Noah Echa, Arts, History and Diplomatic Studies, Federal University, Kashere, Gombe State
ATTAMA Anthony Amaechi, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ATUANYA Clement Uche, Engineering and Technology, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ATUANYA Ernest Ikenna, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Benin
ATULOMAH Nnodimele Onuigbo, School of Public and Allied Health, Public Health, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
ATUNGWU Jonathan Jeremiah, Agriculture, Crop Protection, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
ATURETA Mohammed Salawu, Sciences, Mathematics, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
AUDU Thomas Okpo Kimble, Engineering, Chemical Engineering, University of Benin
AUDU Mohammed Suleiman, Arts, History and International Studies, Federal University, Lokoja, Kogi State
AUDU Abdulrahman Abdul, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
AUSE Terver, Engineering and Technology, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
AVI GODWIN Ovie, Sciences, Science Laboratory Technology, Delta State University Abraka
AVWI Gregory Onomakw, Sciences, Physics, University of Port-Harcourt
AWIWAADU Grace Dormu - Bari, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Port-Harcourt
AWOBUSUYI Olugbenga Jacob, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Lagos State University, Ojo
AWODELE Oludele, Computing, Computer Science, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
AWODU Omolade Augustina, Medicine and Dentistry, Department of Haematology, University of Benin
AWOJOYOGBE Bamidele Omotayo, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Minna
AWOKOLA Olufiropo Samson, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
AWONIYI Tunde Amos Mcjones, Agriculture, Animal Production and Health, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AWOTOYE Olusegun Olufemi, Sciences, Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
AWOTUAE-EFEBO Ebi Biodomoye, Education, Curriculum Studies and Educational Technology, University of Port-Harcourt
AWUJO Austin Chinaka, Management Sciences, Business Management, Imo State University, Owerri
AYANBIMPE Grace Mebi, Faculty of Medical Sciences, Medical Microbiology, University of Jos
AYANLAJA Samson Adenola, Agriculture, Crop Production, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
AYANWALE Bisi Alex, Agriculture, Animal Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna
AYELERU Lateef Babatunde, Arts, Department of European Studies, University of Ibadan
AYENI Matthew Adejediy, Education, Department of Arts and Language Education, Ekiti State University
AYENI Jerome Oluwafemi, Education, Arts & Language Education, Ekiti State University
AYENI Joshua Ojo Akindele, Sciences, Computer Science, Redeemer's University, Mowe
AYI Ayi Anyama, Sciences, Pure and Applied Chemistry, University of Calabar
AYINDE Kayode, Sciences, Statistics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
AYINDE Buniyamin Adesina, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy, University of Benin
AYO Rachael Gbekele-oluwa, Sciences, Chemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
AYO Joseph Olusegun, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Physiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
AYOADE John Adisa, Animal Science, Animal Production, University of Agriculture, Makurdi
AYOADE John Adebusumun Akinwumi, Social Sciences, Department of Political Science and Diplomatic Studies, Bowen University, Iwo
AYOYADOBO Joel Olatunde, Arts, English, Ajayi Crowther University, Ibadan
AYODELE Joseph Babatola, Education, Educational Management, Ekiti State University
AYODELE Andrews Ibisesan, Social and Management Sciences, Economics, Achievers University, Owo
AYOLABI Elijah Adebowale, Sciences, Geosciences, Mountain Top University
AYOOLA Josephine Bosede, College of Agricultural Economics and Extension, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Agriculture, Makurdi
AYORINDE Oluwasegun Bayo John, College of Vocational and Education Technology, Agricultural Science, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
AYOTAMUNO Miebaka Josiah, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering, River State University of Science and Technology
AYOTUNDE Ezekiel Olatunji, Agriculture, Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Science, Cross River State University of Science & Technology, Calabar
AYUBA Haruna Kuje, Social Sciences, Geography, Nasarawa State University Keffi
AZARE Yakubu Magaji, Arts, Nigerian Languages, Bayero University, Kano
AZARE Garba Dahuwa, Education, Education, Bayero University, Kano
AZEZZ Akande Oyebanji, College of Health Sciences/faculty of Clinical Sciences, Medical Microbiology and Parasitology, Bayero University, Kano
AZEKE Marshall Arebojie, Sciences, Biochemistry, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
AZELAMA Julius Udu nihil, Management Sciences, Department of Public Administration, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
AZIBA Peter Inetiabor, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology & Toxicology, Igbinedin University Okada
AZIKEN Michael Emeriele, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Benin
AZIKIWE Uche ————, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
AZUIKE Maureen Nwamaka, Arts, English, University of Jos
AZUIKE Macpherson Nkemakolam, Arts, English, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
BABA Alafara Alafara, Science, Industrial Chemistry, University of Ilorin
BABA Marycelin Mandu, Medicine and Dentistry, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Maiduguri
BABA Saka Saheed, Medicine, Veterinary Microbiology, University of Ilorin
BABA Aliyu Nabegu, Environmental Sciences, Geography, Kano University of Science & Technology, Wudil
BABAJI Rashidah Folasade, Agriculture, Agronomy, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BABALOLA Olubola Mujidat, Environmental Sciences, Quantity Surveying, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
BABALOLA Michael Toluwase, Sciences, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
BABALOLA Joel Babatunde, Education, Educational Management, University of Ibadan
BABALOLA Emmanuel Taiwo, Arts, English, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
BABALOLA Chinedum Peace, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Chrisland University
BABALOLA Joseph Folorunso, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
BABARINDA Najeem Abiola Ayodele, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
BABATOLA Josiah Oladele, Engineering and Technology, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
BABATUNDE Oluwayemisi Abiodun, Sciences, Chemistry Department, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna
BABATUNDE Fikayo Ezekiel, Agriculture, Agronomy, Osun State University Osogbo
BABIKIR Kamal Babir, Arts, Arabic, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
BADA Bello Usman, Sciences, Computer Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
BADIYI Paul Kayode, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
BAHAMUNO Moji Taibat, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of Ibadan
BADA Bello Usman, Sciences, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
BADA Bello Usman, Sciences, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
BADAHI Paul Kayode, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
BAJA Oyediji Olawunmi, Education, Educational Foundation and Counselling Psychology, Lagos State University, Ojo
BADEJO Ayodeji, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
BADAJO Hamide Abiona, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
BADAJO Hamide Rotimi, Arts, Languages and Linguistics, University of Maiduguri
BADMUS Ganiyu Ademola, Sciences, Physical Sciences, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin
BADMUS Biodun Suraj, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
BAGUDE Bello Usman, Sciences, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry , Usmanu Danfodiyo University
BAHAL Margaret Kaneng, Social Sciences, Department of Sociology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
BAYIYI Paul Kayode, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
BAKARE-ODUNOLA Moji Taibat, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of Ibadan
BAKARI Abubakar Alhaji, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Maiduguri
BAKARI Adamu Girei, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BAKO Babagana, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Maiduguri
BAKO Sunday Paul, Sciences, Botany, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BAKO Raymond Bacsmond, Education, Foundations and Curriculum, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BAKPO Francis Sunday, Sciences, Computer Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University and Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAKRE Senapon</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALA Muhammad</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Building</td>
<td>Baze University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALA Abdullahi</td>
<td>Agriculture, Soil Science</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALAMI Dahiru Hassan</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALAMI Ayuba Audu</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALARABE Ahmad Abdu</td>
<td>Library, Library Department</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALOGU Dennis Odionyen</td>
<td>Applied Sciences, Food Science &amp; Technology, animal Production</td>
<td>Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALOGUN Shyngle Kolawole</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Psychology</td>
<td>University of Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALOGUN Olusgun Samuel</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Protection</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALOGUN Oladele Abiodun</td>
<td>Arts, Philosophy</td>
<td>Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALOGUN Adebisi Mogeed</td>
<td>Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMIGBOLA Olabode Matthias</td>
<td>Sciences, Mathematics</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMIKOLE Musibau Adungbe</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Science</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMIRE Simeon Adebayo</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University Ile-Ife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANJO Modupeola Olanrewaju</td>
<td>College of Science and Information Technology, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANWO Olalekan Oyeleke</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Protection</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPPAH Abubakar Is a</td>
<td>Law, Public Law</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPPAH Abubakar Sadiq</td>
<td>Education, Vocational and Technology Education</td>
<td>Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASHIR Amina Abubakar</td>
<td>Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences</td>
<td>English, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASORUN Joseph Omoniyi</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEY Usang Usang</td>
<td>Education, Educational Administration and Planning</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEY Darlene Ekanem</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Radiology, University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEY Margaret Emmanuel</td>
<td>Sciences, Botany and Ecological Studies</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEY Ruth Simon</td>
<td>Education, Department of Library and Information Science</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSEY Celestine Oyom</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSI Amos Paul</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Community Medicine and Primary Health Care, Bingham University, New Karu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAZZA Mohammed Isa</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Business Administration</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDLIYA Bulus Shapshi</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Protection</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEKIBELE Charles Obu</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Ophthalmology, University of Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELL-GAM Henry Leopold</td>
<td>Humanities, Theatre and Film Studies</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Suleiman</td>
<td>Education, University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Raliya Muhammad</td>
<td>Education, Educational Psychology and Counselling</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Iysa Ade</td>
<td>Law, Private and Islamic Law</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Mustapha Oyewole</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Estate Management</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Abubakar Gwaram</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Forestry and Environment</td>
<td>Usumanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Solomon Adekunle</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management</td>
<td>University of Lagos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Hassan Nill</td>
<td>Faculty of Technology Education</td>
<td>Department of Vocational and Technology Education, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Kasali Ademola</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Department of Polymer and Textile Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Cornelius Sunday Saliu</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Microbiology &amp; Parasitology</td>
<td>Bingham University, New Karu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO Victoria Amietsenwu</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Estate Management</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLO-OLUSOJI Oluayo Anthony</td>
<td>Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BELONWU Raymond Oraebonam, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Bayero University, Kano
BENEDICT Henrietta Titiola, Education, Arts and Social Sciences Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
BENSON Nsikak, Sciences, Chemistry, Covenant University Ota
BETIKU Eriola, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
BEWAJI Clement Olutobosun, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Ilorin
BIAKOLO Emeowo Anselm, School of Media and Communication, Mass Media and Writing, Pan-Atlantic University, Lagos
BICI Mustapha Hassan, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Bayero University, Kano
BILA Yakubu, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, University of Maiduguri
BOB-MANUEL Kelvin Datonye, Faculty of Engineering, Marine Engineering, River State University of Science and Technology
BOBOYE Bolatito Esther Aina, Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
BODUNDE Charles Agboola, Arts, English, University of Ilorin
BOJUWOYE Bababode James, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Bowen University, Iwo
BOJUWOYE Olaniyi, Education, Special Education, Kwara State University, Ilorin
BOLAJI Bukola Olalekan, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
BOLAJI Oluseye Oladotun, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
BOLAJI Caleb Adegboyega, Education, Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BOLORUNDURO Paul Ibukunolu, Agriculture, Naerls/animal Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BOYI Jimoh, Engineering and Technology, Electrical, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
BRAIDE Solomon Amabaraye, Institute of Pollution Studies, Chemistry, River State University of Science and Technology
BRIGGS Nimi Dimkpa, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Port-Harcourt
BRIGGS Lawanson Agbani, Sciences, Human Kinetics, Health & Safety Education, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
BUKAR Mohammed, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Maiduguri
BUNZA Mukhtar Umar, Arts, History, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
BUNZA Aliyu Muhammad, Arts, Languages and Cultures, Federal University, Gusau Zamfara
BUSERI John Cecil, Education, Science Education, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
CAMPBELL Omolara Ayotunde, Environment, Management and Social Sciences, Economics, Lead City University, Ibadan
CHECHET Ishaya Luka, Agriculture, Accounting, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
CHENDO Moses Nkem, Sciences, Pure & Industrial Chemistry, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
CHIEJINA Samuel Nnagbo, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Parasitology and Entomology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHIFU Ebenezier Ndikilar, Sciences, Physics, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
CHIGBU Lawrence Nwaneri, Medicine and Dentistry, Medical Microbiology, Abia State University, Uturu
CHIGBU Polycarp Emeka, Physical Sciences, Statistics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHILAKA Ferdinand Chiemebe, Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHILUWA Innocent Eberechi, Arts, Languages and General Studies, Covenant University Ota
CHIMA Dominic Chinnyere, Humanities, French, Imo State University, Owerri
CHIMBEKUWO Ishaku Bajon, Sciences, Department of Plant Sciences, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
CHINEDU Shalom Nwodo, Sciences, Biochemistry, Covenant University Ota
CHINEKE Clifford Adinma, Agriculture, Animal Production and Health Department, Federal University of Technology, Akure
CHINEKE Theodore Chidiezie, Sciences, Physics, Imo State University, Owerri
CHING Fidelis, Basic Medical Sciences, Pharmacology, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
CHINWEUBA Arinze Jude, Sciences, Chemistry, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
CHIRHAN Lohfa Bali, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Jos
CHIROMA Alhaji Maigana, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Maiduguri
CHOKOR Boyowa Anthony, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, University of Benin
CHRISTOPHER Nkechi Mercy, Arts, Communication and Language Arts, University of Ibadan
CHUKA-OKOSA Chinmi Memnoufi, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHUKU Edith Chisa, Sciences, Applied and Environmental Biology, River State University of Science and Technology
CHUKUEGUDU Chioma Obiageli, Humanities, English Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
CHUKUEZI Comfort Onyemaechi, Directorate of General Studies, Social Science, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
CHUKWU Dan Okey, Arts, History and International Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
CHUKWU Justina Oziobi, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHUKWUWU Innocent Ikenna, Management Sciences, Marketing, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
CHUKWURÚ Augustine Eijkeme, Physical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHUKWUEMERE Emma E.o., Management Sciences, Public Administration, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
CHUKWUEMERIE Andrew Ifeanyichukwu, Law, Business Law, River State University of Science and Technology
CHUKWA Chinwe Judith, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
CHUKWUMA Victor Uzodinma, Sciences, Physics, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
CHUKWUMA Franklin Odua, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
CHUKWUMAEZE Uchechukwu Ugonna, Law, Public Law, Imo State University, Owerri
CHUMA-UDEH Ngozi Therese, Arts, English, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
CHUP Clement Didi, Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
CHUKWUKA Chinwe Judith, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
DADA Ayokanmi Adekunle, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
DADA Joel Patrick, Arts, History, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State
DADA Jacob Dada, Law, Private Law, University of Calabar
DADA Adekunle Oyinlade, Arts, Religious Studies, University of Ibadan
DADA Silas Sunday, Sciences, Geology, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin
DADA Samuel Ayodele, Arts, English and Literary Studies, Ekiti State University
DAGWA Ishaya Musa, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
DADA Ayokanmi Adekunle, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
DADA Jacob Dada, Law, Private Law, University of Calabar
DADA Adekunle Oyinlade, Arts, Religious Studies, University of Ibadan
DADA Silas Sunday, Sciences, Geology, Al-Hikmah University, Ilorin
DADA Samuel Ayodele, Arts, English and Literary Studies, Ekiti State University
DAGWA Ishaya Musa, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
DAHIRU Daniel, Life Sciences, Biochemistry, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
DAHIRU Abdul Ardo Buba, Sciences, Physics, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
DAIRO Afolorungbo Olalekan, Arts, Christian Religious Studies, Redeemer’s University, Mowe
DAIRO Anthony Lekan, Arts, English, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
DALHATU Shehu, Management Sciences, Political Science, Bayero University, Kano
DALUBA Ekeyi Noah, Education, Vocational and Technical Education, Kogi State University Anyigba
DANBABA Abubakar, Sciences, Mathematics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
DANEJI Aminu Ibrahim, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
DANGANA Muhammad Mahmud, Arts, Department of Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
DANIEL Leo Friday, Engineering and Technology, Aerospace Engineering, Kwara State University, Ilorin
DANIEL Isaac Oludayo, Agriculture, Department of Plant Breeding and Seed Technology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
DANJUMA Nuhu Mohammed, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DANLADI Lawan Yalwa, Arts, Linguistics and Foreign Languages, Bayero University, Kano
DANLADI Abdullahi, Engineering and Technology, Polymer and Textile Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DANMOLE Bolanle Tayibat, Education, Science and Technology Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
DAPPER Victor Datonye, Basic Medical Sciences, Department of Human Physiology, University of Port-Harcourt
DARAMOLA Clement Adebisi, Education, Guidance and Counselling, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
DARAMOLA Samuel Adebayo, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Information Engineering, Achievers University, Owo
DARAMOLA David Sola, Sciences, Agriculture and Industrial Technology, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
DARAMOLA Claudius Omoleye, Education, Social Sciences Education, University of Ilorin
DARE Akintade Oyedele, Medicine and Dentistry, Medical Radiography, University of Ilorin
DARU Patrick Haruna, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Jos
DAUDA Bala, Education, Science Education, University of Maiduguri
DAUDA Mukhtar Muhammad, Life Sciences, Microbiology, Bayero University, Kano
DAUDA Mary Sunday, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
DAUDA Saleh, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
DAUDU Hanna Mamman, Education, Library and Information Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DAUDU Christogonus Kayode, Agriculture, Soil Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DAUDU Garba Kauwu, Arts, Linguistics and Foreign Languages, Bayero University, Kano
DAVIES Onome Augustina, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquatic Environment, River State University of Science and Technology
DAWODU Attahir Muhammad, Arts, Arabic, Bayero University, Kano
DEJI Olanike F., Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
DESALU Ayodele Babajide, Medicine and Dentistry, Anatomy, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
DIALA Isidore Okeawolam, Humanities, English and Literary Studies, Imo State University, Owerri
DIBUA Uju Marie Esther, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
DIKKO Abubakar Umar, Agriculture, Soil Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
DIM Cyril Chukwudi, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
DIRASO Daniel Kaleb, School of Technology and Science Education, Technology Education, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
DOKI Gowon Ama, Arts, Theatre Arts, Benue State University, Makurdi
DOSUNMU Adewale, Engineering and Technology, Petroleum & Gas Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
DOZIE Ikechukwu Nosike, Health Technology, Public Health, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
DUKE Joseph Eyo, Management Sciences, Business Management, University of Calabar
DUNMOYE Raufu Ayoade, Social Sciences, Political Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DUROSARO David Olufemi, Education, Educational Management, University of Ilorin
DUROSARO Irene Abiodun, Education, Counsellor Education, University of Ilorin, University of Ilorin
DUROSINMI Muheez Alani, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology and Immunology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
DURU Michael Chibundu, Social Sciences, Economics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
DURU Francis Ikechukwu, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomy, University of Lagos
DURU Patricia Nnenna, Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, Imo State University, Owerri
DUYILEMI Augustinah Nireti, Education, Department of Science Education, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
EBANA Rose Udonkim Bernad, Sciences, Microbiology, Obong University, Obong Ntak
EBEIGBE Anthony Benjamin, Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, University of Benin
EBEIGBE Sweet Ufumwen, Arts, Fine/applied Arts, University of Benin
EBEKU Kaniye Samuel Adheledhini, Law, Public Law, University of Port-Harcourt
EBENIRO Joseph Onukansi, Sciences, Physics, University of Port-Harcourt
EBEHU Kaniye Samuel Adheledhini, Law, Public Law, University of Port-Harcourt
EBENO Sylvanus Idahota, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Benin
EBOMOYI Maureen Isoken, Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, University of Benin
EBONG Sweet Ufumwen, Arts, Fine/applied Arts, University of Benin
EBONG Josephine Mfon, Education, Educational Management & Planning, University of Port-Harcourt
EBONG Omotayo Oluranti, Basic Medical Sciences, Pharmacology, University of Port-Harcourt
ECHIZONA Bonaventure Chukwujindu, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EDEKO Frederick Obataimen, Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronic Engineering, University of Benin
EDEKO Sunday Ebalunegbe, Law, Public Law, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
EDEMA Mary Olire, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Petroleum Resources, Effurun
EDEMA Clarkson Udun, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin
EDEMA Omolabake Tolutope, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Benin
EDEMENANG Comfort Effiong, Education, Educational Foundations, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
EDEOGU Chukwu Oswald, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Biochemistry, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
EDET Aniekan , Sciences, Geology, University of Calabar
EDEWOR Patrick Aziakpono, Social Sciences, Sociology, Covenant University Ota
EDIGIN Lambert Uyi, Social Sciences, Public Administration, University of Benin
EDOMWONYI Nosakhare Philomena, Medical Sciences/medicine, Anaesthesiology, University of Benin
EDOSOMWAN Lawrence Nosa, Agriculture, Soil and Environmental Sciences, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
EDOSOMWAN Evelyn Uwa, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin
EDOU MIEKUMO Samuel Gowon, Social Sciences, Economics, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
EFE Sunday Ighovie, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, Delta State University Abraka
EFEMINI Andrew Omonovia, Humanities, Philosophy, University of Port-Harcourt
EFOVBOKHAN Vincent Enontiemonria, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Covenant University Ota
EFFAH-ATTOE Stella Ajah, Arts, History and International Studies, University of Calabar
EGBEI Adeola Oluwagbemileke, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
EGBEWOLE Wahab Olasupo, Law, Department of Jurisprudence & International Law, University of Ilorin
EGBOH Sunday Okoobia, Sciences, Chemistry, Delta State University Abraka
EGBOKA Boniface Chukwuka Ezeanyaoha, Sciences, Geological Sciences & Sub-dept. of Applied Geophysics, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
EGBOKARE Francis Osaghaede, Arts, Linguistics and African Languages, University of Ibadan
EGBOKARE Francisca Awuwa, Physical Sciences, Computer Science, University of Benin
EGBUCHA Godwin Chibundu, Humanities, Religious Studies, Imo State University, Owerri
EGBUCHUNAM Theresa Obiajulu, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Petroleum Resources, Effurun
EGBULE Patrick Ekezie, Education, Vocational Education, Delta State University Abraka
EGDE Benjamion Nkoyi, Arts, English, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
EGHEREONU Ubazue Ugochukwu, School of Physical Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EGHAFONA Kienwu-kokunre Adetokunbo, Social Sciences, Sociology and Anthropology, University of Benin
EGHAREVBA Nosa Anthony, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
EGHWU JAKPOR Patrick Onorokapko-ene, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Port-Harcourt
EGUDU Romanus Nnagbo, Arts, English and Literature, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
EGUMA Stella Eno, Medicine and Dentistry, Anaesthesia, University of Calabar
EGUN Anwuzie Christian, Education, Vocational Education, Delta State University Abraka
EGWALKHIDE Christian Imoudu, Social Sciences, Economics, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna
EGWIM Evans Chidi, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Minna
EGWUOGU Chinyere Beatrice, Arts, Department of English and Literary Studies, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
EGYA Sule Emmanuel, Faculty of Languages and Communication Studies, English, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
EHIAGBONARE Joseph Enobahimendo, Sciences, Microbiology, Igbinedion University Okada
EHIGATOR - IRUGHE Raphael, Environmental Sciences, Geomatics, University of Benin
EHIGIEGBA Alfred Erhumwuwosere, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Benin
EHIKHAMENOR Fabian Aiterebhe, , Department of Library and Information Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
EHIOGHAE Efe Monday, Education and Humanities, Religious Studies, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
EICHI Florence Egbonmonjiade, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Technology, University of Benin
EJELE Philomena Ekeikhanmen, Arts, Linguistics& Communication Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
EJEZIE Gabriel Chukwuemeka, Allied Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Calabar
EJEZIE Fidelis Ebele, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Biochemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EJEJI Chukwuemeka Joachin, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, University of Ilorin
EJIKE Emmanuel Nnamdi, Oziri, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EJIONU Eme Victoria, Management Sciences, Marketing, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
EKABUA John Egede, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Calabar
EKANEM Sunday Ben, Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Calabar
EKANEM Ekanem Michael, Social Sciences, Geography and Natural Resources Management, University of Uyo
EKANEM Etim Inyang, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Calabar
EKANEM Emmanuel Eyo, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Calabar
EKANEM Albert Philip, Sciences, Fisheries and Aquaculture, University of Calabar
EKANEMESANG Udoudo Moses, Sciences, Biochemistry, Obong University, Obong Ntak
EKE Paul , Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Port-Harcourt
EKE Uche Basil, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Ilorin
EKJINDU Ifeoma Mercy, Health Sciences/ Health Sciences and Technology, Medical Microbiology & Parasitology/ Medical Laboratory Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
EKKE Eme Nwachukwu, Social Sciences, Political and Administrative Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
EKLE Bissallah Ahmed, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
EKHENEM Benjamin Ugochukwu, Agriculture, Animal Science and Fisheries, Imo State University, Owerri
EKHENZI Sebastian Okwuchukwu, Medicine and Dentistry, Pediatric Surgery, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EKERE Felix Chimaobi, Education, Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EKIZE Dan Dan, Sciences, Statistics, Imo State University, Owerri
EKHAISE Frederick Osaro, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Benin
EKHATOR Victor Eghe, Management Sciences, Public Administration, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
EKIYOR Henry Amie-oginga, Management and Social Sciences, Political Science, Caleb University, Lagos
EKOJA Andrew Ajegba, Education, Educational Foundations and General Studies, University of Agriculture, Makurdi
EKONG Christopher Nyong, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Uyo
EKONG Antiabong Okon, Education, Department of Vocational Education ( Agricultural Education Unit), University of Uyo
EKOP Offiong Bassey, Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, University of Uyo
EKOTT Mabel Ipkim, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics & Gynecology, University of Calabar
EKOZIEN Maria Ihenata, Sciences, Microbiology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
EKPA Okon Douglas, Physical Sciences, Pure and Applied Chemistry, University of Calabar
EKPE Stella Ikhesor, Arts, English and Literary Studies, University of Calabar
EKPEKPO Arthur , Sciences, Physics, Delta State University Abraka
EKPO Bassey Offiong, Sciences, Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry, University of Calabar, Calabar, University of Calabar
EKPO Imo Akpanobong, Sciences, Genetics and Biotechnology, University of Calabar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EKPO Boniface Okon</td>
<td>College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Biochemistry, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKPO Denis Paul</td>
<td>Arts, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKPOH Imo Jackson</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Geography, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKPU Ambrose Ozoemezilem</td>
<td>Law, Private &amp; Property Law, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKPUNOBI Azubike Josiah</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics and Industrial Physics Department, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKUNDAYO Afe Omolola</td>
<td>Faculty of Life Sciences, Microbiology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKUCOBASE Godpower Osaretin</td>
<td>Computing, Computer Science, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWEALOR Azubike Bosah</td>
<td>Physical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWENYE Uchechi Nnembuihe</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWENZE Solomon Anadili Moses</td>
<td>Law, Private and Public Law, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWEOZOR Ikem Kris Eloka</td>
<td>Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, River State University of Science and Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWERE Paul Dick</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery/urology, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWONEY Emmanuel Chinonyerem</td>
<td>Education, Physical Science Education, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWUMEUE Chizoba Marcella</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accountancy, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWUNIFE Chinelu Angela</td>
<td>Biosciences, Parasitology and Entomology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKWURU George Emeka</td>
<td>Humanities, Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECHI Gabriel Ekwueme</td>
<td>Education, Educational Foundations, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education,Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELERUJA Marcus Adebola</td>
<td>Sciences, Department of Physics and Engineering Physics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ille-Ife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELESHA Stephen Olafimihan</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomical Pathology, Niger Delta University Yenagoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIMIMIAN Isaac Ibror</td>
<td>Arts, English, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELINWA Augustine Uchechukwu</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELKHASHAB Mohamed Mabrouk</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Human Physiology, Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELOM Sunday Oge</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Biochemistry, Federal University, Ndufu-Alike, Ebonyi State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELUKA Johnny Chibueze</td>
<td>Administration, Department of Management., University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMBETERE Omoavowere Joy</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronic Engineering, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMEJI Michael Josiah</td>
<td>Faculty of Humanities, Fine Arts &amp; Design, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMELULU Ifeyinwa Henrietta</td>
<td>Arts, History and International Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMENI Francis Kehinde</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMERE Matthew Chika</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMERIBE Anthony Ogbonna</td>
<td>Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMERIBE Victoria Chizomam</td>
<td>Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMEROLE Gideon Ahamefula</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Business Administration, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMEROLE Okwudil Beede</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Industrial Relations and Personnel Management, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMEROLE Christopher Ogbonna</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMETAROM Uchenna Grace</td>
<td>Education, Educational Administration and Planning, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-OLISEYENUM Roderick Adoh</td>
<td>College of Humanities, Creative Arts, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIKPE Benjamin Obukowo</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Pathology, University of Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIOLA Monsuru Lasun</td>
<td>Education, Physical and Health Education, Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMMY-EGBE Ifeyinwa Osar</td>
<td>Faculty of Natural Sciences, Biological Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOGHENE Alexander Ochuko</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMOKARO Christopher Osamudiamen, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, University of Benin
EMORDI Emorc Cyril, Arts, Department of History & International Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ENAOHWO John Okpako, Education, Educoltional Management, University of Port-Harcourt
ENE-OBONG Henrietta Nkechi, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry (human Nutrition & Dietetics Unit), University of Calabar
ENE-OBONG Ene-obong Efiom, Biological Science, Genetics and Biotechnology, University of Calabar
ENEJI Anthony Egriinya, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Calabar
ENEJI Christopher Adams, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, University of Calabar
ENEMALI Joseph Dennis, Faculty of Technology Education, Vocational and Technology Education, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
ENEMO Ifeoma Pamela, Law, International and Comparative Law, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ENI David David, Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Science, University of Calabar
ENIAYEJU Adewole Paul, Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics Education, Nasarawa State University Keffi
ENKANSELU Pius Adekunle, School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Applied Geophysics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ENIOLA Kehinde Emisi Temitope, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji-Arakeji
ENOMA Anthony Igoduala, Social Sciences, Economics, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ENUDU Titus Okelu, Management Sciences, Business Administration, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
ENUIUGHA Victor Ndigwe, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ENWEANI Ifeoma Bessie, College of Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ENWERE Ezinna Ezinne, Medicine and Dentistry, Public Health, Abia State University, Uturu
ENYI Enyi Patrick, Management Sciences, Accounting, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
ENYINDAH Cosmos Ezemonye, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Port-Harcourt
EPELLE Alafuro, Social Sciences, Political Science, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
ERAH Patrick Omonua, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, University of Benin
ERAIKHUEMEN Lucy, Education, Curriculum and Instructional Technology, University of Benin
EREGIE Charles Osayande, College of Medical Sciences, Institute of Child Health, University of Benin
EREGIE Aihanuwa, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Benin
ERHABOR Osaro, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
ERHAGBE Edward Osegheeme, Arts, History and International Studies, University of Benin
ERIBA Joel Obo, Education, Curriculum and Teaching, Benue State University, Makurdi
ERIM Patience Okwuchi, History and International Studies, University of Calabar
ERING Simon Odey, Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Calabar
ERINOSHO Stella Yemisi, Education, Science Education & Educational Technology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Iwo
ERNEST Samuel Kolade, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Paediatrics and Child Health, University of Ilorin
ERWAT Eseza Akiror, Environment, Management and Social Sciences, Lead City University, Ibadan
ESAN Edward Babatunde, Sciences, Basic Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
ESEIEN Olorunfemi Abraham, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of Uyo
ESIMONE Charles Okechukwu, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Department of Pharmaceutical Microbiology & Biotechnology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ESSIEN Joseph Peter, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Uyo
ESSIEN Enefiok Effiong, Law, Commercial Law, University of Uyo
ESSIEN Anthonia Maurice, Arts, Department of Religious and Cultural Studies, University of Uyo
ESSIEN Okon Ekwere, Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, University of Calabar
ESSIEN-EYO Ako Oku, Arts, English and Literary Studies, University of Calabar
ESSIET Akamkwo, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Calabar
ESU Akon Esu Obukho, Education, Department of Curriculum and Teaching, University of Calabar
ETEKPE Ambily, Social Sciences, Political Science, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
ETENG Mbey Ubana, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Calabar
ETIE Ben Akpan, Sciences, Department of Geology, University of Calabar
ETIM Lawrence, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquatic Environmental Management, University of Uyo
ETOK Comfort Aloysius, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Uyo
ETTE Aniedi Onkon, Engineering and Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Uyo
ETUK Edeheudim Bassey, Agriculture, Animal Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ETUK Benjamin Reuben, Engineering and Technology, Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, University of Uyo
ETUK Imaobong Saturday, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Calabar
ETUK Saturday Job, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics & Gynaecology, University of Calabar
ETUK Emmanuel Udo, Basic Clinical Sciences, Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Usmananu Danfodiyo University
ETUKUDO Maisie Henrietta, Medicine and Dentistry, Medical Laboratory Science Department, University of Calabar
EVBOGBAI Edekin Ma-riekpen Jacob, Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronics and Computer Engineering, Edo University Iyamo
EVWIERHOMA Mabel Itohanosa Erioyunwen, Arts, Theatre Arts, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
EWA Ita Okon Bassey, Centre for Energy Research and Training Ahmadu Bello University Zaria, Nuclear Science and Technology Section, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
EWENIYI George Bamidele, Faculty of Education and Arts, Department of Counselling Psychology, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
EWULO Babatunde Sunday, Agriculture, Crop, Soil and Pest Management, Federal University of Technology, Akure
EWUMI Abosede Morenike, Education, Counselling Psychology, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
EYA Regina Ndinekwumma, Social Sciences, Psychology, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
EYA Dominic David Odo, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EYISI Adanma Sabina, Management Sciences, Accounting, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
EYO Joseph Effiong, Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EYO Emmanuel Onkon, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, University of Calabar
EYONG Eyong Ubana, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Calabar
EZE Romanus Nwachukwu Chijioke, Physical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZE Aaron Elochukwu, Education, Physical and Geo-sciences, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
EZE Francis Chukwuemeka, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EZE Boniface Ikenna, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZE Emmanuel Anebonam, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZE Sabinus Oscar O., Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEAH Peter Chukwuma, Social Sciences, Sociology/anthropology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
EZEALOR Augustine Uwanekwu, College of Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Forestry and Environmental Management, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
EZEANI Onyebuchi Emmanuel, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEANI Chinwe Nwogo, Education, Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEANOLUE Basil Chukwuemeka, Medicine and Dentistry, Otolaryngology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEANYIKA Lawrence Uchenna Sunday, Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEDINACHI Emmanuel Uzoma, College/faculty, Medicine, University of Calabar
EZEH Chima Innocent, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Abia State University, Uturu
EZEH John Chukwuma, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EZEIFEKA George Okey, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Microbiology, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
EZEJA Maxwell Ikechukwu, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
EZEJI Samuel Chukwuemeka O.a, Faculty of Vocational and Technical Education, Industrial Technical Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEJOFOF Tobias Innocent Ndubuisi, Basic Medical Science / Biological Sciences, Biotechnology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
EZEKIEL- HART Jessica Lanye, Education, Educational Foundations and Management, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education,Rumuolumeni
EZEKOYE Benjamin Achufusi, Physical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEMA Fabian Ifeanyichukwu, Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEMONYE Mary Nkiru, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, University of Benin
EZEMONYE Lawrence Ikechukwu, Faculty of Life Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin
EZEDILU Walter Obioma, Management Sciences, Public Andministraion, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
EZEKANNA Jude Obinna, Social Sciences, Psychology , Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
EZEKONKWO Romanus Chukwuduruo, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Parasitology and Entomology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEOME Emmanuel R, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEONU Ifeoma Maureen, Biological Sciences, Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEPUE Udechukwu Felix, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEUDE Samuel Arogzie, Education, Social Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEKE Edwin Obimma, Law, Customary and Indigenous Law, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
EZEIRIM Chinedu Bernadine, Management Sciences, Finance and Banking, University of Port-Harcourt
EZEIRIM Aloy Chinedu, Management Sciences, Marketing and Management, University of Port-Harcourt
EZUGU Livinus Chukwura, School of Technology and Science Education (stse), Electrical Technology Education, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
FABAMWO Adetokunbo Olusegun, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Lagos State University, Ojo
FADARE Samson Olawale, Environmental Design and Management , Urban and Regional Planning , Obafemi Awolowo University,Ile-Ife
FAGBEMI Tayo Nathaniel, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
FAGBENRO Oyedapo Adewale, Agriculture, Fisheries & Aquaculture Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
FAGBENLE Olabosipo Ishola, Engineering and Technology, Building Technology, Covenant University Ota
FAKUADE Abel Gbenga, Arts, Linguistics and Nigerian Languages, University of Ilorin
FALADE Adoegbe Gbadegesin, Medicine and Dentistry, Pediatrics, University of Ibadan
FALEKE Olufemi Oludayo, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Public Health and Preventive Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
FALODUN Emmanuel Sunday, Sciences, Phsics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
FALUSI Olamide Ahmed, Life Sciences, Plant Biology, Federal University of Technology, Minna
FAMILONI Oluwole Babafemi, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Lagos
FAMILONI Oluranti Babatope, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FAMUREWA Oladiran , Head of Institution, Though Still Teach , Biologi, Kings University
FAPETU Olorunisola Peter, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
FAPOHUNDA Olawumi Oluwafunmilola, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Management, Ekiti State University
FARINDE Akinloye Jimoh, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
FARUQ Umar Zaki, Sciences, Chemistry, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
FASAKIN Julius Olubunmi, Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Akure
FASAN Clement Oluseun, Education, Human Kinetics, Sport and Health Education , Lagos State University, Ojo
FASANMADE Adesoji Adedipe, Medicine and Dentistry, Physiology and Medicine, University of Ibadan
FAWEHINMI Hakeem Babatunde, College of Health Sciences, Anatomy, University of Port-Harcourt
FAWOLE Adegbeye , Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics & Gynaecology , University of Ilorin
FAWOLE Moses Oyeleke, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Bowen University, Iwo
FAYOMI Adeleke None, Sciences, Animal Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
FEHINTOLA Fatai Adewale, Medicine and Dentistry, Pharmacology & Therapeutics, University of Ibadan
FEKARURHOBO Godswill Kuta, Sciences, Chemistry, River State University of Science and Technology
FEMI-OLA Titilayo Olufunke, Sciences, Microbiology, Ekiti State University
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FETUGA Musili Bolanle, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics , Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
FELTIGER Adeleye Oluwaseun, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Resource Management, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
Folorunso Olusegun, Sciences, Computer Science, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
FRANK-AKALE Folashade Adetutu, Arts, English and Literary Studies , Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
FRANK-PETERSIDE Nnenna , Sciences, Microbiology, University of Port-Harcourt
FUWAPE Ibiyinka Agboola, Sciences, Physics, Micheal & Cecilia University
GADZAMA Nijidda Mamadu, Sciences, Biological Science, University of Maiduguri
GALADANC  Dalhatu Mohd, Social Sciences, Department of Economics, Bayero University, Kano
GALADIMA Habu Shuaibu, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Jos
GALADIMA Musa , Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Minna
GALTIMA Mala , Environmental Sciences, Geography, Modibbo Adamu University of Technology, Yola
GANA Andrew Saba, Agriculture, Crop Production, Federal University of Technology, Minna
GANAGANA Wenikado Sylvester, Arts, Fine and Applied Arts, Niger Delta University Yenagao
GANI- IKILAMA Taiwo Olufunto, Arts, Department of English and Literary Studies, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Specialization/Program</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GARANDAWA Hamman Ibrahim</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Ent Surgery (otorhinolaryngology)</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Isa</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Talatu Musa</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Tukur</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Usman Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Stephen Ekundayo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Hamidu Sharubutu</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Usman Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Musa Yakasai</td>
<td>Education, Physical and Health</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARBA Muhammad Mahuta</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
<td>Usman Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBADAMOSI Alaba Emmanuel</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry &amp; Wildlife Management</td>
<td>Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBADAMOSI Olade Abass</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Public Law</td>
<td>Osun State University Osogbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBADEBO Adewole Michael</td>
<td>College of Environmental</td>
<td>Environmental Management, Department of Environmental</td>
<td>Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBAKEJI Julius Ogheneruemusua</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences,</td>
<td>Geography and Environmental Management</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBENEDIO Uche Betty</td>
<td>Education, Institute of</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBEREVBIE Daniel Eseme</td>
<td>College of Leadership</td>
<td>Development Studies, Covenant University, Ota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBILEKAA Saint Tsavnav</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences,</td>
<td>Geography and Environmental Management</td>
<td>Covenant University Ota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBOLADE Adebayo Anthony</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences,</td>
<td>Pharmacognosy, Igbinedia University Okada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBOLAGADE Kazeem Alagbe</td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Technology, Computer Science</td>
<td>Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBOLAGADE Wasiu Alagbe</td>
<td>College of Science, Engineering</td>
<td>&amp; Technology, Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences,</td>
<td>Osun State University Osogbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBOLAGUNTE Gbolagade Durodola</td>
<td>College of Natural and Applied</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences, Crawford University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBOR Francis Ayodeji</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Animal Science, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE Francisca Olubumini Adebukola</td>
<td>Agriculture, Aquaculture</td>
<td>Fisheries Management, Federal University of Agriculture,</td>
<td>Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE Jonathan Butcher</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Parasitology and Entomology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE Gladys Ovigue</td>
<td>Sciences, Optometry</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE-OKAFO Uzoamaka Ogechi</td>
<td>Sciences, Applied Microbiology</td>
<td>and Brewing, Enugu State University of Science and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GESINDE Abiodun Matthew</td>
<td>College of Leadership</td>
<td>Development Studies, Psychology, Covenant University</td>
<td>Ota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHASI Samuel Ikenna</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Pharmacology and Therapeutics</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMBA Alhaji Maina</td>
<td>Arts, English</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIWA Abdulraheem</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Polymer and Textile Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University,</td>
<td>Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GODOWOLI Abdullahi Haruna</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Public Administration, Bornu State University, Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GODWIN Harold Chukwuemeka</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Industrial and Production Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe</td>
<td>Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GODWIN-EGEIN Monday Ilegimokuma</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Institute of Agricultural Research and Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONI Ibrahim Baba</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN Blessing Opakirite</td>
<td>Sciences, Plant Science</td>
<td>and Biotechnology, River State University of Science and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN-OSAHOGULU Rosemund Dienye</td>
<td>Sciences, Integrated Science</td>
<td>Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUKAS Habila Joel</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Fine and Applied Arts</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>University/Institution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNGULA Daniel Terrumun</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Production and Horticulture</td>
<td>Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSAU Saidu Muhammed</td>
<td>Arts, Nigerian Languages</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWADABE Muhammad Mustapha</td>
<td>Arts, Department of History</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWANI Julius Atama</td>
<td>Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWARY Daniel Musa</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Protection</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWARZO Muhammad Yalwa</td>
<td>Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, College of Health Sciences</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWANI Julius Atama</td>
<td>Department of Medical Laboratory Science</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYONG John Emmanuel</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALIM Nwabueze Kenneth</td>
<td>Daye, Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALISO Yacob Lamebo</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Information Resources Management</td>
<td>Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLIRU Auwalu Arzai</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Science</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMAMAHWA Ahmed Song</td>
<td>Arts, Arabic and Islamic Studies</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMAN Mahmood</td>
<td>Arts, History</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMAN-TUKUR Abubakar</td>
<td>Education, Social Science Education</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Ali Benjamin</td>
<td>Agriculture, Fishery and Aquaculture</td>
<td>Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Eunice Modupe</td>
<td>Education, Counselling Psychology</td>
<td>Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Shuaib Musa</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>Department of Geography and Environmental Management, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Lawal Gusau</td>
<td>Sciences, Pure and Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Titilayo</td>
<td>Education, Educational Foundations and Counseling</td>
<td>Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Ali Sanusi</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Halimatu Sadiya</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Suleiman Bolaji</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, University of Lagos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Sanusi Wara</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN Adamu Zoaka</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Surgery and Radiology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENSINSHAW Folake Olayinka</td>
<td>College of Food Science and Human Ecology</td>
<td>Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUSSAINI Muhammad Auwals</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agronomy</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBABA Ibabaa Samuel</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>Department of Political Science, Niger Delta University Yenagoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBANGA Iquo Augustine</td>
<td>Medicine, Haematology</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBANGA Edem Stephen</td>
<td>Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBE Callistus Chukwudi</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Transport Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEH Isaiah Nnanna</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEKWWE Titus Sunday</td>
<td>College of Health Sciences/faculty of Clinical Sciences</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEKWWE Christopher Uwanu</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEKWWE Vincent Ifeanyi</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEM Eziyi Offia</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Architecture, Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IBEZIM Emmanuel Chinedum, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutics/pharmaceutical Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IBIAM Julie Ude, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IBIDAPO Comfort Adejole, Sciences, Zoology, Lagos State University, Ojo
IBIDAPO-OBE Oyewusi, Engineering and Technology, Systems Engineering, University of Lagos
IBIJOLA Emmanuel Adeolu, Sciences, Mathematics, Ekiti State University
IBITOYE Stephen Jimo, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Kogi State University Anyigba
IBIVEMI Tunji Samuel, Engineering and Technology, Electrical & Information Engineering, Achievers University, Owo
IBRAHIM Muhammed Eneji, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
IBRAHIM Kyauta, Education, Special Education, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Garba Sheka, Social Sciences, Economics, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Fatima Oyine, Management Sciences, Department of Public Administration, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Garba , Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy and Drug Development, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
IBRAHIM Bashir Yusuf, Law, Public Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
IBRAHIM Mahmoud Daneji, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics & Extension, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Nasiru Dole, Agriculture, Crop Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
IBRAHIM Mohammed Taofeek, Medicine and Dentistry, Community Medicine/public Health, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
IBRAHIM Muhammad Bashir, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Saidu Adamu, College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Clinical Services, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Aminu Alhaji, Sciences, Mathemetic, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
IBRAHIM Shehu Sidi, Arts, Modern European Languages and Linguistics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
IBRAHIM Sani, Faculty of Life Sciences, Biological Sciences, Bayero University, Kano
IBRAHIM Saminu Abdulrahman, Agriculture, Soil Science, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
IBUKUN Williams Olusola, Education, Educational Management, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
ICHA-ITUA Afam, Management Sciences, Business Administration, Federal University, Ndifu-Alike, Ebonyi State
IDACHABA Francis Enejo, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Information Engineering, Covenant University Ota
IDADA Walter Wilfred Osa, Management Sciences, Public Administration, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IDAH Peter Aba, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
IDEGU Emmy Unuja, Arts, Theatre Film and Carnival Studies, University of Calabar
IDEMOBIS Debra Ifeanyi, Administration, Business Administration and Entrepreneurship, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
IDEMUDIA Godwin Osamah, Sciences, Pure and Applied Physics, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State
IDEMYOR Vincent, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Clinical Pharmacy and Management, University of Port-Harcourt
IDENYI Ndubuisi Edennaya, Sciences, Industrial Physics, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
IDIALU Ethel Ekeloseya, Education, Vocational and Technical Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IDIALU Jeremiah Uwaifo, Management and Social Sciences, Accounting and Finance, Samuel Adegbuyega University, Ogbia
IDIGO Victor Eze, Engineering and Technology, Electronic and Computer Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
IDIGO Victor Eze, Engineering and Technology, Electronic and Computer Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
IDIONG Idiong Christopher, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, University of Calabar
IDOKO Constance Eberechukwu, Education, Science and Computer Education, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
IDORO Godwin Iboro, Environmental Sciences, Building, University of Lagos
IDOWU Olufemi Emmanuel, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Lagos State University, Ojo
IDOWU Sunday Anuoluwa, Computing, Software Engineering, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
IDOWU Rachel Toyosi, Sciences, Biological Sciences, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
IDOWU Timothy Oluwadare, Environmental Sciences, Surveying and Geoinformatics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
IDRIS Sulaiman Ola, Sciences, Chemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
IDRISA Yusuf Lawan, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension Services, University of Maiduguri
IDU Prof. macdonald , Faculty of Life Sciences, Department of Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Benin
IDU Faustina Kemdinm, Life Sciences, Optometry, University of Benin
IDUBOR Richard Osayiede, Law, Business Law, University of Benin
IFEAGWAZI Chuka Mike, Social Sciences, Psychology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IFEANACHO Martin Ikechukwu, Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Port-Harcourt
IFELUNNI Ike Chunuwe Sarduana, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IFEMEJE Sylvia Chika, Law, International Law and Jurisprudence, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
IFIDON Samuel Ehimigbai, Social Sciences, Library and Information Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IFURUEZE Meshack Shadrack, Management Sciences, Accountancy, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
IGBADUN Henry Evonemeh, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Bio-resources Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
IGBAFE Anselm Iuebego, Engineering and Technology, Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
IGBATAYO Samuel Aderemi, Social Sciences, Economics, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
IGBIGI Patrick Sunday, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomy, Delta State University Abraka
IGBINOSA Igboho Benjamim, Sciences, Zoology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IGBINOVIA Samuel Osamudiamen, Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Benin
IGBO Happiness Ihuoma, Education, Educational Foundations, Benue State University, Makurdi
IGBO Rosemary Ogochukwu, Education, Department of Continuing Education and Community Development, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
IGBOANUSI Herbert Sunday, Arts, Linguistics and African Languages, University of Ibadan
IGBOKWE Casmir Onwuaso, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Anatomy and Embryology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IGBOKWE Uwakwe Okereke, Education, Psychological Foundations, Abia State University, Uturu
IGE Olugbenga Ebenezer, Sciences, Botany, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
IGELEKE Clara Leyibo, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City
IGENE Frederick Ugbesia, Agriculture, Animal Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IGENE John Oamen, Agriculture, Food Science and Human Nutrition, University of Benin
IGHODALO Osagie, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IGHOROJE Ahbor Dolly Awan, Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, University of Benin
IGIRA Anozeng Oyono, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomical Sciences, University of Calabar
IGUISI Edwin Osawe, Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
IGW Lawrence Emenike Bull, Education, Management and Planning, University of Port-Harcourt
IGWE Charles Arizchekwukwu, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IGWE Augustine Uche, Arts, History and International Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
IGWEBUIKE Udendi Maduabuchi, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Anatomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
IGWEBUIKE Joseph Uchechi, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Maiduguri
IGWEMMA Andrew Abianoro, Social Sciences, Economics, Imo State University, Owerri
IHEDIOHANMA Ngozi Chidinma, Engineering and Technology, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
IHEJIRIKA Walter Chikwendu, Arts, Linguistics and Communication Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
IHEJIRIKA Gabriel Onyenegecha, Agriculture, Crop Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
IHENACHO Rowland Alamezie Eke, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Calabar
IHENDINIHU John Uzoma, College of Management Sciences, Department of Accounting, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
IHEROHANMA Ekeoma Bona Joe, Social Sciences, Directorate of General Studies, Futo, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
IHONGBE, John Cletus, School of Public and Allied Health., Medical Laboratory Science., Babcock University, Illesan-Remo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IHAUZE Christopher Chukwutoo</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Industrial/Production Engineering/mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJADUOLA Kayode Olu</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management</td>
<td>Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJAIYA Sidiqat Nike Yetunde</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJAIYA Gafar Tunde</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJEH Ifeoma Irene</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJIOHA John Chinasa</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKE Ekaete Nill</td>
<td>Education, Home Economics</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKE Obiora Francis</td>
<td>Management Sciences, International</td>
<td>Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKE Godfrey Amam</td>
<td>Education, Art</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEFUNA Anthony Nnaemeka</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKEFUNA Anthony Nnambekeka</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKE Godfrey Amam</td>
<td>Education, Art</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJAIJI Chibueze Christian</td>
<td>Institute of Public Policy and</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJAIJI Canice Nnaemeka</td>
<td>Administration (ippa), Policy and</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKEI Augustine</td>
<td>Management School, Professor of</td>
<td>Federal University, Otuoke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJAIJI Canice Nnaemeka</td>
<td>Management School, Professor of</td>
<td>Federal University, Otuoke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKHATUA Matilda Iyayi</td>
<td>Agriculture, Forest Resources and</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKHATUA Uamai Julius</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Science</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKHIMIOYA Imounu</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Science</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKOMI Robert Bemiglo</td>
<td>Sciences, Animal and Environmental</td>
<td>Delta State University, Abraka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKONNE Eleazar Uchenena</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Optometry</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPEFAN Ochei Ailemen</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Banking and</td>
<td>Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPEME Enobong Emmanuel</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPEME Ikpeme Asanye</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Orthopaedics</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPEME Christine</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPOKONTE Awajiokan Enoch</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKPOTOKIN Festus Osazuwa</td>
<td>Sciences, Department of Computer</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INIKHENA Peter Aluede</td>
<td>Faculty of Physical Sciences, Physics</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILESANMI Felix Aromo</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Urban and</td>
<td>Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INIIYASU Zubairu</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Community</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLAH Andrew Attah</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Community</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILOBA Beatrice Ngozi</td>
<td>Faculty of Life Science, Animal</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAM Hauwa</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAM Yahya Oywolde</td>
<td>Arts, Religions</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMASOGIE Benjamin Iyalekhunco</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Materials</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMHANLAHIMI Joseph Ehiorekparia</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>Achievers University, Owo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMIANVAN Anthony Agboizebeta</td>
<td>Physical Sciences, Computer Science</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO Augustine Onuegbuchi .c.</td>
<td>College of Medicine, Radiology</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMOGIE Abigail Olu</td>
<td>Education, Institute of Education,</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMONIKEBE Manasseh Emamoke</td>
<td>Arts, Fine/applied Arts Department</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INABO Helen ileigo</td>
<td>Life Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAH Emmanuel Idoko</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Forestry</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEGBEBOH Bridget Obiaozor</td>
<td>Humanities, Languages, Samuel Adegboyega</td>
<td>University of Ogwa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEGBEDION Nathaniel Ahabue</td>
<td>Law, Public Law</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEM Victor Akpan</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Family</td>
<td>University of Lagos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAGAWA Salihu Yusufu</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management,</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INYA-AGHA Stella Ifeoma</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INYAMA Emmanuel Onuoha</td>
<td>Humanities, Religious Studies,</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INYANG Comfort Ufot</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INYANG-ABIA Moses Edem</td>
<td>Education, Curriculum and Teaching</td>
<td>Department of Environmental Education, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IORTSUUN Dora Nguemo</td>
<td>Faculty of Life Sciences, Botany</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPINMOROTI Olarewaju Adeola</td>
<td>College of Science and Information Technology, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIKANA Godspower Jackson</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRINOYE Omolola Oladunni</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Nursing Science</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRO Paul Chima Eke</td>
<td>Education, Human Kinetics &amp; Health Education, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Mustapha Ahmad</td>
<td>Arts, English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Kabiru Dandago</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Audu</td>
<td>Sciences, Statistics</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Ambrose Ohumagho</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine/clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Hassan Salihu</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Chemical Pathology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Essy Clementina</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Community Health, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Sadiq Radda</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology, Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Kasim Uthman</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISANGEDIGHI Abang John</td>
<td>Education, Educational Foundations, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEH Kufre Robert</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery (ent), Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISENMLA Patience Amechi</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEZUO Simeon Alabi</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISHAKU Jackson Malpan</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIBOR Jonathan Osamiemen</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCHEI Christian Ogoegbunem</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Chemical Pathology, University of Jos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIRAMEN Celestina Omoso</td>
<td>Arts, Religious Management and Cultural Studies, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISITOR Godwin Nwachukwu</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine, Anatomy</td>
<td>Novena University, Ogume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIUGO-ABANIE Uche Charlie</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Paul University, Awka - Anambra State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISMAIL Abubakar</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Water Resources and Environmental Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISMAILA Olasunkanmi Salami</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRAEL-COOKY Chigozie</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics, River State University of Science and Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSA Abdulwahab Olarewaju</td>
<td>Faculty of Communication and Information Sciences, Department of Library and Information Science, University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISYAKU Kabiru</td>
<td>Education, Education, Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITA Benedict Iserom</td>
<td>Sciences, Pure and Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAH Alfred Young</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAKETO Umana Thompson</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronic Engineering Department, University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITODO Isaac Nathaniel</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Agricultural &amp; Environmental Engineering, University of Agriculture, Makurdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWE Maduebibi Ofo</td>
<td>College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Food Science and Technology, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWEALMA Emeka Eze</td>
<td>College of Science and Technology, Biochemistry, Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWO Godfrey Akpan</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWOKWAGH Nicholas Sesugh</td>
<td>School of Information and Communication Technology, Information and Media Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWUCHUKWU Chima Boniface</td>
<td>Education, Educational Foundations &amp; Counselling, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWUCHUKWU Matthew Omeie</td>
<td>Arts, Foreign Languages &amp; Literary Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWUCHUKWU Rebecca Chinelo</td>
<td>Humanities, Religious Studies, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWUEZE Iheanyichukwu Sylvestor</td>
<td>Sciences, Statistics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWUNDU Charles Okechukwu</td>
<td>Education, Educational Psychology, Guidance and Counseling, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IYA Shehu Adamu, Engineering and Technology, Agriculture and Environmental Engineering, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
IYAKA Yahaya Ahmed, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Minna
IYALOMHE Godfrey Bolade, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IYASE Samuel Azubuikwe, Sciences, Mathematics, Covenant University Ota
IYAWE Vincent Imagboovomwan, Medicine and Dentistry, Physiology, University of Benin
IYAYI Sunday Ebhodaghe, Sciences, Physics, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IYOHAP Francis Odianonsen, Social Sciences, Accounting, Covenant University Ota
IYOHAP Friday E, Management Sciences, Public Administration, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
IZILEIN Elizabeth Irepitan, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Benin
JA,’AFARU Ali Nil, School of Life Sciences, Zoology, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
JACK OSIMIRI Uche, Law, Urban & Regional Planning, Estate Management - Land Law, Taxation, River State University of Science and Technology
JACKS Tamunotonye Watson, Basic Medical Sciences, Human Anatomy, University of Maiduguri
JAJA Seth Accra, Management Sciences, Management , Federal University, Otuoke, Bayelsa
JAJA Jones Micheal, Institute of Foundation Studies (ifs), Ifs, River State University of Science and Technology
JAMES Dorcas Bolanle, Life -science, Biochemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
JAMES ‘timothy , Education, Science Education, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
JAMIU Sulaiman Muhammad, College of Humanities, Management and Social Sciences. , Department of Religions, History and Heritage Studies., Kwara State University, Ilorin
JARI Jacob Jat, Environmental Design, Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
JATAU Shadrach Benson, Sciences, Geology and Mining, Nasarawa State University Keffi
JAYEOLA Adeniyi Akanni, Sciences, Botany, University of Ibadan
JEBBIN Nze Jephet, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Port-Harcourt
JEGA Attahiru Muhammadu, Social Sciences, Political Science, Bayero University, Kano
JEGEDE Olugbemiro , Education, Education, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
JEGEDE Samuel Akingbade, Education, Science Education, Ekiti State University
JEKAYINFA Simeon Olatayo, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural Engineering, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
JEKAYINFA Alice Arinlade, Education, Social Sciences Education, University of Ilorin
JEREMIAH Zaccheaus Awortu, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
JIBIA Abdussamad Umar, Engineering and Technology, Mechatronics Engineering, Bayero University, Kano
JIBIR Mu’awiyi , Agriculture, Animal Science, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
JIBRIL Adam Muhammad, Arts, Arabic Studies, University of Maiduguri
JIBRIL Salawu Ayemi, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
JIBRIN Jibrin Mohammed, Agriculture, Soil Science, Bayero University, Kano
JIBRIN Shafiu , Sciences, Mathematics, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
JIGAM Ali Audu, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Minna
JIMAZA Michael , Social Sciences, Economics, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
JIMOH Wahab Larin Olagoke, Physical Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
JIMOH Yinusa Alaro, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, University of Ilorin
JIMOH Onenayin David, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
JIYA Nma Muhammed, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, Paediatrics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
JOEL Ogbonna Friday, Engineering and Technology, Petroleum and Gas Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
JOHN David Carl, Law, Commercial Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
JOHN Christopher Ademola, School of Technology and Science Education, Technology Education, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
JOHN Samuel Ndueso, Engineering and Technology, Department of Computer Engineering, Covenant University Ota
JOHN Mildred Ndueso, Engineering and Technology, Petroleum and Gas Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
JOHNSON Effiong Etim, Arts, Theatre Arts, University of Uyo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOMBO Godwin Terver</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Medical Microbiology and Parasitology</td>
<td>Benue State University, Makurdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSHUA Adebayo Abiodun</td>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>Department of English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSHUA Shall David</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Crop Production</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSHUA Akon Monday</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations and Administration</td>
<td>Cross River State University of Science &amp; Technology, Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSHUA Monday Tommy</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUMARE Bashir Mohammed</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Local Government and Development Studies</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNAID Asimiyu Mohammed</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNAIDU Abdulkadir Usman</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Veterinary Public Medicine and Preventive Medicine</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KABIR Aminu,</td>
<td>Modern European Languages</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KABIRU Adamu Yusuf</td>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KADIRI Medina Omo</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Botany/plant Biology &amp; Biotechnology</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAGU Bulama</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Vocational Education</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAGU Modu Baba</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Haematology and Blood Transfusion</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALESANWO Olufemi Olu</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Human Kinetics and Health Education</td>
<td>Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALILU Razaa Olatunde</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Fine and Applied Arts</td>
<td>Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALU Ijeoma Emele</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALU Sylvanus Ezema</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALU Iroha Matthias</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Science Education</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASHINA Boniface David</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Crop Protection</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASHIM Bayero Bukkuyum</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATCHA Muhammad</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Science and Environmental Education</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAWU Mohammed Umaru</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Veterinary Physiology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAYODE Sunday Jacob</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAYODE-ADEDEJI Olu</td>
<td>College of Social and Management Sciences, Social Justice</td>
<td>Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEHINDE Sunday James</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEHINDE Babatunde Olusola</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEHINDE Adetunji</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Agricultural Economics and Extension</td>
<td>Osun State University Osogbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEHINDE Iyabode Aderemi</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Department of Pure and Applied Botany</td>
<td>Federal University of Agriculture, Aboekuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEKE Romanus Ibeawuchi</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Zoology</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELES Ibrahim</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Nile University of Nigeria, Abuja</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KEMJIKA Obi Gregory, Education, Educational Psychology, Guidance & Counselling, University of Port-Harcourt
KER Apegba, Faculty of Languages and Communication Studies, English, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
KEREMAH Reginald Inodu, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquatic Studies, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
KHALID Adamu Sa'idu, Arts, Department of Arabic, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
KHAMISU Muhammad Sani, Arts, Arabic, Bayero University, Kano
KHAN Reyazul Haque, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Baze University
KIABEL Bariyima David, Management Sciences, Accountancy, River State University of Science and Technology
KILANI Abdulrazaq Olubusuyi, Arts, Religious and Cultural Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
KINANEE Joseph Barineka, Education, Educational Psychology, Guidance and Counselling, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
KIJAWA Ibrahim Ahmed, Social Sciences, Economics and Development Studies, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
KOGAH Victor Chukwudi, Social Sciences, Mass Communication, Imo State University, Owerri
KOGAH Chukwudi Victor, Social Sciences, Mass Communication, Imo State University, Owerri
KOLA-OLUSANYA Anthony, Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics Education, Osun State University Osogbo
KOLAWOLE Samuel Oladiipo, Arts, French, Ekiti State University
KOLAWOLE Clement Olusegun Olaniran, Education, Arts and Social Sciences Education, University of Ibadan
KOLAWOLE Are Victor, Management and Social Sciences, Political Science, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
KOLAWOLE Olorunshola Victor, Basic Medical Sciences, Human Physiology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
KOLAWOLE Adegboyega Anthony, Arts, English, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
KOLO Ibrahim Adamu, Faculty of Education and Arts, Department of Counselling Psychology, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
KOLO Reuben Jiya, Agriculture, Water Resources, Aquaculture and Fisheries Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna
KOMOLAFE Omotosho Olumuyiwa Isaac, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Redeemer's University, Mowe
KONKWO Dede Elemeuwa, Social Sciences, Mass Communication, Imo State University, Owerri
KORIKO Olubode Kolade, Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure
KPANGBAN Emperor, Education, Science Education, Delta State University Abraka
KUFORIJI Olubukola Omoniyi, Sciences, Biological Sciences Department, Bells University of Technology, Otta
KULIYA-GWARZO Aisha, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology, Bayero University, Kano
KUNDIRI Abubakar Musa, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Resources Management, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State
KURANGA Sulyman Alege, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Ilorin
KURAWA Muhammad Junaidu, Management Sciences, Accounting, Bayero University, Kano
KURFI Aminu Kado, Management Sciences, Department of Business Administration and Entrepreneurship, Bayero University, Kano
KUYE Ayoade Oludayo, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
KWAGA Jacob Kwada Paghi, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Public Health & Preventive Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
KWARI Ibrahim Dankasa, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Maiduguri
KWARI Joshua Dankasa, Agriculture, Soil Science, University of Maiduguri
KWARI Hyelduku Danladi, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Anatomy, University of Maiduguri
KWASAU John Na'allah, Education, Arts and Social Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
KUSHUWI Usman Bauta, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
LADAN Muhammad Tawfiq, Law, Public Law, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LADOKUN Oluosola Abiola, Sciences, Biochemistry, Lead City University, Ibadan
LAKPINI Clarence Ayodele Mawo, Agriculture, Animal Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LAKPINI Mary Asibi, Education, Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LAMIDI Mufutau Temitayo, Arts, English, University of Ibadan
LAMIKANRA Adebayo, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
LAR Urahia Alexander, Sciences, Geology, University of Jos
LASODE Olumuyiwa Ajani, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Ilorin
LATEEF Agbaje, Sciences, Department of Pure and Applied Biology, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
LAWAL Kolawole Muideen, Physical Sciences, Physics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LAWAL Failiat Kike, Education, Science Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LAWAL Yekini Olawaiye, Administration, Business Administration, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
LAWAL Mansur, Sciences, Biochemistry, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
LAWAL Bashiru Olubode, Education, Early Childhood and Educational Foundations, University of Ibadan
LAWAL Olasegun Adebayo, Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
LAWAL Ayodele Babatope, Sciences, Computer Science, Caleb University, Lagos
LAWSON Lovett, Faculty of Health Sciences, Community Medicine and Primary Healthcare, Bingham University, New Karu
LEGBO Jacob Ndas, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
LETON Tambari Gladson, Engineering and Technology, Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt
LIMIKA Othniel Kamfani, Sciences, Physics, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
LOHDIP Yilkur Nandul, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Jos
LONGE Olumide Babatope, Sciences, Computer Science, Caleb University, Lagos
LONGE Harrison Oloruntade, College of Natural and Applied Sciences, Computer Science and Information Technology, Bells University of Technology, Otta
LORI Joseph Anireju, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Bingham University, New Karu
LOTO Olubisi , Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
LOTO Roland Tolulope, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Covenant University Ota
LUKA Sodangi Abdulkarim, Sciences, Zoology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
LUKONG Christopher Suiye, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
LUKONG Olaruntade Dele, College of Natural and Applied Sciences, Computer Science and Information Technology, Bells University of Technology, Otta
LUKONG Christopher Suiye, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
M Shehu Yusuf, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Bayero University, Kano
MAAJI Sadisu Mohammed Maaji, Medicine and Dentistry, Radiology, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MADU Barnabas Chidi, Education, Department of Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADU Sylvester Ntomchukwu, Social Sciences, Psychology, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
MADU Ignatius Ani, Social Sciences, Geography, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADU Ignatius Ani, Social Sciences, Geography, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADUWU Emmanuel Ndubisi, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry, Covenant University Ota
MADUWEJE Felix Nduka, Agriculture, Animal Science and Fisheries, Imo State University, Owerri
MADUWEJE Ifeoma Stella, Social Sciences, Department of Economics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADUWEJE Theophilus Chukwudolue, Faculty of Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADUFOR Innocent Chimezie, Engineering and Technology, Polymer and Textile Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
MADUKWE Michael Chukwuneke, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MADUMERE-OBIKE Chinyerem Uba, Education, Department of Educational Management, University of Port-Harcourt
MADUSOLUMUO Michael Azubuike, Sciences, Biochemistry, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
MADZIGA Alim Gamece, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Maiduguri
MAFANA Chiedu Felix, Sciences, Pure and Applied Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
MAFIMISEBI Taiwo Ejola, Agriculture, Agricultural & Resource Economics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Department / University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGAJI Abdullahi Alhaji</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Veterinary Public Health and Preventive Medicine, Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGAJI Nuraddeen</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Electrical, Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGAJI Sule</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGASHI Auwal Ibrahim</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Crop Science, Kano University of Science &amp; Technology, Wudil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGAWATA Ibrahim Nil</td>
<td>Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHMOOD Moshood Jimba</td>
<td>Humanities, Management and Social Sciences</td>
<td>Linguistics, African and European Languages, Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHMOUD Abdulraheem Olarongbe</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Ophthalmology, University of Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHMOUD Khadija</td>
<td>Education, Educational Psychology and Counselling</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHMUD Sakah Saidu</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Politics and Governance</td>
<td>Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIGARI Abubakar Sadiq</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology, Abubakar Tafa Bawale University, Bauchi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINASARA Mainasara Abdullah</td>
<td>Basic Clinical Sciences, Chemical Pathology and Immunology</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINASARA Abdullah Sulaiman</td>
<td>Basic Clinical Sciences, Chemical Pathology and Immunology</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINOMA Muhammad Akaro</td>
<td>Administration, Accounting &amp; Finance</td>
<td>Nasarawa State University Keffi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAISAMARI John Yakubu</td>
<td>Education, Department of Counselling and Educational Psychology</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAISAMARI Ashom Musa</td>
<td>Education, Art and Social Science Education</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIWAUSA Salihu</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Industrial Design</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIWAUSA Danjuma Abubakar</td>
<td>Education, Special Education</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJEED Qamar</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKINDE Eyitayo Adekunle61</td>
<td>Agriculture, Horticulture</td>
<td>Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKINDE Solomon Olanrewaju</td>
<td>Education, Language, Arts and Social Science Education</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKODI Bireenu-nnabugwu</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKUN Hussaini Anthony</td>
<td>Life Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALAMI Hussaini Usman</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Usmanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALGWI Mohammed Musa</td>
<td>Sciences, Plant Science</td>
<td>Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALGWI Anna Mohammed</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Protection</td>
<td>Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALLO Ishaku Ibrahim Yari</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALOMO Oluwadare</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Kings University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALOMO Sylvia Omonirume</td>
<td>Life Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALU Abraham Orkurga</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMAN Aisha Indo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology and Blood Transfusion</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMAN Tahir Nil</td>
<td>Law, Public Law</td>
<td>Baze University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMAN Musa Adamu</td>
<td>Arts, History</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMAN Joseph Haruna</td>
<td>Education, Arts and Social Science Education</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMZA Musa Palam</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Department of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMZA Paul Andrew</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANGA Abdu Ahmed</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agronomy</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANI Hamza</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agronomy</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATO Christie Nwidum</td>
<td>College of Health Sciences, Anaesthesiology</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYANCHI Mohammed Lawal</td>
<td>Faculty of Humanities and Education</td>
<td>Educational Foundations, Federal University, Gusau Zamfara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAZI Emmanuel Alfred</td>
<td>Agriculture, Food Science and Technology</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA Harold Chike</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Urban &amp; Regional Planning</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAEGBU Celestine Chukwuemeka</td>
<td>Arts, Philosophy</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAH Matthew Chukwuma</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Production and Landscape Management</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAH Godwin Christopher Ezike</td>
<td>Faculty of Physicalsciences, Mathematics</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAH Charles Ndubuisi</td>
<td>Agriculture, Soil Science and Environmental Management</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBAH Christian Emeka</td>
<td>Sciences, Zoology</td>
<td>Ahmdu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MBAH Chika John, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MBAH Patricia Etuna, Agriculture, Home Science/hospitality Management $ Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
MBAJORGU Ngozika Marian, Education, Department of Science and Computer Education, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
MBAKWEM Jemimah Nndu, Education, Social Science Education, Imo State University, Owerri
MBANASOR Augustus Ugwunna, College of Medicine/basic Medical Sciences, General Surgery, Abia State University, Uturu
MBANASOR Jude Anayochukwu, Agriculture, Agribusiness , Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
MBEGBU Julian Ibeizimako, Physical Sciences, Mathematics, University of Benin
MBOTO Clement Ibi, Sciences, Science Laboratory Technology , University of Calabar
MBURZA Ali , Education, Vocational and Technical Education, University of Maiduguri
MEJEHA Ihebrodike Maurice, Sciences, Physics Department, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
MELE Mohammed Laminu, Arts, English and Literary Studies, University of Maiduguri
MELODI Adegoke Oladipo, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
MELUDU Nkiru Theresa, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
MELUDU Osita Chukwudi, School of Physical Science, Physics, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
MENDIE Akaninyene , Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, University of Uyo
MENEGBE Awam David, Arts, Theartre Arts, Kogi State University Anyigba
MENSAH Joseph Kwesi, Sciences, Botany, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
MESHIDA Ebenezer Ajibola, Sciences, Geology, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
MBENKA Bernard O, Biological Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
MIJINYAWA Muhammad Sani, College of Health Sciences, Internal Medicine, Bayero University, Kano
MIKAILU Aminu Salihu, Management Sciences, Accounting, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MIKO Sani N.a., Agriculture, Agronomy, Bayero University, Kano
MISANJO Michael Ayedima, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Jos
MKPA Nnenna Deborah, Education, Psychological Foundations, Abia State University, Uturu
MODE Muhammad Aminu, Arts, Modern European Languages and Linguistics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MODEBELU Melody Ndidi, Education, Educational Management, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
MODO Innocent Victor Ogo, Social Sciences, Sociology and Anthropology, University of Uyo
MOHAMMAD Aminu Mohammad, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMADE Rabiu , Education, Physical & Health Education, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMED Abdulkarim Sabo, Sciences, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
MOHAMMED Professor Aliyu , Basic Medical Sciences, Human Physiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MOHAMMED Suleiman Bala, Social Sciences, Department of Sociology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
MOHAMMED Habu , Social Sciences, Political Science, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMED Abba-gana , Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
MOHAMMED Aminu -, Sciences, Mathematics / Computer Science Unit, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MOHAMMED Zakari , Education, Department of Library and Information Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MOHAMMED Ibrahim Dukku, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Maiduguri
MOHAMMED Aisha Z., Education, Home Economics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MOHAMMED Sanusi Gaya, Agriculture, Agronomy, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMED Abubakar Siddiq, Sciences, Statistics and Mathematical Sciences, Kwara State University, Ilorin
MOHAMMED Ismaila Zango, Social Sciences, Sociology, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMED Usman Ahmadu, Arts and Social Sciences , Department of Languages , Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna
MOHAMMED Ahmed Rufai, Arts, History, Bayero University, Kano
MOHAMMED Ahmed Bakori, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension, Bayero University, Kano
MOKWUNYEJ Josephine Ngozi, Arts, Theatre Arts, University of Benin
MOLINDO Williams Adapoe, Agriculture, Agronomy and Environmental Management, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City
MOMOH Musa , Sciences, Physics, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MOMOH Moses Imokhai, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Benin
MONAGO-IGHORODJE Comfort Chinazo, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Port-Harcourt
MONANU Michael Okechukwu, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Port-Harcourt
MORAH Frank Nwokeji, Sciences, Pure and Applied Chemistry, University of Calabar
MORAKINYO Ebenezer Olatunde, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
MORENIKEJI Oluwole Morenikeji, Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Minna
MORONKOLA Olawale Akanbi, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Ibadan
MOSES Chinonye Love, Social Sciences, Business Management, Covenant University Ota
MOSES Anietie Effiong, College of Health Sciences/faculty of Clinical Sciences, Medical Microbiology and Parasitology, University of Uyo
MOTAZE Dorothy Ekaette, Arts, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Uyo
MSHELBWALA Philip Mari, Sciences, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
MUBI Aishatu Mohammed, Environmental Sciences, Geography, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
MUDI Suleiman Yusuf, Physical Science, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Malami Maishanu, Management Sciences, Business Administration, Usman Danfodiyo University
MUHAMMAD Muhammad Liman, Management Sciences, Accounting, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Aminu Bayawa, Sciences, Department of Pure & Applied Chemistry, Usman Danfodiyo University
MUHAMMAD Alhassan Wudil, College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, Bayero University, Kano., Biochemistry, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Bashir Fagge, Agriculture, Animal Science, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Abdusalam Sule, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUHAMMAD Mustapha , Arts, English, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Zakari -, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Bayero University, Kano
MUHAMMAD Sani Gumel, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
MUKIITA Issa , Arts, Department of Nigerian Languages, Bayero University, Kano
MUKIITA Fatima Bawul, Sciences, Plant Biology, Bayero University, Kano
MUKIITA Aishatu Abubakar, Agriculture, Agronomy, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUKORO Akpomuvie , Social Sciences, Political Science, Delta State University Abraka
MUKTAR Haruna Mohammed, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology and Blood Transfusion, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUNDI Nda Ejifu, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension , National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
MUNDI Rhoda , Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
MUNGADI Ismaila Arzika, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MUODUMOGU Chinwe Anthonia, Education, Curriculum & Instruction, Benue State University, Makurdi
MUOZHULU Joseph Ikechukwu, Sciences, Botany, Obafemi Awolowo University,Ille-Ife
MURTALA Ahmad , Arts, Islamic Studies and Shari'ah, Bayero University, Kano
MUSA Ibrahim Jaro, Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUSA Abubakar Akinfele, Environmental Sciences, Surveying & Geoinformatics, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
MUSA Amanabu, , Natural Sciences, Biochemistry, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
MUSA Sani Umaru, Arts, Arabic, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MUSA C. Noah , Education, Educational Foundations, University of Benin
MUSA Adu , Agriculture, Soil Science and Agricultural Engineering, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
MUSA Aliyu , Arts, Linguistics and Foreign Languages, Bayero University, Kano
MUSA Kabir Yusuf, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy and Drug Development, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUSA Hassan Shuaib, Sciences, Geography, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
MUSA Abubakar Ohinoyi, Sciences, Physics, Bayero University, Kano
MUSTAPHA Mohammed Tajordeen, Education, Science Education, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
MUSTAPHA Yahaya , Sciences, Plant Biology, Bayero University, Kano
MUSTAPHA Abdullahi , Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University, Dutse, Jigawa State
MUSTAPHA Abdullahi , Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, Bayero University, Kano
MUSTAPHA Shettima Kagu, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
MUSTAPHA Oba Toyin, Life Sciences, Plant Biology, University of Ilorin
NA'ALLAH Abdulrasheed , Arts, English, Kwara State University, Ilorin
NAFARNDA Wesley Daniel, Veterinary Medicine, Department of Veterinary Public Health and Preventive Medicine, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
NASIR Jamila Mohammed, Law, Commercial Law, University of Jos
NATALA Audu Joseph, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Parasitology and Entomology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
NDAEYO Nyaudoh Ukpabio, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Uyo
NDAHI Naomi Piyinkir, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Maiduguri
NDANA Rebecca Wusa, Sciences, Biological Sciences, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
NDIFON Henry Mbeh, Agriculture, Agric Extension and Rural Sociology, University of Calabar
NDIMELE Roseline Ihuma, Arts, Linguistics and Communication Studies/igbo, Abia State University, Uturu
NDIMELE Ozo-mekuri , Arts, Linguistics & Communication Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
NDINECHI Michael Chukwudi, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
NDIYO Ndem Ayara, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Calabar
NDOME Christopher Bassey, Sciences, Department of Zoology & Environmental Biology, University of Calabar
NDON Bassey Asuquo, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Uyo
NDU Emenike Chibuke, Social Sciences, Political and Administrative Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
NDUBUKA Dennis Amajuoyi, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
NDUBUISI Ekezie Christopher, Agriculture, Animal Science and Fisheries, Imo State University, Owerri
NDUBUISI Walter Chukwunyere, Management Sciences, Banking and Finance, University of Maiduguri
NDUGBU Michael Osondu, Business Administration, Banking & Finance, Imo State University, Owerri
NDUKA Florence Onyemachi, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology (zoology), University of Port-Harcourt
NDUKA John Kanayochukwu, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NDUKA Ethelbert Chinaka, Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, University of Port-Harcourt
NDUKWE George Iloegbulam, Sciences, Chemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
NDUKWE Israel Chukwuemeka, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
NDUKWE Benjamine Chinyem, Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology (formerly Botany), University of Port-Harcourt
NFOR Ndicho Bruno, Physical Sciences, Geology, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
NGANJE Therese Ntonzi, Sciences, Geology, University of Calabar
NGGADA Haruna Asura, Medicine and Dentistry, Human Pathology, University of Maiduguri
NGIM Ngim Ewezu, Medicine and Dentistry, Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Calabar
NGOKA Paulinus Chukwuemeka, Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Hospitality Management and Tourism, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
NGONEBU Chinyere Loretta, Arts, English and Literary Studie, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NGUMOHA Emmanuel Chigozie, Arts, English Language and Literature, Abia State University, Uturu
NGWAI Yakubu Boyi, Sciences, Microbiology, Nasarawa State University Keffi
NGWAKWE Ezenwa Chinemed, Law, Jurisprudence, International and Public Law, Abia State University, Uturu
NGWU Oliver Echezona, Agriculture, Agronomy and Ecological Management, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NGWUTA Abraham Agwu</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Science and Technology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJA Mbe Egom</td>
<td>Sciences, Statistics</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJIFORTI Peter Pivadga</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJOJKANMA Fidelis Olimauda</td>
<td>College of Medicine, Paediatrics</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJOJKU Davidson</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJOJKU Obioma Uzoma</td>
<td>Biological Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJOJKU Mary Gloria C.</td>
<td>Management and Social Sciences</td>
<td>Godfrey Okoye University, Ngwuomu-Nike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKAMNEBE Anayo Dominic</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Marketing</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKANG Ani Essien</td>
<td>Sciences, Plant and Ecological Studies</td>
<td>Arthur Javis University Akpoyubo Cross river State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKEREUWEM Edet Efiong</td>
<td>Education, Educational Technology</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKO Andrew Andarawus</td>
<td>Education, Educational Foundations</td>
<td>Nasarawa State University Keffi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLEWADIM Anthony Ajuzieogu</td>
<td>College of Natural Resources and Environmental Management, Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management., Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMA Job N</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMA Teresa Mwuese</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Business Administration</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNA Bekari Johnson</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political and Administrative Studies, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNAUBUE Uba Sonny Frank</td>
<td>Law, International Law and Jurisprudence</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNACHA Richard Onwukwe</td>
<td>Education, Psychological Foundations of Education</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNADI Kenneth Ugwu</td>
<td>School of Management Technology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNADI Isidore Chukwuma</td>
<td>Arts, English</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNADI James Nwawuike</td>
<td>Sciences, Mathematics</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNADOZIE Uchechukwu Onyema</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Public Administration and Local Government, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNAM Ngozi Mercy</td>
<td>Agriculture, Nutrition and Dietetics</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNAMOCHA Patrick Nwaeye</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNANN Awojo Agwu</td>
<td>Sciences, Computer Science</td>
<td>Nile University of Nigeria, Abuja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNODUM Benedicta Ifeyinwa</td>
<td>Education, Education Foundations</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNO Martin Anazodo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNRICHYERE Carol Phyllis</td>
<td>Management and Social Sciences</td>
<td>Sociology/psychology/criminology &amp; Security Studies, Federal University, Ndifu-Alike, Ebonyi State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNUKA Ekedunogu Eugene</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAH Imeyen Akpan</td>
<td>Arts, Modern Languages and Translation Studies, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOMA Samaila Sanj</td>
<td>Agriculture, Soil Science and Agric.</td>
<td>Engineering, Usumanu Danfodiyo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOSIKE Paul</td>
<td>Natural &amp; Applied Sciences</td>
<td>Computer Science &amp; Information Technology, Paul University, Awka - Anambra State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSOFO Godwin Nnaemeka</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Geography</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTE Alice Romokek</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTU Aniebiet Fanyang</td>
<td>Education, Library and Information Science</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUBI Olugbenga Timothy</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Estate Management</td>
<td>University of Lagos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUR MOHAMED Ahmed</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology</td>
<td>Modibo Adama University of Technology, Yola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWABOKU Nwabunor Cordelia</td>
<td>Education, Science and Technology Education</td>
<td>Lagos State University, Ojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWABUEZE Rose Nkechinyere</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWABUISHI Charles Nil</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Microbiology &amp; Parasitology</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU Victor Ndubisi</td>
<td>Education, Library and Information Science</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU Daniel Chukwu</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU Ngwu</td>
<td>Biological Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU Nkechi Chucks</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU Chukwuemeka Benedit</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWACHUKWU-AGBADA Justus Obii Joseph</td>
<td>Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, English/literature, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWADIALOR Jonathan Ifeanyi</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Surveying and Geoinformatics</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWADIALOR Eugene Okoye</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting/finance</td>
<td>Godfrey Okoye University, Uguwomo-Nike - Enugu State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAENYI Kingdom Elendu Ohia</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAFOAR Paul Alozie</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology &amp; Toxicology</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAFOAR Samuel Okechukwu</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAGBARA Eucharia Nwabugo</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAGBO Rose Chinwe</td>
<td>Education, Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAGHA Uchenna Ifeanyi</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Physiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAGBO Leonard Chinendum</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Production and Protection, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAIWU Nkeiruka Enyinnaya</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAIWU Charles Malachi Okechukwu</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAIWU Ireneus Chukwudi</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Marketing, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAJIUBA Chinedum Uzoma</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Federal University, Ndiifu-Alike, Ebonyi State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAKA Geoffrey Igbeajioa</td>
<td>Chima, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Resource Management, University of Abua, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAKANMA Prince Chinecherem</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Finance &amp; Banking, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAKOBY Clement Ikechukwu</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting/finance, Godfrey Okoye University, Uguwomu-Nike - Enugu State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAKPU Petrus Igboekwu</td>
<td>Agriculture, Microbiology Biotechnology and Biology, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWALO Kenneth Ivo Ngzi</td>
<td>Education, Department of Library, Archival and Information Studies, University of Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANGBURUKA Cyril Chikere</td>
<td>Science and Technology, Agriculture and Industrial Technology, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANI Christopher Didigwu</td>
<td>Faculty of Biological Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANJO Harrison Ugo</td>
<td>Faculty of Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKPA Onye Nnanna, Arts, Music, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKWO Uchenna Martins</td>
<td>Humanities, History &amp; International Studies, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKWO Osita Cornelius</td>
<td>Education, Educational Psychology, Guidance and Counselling, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKWO Okechukwu Basil C.</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKWO Francis Obioha</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Cooperative Economics &amp; Management, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANKWO Odi, Management Sciences, Banking and Finance, Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANNA Lawrence Chukwunweike</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANNA-NZEWUNWA Oledinma Phoebe, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANOLVE Obiokwe Godwin</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWANZE Bridget Ofunne, Arts, Fine Arts and Designs, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAOGAABE Ifly Lawrence, Engineering and Technology, Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAOGUIKE Reginald Nwazue, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAOPARA Anthony Obioma, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomy, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWAORGU Omenihu Chiemela, Social Sciences, Political and Administrative Studies, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWARU Ndubuisi Marcellinus, Social Sciences, Economics, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NWAUCHE Chijioke Adonye, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology, Blood Transfusion & Immunology, University of Port-Harcourt
NWAUGO Victor Oluoha, Sciences, Microbiology, Abia State University, Uturu
NWAWOLO Clement Chukwuemeka, College of Medicine, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Surgery, University of Lagos
NWEKE Christian Chukwunwuba, Social Sciences, Psychology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NWIDEEDUH Samuel Barilekaana, Education, Department of Educational Management, University of Port-Harcourt
NWIGWE Boniface Enyeribe, Humanities, Philosophy, University of Port-Harcourt
NWINEE Barisua Fortune, Management Sciences, Finance and Banking, University of Port-Harcourt
NWINYI Obinna Chukwuemeka, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Covenant University Ota
NWINYI Florence Chimezie, Veterinary Medicine, Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
NWITE Sunday Christian, Management Sciences, Banking and Finance, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
NWIZU Gregory Chimaobi, Social Sciences, Political Science, Abia State University, Uturu
NWODU Ngozi Justina, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NWOFOR Okechukwu Kelechi, Sciences, Physics, Imo State University, Owerri
NWOGBO Vivian Ngozi, Education, Educational Management and Policy, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NWOGWUGWU Uchechukwu Collins, Social Sciences, Economics, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NWOHU Mark Ndubuka, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
NWOJ Odo , Social Sciences, Library and Information Science, Abia State University, Uturu
NWOJORO Smart Obiajuru, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Benin
NWOJOGO Anthony Osita, Sciences, Physics and Industrial Physics, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NWOJOGO Nkechinyere Anthonia, Arts, Igbo African & Asian Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
NWOJOGU Bomiface Ginikanwa, Education, Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NWOJU Godwin Emeka, Sciences, Statistics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
NWOJUSU Constance Chibuzo, Education, Education, Babcock University,Ilishan-Remo
NWOJUS Edith Ogbonnaya, Law, Property Law, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NWOJUSU Dennis Chimezie, Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Imo State University, Owerri
NWOJUSU Apollonia Anele, Education, Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NWOJUSU Justina Nne, Engineering and Technology, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
NWOJUSU Roseangela Ifeyinwa, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences
NWOJUSU Betherand Tabugbo, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Jos
NWOJUSU Elizabeth Ashimana, Arts, Theatre & Film Arts, University of Jos
NWOJUSU Yakub Wilberforce, Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, University of Maiduguri
NWOJUSU King Nkemakolam, Environmental Sciences, Quantity Surveying, River State University of Science and Technology
NWOJUSU Gladys Chioma, Sciences, Zoology, University of Ilorin
NWOJUSU Donald Asake, Medicine and Dentistry, Radiology, University of Ilorin
NWOJUSU Chinelo Grace, Management Sciences, Business Administration, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
NWOJUSU Samuel Iheanyichukwu, Education, Adult and Non-formal Education, University of Port-Harcourt
NWOJUSU Uchenna Mariestella, Education, Science Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
NWOJUSU Mekki Emeka, Humanities, Music, University of Port-Harcourt
NWOJUSU Samuel Mbadike, Management Sciences, Financial Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
NWOJUSU Hassan Ebhozele, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Benin
NWOJUSU Bernard Onyemaechi, Sciences, Botany, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
NWOJUSU Frances Ngozi, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Calabar
NWOJUSU Andrew Adesola, Social Sciences, Geography & Environmental Management, University of Port-Harcourt
NWOJUSU Oluemefi, Arts, English, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
NWOJUSU Mamdud Omosah Nasiru, Education, Psychology, Guidance and Counselling, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education,Rumuolumeni
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBAH Boniface</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBAJE Nuhu George</td>
<td>Sciences, Geology &amp; Mining</td>
<td>Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Papai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBAMUYI Tomola Marshal</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBANSA Joseph Sumaila</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBASI Isaac Nnami</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Public</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBASI Polycarp</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBASI Victoria</td>
<td>Educational Management &amp; Planning</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBASOHAN Emmanuel</td>
<td>Animal Science and Animal</td>
<td>Benson Idahosa University, Benin City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBAYAN Aize</td>
<td>College of Leadership Development</td>
<td>Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBE Emeka Simon</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBEMBE Olawole Odun</td>
<td>Science and Technology, Biological</td>
<td>Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Desmond Obioma</td>
<td>Humanities, Religious Studies</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Jordan</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Augustine</td>
<td>Arts, Philosophy</td>
<td>Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Ifeanyi</td>
<td>Applied Physical Sciences, Physics</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Amobone</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Iheanyichukwu</td>
<td>Institute of Oceanography, Fisheries and Aquaculture</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Iheanyichukwu</td>
<td>Physical Sciences, Physics and Industrial Physics, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Florence</td>
<td>Education, Special Education</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIAMALU Greg Orji</td>
<td>Arts, Linguistics</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBI Iheanyichukwu</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology and Anthropology, University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBILADE Oluemisi</td>
<td>Education, Adult Education and Life-long Learning, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBILADE Titilola</td>
<td>Sciences, Mathematics</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBILOR John</td>
<td>Humanities, Religious Studies</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBINAJU Joseph</td>
<td>Agriculture and Science Education, Educational Foundations and General Studies, University of Agriculture, Makurdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBINAJU Joseph</td>
<td>Arts, Foreign Languages</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBINNA Valentine</td>
<td>Humanities, French</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBINNE Ethel</td>
<td>Agricultural and Science Education, Educational Foundations and General Studies, University of Agriculture, Makurdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBINNE Chukwu</td>
<td>Agricultural Economics and Extension, Agricultural Extension and Communication, University of Agriculture, Makurdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIOMA Bennett</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIORA Daniel</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIUKWU Charles</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIYAN Aluegbehotor</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBIYEMI Olawole</td>
<td>Education, Human Kinetics Education, Physical Education, University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBOH Ganiyu</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBOH Henrietta Ayodele</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Medical</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBOH Frederick</td>
<td>Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBUEKWE Ozoemene Ndubuisi</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBUNADIKE Joy Chinwe</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Agricultural and Home Science Education</td>
<td>Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBUTE Gordian Chibuzo</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Department of Plant Science and Biotechnology</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHEFU Yakubu Aboki</td>
<td>Arts, History</td>
<td>Benue State University</td>
<td>Makurdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHENI Sunday</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Department of Haematology</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHENI Stephen Ikan</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Accounting</td>
<td>Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHEOHA Augustine Onyema</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Political</td>
<td>Sciences and International Relations</td>
<td>Godfrey Okoye University, Uguwuomu-Nike - Enugu State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHIGBO Best Simon</td>
<td>Environmental Studies, Fine and</td>
<td>Industrial Arts</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHOLI Ekundayo Fehintola</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Department of Counselling and Educational Psychology</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHOR Franic Ikechukwu</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHU Alfred Ochu</td>
<td>Agricultural Education</td>
<td>University of Agriculture</td>
<td>Makurdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIIH Michael Chidebe</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political</td>
<td>Science/International Relations</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEBIYI Adetanwa Ibironke</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Lead City University</td>
<td>Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEBODE Olugbenga Timothy</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEBUNMI Ezekiel Oluyemi</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry</td>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEDOKUN Matthew Odeyinka</td>
<td>College of Humanities, Management</td>
<td>and Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEH Samuel Odu</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Human</td>
<td>Physiology</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEKU Oluwatoyin A.</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences,</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals and Industrial Pharmacy</td>
<td>University of Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEKUNLE Theophilus Odeyemi</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Geography</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University</td>
<td>Ile-Ife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEKUNLE Remilekun Mathew</td>
<td>Sciences, Mathematics, Modibbo</td>
<td>Adama University of Technology</td>
<td>Yola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODELEYE Daniel Odeyemi</td>
<td>Law, Public and International Law</td>
<td>University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODELEYE Donald Abidemi</td>
<td>Education, Guidance &amp; Counselling</td>
<td>Lead City University</td>
<td>Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEN Sarah Nicholas</td>
<td>Education, Curriculum and Teaching</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODETUNDE Christopher Bode</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology,</td>
<td>Aeronautical &amp; Astronautical Engineering</td>
<td>Kwara State University, Ilorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEY Mike Odugbo</td>
<td>Arts, History</td>
<td>Benue State University</td>
<td>Makurdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEY Akwagiobe Friday</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEYEMI Olusola Olasumbo</td>
<td>Sciences, Biology, Federal</td>
<td>University of Technology</td>
<td>Akure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEYINKA Henry Agboola</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Quantity</td>
<td>Surveying, Obafemi Awolowo University</td>
<td>Ile-Ife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEYINKA Simisola Mercy</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Sciences</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University</td>
<td>Ile-Ife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIA Osadolor Orlando</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology,</td>
<td>Mechanical, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIAEGBE Sims Osediamen</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIBO Frederick John Chidi</td>
<td>Sciences, Applied Microbiology and</td>
<td>Brewing</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIBOH Freeborn Otunokpaiwo</td>
<td>Arts, Department of Fine and</td>
<td>Applied Arts</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODILI Augustine Nonso</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal</td>
<td>Medicine, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODILI John Nwanibeze</td>
<td>Education, Department of Guidance</td>
<td>and Counselling, Delta State University Abraka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIMAYO Michael Simidele</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Microbial</td>
<td>Pathology, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIN Monday Eboh</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry, Kogi State</td>
<td>University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOCK Christopher Nchor</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOO Sunday Enessi</td>
<td>Arts, Visual and Performing Arts</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOFIN Ayodele Joshua</td>
<td>Agriculture, Soil Science and</td>
<td>Land Management, Federal University of Technology,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOGWU Helen Nonyelum</td>
<td>Science and Technology Education</td>
<td>Minna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOH Adejo</td>
<td>Administration, Department of</td>
<td>Local Government and Development Studies, Ahmadu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Belo University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ODOH Uchenna Estella, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy and Environmental Medicines, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, University of Nigeria, Nsukka

ODOKUMA Lucky Obukwoho, Sciences, Microbiology, University of Port-Harcourt

ODU Kennedy Oji, Education, Department of Technical Education, Delta State University Abraka

ODUMUH Theresa Ohi, Education, Arts and Social Science Education, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada

ODUNOLA Olusegun Ayobami, Sciences, Chemistry, Hallmark University

ODOLOWU Esther Abiola Education, Early Childhood and Educational Foundation, University of Ibadan

ODUYALE Otutu, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye

ODUYOYE Oluseyi Odotola, Management Sciences, Business Administration and Marketing, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo

OFFEM Benedict Obeten, Agriculture, Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Science, Cross River State University of Science & Technology, Calabar

OFFIONG Essien Akabom, Arts, Religious and Cultural Studies, University of Calabar

OFFIONG Aniekan, Engineering and Technology, Mecahnical and Aerospace Engineering, University of Uyo

OFFOR Umunagbu Stephen, Agriculture, Agronomy, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni

OFFOR Francis Nduka, Arts, Philosophy, University of Ibadan

OFILI Antoinette Ngozi, College of Medical Sciences/school of Medicine, Department of Community Health, University of Benin

OFO Nat Chu, Law, Business Law, Igbinedion University Okada

OFOH Magnus Chima, Agriculture, Crop Science, Federal University of Technology, Owerri

OFOWE Gabriel Egberue, Medicine and Dentistry, Child Health, University of Benin

OFOWE Caroline Edkie, Medicine and Dentistry, Mental Health, University of Benin

OFURUM Clifford Obiyo, Management Sciences, Accounting, University of Port-Harcourt

OFUYA Thomas Millicent, College of Health Sciences, Human Physiology, University of Port-Harcourt

OGALI Regina Enyidia, Sciences, Pure & Industrial Chemistry, University of Port-Harcourt

OGBADOYI Emmanuel Olofu, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Minna

OGBAZI Joy Ukwamaka, Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, University of Nigeria, Nsukka

OGBAZI Ifeyinwa Josephine, Arts, English Language and Literature, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka

OGBE Foluso May, College of Basic and Applied Sciences(colbas), Biological Sciences, Samuel Adegbuyega University, Ogwa.

OGBE Friday Garba, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture, Kogi State University Anyigba

OBACHIE Christopher Ike, Management Sciences, Strategy and Entrepreneurship, Pan-Atlantic University, Lagos

OGBEIYU Anthony Ekata, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin

OGBEIFUN David Ehiogu, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Benin

OGBODO Emmanuel Nwabunwanne, Agriculture, Agronomy, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike

OGBODO Sunday Chigozie, Law, Public Law, University of Benin

OGBOGBO Christopher Bankole Ndubisi, Arts, History, University of Ibadan

OGBOGHODO Iponmwoosa Abraham, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Management, University of Benin

OGBOGU Sammy Ejike, Engineering and Technology, Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli

OGBONDA Kemka Humphrey, Sciences, Biology, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni

OGBONDAH Livinus Nil, Education, Educational Foundations, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni

OGBONMWAN Sunday Martins, Sciences, Mathematics, University of Benin

OGBONNA Peter Ejimofor, Agriculture, Crop Sience, University of Nigeria, Nsukka

OGBONNA Philip Anyaehe, Faculty of Humanities, Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri

OGBONNA Chibueze Achimba, Computing and Engineering Sciences, Computer Science, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo

OGBONNA Joshua Uzoma, Environmental Sciences, Geography and Planning, Abia State University, Uturu

OGBONNA Augustine Chima, Agriculture, Food Science & Technology, University of Uyo

OGBONNA James Chukwuma, Biological Sciences, Microbiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OGBU Solomon Oche</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science &amp; International Relation</td>
<td>University of Abuja</td>
<td>Gwagwalada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGBU Chigozie Nkwor</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University</td>
<td>Abakaliki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGBUAGU Uchechi Rex</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGBULIE Jude-anthony Nnama</td>
<td>Biological Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGBULU Onyemachi Maxwell</td>
<td>Business Administration, Banking and Finance</td>
<td>Abia State University, Utururu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGEDENGBE Peter Shakede</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Estate Management</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGEH Joseph Sunday</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Soil Science and Land Management</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGENE John Ufuoma</td>
<td>Arts, Fine and Applied Arts</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGENEH Bryan Okonya</td>
<td>Sciences, Department of Microbiology</td>
<td>Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGENYI Lazarus Chinedu</td>
<td>Arts, English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGHUVBU Enamioro Patrick</td>
<td>Education, Educational Management and Foundations</td>
<td>Delta State University, Abraka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGDAN Rotimi Joshua</td>
<td>Education, Guidance and Counselling</td>
<td>National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGIDIOLU Adesola</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Studies</td>
<td>Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUI Festus Osu</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Banking and Finance</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGIRIMA Michael Ozoheve</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGOGO Augustine Ugar</td>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGOLO Emmanuel Omonigbo</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology</td>
<td>Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUGUA Ikechukwu Paul</td>
<td>Arts, Philosophy, Nnamdi Azikiwe University</td>
<td>Awka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGENJEMITE BabaFemi George</td>
<td>Agriculture, Ecotourism and Wildlife Management, Federal University of Technology</td>
<td>Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGSU Ayodele Oluwayemisi</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology</td>
<td>Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUZUNIJI James Ahamefule</td>
<td>Education, Education, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUJIMI Lucas Olusegun</td>
<td>Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUJOBI Kehinde Olufunso</td>
<td>School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Meteorology and Climate Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUJUYIGBE Olasupo Peter</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Demography and Social Statistics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLADE Israel</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLADE Ibiyinka</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry, Ekiti State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLARA Olubanke Olujoke</td>
<td>Science and Technology, Biochemistry, Covenant University Ota</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLEKE Folorunso Adisa</td>
<td>Arts, French and International Studies, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLELA Ayodele Olanrewaju</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, University of Ilorin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLEYE Paul Olusegun</td>
<td>Physical Sciences, Geology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNLEYE Oladipupo Olasebikan</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomosho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUNNIYI Laudas Titilola</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomosho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGURO Paschal Epiph anus Onyarinyechukwu</td>
<td>Law, International Law and Jurisprudence, Chukwuemeka Odimewu Ojukwu University</td>
<td>Uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGURO Obinna Akindele</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROINDE Olufemi Gb oy</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSANMI Joyce Olufunke</td>
<td>Education, Guidance and Counselling, Ekiti State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSANWO Alaba Cornelius</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Politics and International Relations, Lead City University, Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSEMI Deji Rufus</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Quantity Surveying, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSONLA-BANDELE Mercy Funke</td>
<td>Education, Science Education, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSOTE Olusimibo Oladimeji</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Architecture, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSUYI Helen Olayinka</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROUNAYO Adekunle Olanrewaju</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetric &amp; Gynecology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROWNTOYINBO-ATERE Martina Iyabo</td>
<td>Arts, Religious Studies, Adeleke University, Ede</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSUASE James Adedayo</td>
<td>College of Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROSUNDE Philip Gbenro</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Agricultural &amp; Environmental Engineering</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROUNEMI Abiodun</td>
<td>Education, Arts and Social Sciences Education, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGUROZIE Felix Azukaego</td>
<td>Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries Management, University of Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGWU Ogwo Ekeoma</td>
<td>Business Administration, Marketing, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGWU Jemima Ngozi</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics, Abia State University, Uturu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGWUEGBU Martin Onwu Chidozie</td>
<td>Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGWUELEKA Toochukwu Chibueze</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGWUELEKA Francisca Nonyelum</td>
<td>Sciences, Computer Science, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAERI Obioma Christopher</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAERI Jude Uzoma</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Psychological Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAJIANAYA Donatus Otuiehoma</td>
<td>School of Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Department of Agricultural Economics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAJU-OBODO John Oghenevwirhe</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine, Delta State University Abraka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHAZURIKE Nathaniel Chukwu</td>
<td>Sciences, Botany, Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHENHEN Regina Esosa</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHIZE Emmanuel Jose</td>
<td>Education, Industrial and Technology Education, Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHU John Olutunde</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology, Agricultural &amp; Environmental Resources Engineering, University of Maiduguri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHURUOGU Chijioke Chris’</td>
<td>Law, Private and Public Law, Baze University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIGIANGBE Nathaniel Osawe</td>
<td>Sciences, Zoology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJEBODE Ayobami</td>
<td>Arts, Communication and Language Arts, University of Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJEIFO Isijokelu Moses</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agronomy, Delta State University Abraka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJEIFO Magnus Osiosoje</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJIKACHA Okey Alphonsus</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJIKACHA Ngozi Esther</td>
<td>Arts, History/ International Studies, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJINKA Oliver Chinagoro</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Geoinformatics and Surveying, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJO Emmanuel Bankole</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Industrial Design, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJO Sylvester Oluwadare</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Federal University of Technology, Akure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJO David Kolawole</td>
<td>College of Plant Science and Crop Production, Funaab, Department of Plant Breeding and Seed Technology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJO Adeleke Araoye</td>
<td>Basic Medical Sciences, Nursing Science, Osun State University Osogbo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OJO Abiodun Ayodele, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OJO David Ajiboye, Biosciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OJO Samuel Bakare, Earth and Mineral Sciences, Applied Geophysics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OJO Olatoye, Environmental Sciences, Estate Management, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OJO Olusola Johnson, Sciences, Geology, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
OJO Joshua Adewale, Management Sciences, Accounting and Finance, Mountain Top University
OJOgwu Chiaka Nwakaku, Education, Adult and Non-formal Education, University of Benin
Ojokheta Kester Osiegha, Education, Department of Adult Education, University of Ibadan
Ojokoh Anthony Okhonlaye, Sciences, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
Ojong Kyrian Adewale, Arts, Philosophy, University of Calabar
Ojuawo Ayodele, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Ibadan
Ojokoh Anthony Okhonlaye, Sciences, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
Ojung Kyrian Ayiba, Arts, Philosophy, University of Calabar
Ojukwu Chiaka Nwakaku, Education, Adult and Non-formal Education, University of Benin
Ojukoh Anthony Okhonlaye, Sciences, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
Ojuola Muraina Olawale, Faculty of Education and Arts, Continuing Education and Community Development, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
Okafo Edwin Emefesi, Arts, Archaeology and Tourism, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
Okafor Josephine Ifeanyi, Sciences, Microbiology, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
Okafor Chinwuba Ambrose, Management Sciences, Accounting, University of Benin
Okafor Francis Chukwudum, Social Sciences, Geography and Regional Planning, Igbinedion University
Okafor Richard Chijioke, Arts, Music, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
Okafor Fabian Chukwuemem, Basic Medical Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
Okafor Polycarp Nnacheta, Sciences, Biochemistry, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
Okafor Frank-collins Nnamdi, Social Sciences, Political Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
Okafor Gabriel Ifeanyi, Agriculture, Department of Food Science and Technology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
Okafor Nduka, Sciences, Microbiology, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
Okafor Charles Okolo, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
Okafor Victor Bolorunduro, Agriculture, Crop Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
Okany Daniel Osita, Social Sciences, Political Science, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
Okatahi Angela Orengwu, Education, Department of Counseling and Educational Psychology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
Okere Olubode Akande, Sciences, Pure and Applied Zoology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
Okere Samson Olajide, Sciences, Botany, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
Oke Omamoke Christopher, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin
Oke David Olarewaju, Agriculture, Forestry and Wood Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
Okebuokola Foluso Olutoyin, Education, Language, Arts and Social Science Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
Okebuokola Peter Akinsola, Education, Science and Technology Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
Okecha Rita Ebele, Education, Institute of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
Okeh Obiona Oyemaachi, Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Abia State University, Uturu
Okechukwu Rosita Ijeoma, Sciences, Biology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
Okeh Bernard Ifeanyichukwu, Education, Vocational & Technical Education, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
Okeke Vincent Onyema, Arts, French, Imo State University, Owerri
Okeke Francisca Nneka, Faculty of Physical Science, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
Okeke Francis Ifeanyi, Environmental Sciences, Geoinformatics and Surveying, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
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OKENIYI Joshua Olusegun, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Covenant University Ota
OKENE Loveday, Business Studies, Management, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
OKENEKE Chiedu Samuel, Physical Sciences, Geology, University of Calabar
OKENEKE Emeka Jude, Management Sciences, Finance and Banking, University of Port-Harcourt
OKENEKE Chidi Donatus, Engineering and Technology, Central Instruments Equipment Centre (ciec),futo, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OKENEKE Grace Eche, Arts, Department of English and Literary Studies, University of Calabar
OKEUDO Ndukwe James, Agriculture, Department of Animal Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OKEZIE Obioma Azubuike, Medicine and Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKEZIE Caleb Ezuche, Biological Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKEZIE Christiana Chikodi, Engineering and Technology, Electronic and Computer Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
OKEZIE Chukwukere Austin, Agricultural Economics, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OKIKE Benjamin, Sciences, Computer Science, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OKIKI Pius Abimbola, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OKOEGWALE Emmanuel Egiadakienlenre, Sciences, Botany, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OKOGBO Felix Okhoaretor, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OKOJIE Obehi Hilda, Medicine and Dentistry, Community Health, University of Benin
OKOJIE Victor Usinomen, Physical Sciences, Chemistry, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OKOKON Francis Bassey, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Food Engineering, University of Calabar
OKOLI Eric Chigozie, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
OKOLI Benedette Ekwutosi, Education, Business Education, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
OKOLI Chucks Shadrack, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OKOLI Ifeanyi Charles, Agriculture, Department of Animal Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OKOLI-NABENYI Grace Chidiogo, Faculty of Health Sciences, Environmental Science, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
OKOLIE Uchenna Virginia, Agriculture, Human Nutrition and Dietetics, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OKOLIE Samuel Okafor, Computing, Computer Science, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
OKOLIE Aloysius Michaels, Social Sciences, Politcal Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKOLI Nnaemeka Jireh Cosmas, Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Imo State University, Owerri
OKON Okpok Eta, Biological Sciences, Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of Calabar
OKONKWO Jerome Ikechukwu, Humanities, Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri
OKONKWO Chukwuemeka Tony, Earth and Mineral Sciences, Applied Geology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OKONKWO Innocent Chuka, Social Sciences, Economics Department, Imo State University, Owerri
OKONOFUA Friday Ebhodaghe, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Ondo State University of Medical Sciences
OKORAFOR Gibson Francis, School of Management Technology, Project Management Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OKORIE Kennedy Chidiebere, Agriculture, Animal Science and Fisheries, Imo State University, Owerri
OKORIE Peter Ugochukwu, Sciences, Zoology, Imo State University, Owerri
OKORO Chuma Conlette, Sciences, Biology, Microbiology and Biotechnology, Federal University, Ndifu-Alike, Ebonyi State
OKORO Anthony Uwaoma, Faculty of Physical Sciences, Geology, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
OKORO James, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Calabar
OKORO Nnanyelugo M, Arts, Mass Communication, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKORO Felix Moibi, Sciences, Mathematics, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OKORO Ogbonnaya Inya, Engineering and Technology, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OKORO Okee Magnus, Education, Library and Information Science, Imo State University, Owerri
OKORO Innocent Ahaj, Sciences, Chemistry, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OKORO Iheanyichukwu Okey, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
OKORO Uchechukwu Chris, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKOROAFOR Charles Uchenna, Social Sciences, Sociology, Imo State University, Owerri
OKORONKWO Ijeoma Lewechi, Faculty of Health Sciences and Technology, Department of Nursing Sciences, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKORONKWO Afamefuna Elvis, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OKOROSAYE-ORUBITE Anyamebo Kaluabibie-dokubo, Education, Foundations, University of Port-Harcourt
OKOWA Willie Jeremiah, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Port-Harcourt
OKOYE Christiana Ngoamaka, Social Sciences, Political Science, University of Jos
OKOYE Zebulon Sunday, Faculty of Medical Sciences, Department of Biochemistry, University of Jos
OKOYE Ifooma Joyce, Medicine and Dentistry, Radiology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKOYE Ifedi Peter, Sciences, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, University of Port-Harcourt
OKOYE John Osita, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Pathology, University of Maiduguri
OKOYE Uzoma Odera, Social Sciences, Social Work, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKPARA Dominic Aja, Agriculture, Department of Agronomy, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OKPARA Godwin Chigozie, Administration, Banking and Finance, Abia State University, Uturu
OKPARA Gazie Sunday, Administration, Marketing, Abia State University, Uturu
OKPOKO Patrick Uchenna, Arts, Archaeology and Tourism, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKPUZOR Joy Elizabeth, Sciences, Cell Biology & Genetics, University of Lagos
OKU Obianuju Osita, Education, Human Kinetics, Sports and Health Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
OKUNGBOWA Francisca Iziegbhe, Sciences, Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Benin
OKUNNa Emmanuel Nwafor, Environmental Sciences, Fine and Applied Arts, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
OKUO James Majebi, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Benin
OKUSAMI Temitope Abayomi, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Resources Management, Federal University, Wukari, Taraba State
OKWANDU Gabriel Anyanwu, Management Sciences, Marketing, River State University of Science and Technology
OKWILAGWE Eugenia Aikhemhe, Institute of Education, U. I. Ibadan, Not Applicable, University of Ibadan
OKWO Frederick Amunabo, Education, Arts Education, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKWUDISHU Christopher Ogochukwu, Education, Department of Arts and Social Science Education (asse), University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OKWUDISHU Appolonia Uzoaku, Education, Arts and Social Science Education, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OKWUEZE Malachy Ikechukwu, Social Sciences, Department of Religion and Cultural Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OKWUEZE Emeka Emmanuel, Sciences, Physics, University of Calabar
OKWUIJAKU Ikechukwu Adiele, Biological Sciences, Biotechnology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OKWUTE Simon Koma, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OLA Samuel Olawale, Faculty of Clinical Sciences, College of Medicine, Department of Medicine, University of Ibadan
OLABIYISI Stephen Olatunde, Engineering and Technology, Computer Science and Engineering, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
OLABODE Olatubosun, Computing, Computer Sciences, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLADELE Ayowole Abraham, College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OLADELE Sunday Blessing, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Pathology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLADELE Olaiyiwola Owoade, Law, Private and Commercial Law, Bowen University, Iwo
OLADEMO Oyeronke N/a, Arts, Religions, University of Ilorin
OLADJUNI Adenike Temidayo, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Ilorin
OLADIMEJI Matthew Oyedokun, Sciences, Chemistry, Achievers University, Owo
OLADIMEJI Benedicta Yetunde, College of Health Sciences, Mental Health, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLADIPO Afolayan Mark Omotola, Sciences, Physics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLADIPO Samuel Ekundayo, Education, Counselling Psychology, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
OLADIPOUPU Adsina Olugoke, Management Sciences, Accounting, University of Benin
OLADOJA Mohammed Afolabi, Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Obafemi Akintola University, Iwo
OLADOJA Nurudeen Abiola, Sciences, Chemistry, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
OLADOKUN Victor Oluwasina, Engineering and Technology, Industrial and Production Engineering, University of Ibadan
OLADOSU Afis Ayinde, Arts, Arabic and Islamic Studies, University of Ibadan
OLADOSU Abdul Ganiy Abdus Salaam, Education, Arts Education, University of Ilorin
OLAGBEMIRO Timothy Oyebode, Sciences, Chemistry, Edwin Clark University, Kaigbodo
OLAGUNJU Alice Morenike, Education, Science and Technology Education, University of Ibadan
OLAGUNJU Remi Ebenezer, Environmental Sciences, Architecture, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OLAGUNJU Joseph Abayomi, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Biochemistry, Lagos State University, Ojo
OLAITAN Peter Babatunde, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
OLAITAN Janet Olubukola, Sciences, Microbiology, Osun State University Osogbo
OLAJUWON Bakai Ishola, Sciences, Mathematics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OLAKOJO Samuel Adelowo, Agriculture, Maize Improvement Programme, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLALEYE Boluwaji Muriana, Engineering and Technology, Mining Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLALEYE Rotimi Saka, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OLALEYE James Bola, Engineering and Technology, Surveying & Geoinformatics, University of Lagos
OLALEYE Mary Tolulope, Sciences, Biochemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLANIRAN Olajire Julius, Social Sciences, Department of Geography and Environmental Management, Niger Delta University Yenagoa
OLANIYI Oyinlola, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OLANJONO Solomon Oladapo, Education, Educational Management, Lagos State University, Ojo
OLANREWAJU Pius Oladeji, Law, Private and Commercial Law, Babcock University, Ilshin-Remo
OLANREWAJU David Oloruntoba, Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLANREWAJU Durotoye Michael, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Obafemi Akintola University, Iwo
OLAOGUN Matthew Olatokunbo Bamidele, Faculty of Basic Medical and Health Sciences, Physiotherapy, Bowen University, Iwo
OLAYE Raimi Adebayo, Arts, History and International Studies, University of Ilorin
OLASEHINDE Peter Ibi kunle, Sciences, Geophysics, University of Ilorin
OLASEHINDE-WILLIAMS Felicia Alarape Olabisi, Education, Social Sciences Education, University of Ilorin
OLASUPO Nurudeen Ayoade, Sciences, Microbiology, Lagos State University, Ojo
OLATEJU Adesola Moses Olufunmilayo, Arts, Linguistics and African Languages, University of Ibadan
OLATUNDE Ganiyu Olatunji, Sciences, Zoology, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OLATUNJI Rotimi Williams, School/faculty of Communication, Public Relations and Advertising, Lagos State University, Ojo
OLATUNJI Abiodun Johnson, Social Sciences, Geography and Planning Sciences, Ekiti State University
OLATUNJI Philip Olusola, Medicine and Dentistry, Pathology (laboratory Medicine), Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OLATUNJI Fatai Olasunkanmi, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Ilorin
OLATUNJI Adetola Ojo, College of Health Sciences, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OLAWEPO Raphael Abiodun, Social Sciences, Geography and Environmental Management, University of Ilorin
OLAWUYI Damilola Sunday, Law, Public and International Law, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OLAYINKA Adebola Tolulope, Medicine and Dentistry, Medical Microbiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLAYINKA Tunde Ebenezer, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Ajayi Crowther University, Ibadan
OLAYINKA Kehinde Oloolade, Sciences, Chemistry, University of Lagos
OLAYINKA Busayo Olalekan, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Microbiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLAYIWOLA Ibiyemi Olasunbo, College of Food Science and Human Ecology, Nutrition and Dietetics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OLELE Clara Nnoduka, Education, Curriculum Studies and Educational Technology, University of Port-Harcourt
OLIYIDE Olusesan Mujaid, Law, Business and Industrial Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OLOCHE Oyihi Boniface, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OLOFINTOYE Thomas Tunde, Education, Guidance and Counselling, Ekiti State University
OLOGUNDE Olusola Adedoyin, Administration, Management and Accounting, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLOGUNORISA Temi Emmanuel, School of Mineral and Earth Sciences, Meteorology and Climate Science, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLOJEDE Iyabo Adefowoke, Management Sciences, Public Administration, Lagos State University, Ojo
OLOKESUSI Adefemi Olatunde, College of Social and Management Sciences, Tourism and Events Management, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OLOMOLA Philip Akanni, Social Sciences, Economics, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLOMUKORO John Ovie, Sciences, Animal and Environmental Biology, University of Benin
OLOREDE Bayonle Emmanuel, Agriculture, Animal Science, Osun State University Osogbo
OLORUNDARE Olufunke Esan, Medicine and Dentistry, Pharmacology and Therapeutics, University of Ilorin
OLORUNDARE Adenike Solomon, Education, Department of Science Education, University of Ilorin
OLORUNFEMI Martins Olusola, Sciences, Geology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLORUNFEMI Sola, Social Sciences, Economics, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
OLORUNFEMI Daniel Ikudayisi, Sciences, Department of Environmental Management & Toxicology, University of Benin
OLORUNMAIE John Adesiji, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Ilorin
OLORUNSANYA Eniola Oluwatoyin, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
OLORUNSANYA Ayotunde Oluwatunbo, Agriculture, Animal Production, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
OLORUNTUOHKO Abiodun Olukayode, Environmental Sciences, Architecture, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLOROWOKE Mary Taiwo, School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Applied Geophysics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLOROWOKORUN Michael Ojo, Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
OLOROWOSULU Adekunle Taiwo, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLOROYE Yeye Bolujide Gabriel, Education, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, Ekiti State University
OLOROWU Adebiyi Olumuyiwa, Medicine/ Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Paediatrics, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OLYOYEDE John Adebayo, Management Sciences, Finance, Ekiti State University
OLYOYEDE Isikilu Bayo, College of Management and Social Sciences (cmss), Mass Communication, Redeemer's University, Mowe
OLYOYEDE Omotade Ibiudun, Faculty of Science, Biochemistry, Ekiti State University
OLYOYEDE Hussein Oyelola Bukoye, Sciences, Biochemistry, Summit University
OLYOYEDE Samuel Adesiyan, Environmental Sciences, Estate Management, Covenant University Ota
OLU-ADEROUNMU William Olusola, Management Sciences, Management Sciences, Wesley University. of Science & Technology, Ondo
OLUBADEWO Stephen Olawumi, Education, Education, Bayero University, Kano
OLUBAYO-FATIREGUN Martina Abebi, Education, Physical and Health Education, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLUBOR Roseline Obajurui, Education, Institute of Education, University of Benin
OLUCHUKWU Ephraim Egbutu, College of Social and Management Sciences, Management Science, Wesley University. of Science & Technology, Ondo
OLUDURO Olubayo, Law, Public Law, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
OLUFAYO Olu Olu, Social Sciences, Sociology, Ekiti State University
OLUFEMI Babatola, Agriculture, Forestry and Wood Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUGBADE Tiwalade Adewale, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OLUGBUYIRO Joseph Adebisi Oluwadare, Sciences, Chemistry, Covenant University Ota
OLUJIDE Jackson Olusegun, Management Sciences, Business Administration, University of Ilorin
OLUJIMI Julius Ajilowu Bayode, Environmental Technology, Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUKANNI David Olatunde, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Covenant University Ota
OLUKOJO Ayodeji Oladimeji, Arts, History and Strategic Studies, University of Lagos
OLUKOSI James Otunola, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Landmark University, Omu-Aran.
OLUMBA Michael Ohaeri, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
OLUMEKUN Victor Olugbenga, Sciences, Plant Science & Biotechnology, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
OLUMUREWA John A. Victor, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLURINOLA Isaiah Oluranti, Social Sciences, Economics and Development Studies, Covenant University Ota
OLURISHE Temidayo Olutoyin, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OLUSAKIN Mopelola Ayoka, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Lagos
OLUSANYA Joseph Olusoga, College of Vocational and Technology Education, Home Economics and Hotel Management, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
OLUSI Titus Adeniyi, Sciences, Biology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUSINA Joseph Olalekan, Environmental Sciences, Department of Surveying and Geoinformatics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUTOYE Moses Aderemi, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OLUWADE Bamidele Ayodeji, Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Kogi State University Anyigba
OLUWAFEMI Sunday, Agriculture, Crop Production, Bowen University, Iwo
OLUWAGBEMI-JACOB Dorothy Nwanyinma, Arts, Philosophy, University of Calabar
OLUWALANA Isaac Babatunde, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUWAMUKOMI Matthew Olusola, Agriculture, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUWASOLA Abideen Olayiwola, Basic Medical Sciences, Pathology, University of Ibadan
OLUWATAYO James Ayodele, Education, Institute of Education, Ekiti State University
OLUWATIMILEHIN Judah Tunde Bamisaye, College of Specialized and Professional Education (cosped), Counselling Psychology, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
OLUWUO Samuel Obi, Education, Educational Management, University of Port-Harcourt
OLUYAMO Sunday Samuel, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OLUYEGE Amos Olajide, Agriculture, Forestry and Wood Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OM’INIABOHS Ferdinand Akpokobe, Basic Medical Sciences, Human Anatomy, Baze University
OMACHONU Gideon Sunday, Arts, Languages and Linguistics, Nasarawa State University Keffi
OMADA Joseph Itah, Sciences, Environmental Sciences, National Open University of Nigeria, Lagos
OMAFUVBE Bridget Okiemute, Sciences, Microbiology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OMALE James Na, Sciences, Biochemistry, Kogi State University Anyigba
OMAR Sa’adiya, Arts, Department of Nigerian Languages, Usmanu Danfodiyo University
OMATSEYE Bridget Olierejere, Education, Institute of Education, University of Benin
OMEH Yusuf Ndudaku, Natural Sciences, Biochemistry, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OMEJE Obiageli Felicia, Social Sciences, Psychology, Enugu State University of Science and Technology, Enugu
OMEKWU Charles Obiora, Education, Library and Information Science, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OMEONU Chimezie Allwell, Education, Counselling Psychology, Clifford University Owerrinta Abia State
OMIDIORA Elijah Oluosayo, Engineering and Technology, Computer Science and Engineering, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso
OMITOLA Bolaji Olumuyiwa, Social Sciences, Political Science, Osun State University Osogbo
OMITUYIN Bamidele Oluwarotimi, Faculty of Renewable Natural Resources, Aquaculture and Fisheries Management, University of Ibadan
OMIZEGBA Elijah Ehiagwina, Engineering and Technology, Electrical Engineering, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
OMOBALA Olufunmilayo Sade, Agriculture, Department of Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OMOBOWALE Emmanuel Babatunde, Arts, English, University of Ibadan
OMODIA Stephen Monday, Social Sciences, Political Science and Public Administration, Edo University Iyamo
OMOGBAI Eric Kelly, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Benin
OMOFO Christina Nkechi, Education, Curriculum and Instructional Technology, University of Benin
OMOIKE Donatus Onodenatore, Education, Educational Foundations and Management, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OMOIKHOJE Stanley Omoh, Agriculture, Animal Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OMOIJUWA Kayode Adeniran, Social Sciences, Political Science and International Relations, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OMOKHUA Godwin Ejakhe, Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife Management, University of Port-Harcourt
OMOLAYO Benjamin Oluwabunmi, Social Sciences, Psychology, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
OMOLE David Olugbenga, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Covenant University Ota
OMOLEWA Michael Abiola, Education, Adult Education, University of Ibadan
OMONIYI Isaac Tunde, Environmental Resources Management, Aquaculture and Fisheries Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OMONU Boyi James, Education, Human Kinetics & Health Education, Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University, Lapai
OMONZEJELE Peter Felix, Arts, Philosophy, University of Benin
OMOREGBEE Friday Egbenayabuwa, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Extension Services, University of Benin
OMOREGIE Edoba Bright, Law, Private & Property Law, University of Benin
OMOREGIE Norah Onyero, Education, Education, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City
OMOREGIE Eunice Oti, Education, Educational Foundations and Management, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OMOREGIE Anthony Uahunomwan, Agriculture, Crop Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OMOREGIE Ehimwenma Sheena, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Benin
OMOROGBE Comfort Ejayokhin, Social Sciences, Accounting and Finance, Crawford University Igbesa
OMOROGBE Stephen Kayode, Social Sciences, Sociology, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OMOROGIUWA Osamede Kingsley, Education, Educational Evaluation and Counselling Psychology, University of Benin
OMORUYI Francis Osawaru, Erokpaidamwen, Education, Adult and Non-formal Education, University of Benin
OMORUYI Ikponmwonsa Osahon, Law, Jurisprudence and International Law, University of Benin
OMOSEWO Esther Ore, Education, Science Education, University of Ilorin
OMOSIGHO Sunday Ewansiha, Physical Sciences, Mathematics, University of Benin
OMOSUYI Oluwole Gregory, Sciences, Department of Applied Geophysics, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OMOTADE Olayemi Oluwemien, Medicine and Dentistry, Institute of Child Health, University of Ibadan
OMOTAYO Akinwumi Moses, Agriculture, Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OMOTAYO Ayo Olu, Social Sciences, Geography and Planning, Lagos State University, Ojo
OMOTESHO Olubunmi Abayomi, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, University of Ilorin
OMOTI Afekhide Ernest, Medicine and Dentistry, Ophthalmology, University of Benin
OMOTI Caroline Edijana, Medicine and Dentistry, Haematology, University of Benin
OMOTOLA Shola Jeremiah, Social Sciences, Political Science, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti, Ekiti State
OMOTOSH Otemidayo Victor, Sciences, Physics, Covenant University Ota
OMOTOSO Oluwemien, Social Sciences, Political Science, Ekiti State University
OMOTOYINBO Joseph Ajibade, Engineering and Technology, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OMOZUWA Victor Edosa, Arts, Linguistics Studies, University of Benin
OMUBO-PEPPELE Valentine Benjamin, Sciences, Physics, River State University of Science and Technology
OMUEMU Casimir Erhumwun, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Benin
OMUEMU Vivian Ossaidiom, Medicine and Dentistry, Community Health, University of Benin
ONABAJO Felix Abiodun, Management Sciences, Entrepreneurial Studies, Lead City University, Ibadan
ONAH Fab Obeta, Social Sciences, Department of Public Administration and Local Government, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ONAH Felix Ezema, Management Sciences, Economics, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
ONAJIJI Funmilyayo Dorcas, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
ONASANYA Amos Adeyinka, Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
ONAYEMI Folake Oritsegbubemi, Arts, Classics, University of Ibadan
ONI Joshua Olugbenga, Education, Educational Management and Business Studies, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
ONI Olatunde Michael, Sciences, Pure and Applied Physics, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomosho
ONIANWA Charles Uche, Sciences, Computer Science and Mathematics, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ONIBERE Emmanuel Amano, Sciences, Computer Science, University of Benin
ONJIB Gbenga Emmanuel, Agriculture, Animal Production and Health, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ONIFADE Olufemi Sunday, Agriculture, Pasture and Range Management, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
ONIFADE Comfort Adenike, Agriculture, Communication & General Studies, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
ONIFADE Anthony Kayode, Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ONIBINDE Adebayo Omotayo, Sciences, Basic Sciences, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
ONIKU Adetola Sunday, Sciences, Physics, Modibbo Adama University of Technology, Yola
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University and Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONIMAWO Ignatius Akhakhia</td>
<td>Sciences, Biochemistry</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONIMAWO John Afiagbokai</td>
<td>Arts, Department of Religious Management and Cultural Studies</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONIMISI Muhammad Yusuf</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics</td>
<td>Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONOGU Sunday Williams</td>
<td>Arts, Theatre Arts</td>
<td>Kogi State University Anyigba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONOH Anne Nwanennaya</td>
<td>Management Sciences, Business Management</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONOJA Adoyi Felix</td>
<td>Arts, History</td>
<td>Nasarawa State University Keffi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONOKALA Patience Chinyelu</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Geography</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONONEME Efemenia Isaiah</td>
<td>Arts, Fine/applied Arts</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONU Godwin Na</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Political Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University</td>
<td>Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONU Patience Nnenna</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Animal Science, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONU Donatus Orji</td>
<td>Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Economics, Management and Extension, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONU Isa</td>
<td>Institute for Agricultural Research</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Crop Protection, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUCHUKU Okechuku</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUEKWUSI Gideon Chineum</td>
<td>Agriculture, Rural Sociology and Extension</td>
<td>Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUH Abraham -.</td>
<td>Sciences, Earth Sciences</td>
<td>Salem University, Lokoja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUH Martin Onuh</td>
<td>Agriculture, Crop Science and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUIGBO Samuel Maduabuchi</td>
<td>Arts, English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUKA Adams Otozo Umoru</td>
<td>Institute of Education</td>
<td>University of Education, University of Ibadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMINNYA John Enekele</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Orthopaedics and Traumatology</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUNDI Lateef Oluronfemi</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Civil and Water Resources Engineering Department, University of Maiduguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUOHA Benedict Chima</td>
<td>Management Sciences</td>
<td>Management, University of Port-Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUOHA Victoria Erekpitian</td>
<td>Law, Private &amp; Property Law</td>
<td>University of Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUOHA Reginald Akujobi</td>
<td>Law, Department of Private and Property Law</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUOHA Innocent Chimaeeze</td>
<td>Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUISIRIUKA Benjamin Chikwendu</td>
<td>Sciences, Biological Sciences, Nigerian Defence Academy Kaduna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUU Michael Ugwu</td>
<td>Sciences, Physics</td>
<td>Federal University, Ndifu-Allike, Ebonyi State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWERE Stephen Nwankwo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics &amp; Gynaecology</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWIODUKIT Fidelis Ating</td>
<td>Education, Department of Science Education</td>
<td>University of Uyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUBERE Basden Jones</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Internal Medicine</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUBUYA Amechi</td>
<td>Agriculture, Agricultural Extension</td>
<td>University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUDIEGWU Uchenna</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUDEIKE Ogbonnaya Chikwe</td>
<td>Agriculture, Animal Science</td>
<td>Rhema University, Obeama-Asa - Rivers State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUDINIO Peter Martin</td>
<td>Arts, English and Literary Studies</td>
<td>University of Calabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUEKWE Ikenna Obinwanne</td>
<td>Faculty of Medical Sciences</td>
<td>College of Medicine., Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUEMESI Ajana Godwin</td>
<td>Sciences, Geological Sciences (sub Department of Applied Geophysics)</td>
<td>Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUGBUTA-ENYI Jane Akaja</td>
<td>Sciences, Biology</td>
<td>Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumoulumeni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUHAFUA Polite Iwedike</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics and Gynaecology</td>
<td>Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUKA Elizabeth Nonye</td>
<td>Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Telecommunications, Federal University of Technology, Minna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUKA Julius Okechukwu</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Sociology</td>
<td>Abia State University, Uturu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUKA Emmanuel Chike</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Economics</td>
<td>Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUKA Christopher (chryss)</td>
<td>Friday Ijeoma, Agriculture, Animal Nutrition</td>
<td>Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONWUKA Gregory Ikechukwu</td>
<td>College of Applied Food Sciences and Tourism, Food Science and Technology</td>
<td>Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ONWUKAEME Doris Nkem, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmacognosy, University of Benin
ONWUMERE Josaphat Uchechukwu Joe., Management Sciences, Banking and Finance, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ONWURAHA Polycarp Emeka Chielozor, Arts, Religious and Cultural Studies, University of Uyo
ONYEAKAGBU Ikedimma Aaron, Law, Law, Igbinedion University Okada
ONYEASO Chukwudi Ochi, Medicine and Dentistry, Child Dental Health, University of Port-Harcourt
ONYECHI Uchenna Agatha, Agriculture, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ONYEIKE Nwanma Beatrice, Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology, Abia State University, Uturu
ONYEIKE Eugene Nwaogwugwu, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Port-Harcourt
ONYEJI Christian Uzoma, Arts, Music, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ONYEJI Cyprian Ogbonna, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical Department, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
ONYEKWA Uloma Eucharia, Engineering and Technology, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ONYEKWA Julius Okezuo, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Imo State University, Owerri
ONYEKONWU Michael Obi, Engineering and Technology, Petroleum and Gas, University of Port-Harcourt
ONYEKPE Basil Obimma, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, University of Benin
ONYEKWelu Jonathan Chukwujekwu, Agriculture, Forestry and Wood Technology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ONYEMELOKWE Ifeoma Mabel, Arts, Department of French, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ONYENCHEERE Emmanuella Chinenyi, Social Sciences, Geography & Environmental Management, Imo State University, Owerri
ONYENWEAKU Chistian Ejike, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
ONYEOCHA Izuchukwu Marcel, Humanities, Philosophy, Imo State University, Owerri
ONYEOZO Augustine Martin, Education, Curriculum Studies/Instructional Technologies, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education,Rumuolumeni
ONYEWUCHI Oyiob Patricia, Agriculture, Department of Crop Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ONYEZE Geoffrey Okike Chika Onyia, Sciences, Bio-chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
ONYIA Chidiebere Rapheal, Education, Art Education, Godfrey Okoye University, Ugwuomu-Nike - Enugu State
ONYIBE Johnson Ehima, Agriculture, Department of Agronomy, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ONYIDO Angus Ejidikeme, Biosciences, Parasitology and Entomolgy, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ONYISHI Ikechukwu Virgilus, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Pharmaceutical Technology and Industrial Pharmacy, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ONYISHI Ernest Ike, Social Sciences, Department of Psychology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OPARA Ambrose Uche, Faculty of Health Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, Imo State University, Owerri
OPARA Obiamaka Veronica, Education, Psychological Foundations, Abia State University, Uturu
OPARA Bright Chidugam, Management Sciences, Marketing, River State University of Science and Technology
OPARAEKE Alphonsus Mbonu, Agriculture, Crop Science, University of Calabar
OPARAOCHA Evangeline Tochi, Basic Medical Sciences, Public Health Department, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OPEKE Rosaline Oluiremi, Management Resources, Information Resources Management, Babcock University, Ilishan-Remo
OPELOYE Saka Adelayo, School of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Applied Geology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
ORAJAKA Ifeanaacho Paul, Sciences, Geological Sciences, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka
ORANUSI Solomon Uche, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Covenant University Ota
ORDINOHA Best, Medicine and Dentistry, Preventive and Social Medicine, University of Port-Harcourt
OREBIYI Julius Sunday, Agriculture, Agricultural Economics, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OREDEIN Afolakemi Olasumbo, Education, Educational Management, Lead City University, Ibadan
OREH Catherine Ikiidiya, Education, Department of Adult Education and Extra-mural Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
ORHERUATA Arierhire Michael, Agriculture, Animal Science, University of Benin
ORHUE Noghayin Jerry, Basic Medical Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Benin
ORIAH Christiana Ibidun, Education, Institute of Education, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
ORIAKHI Dickson Evbagharu, Social Sciences, Economics, University of Benin
ORIOWO Matthew Olarewaju, Life Sciences, Optometry and Vision Science, University of Ilorin
ORJI Kingdom Eke, Arts, History and Diplomatic Studies, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
ORJI Ernest Okechukwu, Medicine and Dentistry, Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Perinatology, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
ORJI Agapetus Buzo-chibuzo, Education, Science & Environmental Education, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
ORODO Yinyinpevde Raye, Engineering and Technology, Petroleum Engineering, Covenant University Ota
OROGADE Adeola Abosede, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
ORUBOLOYE Olatunji Israel, Management Sciences, Sociology, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
ORUKPE Patience Ebehiremen, Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronic Engineering, University of Benin
ORUNABOKA Tamunobelema Tammy, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Port-Harcourt
OSAA Sunday Daniel, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Port-Harcourt
OSABOHIEN Emmanuel, Sciences, Chemistry, Delta State University Abraka
OSADOLOR Humphrey Benedo, Basic Medical Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science, University of Benin
OSAGHAE Dominic Osayande, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, Igbinedion University Okada
OSAGIE Joseph Inegbenebo, Arts, History and International Studies, University of Benin
OSAGIEDE Augustine Aideyan, Sciences, Mathematics, University of Benin
OSAHOGULU Dele Joshua, Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences, Mathematics/statistics, Ignatius Ajuru University of Education, Rumuolumeni
OSAHON Adesuwa Ifuero Osad, Management Sciences, Banking & Finance, University of Benin
OSAREN ngozi Azuka, Education, Educational Foundations, University of Lagos
OSASO Olaide , Technology, Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OSASO Cordelia Olatokunbo, Environmental Sciences, Architecture, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OSEGBUE Chike Patrick, Social Sciences, Political Science, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University, Uli
OSEGHALE Efosa Bendrift, Arts, History and International Studies , Ambrose Ali University, Ekpoma
OSELEBE Happiness Ogba, Agriculture, Crop Production & Landscape Management, Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki
OSEMEOBO Gbadebo Jonathan, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Bells University of Technology, Otta
OSEMWEIE Osarenkho Omorofosa, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Landmark University, Omu-Aran.
OSEMwenkha Sylvia Osayi, Institute of Public Administration and Extension Services, Health Division, University of Benin
OSEMwenkhae Joseph Erunmwosa, Sciences, Mathematics, University of Benin
OSEMWOTA Osadebamwen Ipkotokin, Agriculture, Soil Science, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OSENI Tajudeen Olusegun, Agriculture, Horticulture, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
OSHAA Odey Ade, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi
OSHIONEBO Bartholomew Otu, Arts, Department of Theatre Arts, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OSHO Adeleke , Sciences, Health Sciences, Redeemer’s University, Mowe
OSHODI Aladesamini Augustine, Sciences, Chemistry, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OSHODIN Osayuki Godwin, Education, Health, Environmental and Kinetics Education , University of Benin
OSHUNGADE Isaac Olayiwola, Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, Bowen University, Iwo
OSIKI Jonathan Ohiorenwai, Education, Guidance and Counselling, University of Ibadan
OSILIKE Micah Okwuchukwu, Sciences, Mathematics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OSIME Clement Odige, Medicine and Dentistry, Surgery, University of Benin
OSINUBI Abraham Adewale, Basic Medical Sciences, Anatomy, University of Lagos
OSINUBI Kolawole Juwonlo, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OSITA Nwosu, Education, Educational Administration and Planning, Abia State University, Uturu
OSITA-NJOKU Agnes Idaehon, Social Sciences, Sociology, Imo State University, Owerri
OSO Muraino Olaiyiwola, School of Communication, Lagos State University,, Journalism, Lagos State University, Ojo
OSOBA Gabriel Ajenifuja, Arts, English , Lagos State University, Ojo
OSUAGWU Linus Chukwuneye, Administration, Business Administration, American University of Nigeria, Yola
OSUBOR Christopher Chijindu, Sciences, Biochemistry, University of Benin
OSUIDE Michael Osehon, Sciences, Chemistry, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OSUIGWE Donald Ihenacho, Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OSUJI Julian Onyewuonyeoma, Sciences, Plant Science and Biotechnology, Arthur Javis University Akpoyubo Cross river State
OSUKA Bernard Okwudiri, Business Administration, Banking & Finance, Imo State University, Owerri
OSUNBITAN Akinfemi Jimmy, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural & Environmental Engineering , Obafemi Awolowo University,Ile-Ife
OSUNDAHUNSI Oluwatooyin Faramade, Agriculture and Agricultural Technology, Soil Science and Land Management, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OSUNDE Akim Osarhiemen, Agriculture, Soil Science and Land Management, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OSUNDE Zinash Delebo, Engineering and Technology, Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OSUNGBADE Kayode Omoniyi, Public Health, Health Policy and Management, University of Ibadan
OSUOJI Ogbonnaya Uzo, Sciences, Physics, University of Benin
OTAIGBE Barbara Edewele, Medicine and Dentistry, Paediatrics, University of Port-Harcourt
OTEGBAYO Jesse Abiodun, Medicine and Dentistry, Medicine, University of Ibadan
OTI Nnenna Nnannaya, Agriculture, Soil Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OTINWA Grace Olapeju, Education, Human Kinetics and Health Education, University of Lagos
OTOIDE Leo Enahoro, Arts, Department of History & International Studies, University of Benin
OTOTE Omare Celia, Education, Curriculum and Instruction, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OTTANMI Olubunmi Adetoro, Sciences, Zoology, University of Lagos
OVISAOGIE Faith Efosa, Life Sciences, Microbiology , University of Benin
OVISU Efo Osun ,**Medicine** and Dentistry, Medicine (internal Medicine), University of Benin
OVISAYI Patrick Osatohanmwen, Management Sciences, Department of Public Administration, Ambrose Alli University, Ekpoma
OVIAWE Osawaru, Institute of Child Health, Institute of Child Health, University of Benin
OVRI James Ejenike Ogagoro, Engineering and Technology, Materials and Metallurgical Engineering,, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OVUTE Alphonsus Odo, Education, Science Education, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudike
OVWASA Onowakponoko Lucky, Social Sciences, Political Science, Federal University, Lokoja, Kogi State
OWENS-IBIE Nosa, College of Social and Management Sciences, Mass Communication, Caleb University, Lagos
OWETE Kingsley Ifeanyi, Humanities, Religious and Cultural Studies, University of Port-Harcourt
OWOYEYE Akinsola Babajide, Social Sciences, International Relations, Lead City University, Ibadan
OWOJOI! Anthony Adekunle, Education, Vocational and Technical Education, Ekiti State University
OWOLABI Ayodeji Timothy, Sciences, Plant & Ecological Studies, University of Calabar
OWOLABI Sunday Ajao, Management Sciences, Accounting, Babcock University,Lilshan-Remo
OWOLABI Olutunde Lawal, Education, Science and Technology Education, Lagos State University, Ojo
OWOLABI Israel Esan, Engineering and Technology, Electrical/electronic Engineering, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OWOLABI Oluwadare Michael, Arts, English and Literary Studies, Ekiti State University
OWOLABI Olumide, Sciences, Computer Science, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OWOLARAFE Oseni Kehinde, Technology, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife
OWORU Olugbemiga Olufolahan, College of Science and Information Technology, Human Kinetics and Health Education, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
OWOSEKUN Akinola Adeniyi, Social Sciences, Economics, Bowen University, Iwo
OWU Daniel U., Basic Medical Sciences, Physiology, University of Calabar
OWUAMA Chukwunonye Ozioma, Environmental Sciences, Environmental Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OYATI Albert Imhoagene, College of Health Sciences/ Faculty of Clinical Sciences, Medicine, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OYAWALE Festus Adekunle, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Covenant University Ota
OYEBADE Francis Olugbemiga, Arts, Linguistics and Languages, Adekunle Ajasin University, Akungba
OYEBAMIJI Morufu Akinbamije, Education, Adult and Non-formal Education, University of Port-Harcourt
OYEBOLA Mojisola Adetutu, Education, Special Education, University of Ibadan
OYEDENJO Johnson Olajide, Agriculture, Department of Animal Science and Animal Technology, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City
OYEDEJI Johnson Olajide, Agriculture, Department of Animal Science and Animal Technology, Benson Idahosa University, Benin City
OYEDELE Kayode Festus, Sciences, Geosciences, University of Lagos
OYEDUM Onyedi David, Sciences, Physics, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OYEGOKE Sunday Olakunle, Engineering and Technology, Civil Engineering, Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti - Ekiti State
OYEJOLA Benjamin Agboola, Sciences, Statistics, University of Ilorin
OYENUGA Anthony Oyetunde, College of Vocational and Technology Education, Department of Technical Education, Tai Solarin University of Education Ijebu Ode
OYERINDE Oyesegun Olufemi, Education, Physical and Health Education, Bayero University, Kano
OYERO Olusegun Johnson, Agriculture, Water Resources, Aquaculture and Fisheries Technology, Federal University of Technology, Minna
OYESANYA Moses Oludotun, Sciences, Mathematics, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
OYESIKU Olukayode Oyekanmi, Social Sciences, Geography, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye
OYETAYO Folake Lucy, Sciences, Biochemistry, Ekiti State University
OYETAYO Victor Olusegun, Sciences, Microbiology, Federal University of Technology, Akure
OYETUNJI Elkanah Olaosebikan, Engineering and Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Lagos State University, Ojo
OYEWO Oyeiyinka Olusola, Arts, Department of Communication and Language Arts, Faculty of Arts, University of Ibadan, University of Ibadan
OYEWOLE Samuel Oyewumi, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Achievers University, Owo
OYEWOLE Olusola Bandele, Food Science and Human Ecology, Food Science and Technology, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OYEWUMI Kayode John, Sciences, Physics, University of Ilorin
OYEYEMI Adetoye Oyinboye, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Physiotherapy, University of Maiduguri
OYEI Tinuade Ibitoke, Sciences, Biological Sciences, Bayero University, Kano
OYINLOLA Eunice Yetunde, Agriculture, Department of Soil Science, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OYINLOLA Adeyinka Kofoworola, Engineering and Technology, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
OYOH Kechinere Bridget, Engineering and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Federal University of Technology, Owerri
OZE Gabriel Obasi, Faculty of Medicine, Medical Biochemistry, Imo State University, Owerri
OZIGBO Nathaniel Chizoba, Management Sciences, Business Administration, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OZIỌKO Reuben Ejike, Education, Library and Information Science, Michael Okpara University of Agricultural Umudiwe
OZO-ESON Philomena Obinna, Social Sciences, Sociology, University of Abuja, Gwagwalada
OZOJE Michael Ohichkuoabo, Animal Sciences and Livestock Production, Animal Breeding and Genetics, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta
OZUMBA Godfrey Okechukwu, Arts, Philosophy, University of Calabar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAT-MBANO Edith Chinwe</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Imo State University, Owerri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE Umar Alhaji</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Mass Communication</td>
<td>Bayero University, Kano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELEMO David Ayo</td>
<td>Centre for Energy Research &amp; Development, Materials</td>
<td>Obafemi Awolowo University, Iluife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENNAP Grace Rinnecit</td>
<td>Sciences, Microbiology</td>
<td>Nasarawa State University Keffi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERS Etete James</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Internal Medicine, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIP-EPRAIM Ekanem Eyo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Department of Internal Medicine, University of Calabar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICARDO Neri Gustavo</td>
<td>Medicine and Dentistry</td>
<td>Ebonyi State University, Abakaliki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPOOLA Olumuyiwa</td>
<td>Social Sciences, Communication and Media Studies (mass Communication)</td>
<td>Ajayi Crowther University, Ibadan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHP The Prophet</td>
<td>College of Health Science/faculty of Basic Medical Science, Biochemistry, Niger Delta University, Yenago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUCNAL-OGUNSOTE Boguslawa</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences, Department of Architecture</td>
<td>University of Jos</td>
<td></td>
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